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Auftragnohmor/Contractor 
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2. 
l 
3. 
3.1 
Cooperation within the containment field in accordance with 
the agreement between the USAEC and the BMFT as of the 
6th of r1arch 19 7 4 regarding technical exchange and cooper-
ation within Reactor Research and Development. 
Particular Objectives 
Comprehensive experiments and code'~evelopments in the 
containment field were carried out or will be done in the 
USA and in the FRG. Cooperation to date has been mainly by 
short visits and by the exchange of information. In partic-
ular the transmitted information is not. updated or is in-
complete. Therefore the particular objectives of the proj-
ect are: 
To determine in detail all the theoretical and experi-
mental work within the containment field on a bilateral 
basis, 
Collaboration in maintaining and developing computer 
codes, 
Collaboration in specifying experiments, 
Centralization of all the questions in .the containment 
field coming from the FRG. 
Research Program 
Participation in expert meetings such as: 
Containment Code Review Group· in the USA, 
Expert committee "Blowdown in Containment" in the FRG, 
Containment ad-hoc group of each country, 
- 2 -
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Common Review Group. 
A comprehensive.survey of the theoretical and experimental 
work of each country will be gained by participation in the 
different meetings. Furthermore there will be the opportu-
nity for input to proposals for containment related proj-
ects of interest to both countries. 
3.2 Trips to the research laboratories and related insbitutions: 
The close contact with the research laboratories and rela-
ted institutions in the FRG and in the USA should increase 
the knowledge of .containment problems of both sides and 
accelerate the information exchange. On request of the BMFT,..-._. 
or other German institutions, which are interested in the ~· 
containment field, a biiefing will be provided. 
3.3 Collaboration in maintaining and developing computer codes: 
The close contact with the Analysis Development Branch of 
the USNRC and with other research institutions in the USA 
enables the author to look for worthwhile references for 
code development, if necessary or·if such development can 
be done. In addition, it should be possible to obtain a 
qualified selection of the numerous computer coqes. 
3.4 Collaboration in maintaining and developing computer codes: 
Due to the discussion with experts in ·the USA and in the 
FRG it should be possible to include additional information 
into the specification of containment experiments in both () 
countries. 
3.5 Collection point for questions from the FRG: 
4. 
Questions from the FRG concerning the containment field 
should be centralized to the manager of the project. In 
this case it would be guaranteed that the problems will be 
solved as quickly as possible. Furthermore, other questions 
from the GRS can be handled, when it is necessary and pos-
sible. 
Experimental Facilitie·s, Computer Cod·es 
The following experiments, sponsored by the BMFT, will be 
included.in the project at this time: 
BATTELLE-Frankfurt: The phenomena occurring after the 
break of a coolant pipe (water or steam) of a water-
... 
- .;l -
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() 
cooled reactor were investigated in a multi-compartment 
model containment. Different room configurations were' 
simulated. 
IIDR: Within the framework of the blowclown invcstiyations 
at the HDR, containment experiments will be conducted. 
Pressure and temperature distributions will be me_asured, 
and because there i_s a special interest in the phenomena., 
the water carryover compartments and the heat transfer 
to the wall and to the components in the compartments 
will also be measured. 
GKSS: The GKSS project covers the investigations of 
different pheno~ena occurring during a LOCA in a DAS 
(vent clearing, pool swell, low air content flows). The 
experiments of the second series - specified in exten-
sive cooperation with the USNRC - are specialized to 
multivent investigations. 
Furthermore, the following experiments, sponsored by the 
USNRC, will also be included into t_he project at this ti_me: 
MIT: This program at the aassachussetts Institute of 
Technology studies the small scale modeling of flows 
which could be encountered in pressure suppression con-
tainments following a LOCA. 
UCLA: This program at the University-of California at 
l,Pn 1\n')nli~:i i :: (\\1 f':Xpf'r'imf'nt"l study of the h)~drodynam -
ics of air and steam in water pools to provid~ basic 
.. 
. 
experimental data fo.r use in numerical model confirmation, 
LLL 1/5 Scale: This program at the Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory was initiated to obtain experimental data for 
scale-model confirmation and licensing of the MARK I· 
pressure-suppression containment design and for code 
assessment. 
The following well-known computer codes should-be reviewed 
as to their verification: 
FRG-Codcs: COFLOW, CORAN, CONDRU, ·DADDY, DESDUE, DRASYS ,_ 
KONDAS, KSWING IV. 
USA-Codes: BEACON, CONTEl1PT-4, CONTEMPT-LT, COMPARE·, 
PELE-IC. 
'1.'~:~ :11.:t'..n p.:trts of these codes should be reviewed for the 
.l_ -
,--~. 
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5. 
Ad 3.1 
Ad 3.2 
6. 
possible use of them or parts of them in superior codes. 
This should lead to a reduction in the number of codes anq 
to a definite use of the codes in the licensing procedure. 
Progress to Date 
Participation in the 
6th Water Reactor Safety Research Information 'WRSRI) 
Meeting in Gaithersburg, MD, USA, in a 
ACRS Fluid Dynamic Subcommittee-Meeting on MARK II LOCA 
and SRV pool dynamic loads and load combinations, and in 
different NHC.-internu.l meetings. 
Trips to/and discussions with/at 
MIT, UCLA, HDR, GKSS, BATTELLE-Frankfurt, BMFT, GRS-FB, GRS. 
Results 
The author started his work in ~vashington, D. C., on the 6th 
i 
of November, 1978. The status of·the author with the NRC in 
the office of Nuclear Regulatory '~esearch (NRC-RES) in the 
Division of Reactor Safety Research is that of a Visiting 
Scientist. There is a close cooperation with the Contain-
ment Analyst of the Analysis Development Branc~. 
The NRC is very interested in such ·cooperation and has ex-
pressed his interest on many occasions. Accordingly the 
author has had the opportunity during the first weeks of () 
his visit to look at the NRC-RES containment activities at 
MIT, UCLA, LLL and at the Idaho National Engineering Labor-
atory ( INEL) . 
Some important points of interest are: 
Comprehensive verification programs are planned for the 
computer code PELE-IC and BEACON/MOD2A. 
The NRC-RES tries to obtain experimental results as much 
as possible (domestic and foreign) , to have a broad ba-
sis for its verification programs. 
The NRC is very interested in the German containment 
tests at GKSS, BATTELLE-Frankfurt, KWU and HDR. 
The first operating license for a BWR MARK II will be 
issued perhaps in the second half of 1979 (Zirnrner plant, 
Cincinnati, Ohio). 
- 5 -
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7. 
Ad 3.1 
AD 3.2 
Ad 3.3 
8. 
9. 
The NRC,has just started the r~view of the operating 
license for the first BWR MARK III (Grand Gulf, 
Mississippi) .· 
The visits served as an initial contact and as a frrst hand 
explanation of the project for· cooperation with the USNRC 
in the containment field. Discussions \vith ·all people con-. 
firmed their great interest in such a cooDeration. They 
had already exchanged a ~ot of information. 
In the frame of this project the course was set for a Com-
mon Review Group Heeting with participants from USA and FRG 
in M~rch 1979 in connection with the forthcoming CASP meet-
ing in Germany. 
Next Steps 
Participation in the forthcoming Containment Review 
Group Meeting of the USNRC in January 1979. 
Collaboration and 1participation in the forthcoming Corn- · 
mon Review Group Meeting and C~SP Meeting in March 1979. 
Contacts with EG&G (BEACON code) ~nd LLL (PELE-IC code). 
Collaboration in providing a verification matrix for the 
BEACON/MOD2A code and applications of the PELE-IC code. 
Relation to Other Projects 
RS 50, RS SOA, RS78D, RS 223, RS 246, RS 263/1, RS'263/6, 
RS 263/7, HDR-Project, GKSS Experimental Program. 
·References 
/1/ G. Mansfeld: Abstellung zur USNRC zur Kooperation auf 
dem Containmentgebiet. GRS-A-255, Januar 1978. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reoorts 
From the GRS~Forschungsbetreuung. 
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Titlo 1 : Elements absorbeurs d'energie pour· 
--
la conception des bridages de tuyaut~ries. 
Title 2 1 Energy absorber·elements for'pipe 
whip restraints 
. Initiated l 1972 
Completed l' 1975' 
Sta::ua l completed 
Last updating l 
-
1. General aim 1 j' 
---
Country 
BELGIUM 
Organization 
TRACTIONEL 
Project Leader 
P.HERNALSTEEN 
Experimental investigation aimed at characterizing· the dynamic 
behaviour of materials used for energy absorber ~esign, 
under representative geome tries and loading conditions. The 
major part of the programme was related to stainless steel 
rods acting in tension, and commercial cellular concrete, 
· acting in compression. In·addition, sev~ral tests we~e·performed· 
on copper bumpers and special mixtures \of l~ght we~~ht concrete. 
I 
o· . 2. Particular 'Obj actives I 
• Development and testing of a forged head design for anchorage 
of stainless steel bars 
• Comparison of dynamic versus static strength of tested materials, 
·and determination of th~ scatter in dyna~ic stress. 
- Effect of physical parameters such as humidity ana. temperature. 
3 •· Expe·r imen ta 1 f a,_c.il·i t·ie·s and .programme , 
- Dynamic testing i~oluding an air reservoir~ rupture disks and 
a sliding piston ·(drivi~g· fo~ce a 40 kN) 
4. Project status z 
The rosults have bean published in the paper : " The use 
of energy absorbers to protect structures against impact load~"g 4, 
P. Hernalsteen and c.Leblois ·• Nuclear ~ngineering an~. Design 37 
(1976) .)73.406. 
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a. Degree of availability a Contact TRACTIONEL • BRUSSELS~ 
·' 
I . 
.. 
'. 
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. '. 
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I I '-~· 
0 i 
) 
·, 
Classification & 
Title le Pro9ramme VAPON. 
Evaluation des solliditations 
de vapeur en cas de briche 
Title 2 a Programme VAPON. 
des tuyauteries 
Evaluation of the pipe forces reaulti~g from 
a steamlino break 
.. 
Initiated 
Country. 
· · BELGIUM 
Organization 
. 
TRACTION EL 
~­
' 
.. 
: ~Tanuary 1977 
Operationul a.June 1977• 
Project leader 
E".STUBBE 
Scientist 
DUPLAT 
1. Gpneral 'aim 1 
Pipe restraint~ are usually installed around steamlines 
in order to prevent severe pipe movement and pipe whip 
in case of a sovere break. The general aim is to evaluate 
the hydraulic forces ·acting on the pipl at different break 
locations in o~der to choose the proper .l.ooations ·and, 
dimenaio~of the pipe restraints. 
2. !articular objec~ive~. 
Evolution of the pipe force coefficient and mass flow rates 
during the short timo interval tollowi~g a break of a steam 
line, 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date : The calculations are based on the 
mothod of characteristics in order to treat the·wave pro• 
pagation phenomena during the short period ~ollo~i~g 
the accident. Step by step calculation of 'the· wave 
force and ·the blowdown force. gives. the evolution of 
the foroo coefficient· a:t several locati.onu .•. · 
j 
. - -€1{,-
... 
I o 
Tha program can handle pipes equipped by venturis, sudden 
contractions or ex~ansiori~, elbows. 
The flow regimes extend to the supersonic flow with the 
possible develo'pment of standing' shooks in the pipe·~ 
... ·. 
, 
• I 
The vapour is treated as an ideal gas and specified by its 
proper isentropic index.· As .ouch, the program can handle 
any ideal gas. 
2. Essential results 
The results obtained are in close a~reement with the te~ults 
from·similar codeo ·and published data. for ~imilar problemsw 
5, Next step. 
In order to treat the break of high enerqy lines filled with 
subcooled water or staturated water and stea~, a·programme is 
·under development using the same basic method of 'charac;:teristics 
I . • 
in order to evaluate the pipe foroe·coefficient and break mass 
flow rate. 
·1. Reference documents. 
1. A.H. SHAPIRO " Dinamics and thermodynamics of compres~ible 
fluid flow " Ronald 1953 
·2. F.J.MOOD~ Time-dependent pipe forcaa·oaused by blow down 
and flow s~oppage; 
Transactions 6f the ASME-Se»tember 1973 
3. P.PANA, J. ROHDE Stationary and transient Mass flow:~ates 
nnd jet thrust forces followi~g pipe breaks 
LAEA Meoting COLOGNE 1976. 
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. . 
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•• Clasai~ication 1 ~-1 
Titlo 1 1 Programma LOCA-2 1 Evolution des 
pressions a court terme dana·les logettes 
de l'enceinte d'un reacteur PWR en cas 
d'un accident LOCA 
Title 2 : Programma LOCA-2 : A computer code 
to ostimate the short term ~ressbrization 
in the subcompartimants sur~ounding the 
primary system, in case of a loss of 
coolant accidont 
Initiated : June 72 
Completed : April 73 
Last update : December 76 (version 3,4,5) 
1. General aim : 
Co\intry 
BELGIUli 
Organization 
TRACTIONEL 
Project Leader 1 
E.J, S'l'UBBE 
The programme LOCA 2 evaluates conservatively the short term 
pressure evolution in ·the subcompartments of a containment 
following a LOCA or a HELB, in order to ensure the integrity 
of the concrete structures surrounding the break location •. 
'\ 
2. Particular objective~ a 
~ Three versions of the programme exist in order to treat dif• 
forent break locations and a wide variety of interconnected 
volumes, 
LOCA 2 V 3 a 10 nodes, and 20 interconnectinn~. 
Mainly used for simple geometri~s. This pro;rams 
contains a bubble rise·option to treat the 
6opressurization of a steam. generator, 
LOCA 2 V 4 1 20 nodes,and 60 interconnections. 
·-. 
Mainly used for calculations of overpreasurization 
in tho multiple compa~tments surroundi~q the primary 
ana the secondary lines. 
·: 
LOCA 2 v s 1 so noaos and 120 interconnections. 
Mainly uaod for astimntipg the·ovorpres~ures in the 
preosure vessel cavity followi~g a LOCA at the inlet 
o.r outlet nozzles of the reactor. 
4. Program Status 
1. Progress to date. 
Tho program contains an inertia option for problems where 
inertia and frictional effects are important,and an orifice 
option for which q.uasi steady state compressible flow can be 
assumed. 
Tho program rigosously treatn the thermodynamics of two-pha$G 
two-component mixtures of water· a~d an ~ne~t gas' and contains 
three flow model options for es~imati~g the oritica~ mass_ 
flow rates. / 
1. Henri-Fauske model (water,vapour+air) 
2. Moody model (for water:.vapour only) . 
3. The homogeneous equilibrium model.' (wa tor, vapour+air) 
·The effect of water entrainment can be simulated by specifying 
a watpr entrajnment facfor fa~ each interconnection. 
A .:;,),,...~ ')!.• t • .i,HI .i. ~> ~n,~i 1 ... bl ... i t.v s.uu\\1 a ta ily-o.ut panels and 
movable plugs between volumes. 
2. Essential results 
Extensive validation of the program models was performed 
by comparison of the results on benchmark problems and real 
configurations obtained from equivalent codes· sUch as 
TMD, RELAP, CONPRESS, DDIFF. · 
The results indicate generally. ~ood ~greement. 
. 
. 
. .... 
s. Next ste.EE., 
Tho codo LOCA 2 is presently oubjected to an objective 
validation exercise by participati6n in the USNRC standard 
subcompartment problem programj The 13 standard problems are 
treated and the results are being submitted to the NRC 
for ovaluv.t1.on. 
7. Reference Documents 1 
D. BROSCHE : zoco V: a computer program for the calcul.ation 
of time and space dependent pressure distribution in . 
rcac tor ·containments. 
Nuclear Engineering and Des~gn. Vol. 23 (1972) 
K.V. MOOHE ET AL 
Relap-IV : Computer program for transient thermohydraulic 
analysis. ID0-03401. (1973) 
F.J. MOODY Maximum Flow rate of a single cdmponent,· two-
phnse Mixture. 
Transactions of the ASME - February 1965. 
R.E. HENRY, H. FAUSKE : The two-phase Critical flow of a 
.. 
one-component Mixtures in Nozzles, orifio~s and short 
tubes. 
Journal of heat transfer - May 1971. 
DDIFF-1 Code : A ceacription of the DDIFF-1 digital compu~er 
code for reactor plant subcompartment Analysis. 
Combustion Engineering Power Systems CENPD-141 F•brua~y 1976. 
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Classif i'ca tion· 
Title 1 PROGRlll1HE LOCJ\-3 :.Evol.ution de la pression 
A long termo dans l'onceinta d'une centrale nucl~­
airo suite A uno rupture du. circuit primaire. 
'. 
.. =f.1 
Country r 
BELGIUM 
----------------·· -·-- ···;""- _____ ........ --; 
.. 
Title 2 : ~n~~RAMME LOCA~l:Long term pressure evo-
lut~on 1~ ~he containment of nuclear power pla~ts, 
following a loss of coolant accident.' 
Organizat~onl 
TRACTIONEL I 
Initiated July 1974 Proj~ct 
. I Leader a Comploted July 1975 
E. STUBBl:: .·A~t update January 1976 i 
l 
1. General aim : To calculate the pressure history in the con-
tainment following a loss of coolant .accident. The compute~~ 
code LOCA-3-V4 unables one to,: 
a. estimate the maximum pre~sure for which the containment 
integrity muot be assured 
b. estimate a conservatively low .containment back pressure·to 
"evaluate the efficiency ·of. the· ECCS 1 
c. evaluate the efficiency of diffe.rent·safe:;u~r'"' systoms 
(spra~, ventilation7 .I 
• 
I " , d. · o:va t ue. ':a the tempera tu re 'gradients in the containmen-t 
'· 
structure in order to .estimate the stress levels 1-n· tha · ·· 
concrote. . ) t"· • •• 
2 · '1 J ctivc"' · TlH! cod~ was dovclop,i?~O for ·calculating • ~~~.::.__y_::_?-.3..12 '-' • 
containment loading fo2.· D.ctuu.J. pcn;er plan:ts. ~~is re·quire·s· 
t.h• , .-• .:.ion o·£ the ·\r,!~d.ous coinponants that influence the 
!.il.'~snuro h'isto:cy such as; 
. . . 
- Detailed desc~iption of all pasoive heat sinks available. 
The code is dimonsionned for a maximum of 10.structuroa, 
oach of'which can contain up to t50 nodes ~ith a varioble 
spacing. 
Four different options arc .built in to calculate the intein~l: 
heat tran11fer cocffic:tont in case of LOCA, two o-f whioh ar~.-··, 
tho wi6aly uoed Tagami-Ushida correlation for in~egrity and .. 
ECCS calculations. · 
- Simulation of the operational safeguard systems, such as 
. 
spray and cooling coils. 
' 
.. ~··. ,• 
-Evaluation of the aump water temperature re~ulting.from 
•uch sourcea aa the sprai, the spill-over ~low ~ates, conden• 
sing flux, and the flashing fraction that goos to the sum~.:: 
':! 
This temperature is important to determine the stress in ~he 
sump concreto structure and to evaluate the aepr~ssuri­
zation rate ~n the recirculation phase. 
,·· 
- During the rocirculation phaao, n proper evaluation of tho 
temperature of the component _c·ooling water ,is 'neces.sary in 
order to eotimatc the hGat absorption capacity,of .the cooling 
coils and the cooling capa~ity of the residual heat rem6val 
heat exchangers. 
•. 
·.· ., 
fr.ojcct Status 
1
• ~!22!!!!-~~-~~~! ~he fourth version (LOC~-3-v4) 
. operational a.nd prov id~ s graphical oU'tpu t. for ·the 
important parameters \Pr~asuro, temperatures)., 
is f~lly' 
. ' ) . 
most 
•• ,• 
/ 
·. 
... 
. '• 
,, 
. 
<0 I 
-----·-·-·-
'• 
2. Essential results z Extensive vaiidation of the code was 
-----------------performed and the results show good agreemen~ with results 
• • • 4 
from other codes ouch as ·CONTEMPT, COMPATE, COCO,and ZOCO V. 
5. Next s~ The code LOCA-3-V4 is continu~~:y being ·updated 
to follow the evolution in the models used ~~ ~c~cervatively 
. 
estimflte the pressure ovolutian (e.g. FLASU C?~!=~~, including 
"pros8ur~ £~ash" or "~empcrature flash"). 
Work in proceeding to include the treatment of the ~ost- · 
reflood phenomena \'tith FROTH. 1'.s the input data are usuall~· 
given for a fixed dow~atream pressur~, the post reflood mass 
and energy release rates must be ·adjustecl t.o actual ·.downstream 
oprcssure ~n the containment. 
lLa~crence .documents : 
~ 
D. BROSCHE : zoco V, a computer code for the calculation of 
time-and-space dependent pressure distributions in rea~tor 
containments. 
Nuclear Engineer~~g and Des~gn i3 (1972) 
L. RICHARDSON.ET AL. 
"CONTEMPT~, A compute~ programme for prQdicting the 
containment pressure-temperature response to· a Loss-of-
coolant accident. 
·tpo-17220 (1967),. 
F. ~ORDELON ET AL. 
I , •• ,. ~ " I. • 
Contai~mant Pressure Analysi~ Code (COCO) 
HCAP 0326 
S. Degree of availabilitt : CONTACT TRACTIONEL - BRUSSELS 
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£lMoc tw.rr.o tr aum/ Penod Klass•l•kallon/Ciass•f•cat•on Kl'nnlolchen/Pro,ect Number 
I. l, 7H 
-
'3t.12.7B ? • 1. ns r;o 
Vorhabon/ProJ!!Ct T1tlo Land/Country 
Untcrsuchung dcr Vorgange in einem mehrfach FR~ 
unterteilten Containment bcim Bruch einer Fbrdernde Institution/Sponsor 
Kiihlmittcleitung wasser .~eki.ihl ter Reaktoren. llHFT 
Aultragnohmor/Contractor 
DATTELLE-INSTITUT E. V. 
Tnvnatigntlon of the Phenomena Occurring Frankfurt am Main 
within (\ Nulti.-Compnrtment Containment after 
of the Primnry Coo.l i.np; Circuit in 
., 
Hupt.urc 
JJ H t_r_! .!~ G.D!!)_ O rl H('actors 
Ar l•n•t·.ll•HJHln/lnlloaled Arbo•r~ondo/C~mploliJd Loiter dos Vorhabons/Project Loader 
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1. Grnernl Aim 
C The objective of this research project is to simulate in 
lnr~o-scnle experiments rupture o£ tl1e primnry cooling cir-
cuit within t.ho containment of a wnter-coolcd reactor and to 
investigate the phenomena occurring wi~hin the containment. 
The experimcntnl results· are to be compared with the results· 
of model calculations arid will finally serve to improve the 
computer codes. 
2. Particulnr Objectives 
J. 
J. 1. 
j.2. 
J.J. 
).4. 
;; eo;;;; o cu: e, 
Problems to be investigated experimentally: 
Flow rnte and jot forces at the site of rupture, 
differential pressure between compartments, 
pressurization in the containment during the LOCA, 
depressurization after the LOCA, 
lands on containment structures. 
Rcscnrch Pro~rnm 
Inte~rnl LOCA experiments in a scale-model Pwn containment 
with nine compar~mcnts. The volumetric model scale is about 
1: 6/1 re la ti ve to the 1200 1-lW reactor plant Biblis A. 
Basic LOCA experiments with steam line breaks and a simpli-
fied contninment geometry. 
Jet force experiments le~ding"to an extremely high load on 
specinl concrete structures. 
Additional LOCA experiments. 
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4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The experimental.facilities consist essentially of 
a model containment (approx. 600m3, 6 bar), 
a model coolant circuit (approx. 6m3 , .140 bar, )00 °C), 
instrumentation (approx. 200 channels for pressure, 
·differential pressure, temperature, density, mass flow, 
force, strain and water level), 
data collecting and processing systems with 120 and 256 
channels. 
For comparison with the experimental data, the GRS code 
ZOCO 6 is used with small modifications; for details see 
research program RS 50 A. In addition, several external 
institutions are using the experimental data to verify their 
own codes. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ad ).1 A series of P\iR containment LOCA experiments (Nos. C1 to 
C16) has been completed in 1976. 
Ad ).2 A series of basis containment LOCA experiments (Nos. Dl to 
D15) with steam line breaks .and simplified containment geo-
metry has been performed in 1977• EvaLuation has been com-
pleted in 1978. 
Experiment No. D15 has been chosen as a Standard Proble1n 
for an international comparison with theoretical results. 
6. Results 
Ad ).2 see results for Research Project RS 50 A 
7. Next Steps 
Ad ).1 and ).2 
Ad J.J and ).4 
Preparation of additional reports 
Specification and preparation of additional ex-
periments. 
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a. Rolntion to Ot.hor Projocts 
HS 50 A: Analysis of the D-Series Experiments of Project 
ns 50 
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Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Begleitende theoretische Arbeiten zu den FRG 
D-Versuchen des Forschungsvorhabens RS 50 Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
B?>IFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
BATTELLE-INSTITUT E.V. 
Analysis of the D-Series 'Experiments of Frankfurt am Main 
Research Project RS 50 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Hav 2. 1977 September JO, 1978 Dr. T. F. Kanzleiter 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Completed December 1978 DM 399.850,-'-
General Aim 
Experimental results obtained in RS 50 containment LOCA 
experiments are to be compared with results of computer 
code cal~ulations. The objective is to demonstrate, quanti-
fy and analyze the safety margins inherent in the computer 
codes of today in order to get a basis for future best 
estimate codes. 
2. Particular Objectives 
J. 1. 
J.2. 
'ro subs·tailtiate the initial evaluation of experimental 
results ( Quiclc Look Heport). 
To assist in the detailed planning of following ex-
periments. 
Hesearch Pro::;ram 
Calculation of the containment pressurization immediately 
after the performance of an experim.ent using the experimen-
tal' mass :flow data~ Documentation of the calculational 
restil ts in comparison ld th experimental data in Quicl<: Lool..: 
neports'. 
Analysis of' experimental results by 
parametric studies 
variation of program options 
cnlcul~tion with separate calculatins models 
\,~o.'.;; • ..., ... Y,'!.'fl~,,- o~d~l) usin,s: experimen~al da"ta as 
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4. Computer Codes 
ZOCO 6 with modifi~ations, 
RELAP4 Mod 5 
5. Progress to Date 
RS 0.50 A 
Ad 3.1 and ).2: Post-calculations of ten experiments have been 
completed and described in Quick Look Reports and in the 
Final Report /7/. 
6. Results 
Ad ).1 and ).2: The most significant results of the evalua~ion of 
the RS 50 D-series containment LOCA experiments (steam line 
breaks, simplified containment geometry) are: 
i 
Using conventional parameters for calculation, the 
ZOCO 6 code yields an overestimation of the containment 
short term pressurization by 20 to 30 percent in case of 
steam line breaks. (Earlier RS 50 experiments showeq 
that in case of water line breaks the overestimation 
can exceed a factor of 2). 
·\ 
'\. \ A good agreement between the calculated and the measured ~ 
pressure built-up in the short-term period can be achieved 
by assuming extremely high heat transfer coefficients up 
to~ = 15,000 W/m2K in the break compartment and lower 
w 
values for the following compartments. 
A comparison of similar experiments with different vent 
geometry showed good agreement with model calculations 
using the isentropic flow model and the following contrac-
tion coefficients: 
nozzle-type vents (dia 600 mm): OCD = 1.0 
• orifice-type vents (dia 750 mm): OC.D = 0.7 
chanl'lel. ( dia 7'*0 mm, 
length 2000 mm) :cxo = 0.9 
(subscritical flow, pressure ratio-' 1. 5) 
-3-
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Comparable results for vent flow are obtained with the 
flow data of Schiller (original ZOCO 6 version) combined· 
with a dischar'ge coefficient of oc0 = 0.65 for .. orifice-type 
vents and with the flow data of Frossel /1/ for the 
channel. 
For vents·located in a velocity field the upstream fluid 
velocity must be accounted for either direc.tly in the 
code (eg. COFLOW or· OOIFF2) or, in an auxiliary manner, 
by increasing the contraction coefficient. 
7. Next Steps 
8. Relation to Other ProJects 
RS 50: Investigation of the Phenomena Occurring within 
a Multi-Compartment Containment after Rupture of the Pri-
mary Cooling Circuit in Water-Cooled Reactors. 
References 
/1/ Frossel, "Stromung in glatten, geraden Rohren mit 
Uber- und Unterschallgeschlfindigkei t". Forschung 7 
(2), March/April 1936 
/2/ BF-RS 50-30-010 "Quick Look Report Experiment 010", 
April 1978 
/3/ BF-RS 50-30-011 "Quick Look Report Experiment 011", 
January 1978 
/4/ BF-RS 50-30-013 "Quick Look Report Experiment 0 13", 
April 1978 
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10. 
RS 050 A 
/5/ BF-RS 50-30-D14 "Quick Look Report Experiment D14", 
April 1978 
/6/ BF-RS 50-32-D15 "Erganzende Versuchsdokumentation D15", 
April. 1978 
/7/ BF-RS 50A~t, Vol.. 1 and 2. 
"Abschl.uBbericht RS 50·A. Begl.eitende theoretische 
Arbeiten zu den D-Versuchen des Forschungsvorhabens 
RS 50 (Modell.containment)", September 1978 
/8/ BF-RS 50-62-6 "Ergebnisse und Auswertung von Blow-
down-Versuchen in einem mehrfach unterteil.ten Model.l.-
containment (D-Versuchsprogramm)", December 1978 
Degree of Availabil.ity of the Reports 
Reports are available through GRS-FB. '. 
Documents /2/ to /7/ can be made avail.abl.e onl.y by special 
agreement. 
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Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
. FRG Analytische Tatigkeiten der GRS im Rahmen des 
Reaktorsicherheitsforschungsprogramms des BMFT Fordernde Institution/Sponsor BMFT 
Druckverteilung im Containment Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Gesellschaft fur 
Analytical Activities of the GRS in the Frame Reaktorsicherheit 
of the BMFT Research Program on Reactor Safety (GRS) mbH 
Pressure Distribution in the Containment 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/<;;ompleted Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1.1977 31.12.1979 DI G. Hellinqs 
St11n~ der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
continuing 31.12.1978 . 
~ 1 General Aim c., .. ) -·--------
Parallel and supplementary analytical investigation to exper-
imental research projects sponsored by the BMFT as well as 
further development of computer codes concerning reactor 
safety. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Check of the computer codes to get information on their range 
of application and capability. 
2.2 Improvement and further development of the computer codes. 
2.3 Examinations to determine parameters having a large influ-
ence. 
~. · -3~·_.------~R~e~s~e~a-r~c~h--P~r~o~g~r~a=m 
3. l Work on the basic versions of the computer codes COFLOt·1 and 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
4. 
CONDRU (documentation of the codes, verification of the 
codes by recalculation of experiments) • 
Further development of the computer codes and quantification 
of conservatism. 
Verification of further developments of the codes. 
Preparatory work for further RS 50 experiments. 
i Work with external computer 1 codes. 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
I 
Recalculations of RS so. experiments, series C and D, carried 
out in the Battelle model containment, with the containment 
codes COFLOW (calculations dfuring the first second·s of the 
I 
LOCA) and CONDRU (calculations over long periods) • 
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s. 
Ad 3.1 
Ad 3.2 
Ad 3. 4 
Progress to Date 
Work on documentation and verification of the basic versions 
of the codes: 
The description of CONDRU /1/ and COFLOW /2/ were 
finished. 
Most of RS 50 D-Series experiments were· recalculated 
(D1, D3 /3/, D6, D7, D8 /4/ and D11 with COFLOW; D~, 011 
/5/ with CONDRU) • 
Participation in standard problems to quantify model specific 
conservatism: 
• 
The influence of the different initial and boundary con-
ditions of the experiments D10 and D15 was analysed to 
see wether D15 can replace the experiment D10 which failed 
or whether new calculations must be made /6/. 
After it was decided to repeat the standard problem, the 
experiment D15 was calculated as a new standard problem· 
with COFLOW /7/ and CONDRU /8/. 
For the interpretation of the results of the new standard 
problem D15, experimental results were prepared and 
plotted in a specified way /9/. 
Activities concerning further experiments: 
The results of the RS 50 experiments p~rformed up to now 
were examined. 
' 
~ 
.......... 
' '" Information is being obtained from other research programs '~ 
6. 
Ad 2.1 
(HDR, ECOTRA, GKSS test facility PSS). 
Results 
Recalculation of RS 50 experiments show the capability of 
the existing codes: 
With standard parameters (which are also used in licen-
sing calculations) the experimental pressure was repro-
duced in a conservative way 
A quantitative statement on the overestimation of the 
pressure cannot be made yet 
Good correspondance between experimental and theoretical 
results can be achieved by parameter variations. 
Ad 2.3 Information on important parameters can be obtained by the 
comparison of experimental and theoretical results of RS 50 
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7. 
Ad 3.1 
Ad 3.2 
8. 
9. 
experiments: 
Parameters of the containment codes, which mainly influ-
ence the analytical results, are the water carry-over 
factor, the heat transfer coefficient, and the contrac-
tion coefficient. 
The values for the parameters gained in the RS 50 experi-
ments by parameter variations (low water carry-pver fac-
tors, high heat transfer coefficients near the point of 
rupture) need to be confirmed by further experiments 
Better interpretation of the RS 50 experiments can be ob-
tained if the.discrepancy between measured heat transfer 
coefficients (z800 W/m2·K) and those found by recalcula-
tions (up to 104 W/m2 ·K) can be resolved. 
A check of the measurement techniques and their error 
bands is necessary for further reflection on the accuracy 
of theoretical predictions. 
I 
Next Steps 
Recalculation of the remaining RS 50 experiments. 
Analysis and interpretation of the results of all RS 50 ex-
periments performed until now; collection of information 
from other research programs to confi~m and complete the 
results obtained with RS 50 experiments. 
Relation to other projects 
HOR, ECOTRA, GKSS test facility (PSS). 
References 
/1/ M. Tiltmann, B. Huttermann: ~eschreibung des Rechenpro-
gramms CONORU-4~ GRS-A-124, M~rz 1978 
/2/ G. Hellings, G. Mansfeld: COFLOW- Ein Rechenmodell zur 
Ermittlung des instation~ren Oruckaufbaus in Volldruck-
sicherheitsbeh~ltern wassergekuhlter Kernreaktoren, 
Programmbeschreibung. GRS-A-254, Oezember 1978 
/3/ G. Hellings: Nachrechnungen zu den beim Battelle-Insti-
tut, Frankfurt/M, durchgefuhrten Versuchen 01 und 03 
des RS 50· Forschungsvorhabens "Oruckverteilung im Con-
tairur.er.t" .. GRS-A-72, Oezember 1977 
' ', 
1.1.- 31.12.1978 RS 263/1 
10. 
/4/ G. Hellings: Nachrechnungen zu den beim Battelle-Insti-
tut, Frankfurt/M, durchgeflihrten Versuchen D6, D7 und 
D8 des RS 50 Forschungsvorhabens "Druckverte~lung im 
Containment". GRS-A-117, Marz 1978 
/5/ M. Tiltmann: Langzeitvergleichsrechnungen mit EDV-Pro-
gramm CONDRU zu ausgewahlten Versuchen der D-Serie des 
Battelle~Modell-Containments. GRS-A-213, September 1978 
/6/ G. Mansfeld, H. Winkler: Untersuchungen zu den Rand-
und Anfangsbedingungen des Standard-Problem-Versuchs 
D10 und des Wiederholungsversuchs D15 (Battelle-Modell-
Containment). GRS-A-111, Februar 1978 
/7/ G. Mansfeld, A. Berning: Containment-Standard-Problem: 
Vorausgerechnete Ergebnisse des Wiederholungsversuchs 
vom 20.12.1977 mit dem Rechenprogramm COFLOW und Kurz-
bericht. GRS-A-197, September 1978 
/8/ M. Tiltmann: Containment Standard Problem- Vorausge-
; 
rechnete Ergebnisse mit dem Rechenprogramm CONDRU zu 
dem RS 50-CASP-Versuch. GRS-A-l96, September 1978 
/9/ .A. Berning, W. Winkler: Deutsches Standardproblem Nr. 1 
(Containment-Standard-Problem) , Experimentelle Daten 
des Versuchs D15 (Battelle-!·1odell-Containment). 
GRS-A-234, Dezember 1978. 
Degree of Availability of the Reports 
GRS-A- ••• reports are available through the Gesellschaft fur 
Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Forschungsbetreuung, Glocken-
gasse 2, D-5000 Koln 1. 
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KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Investigations on critical two-phase flow Reaktortechnik 
with regard to transient, scaling and 
subcooling effects R 513, Erlangen 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. 2. 76 31. 3. 79 w. Kastner 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing 31. 12. 78 456.400,-- DM 
1. General Aim 
The theoretical models for calculations of cri tic.al mass 
flow rates and thrust forces have to be checked relating 
to the influence of subcooling and transient start-up 
procedures at discharging from pipe leaks. Investigations 
for applying this models up to pipe diameters of 800 mm 
2. 
i 
have to be done, too. 
Particular Objectives 
When the calculation models have been confirmed, the 
thrust and jet forces on baffle plates of two-phase jets 
can be determined. 
r-, (.j _3_. _____ R....;;e....;;s-.e.,a~r-'--c.;;.;h-.-P_r_o ... g.._r_a_m 
3.1 Theoretical study on scaling of experimental results on 
critical two-phase flow up to reactor coolant size. 
3.2 
3.3 
4. 
Theoretical study on the difference of steady-state versus 
.transient critical two-phase flow with respect to flow 
rates and jet forces 
To perform experimental investigations under steady-state 
conditions to the influence of subcooling on critical 
two-phase flow in a new program, the test facility will 
be modified now. 
Experimental Facilities 
The experiment should be performed with a test facility 
consisting of a 8 m3 pressure vessel (100 bar, 310 deg C) 
and in contrast to RS 93 of a straight discharge pipe 
-2-
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5./6. 
To 3.3 
7. 
To 3.3 
8. 
9. 
(150 mm diameter, 2750 mm length) with a quick opening 
and closing valve. The nozzle has a discharge diameter 
of 40 mm. 
Progress to Date/Results 
The planning and design work for the modification of the 
test facility· is completed. The components with a long lead 
time were ordered. Modification work has started, for example 
the arrangement of the baffle plate in the 48 m3 container 
was changed, such that a measurement of the jet force 
could be performed.· Design work of the nozzle with 40 mm 
diameter was performed. A measurement location plan for 
a total of 32 measurement pick-ups was prepared. There are 
17 measuring positions at the pressure vessel and the 
discharge line for the measurement of pressure, temperature 
and water level in the vessel, 12 measuring points on the 
I 
baffle plate for determination of the pressure distribution 
and 3 jet force transducer. This mea~urement location plan 
was discussed with GRS experts. Procurement of the 
instrumentation has started. 
The subsequent experimental program as well as the 
accompaning calculations were proposed. The test matrix .-·\ 
was planned and discussed with GRS experts, too. \_J 
Next Steps 
Performing of final modification work at the test facility. 
Installation of the nozzle and the instrumentations at 
·the pressure vessel, discharge line, nozzle and baffle plate. 
Connection to the data aquisition system. Shake down tests. 
Relation with Other Projects 
Previous efforts were conducted in the framework of a 
proposal by RS 93 •. 
Reference 
!· 
Classification: 7.l 7 • 2 
Title: Country: 
DENMARK 
Sponsor: Ris~ 
National Lab-
oratorv 
Title: MACON. Organization: Ris~ 
Natiqnal Lab-
A Containment Multiroom Transient Analysis Code. oratory 
Scientists: 
Initiated date: 1975 Completed qate: V .S. Pejtersen 
Status: Discontinued 1978. 1
M.B. · Andersen 
. ·•. 
·1. General aim 
Development of a multiroom containment computer code for 
I 
pressure and temperature transients during a loss-of-coolant 
accident. 
2. Particular objectives 
The code, MACON, written in' FORTRAN IV·for the Burroughs 
B6700 computer, is developed to predict the behaviour of water-
cooled nuclear reactor containments subjected to loss-of-coolant 
accidents. It can also be used to describe responses in experimental : 
containments. 
It calculates the time variation of room pressures, tempera-
tures, mass and energy inventories of air, steam and water, mass 
and energy exchange between phases and adjacent rooms, too. Heat 
• 
exchange between room constituents abd internal as wel,l as external 
(wall) structures. 
The model is one-dimensional, having separate continuity 
equations for air/steam/water, common momentum equation, but 
separate energy equations for air/steam and water. Air and steam 
are completely mixed and in thermal equilibrium, while thermal 
non-equilibrium may be experienced by steam and water. A drift 
flux model is used, together with suitable constitutive equation 
for interfacial mass and energy transfer and heat transfer to 
and from structures. 
' 
: 
I 
I 
I 
' 
' 
i 
; 
' 
J. Experimental facilities and programme 
The code is being tested against avai~ab~e experimen-
tal data from the Marviken MXI and MXII experiments. 
4. Project status 
A one-dimensional verslun is being tested, A sparse 
technique for solution of the equation system has been used 
with a speeding·up etfect on the calculation time. 
5. Next system 
Heat conduction in structures is to be coded in. Wetwell 
pool condensation and water level are to be modelled and built 
in. 
.. ··. 
6. Re~ation with other projects 
The code is in some respects based on the experience 
gained during the Marviken experiments as well as experience 
with the CONTAC code. 
7. Reference documents 
No reports available yet. 
H. Degree of availability 
. 
r 
I· 
' I 
Title: 
Classification: 7 1 7 2 . , . 
. 'Country: 
DENMARK 
Sponsor: Ris~ 
National 
Laboratory 
Title: CONTAC-II. A containment transient analysis code Org-anization: Ris~ National Lab-
oratory 
~-----------------------------------------------------------1scientists: 
Initiated date: January 1969 
Status: In use 
1. General aim 
Completed date: Feb. 70 Aksel Olsen 
N. Kj~r-Pederser 
v.s. Pejtersen 
Development of a computer code for the calculation of 
pressure- and temperature transients in a PS-containrnent during 
a loss-of-coolant accident. 
2. Particular objectives 
The present code, CONTAC II, is written in FORTRAN IV for 
the Burroughs 6700 computer, and it is a revised version of the 
CONTAC-code written for 'the IBM-7094 computer. 
It calculates the transient pressures ·and temperatures in the 
two compartments of a PS-containment following a rupture of the 
primary· system. The blow down mass flow rate and corresponding en-
. 
thalpy may either be supplied to the code as input functions of time 
or be calculated interna~ly in a one-node vessel representation 
'using Moody's model for·critical two-phase flow. 
The code uses one-node representation of drywell. and wetwell. 
Core spray, drywell spray, wetwell spray and wetwell ·.pool cooling 
as well as heat transfer from and to walls and structures are 
incorporated. 
5. Experimental facilities and programme 
The CONTAC II code was used during the planning and 
experimental phase of the Marviken containment experiments, and 
a comparison between experimental data and calculations were 
undertaken and is reported in the Marviken report, MXA-2~205. 
4. Project status 
A comparison between a number of calculations and corre-
sponding data from the Bodega Bay, Humboldt Bay and Marviken 
experiments show an overprediction of the maximum drywell 
pressure ranging from 5 to 25 per cent. 
5. Next steps 
A new updated version, CONTAC III, including an improved 
' 
vent flow model, was completed in 1975. 
6. Relation with othe~ projects 
7. Reference documents 
N. Kj~r-Pedersen: 
CONTAC II, A Containment Transient Analy~is coae 
Ris~, RD-Memo nr. 47 (1972) 
N. Kj~r-Pedersen: 
SIMPLI II, A Simulation Program Using Implicit Integration 
Ris~, RD-Memo nr. 46 (1972) 
8. Degree of availability 
Available. 
I 
.. 
·-
Title: 
Title: 
Classification: 7.1 7.2 
Country: 
DENMARK 
Sponsor: Ri s(l} 
National Lab-
lo.r.atorv 
CONTAC-III. A containment transient analysis code. 
Orga:1iza tion: Ri s9l 
National Lab-
oratory 
~----------------------------------------------------------;scientists: 
Initiated date: Completed date: March 1975 v.s. Pejtersen 
F. Cortzen ~ 
K.L. Thomsen Status: 
Tested. 
1. General aim 
Development·of a c9mputer code for the calculation of 
pressure- and temperature transients in a PS-containrnent during 
a loss-of-coolant accident. 
2. Particular objectives 
The present code, CONTAC III, is written in FORTRAN IV for 
the Burroughs 6700 computer, and it is a revised version of the 
CONTAC-II code. 
It calculates.the transient pressures and temperatures in the 
two compartments of a PS-containment following a rupture of the 
primary system. The blow'down mass flow rate_ and corresponding 
enthalpy may either be supplied to the code as input functions 
of time or be calculated internally in a one-node vessel represen-
tation using Moody's model for critical two-phase flow. 
The code uses one-node representation of drywell and wetwell. 
·Core spray, drywell spray, wetwel~ spray and wetwell ~ool cooling 
as well as heat transfer from the walls are incorporated (as 
one-dimensional heatconducting discretized structures, two for 
each node) . A revised version of the vent-flow correlatiQn is 
incorporated. 
.. 
' 
3. Experimental facilities and programme . 
The CONTAC III code has been tested against the Marviken 
containment experiments, and a comparison between experimental 
data and calculation has been made. 
4. Project status 
In spite of improvements to the vent flow model, the 
. 
predictions using CONTAC-III show no marked improvement-com-
pared to CONTAC-II. This is undoubtedly due to the assumption· 
of homogeneity resulting in a unrealistic water-carry-over. 1 
5. Next steps 
Problems concerning the water-carry-over, in vent f'low is 
being considered. 
6.· Relation with other projects 
I 
7. Reference documents 
N. Kj~r-Pedersen: 
CONTAC II, A Containment Transient Analysis Code 
Ris~, RD-Memo nr. 47 (1972) 
N. Kj~r-Pedersen: 
SIMPLI II, A Sirnulatio~ Program Using Implicit Integration 
Ris~, RD-Memo nr. 46 (1972). 
8. Degree of availability 
0 
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145-t-08 7-1 
TITRE Pays 
FRANCE Consequences d'un LOCA sur l'enceinte de confinement Etude de la condensation sur un mur d'un melange 
air-vapeur dans des conditions transitoires. 
Programme ECOTRA> 
Organisme Directeur 
'. CEA/DgCS - EDF/SEPTEN 
TI'!LE (Acglais) Organisme executeur 
Study on the condensation on a wall of an air steam 
mixture in transient conditions in a LOCA accident. 
ECOTRA project. 
CEA/DTCE-STT(GRENOBLE) 
R.es-po os able 
Data de de:narrage E.tat actual ScJ.enti.fiques 
01/01/76 en cours 
Data d'a.c:hevement Derniere mise a jour 
' 31/12/80 01/79 
1. OBJECTI7 GENE"RAL 
Etude des transferts de chaleur dans le cas de'condensation de vapeur sur un 
mur en presence d' air dans des conditions trans'itoires afin de pouvoir 
determiner l'evolution de la pression dans l'enceinte d'un reacteur au cours 
de l'accident de perte de refrigerant primaire. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Developpement de modeles physiques pour !'interpretation des experiences. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROG].W1ME 
Installation ECOTRA : Une section d'essai d'un diametre de 25 cm est 
brutalement mise en contact avec un melange air-vapeur. La mesure des 
temperatures internes et externes de la se~tion permettra de determiner 
le coefficient d'echange. 
Les principaux parametres d'experience sont : 
- la nature de la section d'essais 
-!'orientation de la section d'essais 
- la pression de vapeur 
- la vitesse du melange "vapeur + air" 
- le titre en air. 
. I. 
- ~ A.o -
·. 
·. 2. 
4 - ETAT DE L'.ETUDE 
Installation operationnelle depuis 'Avril 1977. 
Experiences en cours sur· une section d'essai en acier inoxydable. 
Int'luence de la vitess.e, de la pression et de la teneur en air sur les 
coefficients a'echanges d~ condensation. Etude de l'influence de l'orien-
tation de la plaque. · 
Etablissement d~ correlation. 
5 - PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Essais ··sur une section d' essai en be ton. 
Fin des essais sur plaque en acier inoxydable avec : 
~ influence de la temperature de conditionnement· initial de la section. 
- essai de depressurisatio~ 
- influence peinture 
- influence rugosite 
Essai sur une plaque en silice simulant du beton 
a ceux de la section inox. 
serie d'essais semblables 
. . 
i 
! 
- I 
j 
\ 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0 
0 
145-1-09 
TITRE 
CONSEQUENCES D'UN LOCA SUR L'ENCEINTE DE CONFI· 
NEl'-1E~T. 
ETUDE DE L'ECOULE~ffiNT DU BROUILLARD·ENTRE LES 
CASEMATES D'UNE ENCEINTE DE CONFINEMENT :·PRO-
GRAMME REBECA. .... · 
TITLE (.Ao.glais) 
Mist flow'between subcompartments of a contain 
7- 1 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Orgaa.isme Direcceu: 
CEA/DgCS 
Organisme exec~ceu:­
C.E.A. 
DRE/STRE 
ment : REBECA project. ~--------------------------~ Respo os able 
Date 
Date 
de deca=:-age Ecac: acc:uel Sciea.c:i.fiq,ues 
01/07/76 En Cours 
d'acheve!;lea.c 'nerniera ~se a jour 
31/12/80 01/1979 
Etudier les ecoulements d'un melange ~au-air-vapeur··afin de deter 
miner la mise en pression des casemates de !'enceinte d'un reac~ 
teur pressurise apres !'accident de perte du refrigeran~ primaire 
2. OBJECfiFS PARriCULIERS .... 
Developpement de modelas physiques pour !'interpretation de l'ex-
perienc~ (modele d'ecoulement axial). · 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERiiv!ENTALES ET PROGRAi\~1ES 
Installation REBECA': le melange realise dans un melangeur est 
envoye dans une section d'essai qui peut etre une tuyere ou un 
diaphragme. 
' Parametres importants pres$ions amont et aval, ti~res vapeur et 
air, tai lles des gout tes. · 
4. ETAT D'AVANCE\f.ENT 
. ' 
La boucle est en con?truction; la fin de la ·realisation est pre-
v~e pour le mois d'avril 1979. 
Les essais du melangeur "classiq'l:le" a pulverisation d'eau sous 
pression se .poursuhrent .. 
Les essais realises sur 1'1nstallation TUYERE ont montre la·vali~ 
di te des mesures· de press·ion en simple phase (eau ou air). 
La prefui~re section d'eisai ·e~t en cours de fabrication. 
5. PROGIAINES ET APES 
Debut des essais en juin J979. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
- MARVIKEN CFT (etude .de debits critiques). - n° 145-1-10. 
~ BATTELLE (Francfort) : suivi de programmes etrangers, dans le . 
cadre de l'etude n°. 145-1-02. 
- MOBY-DICK et SUPER MOBY-DIC~ - n° 145-1-03. 
7. DOCU.1El'-l'TS DE REFERENCl;. . 
7.1 - "REBECA - T\vo-phase two-component flow" 
D. MENESSIER, J.P: BRUNET, A. :MATTEI 
Rapport DRE/STRE 76/002 
. . 
. ~J 
:: 
7.2 - "Analyse des methodes de calcul depression dans les case-
mates d'une enceinte de confinement"· 
D. ?•!EXESSIER, .-\ .• l',IATTEI 
., Note technique DRE/STRE/LET 76/027 
·, 
' 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
- 7.1 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Italy 
For.ze di getto da flu:ldi bifase e c_a:r:ichi di "impingement" SPONSOR: , 
AMN-CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
AMN 
Research on jet forces and impingement loads PROJECT" LEADER: 
R. Centi 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1976 E. Lumini 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: F. Lo Nigro 
In progress July 1979 G. Gaspari 
1) General Aim 
Containment structural components and active components sizing (safety-related) 
must allow for jet forces and c;:on·sequent impingement loads. arising from pipe-
break accident of high energy ljnes. The aim of this work is to study such forces, 
to compute their values as a function of rupture types. fluid thermodynamic · 
·conditions. target djsplacement, target geometry~ 
2) Particular Objectives 
The work is going on following three principal lines: 
a) An.ilysis of jet characteristics evaluation methods (opening angle, radial velocity 
pr~radial density profile)'~ 
b) Draliing of computational methods in design guide to implement the actual state 
of art'~ 
c) Analysis of components hit by the jet"~· 
Item 11a 11 is being developed in collaboration with CNEN, CSN Casaccia research 
centre~ 
3) Project Status 
~~ Experimental facilities are built to confirm or improve the theoretical data~ A 
computational code has been implemented to evaluate jet forces and impingement 
loads on the basis of theoretical studies~· 
A new correlation has been set up for pressure axial profile, for a saturated 
water jet': 
4> Reiation to Othe~--i?~oject·s-;;;·cod:~s 
7-.1~ JEFOC 3D 
45.897 
TITLE (EN'GLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION : 
Research on jet forces and impingement loads 7.1 
5) Reference Documents 
- R. Centi, "Forze di getto nel BWR", SPR/SNU 7705, AMN S.p.A. 
- R. Centi, "Valutazione delle ·caratteristiche del getto", ·NT-SNU 7708, AMN 
S.p .• A. 
- S. Ferrini, G. Ga·rofalo, "Considerazioni sugli efflussi critici per la determi-
nazione delle forze di getto". 78(S) VBD-2; G71A, CNEN. · 
- R. Centi. "Design guide against jet-forces and impingement loads". AMN. 
- R. Centi. "Specifiche di esperi enze per lo studio delle forze di getto", IP7 8-05 1 
AMN. 
- R. Centi. "Codice di calcolo JEFOC". NTRNU 78-07 Rev. 0, AMN. 
- R. Centi, E. Lumini, "Codice di calcolo JEFOC 3D". 
-M. Faravelli, "Impianto Fog: prestazioni e caratteristiche", IC 78-04 Rev. 0, 
AMN. 
- R. Centi, "Forz~ di getto a seguito di rotture di linee percorse da acqua satura 
(specifica di prova) 11 , IV 79-04, AMN. · 
-·M. Cumo et al. I "Ricerche su efflussi critici",79(3)VDB.-1/G 71 A-2 1 CNEN., 
. . -....... ·-
6) Additional Infor~ at ion 
Studies are perfoi"med in the frame of CNEN -AMN Research Agreeme~t. 
(R. Centi~AIV!N, V. D 1Annunzio 113, I-16121 Genova). 
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ENMRGlEONDERZOEK CENTRUM N!O!RLAND 
TITLE: 
CHARNE-IM 
Berekening van de impulsbelasting door 
uitstroming bij pijpbreuken 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
CH~ffi-IM Blowdown jet impingement process 
INITIATED : 1976' LAST UPDATING : May l 978 
STATUS : progressing COMPLETED :1980 
General aim 
CLASSIFICATION 1 7 ,l 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR : ECN 
ORGANIZATION: ECN 
PROJECTLEADER : 
Speelman, J.E. 
SCIENTISTS: 
Putten, A.~.W.M. van der 
Bbgaard, J.P.A. van den 
Koning, H. 
A special subroutine as part of the CHARME code is deve~oped, to calculate the 
fluid parameters in a jet beyond the system opening in view of.the determination 
of the impact forces of this jet striking a wall. 
Particular objectives 0 
The jet subroutine of CHARME was modified in order to incorporate the geometrical 
aspects of the wall and the deviating impingement jet. 
Experimental Facilities and program: none 
I 
Project status 
The development of a twQ-dimensional jet model has been started. 
Next steps: Introductio'(l. of spe.cial geometrie·s 
Relation with other projects: See CHARME-code (ECN) 
Reference documents: -
Degree of availability: Upon mut'llal agreement at ECN-Petten ' 
Budget: 
Personnel: 
,, 

-S.t1--
ENERGIEONDERZOEK CENTRUM NEDERLAND 
TITLE: 
CHARME-DIS • 
Bcrekaning van het thermohydraul~s~he proces i~ de 
uitstroomlciding van veiligheidskleppen 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
CHARME-DIS 
Determination of thermohydraulic process in safety 
relief discharges pipes 
INITIATED : June 1976. LAST UPDATING : May 1978 
STATUS : Progressing COMPLETED : 1980 
General aim 
CLASSIFICATION: 7. 1 
COUNTRY: TI-~E NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR : ·E•CN 
ORGANIZATION: ECN 
PROJECTLEADER : 
Speelman, J.E. 
SCIENTISTS: 
Putten, A.P.W.~. van der 
Bogaard, J.P.A. van den 
Koning, H 
The development of a calculation model to predict the thermohydraulic process in 
a discharge pipe of a safety·relief valve. 
Particular objectives 
The opening of safety·relief valves may.lead to pressure waves in th~ discharge 
lines and back flow from the containment pressure suppression tank. This back 
flow may lead to underpressure in the containment suppression tank. Special sub-
routines for the Cr~RME-code will be developed to study this phenomenon. 
Experimental facilities and program: Not foreseen 
Project status: 
A subroutine to calculate shockwaves has been dev~loped. 
Next steps 
Calculators on special applicators will be performed. 
Relation with other projects: See CHARME-code (ECN) 
Reference documents: ~ 
Degree of availability: Not yet applicable 
Budget: -
'- Personnel: -
.. --·-·----~--·--------------~ 
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T:;u-WBC.: 
TITt.E: 
P<!r.ponsiebcrekcningrn voor reactorgebouw 
I 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUI\GE): 
D'fll<1Jni.C rcspon!>o of reactor structures 
(blliltlin<J and contninmcnt) 
INITII\ T[D 
' 
June 19711 LAST UPDATING : June 
STATlJS : Pro<Jrcosing COMPLETED : 1979 
" 
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N. V. l<EMA ,. ! CLASSIFICATION: J. 7. I. 7.2 . : ' 
: 
TITL~: COUNTRV:THENETHERLANOS ' 
' 
" 
SPONSOR: : 
' 
KENA 
' ORGANIZATION: : 
' TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAG~;): · ; KEHA 
. 
C<1lculations of the of pipe PROJECTLEADER: consequences I 
. R.M. vam Kuijk breaks in reactor systems 
SCIENTISTS: 
INITIATED : 
-
LAST UPDATING : '1978 
'• 
Kloeg I 
Oppentocht 
STATUS : progressin_a COMPLETED : 1980 Tal ens 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
. ?.1 
'l' I 'I' LE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
UK 
'• 
ItiTERNAL MLSSILE Errrx:'IZ SPONSOR: 
' . 
' 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
I 
SRD CULCHETII 
; 
Pll.OJF.CT LEADER: 
' D L HUNT .• 
' 
I!HTIATED: COMPLl~TF.D: SCIENTISTS: 
1974 1979 
( ·Tl'ATUS: LAST UPDATING: ' I May 1979 
' l '· 
Jji!:CR i f''I'IO:i: 
1. c.r:: fiAL AIM 
To t•ro•.t.l" tt.e ,.o::;·:ible rnicsile et·rect to be predicted follow~ng an assumed circuit or vessel·rupturo, and thus to · 
olo .• i~·n Cl'ntll.illltMt. 
2. PAln'II.:IlLAR C•ll.lf:CT I.Vl:.S 
I 
t'ur tt.u ll'.~.wnod cn:-;0 of a rur.tured pressure vessel, to predict the velocity which may be attained by a large fragment. 
' 
!1. r:XPt:lm:r:uTAL t't.CT!.TTIFS AND Pfi'Qr,RW!1E 
A t,•oh•• (ci rcn ?') c:m clinrnot•·r) i~ prc:-;~.uri::;od to LWR condition::~, then tho end is rornovod by bursting a di11phrlllf,lll. 'nle 
rJ<:Ot•lc·rtttJ (Jfl tJJ tl.u t.uoo i!; ot)~nrve~1. 
'l':.o •st"'l."l rcdet' cx,.,eri::-.ent has been built to test SRD calculational methods. The flight of the pipe is measured over 
r·<> ft rte.lnly by fast photography (2,000 fra;nes/r.ec) ar.~nst a 'grid, but. acceleration over the first 6" is_ by a .photo-
\. ·';trio ~ .• ,u.otJ. Pres~;urc variation in night will be measured using transducers vith nying leads. 
The £::q.cri!:.cr.tnl r:-o,.';ram:::e of four tests has been completed using three tubes of masses 84 kg, 51 kg and !~3 kg. 
l·lM i :::•1~. v•·i oci tic:. t•_ctwccn 30.5 and 5.2 m/s were measured. 
A ro:;.o1·1. cwr..pul'lllt~ tl:o cxporimontal vork with theoretical predictions is in preparation. 
..... ,.. 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
7;1 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): \ COUNTRY: 
( UK 
l'Wl! P'L.'.!IT AND CORD !:Tr<UCTUnAL DYNAMIC JU:;PON!:E (GSD ~.2) SPONSOR: 
~ . UKAEA . 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: ; 
' 
~RD/UKAEA 
\' 
PROJECT LEJ\DEH.: 
-
RNH Mct1ILLAN 
TlliT I ATED: COMPLF.TED: SCIENTISTS /ENGillEER DtX:I:l1llER 1')78 
\ ML BROWN 
l.c-:TATUS: LAST UPDATING: (' MAY 1979 I 
' . 
L 
Tt.ll ~tbili ty to J;rc,lict the dynaii'ic structural re:.ponse of PWR systems and components following a LOCA is an es:;ential 
roqui.rc::-.cnt for the evalu:Jtion of nccident behaviour, since such respons~s may influence the reliability and effectiveness 
of po~.t~ncci.•lcnt <.r•f~incere<1 :;nf<>":Uf.lrd~. A~!'urnnce is particularly required for the reoctor shutdown capobili ty, mnintenance 
ol' 11 cor·l •.t..le. core ~~eornetry, effectivcn!:ss of ECC:S and a:ontainment inteerity. By way of illustration, Section ; of the 
u::t.i\C H<,~ulnt()ry Cuidn li:;k the infonr.ation to be provided in both the Preliminary and Final Safety Annly:;i:; Report:>. 
'J1, "' in~l.u !••!: ju5tificntion for protocti on of the Primnry Circuit and all essential components/systems aP:ainst the effects 
or Id r,wclnJn J'"t 111:d r"••ct.j_ur: fol'c~..: .• :~:cl pipe "'hip nnd missile impnct. 
Ott,.,r <H:ci•lcnt. I':M•m•t.in,: or '.tJ'J:rrw11tinf~ c,vents need to be considered, including propagation of SG tube failures, small 
vi1,o frr,cturos, relief valve operation, mis~ile generation, etc. 
l::vr,Jurot.i.or; ot' tr.e~.o cor.•plex phenomena required analysis of nuid dynnmics to predict forcing functions coupled with pre-
<Jiction::: of the rcsul tant structural response. 
OP.JECTT'/FS 
( To review potential uccirl••r:ts or.d identify areas where dynwnic structural analysis is needed_ to follow their course. 
2. Develop the code SARC~TIC for enaly:;is of missile and impulsive loads on PWR components and structures. (Main 
development funded by GR;R). 
~. To r•!vicw r.v:.Ulnblc annlyticnl methods, chnrt their limitations, nnd recommend their applications in PWR ·safety 
ovnlur.tion. ~:xr.crimentnl validation or the need for it is an important part of this review. Major work areas nro: 
~.1 Locnl ~.t.ructurnl respon~e: a cotlc reviN covorinv, the lo~nl response of structures, both motnl. end concrete 
c~~ r·.: ·:.i lt, i:nr,r•ct, or im1,ubivo j<:t loml~r.t; on pipe!: or wall::;. 
' . 
!:y·.l· . :.lructural re:.r,"n:.c: u eo<!<) revit·w of l.impl.i. fied, ~D, n111:;;s-:;pcing models for assessing the response o1' 
co:r.;.l! tu sy~.tcm:: to dynn:ni.c loadin1~ er: pipin['; system or reactor internals subject to LOCA loads. 
~-~ Ovl·r·.~ 1 structural dynamic re~por:se: A cede review covering the modelling of complex structures directly eg 
do'urr:.i1.e; pre:;sure circuits or containment structural response. 
,.4 Flu:,: '·:tr.r.r.Ucsl A review of 2 ph·.c,e flow codes fwr the estimation of transient forces in structures eg 
cont;.ir~':lcr.t vault pressure or reactor internal loadings in a LOCA. Also the identification of any need for 
ccn;.lcll fluid/structure r.nnly::;i:; rr,ctho~. 
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Parallel and supplementary analytical investigation to ex-
perimental research projects sponsored by the BMFT, as well 
as further development of computer codes concerning reactor 
safety. 
.o 
2. Particular Objectives 1 
Calculation of the non-stationary b~haviour of pressure sup-
pression systems (PSS) with regard to real PSS structures. 
Simulation of condensation events and their impact on the 
PSS. Evaluation of the interaction between condensation 
events, fluid response, and structure response. Analysis of 
experiments performed to date (Gru1, GKSS). Inquiry on the in-
fluence of special forms of the systems with rega;r'd to shape 
and size of the resulting loads on the PSS. Planned strategy: 
a) Uncoupled treatment in three steps, 
simulation of condensation, 
simulation of the physica of the fluid, 
structural analysis of the PSS. 
b) Coupled treatment of fluid dynamics and structure dynam-
ics,. coupling of the programs developed and modified for 
the analysis of the separated systems. 
c) Coupling of condensation events and fluid response (im-
pact of the fluid on condensation) on the basis of the 
available pro~rarns. 
3. Research Program. 
3. 1 Testing 'the applicability df the codes DRASYS, DAPSY and 
- 2 -
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SAP to simulate condensation events and the response of the 
PSS coupled fluid structure system. 
3. 2 Analysis of chugging phenomena by evaluating measur.ed date 
and videofilms. Specification of load functions for a sepa-
rate treatment of condensation events and the response of 
the fluid structure system. 
3.3 Analysis of the coupled behaviour of the fluid structure 
4 0 
5. 
Ad 3.1 
' 
system by modifying computer. codes or by developing suitable 
codes based on available· codes like ROTSTI-1, SAP-IV, DAISY. 
Test Facilities, Computer Codes 
Computer codes: DRASYS, DAPSY, SAP, ROTSYM, DAISY, LINFLU. 
New codes and modified versions: 
ROTSYM-C (New release of ROTSYM) : FEH-Code for the static, 
modal and dynamic analysis of axisymmetric shells in contact 
with a compressible or incompressible linear fluid. The code 
is supplied with interfa6es necessary for coupling with a 
suitable FEH-Code for the analysis of,a linear fluid. 
LINFLU: FEM-Code for the analysis of the stationary pressure 
distribution in an axisymmetric linear fluid, modal analysis 
and calculation of the matrices and vectors necessary for a 
dynamic analysis or for the coupling with a structural analy-
sis code. 
Progress to Date 
Testing the availabl·e ·codes· led to the decision to modify 
the code ROTSYM and to couple it with the newly developed 
code LINFLU, which was especially designed for this,purpose. 
G.r-eat. e-:fc:.-ts • ..;ere oade to obtain detailed data and' films on 
Since these data of the GKSS tests and GKH tests were only 
available as raw data, considerable work was spent in selec-
available on IBM compatible computer tapes ready for evalu-
ation. Video and high speed films have been transformed for 
the use on GRS equipment and a frame by frame evaluation of 
two filmed chugging events have been carried out. A prelimi-
.., 
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6. 
Ad 3.i 
nary specification of load function was done on ·the basis of 
the data ~vailable. 
A new FEH-Code L'INFLU·for the static, modal and ,dynamic ana-
lysis of a linear fluid has been programmed and tested. The 
special features of the code are a small core storage and 
ultra-short running times. By the use of a ·compacted Choles• 
ky method reasonably small errors are obtained even when 
single precision is used •. This results in a vast saving of 
computer storage: 
The computer code ROTSY:t-1 has been modified, so that it can be 
coupled with any FEM-Code for the analysis of a linear fluid, 
e.g. LINFLU. 
The methods and techniques of the coupling itself are taken 
from standard control theory. The new code has been tested 
with a small size sam~le problem. These tests have been per-
formed successfully and showed differences between the un-
wetted and wetted strhcture, and the use of a compressible 
or incompressible fluid. 
Results 
The work planned under 3.1 has been successfully carried out, 
leading to the decision to develop a new linear fiuid FEM 
Code and to couple it with a modified version of ROTSTI-1. 
A large bulk of data on condensation events and films have 
been prepared for further use and have been analysed in the 
search for better understanding and prediction of chugging 
events. For the first time detailed information on single 
chugging events is available. The analysis has been carried 
out, using a time ste9 of about 1/500 of a second. It shows 
that condensation events do not consist of the collapse of a 
huge spherical bubble, but of small size events at the outlet 
of the condensation pipe, due to highly turbulent motion. 
All the work done on the data was documented in a report that 
provides all information necessary for further analysis in 
this field. A preliminary report on load functions provides 
an overview of the work done up to date and give~·load func-
tions based on theoretical and experimental values. These 
load functions seem to be a good approximation. Nevertheless, 
-~-
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further work is considered necessary because only a small 
part of the experimental data has been analysed for this 
report. 
After the successful development of LINFLU and the modifica-
tion of ROTS~1, a firs~ version of a coupled fluid structure 
code is available which has been checked by a small size test 
sample. Calculations show that the use of a bare structure 
or a structure wetted by a·compressible or incompressible 
fluid ends up with different solutions. Results do not in-
dicate vThich way vTill lead to the highest impact on the 
structure, but rather show a clear tendency to lower the 
natural frequency of the wetted structure. 
7. Next steps 
Further work will concentrate on two points: 
Analysis of measured data in order to find limits on the 
i 
extent of condensation events by the use of statistical 
methods. In this way means will b~ provided to reduce the 
uncertainty in determining load functions for the coupled 
fluid structure system. 
Ana~ysis of the response of the coupled fluid structure 
system in order to trace back the events that caused the 
measured pressure pulses. .~ 
8. Relations to other Projects 
RS 263/6, GKSS test program. 
9. References 
/1/ Auswertung von Kondensationsversuchen I, GKSS-Versu~h 
Nr. 16 bis 20 und 33. PSP-Bericht Nr. 7825/M 
10. Degree of Availability o·f the Reports 
. 
Reports are available through the Gesellschaft fUr Reaktor-
sicherheit (GRS) mbH, Forschungsbetreuung, Glockengasse 2, 
D-sooo Koln 1. 
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Analytical Activities of :the GRS in the Frame Gesellschaft fur 
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Pressure Suppression Systems and Condensation 
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1.1. 977 31.12.1979 DI P. Schally 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
' 
continuing 31.12.1978 
1. General Aim 
Parallel and supplementary analytical investigation to 
experimental research projects sponsored by the BMFT as 
well as further development of computer codes concerning 
reactor safety. 
2. Particular Objective~ 
2.1 Further development and assessment of DRASYS. 
2.2 Acquisition and comparison of available computer codes for 
pressure suppression systems and condensation. Evaluation 
of GKM and GKSS tests. 
2.3 Hodification of the computer model DADY. 
c:, -.3..;;.• _____ R;....;:;..e,;;;.s...:.e-'-a'""'r.....;;c...:.h"--P-r_o.:..g'""r_am_ 
3.1 ·oevelopment and assessment of DRASYS. 
3.2 . 
Nonstationary behavior of temperatures in containment struc-
tures. 
Simulation of chugging events with the code SCHUG. 
Assessment of the SCHUG code "l.vith GKH-II and GKSS tests. 
Acquisition, implementation and debugging of the code 
KONDAS. 
Calculation of test examples. 
Evaluation of condensation ex9eriments at G~1 and GKSS. 
3.3 ~1odification of the computer model DADY to simulate the 
phenomena of bubble rise and bubble breakthrough. 
4 • 
Test Facilities 
- 2 -
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5. 
Ad 3.1 
Ad 3. 2 
Ad 3. 3 
6. 
Ad 3.1 
!1arviken experimental program serie I and II (RS 33). 
GKSS - one pipe test program. 
GK!-1-II test program. 
Computer Codes 
- DRASYS - Simulation of the integral behavior of a pressure 
suppression system. 
- SCHUG - Simulation of chugging events. 
- KONDAS - Pressure pulse ·development during steam conden-
- DADY/ 
DY~'-lA 
sation. 
- Simulation of pool swell. 
- DESDUE - Simulation of the pressure-relief system. 
Progress to Date 
Further development of the code DRASYS to simulate the 
motion of '"ater in the wetwell \V'ater pool and the nonstatio-
nary distribution of temperatures in containment structures. 
Assessment of DRASYS with the Marviken and GKSS Tests. 
Development of the computer model SCHUG for the simulation 
of chugging events. 
Recalculation of selected Gru1- and GKSS tests. 
Recalculations of GKB and ~1arviken tests with the computer 
code KONDAS. Evaluation of GKSS test results (coordinated 
with RS 263/7). 
Modification of the code DADY (now named DYWA) for the 
simulation of pool swell. Evaluation and selection of tests 
for multi-dimensional ~ool swell. Development of a two-
dimensional bubble rise model. 
Review of one-dimensional bubble rise analyses. 
Results 
The equations of motion used in the computer code DRASYS 
simulate well the motion in the wetwell water pool. 
The modul HECU which is now included in DRASYS simulates 
the nonstationary distribution of temperatures in contain-
ment structures. 
A short description of DRASYS is completed /1/. 
The recalculations of !~arviken and GKSS tests show good 
- 3 -
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7. 
Ad 3.1 
Ad 3.2 
Ad 3.;3 
a. 
9. 
agreement between theoretical and experimental results 
(figure 1). 
The model deve·lopment and programming of SCHUG .is completed. 
First recalculations of tests show good agreements (table 1). 
The recalculations of GKH- and I1arviken tests with the code 
KONDAS and the docUmentation of the results is completed. 
The development of the program DYWA was completed./2/. 
Most of the applicable tests can not be used for an assess-
ment of DYWA or other codes, because of an insufficient 
measurement of the water surface behavior. Suggestions for 
future tests in ·the GKSS-facility have been proposed. 
The technique to solve the system of differential equations 
(LAX-technique) leads to large computer times and will not 
be used in the future. 
The studies of the one-dimensional bubble rise process 
showed an influence of the relative accelleration on the 
bubble rise velocity. 
Next Steps 
Further development of DRASYS. 
Recalculations of GKM and GKSS Tests with SCHUG. Implemen~ 
tation of SCHUG in DRASYS. 
Description of the program DRASYS and documentation of the 
short term period recalculations. 
Investigation of harmonic condensation oscillation synchroni-
sation with DRASYS. 
Evaluation of GK~- and GKSS-tests. 
DYWA test calculations and recalculations of selected tests. 
Implementation of the pool swell model in DRASYS. 
Relations to other Projects 
RS 263/7, GKSS test program. 
References 
/1/ P. Schally: Kurzdokumentation und Entwicklungsstand 
der Basisversion des Rechenprogrammes DRASYS. GRS-A-244, 
Dezember 1978 
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/2/ B. Schwinges: Untersuchungen zum wasseraufwurf. 
GRS-A-161, Mai 1978 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reoorts 
GRS-A- ••• reports ar~ available through the Gesellschaft 
fUr Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Forschungsbetreuung, 
Glockengasse 2, D-5000 Koln 1. 
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Table 1: 
Comeari~on of Analytical and Exoerimental Results of 
Steam Chugging 
Item . SCHUG GK.r-1 
Model Experiment 
1 ) Chugging Period 1. 97 s ·1 . 9. s 
Time bubble exists 0. 48 s 0. 4 s 
Time water is in pipe 1. 49 s 1.5 s 
2) Maximum axial extent of a 
bubble below the pipe 0. 87 m 1. 2 m 
, 0.00 
~1 
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1. General Aim 
r The condensation loads were investigated as a function of 
'· . 
back pressure, with a well defined reservoir volume, at 
different containment stiffnesses and 600 mm vent diameter, 
corresponding to the actual pressure suppression system. 
2. Particular Objectives 
In a single cell (scale 1 : 1) which'. corresponds to the 
most important parameters (pipe diameter and length, partial. 
volumes of pressure chamber, air and water room) of the 
condensation_charnber, blowdown tests have been carried out 
with representative vapour mass flow rates. 
3. Research Program 
j,1 Condensation forces measurement at 'realistic back pressures 
3.2 Influence of the containment stiffness simulated by a wall, 
which represents the condensation chamber stiffness 
3.3 Visual observations of the phenomena 
3.4 Investigations with ,changed end geometry on a vent of 600 mm 
-. 
diameter. 
4. Tnst Facilities 
The tests were carried out in the present test stand of 
the GKM. The ·test parameters were: 
-2-
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Back pressure: 
Vapour flow density: 
Temperature range: 
Containment stiffness: 
5. Progress to Date 
RS 78 D 
1; 2; 2,8 bar 
Transient (simulated from a 
100 m3 reservoir) 
30 - 65 °c 
9 and 14 Hz. 
Evaluation of tests was continued. Special attention was 
paid to the statistical evaluation of the data obtained from 
tests 50 - 57 on the pressures in the water phase of the 
condensation chamber and on the stresses found in the 
supports of the condenser tubes. 
For interpretation purposes the test results were converted 
to reactor conditions. In that way results obtained from 
model tests on multi-t~be arrangements could be incorporated 
in the consideration of real conditions. Results gained from 
the KKB condensation tests were also. considered. 
In regard to the follow-on tests, pertaining to the adjustment 
to geometrical conditions for the BWR construction line 72, 
a concept is being investigated which wi~l meet all require-
ments on boundary conditions, .local conditions and demands of 
the TUV-Bayern. 
6. Results 
The mechanical evaluation of the measurement data stored on 
magnetic tapes verified the results obtained from evaluation 
by hand of the influence of the expanded parameter range. 
The average value of the pressure lo.ads experienced on the 
walls of the water purifier increases in the absence of back-
pressure. A special effect of the by-passing of'the pressure 
chamber is to cause a further increase of the pressure loads. 
The backfitting of the flexible wall led to a further in-
crease and, with by-passing of the pressure chamber, a 
connection to the GKM I tests. It was noted that the influence 
of parameter on the measurement value is not independent of 
the magnitude of other parameters. 
-3-
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Parameters for the conversion of measurement results to 
reactor conditions were deduced from the test results. 
Both the comparison of the GKM II tests with previous tests 
in NPP BrunsbUttel, as well as the consideration of muiti-
tube model tests, verify the conservative nature of the 
computer model for the conversion of single tube measurement 
results to multi-tube arrangements. 
The results obtained by the above test project complete the 
investigations' on the pressure suppression system as 
requested by the Reactor Safety Commission (RSK) on 
Nov. 10, 19 7 6. 
7. Next steps 
Project completed. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 7 8 E. 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
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DAS-Basisprogramm, theoretische und experimentelle FRG 
Untersuchungen an Ein- und Mehrrohr-Anordnungen fUr Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Druckabbausysteme (DAS) van Kernkraftanlagen BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
GKSS, Geesthacht 
PSS basis program, theoretical' and experimental investi- Institut fUr Anlagentechnik 
gations on single and multiple vent configurations of 
pressure suppression systems (PSS) for nuclear power 
plants 
Arbe1tsbegmn/ln111ated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.10.77 31.12.83 Seeliaer/Aust 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. General aim 
0 
i ' 
.... 
The objective of basic experimental investigations is to clarify the 
pressure suppression process at single and multiple vent configurations. 
/ 
I 
2. 
The emphasis of such tests are on phenomena like process of vent clearing, 
air transport mechanismen, process of pool surface raising and breakthrough, 
steam condensation by more or less air concentration (chugging) and their 
s~ess effect on the containment structure. 
In parallel adequate computer codes analysizin~ the specific phenomena of 
pressure suppression have to be developed. Verification of these codes will 
be done by the resulting measured data. 
Particular objectives 
The significant characteristic data like vent-pipe diameter, vent submergence, 
pool area/vent and pool area/vent area are simulated in a test facility with 3 
vents scaled relevant to the real plant. By this simulation single phenomena 
of the pressure suppression process have to be investigated varying objectively 
vent mass flow rate, temperature of wet well water and back- pressure. In the 
main the analytical work will be concerned with the development of a special 
module for the computer program CORAN describing the chugging-phenomenon and 
being able to calculate resulting lateral vent loads. 
3. Research program 
3.1 Experimental investigation in advance on the influence of vent area reduction. 
3.2 Alteration of the test facility for the performance of multiple vent tests. 
3.4 Main tests with single and two-vents arrangements. 
- z -
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3.6 Verification of the computer code CORAN 
3.7 Further development of .the computer code KONDAS as a model for CORAN 
3.8 Fluid-wet well structure interactions caused by dynamiG loads of the 
pressure suppression system. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The experimental work mentioned aoove by item 3 will be carried out in 
the pressure suppression facility of GKSS. This facility is going to be 
altered considerably as to component arrangement and instrumentation. 
Attendant analytical work is based on the computer code CORAN which has 
been developed by GKSS in context of designing the concept of a pressure 
suppression containment for a nuclear ship, and on the program KONDAS 
which has been developed for analysing condensing phenomena by the Research 
Center KFK. 
5. Progress to Date 
Ref. to 3.1 Three runs have been carried out to clar~fy the influence of vent 
area reduction. 
Ref. to 3.2 Essential work on alterations of the test facility has been concen-
trated on instrumentation of the wet well during the period of this 
report. Special attention was called to the installation of high 
frequency temperature- compensated pressure transmitters, conducti-
bility transducers, drag body for flow measurements and strain gages 
to determine lateral loads at the vent pipes. 
As to alterations of components the installation of a blow down duct 
provided with a quick opening device for simulating a break should be 
mentioned. Manufacturihg of this duct was requiring a considerable 
amount of producing and inspection work. Furthermore, the three vents 
were installed. 
Ref. to 3.6 Theoretical work was done to examine the prediction ability of the 
computer code CORAN by comparing calculations. The module for analysing 
heat transfer conditions in the containment has been verified by results 
of the vent area reduction experiment. Furthermore, a study about water-
entrainment has been carried out. Program description and instructions 
for application of the computer code CORAN has been completed. 
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Ref. to3.7 Parts of the computer code KONDAS were implemented and tested in 
the GKSS-computer TR 440. 
6. Results 
Ref. to3.1 The experiments have indicated that vent area reduction at the 
inlet of about 24 p.c. of the pipe diameter does not influence the 
reflection o·f pressure waves during chugging incidents and ~he 
translation of pressure waves, respectively. 
Ref. to3.2 The alterations of components and instrumentations have transformed 
1 the test facility working as a single chamber into an experimental 
J arrangement which makes possible investigations on multiple vent 
configurations of pressure suppression systems relevant to reactor safety. 
Ref. to3.6 A very good verification of the computer code CORAN has been 
achieved by calculations for several similar experiments (RS 50-
MARVIKEN I PSS-experiment). Ability of true prediction, easy 
handling and being proper to quick calc~Jations made the Licensing 
Board TUV-Norddeutschland accept and use this code for nuclear 
1 icensing purposes. 
7. Next Steps 
~~ Ref. to 3.2 Alterations of the test facility will be completed. Main activities 
are calibrating of transducers, removal of failures from transducer-
] ines, functional tests of instrumentation and data processing as 
well as tightness test for the whole system. 
Ref. to 3.3 Main experiments will be started by 3 runs increasing degree of 
operation by steps up to conditions of .the first main experiment. 
Ref. to 3.6 Analytical work will be done using the computer code CQRAN in order 
to predict the experiments in advance and the multiple vent experiments 
as well as to verify the code by the measured results. 
- 4 -
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Ref. to 3.7 Further work on the computer code KONDAS is aimed at reproducing 
the test run of the code in the GKSS-computer TR 440 and recalculating 
some of those experiments with a significant chugging-phase carried 
out for nuclear ship purposes as well as at verification of the com-
puter code KONDAS by results of the multiple vent experiments. 
Ref. to 3.8 Frequency analysis as to oscil Jation of the wet well containment 
structure during the chugging-phase are provided with empha5is on 
the following topics: 
8. 
9. 
Determination and characterization of oscillation frequency 
Investigation of possible interaction between oscillations of the 
wet well containment structure and the hammering caused by steam 
condensation. 
Relation with other projects 
RS 78 D 
RS 78 E 
PNS 4211 
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CNEN-A~lN 
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STATUS: LAST UPDATING: M.PRESAGHI 
IN PROGRESS .6/1979 
1 • GENERAL AIM 
Experimental study of air ,water and steam discharge,with different 
discharee line conditions, through one single safety relief valve. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTr!ES . 
Determination of instabilities connected to air-\vat~r clearing,bubble 
dynamics and to steam flow pulsations •. 
Study of im"J.)roving alternative solutions for the disch.a~ge system.Imple-
mentation of computer codes for the determination of chief parameters 
interesting the discharge. · 
3. EXPEHIMEl'TTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRA!iiTIIE 
S.P.EX. (Suppression~ool Experiences Loop)cons~sting ~f 1o5m3 boiler 
(70kg/cm2 )1 2" relief valve, 35 m long, 1 o5 11 disc~arge pipe, different types 
of discharge devices, sunression p~ol. J 
Small su:ppression pool VASCA (1.5m ) , 1/2"discharge pipe, interchangeable t 
relief valves)compressed aiP tank. · i 
4,PRCJ£CT STATU3 . r 
The facilities are operating, results on wa·ter-air clearing bubble d.yna ~ 
mics and steam condensation instabilities are available. Further results t 
f\re in progress. , 
A computer code,co:riceinjng transient phenomena will be soon available. 
~5. 89'7 
-~'-\-
'riTLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION : 
INSTABILITY PHENDriiENA REIATED TO STEAM 
RELIEF THROUGH S oRoV, 
5 • NEXT STEPS 
Determination of water velocity,loads on pool wall, air 
parameters in different conditions inside the discharge 
bubble formation and evolution,subsequent actuations of 
native solutions for steam discharge system. 
6. RELATION TO OTHER PROJECTS A:ID CODES 
1 BOLLA.-REVACO-BOLL.t\X-\'IAGET-PRECC codes 
r 
l 
! 
l 
I ! l 
and steam cleari~- ! 
line. Study of , I 
the S ,R.V • Alte~. : 
2 AI.IN research on sat:cty relief valves discharge phenomena,Pisa Univers,! 
ty research on pressure suppression,ecc. 
7 o REFERENCE DOCUMENTS f E wC ~r;J\.SSA' -r.r.,PRE3AGIG:-Q .TAMPONE - Impianto Si)erimentale s .P oEX. 
Dcscrizione c manuale di operazione. CNEN78 (7)VBE1 /G71A-5 
C.,KIWPP Contribute alla proposta sperimentale CNEN sullo spegnimento 
re. Ar.m SNU/77-6. vap~ l: 
sper! r: D.PITIHADA-MoPRESAGHI-0oTA:r.;1PONE - Rapporto relative alla prima fase 
mentale sul circuito s.P.EXQ - CI~N 78(2)VBE1/G71A-1 
R.PARUTTO-D.PI 1I'IN'1ADA - Pruposta di utilizzazione del circui to CEV2 per . t 
la dcterminazione dei campi di veloci~a in getti sommersi. 
Nota TP.cnica CNEN 78 ( 10 )VBE5/G71A-6 ' 
A,..LTJPI-0.TAI!IPONE - Proposta di sistema per il posizionamento di trasdu! 
tori di pressione nella vasca SPEX ~er il rilievo dei transitori di pre~ 
sion~ nella fase di espulsione del getto d'acqua. 
Nota Tecnica CN"~N 78 ( 11 )VBE6/G71A-7 
MoPRESAGHI- Studio di rivelatori di livello e velocita dell•acqua all'in 
terno del tubo di scarico del sistema di soppressione del vapore~ 
' 
Nota Tecnica Cl'lEN 78 ( 15 )VBE8/G71A-9 ~ I D,;PITiiliADA-l';ioPRESAGHI-OoTAMPONE - Safety relief Yalve experimental studies. 
Second phase tests conducted on S oP.EXo (Suppression Pool Experiences) ! , 
facility., CN'.c~N 78 ( 17)Vl31~:-1 0 1G71A-11 ~ I r , 
G"GIH.ARDI-DoPITII;IADA- Codice di calcolo TOBO per la ve.lutazione della i 
traf..>minsione di potenza termica nella tubazione della S oRoV" D.L. nel 
transi torio conseguente 1;:. prima attuazione delle S oRoV. 
Nota Tecnica CNEN 78(16)VBE9/G71A-10. 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
SOP RE 1 Research on the behaviour of pres~ure UNIVERSITY OF PISA -
s1.mpression containment system after LOCA. PROJF.CT ·LEADER: 
' . 
Marino MAZZINI 
---INI'l'IATED: (second phase) COHPLF.'EED: (second phase) SCIENTISTS: 
1978 197 9 R. BOVALINI 
STA'l'US: LAST UPDATING: F. D'AURIA in progress January 1979 
1. General aim 
-------To acquire specific knowledge on basic phenomena in pressure suppressior 
containment system after LOCA. 
Assess the effectiveness of 6omputer codes, like CONTEMPT series, for · 
the prevision of pressure and temperature ,transients in a pressure sup-
pression containment sysiem during LOCA. 
2. Particular objectives 
To invest).gate the prcss~1re and temperature transient within a model of 
MARK II containment system, by varying blow-down flow rate and energy, 
number ana submergence- of vent pipes and poo 1 tempera tu re. 
Prepare new computer model able to forecast dynamic phenomena like pool 
swelling and associated pressure oscillations . 
.. 
3. Ex~crimcn1a} facilities 
SOPIU: 1 appnl:"ntus, \\'hich is a ~: 1•3 scale model 'b£ n' MARK II syst~m. In 
the containment mQdel there are locat~d 17 points for measurements'o.f· 
pt"es sure and 14 fo·r me as uremen ts of tempera tu re during the transient. 
. .. . . . ,;,. . 
I •' I 
4. Project status . 
The znd and 3rd series of tests with blow-down nozzle diameter of 50 mm 
(10 runs) \vere carr-ied out, \vi th 55 kg of water, in PIPER vessel and ya-
rying submer.$ent!e of vent pipes (from 11 to 34 cm) and. p.ool. temperature 
(from 30 to 70 °C); initial water pressure inside the PIPER vessel was 
varied in each cycle from 30 to 70 kgp/ cm2 for ·safety reasons. 
The experimental results were compared \vi th data ·from CONTEMPT-LT and 
SOPRE SDI codes (the last is a studied in order to desc~ibe dynamic ph~ 
nornena experimentally found). 
S. N·ext steps 
Next program includes 7 runs with blO\v-down nozzle of SO mm diameter 1 
SS or 70 kg of water inside the PIPER vessel and a starting pressure 
45.897 
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pressure suppression con~ainmcnt system 
after LOCA. 
CLASSII<'ICATION : 
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from 20 to 85 kgp/cm 2 ; the aim of tJ1esc series of tests is the study of 
the in £1 uence of the nurfiber of the vent pipes. 
6 . Re l D. t j~_o n to o t h c ~-E_Ej c c t s_ 
' 
Blow-down tests by Pll1ER Apparatus (the facility and instrumentation 
.ore the s.ame) - Pr0jcct Leader P. Vieni. 
CNEN - Research· on pressure suppression. 
Analysis of thcrrtial a:1d hydraulic. transients folloHing a LOCA in LWR 
and associitcd containment systems. P. Leader N. Cerullo. 
7. Reference documents 
-------1- N: CERULLO et alii 
''Experimental Investigation of the Behaviour of Pressure Suppression 
Containment Systems by the SOPIW 1 Facility" 
Proceedings of the 4th SMIRT Conference, S. Francisco (USA), August 77. 
2-·N. CERULLO et alii 
''Research on. the Behaviour of Pressure Suppression Containment Systems 
~arried out at the University of Pisa: Comparison between Experimental 
Results and CONTEMPT-LT CaJ:culations" 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari dell'Unive,rsitn di Pisa, RP 290(77). 
3- R. BIGI et alii 
"Research on the Behaviour of Pressure Suppression <_;ontainment Systems 
Carried out at the University of Pisa: Comparison b~twcen Experimental .
1
; 
Results and SOPnE-SDl Calculations" i Paper presented at the joint meeting ANS-ENS, Bruxelles, October 78. · i 
4- M. ?vLtqZINI et· alii 
"SOP~lE 1: ld.cc~ca su1. si~tcma c..li contenimento a ,soppressiono di pl·es-
sionc. '•Relazionc 'sulla se~onda serie di prove" · 
I st i tu to· di. Impian ti Nucleari' de 11' Uni vers ita .,_dt Pis a, RL 3'40 (? 9J • 
B. Dejree of availabilitY 
The first . referenc~s a~re free; the last one may be a vai lab le with the BJ:! 
thorization of the CNEN. · 
(Istituto Impianti Nucleari, Universita, V. Diotisalvi·2, I-5pl60 Pisa) 
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PROJECT. LEADER: 
A:· Venturini /C. Kropy:: 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
January 1977 a·. Giresini. 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In.progress July 1979 ' 
1) General Aim 
. . 
Analytical studies on experimental data • 
. . . ..... ... ... ' .. 
2) Particular Objectives 
Development of analytical models and computer cpdes in:tplementation to improve 
th~ project tools and to suggest particular new solutions~ 
. . . . .......... . 
3) Experimental facilities and programme~ 
· See project: Instability phenomena related to steam relief through SRV •· The program':" 
me concerning new researches about some aspects is being studied at present. 
4) Project Status 
See project: Instability pheromena related to steam relief through SRV·~ Analytical 
models have been develope_d and .c~mpared with test data, showing a good 
agreement. 
5) Next Steps 
... 
. 
- Load combinations due to multiple valves actuation. 
- Computer codes development. 
- New solutions development~ 
- Analytical activities concerning new calculation methods:·· 
- Design guides for SRV discharge lines. 
6) Relatio~ to other Projc~ts··~d ·cod.es 
- Instability phenomena related to steam relief through SRV~ 
.. REV ACO code. 
- PRECC code. 
- WAGET code. 
- BOLLAX code. 
45.897 
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7) Reference Documents 
-
11Le 11Snfcty Relief Valves•• nei BWR". 22/12/77. Doe·. AMN IS 77-03. 
- "Note sullo stato delle analisi dei risultati sperimefltali sullo SPEx". AMN-
Nota teeniea interna. 
-
11Alcunc considerazioni sul transitorio di getti d'acqua sommersi 11 • Doe~ AMN-
NT/RNU7801, 5/4/78. . 
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11Contributo alla proposta sperimentale CNEN sullo spegnimento vapore". Doe. 
AIV.IN -SNU 77-6. 29/7/77. 
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dice RELAP4/lVOD5 1'. Doe. AMN-NT/RNU 7806, 29/5/78. 
-
11Descrizione dei codici OSCI e BOLLAX per lo studio delle oscillazioni di bolle 
di gas sotto battente idraulico11 .. NT-lli'l\TU 7 8-12. 
-
11Descrizione del codice PRECC (Pressure computer code) per la valutazione dei 
campi di pressione sulle pareti di una piscina in presenza di bolle d' aria". 
NT-RNU-78-13. 
-
11Definizione dei principali aspetti da indagare per lo sviluppo della soluzione 
.. impiantistica 11clean steam". NT.i..P~U 78-08. 
- "Safety relief valve discharge study. Pool dynamic analysis of SPEx. Test results 
(First phase)••. IV-7802 (AMN). 
'' 
8) Degree of Availability 
Restricted distribution on some of documents above·. 
(A. Venturini, AMN-VPR/RTI, V. G. D 1Annunzio 113, I-16121 Genova). 
' ' 
9) Aciditional Inform at ion 
Studies are performed in the frame of CNEN -AMN Research Agreement~ 
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f) ~1~·------~G~e~n~e~r~a~l~A~~~·m~ 
(~ The purpose of the R+D-program is to improve our knowledge 
2. 
of hydrogen generation and distribution in the BWR contain-
ment during reactor operation and after LOCA, and especially 
to develop and test concepts and methods for measurement 
and limitation of H2 concentrations in the containment 
atmosphere. 
Particular Objectives 
The specific aim will be verification of the applicability 
of apparatus, devices and catalysts for H2-removal after 
LOCA. Catalytic recombiners in which hydrogen will oxidize 
with atmospheric oxygen to form water, will have to be 
testeq under reference operating and LOCA conditions. 
Tests will have to verify that decontamination procedures 
(e.g. for fission-product Iodine), which are to be expected 
in the post-LOCA atmosphere of the containment, will not 
impair the mode of·operation of the catalysts. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Theoretical Investigations 
H2-production 
Survey of literature and possibly measurement data to 
improve. knowledge of: 
- metal-water reaction 
. -2-
1. 1. 78- 31. 12. 78 RS 223 
- gamma-absorption within ·the reactor core 
- dependency on coolant quality 
H2-measurement 
In connection with ?aragraph 3.2, suitable sampling and 
measurement methods will be selected, with special 
attention to post-LOCA conditions. 
3.2 Experimental Investigations 
Tests are planned in a suitable semi-technical lab-facility 
which is similar to the KWU off-gas system recombiner. 
The major components of this facility are: preheater, 
recombiner, cooler and the required measuring devices. 
The following investigations will be carried out: 
Thermal capacity of the total system: 
Evaluation of catalyst and recombiner material properties, 
both under normal a~d extreme temperature condition$ Of 
50 to 600 °C consistent with poss'~ble failure modes. 
Chemical performance: 
Verification of functioning and regeneration-ability of 
the catalysts by specified additions of contrulination 
products (e.g. Iodine) using different recombiner 
temperatures, H2-concentrations and atmospheric conditions. 
Optimization of catalyst quantities: 
Evaluation of thermal capability and chemical properties 
under different ratios of catalyst-to-air-H2-volume. 
3.3 Development of a H2-Reducing Sys·i:.'em 
Based on theoretical and experimental test results, 
concepts and systems for measurement and control of H2-
concentration present in the containment atmosphere will 
be developed. 
-3-
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4. Experimental Facilities 
5. 
To 3. 1 
The test facility represents in principal the recombina~ 
tion unit of the off-gas system at a reduced scale (1:30). 
The model laws indicate that the same hydrodynamic and 
geometric conditions are present in the model. 
The arrangement consists of a proportioning apparat~s for 
varying the hydrogen enrichment of the atmosphere. The 
air-H2 mixture will be saturated with steam at 80 °C in a 
moistening chamber and then heated in a heater. Then 
a heated temperature-controlled reaction container will 
be introduced, in which by means of a catalyst the 
recombination will be initiated. The hydrogen-free gas 
will then be released into the atmosphere. 
Addition of various containments is made prior to entering 
the reaction container by means of a heated tube and/or 
injection device. 
Residual quantities of the catalyst poisoning Iodine 
. 
will be determined by volumentric analysis. Hyd~ogen ana-
lysis will be performed by a continuously operating 
thermal cond~ctivity measuring device. 
Progress to Date 
H2-evolution 
Determination of the exposed zinc surfaces in the power 
plant. 
Preparation of a test program that will determine the zinc-
water reaction under failure conditions and the specification 
of temperature behaviour. 
Performance of several experiments in a KWU-owned 
experimental facility to determine zinc corrosion. 
H2-Distribution 
Calculation of the local conce~tration differences 
considering diffusion and solubility transport. 
H2-distribution in the containments as a result of the 
-4-
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To 3.2 
6. 
To 3.1 
action of a hydrogen separation system (WAS) (determination 
of the purificat~on rate). 
H2-Measurement 
Deternination of poisonous material concentration as 
observed under conservative boundary conditions for noble 
gas and iodine decay properties. 
With a bed height of 30 cm the temperature behaviour in the 
through-flow catalyst bed was examined under the following 
conditions: 
- failure of the preheater 
- failure of the complete heating jacket 
- failure of a half section of the heating jacket. 
Heating transfer properties with the catalyst bed flooded: 
Prior to test start the whole recombiner was flooded and 
i 
after a certain length of time was emptied again. 
For the original test bed arrangeme~t and with fully 
functioning contents, the local temperature distribution 
within the flooded catalyst bed and its heating rate up 
to the required temperature level was determined. 
Results 
H2-evolution 
Results of the experimental investigations of the zinc-
corrosion. 
surface: 
grid 
(galvanized) 
with approx. 80 ~m Zn 
St-37 
(galvanized) 
with approx. 25 ~m Zn 
medium H2-evolution 
deionized 0.95 ml/cm2 
de ionized 0.94 ml/crn2 
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In order to obtain reproduceable results, all tests were 
performed at least two times. 
The above-mentioned evolution rates indicate an.average 
hydrogen volume concentration of 0.8 percent in the 
safety containment of the ISAR-type nuclear power plant. 
H2-Distribution 
Diffusion and solubility ·transport 
Under conservative H2-evolution assumptions it appears that~ 
because of the actual free cross-section, there are no un-
permissible concentration variations within the pressure-
or condensation-chamber. The solubility transport is 
responsible for the gas exchange between pressure and 
condensation chamber following completion of the "blow-down 
phase". Diffusion observations verify the assertion that 
subdividing the computer model into two large volumes 
(pressure chamber and1 condensation chamber) is adequate 
for evaluation of the H2-distribut~on in the safety 
containment. 
H2-distribution using a hydrogen separation system. 
Based on the above distribution mechanisms the concentration 
distribution during recombination operation were evaluated. 
With it the flow rate of the decontamination facility was 
modified such that with an average H2-volume concentration 
of > 2 % any further increase of the H2-concentration can 
be prevented at any time after an accident has occurred. 
The required flow rate of the hydrogen separation system is 
80 m3/hr. 
H2-Measurement 
Possible contaminations in the suction line of. the hydrogen 
separation system. 
With respect to radioactivity the following substances will 
be found in the post-accident atmosphere. They are basically 
released from the reactor core. 
-6-
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To 3.2 
isotope group: 
radioactive 
noble gases 
active and inactive 
noble gas follow-on 
isotopes 
iodine 
the~retical conentration/kgrn-3 
< 
The range of noble gas products results from the different 
molecular weight of each compound which these elements 
are able to form. 
It was suggested that tests should be performed with the 
above concentrations ~aintained for a maximum of 60 hrs, so 
that it is assumed that no more th~n the total amount 
reloaded is expected to attack the recombiner. The above 
values are based on a 10 % isotope release from the core 
inventory. 
Preheater malfunction during test start~up 
A rapid temperature increase to approx. 80 °c can be 
observed on all temperature measurement points when starting 
the compressor. Then temperatures in the upper bed area 
increase to 150 °C within 4.5 hours. The measurement 
points in the lower area show these temperatures ~pprox. 
two hours later. 
Preheater failure during test run 
Within three hours temperatures drop from apprqx. 280 °c 
to 150 °c in the upper bed area. The lower region reaches 
these temperatures approx 1 hour later. 
-7-
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7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Overall failure of jacket heating 
Jacket heating dropout results in a reduction of the 
temperatu~e level from 280 °c to approx. 250 °C.within 
approx. three hours. Different temperature layers in the 
catalyst bed are not·observed. 
Failure of a half-sectio~ of the heating section 
This failure initiated a temperature drop of approx. 20 °c. 
Despite the missing external heating of the half-section, 
the differences between the individual temperature measuring 
points amount to a maximum of 10 °C only. 
Heat transition properties with flooded catalyst bed 
After the residual water has evaporated, steeper temperature 
gradients can be observed as compared to the 11 dry test 11 • 
' 
In the upper bed region, temperatures of approx. 250 °c 
will be reached after approx. 3.5 hrs. The total catalyst 
bed will reach its maximum temper~ture of 300 °c after 
approx. 10 hrs. 
A comparision to the 11 dry test .. shows that heat-up of a 
flooded catalyst bed of the design size will take only 
about 0.5 hrs. longer. 
Next Steps 
Project completed. 
Relation with Other Projects 
References 
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. 1 • G,. n ..- r· a l A i m 
\ ... Vnr1ou.s proc..-sses taking place during and after a loss-of-coolant 
ncci(lent in a light-water reactor (e.q. zirconium-steam reaction, 
radiolysis) lead to the generation of hydrogen, which then spreads 
in the containment by diffusion and convection. These transport 
m..-chnnisms influence the local hydrogen concentrations. The ob-
j..-ctive of the planned inveHtigations is to measure the hydrogen 
diNtril1ution in a multi-compartment cont~inment. The model con-
tainment built at Battelle under project RS 50 is to be used for 
this purpose. The experimental results will be used to determine 
wlH•thf'r exi~ting computer models (e.g. RALOC) describe the trans-
port processes witl\in a real containment geo~etry with sufficient 
nccuracy. 
2. Pnrti~ular Objectives 
J. H,.~r>nr·cll Pro.~rr:un 
includes nine basic experiments 
to he prrformod at room temperature. The hydrogen, also at room 
tempernture, iH fed fro~ a single large-area source into a cen-
tral co~tainment compartment. The local hydrogen conce~tration is 
mensurf'd by numerous detectors. The experiments are·schedule~. to 
last between 5 and 10 }tours. The experimental configutations in-
clude one- and two-compartment models that extend vertically or 
horizontally. The following experimental parameters are varied: 
- loc~tion of the hydrogen Hource 
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overflow openings. 
The purpose of the basi'c experiments is to determine t.h.e varia-
tion of the hydrogen concentration within one or two compartments 
as a result of diffusion and convection. 
In experiments planned for~a later date (not included in the 
above work), the influence of elevated temperatures and thermal 
stratifications within a more complicated geometry will b-e in-
vestigated, and measurements will be made during and after a blow~ 
down. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The model containment built for the RS 50 experiments is the most 
important component. The containment compartments used in the 
present investigations are equipped with detectors wich measure 
the local hydrogen concentrdtion. The measuring principle is 
based on the change in resistance of a br.idge resistor following 
a temperature rise. The temperature rise results from the cataly-
tic combustion of the hydrogen. The measured signals are processed 
and stored with the existing data acquisition· system. 
The hydrogen supply system is operated with a bottle battery. · 
Pre- and post-experiment calculations are performed partly at the 
Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit in Munich with the computer 
code RALOC, and partly by the Kraftwerk-Union (KWU). 
5. Progress to Date 
The following work packages have been completed in the period un-
der review: 
- assembly of the internals of the containment and installation 
of the detectors; 
.-
;;,:- ·"C·.~ \")_ ~ 
ments in vertical tandem arrangement and 3 using 2 toroidal 
compartments in horizontal tandem arrangement; in both cases 
the total volume of the two compartments was 80 m3 ; 
-3-
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- {>reparation of 2 quick-look reports incl~ding a first evaluation 
of the experimental results. 
6. H(·~ults 
., 
The following important results should be noted: 
- llydrogrn spreads relatively fast both in the vertically and in 
t.hc horizontnlly nrrangcd compartments (homogenous distribution). 
- Tllc dispersion is hampered only if the connecting openings be-
tween the two compartments are very small (~0.5 m2 ). 
- Tllermal stratification in model compartment (temperature at the 
top higher than at tho bottom) clearly hampers hydrogen disper-
:-;ion. 
- If tl1e hydrogen source is so arranged as to produce strata of 
different concentrations, equalization due to diffusion is re-
latively slow (t > 24 h). 
7 • N (' X t S t c p s 
Writing of the final report with detailed evalu~tion of the re-
RllltR. 
B. Relation with Other Projects 
Research activities at the Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsichcrheit in 
Munich toward furtller development of the computer code RALOC. 
Program RS )0 "Investigation of the phenomena occurring within a 
mtJlti-comportmrnt containment following the rupture ot a coolant 
pipr in a water-cooled reactor". 
Jahn, 1H. L.: RALOC- A New Model for Calculation of Local Hydrogen 
Concentrations in Subdivided Containments Under LOCA Aspects. 
Paper presented at the Thermal Reactor Safety Meeting, Sun Valley, 
Idaho, August 1977 
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1. General aim 
To study hydrogen transfer inside a containment with the goal of evalua 
ting the capability of proposed devices to keep hydrogen concentration 
in reactor containments below the flammability limit in post-LOCA condi 
t:ions. 
2. Particular obicct:ives 
Similarity problems in hydrogen mixing. 
3. Experimental facilities and Prog__:r:~ 
3.1 Facilities: 
- PSICO 10 fncility 
- hydrogen detection assembly 
- hydrogen injection system . 
3.2 Program: Theo~etical considerations on: 
a) scaling .up expcr1ments Hi th hydrogen-air mi'xtures; 
b) using the other gases in s·imul at ing hyd N>gen be ha viou!. 
4. Proiect status 
Item 3.2a) is the point to be completed. 
. . , . . . '• 
5. Next ste~ 
Improvement. of th'e detection performance, i.e. 
ting devices. 
Analysis of res~lts and comparison with other 
Mathematicaf·moJelling of the phenomenon. 
Supporting experiences. 
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Continuing Last updating. 
Dr. C.J. Hood 
Dr. ~·.Swan Status 
1. C•~ncr"1 Aim 
2. 
To measure the radiolysis rates of aqueous phases in water reactors 
under both normal and accident conditions. 4 
Particular Objectives 
To measure the rate of production of H2 from the radioly~is of 
contaminated water in water reactor·cores after a LOCA. 
3. E~erimental Facilities and Programme 
4. 
Febetron Pulse Radiolysis Facility in which the kinetics of radiation 
induced processes can be followed by kinetic spectroscopy. The 
influence of likely contaminants on the H2 generation rate will be measured. · 
Proj_ect Status 
Expe~iments are presently limited to room temperature tests. The 
apparatus will· be modified to allow elevated temperatures to be 
inves tigat·ed. 
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TITRE Pays 
PIEGEAGE DE L'IODE DANS LE BETON. FRANCE 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DSN 
TITLE (.Anglais) Organisme execuceur 
CEA/DTech / STA 
IODINE - TRAPPING IN CONCRETE. 
Respo as able 
Date cie ciemar-rage Etat actuel Scienci.fl.ques 
1/75 EN COURS 
Dar:e ci'a.chevement Deruiere mise a jour 
FIN 79 12/78 
1. OBJECTI'F GOERAL 
Cette etude a pour but : 
de determiner la retention de l'iode oar I~ beton des enceintes 
de confinement afin de mieux evaluer ies consequences radiologiques en cas 
d'accident de perte de refrigerant primaire des reacteurs a eau PWR. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
Determiner les lois de retention des produits de fission, en particulier 
des iodes dans les cas suivants : 
- conditions normales de fonctionnement. 
-conditions accidentelles (140° C et 4 bars relatifs). 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERD1ENTALES ET PROGRAMME : 
On utilise le banc d'essai mis au point par la STA pour la mesure des coef-
ficients de permeabilite des betons dans differentes conditions de pression 
et de temperature. 
Le programme comprend les etapes suivantes : 
-etude quantitative de retention de l'iode stable (iode penetrant et 
moleculaire) en fonction des differents parametres a p.rendre en compte 
(type et epa~sseur du beton, press~on et temperature, po~nts s~ngul~ers). 
-etude quantitative de la retention de l'iode actif (eventuellement). 
-~.8o-
2.· 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
1/ Avancement à ce jour 
Les principaux travaux réalisés à ce jour sont les suivants 
-poursuite du programme de dosage de l'iodométhane en ph.ase gazeuse 
et identification des zones de piégeage (phase solide : béton,joint 
et phase liquide : eau de condensation). 
- 18 essais d'injection d'ICH3 ont été effectués durant cette période 
-mise au point du dispositif de dosage de l'iode moléculaire. Début 
des essais de piégeage. 
2/ Résultats essentiels 
Les résultats acquis en 78 permettent de mettre en évidence les 
conclusions suivant'es 
-dans les conditions de l'accident de référence (4 bars 140° C) la 
diffusion de l'iodure de méthyle à travers une épaisseur de 20 cm 
de béton est inférieure à 1 % de la quantité injectée. 
- la série d'essais effectuée en 78 pour déterminer les facteurs 
susceptibles d'entraîner la disparition de l'iodure de méthyle 
dans la partie amont du pérméamètre (piégeage par le béton, le 
joint ou la vapeur d'~au) est résumée sur les courbes suivantes 
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- on peut noter en conclusion que les conditions d'ambiance clans l'enceinte 
apres l'accident de reference sont les suivantes 
. les r~actions de l'ICH3 avec les mat,riaux (b4ton, eau) aont 
pratiquement terminees 5 heures apres l'accident~ 
apres· 24 heures, on·constate (courbe 1) que 90% de.1'ICH3 est 
piege (beton et eau) 
. l'influence du piegeage par le beton est preponderente. Elle 
intervient au moins· pour 50 % (courbes l et 3). 
- les mesures effectuees avec l'iode moleculaire ont montre que 99% de 
l'Iz etait p~atiquement fixee instantanement sur les parois du· permea-
roetre. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Lors de la reunion du 5 decembre 78, (not.e STA/78 .1141 du 22/12/78) 
le comite technique a decide d'engager les actions suivantes : 
51. Programme ICH3 
-Etude de la penetration de l'iodomethane clans le beton en utilisant 
r131 comme traceur. 
Les modalites de definition de cet essai sont en cours d'examen 
(lieu des essais, carpttage des eprouvettes, mesures). 
-En fonction des resultats acquis, etude eventuelle de la desorption 
de l'iode piege dans le beton. 
52. Programme I2 
- Poursuite du programme avec l'iode stable pour confirmer les premiers 
resultats et determiner la. cinetique d'absorption sur les parois (cas 
de l'enceinte avec peau d'etancheite) 
- mesures avec I 2 stable sur permeametre beton (utilisation des permea-
metres de la STA ou construction d'une enceinte beton). Il s'agit 
d'evaluer la cinetique d'absorption sur du beton seul (cas de l'en-
ceinte double). 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Neant. 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE : 
Les documents etablis en 78 sont les suivants 
- DSN-SETSSR-T-78.1663 du 27.1.78 : programme d'essais 78· 
-Notes DRA/SEA/SCAA 78.42 du 27.4.78) definition des essais complemen-
" DRA/SEA/SCAA 78.67 du 14.6.78) taires avec ICH3 
-Note STA/78.527 du 15.6.78 : compte rendu de reunion de coordination 
-Note DSN/SESTR 78.102 du 8.6.78 ) · ~o~e JS~/SES!R 73.590 du 16.11.78)proces verbaux d'essai 
4. 
-Note DSN/SESTR/78.559 du 22.11.78 : Examen des resu1tats des essais 78 
-Note SEA/SCAA/78.136 du 29.11.78 : Mesures effectuees par SCAA 
Note STA/78.1141 du 22.12.78 Compte rendu de reunion de coordination. 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE : 
Les proces verbaux etablis par_SESTR et SCAA sont des documents internes 
de travail. 
NETHERLANDS ENERGY RESEARCH ,FOUNDATION iECNl 
TITLE: 
Advics inzake periodieke kontrole van insluitvaten 
op lekkages ·; , 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Advice on periodic supervision on leakage tightness 
of containers. 
INITIATED :June l 974 LAST UPDATING :June 1979 
STATUS ending COMPLETED :end 1980 
• General aim 
CLASSIFICATION: 7. 4 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
ECN 
PROJECTLEADER : 
H.J. van Grol 
SCIENTISTS: 
J.W.H. van den Bergh 
H. Pruimboom 
To assemble data on tbe measurements of the leak rates on containment vessels ~n 
order to advise the authorities on periodic supervision pf leakage performances 
as compared to design leak rates. 
2. Particular objectives 
The program ·consists of: 
- making an inventory of generally used methods of leakage rate measurements in-
cluding an evaluation resulting into a general purpose method, 
- specification of main and secondary variables when measuring leakage rates, 
- p~rforming an analysis on extrapolation modes in order to establish the safe 
lm.;er limit of test overpressure in relation to design pressure, and 
- evaluation of ·experiences obtained elsewhere with measuring containment leakage 
rates. 
3. Experimental facilities:Not applicable 
4. Project status 
The activities done so far yielded the next results: 
!I! Preliminary Regulation on the Leak-tightness of Reactor Containments" (Draft 
in Dutch). Report ECN 0.544.01 - GR 1: January 1977. 
* "Leak Rates and Leak-tightness Predictions on Bas.is of Measurements Performed 
on Reactor Containments" (Draft in Dutch), 
!11 "Theory and Practice on the Measuring of the Leak Rate of Reactor Containments" 
(Draft in Dutch), December 9, 1976, 
* "Summary of Anwers to the Questionnaire on Reactor Containment Leak-tightness" 
February 24, 1977 
* "Nearly completion of draft version of final report. 
5. ~cxt and final steps 
Completion of a final report containing the documents mentioned under 4 and 
incorroration of comments of the sponsors on these documents and the draft 
version of the final report. 
6. Relation with other projects: -
7. Reference documents: See under 4 and 5 
8. Degree of availability 
The reports \.;ill be translated in the Enlish language. They will be submitted 
to the Hinistry of Social Affairs, Postbus 69, Voorburg. 
9. Budget: -
10. Personnel: 1.0 manyear 
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Benchtszettraum/Period Klasslflk&tton/Ciaaalfieatlon Kennzelchen/Project Number 
1. 1. 78 - 31. 1 2 • 78 8 RS 240 
Vorhaben/ProJeCt Title land/Country 
Untersuchungen zur Funktionstlichtigkeit der FRG 
Druckhalter-Sicherheitsventile und des Fbrdernde Institution/Sponsor 
Abblasetanks bei Abblasen von heiBem BMFT 
Druckwasser Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Investigations on the Functioning of the Re ak tortec;:hnik 
Pressurizer Safety Valves and the Relief R 523, Erlangen Tank during Blowdown of Hot Pressurized 
.Water R 1 1 1 ' Erlangen 
Arbei tsbeg mn/lnt!lated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. 1 2 • 76 29. 2. 80 Landgraf/Helf 
Stand der Arbetten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing 31. 1 2 • 78 
1 • General Aim 
Verification of ability of PWR pressurizer safety valves and 
relief tank to function during blowdown with hot 
pressurized water in order to be able to control ATWS-
malfunctions without additional second shut down system. 
2 . ____ P_a.....;.;.r..;;t_i_;c;...u.;.;l;;;..a;....r;;;.._..;.O..;;b...,.j~..,.;e;...c.;..t.;;..~;;;;.· ..;.v,.;:;e.;;;.s' 
The aim of the experiments is primarily the evaluation of 
the performance and in particular the control of safety 
valves, having construction and arrangement features 
currently used with PWRs. The results are expected to show 
the structural changes to the main safety valves, the 
control valves and arrangements necessary in order to 
retain the response characteristics in the event of a 
rapid change of phase (steam-hot pressurized water) of 
the blowdown medium. 
In parallel to the above tests, the pressure build-up in 
the discharge line and the relief tank will be determined 
analytically. 
3 .. ________ R_e;;;..s.;..e~a..;:;r..;.c.;.;h~P-r_o~g~r-a_m_ 
3.1 Safety valve tests 
3.1.1 Pilot valve tests 
3.1.2 Main and pilot valve tests 
3.2 Analytical examination of the blowdown system 
Compilation of conditions of pressure of blowdown system 
-2-
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'i. _________ ~_~:_·:0 __ 2_~_i_~_.,~_~_n_t_a_l __ +t_a_c_l_._l_i_t_l_·e __ s 
s. 
Computer models have already been provided for the analytical 
wo~k; these, however, have still to be modified for the 
new boundary conditions. 
The major co::rtpo;J.ents plus test samples which are necessary 
for conducting the test are available and will be moqified 
to meet the specific test requireiT~nts. The necessary 
quantities of steam and pressurized water are also 
available. 
?rog~ess to Date 
Tests were run with steam at 170 bar to set the required 
pressure gradient. After this
1
tests with a pilot safety 
valve were made for the va?or phase at an opening pressure of 
1 70 ~= ar. 
' ~he pilot safety valve for reference tests at a lower 
pressure was modlfiedjthe opening pr~ssure set to 150 bar 
and tests were run. Differential pressure measuring points 
were newly installed so that the pressure gradient and 
opening pressure for the tests could be determined more 
acc'J.rately. 
During the tests, some disturbances occurred on the 
testing ar"d :x.eas \.:..ring rig, inuol ving a series of non-
scheduled opera~ions: several inspections of the main 
saie~y valve and the pilot safety valve were required 
on account of intensified opening pressure scatter 
(measurement channel VI). 
As the tests had stopped for a prolonged period of time, 
:LJ..l the picl:.ups were removed from the testing rig and 
recalibrated. A check was made of the measuring·chain from 
·che pick ups to the recording instruments. 
The main safety valve and the pilot valve were eismantled, 
the sealir.g surf aces ground, and re-a.ssernb led. 
A closed-circuit television facility with video recording 
was installed for a better function at assessment of the 
valves. 
-3-
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To 3.2 
6. 
To 3.1 
The computing program BABS was developed and tested, 
which not only.calculates the pressure rise in the 
pressurizer relief tank dome while it is being· blown 
free water, but also the pressure rise in the 
pressurizer relief ~ank after free blowing. The 
BABS computing program is made up of the individual 
computing programs developed to date, DOMFREI and ABDRUNA, 
with the modified versions of DOMFREI and ABDRUNA 
being used in each case. 
Results 
'l'ests to date have shown that the test rig instrumentation 
and data acquisition equipment are suitable for simulating 
with high accuracy the parameters of a reactor system 
and for making an assured statement on the mode of 
functioning and loads imposed on the pilot valve and 
I 
piping during the assumed accidents and malfunctions. 
Because of the complexity of the processes involved 
statements on pilot valve functioning can only be 
made with reservations at the present status 
- Tests with saturated steam: 
The pilot valve demonstrated the typical opening 
behaviour of a full-stroke safety valve with the 
limits of the permissible differential opening pressure 
(the valve opens steadily to the stop position). 
The pressure reduction (due to pipe friction and 
dynamic flow) measured in the inlet branch (signal line) 
during the opening process, does never reach the 
permissible full stroke safety valve closing pressure 
and this shows, therefore, a stable opening behaviour. 
The opening pressure scattered in a number of tests 
despite an unchanged valve setting. 
- Tests with hot pressurized water: 
The pilot valve opened only gradually with water to 
the design stroke limit. The pressure gradients were 
here ~pprox. 10 bar/s (requirement 4 bar/s). A higher 
-4-
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To 3.2 
pressuY0 gradient is to be identified with high excess 
energy assisting the valve opening. 
The Pressure reduction (as a consequence of pipe friction 
and dynamic flow) measured in the inlet branch signal 
line) in the opening process, reaches at times approximately 
the pilot valve closing pressure and explains why opening 
is graduaL 
Tests with pressure gradients of 4 bar/s must stirl be 
run to assess definitively the valve behaviour during 
relieving hot pressurized water. 
Forecasts relating to the behaviour on transition from 
steam to hot pressurized water are not y~t possible 
even today. 
Computing program BABS is at present in the trial phase. 
Results are available of test runs made until now. 
7. Next Steps 
----------~~~~~ 
To 3.1 Corrmissioning of the test rig and measuring set-up. 
To 3.2 
8. 
9 . 
10. 
Check of response pressure of the pilot valve using saturated 
steam. 
Conduct of tests with hot pressurized water and saturated 
steam with transition to hot pressurized water. 
An attempt wiL. be made after completion of the BABS 
test runs to prepare the report on results. 
Relation with Other Projects 
References 
Degree of Availability 
-~~A-
Benchtszeitraum/Period Klasslfikatlon/Ciassification Kennzelchen/Project Number 
1. 1. 78 - 31. 1 2. 78 8 RS 281 
Vorhaben/ProJect T1tle Land/Country 
Schutzbegrenzungs-System mit Kleinrechnern FRG 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG. 
Protection Limitation System with Mini- Reaktortechnik 
Computers 
R 1 1 Erlangen 
Arbe1lsbeg1nn/lnitlated Arbeltsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. 7. 77 30. 6 • 80 w. Aleite 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bew11iigte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing 
1 • 
2. 
31 • 12. 78 ' 
General Aim 
Due to the scope and complexity of task, preferably 
decentralized mini/micro computer systems will be 
developed and applied to improve the setting of process 
variables. 
Thereby current protection-, limitating-, monitoring-, 
and control functions will be ext'ended and refined. It 
is the aim of the program to gain experiences on the 
development, construction and operation of such a 
protection limitation system used in a plant. 
Particular Objectives 
A 4-computer system is to be installed to provide 
protection limitation from DNB and excess power density. 
Experiences gained during construction and observation of 
the system, are to be standardized to such a degree that 
they may also be ~sed for construction of other systems. 
Hereby programming of diverse computers has to be con-
sidered. 
In co-operation with LRA key points will be prepared which 
will represent a contribution to assuredness, clarity and 
ease of handling and possibly to standardization of the 
computer systems. Relationships between constru~tion 
features and reliability data will be determine~. 
-2-
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._). 
3. 1 I:1stalla tior. of the 4-computer system 
- start~p of t~e soft ware using the ANDI Model 
- computer-computer coupling 
- comp~ter self-checking, construction of the external 
monitoring level 
- transfer o: the program into the CP 550 
- interface definitio:l, cabling start-up 
- observation 
3.2 Development of portable programs (programming language) 
3.3 Model for reliability verification 
3.4 Optimization of systems by means of the reliability 
model. 
4 • 
To 3.1 
Test Facilities 
=n co-operation with LRA and Halden (AEG)-KWU has 
developed a reactor protection system for nuclear power 
plant Brunsbilttel which is planned'to be tested as a 
back-up operation. 
LRA has gained extensive experience in automatic.computer 
control, pro0ram analysis and reliability verification 
which will be used for the present program. 
Countries such as the FRG, GB and France are developing 
redundant systems which will process the coolant channel 
outlet temperatures of LMFBR. 
Proaress to Date and 6. Results 
Transcription of the currently available program into a 
CP550 with little extension of storage completed. 
1'-lodifications to the KWU-CP-550 compiler will only be 
required for Bit 13 storag~, a special storage in the 
control and instrlliuentation system. 
A draft of the specification for the monitoring units was 
prepared. With it were defined the points of the systems 
with which the DNB module is associated. 
-3-
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7. 
To 3.1 
Cabinets for the computer system were installed in the 
laboratory. Current is supplied by a 24 V/200 A grid section 
with bus bars between floor and false floor. Cabinet IH SO 
was chosen for recording block in Grafenrheinfeld and 
connected to the gr~d. 
The process signals cabling was reworked to separate the 
binary and analogous signal cables. For recording of 
the thermoelements a page printer cable and control lines 
were provided between the recording block (IH SO) and 
computer room. 
A design was produced for the component carrier for the 
thermoelement signal distribution. 
A program for the determination of the DNB calculation con-
stants was put into operation. Revision of the overall 
system tasks is bein~ continued. 
Within the scope of the PDV working group "testing and 
verifying of process computer soft ware" a comparison was 
made between the a!lalyses of the Brunsblittel computer 
protection system and the C-E core pro~ection calculator, 
entitled "computer systems in nuclear power plants and 
their appraisal". 
Next Steps 
Erection of the 4-computer system for protection against 
DNB and high power density. 
Start-up of measurement data acquisition and processing 
programs on the KWU PR 320 in cooperation with the 
analog computer (ANDI-80-model, circuit model) and 
correction of the program system based on findings 
to date. 
- Erection of the computer to computer coupling between 
the PR 320 and CP SSO. This coupling assists ~ne 
start-up of a Closed-Loop-Computer, which has ~o 
operate without a recorder device. 
-4-
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To 3.2 
To 3.3 
G. 
9 • 
~~cction and cneck-o~t of t~e computer self-monitoring 
systc~ and t~e hard-ware monitoring section with the 
ai~ of the PR 320. 
- Transfer of the program sys~em into the CP 550 in the 
labo~atory, first, channel by channel, and then by 
multiple channel test and verification calculations. 
- Systems eval~ation with respect to area of operation, 
safety of operation, disturbances 
Special attention is planned for the examination of 
input signals, long-term behaviour of the structural 
ele~ents and transient disturbances. 
~he experience gained during the construction and exami-
nation of the system is to generalized so that they can 
also be used in the construction of other computer systems. 
In this connection a diversity of computers has to be pro-
g r arrul\e d . 
In cooperation with the GRS (Reactor Safety Organ.) key 
topics are supposed to be identified which will contribute 
to safety, simpicity, care of handling and possibly 
standurdization of the computer system. Relations between 
design features and reliability data are to be established. 
This can lead, for example, to restrictions on the 
complexity of the prograrr~ing language. 
Relation with Other Projects 
10. ____ pogree of Avai2.ability 
2 
Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
8 R 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
FRG Rahm~npflichtenheft zur KKW-Leittechnik 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Specification for instrumentation and 
control in nuclear power plants 
Brown Boveri & Cie AG 
Mannheim 
GK/TE2 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnltiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating 
completed 31Q12.78 
1 • General Aim 
With the instrumentation and control systems used in nuclear 
power plants at the time being the possibilities to meet the 
increasing demands on safety and availability are exhausted, 
to a far extent. 
On that account, the aim of the project is to develop new 
instrumentation and control systems which satisfy the 
requirement for greater operational safety and which, at the 
same time,can be realized in an economical way. 
The aim can be attained by means of new system structures 
with the following solution characteristics: 
- BUS-data transmission systems 
sequential processors with semiconductor stores 
- modern means of communication and documentation 
(e.g. display units) 
- application of highly developed programming languages 
2. Particular Objectives 
Taking into account the possibilities of modern technologies, 
a basic requirement book will be compiled as basis for the 
development of new instrumentation and control systems 
specific for nuclear power plants. 
This basic requirement book is supposed to serve several 
purposes: 
-2-
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~) ~o a;ree U?Oti un~form basic conditions and solutions which 
can be applied U:1iversal~y and help to improve the 
''· ~rereq~isites for the standardization of the instrumen-
t2tion and control systems. These specifications, however, 
should still leave en01 . .:.gh lat~tude to realize various 
tec~nical instrlli~entation related solution. 
b) 7o all m·: for all the req1..:.irements of the authorities 
giving t:C.e ap~oroval and for the extension of existing 
regulations and guidelines in order to ensure the approval 
of -:J.e"'d systems. 
3.1 Deterrr.ination of the scope of application 
3.2 Elaboru.tion of -::he premises for the technical instrumentation 
relatect solution 
3. 3 Listing o:f the fu..'1.c-';.:ional process requireoents 
3.4 Listing of the requirements related ~o plant erection and 
enviroThuental influences 
3.5 Listing of the safety and reliability requirement~ 
3.6 Compilation of the specifications and guidelines to be 
observed 
4. E:>::-oerir:lental Facili tj_es 
5. Progress to ~ate a~d 6. Results Obtained 
the results appertaining to 3.1 to 3.6 are available. 
7. l'·Je;,:t Steps 
Supple~ent to the basic requirement book consisting of the 
e:aboration of the ergonomical requirements. 
8. ~e~at~ons wi~h Ct~er Projects 
0 
0 
' 
0 
0 
143 .1. 03 
TITRE 
PROCEDURES DE VIEILLISSE}ffiNT ACCELERE POUR TESTS 
DE QUALIFICATION DE MATERIAUX POLYMERES UTILISES 
DANS LES SYSTEMES DE SECURITE 
T!!U (.Anglai.s) 
Accelerated aging nuclear qualification tests of 
polymeric materials. 
Data da demarrage Etat actual 
1.4.1977 en cours 
Data d'achevemec.t Deruiere mise a jour 
31.12.1980 31.12.1978 
I • OBJEC'IIF GENERAL._ 
8 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Orgac.isme Directeur 
CEA-DgCS 
Organisme executeur 
DSA/SCAPR (Saclay) 
RespoDSable 
Scl.ec.l:i.fiques 
- determiner les conditions d'essais acceleres permettant d'evaluer la 
duree de vie d'un materiau plastique soumis au vieillissement sous 
irradiation et a l'epreuve,du feu 
- rassembler les informations relatives a divers materiaux plastiques 
soumis a de telles agressions, materiaux d'usage courant utilises dans 
les installations nucleaires. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Le premier objectif est de determiner les conditions limites d'acceleration 
des essais lors des essais de simulation en marche normale et en cas d'acci-
dent de reference d'un reacteur PWR. 
Afin de determiner ces limites, l'influence des principaux parametres 
- dose et debit de dose (4 debits ont ete retenus 2.103 - 104 - 105 et 5.10~ 
rad.h-1) I 
- temperature 
- ambiance 
a ete analysee sur une quinzaine de materiaux. 
Les polymeres sont choisis en fonction de leur caractere representatif et 
de leur interet technologique pour la construction des materiels utilises 
dans les centrales. 
3. n:STAL:i:..ATI0:-1"S EXPERI;lE~TALES ET PROGRAl-lY!E 
- L~boratoire de chimie macromoleculaire de physico-chimie et d'essais 
Jes plastiques 
- sourc2s de cobalt 60 de 20.000 et 200.000 Ci. 
- accelerateurs d'electrons de 0,5 MeV (3 KwatBet de 300 KeV (30 Kwatt) 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
Un 6roupe d'etude a ete m~s en place comprenant 
- un comite de coordination 
5 groupes de travail par famille de produits : moteurs et isolants -
joints et pieces mecaniques - materiels de raccordement et connexions 
materiels d'automatismes industriels - cables et peintures. 
Le programme d'essais a demarre en janvier 1978. Certains essais realises 
aux plus forts debits de doses sont termines et ont mis en evidence l'in-
fluence du debit de dose sur les performances des polymeres. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
finir les essa1s en cour~ analyser et interpreter les resultats 
ob tenus 
- irradier de nouveaux materiaux 
- entreprendre l'etude du vieillissement thermique. 
6. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Cette action entre dans le cadre plus general de la fiche d'action : 
qualification des appareillages de mesure et des materiels utilises pour 
la surete des reacteurs clans des conditions de fonctionnement normales 
suivies en fin de vie d'un ADR 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- J. LAIZIER et R. STOURM 
Choix des conditions d'essais de vieillissement accelere sous irradiation 
Rapport CAPRI n° 001-23-12-75. 
- J. BERTHET- G. GAUSSENS - J. LAIZIER- F. LEMAIRE 
La qualification nucleaire des plastiques 
Rapport CAPRI no 048-7-9-77 
- Determination des conditions d'essais en vue de l'etablissement d'un 
code pour la qualification nucleaire des materiaux incorporant des 
polymeres. 
G. GAUSSENS - F. LE~~IRE 
Rapport CA2RI - ~042 ll/8/77 
Rapport CAPRI - NOSO 3/10/77 
Rapport CAPRI - ~003 18/l/78 
J. BERTHET- G. GAUSSENS 
. ' 
0 
\ ; 
......,. 
Rapport CAPRI N° 015 
Rapport CAPRI N° 025 
23/5/78 
9/8/78. 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE DES DOCUMENTS 
Confidentiel CEA. 
3. 
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TITRE Pays 
ETUDE DE L'EVOLUTION DES CARACTERISTIQUES ELECTRIQUES FRANCE 
DES MATERIELS DE CLASSE lE APRES VIEILLISSEMENT ET ADR ~---:----::-:--------'1 
Organism~ Directeur 
TITLE (Anglais) 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICSEVOLUTION OF CLASS lE 
EQUIPMENTS AFTER AGING AND ACCIDENTS SIMULATION. 
Data de decarrage Etat actuel 
1. 01.1977 EN COURS 
Data d'achevement Deruiere mise a. jour 
31.12.1981 30.6.1978 
1. OBJECTI'F GENE'RAL 
CEAf.DgCS 
Organisme executeur 
CEA-SES/ SACLAY 
Respo tLSable 
Scienci.fiques 
Cette action rentre dans le cadre g,n,ral de 1'action de qualification des 
equipements utilises pour le controle-commande des reacteurs dans les condi-
1 in11n d11 fonctionrH'mt~nt normnl suivics en fin de vie d'un ADR. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Ces essais portent sur des cables de differentes natures, des connecteurs, 
des contacteurs et des transmetteurs de pression. 
<:) 3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME : 
CAPRI - Irradiations -(. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
Des mesures ont deja ete effectuees et se poursuivent sur des cables ayant ete 
soumis au vieillissement accelere et aux contraintes thermodynamiques et d'ir-
radiation d'un ADR. Il s'agissait de cables de puissance, de mesure et de 
controle comportant des isolants de nature differentes : PVC, poly,thylene, 
... et dont les proprietes electriques furent plus ou moins conservees. 
D'autres cables a isolant mineral essayes dans ces conditions presenterent 
des degradations importantes sous l'effet de contraintes thermodynamiques, 
degradations dues aux mauvaises liaisons cables-connecteurs. Le remplacement 
de cables a la de BRENNILIS permit d'effectuer des mesures snr les 
cables retires cables ayant subi des irradiations allant jusqu'a 1010 rad, 
'----·----~~ ......... ------------------------------
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
- \co'L-
Par ailleurs, une nission d'information a ete effectuee aupres de differents! 
laboratoires et orga~ismes americains : Franklin Institute - Westinghouse 
~RC - Sandia Laboratories en vue de confronter nos idees et nos methodes 
en ce domaine. 
5. ::'ROCIL"'.DlES ETA.PES 
- Poursuite des campagnes d'essais sur les cables comportant de nouveaux 
isolants : 
-Etude du comportement d'autres composants 
capteurs. 
connecteurs, contacteurs, 
-Participation a l'elaboration de profils de qualification et de normes 
concernant les materiels de sG~ete. 
Etude du systeme d'acquisition des mesures de temperature et de pression 
du caisson d'essai vieillissement et ADR du petit materiel (CAPRI) 
Analyse des resultats observes sur les cables preleves sur la Centrale 
de BRENNILIS. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'A.UTRES ETUDES : 
Cette etude entre dans le cadre de l'etude generale des problemes de 
qualification des materiels de classe lE 
I .. 
0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TITRE 
DOSIMETRIE APPLIQUEE AUX ESSAIS DE QUALIFICATION 
DES MATERIELS DE CLASSE lE UTILISES DANS LES REACTEURS 
NUCLEAIRES. 
TITLE (Anglais) 
DOSIMETRY APPLIED TO QUALIFICATION TESTS ON CLASS 
lE DEVICES USED IN NUCLEAR REACTORS. 
Date de demarrage !Et.at a.ct:uel 
01/01/1975 I En cours 
I 
Dat:e d'acheve~ent · Derniere mise a. jour 
31/12/82 30/06/78 
; 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
' 
8 
Pays 
FRANCE 
jOrganisme Directeur 
I CEA/DgCS 
Organisme executeur 
DCh/DRIS/LCRI 
(SACLAY) 
Respo os able ' 
Scient:ifiques 
La qualification des materiels de classe lE des tines au controle commande 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
et a la surete des installations nucleaires exige 
a des irradiations correspondants d'une part : 
l'exposit1on de ce matOr1el 
- L'irradiation permanente de ce· materiel en ambiance 
normale et d'autre part : 
- L'irradiation accidentelle et post-accidentelle en cas 
d'ADR en fin de vie du reacteur. 
I 2. OBJECTIF PARTICPLIER. 
Cette etude coordonnee par le DSN, l'EdF et FRAMATO~m fait l'objet d'une 
cooperation entre plusieurs unites du CEA dont le LCRI - CERI concerne par 
la metrologie des rayonnements utilises au cours de ces operations d'ir-
radiation. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME. 
CAPRI- TRITON- EL.4 .•. 
. .. I . .. 
I 
-\.cc';_-
4. ETAT DE L'ETuDE. 
Dans le cadre de l'elaboration des normes, le LCRI-CERI a: 
- apport2 son· assistance a differents groupes de travail dont 
la synthese a abouti a la redaction d'un document provisoire soum~s 
a l'approbation du DSN ~1_7 
- recherch8 etdefinir ~2_7, en accord avec la LMRI, une 
grandeur reellement significative pour la metrologie des essais sous 
r.:; yo nr.emen t 
- participe a la recepcion d'une mission americaine clans· le but 
d' une harmonisation des procedu'res de qualification. 
En ce qui concerne la dosimetrie des rayonnements le LCRI-
CERI a poursuivi l'etude de moyens de mesure de doses absorbees photo-
nique elevees. 
Pour realiser ce programme, il etait necessaire de disposer 
d'un champ de rayonnement y etalonne et d'intensite elevee. Le champ 
de l'irradiateur "?agure" du SARR-SCAPR a ete etalonne ; cette opera-
tion a fait l'objet d'un proces verbal ~3_7. 
L'utilisation de ce champ de reference en absorbee a permis 
d'effectuer l'etalonnage du film dosimetrique "TAC" et d'etudier l'in-
fluence de divers parametres tels que : 
4 5 -1 Le debit de dose de 5.10 a 5.10 rad.h 
la dose cumulee jusqu'a 20 Megarads 
la temperature 
le conditionnement I 
La determination des incertitudes de mesure a montre I 
compatibles avec la dosimetrie des essais de qualificatio1 qu'elles sont 
envisages. 
Ces resultats ont ·~ 
mesures effectuees dans un puits de 
operation, demandee par le DSN dans l~ , 
rayonnements sur les cables d'alimentation, 
diagramme donnant la repartition de la dose 
S.PROCHAINES ETAPES. 
Le programme envisage se poursuit par : 
·firmes a l'occasion des 
,6lon de EL.4. Cette 
.~ l'etude de l'effet des 
a consiste a etablir le 
le long du circuit ~4_7. 
- l'exploration des proprietes du dosimetre pour des 
doses elevees jusqu'a 100 Megarads 
la continuation de l'etude des grandeurs d'influence 
- la recherche et la m1se au point d'une methode 
complernentaire, par ionornetrie, permectant des rnesures instantanees et 
affranchissant de l'influence de l'energie. . .. / ... 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
! 
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143-J-07 
.)53-1-03 
!ITRE 
-\tlO l- ( 
DETECTION DES DEFAILLANCES DANS LES ENSEMBLES A BASE 
DE MICROPROCESSEURS UT1LI$ES DANS LES SYSTEMES DE 
PROTECTION. 
TITLE (Anglais) 
FAILURES DETECTION IN MICR0PROCESSORS DEVICES USED IN 
PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS . 
Date de demarrage Etat: actuel 
1979 Etude nouvelle 
Date d'a.chevement Derniere mise a jour 
Fin 1980 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
8 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DGCS 
Organisme execut:eur 
CEA/SES (Saclay) 
Respoosable · 
1 Scientifiques 
,. 
I 
L'objectif principal de cette action est de contribuer a !'elaboration de 
recommandations pour !'utilisation des microprocesseurs dans les systemes de 
protection des chaudieres nucleaires : les procedures de qualification des 
logiciels faisantl'objet d'autres actions, cette action sera orientee vers 
la mise au point de methode pour detecter les defaillances des ensembles 
utilisant des microprocesseurs, pendant leur fonctionnement. 
I 
I 
! 
I 
() 2. OBJECTIF PARTICULIER. 
On s'interessera, en particulier, aux problemes de communication entre 
mlcroprocesseurs appartemant a des ensembles redondants de fa~on a etablir 
des recommandations pour la conception et !'utilisation de ces materiels. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES. 
Il sera realise en 1979 un banc d'essai comprenant deux unites d'echange, 
une unite emettrice et une unite receptrice permettant la transmission sur 
fibres optiques de messages a cadence elevee (~ 125.000 bauds). On utilisera 
ce banc d'essai pour essayer differentes methodes de detection des defail- 1 
lances (defaillances materiel, erreur sur la transmission des informations .•• ) 
Les resultats des essais devraient permettre d'etablir des comparaisons 
et d'evaluer l'efficacite desdifferentesmethodes de fa~on a fournir une 
aide aux equipes chargees de l'analyse de la surete des systemes utilisant 
des microprocesseurs. 
. .. I . .. 
- \ 1;) 0 (,.-
Les microprocesseurs mis en oeuvre seront deux equipements Motorola 
6300 dej~ approvisionne par les SES. 
Les unites emettrices· receptrices seront des equipements HARRIS DART-
RED 6402. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETuuE. 
On prevoit en juillet 1979 le montage en laboratoire d'un banc d'essai 
permettant de realiser une liaison multiplexee entre deux microproc~sseurs. 
L'etude sur le banc d'essai des methodes de detection des defaillances doit 
aboutir en fin 1979. 
L'etablissement de recommandations sur ce type de lia{sons multiplexees 
et de dialogue entre Microprocesseurs devrait aboutir avant la fin de 1980. 
5. PROCfu\INES ETAPES. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES. 
Cette etude est la suite logique de l'etude 143~1-07 et 153-1-03 intitulee 
"Criteres de Surete pour l'utilisation de syst;emes sequentiels clans les 
systerues de protection". 
[ 
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143-1-08 8 
!I IRE 
DEv~LOPPEMENT D'UNE ARCHITECTURE MULTIPROCES-
SEURS DE HAUTE FIABILITE POUR UN SYSTEHE DE 
PROTECTION 
jPays . 
I FRANCE 
/Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DgCS 
TITLE (Anglais) Organisme executeur 
DEVELOP~ffiNT OF A HIGHLY RELIABLE MULTIPROCESSORS LETI-MCTE (Grenoble) 
STRUCTURE FOR A PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS 1-R-e_s_p_o_ns_a.:-ol:-e-------~ 
Date de demarrage iEtat actuel Scl.entl..fiques 
1979 Etude nouvelle 
Date d'achevemenc 
Fin 1980 
'oerniere mise a jour 
1. 1979 
I . OBjECTI:F GENE'RAL 
Cette action fait suite a l'evaluation d'un systeme de protection base sur 
une structure redondante a 3 processeurs. 
- Les phases principales suivantes sont prevues en (1979 et 1980) 
• Etude sur la fiabilite de l'architecture de base a partir de 
donnees de simulation • 
. Extension de la structure a un systeme a vote Majoritaire 2/4 
• Etude et realisation des modules d'acquisition analogiques et 
digitals • 
• Etude d'un cas concret • 
• Realisation et mise en service d'un prototype sur une instal-
lation operationnelle. I 
. Validation des solutions retenues. Enseignements tires de l 
l'exploitation en vue de l'etablissement de recommandations pour 
la mise en oeuvre et l'utilisation de calculateurs dans le 
systeme de protection. 
Parrallelement sera menee une etude sur la fiabilite du logiciel et sur 
diverses methodologies de conception, d'acriture et de test du logiciel. 
L'etude en endurance de la fiabilite du systeme devrait faire l'objet d'une 
etude ulterieure. 
. .. I . .. 
- \ooS:-
2. J3-IECTIFS PARTICl.iLI:ZRS. 
Etude sur la fi.:1~ilitc de l'architecture de base a partir de donnees de 
sir.:ulations. Evo.luatior, de la disponibilite et de la sG.rete de fonction-
nement sur divers types de pannes materielles et logicielles provoquees. 
Extension de la structure a un systeme de vote majoritaire 2/4 
Etude et realisation des sous ensembles d'acquisition analogiques et 
ciigitale decentralisable a haute fiabilite et disponibilite. 
Projet detaille de l'implantation.du prototype sur une installation reelle. 
Methodologie de conception d'ecriture et de test de logiciel pour systemes 
a haute fiabilite et disponibilite. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERD1ENTALES ET PROGRAl'1MES. 
L'installation comporte 2 calculateurs Solar 16-05 de 8000 mats de memoire 
rapide supervises par un calculateur plus puissant Solar 16-40 de 32000 
roots de memoire assiste d'un disque et d'une unite de bande magnetique. 
Le programme de gestion actuellement realise permet de mettre en oeuvre 
les echanges entre ces trois calculateurs tant en considerant le systeme 
le plus performant comme appa'rtenant au systeme logique 2/3. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE. 
L'etat de l'ancienne etude concerne le systeme a vote majorita{re 2/3. ~~ 
L'extension au systeme a vote majoritaire 2/4 sera l'objet de cette nouvel-
le etude qui necessitera egalement la mise en oeuvre du systeme d'acqui- 1 
sition des donnees. 
5. PROC?AI~ES ETA.PES. 
6. RELATION A.VEC D 'AlJTRES ETUDES. 
Les etudes anterieures sur l'utilisation de calculateurs dans les systemes 
de protection: ref. 143-1-08/411-4-01 ont permis : 
- de definir a partir d'une architecture 2/3 un mode de fonction-
nement d'un ensemble multiprocesseur destine a assurer la fonction de 
pro tee tion, ce sys t~rae pourra fonc tionner en 2 I 4. 
- d'elaborer au niveau du logiciel, a partir d'outils de program-
mation standard, une methodologie possible de conception, ecriture et test 
des programmes, avec pour aboutissement la definition de regles et de 
r..:c,)nnnand.:ltions. 
- ---·-.--------------------------
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de realiser le syst~me informatique assurant le fonctionnement, 
l 1 exploitation du systeme a partir de donnees simulees. 
Cet ensemble de programmescomprend 
- un programme de simulations de donnees d 1 acq&isition avec possibilite 
de generation d 1 inciden~s de fonctionnement au niveau des processeurs 
- Le logiciel d I exploitation du systeme de protection travaillant a 'I 
partir deS d·onnees d I acquisition simuleeS et procedant a 1 I ep.regis-
trement de la decision. 
- Un programme de depouillement des resultats permettant a partir des 
donnees d 1 entrees et d'eventuels evenements externes et de l 1 ordre 
elabore de valider le b·on fonctionnement de 1' ensemble du systeme. 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE. 
-Note technique LETI/MCTE N° 1277 fevrier 1978. 
Proposition d'un systeme de protection utilisant des calculateurs. 
Application au controle des reacteurs nucleaires. 
H.D. MAIER 
P. DARIER 
Note technique LETI/MCTE N° 1278 fevrier 1978. 
- Programmation des systemes de haute fiabilite et disponibilite. 
·----...... 
P.DARIER 
H.D.MAIER 
-Note technique LETI-MTCE N° 1316 decembre 1978. 
Systeme de protection utilisant trois calculateurs 
Logiciel d 1 exploitation 
D.LALLEMENT 
Communication au congres de Pittsburg du 20 au 22/7/77 
"Un systeme de protection utilisant des calculateurs, conception 
du systeme et du logiciel". 
P.DARIER 
H.D.MAIER 
- Colloque International sur la commande et l 1 Instrumentation des 
Centrales Nucleaires. Cannes 24-28 avril 1978 
"Autocont'role d 'un systeme logique de protection utilisant une 
structure redondante de calculateurs". 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE. 
Les trois premieres notes techniques sont des rapports internes CEA. 1 

143.1. 09 
!I 'IRE 
EFFETS DES PERTURBATION$ ELECTROMAGNETIQUES 
D'ORIGINES DIVERSES SUR L'INSTRUMENTATION DE 
CONTROLE-COMMANDE - MOYENS DE PROTECTION. 
TI'ILE (Anglais) 
EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC 
PtRTURBATIONS ON INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL 
EQUIPHENTS - PREVENTION METHODS 
Date de demarrage Etat actuel 
1.01.1976 EN COURS 
Date. Q1 ac.hevement Derniere mise a jour 
31.12.1980 30.6.1978 
1. OBJECT!~ GENERAL 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Organisme Direc.teur 
CEA/DgCS 
a 
Organisme exic.uteur 
CEA/SES (SACLAY) 
Resj?O osa.b le 
Sc.ient:ifiques 
Cette action concerne l'etude des effets des perturbations electromagnetiques 
d 'origines diverses sur les appareillages qui entrent dans les ,systemes de 
protection des reacteurs. On recherchera les moyens de lutter ~ontre ces 
perturbations et l'on definira les contr5les A effectuer pour en verifier 
l'efficacite. ~ 
I 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
Dans l'immediat, trois axes ont ete retenus afin de repondre aux problemes 
actuels : 
- etablissement de specifications techniques pour les liaisons bas niveaux. 
On definira les caracteristiques des liaisons a utiliser pour les mesures 
thermodynamiques et neutroniques. Ces specifications seront etablies en 
fonction dffinormes en vigueur et des resultats d'experience acquis sur le 
comportement des liaisons en milieu perturbe. 
- etude sur les effets des champs electromagnetiques de haute intensite. On 
examinera les incidents dus a la foudre survenus sur differents reacteursX 
Une analyse des mecanismes d'action de ces perturbations sera effectuee afin 
d'envisager des moyens preventifs. Des experimentations pourront avoir lieu 
en collaboration avec les laboratoires specialises sur les problemes de la 
foudre et un programme de travail sera etabli en liaison avec l'IPSN. 1 
x PHENIX, BRENNILIS, BIBLIS. 
-\c\(_-
-actio~ des perturbations sur les ~esures thermodynamiques. 
Les e~etteurs-recepteurs portatifs provoquent dans les centrales des pertu 
bations i~portantes des syst~mes de s~curite, en particulier sur les mesur 
thermodynamiques. Cn ex~minera dens quel:es conditions ces perturbations 
~isquent de provoquer une paralysie des securites et de mettre les systemes 
en etat de pannes non sures. 
3. DSTALLATIONS EXPERIXENTALES ET PROGRMfrf£ 
Laboratoire d'etude de la foudre de St Privas d'Allier. 
4. ETAT DE ~'ETUDE 
Des travaux importants ont ete effectues dans le domaine de la prqtection 
des ensem~les de mesure neutronique vis-a-vis des perturbations d'origine 
electrique. 
Differentes methodes d'essais des installations ont ete experimentees sur 
site et une methode particulierement ada~tee aux chaines de mesure neutroni-
que a ete deveJoppee. Cette methode experimentee sur les reacteurs de FESSEN-
HEIM a Gonne des resultats interessants. 
Un document relatif aux recommandations, caracteristiques et methodes d'essai 
des liaisons, est actuellement en cours de redaction dans le cadre du MCH. 
). PROCHAINES ETAPES (calendrier, dates reperes, delais de principe) 
- Specifi~ations techniques qes liaisons pour les mesures ler semestre 79 
n.::utron1.ques, 
- specifications techniques pour les mesures thermodynamiques courant 198 
- recueil d'incidents dus a la foudre, ler semestre 7 
- experimentation sur la foudre, 1979-1980 
- moyens de protection, 1981 
- collation des incidents dus aux Walkies-Ta1kies 1979 
- examen techno1ogique de materiels perturbes 1979-1980 
- etablissement de specifications techniques 1980 
6. RELATIO~S AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES : 
Effets de la foudre sur les installations de contro1e-commande 
l 
0 ' 
I 
0 
143-1-12 4112-01 
TITRE 
ETUDES DE DETECTEUlS ET D'ELECTlONIQUES POUl LA 
SURVEILLANCE DES ELEMENTS COMBUSTIBLES. 
TITLE (Anglais) 
8 
Pays 
P'~CE 
IOrganisme Directeur 
CEA - DGCS 
Organisme executeur 
CEA - SES (Saclay) 
I 
I 
I 
STUDY OF DETECTORS AND ELECTRONICSFOR 
FUEL ELEMENTS SUR~Y I Responsable qj 
I 
Date de demarrage :Etat actuel Sc1.entifiques 
I .01. 1976i 
--
Date d'achevement Derniere mise a. jour 
31 • 12. 1981 
I. 
. 
I 
OBJECTI? GENERAL 
: 
Cette action dont l'objectif general est l'etude de moyens de surveiller 
l'etat du combustible pendant son irradiation et apres son irradiation, a 
pour objectifs particuliers, d'une part l'etude de detecteurs permettant de I 
controler le combustible depuis sa sortie du coeur du reacteur jusqu'a son l 
retraitement, et d'autre part l'observation du rapport des activit~s des 
differents produits de fission emetteurs de photons· gwmma pour verifier que 
la detection precoce des defauts de gainage et l'identification de leur 
nature est possible par ce moyen. 
2. OBJECTIF PARTICULIER. 
Surveillance des elements combustibles irradies. 
11 est necessaire de controler le combustible depuis la fin de son irradia-
tion jusqu'a son retraitement. Des ruptures de gaine peuvent en effet se 
produire lors de manutention ou de stockage. D'autre part, il est interes-
sant soit de demontrer, soit de confirmer, le type de defaut defaut d'un 
element combustible irradie. 
Le controle en cours de manutention sert a la protection du personnel, par 
exemple lors du dechargement d'elements de la filiere a eau' pressurisee. 
L'examen avec caracterisation de defaut permet un tri 'des elements comb~s­
tibles avant traitement, par exemple avant la mise en etui des ~ssemblages 
de la filiere a neutrons rapides. 
L'etude doit tenir compte des conditions de cheminement du combustible 
... I ... 
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pour les re&cceurs a eau legere : piscine du reacteur, canal de transfert, 
piscine de d~sactivation, chateau de transport. 
-pour les reacteurs a.neutrons ra?ides : bras de transfert, barillet de 
stockage, couloir a etuis de stockage. 
Suivant le te~ps de desactivation, les elements radioactifs a detecter et 
a doser seront : 
des gaz de fission : 
. Xenon 135, energie gaiT~a 250 KeV, periode 9 heures 
. Xenon 133, energie g&uma 81 KeV, periode 5 jours 
Le rapport Xenon 135, Xenon 133 p~rmettant de caracteriser le defaut • 
. Krypton 85, energie gamma 514 KeV, beta 672 KeV, periode 
10 ans ; 
ce dernier gaz etant pratiquement le seul gaz de fission restant clans des 
elements combustibles apres 6 mois de refroidissement. 
- d'autres produits de fission : 
iode 131, energie gamma 364 KeV, periode 2 jours . 
. cesium 137, energie gamma 662 KeV, periode 30 ans. 
- et des transuraniens : 
. neptunium 239, energie gamma 106 KeV, periode 2 jours • 
. americium 241, energie gamma 60 KeV, periode 400 ans. 
pouvant etre observes lorsque' le combustible n'est plus maintenu a l'inte-
rieur de sa gaine. 
3. INSTALLATION EXPERI}ffi~TALE ET PROGRk~S. 
Cette etude nouvelle comprendra 3 phases principales 
- une phase de recherche bibliographique suivie de calculs 
preliminaires pour 1' adaptation aux probU~mes act'uels 
- une phase experimentale en laboratoire avec poursuite de 
l'etude theorique 
- une phase essa~s sur reacteur a eau legere et a neutrons 
rapides en fonctionnement 
Ces deux dernieres phases pourront etre menees en collaboration avec les 
exploitants de reacteurs. 
Etude des moyens de detection precoce des defauts de gaine 
En regime normal ou transitoire, le relachement des produits de fission 
depend de la nature du defaut . Par exemple, si on n'observe pas d'emet~ 
teurs de neutrons differes et que les seuls produits de fission presents 
dans le caloporteur soient des gaz, on peut en conclure que le defaut est 
du type fissure et non pas rupture avec contact direct du caloporteur et 
du combustible. Dans cette partie de l'etude on se propose d'observer le 
rapport des activites de differents produits de fission, emetteurs de 
de photons gamwa et pour cela on realisera un appareillage adapte . 
. . . / ... 
( 
1.. 
4. ETAT DE L'ET~. 
Il s'agit d'une etude nouvelle dont les prochaines ltapes seront les 
suivantes 
- Surveillance des elements combustibles irradi's 
• Point des moyens actuels et evaluation theorique 
des possibilitis de mesure 1979 
. D~finition, itude et mise au point d'un appareil 
de de tee tion. · 1980 
- Etude des moyens de detection precoce des defauts de gainage 
• R~alisation d'un tiroir delivrant les quotients. 1978 
• Mise au point de l'ensemble et suivi des activites 
et rapport sur Isabelle. 1979 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES. 
6. RELATION AVEC D' AUTRES ETUDES. 
Cette etude est la suite logique de l'etude 
"Investigation et developpement des methodes d'identification et de 
localisation des defauts de gaine pour les reacteurs a eau". 
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143-1-14 
TI'!RE 
MISE AU POIN'! DE ME'!HODES D'ANALYSE DES DONNEES POUR 
LA DETECTION D 'ANOMALIES DANS LES REACTEURS. 
Pays 
FRANCE 
8 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DGC.S 
1
1 
TITLE (Anglais) 
DEVELOPMENT OF DATA ANALYSIS METHODS FOR DEFECTS 
I DETECTION IN REACT~RS. 
Organisme exacuceur 
CEA/LETI (Grenoble) 
MC'!E 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Respo nsable 
Date de demarrage 'Etat actuel Scunci.fiques 
1/1/1978 ·nouvelle etude 
Data d'achevement Dernie.re mise a. jour 
Fin 1981 Fin 1978 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etude et mise au point d'une methode de scrutation et de traitement des 
mesures en processus complexe (type reacteur nucleaire), dans le but de 
detecter et localiser le plus tot possible l'apparition d'un defaut. 
Le principe consiste a utiliser la correlation existante entre les para-
1 
metres surveilles pour effectuer leur classement, ~t definir des zones 
caracteristiques du bon ou mauvais fonctionnement. La methode permet de 
detecter des tendances et done d'anticiper la detection du defaut. 
c:, I 2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS. 
Le modele sera mis en oeuvre en temps reel sur le reacteur SILOE a partir 
de l'enregistrement enpile· des mesures physiques, debit, temperature, 
puissance neutronique, temps de doublement. 
Ceci devant aboutir a la realisation des interfaces permettant d'effectuer 
la campagne de mesure puis le traitement differe sur le banc traitement 
. du signal. 
La methode d'enregistrement etant au point, elle sera appliquee a des. 
equipements instrumentes specialement (vannes par exemple) 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRA.Ml-1ES. 
Les installations existantes au LETI ont permis en 1978 d'effectuer la mise 
au point du programme en centre de calcul (calculateur Solar 16-65) la 
numerisation des parametres etant effectuee sur un equipement de traitement 
du signal (Pluminat S). . •. / .•• 
I 
-~0\8-
4. ETAT DE L'ETLUZ. 
Le progr~illme permet a partir d'un jeu de donnees d'obtenir 
- La parametrisation des signaux 
- L'introduction de perturbations simulees 
-La methode de classification basee sur l'analyse en composante 
principale. 
La sortie graphique des resultats. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES. 
6. RELATIONS A\~C D'AUTRES ETUDES. 
Le principe developpe ici est en relation directe avec les mithodes· de 
calcul du traitement du signal developpies au LETI depuis de nombreuses 
annees. 
-----·---··----------------------------~ 
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1 143-1-16 
TITRE 
CONTROLE DE LA REACTIVITE DEPUIS L'ARRET DU 
REACTEUR JUSQU'A SA PUISSANCE.NOMINALE • 
TITLE (Anglais) 
CONTROL OF THE REACTIVITY OF A REACTOR FROM 
SOURCE li.EVEL TO FULL-POWER. 
Data cie demarrage 'Etat actuel 
1/1/1979 nouvelle etude 
Data d'achevement Derniera mise a jour 
31/12/1980 
I . OBJECTIF GENERAL 
8 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Organisme Direcceur 
CEA/" DgCS 
Organisme axecuteur 
CEA/SES/SAI 
(Sac lay) 
l Respoosable . 
Scl.entiiiques 
- Mesure de l'antireactivite d'un reacteur a l'arret : evaluation des 
differentes methodes de mesure. Essais des materiels disponibles, 
depouillement et interpretation des resultats. 
- Mesure de la reactivite dans la periode de demarrage. Possibilite de 
detection d'un mouvement de barre, malgre la contrereaction de l'effet 
Doppler. 
- Possibilite de mesurer la reactivite sur toute l'etendue de controle des 
mesures neutroniques. 
2.0BJECTIFS PARTICULIERS. 
I 
I 
I 
- Determiner les avantages et inconvenients reciproques des technologies i 
analogiques et numeriques. ~ 
Determiner les avantages et inconvenients reciproques des mesures de period 
et de reactivite. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES. I 
I 
I Mise en place d'un detecteur au reacteur ULYSSE. 
. .. I ... 
-lo't.:, _ 
- Evaluation et etude comparee des differents appareillages disponibles 
l~r semestre 1979. 
- Essais sur simulateurs analogiques a grande dynamique, sur calcula-
teurs hybrides eventuellement et sur r.eacteurs : 2eme trimestre 1979. 
- Poursuite des essa~s 1er semestre 1980. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE. 
Debut: en 1979. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES :2TUDES. 
Etude sur les reactimetre de securite pour reacteurs rapides. 
I 
.I 
I 
' 
' 
I 
0 
0 
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TITRE Pays 
FRANCE .EFFETS DE SYNERGIE DANS LA REALISATION D'ESSAIS 
SIMULTANES DE QUALIFICATION.DE MATERIELS DE 
CLASSE IE Organisme Directeur 
TITLE (A.o.glais) 
SYNERGIC EFFECTS IN QUALIFICATION TESTS OF CLASS IE 
EQUIPMENTS 
Date de demarrage Etat actuel 
1. 7. 78 NOUVELLE 
Date d'achevement Oeruiere mise a jour 
31.12. 80 12.78 
1. OBJECTI'F G'E~RAL 
CEA/SCAPR 
Organisme exicuceur 
DCA/SCAPR 
RespotlSable 
ScJ.entJ..fiques 
Les cycles d'essais actuellement definis pour'.la qu~lification nucleaire 
reposent sur des operations sequentielles, alors qu'au cours du service 
reel les contraintes se trouvent appliquees simultanement, done selon un 
mode combine. 
Actuellement on simule ces contrai~tes en les appliquant l'une apres l'autre, 
essentiellement pour des raisons de simplicite experimentale et de cout d'es· 
sai. L'etude a pour but de determiner dans quelle mesure cette procedure 
donne, ou non, des resultats significatifs ; de relier les resultats cons-
tates a la suite d'un profil d'essai donne (sequentiel ou simultane) aux 
conditions reelles de travail simulees, done de definir un ou des profils 
conduisant a une qualification satisfaisante realisable dans de bonnes 
conditions de fiabilite et d'economie. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
- Realisation, essais et demarrage des enceintes 
·Analyse paramltres d'eaaai : 
Comparaison sur polymeres modeles et quelques assemblages de sequences 
d'essai simulatives de l'ADR. 
Contraintes : temperature, pression, irradiation et mecanique. 
Mesures : proprietes physiques, electriques, determinations physico-
chimiques. 
-\ot_(...-
3. I:\ST,~.L~TIO~S EXPERIME~TALES ET PROGRA~~1E 
L3boratoire de chimie macromoleculaire, de physico-chimie et de controle 
cics ~)l.:1stiqu12s. 
Sour~es de cobalt 60 de 20.000 et 200.000 Ci 
Accelerateurs d'electrons de 0,5 a 3 MeV, puissance 3 Kwatt, et de 300 KeV 
puissance 30 Kwatt. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
Les cahiers des charges definissant les parametres essentiels des appareils 
ont ete etablis, les appels d'offre lances, les determinations des couts de 
revient etablis. Les premiers essa1s sont prevus clans le deuxieme s~mestre 
de 1979. 
5. PROCP~INES ETAPES 
Realisation des differentes sequences d'essais (simultanees ou sequen-
tielles) sur des polymeres. 
- Depouillement, analyse des resultats et conclusions. 
6. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES : 
Cette action entre dans le cadre plus general de la fiche action 
"Qualification des appareillages de mesure et des materiels utilises pour 
la surete des reacteurs,' clans des conditions de fonctionnement normales 
suivies en fin de vie d'un ADR" 
• ~-J 
0 
C' 
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TITRE 
EFFET DE LA FOUDRE SUR LES INSTALLATIONS DE 
CONTROLE·COMMANDE. 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Organism• Directeur 
CEA Dg CS 
TITLE (Anglais) Organisme executeur 
LIGHTNING EFFECT ON CONTROL--COMMAND EQUIPMENT, CEN-G/LASP 
Respo osable 
Date c:ie dema.rrage Etat ac.tuel Sc.ientifiques 
1.1.1979 NOUVELLE 
Date d'a.c.hevement Deruiere mise ~· jour a 
31.12.1980 
-
1. OBJECTI"F GENERAL 
Le materiel de controle-conunande concernant -la surete des installations 
est sensible aux effets electromagnetiques lies a certains phenomenes 
physiques tels que la foudre. Il s'agit done de mieux connaitre ces 
effets et d'en rechercher des remedes. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Les caracteristiques des coups de foudre varient notablement d'un eclair 
a l'autre. Les valeurs limites relevees sont : 
amplitude maximale : 
duree de front : 
surtension sur cable a 
4 S,l0_7A 3,10 seconde. 
50 m de distance 4 : 4,5.10 V 
Le champ electromagnetique lie a la foudre peut done avoir une influence 
enorme sur les chaines participant a la surete d'une installation nuc~eaire 
L'objet de cette action est de mettre a la disposition des experimentateurs 
sous la forme de coups de foudre declenches par des tirs de fusees a partir 
du sol, des rayonnements electromagnetiques dont les effets sur des equipe-
ments peuvent etre mis en evidence afin d'en reduire les consequences. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
Station de Recherche sur la foudre de St Privat d'Allier. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
La station fonctionne depuis 6 ans en liaison avec l'EdF- le CNES- le SEP 
de Saclay et le CESTA et a delivre 30 eclairs. 
5. PROC1-L\J:)iES E:APES : 
- Etud~s oibliozr~phiqu~s conc~rn~ut les incidents dus a la foudre sur 
les centrales nuclfaires (BIBLIS) 
- apprecier la qualite des normes UTE dans ce domaine 
- exposer au rayonnement electromagnetique de la foudre differents 
ensembles : capteurs et composants (circuits integres, microprocesseurs .. 
- determiner les moyens de protection de ces ensembles contre les effets 
parasites de la foudre. 
6. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE : 
Developpement de la recherche sur la foudre en France : communication a la 
l4e conference internationale pour la protection contre la foudre - GDANSK 
22-26 mai 1978 - par le groupe de recherche de St Privat d'Allier. 
( 
I 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
8 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Italy 
Diagnostica e sicurezza tr~mite analisi di rumore 
SPONSOR: 
CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
CNEN 
Diagnostics and safety via noise analysis PROJECT'LEADF;R: 
A. Serra 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1/1/1976 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress July 1979 
1) General Aim 
Correct performance of in-core and ex-core instrurr.entation for safety monitoring 
. and early detection of abnormal operating conditions and/ or malfunctions. 
2) Particular ObjectiveEl 
2.1. Ex'J>erimental determination of nuclear reactor kinetic parameters and control 
of multiplying assemblies that must be kept subcritical. 
2.2. Design and realization of special instrumentation: Stochastic Indicator Meters. 
3) Experimental Facilities 
Light-water reactors (RANA. RITMJ. TRIGA) and a copper-reflected highly-
enriched-uranium fast reactor (T APIRO). 
4} Project Status 
Stochastic Indicator Meters for digital signals and self-checking instrumentation for 
nuclear particle detection have been developed and operated. 
5} Next Steps 
5.1. Instrumentation for (1) measuring time constants and dynamic characteristics 
of reactor systems: (2) assessing correct operation and diagnosing expected 
or unexpected malfunctions in measuring apparati. 
5.2. Self-checking instrumentation for nuclear particle detection apparati. 
5. 3. A Stochastic Indicator Meter for analog signals is going to be realized. 
6) Relation to Other Projects 
Terms of cooperation are going to be defined with Caorso (AMN -ENEL). Halden 
Project (Norway). CEA (France). 
-to(..(,-
TITLE (E:l\GLISH Lr'\NGUAGE): 
Di;:cgno.stics z-nd safety via noise analysis 
7) Dcurec of AvoibbilHv 
Documents are not classified material. 
CLASSIFICATION : 
8 
(A.Serra, C:--JEN, RIT, CSN Casaccia, CP 2400, I-00100 Roma). 
' ' 
- \o'l.':\--
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CLASSIFICATION: 
8 
·-(ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUN'fRY: Jt, TITLE . ·"
ITALY 
Misura di spcttri di neutroni mediante rivelatori fissili 
SPONSOR: . 
ENEL .. 
TI'l'LE ORGANISATION: (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
· Poli tecnico di Milano 
' (*) 
Neutron spectra evalua:ion by fissile detectors PROJF.C'r LEADER~ 
.• G.Sandrclli - ENEL 
V. Sangi'ust- PoH tecnicb 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1973 1980 P.Barbucci - ENEL A.Cesana - Politecnico 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: G.Sandrelli - ENEL 
V. Sangi us t - Pol i tecni eo 
In progress July 1979 M. Terrani - Pol.i tecnico 
(*) Istituto di Ingegneria Nucleare - CESNEF 
1. General aim 
To SP.t-up a· quick experimental procedure for the evaluation of fast neutron flux 
density spectral shapes by counting the delayed neutrons emitted by smal: fissile 
monitors. 
2. Particular objectives 
2.1 To select a suitab!e set of fissile isotopes taking into account their availability 
on the market at h~gh deg~ee of purity, the quality of the information about their 
nuclear properties and their sensitivity in a fast neutron standard field. 
2.2 To reevaluate nuclear parameters when the accuracy by which they are known was 
inadequate to our purposes. 
2.3 To develop a version of ccmmon unfolding codes adapted for minicomputers, with the 
view of employing it in on-line analyses. 
2.4 To check the whole procedure by performing.measurements of neutron fluxes of diffe 
rent shapes. 
3. Experimen~al facilities 
All the experimental facilities are at the Nuclear Engineering Institute of the 
Polytechnique of Milan. They consist of: 
- a neutron filter of sintered B4C inserted in a beam channel near the core of the 
L54 water boiler reactor (50 kW), inside which a neutron standard field is realized; 
- a set of fissile monitors to be used for setting up the new experimental procedure; 
-a pneumatic system for tranferring the fissile monitors from the irradiation to the 
counting p~sition; 
- a BF3 detector embedded in paraffin, coupled to a 100 channels analyzer, for neutron 
counting; 
- a 60 cm3 Ge-Li detector, coupled to a 409? channels analyzer, for some supporting 
analyses by r -ray counting; 
- a LABEN 701 minicomputer, 12k words, for the treatment of the experimental results. 
45.897 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
,, 
spectra evaluation by fissile detectors 8 .: ,14 
t1. Projt'ct status a:1d essential results 
T;,l; ;Joj nLs 2.1 - 2. 2 - 2. 3 have been completed. A sui table set of fissile targets 
turned out to be tho.t: one "formed by 232Th, 233/235/238u, 237Np,238/239/240/241Pu and 
2t11A m. 
Af; far as nuclear dilta are concerned fission cross sections were derived from 
ENDF/L:;-v f.i le, wr.ile the status of the delayed neutron data for 237Np 1 • 238/240/2_4lpu 
<:ll1d 241 Ar~ required a new evaluation_ of ·the decay constants and delayed neutron 
yields. These latter measurements were performed by comparing the delayed neutron 
intcnsi~y with the activities of some 
in the tar[~eLs. 
y -emitter long-lived selected fission products 
I 
The code SAND II, at present one of the most commonly used for neutron spectra 
,;ifolclii~z. was adapted in a version at 27 energy groups for mini-computers. A compa-
rison beL:v.'een the resul t.s obtained in the standard spectrum by this version and those 
obtained by the original code at 620 groups was fully satisfactory. 
The mciasure time required for the evaluation of a neutron spectrum by this proce-
dure is about 1 day, more than an order of magnitude.lower than that required by the 
tradition~l application of'the Multiple Foil Ac~ivation technique. 
The expcri~ental data can be unfolded on-line by means of a minicomputers, within 
the reach of any laboratory, while in the traditional application large ~omputers, 
~1ich mor2over make only off-line analyses possibie, are indispensable. 
5. Ncx~~tcps 
As a check of this technique the determination of the fast spectrum in a irradia-
tion facil:i. ty of the TA?IRO reactor operating at CSN-Casaccia (CNEN) is 1'oreseen. 
6. Rcfcr0nce documents 
Internal progress reports. 
- 7. Degree of o.v~ti j ab:i l i ty 
To a limited extent, available with the authorization of the sponsoring organization. 
:SNEL- CHTN, Ba.s'cior.i Porta Vol ta 10, I-20121 Mi1a:::1o 
Poli tcc1~ico di ;.:ilano, CESl\EF, Via Ponzio 34/3, I-20133 Milano 
--'--·-·--·-··--- ···-·. 
- ~o'l~-
E~ergicondcrzook ;::~:~::.~d:r!._;_~n-~d ... i_______ --+ __ c_L_A_s_si_FICATION: '8. 10,4 
TITLE: COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: ECN Ruisan~lysc 1n vcrrnogensreactoren met het oog 
op reactorbcwakingsmogelijkhaden. I. 
ORGANIZATION: ECN. I 
:-------·~ ----------·----~--TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Noise analysis 1n pm-ll~r reactors for malfunction 
detection 
PROJECTLEADER : - I 
E. Turkcan j 
I INITIATED _:_ -19 :_4 _=-_:_l~;:~~-· u_~ P __ o_A_I_i_l\l __ G _ J_u_n_e._l 9_7_8--l SCIENTISTS: 
1 <::l.ATUS · I C "'li'~''Lr:·r-·-o 9 81 ~----~ ..2.~-~-::_~~.J,~,.-~ .. ,- c,.: ----1------'------------------l 
I
' General uim 
Noise measure:nents and analysis in power reactors, mostly in P\.ffi.. 
i 
I I Particular obiectivcs 
1. Est.:-.bJ.i.sh.·cloLsc si~naturcs of the Borssele PWR (in ·1'· '.1r ex-core and 
in-core neutronic: noise and primary circuit pressure l1lJJ.:.;e). 
~. Interpret noise spectra in terms of e.g. reactivity effects and core 
support barrel vibrations, using cross-correlation techniques. 
3. Automatic sepe.ration of the noise into components due to different 
physical originR. 
4. Automatic surw: · · of the spectra of the different noise components. 
Experimental facili.t:i.e:; 
Borsscle re.:..ctor: 18 ~?.x-c:ore and 6 in-core neutron detectors, and 10 primary 
circuit pressure transducers ~vith suitable electronics. l 
Extensive computer based measur-ing and analyzing equipment for multi-
detector noise analysis. · ! 
Project status 
Objective 1 &2: Several CX'(>e:r.iments per core since December 1974. In-core 
results slnce December 1977. 
Objective 3 Off-line separation in operation for noise above 5 Hz. 
Kext s t:eps 
Objective 1: To be continued for present and next cores. 
Objective 2: Continuous improvement of understanding, especially of pressure 
-:-to1.se. 
Objective 3: Extension to lower frequencies and for effects hit~er to not 
consid~rcd; on-line analysis. 
Objective 4: Pattern reco~1ition type of techniques are envisaged for real 
tim~ applic3tion. 
:z .. !:_~t~~2·' tv ~:~~-~~ .... ~· ..-"~·,.._"'·,..':::.~:-
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY:·· 
SINULA210NE E ANALISI DINAMICA DI IMPIANTI NUCLEAR I · ITALY 
. . . 
SPONSOR: 
C.N.E.N. 
-
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : · " ORGANISATION:. 
~_; HWLATION AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR POWER C.N.E.N. 
i'LAN'l'S 
' .. 
PROJECT LEADER: 
M.DI BARTOLOMEO 
.. 
. 
INITIATED: 1962 COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
'1' • G • BISEHNA ·· 
CIAMPA STATUS:. I .LAST UPDATING: F, 
. n progress I o. MODONESI 
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9. OTHER SAFEGUARDS 

- \o\S-
Berichtszeitraum/Period Klaa~lfikatlon/Ciaaalllcatlon Kennzelchen/Projtct Number 
1 • 1. 78 
-
31. 12. 78 9 RS 294 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Auswertung des Vorversuchs V und AbschluB FRG 
des Forderungsvorhabens RS 104 Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UN ION AG 
Evaluation of the Preliminary Investigation Reaktortechnik 
V and Completion of R+D-Task RS 104 
R 2 I Erlangen 
Arbellsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. 10. 77 31. 7. 78 Dr~ Dorner 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittel/Funds 
Completed 31. 1 2 • 78 ' 
(~) ..:.1..;.. ____ __::G;.:e;.;.n;;;;e:;.;r:..a=l_;;;;A;:;:i:..:.;m~ 
2. 
.... ,-/ 
3. 
3. 1 
Since for concrete reasons task RS 104 will not be 
continued, a document will be produced giving the current 
results obtained from the preliminary tests performed to 
date, and a presentation of the. state of knowledge based 
upon recent experiences. This work will complete 
I 
task RS 104 • 
. Particular Objectives 
Evaluation of the already performed preliminary test V 
with respect to: 
- verification of results obtained from current preliminary 
investigations especially from pre-test III 
investigation of burst protection as affected by burst 
phenomena 
- investigation of extreme thermohydraulic processes 
within and outside of the test pipe during pipe failure 
- comparison of the test results with currently performed 
pre-tests 
- presentation of the recent experiences gained by this 
program, documentation of present status of knowledge 
- completion of task. 
Research Program 
Burst Process, Pressure-Relief- and Blowdown Process 
a) verification of preliminary test III results with 
respect to failure modes, fracture mechanical and 
thermohydraulic processes in the pipe section. Detailed 
-2-
1. 1. 78- 31. 12. 78 RS 294 
information on crack propagation, deformation and 
thermohydraul~cs within and outside of the pipe will 
be required for the development of model concepts. 
b) checking of current results with respect to burst 
protection loads, which will facilitate finding of a 
sizing base for burst protection design. 
c) detailed information on burst protection as aff~cted 
by burst processes. 
3.2 Preliminary Investigation Carried Out 
4 . 
To verify current results and in view of the planned 
continuation of the program, a pre-test V was performed 
in Dec. 76. 
In this test, a pipe NW 350 was installed in a burst pro-
tection test section (repetition oi.pre-test III). At the 
predetermined breaking point of the test pipe an axial 
longitudinal crack appeared as it was the case with 
pre-test III. 
Purpose of the test was: 
- to check the predetermined breaking point 
- to verify extreme thermohydraulic processes (pressure 
gradients, thermodynamic unbalance) within and outside 
of the test pipe and possible to obtain more de~ails 
on these processes 
- to determine more exactly, if possible, the pos1tion of 
. : 
the critical cross-section in the blowdown process 
- to investigate burst equipment sizing. 
Test Facilities 
Neither test equipment nor computer programs will be re-
quired since evaluation refers to an already perform~d 
test. 
0 
""" 
1. 1. 78 - 31. 12. 78 RS 294 
5. Progress to Date 
6. 
7. 
- Dimensional ~easurement of the test tube 
- Evaluation of the measurement results 
- Comparison between measurement results and 
those of previous.preliminary tests 
- Preparation of test report draft. 
Results 
Test results show favourable agreement between preliminary 
tests V and III (retardation of boiling). 
Next Steps 
Project completed. 
8. Relation with Other Programs 
RS 104, RS 108 
9. References 
Dr. H. Kopp et al. 
Evaluation of the Preliminary Investigation V and· 
Completion of R+D-Task RS 104 
Final report BMFT RS 294, Oct. 1978. 
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/ N. V. KEHA CLASSIFICATION: 9~ 1.9:2.9.3 
I TITLE: COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS I 
/ 
Rekemnod e 1 vour dlil sirnulatie van ·SPONSOR: 
transienten in kokendwaterreactoren KEHA 
ORGANIZATION: 
! TITLE I (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
KEMA 
1 
Computercode for the simulation of PROJECTLEADER : 
. 
transients of boiling water reactors R.M. van Kuijk 
I 
I SCIENTISTS: 
GIATED ·r-:AST UPDATING 1978 ' : - : P.' Kloeg I __ J COMPLETED I STATUS : - : 1977 _ .. _,.._ .. 
General aim 
Calculations of the dynamic response of BWR's in the case of 
transients and omall accidents. 
Particular objectives 
Study of che control syst~ns, capacity of safety valves, influence· 
of setpoints, heat transfer in the core, fuel temperatures, scram 
action. 
Experimental facilities and prograi;nme 
Computer code REBOR. 
Project status 
Operational for Dodewaard BWR. 
~ext step:; 
~at applicable. 
Relation with other projects 
Not applicable. 
Reference documents 
Internal KEr~ reports. 
De~ree of availability 
Free on basis of exchanr;e with other programmes. 
AS THIS PROJECT IS TEID!INATED, NO FORMAT WILL BE 
ISSUED IN THE NEXT NUCLEAR SAFETY RESEARCH INDEX 
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1. - General aim 
June 1979 
Concern the developments of ~tatistical methods for 
acquisition and elaboration of experimental data coming 
from nuclear ~ower plants and experimental loops. 
2. - Particular objectives . 
Apply statistical methods to study: 
Reactor physics, Thermohydraulic and mechanical effects, 
Acoustic noise, Fuel coolant 'interaction etc. 
3. - Experimental facilities and programme 
·· Transducers, d.c. amplifiers, filters, magnetic records. 
A package of programmes for statistical analysis~ 
4. - Project status 
The main efforts are now devoted to the BWR and LMFBR 
reactors. 
5. - Relation to other 1 p.~.·ojects 
These studies are made in coliaboration with responsibles 
of experimental facilities. 
6. - Reference documents 
1) L.Cimorelli - A.Federico 
Applications of spectra analysis techniques to examine 
natural and superimposed neutronic flux fluctuations in 
a nuclear power reactor. 
Rapp. CNEN - IN(69)3 - Marzo 1969. 
2) A.Federico - S.Taglienti 
Frequency and time-domain systems for statistical signal 
elaboration developed in CNEN laboratories. IAEA Specialis 
Meeting on Analysis of Measurements to Diagnose Potential 
Failures. 
Roma, Aprile 10-11, 1972. 
TITLE {ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
I 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SIGNALS 
CLASSIFICATION : 
10-14 
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7. -Degree of availability 
Know-how and facilities for statistica~ analysis 
are available. 
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1. r.ener<ll nim 
/ 
pecember 1978 
· ;evcloprnent of a complex systeM for ac~uisitibn, processinq ann pre-
nt;nt~tion of mcnsured in-core data with the safety orienterl aim of. 
e~rly fnult detection in liqht water reactors. 
f• rarticul~r Objectives 
I 
nnninn u~on the experience in application o¥ statistical analysis 
~nthod~ in power reactors (~~ GRA}, an on-li~e surveillance system \ 
will be developed, allowinq the early detection of certain anomalies 
in reactor operation and supportinq the operators to avoid.dannerous 
. . 
opcrntino con<J.itionn. The additional informations consist of a number 
of nuclear anc1 thermohyc'!raulic data. The systeM d~sicrn includes any 
future tasJ~s of combined analysis of neutron noise and vibration 
3.1 ConDtruction of a hinhly flexible electronic measurin~ systeM, 
i.ncl ut;l inrr nn nni"llon rnnrrnctic tn1'1c r~corClcr nncl n cliC"Ti tal marrnctic 
ti"lr>o.re~ordcr for the ~ata ac~uisition hn~ preparntion of salnctn~ 
nn fcty rnlcv<1nt in-corn siC"Tnals of a nuclenr p-m·rer plant. 
3.2 On line ~casurinn an~ nrocessinn of these clata via fast Fourier 
analysis. Computation of characteristic functions in the tiMe and 
frcqu~ncy comain like·correlatio~ functions, spectra, nhaso and 
coherence functions. Comnutation ot sinnificant ther~ohy~raulic 
c1<1t.l like ;,tcu.m bubble velocities, Nn~•~-valUP.S anc lOCl\l PO\·U~r 
dcn~itics. Comparison of these data to reference values, obtainocl 
under normal reu.ctor oper.atin~ conditions. 
-2-
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3.3 Presentation of the processe~ data on a color video display, 
plotting of spectra and automatically reqistering of selected 
data on a line printer. 
3.4 Theoretical considerations concerning the influence of steam 
bubbles to the detector siqnal, especially for self powered 
neutron detecto~s. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Comnuter Codes 
System of 32 amrlifiers, multiplexer, analoq to dicrital converter, 
14-trac1· ~nalog magnetic tap~ recorder and a 32 K process computer 
with I/0-facilities, includinq a digital tape recorder and a color 
video display. 
5./6. Proqress to Date and ~esults 
3.1 Cornpletition of 32 differential, self-com~ensating, low-noise 
amplifiers, suitable for the in-core f~ssion chamber instrumen-
tation as well as for the siqnals of self powered neutron detec-
tors. Test of all amplifiers under full power conditions at the 
po\.'Ter plant Brunsbuttel. ~ecordin~ of several in core detector 
siqnals on analog rnaqnetic tape with the constructed amplifiers 
"Vms performed. 
Cornpletition of the signal multiplexer which switches computer 
cqntrolled the input of a 32 channel ADC fro~ the stationary 
detector signal to the random part of the signal. A tube multi-
plexer is developed and under construction. This multiplexer 
switches, also computer controllec1, the siqnals of 12 cetectors 
of 3 rneasurina tubes selectable out of. 8 to the inputs of. the 
analog ~agnetic tape recorder. 
The total system for data acquisition and processing of 32 in-
core detectors was put together including all furt~er·ne~essary 
hardware and successfully tested with signals of an a,naloq ma~netic 
tape simulating a power plant. 
3.2 ~ssemblinq of all developed computer ~ronra~s for the automatic 
-:-.r:sr:-:;~~ry process data to the systeM is performed by a consol 
-3-
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dialo~. The Fast Fourier transformation and the further pro-
cessing of the data blocks is performe0 bv microproqrams. These 
data are then stored on a maqnetic disc for 50 measuring cycles 
., 
back, presenting a reactor operatinq history of about five to 
' six hours. The followinq va~ues are stored (always 50 cycles): 
(I) 32 normalized auto spectral densities 
( r r > 24 normal 1 zcr1 cross spectral densities 
(TII) 32 local pm·1er density values 
(IV) 32 NPJ1S-valucs 
(V) 24 local steaM bubble velocities 
The fiftyfirst cycle is ~lways extinquishea for the benefit of 
the new values. Proqrams for comparino the measured data to 
reference values are developed but not yet tested. 
3.3 The processed data arc mainly presented on a color video display. 
For the automatic operation of the system one can select an 
' i 
automatic display of either a measuring tube presentation, showinq 
four ~RMS-values and three steam bubble ~elocities of a selected 
tube for the last 50 cycles. This gives a vertical view of the 
local situation in a coolinq channel. ~r one can select a plane 
prc~entation which shows a horizontal survey of the local condi-
tion~ of the core consistinq of ,eight Nru1S-va~ues and eiqht steam 
bubble velocities. 
Furthermore one can present by request the foll_owinq processecl 
data on the video display: 
(I) The auto spectral· density of any detector of the last fifty 
cycles 
(II) r.very cross spectral density of any pair of detectors which 
arc situatec one upon each other, also of every of the last 
I 
fifty cycles 
(Ill) The correspondinq auto-and cross correlation functions 
(IV) The coherence functions and the phase functions 
(V) 'l'he 32 local power densities of the last 50 measurinq cycles 
?~r cor.parison one can display several spectra in one presen-
,. ~ •.:-.(: !·on 1 of the spectra. Furthermore an automatic line r>r:nter 
.... ..:--
-\o$"1...-
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output of selectable thermohydraulic parameters is done in inter-
vals of some hours. 
3.4 The results of the theoretical considerations concerning the 
detailed influence of steam bubbles to detector signals will be 
published in the next future. 
7. Next steps 
Integration of checking programs to the system an-d testa. Development 
of criteria for a significant exceeding of set limits and of a table 
with adequate action levels. Installation of the system at a working 
nuclear power plant, qaininq experience in the behaviour of the 
system under power plant working conditions and to get experience 
concerning the on-line surveillance of a power plant. Furthermore 
it is expected to get more information about the long time behaviour 
of the cooling channels and the physics of the random siqnal of the 
in core instrumentation with the help of de~ailed off-line analysis 
of recorded siqna1s from the maqnetic tapes. 
8. Relation with other nrojects 
9. References 
M. Zeller 
O.P. Singh, 
D. Stegemann 
Verarbei tung von Rauschsignalen an der Re- "· 
chenanlaqe HP 2100 Mit Hilfe von Mikropro-
grammen, ffbersicht und Prog;rammbesehreibun-
gen 
IKH-Bericht 90/77 
Theoretical Treatment of ~oise ~nalysis 
in Boilino Water ~eactors 
Atomkernenergie 31, 197R 
P. G~bureck, O.P. Sin~h, Fxperimental and Theoretical Noise Analysis 
D. Steqemann Investigations in Boilinq Water Reactors 
Reactor Noise (S?-10R'I'\1 II) , Progress in ~uc-
lear Energy, Vol. 1, 1977 
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1978 
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10. Dcryrcc of Availability of the Reports 
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2. 
The accuracy and range of validity of the computing programs 
for the analysis of accidents without any los's of coolant 
shall be tested and demonstrated. Commissioning tests and 
comparison calculations shall be carried out to this end. 
Particular Objectives 
The range of validity of the point. and 1-dimensional (1D) 
models shall be delimitated by comparison with experiments 
and 3-dimensional benchmark calculations. Any quality 
d0fcct~ d0t0ctcd in the programs are to be eliminated by 
improvements. 
Special tests to clarify the behaviour of the test of the 
reactor plant are neither specified nor run. However, the 
information of plant behaviour accumulated in the scheduled 
core behaviour tests will be processed and evaluated. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Specification of model tests with thermohydraulic and 
nuclear disturbances. This should involve especially a 
addition can be performed without any hazard to the plant. 
Coordination with the overriding commissioning program. 
_ lo S"""--
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3.2 
Verification of steady-state conditions on the basis of 
commissioning t~sts already carried out in GKN and 
Biblis B (PWR), KKB, KKI and KKP (BWR). (For the· BWR, 
even partial checking of transient, spatial behaviour). 
Specification, compi.lation and checking of the required 
instrumentation 
3.3 Quality Asiurance of Measuring·Signals: 
Check and documentation of signal formation in the 
measuring channels of process instrumentation. If 
necessary, provision of separate facilities for data 
acquisition. 
Performance of tests under clearly defined and Doc~mented 
Marginal Conditions 
For the BWR, test are to be carried out· during the 
commissioning of the .Krlimmel (KKK) .Power Plant and for 
the PWR, in Grafenrheinfeld (KKG/BAG) and, if possible, 
I 
also in plants already handed over. 
3.5 Evaluation of Tests 
3.6 Re-calculation using the available computing models, tracing 
of weak points, introduction of improvements, delimitation 
of range of application of individual programs. 
3.7 Specification of complementary tests on the basis of 
experience so far gained until now. 
3. f. Evaluation <:.tnc'l re-calculation of complementary tests. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computing Programs 
A process-computer-controlled data processing system 
with 48 channels suitable for these tests is already 
IQSBJX (3~ tra~sient PWR core simulator) 
IQSBWR (3D transient BWR core simulator) 
COSBWR (1D transient BWR core simulator) 
LOOP 7 (PWR plant dynamics program) 
..,....___...--·----~ ~-----------
-..- .... -~ 
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5. 
To 3.1 
To 3.3 
6. 
To 3.1 
To 3.3 
Progress to Date 
-Drafting of a.PWR test program 
.. 
- preliminary clarification of a BWR test program and 
data recording in Philippsburg NPP (KKP I) 
Tests for the quality assurance of measuring signals 
have been carried out in the KKU plant with in the scope 
of these preliminary tests. 
The data processing system was installed in the fourth 
quarter. After the behaviour of single signals had been 
tested in steady state operation, transient commissioning 
tests could be recordefo at 50 % reactor power, such as 
shutdown of one reactor coolant pump, load rejection to 
station service requirements and turbine trip. 
Results 
Suitable tests ·for the KKU plant were selected to check 
the methods and measuring procedures. Data recording was 
prepared on the plant site and mea~urements made to 
ascertain the transfer response of the measuring channels. 
Records of the measuring signals from KKU are available 
on magnetic tape. A brief pre.liminaey evaluation of. the 
,-·;'111fM"'-- ---- -·"-. . •" eccentric rod drop test confirmed the high resolving 
0 
- 7. 
To 3.3 
power of the measuring system and behaviour on allocation 
of the contro~ rod--drop -process to the remaining signals. 
-· 
Next Steps 
Recording of further transients during the commissioning 
of KKU. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
o{ 
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Development of calculation methods for static and 
quasist~tic reactor physicg in light water reac-
tors. 
INITIATED: 1968 COMPLETED: 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
Progressing 
1. GclH~ral n i m 
CLASSIFICATION: 
10.2 
COUNTRY: 
Denmark 
SPONSOR: Ris~ 
' . National Laboratory 
ORGANISATION:Ris~ 
National Laboratory 
PROJECT LEADER: 
T. Peters en 
SCIENTISTS: 
C.F. H~jerup 
L.Z. Jensen 
G.K •. Kristiansen 
H. 
B 
Ne.].trup 
Schouaaard 
'• . . 
Provision of static and quasistatic reactor physics information 
I 
relevant for safety assessment of light water reactors • 
. 2. Particular objective 
. Reliable methods for calculating -
Power shape as well within fuel boxes as overall for the reactor 
as function of burn up, · 
Reactivity as function of burnup. 
Reactivity control and reactivity budgets. · 
Reactivity coefficients. 
Stability. 
3. Experimental facilities and programmes 
4. Project status 
1. Proqress to date 
.. ~.) :-; .·.'. ': •.- ~ ·:·.''.'..'~" ::v:·-:: .~ ~ s ;,--.~"'=~c-.:;. g~r-.e.ration f=-om tTF'~'iDL com2leted 
b) .1'1ul t.i-'.)t-..mp G ~ 7ti, collision probability methods for fuel 
rods .:ompleted ·and coupled to multi-group diffusion theory 
calcul~tions compl~t~d. 
c) Few group 2D and 3D diffusion theory calculation codes, using 
finite difference techniques, finite element, fl~x synthesis 
and nodal theory for the reactor core completed. 
d) 3D flux synthesis or 3D nodal theory coupled to hydraulic 
channel calculation for BWR including b~rn up compl.etecl. 
2. Essential Results 
Reactor physics code system assesed in calculation on Yankee Rowe, 
Connecticut Yankee and Dresden and partially in calculatiqns.on a 
BWR. 
5. Next Steps . 
1. 'rest the system fur·ther against BWR measurements. 
2. Further refinement of methods concerning fuel element 
calculation and development of fast 3D methods. . ··. 
3. Develop methods for determining power distribution by a 
combination of measurements and calculations. 
6. Relation with other projects 
. 
Provision of cross-sections and parameters for dynamics projects 
and fuel management studies. 
7. Reference Documents 
1. A.M. Hvidtfeldt Larsen, H. Larsen and T. Petersen. Calcul~tion 
on a Boiling Water Reactor as a Test of the Ris~ Reactor Code 
Complex. Ris~ Report No. 268, 1972. 
2. Torben Petersen. Aspects of Prediction of the Performance of a 
Boiling Water Reactor. Ris~ Report No. 289, 1973. 
(Connecticut Yankee) Power Plant as a Test of the Ris~ Reactor 
Physics Code System. Ris~ Report No. 298, 1973. 
4. c.F. H~jerup, The Cluster Burn up Programme CCC and Comparison of 
.i~~~ :,._,~:~::~-:~ "·it:1'l ~!"':' !:.'xfe.:_·i:-:~~~='ltS_, Riscl-1-~-1898 (1976) 6 pp. 
8. Desree of availability 
Partly available, partly available on exchange basis. 
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In Pr·Trt~s~; March 1979 
l.'.·Jl.·~·.'J'-1~; ir. the UK st:monrd oesip,n ancf hest estimate code for lattice calculations 
on TJ:1•. It produces cell avcr;lg~d data for input to JOSHUA. 
To m<l £ntain and develop LhlRWIMS and its nuclear data library as required. 
1. C:c·ncral maint<>n<lnce. · 
? 
~. Vl!liclnt inn by comp.1rison with experimental data. 
3. l~v~lopment of n0~ mo~cls. 
/~ . 235 l·'c•vi•:L1n of lihr.wy data (especially U to improve calculation of moderator 
tf•mpl'l':t~ure coc·fficient). 
F.1ci1itil's 
A wor:.-in?, rc-:1. 4/70 vcraion hns been frozen. All development ia now·on the· 
J1.1rwell IBH 370. 
R<'ferencc Documf."'nts 
AFEW - R 7W> LWI{\.JIMS. A Modular Comput<!t Code for the Evaluation of Light Wntcr 
Rcac tor La t t lees. 
l):l ~-t l. DC'scription of Methods F J F:tycrs et al 
1'.~ r t 2. £I se rs C:uidc H J 11:-tlsall 
f'nrt 3. Progrnmmcrs Guide M J Halsall 
Thl' c1:rr~nt 11~~ ,, rs ' guioc is an on-line computer file that can be printed at any 
time hy nny UJRIHMS user. 
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PROJECT LEADER: 
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.Ju:;i;::A i~; a Jn n('utronictl/thcrmal hydraulics depletion code used for fuel management 
Htudi•·h 1)n all types of water reactors. 
2.!2J_~•t: t i VC'S 
To m.1intain and dcvc1np JOSHUA and extend it to include xenon transients that 
could nrise during normal operation. 
P r0" r. :1:11n,, _.... _____ _ 
1. C0n~ral maint0nance. 
2. Validation by comparison with operating data from existing reactors. 
3. Ext•·nsion to include time dependent xenon and samarium build up (as in 
TH.\I.SH) pr irnarily for xenon stability studies. 
F:wlllti••!: 
Dc·ve1opr:li..':H for the PWR programme will be on the Harwell IBM 370. 
R0fr•rence Documents 
AEE\~ - R 1165 A review of the equations solved by the Computer programme JOSHUA. 
M J Roth. 
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1. Gi·:rll-:!·?AT. AH1 
1 
The investigation of the interaction and mixing effects between ad-
l, jacent subchannels of a fuel rod bundle cooled by boiling water is 
airr.ed to providing experimental data on the local distribution of 
mass-flow, enthalpy and voidfraction so as to achieve a better ther-
mohydraulic description and more precise DNB margin for a LWR core. 
I-'urth0.rmorc, studies in steady-~tate condition~ are a necessary pre-
liminary to studies of·the mixing process in•.transient conditions 
~uch as those occurring during power transients or blowdown. Therefo-
re, the first phase of the programme will be devoted to investigat-
ions under steady state conditions. 
The actual programme provides the studies of steady-state measure-
mid1 
0 
ments of the s:ubchannel interactions in two-phase.flow conditions Q 
.vith 16 rod cluster test-sections in BWR-geometry (pressure 70 bars), 
and in PWR-geometry (pressure 160 bars) with appropriate splitting 
J<!Vi~es at the outlet and the studies of transient mixing measure-
ment-; for partial depressurization (to· about 80% of the :initial pres-
~ure) with the above mentioned testsections. For not damaging the 
loop components- especially the pumps- a complete blowdown of·the 
., 
loops is not possible. ~ 
'. 
For a more fundamental understanding of the mixing process investigat-
ions with two-channel test-sections of different shapes (firstly an 
cig~:t-sha?cd channel with different heat-inputs) are foreseen also in 
-2-
; 
' c 
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2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
The ~ixing programme was· started in the frame of collaboration con-· 
tracts between CNEN (Rome) and BMFT (Bonn) on one hand and EURATOM 
on the other. The contracts involved the studies of the boiling mi~­
ing phenomena using two different test sections: 
- A two-channel test. section for fundamental studies (pressure up to 
150 bars; high pressure water loop PRIL) and 
- a 16-rod cluster test section with BWR-geometry (pressure 70 bars; 
high pressure water loop BO\A!AL). 
Later, the BO\olAL studies should be extended to a pressure of 160 b;;3.rs 
using PWR geometries. 
After first operational tests with the two-channel test section in 
the PRIL loop at the beginning of 1974, this part of the programme 
was interrupted and effort was concentrated on the preparation and 
execution of the 16-rod bundle tests in BOWAL. 
3. RESEARCH PROGRAMrviE 
l·:Xl'('l"inh'nt;11 i.l1V•'~ti.0.1ti.on of subch.:mn~l interactions in two-phase 
flow conditions (mixing): 
- Steady state measurements of the mixing effect with a 16-rod 
cluster in BWR geometry (70 bars) 
- Mixing studies in transient conditions with 16-rod clusters in 
BHR- (70 bars) and P~vR geometries ( 160 bars). 
4. EXPERIMSNTAL FACILITIES 
T!1e !1igi:-prtssure water loop BO\·!AL ( 3. 6 f.-1\·l power input) to be used 
for the boiling mixing experiments with the 16-rod cluster test-
sections in BvlR- and P\vR-geometry and the high-pressure wat~r loop 
. 
PRIL (0.6 N'i·l pow.er input) to be used Eor the fundamental mixi;ng St'Ur"" 
dies and for calibration tests with void-meters have been desqribed 
in detail in / 1 / and the BOWAL loop is schematically shown in 
Fig. 1. The main data of the two loops are the following: 
PRIL LOOP 
~tis loo~ 20~sists oE: 
- p2.1"-::.a1 blo'gjo·~n ( 20~~ ) facility for the transient tests 
"" 
-.) -
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- prr.!";!;u:riz0r, condenser, subcooler and preheator (360 kW). 
The characteristics of PRIL are: 
- maximum power: 600 k\v 
rJaximu:n pres~ure: 200 bar. 
- maximum temperature: 365°C 
- !lpr•ci.-ll in~trum('nt.ltion: different void rn0tcrs. 
f!U 1·'AL LOOP 
Thi~ loop consists of: 
- controllable forced circulation 
- partiul blowdown (20%) facility for the transient tests 
c·- prr:?ssuriz,~r, condenser, subcooler and preheater (360 kW). 
The -char.:lcteristics of BOHAL are: 
- mc1ximum power: 3,6 MW 
- maximum pressure: 250 bar 
- maximum temperature: 365oc, 
... 
- special instrumentation:distribution of temperature and power 
along .a number of 'the rod, pressure distr~ 
bution along the test section. Outlet 
enthalpy distribution among the 6 basic 
subchannels of the cluster. 
Tn~ 16-rod cluster test section PELCO-S for the BWR investigations 
(70 bars) is described in I 2 1. The PWR test section EUROP (16rods, 
i60 bars) is actually in the final state of construction. 
Th•:? X-rc1y voidmeter devices to be used for the transient measure- (; 
~ents has been developed and will be described in a special report 
aftr•r t·'~t:ing unrler real operation conditions. 
In 1~78 the steady state BWR mixing experiments with PELCO-S have 
b0r·n comple'ted and the. final report including the comparison with 
computer codes is in preparation. 
C. R!~SULTS 
After the modification of the BO\.JAL loop (Fig. 1) I 2 / the m~~~ng 
tests with the BI-?R-test section PELCO-S (70 bar'S) were started with 
~ irnu 1 t.3r.r'ou ~ ~ampl ing and en thalpy analys,ation (Fig. 2). After dif-
fr·r:•nt c-.1libration t~sts with special r<=~spect to the isokinctic mea-
- 4 '":' 
-lct,e-
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sure~ent technique, the comparison of the summed outlet mass-flows 
[ Q -m tot 8.Qm + 4.Qm + 4 Qm + 1 2 3 
1.Qm + 8 Qm, the numbers are referr~ 
4 5 
ed to the sampled subchannel~] 
with the total inlet mass-flow (measured with the diaphragms between 
pump and preheater- see Fig .. 1)~ showed deficits to the orae~ of 6%. 
After renewed inspections of the upper part of the 16-rod c+uster 
test-section this mass-balance in adiabatic conditions could be im-
proved to the order of ± J% by eliminating subchannel 3 which showed 
great deviations with respect to the isokinetic Ap -measurement. 
The mass balance has now been established by () 
In analog manner the heat balance over the test s~ction has been.ma~ 
de by 
Oh = 12 Q, re + 4 Qm h0 + Om h0 + 8 Om: h0 - Om l'li tot u-, 1 2 4 4 5 5 . tot 
where hi is the inlet enthalpy and h0 are the subchannel outlet 
enthalpies. 
The mean outlet enthalpy can be calculated by: 
Q 
htot h. + ~ 0 
mtot 
In the reference period the steady state mixing tests with the BWR 
test section PELCO-S have been completed in the following test range: 
- pressure: about 70 bars 
- mass flO'.\' C. en si ty: 1000, 1 500, 2000 kg/m2~ 
- inlet ClUality: - 12% to -2% 
-heat flux c:ensity: up to 60 \•l/cm2 (2,1 MW) 
- outlet suality: up to 30% 
ID total about 200 test series have been run under various combinat-
ions of t~e above listed test parameters. A detailed final report of 
these tests '.vi th tables and diagrams, including the isokinetic cali-
bration tests, with the respective analysis of the results is in pre-
)aration I 3 I. From this report thre·~ representative diagrams 
... 5-
0 
-lo(o~-
0 
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(Fig. 3 ~-c) have been chosen showing the outlet quality of the 
~amjllcd subchannel versus the mean outlet quality of the test sect-
ion P8LCO-S. Each point of these plottings is an arithmeti~ mean va-
.. 
lu(~ of up to 15 test series under nearly equal conditions. Whilst 
the outlet qualities of the corner subchannel 2 are a.lways consider-
ab lr• belO'JI the mean values (dotted line = 450 · diagonale) the qual i-
ties of the other sampied sub.channels are near the mean value. 
Bccuuse of the smaller weightness of subchannel 2, howeve~, the heat 
balance in any case is guaranteed with acceptable tolerances.-
;•o,JF:-1(;-r0rl c1U!:it~r EUROP 
( \ftr.:r sur·r::r·ssful pretests for the sealing of the he~ter rods under 
real operation conditions the PWR-16-rod cluster test section EUROP 
(cross section see Fig. 2 - PWR) has been mounted in loop BOWAL. ·Be-
fore delivery, diffe~ent tests of the completed test-section under 
r~rr~r.--:urc and temperature have b~en performed at CISI;:, Milan to study 
0 
t(," hr·h.1 vi our' of the assnmbly. 
Th~? x-rc1:1 voidmeters composed of three high voltage generators 
KRIS~ALLOFLEX 800 and s~x tubes AG-W 61 T (60 kV; 3000 W) for the 
f:i.ve sarr.pling pipes and the main outlet tube have. been tested in de-
tail and it' has been found that the ripple of the high voltage caus-
-·d by trF.~ rectifying has to be diminished (the furnisher has: garan- ( 
L"0~ a drastic reduction in ripple). The detector device for the 
voi r!rn~>tr·r~ have b0.en developed by the Lehrstuhl filr elektl"'onische 
~~~·ha·t tunrv:n of thi:! Ruhruniversitat/Bochum (FRG) and the. now ·existing 
In~'.-1 sure;1•<.m t chain with ionisation ~hambers is able to detect void-
fraction variations from zero to 100% in a response time of better 
than 5 ms with the necessary precision. An intensive test-program 
for-th~ calibration of the whole voidmeter device on an optical bank 
and und0.r real test conditions (70 and 160 bar) have been started. 
7 • HEXT S o~::;p 
- Continu.:-~tion of the mixing experiments with test section EUROP 
(P':JR-g~"omctry, 160 bars) under steady state conditions in the 
following range: 
-6-
-le~-
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pressure: 160 bars 
mass flow density: 
inlet temperature: 
heat flux: 
2000·+ 4000 kglm2s 
about 28soc 
up -t;o 3.6 MW 
Comparison of the experimental results with existing mixing codes 
in collaboration·with NUCLITAL, Genova 
Calibration of the x-ray voidmeters under real 'operatio~ condit-
ions (up to 160 bars) in PRIL loop 
Mixing tests under transient conditions with EUROP. 
8. RELATION \viTH OTHER PROJECTS Q 
RS 109 Experimental investigation of the influence of PWR loops 
on blowdown 
RS 163 Theoretical and experimental investigations on th~rmo- and 
fluiddynamic behaviour of the reactor core during the £ir$t blow-
down phase. 
9. REFERENCES 
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Fig. 2 - Cro.-Section of the Test-Section Outlet with Splitt-er$ Between the Subchanne/s and Appropriate Taps for Static Pressures 
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1. General aim 
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Last updating: 
Autumn, 
1974 
1974 
; A. Olsen 
F. Cortzen 
V.S. Pejtersen 
To provide a general subchannel code, for the analysis of 
' thermal-hydraulic; steady-state conditions in water reactors. 
2. Particular objectives 
The objective is to make a calculation model (code) .which 
can predict, based on sound physical models, local void, mass 
flow, enthalpy and burn-oui margin for safety evaluation ~nd 
design. 
3.· Experimental facilities and programme 
The experimental programme has been executed concurrently 
with the code development to supply data on local phenomena in 
fuel elewents with respect to thermo-hydraulics. 
Experiments were made on a 7-rod and a 9-rod BWR geometry, 
as well as on {concentric and excentric) annular geometries. 
4. Proiect status 
1~-~E2~E~~§-~2-2~~~ 
A FORTRAN 4 code exists, capable of solving, o~ a subchannel 
basis, steady-state thermal-hydraulic problems, for~BWR's and PWR's. 
Specifically predicting void- and mass-flow-distributions on a 
fuel-box or core basis. (No limit on number of subchannels, so 
far up to 400 have been tested). 
~~-0§S~~~i~1-E~~S!E~ 
On t~c modelling side a subs~antial improvement ha~·been 
m~dc with respect to the ,formulation of the subchannel equations, 
physically, mathematicaliy and codewise. This in turn ba~ made 
it possible to simulate, on a sound basis, hitherto not approach-
able experiments, such as flow-blockages. 
S. Next step 
Physical models and correlationa must be verified in res~ect 
to new and further experimental data. 
6. Relation with other projects 
The basic subchannel project was a joint venture of thre~ 
Scandinavian organizations: Danish AEC, AB Atomenergi, Sweden, 
and Institutt for Atomenergi, Norway. The nordic cq-operative 
project was completed 1973, and the Danish project was an ex-
tension of the work. The ex?qrience gained with this project 
has been utilized:for the work with the transient subchanrtel 
code, TINA, developed within the framework Gf the NORHAV project~ 
7. Reference documents 
z. Rouha1~i: Heview of Homentu:rn balance in Subchannel Geometry 
Eur. Two-phase flow meeting (ETPFM)·, Brussels 1973. 
J. Bosio, 0. Imset: Two~phase flow investigations in a 7-rod 
bundle. ANS Eurqpean Meeting, Karlsruhe, Oct. 1973. 
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Void fraction experiments in t!XS BWR/6 test sections PROJF.CT LEAnEP.: 
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In progress June 1979 
1. 
2. 
3. 
:; 
General Aim: verification and development of design void fraction correla-
tions applicable to steady state and transient analysis. 
I . 
Particular obiectjves: obtaining experimental data by a test section simu-
lating as close as possible the actual 8x8 fuel! element as far as geometry, 
spaecrs, local and axial peaking pattern af-.e concerned. 
i 
Experimental facilities and programme: the experiments will be carried out 
in the CISE IETI-4 lo~p using the quick-closing valve tecnique. 
The following test conditions will be investigated: 
2 
pressure 40 - 100 bar, specific mass flowrate 50.- 2000 Kg/m s, outlet qua-
lity from 5% up to critical quality. Two local pealdng patterns will be te-
sted. . . 
4. Pro.ject status: at present the 8x8 tes.t section is under construction. 
5. Next steps: the ·experimen~s are planned at end 1979./beginning 
19.80. The anal.ysis completion is scheduled in December 1980. 
6. Relation with other pro,jects: these experiments follow a previOllS void fra_£ 
tion progrnmmc carried out by a 4x4 rod bundle. 
nesults will be strictly related to a following programme concerning opera-
tional and LOCA transient conditions which is now under de~inition. 
Dryout experiments will be carried out in the same test section. 
7. ijeference documents: none. 
8. Degree of avail abi 1i t.y: proprietary. 
F. Lucchini, Nuclita\ V.G. D'Annunzio 113, I-16121 Genova 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Dryout. (CIIF) <:Xpt:rimcn~s in 8x8 .BWH/6 sections NUCLITAL/CI SE test 
PROJECT LEADER: 
G. P. GASPAIU (NUC) 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
January 1977 F. LUCCJIINl (NUC) 
H. RAVETTA (CISE) 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress June 197 9. 
I 
1. General Aim: verification anl=l development of design dryout (CHF) correla-
tions applicable to steady s~ate and transicnl an~lysis. 
2. P<wli cul ar ob,jccti vcs: obtaining CHF expcrim~ntal data by a test section 
simulating as close as possible the actual 8~8 fuel element as far as· 
geometry, spaeers, local and axial peaking pattern are concerned. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme: 1.he experiments will be carried n11t.. 
on thC' CISE Ir:TI-4 loop in the following ranges of condi1:ions: pressure 4fl-· 
lOO bar, specific mass flowrate 50 - 2000 Kg/m2s. · 
Two local peaking patterns will be testm . 
4. Profect status: at present the 8x8 test sectiou is under construction. 
5. NC'xt steps: the experiments are planned in the 198V first half. The anal~ 
sis completion is scheduled in December 19SO. 
6. Bel ati on 1-:i th •other pro iects: these experiments follow a previous dryout 
programme carried out by a 4x4 rod bundle. 
Results will be strictly related to a following programme, concerning ope1'~ 
tional and LOCA transient conditions, which is now under definition. 
Void fraction measurements will be carried out in the same test section. 
7. Reference documents: none 
8. Degree of availability: proprietary. 
G.P. Gaspari, Nuc1ita~ V.G. D'Annunzio, 113, I-16121, Genova 
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INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
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STATUS: LAST UPDATING: I. Ceresa {CISE) 
Completed June 1979 
General Aim 
Evaluation of the effect of the axial heat flux profile on the dryout power. 
I 
Particular Objectives 
Obtaining CHF expf:!riment.al data in annular geometry using 12 heated rods with 
different axial heat flux profiles. 
Experimental Facilities and Programme 
The experiments have been cazried out on the CISE IE'I_'I-1loop at 70 bar. specific 
mass flowrate 250-2000 kg/ m s, power up to 300 kW •. 
Pro·ject Status 
The whole experimental program is completed, as well as the analysis of data. 
Next Steps 
None 
Relation with Other Projects 
These experiments follow and complete a previous dryout programme carried out 
by a 4x4 rod bundle. 
Reference Documents 
G. P. Gaspari, F. Lucchini, L. Perticaro, 11Dryout tests in annular geometry with 
different axial heat flux profiles", NUCLITAL RP 78/019. 
Der;rce of AvailabHity 
Proprietary. 
L. Perticaro, Nuclital, V. G. D 1Amiunzio 113, I-16121 Genova. 
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o:· Vescovi progress 
1. General aim: to study the thermoydraulic behaviour of boiling power 
channels at positive inlet quality in the low flowrate range both in 
steady state and transient donditions. 
. . 
2. Particular objectives: to obtain design a~d procedure information on 
reactor start-up and experimental data to validate TILT simulation 
code. 
3. ~xperimental facilities and progr~~: CIRCE loop simulating in a 
closed circuit one or two full-scale power channels. 
Programme: 1) Steady-state tests with positive inlet quality to de-
termine two-phase flow patterns and to measure critical 
power 
45.897 
2) Transient tests of ste~m flowrate reduction to zero 
with one or two power channels in parallel. 
' 
TITLE (EL\'GLISH LAN.CUAGE): CLASSIFICATION : 
~teody-statc and transient thermal-
~ydrnuli.c behaviour of CIREN~ power chan-
~uls during reactor start-up. 
10.3 
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4. Prc~_jcc::t status: steady-state and transient tests with one power 
channel were completed and analyzed; transient tests with two 
power channels in parallel are completely set up. 
I 
5. ~~:_?.:.!:__~-~-<ps: •rhe experiments vlill 1.(tarried out in the seco!ld half 
of 1979. 
6. Rc~lation vli th oth~..:t;_Eroj_~~: parallel-channel instab:j.li ty tests 
in the start-up conditions of CIRENE reactor. 
7. R<=..fcrencc documents: classified memoranda. 
8. Degree of availability: to a limited extent • 
. (CIS~, C.P.3986, I-20100 Milano) 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
10.3 
TIT~E (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Italy 
Termoidraulica dei separatori di vapore SPONS.OR: 
AMN-CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
AMN 
Steam separators thermohydraulics PROJECT'LEADER: 
F. Zanzi 
INITIATE!}: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1978 E. Giammari, F. Zanzi 
LAST UPDATING: (AMN); G. Guglielmini STATUS: C. Isetti. G. Milano, 
In progress September 1979 G. Reale {University o 
I ~.L>. "'' ._..,. \ 
1) General Aim 
To obtain a full comprehension of phenomena related to steam separators and 
dryers in a BWR plant. In particular aspects connected with safety requirements 
are considered. 
2) Particular Objectives 
The- wot·k is r,oinr- on followin{! these p:rincipnl lines: 
a) lnlcractious of the compon"nts with the system (the requirements on cnrryover 
and carryunder are studied as affected by safety requirements due to the limits 
on contamination in the turbine and on void fraction· at the inlet plenum).~ 
b) Analysis of the steam separator and its components •• 
c) Mechanical design of the steam separator. 
Item "b" is being developed in collaboratio~ with a research university centre. 
' 
3) Reference Document~-
G. Guglielmini, C. Isetti, Q, Milano. G. Reale, 11Analisi dei separatori di vapore 
per BWR. Aspetti fenomenologid". AMN, IV78 .. 01B, 2/11/78. 
A. Benazzoli, A. Isoppo, 11! separa.tori di vapore nei BWR tipo .General Electric". 
AMN, NT-DCA-7802. · 
A. Vcrri, "Introduzione al modello matematico di un separator.e di vapore". CNEN. 
NT-7S(25)VBA-l/G71A-17. 
AMN, 1V79-08. 
P. CC'1-retti, 11 An~lisi rli f~ttibilita in Italia dei separatori di vapore per BWR-6", 
,. 
45.897 
·- to~G.-· 
TITLE (J::NGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION : 
Steam separators thermohydraulics 10.3 
4) pegrec of Availability 
Restricted distribution on some of the docum·ents above. 
Project leader: . . · · 
F. Zanzi, AMN-VPR/RTI. Via G. D'Annunzio 113, ·I-16121 Genova. · 
. . . ' 
5) Additional Information 
Stydies nl·c performed in the frame of CNEN-AMN research agreement. 
. . ' . 
. ' 
·I ' 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
LWR 10.3 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Mischungse.ffekte bei parallel durchstromten C .E .C. 
Kanalen 
. SPONSOR: 
BMFT/C.E.C. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
JRC - Ispra 
Mixing effects in parallel channels with water 
two-phase .flow PROJECT LEADER: 
H. Herkem-ath 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
197 5 1979 
w. Hu.fschmidt 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
Continuing April 1979 
. 
Basic studies of thermohydraulic mixing between the subchannels o£ a 
boiling £uel cluster. 
~ Particular objectives 
Experimental investigation of the m~x~g phenomena in two-phase .flow 
conditions (steady-state and transient) with water at io bars (BWR) 
and 160 bars (PWR) in·16 rod cluster geometries (BOWAL loop). 
Validation o£ cluster thermohydraulics code. Calibration o£ di££erent 
void meters .for steady state and transient conditions (PRIL loop). 
~ Experimental .facilities and programme 
39.50? 
~.:.1.:._!:g!!:_!22E 
This loop consists o£: 
- controllable .forced circulation 
- partial blowdow.n (20%) .facility £or the transient tests 
- pressurizer, condensor, subcooler and preheater (360 kW) 
The characteristics o£ PRIL are: 
- maximum power: 
- maximum pressure: 
- maximum temperature: 
- special instrumentation: 
600 k'lil 
200 bar 
365°C 
different void meters 
./. 
- ho~e-
d.!.g.:.._~Q~~!!-!22£ 
This loop consists of: 
- controllable forced circulation 
-partial blowdown ·(20%)·facility for the transient. tests 
- pressurizer, condenser, subcooler and preheater (360 kW). 
The characteristics of BOWAL are: 
. . 
- maximum power: 
- maximum pressure: 
- maximum temperature: 
3,6 MW 
250 bar 
·3650C 
- special instrumentation: distribution of temperature and powe~ 
along a number of rods, press~e 
distribution along the test section. 
outlet euthalpy distribution among 
the 6 basic subchannels of the cluster. 
3.3. Test sections 
~--------~---~----~~0 particular 16 rod test sections simulating typ~cal BWR-
geometry - PELCO-S - and typical ~vR- geometry - EUROP-, active 
length 3.66 m, with subchannel fluid :~xtraction equipment (iso-
kinetic probe) at the heated length top end. 
~ Project status 
1.!.1.:..-~E2~~22_!2_g~!~ 
Steady state measurements of mixing effects with the 16 rod 
cluster in mvR geometry (70 bars) are completed. Analysis and 
comparison with thermohydraulic codes are nearly terminated. 
Steady state measurements with the 16 rod cluster in PWR geometry 
(160 bars) have been started. 
The development of X-ray voidmeters is continued. 
4.2. Essential results 
----~-----------------The B\vR results will be published in the near future. 
./. 
- \C)~~-
5. Next steps 
- Steady state measurements of mixing effects with a 16-rod cluster 
in PvlR geometry ( 160 bars) • 
Mixing studies in transient conditions with 16-rod cluster in PWR 
geometry. 
Development of X-ray voidmeters. 
~ Reference documents 
HERKENRATH, H. , HUFSCHMIDT, tv. 
The Pressurized and Boiling \<later Loops BOWAL and PRIL 
for Boiling Mixing Studies of the Heat Transfer and 
Fluid Mechanics Division of the JRC Ispra 
EUR 6045 EN (1978) 
GASPARI, G.P., GEID1ANI, G.F., LUCCHINI, F., MARELLI, A. 
PELCO-S: A BWR 16-Rod Test Section for Subchannel Experi-
mental Analysis 
CISE-Doc. Service, PELCO No. 4, May 1975 
REACTOR SAFETY PP¥ No. 3524 for Period January-June 1978, 
pp 45-49 
HERKENRA TH, H. , HUFSCHMIDT, V.'. 
Experimental Investigation of the Enthalpy and Mass Flow 
Distribution between Subchannels in a BWR Cluster Geometry 
(PELCO-S) 
EUR-Report (to be published) 
HERKENRATH, H. , HUFSCHMIDT, W. , LUCCHINI, F. 
Experimental Subchannel Investigation in a 16-Rod Test 
Section by Heans of the Isokinetic Sampling Technique 
Paper to be presented at 2nd Multi-Phase Flow and Heat 
Transfer Symposium-Workshop, Miami Beach, USA, 16-18.4.79 
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ENERG!EONOER.ZOEK CENTRUM NEDERLAND (ECN) 
TITLE: 
Burnout onderzoek aan 9-staafs bundel 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Burnout experiments on 9-rod bundles 
INITIATED : 1972 LAST ·uPDATING :. May I 978 
STATUS: nearly finished COMPLETED :' End I 978 
CLASSIPICATION: 10,3 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
ECN 
PROJECTLEADER': 
S.B. van der Molen 
SCIENTISTS : 
H. Hoogland 
D.W. Middleton· 
D. Werner 
~---------------·------~----------------------~------------------------~ General aim 
Study of the burnout phenomena in bundles 
,.-, P;lrticular obJ' ectives I ' 
' \ ' Experimental study of the influence of the pos~tion of the supporting grids on 
the value of the burnout-flux and the place where the burnout occurs. 
Experimentul facilities and program 
A testloop for pressures up to 100 bar is available and the power sup,ply of 700ltl•7 
gives the opportunity of the high heat fluxes needed for the burnout investiga-
tions. As burnout detection methbd, the Wheatstone bridge principle is used. 
Project status 
'' 
The burnout flux of the central rod of a 9-rod bundle is determined'at a pressure 
of 70 bar as a function of a massflow rate, in the range of 700 - ·1800 kg/m2 sec, 
the hcatflux from the outer rods and as function of the position of (58, 126 and 
240 ~n) of the supporting grids with respect to the outlet side of the bundle. 
The project concerns experiments performed in a bundle with an axial uniform heat 
flux distribution, whereas ·the radial heat flux distribution can be varied. 
Next: steps 
Calculations with Cobra III c and comparison with experimental results. 
Completion of the study through a report, scheduled end of 1978. • 
Relation to other projects: no 
Reference documents 
R.C.N. Technical memo 1063-020 (in Dutch). 
Degree of availability: 
Through ECN library channel 
Budget: -
Personnel: -

- \o~\-
F.Nre~r.t~ONO~RZO~K CENTRUM NED~RLAND (ECN) 
TITLE: 
Experimenteel onderzoek naar mixing en de invloed 
van rooster op mixing in een 36-staafs bundel 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Mixing experiments in 36-rods bundle and the 
influence of supporting grids on mixing 
INITIATED : 1973 LAST UPDATING : May 1978 
STATUS : finished COMPLETED : July 197.8 
General aim 
QL.AUIPIQATION 1 10.3 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR : ECN 
ORGANIZATION: ECN 
PROJECTLEADER : 
S.B. van der Molen 
SCIENTISTS: 
H. Hoogland 
A. Warmenhoven 
Experimental investigation of the mixing phenomena in a bundle geometry. 
Particular!objectives 
\ 
Experimental study of the heat and mass exchange between the subchannels in a 
bundle in wh~ch a nonhomogeneous heat ~istribution is generated. ' · 
Experimental facilities and program 
Testloop for low-pressure experiments. 
Project status 
A 6x6 bundle is provided with .a le~gth of 6 heating rods in special positions. 
At this moment at two ·axial positions in the bundl.e the temperature of the 
flmving liquid is measured by a number of thermoco.\:lples over the cross-section 
of the bundle in orde~ to investigate the heat exchange between the subchannelA 
in case of the nonhomogeneous heatflux distribution due to the heat production by 
only 6 rods of the total of 36. Mea~urements have been carried out with and 
without a supporting gri'd positioned between the two temperature measuring 
planes. 
Next stens 
The obtained data show that for low mass flows mixing does not in9r~ase when a 
' supporting grid is installed. A report of the measurements-results is planned 
in July 1977. 
Relation to other projects: No. 
Reference documents: No. 
Degree of availability: Through ECN library. 
Budget: -
Personnel: -
AS THIS PROJECT IS TERNINATED, NO FORL'1AT HILL BE 
ISSUED IN THE NEXT NUCLEAR SAFETY RESEARCH INDEX 
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CL.ASSIFICATION: 10.3 
TITLE : Ontwikkeling rekenprogramma VITESSE COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
Berekcning van stationaire snelheid en temperatuur- 1----------------1 
• • b d 1 · d k ·SPONSOR : ECN verdel1ngen 1n een un e geometr1e voor onsamen ru:-
bare flu!da. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE):. 
Development computer code VITESSE 
Computation of steady state velocity and temperature 
distribution in bundle geomtry for incompressible 
fluids 
INITIATED : Febr. 1975 LAST UPDATING : July I 979 
STATUS : progressing COMPLETED. : 1981 
General aim 
ORGAN)ZATION: ECN 
PROJECTLEADER : 
Slagter, H. 
SCIENTISTS: 
Roodbergen, H.A. 
Dekker, N.H. 
The development of a computer code based on a local approach for the prediction 
of velocity and temperature· distributions in a fuel rod bundle cooled by .an 
incompressible fluid. 
Particular objectives 
The finite element method is being applied to describe the distributed parameter 
approach for subassembly thermal-hydraulics. 
Experimental facilities and program 
liydraulic experiments are carri~d out with the Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA). 
Tltermal-hydraulic experiments have been planned: 
Project status 
The code allows for the prediction of 2D-fully developed turbulent velocity and 
3D temperature .distributions in fuel rod subassembly of bare smooth rods with 
single phase cooling. Two models of turbulence have been incorporated in the code. 
Code validation is carried out with respect to turbulent flow predictions. 
Next steps 
Recalculation of thermal-hydraulic experi~ents to verify the thermal-hydraulic 
part of the code. Predictions of developing turbulent flows in a parallel plate 
channel to simulate hydraulic behaviour of gridded bundles.· · 
Relation with other projects • 
- LDA mcsurements of local transport phenomena in support of "local approach" 
calculations. 
Coehoorn, J. et al; ECN memo No: 79~1 
- Feasibility study for the ex;?erimental task "Neasurements of temperature fields. 
in enlarged rod bundle geome tries ,.,i th sodium flow" 
Noller, R. et al; private communication. 
Reference documents 
- Slagter, W., Roodbergen, H.A. 
TRIP: A finite element computer program for the solution of convective heat 
transfer problems. 
RCN-243; Petten, January 1976.· 
- Sb~tcr, l\. 
: :·i:<~,, .-~, ... !,'!~!: ~l:~.1l\'$t$ for turb>..tl~:lt flo ..... ·s e>f inco::l?ressible fluids 1n fuel rod 
,. 
;::.. ... 
·----------------· . ··-------~-------------_., 
CLASSIFICATION 10,3 
- SL.1gtcr, ·,.;,, Roodbergen," ILA. and Dekker, N.H. 
Prediction of fully developed turbulent flow in noncircular ~hannels by the 
finite element method 
Turbulent forced convection in channels and rod bundles. Proc. of NATO A4vanced 
Study Institute, Istanbul (1978), Washington DC, Hemisphere publishing Corpora-
tion, 1979. ' 
Degree of availability 
Upon mutual agreement at ECN-Petten 
Budget: -
Personnel: -
' 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
10.~ 
'I'ITL~S (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE) : COUNTRY: 
.·, UK 
Ch:!ICJ.L 2-PiiA.SB fLO'J I'.OU:LLING IN VARIABLE AREA F'LOW C!IANN"..Ul 
SPONSOR: 
SRD 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: ' 
SRD UKAEA 
. PROJECT LEADER: . 
A R ED'WARI13 
JrliTIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
DtX:E!'.l~ER 1976 OPEN ENDED " SF HALL 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
STAT:C AT PRf.SE!IT MAY 1979 
1. r;;:.:r!<i.L AJ!1 
Th,,r.:t.:~,.l dc:cript.:on or non-equilibrium 2-pha!!e now in variable area passages • calculation or st~ady-state critical 
t'lo'olr:tl.<''·• 
2. PHi':'ICI;:.Ail GP..Tr:CTIV!S 
To V, hi n l;n·Jer:·.:;nnding of ph)'sics involved in non-equilibruim 2-phase flow, t? provide boundary conditions for large 
t.Jlci'M·~o•n C\1r!c:;. 
None. 
4. Pl!O.Jt:CT STAJ.lJ!:: 
Study or literature (costing). Develo ment or 1-D, 1 Fluid; non-equilibruim homogeneous mode~ and computer 
pJ'O!.:rllm, CTUBELE. 
1-D 1 i'l\lid moc~cl not enough to tell us anything new about physics. 
Devclc;.::".c·nt o:· 2-D, 2 Fluid model, with better bubble dynamics and equilibruim assumptions. 
~omo or the work r.imilur to development or HUBBLE:-BUBBLE, CRnS programs. 
ZliD H')7, ZH[I R127 
H. D!.• .iirJ; 0F' AVATLAflTLITY 
No ru:.trictions 
,. 
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PROJECT TITLE: CSNI INDEX Nln-mER 
' 
Thermal Perform~nce of LWR Fuel Cluster 10.3 
I 
. 
I .. 
SPONSORING COUNTRY: ORGANISATION 
United Kingdom Atomic Energy 
Establishment, UKAEA, · 
Winfrith 
. 
DATF. INITIATED: ) Continuing Programme PROJECT LEADER: ) 
DATE COMPLETED: ) from 1966 D H'Lee 
DESCRIPTION 
1. C~neral Aim 
') 
... 
To dPt~rmine the thermal and hydraulic performance of fuel rod clusters 
under steady state and ·transient conditions in order to improve both 
I I performance and safety of water cooled reactors. 
I. 
Particular Objectives 
To provide high quality experimental data needed for the improvement of 
computer codes used for reactor assessment. In particular to determine:-
(a) Dryout power under steady state and transient conditions 
(b) Post-dryout heat transfer coefficients 
(: (c) R~wct ting behaviour 
3. F.xperimC'n.tal F.ncilities 
L~rgc sca~e high pressure test facilities capable of mounting 5 x 5 full 
length elcctricall'y heated rod clusters with powers up to 9MW, to operate 
under B~~ and PWR conditions. Test section and instrumentation laboratories, 
hi r.h rrl"'s~;ur'~ tNlt loops nnd mini computer data acquisition systems. 
l'1 \ •"ll r.t\1,1 i~H hllv<' indutl{•u :36-pin and 60-pin SGll\VR cluster· nnd 5 x 5, P~R 
c lu !:l ~·r s. 
5. NC>xt St<>ps 
MoJifications of the large test facilities are in hand to provide transient 
flow and eventually blowdown capability. 
.- ·-:-
• 
"".\I eo-
A R(·Vi<•w of Dryout Data in SGHWR Fuel Bl1ndle Simulations. N A,'B~ilc~, 
D ll U•<·. AEEW RlOOl. 
The 1-.'i.nfrith 9HW Heat Tr~nsfer Rig. J D Obcrtelli. AEEW M 1386. 
• 
Dl:l;cr i.ption of the Winfrith 6MW Heat Tr<rqsfcr Rig. C H Rohinson. · •MEW M 1387:. 
\ 
~/' .. ), 
' .. 
.. 
.c:) 
'I' i 1.1 c 
I 
DRYOUT IN 'BOILING CLUSTERS 
1Titlc2 
I 
. ,, 
COUN'l'H'I' 
UNITED KlNGDOH 
SPONSOR UKAEA 
OHCAlllZATION 
ABE WINFRITH 
· Pro,icct Lcu.der 
/ln it ia Led 
J O:Sr;RTELLI 
Gompletcd Scicntiotu: 1966 
1 StiltuG : ... 
I 
'· 
·---......... _ ... . 
Do.scrintion: 
1. Gcm~r,_.l A:i.m 
To control the conditions for a boiling-type reactor so that dr,yout is 
sufficiently unlikely to ocour; this implies a knowledge of the con-
scquunces of dryout. ·· 
I. 
2. Particulnr Objectives 
To observe dryout in an out-of-pile rig under d9nditions representative 
of the reactor. 
). Exnerimental Facilities 
Tne 9 W~ eleetrically heated rig capable of.taking a full-sized bundle. 
Project Status 
Dryout has been studied as a function of the bundle geometry, flow, eto. 
Next Stcns 
Further measurements to study the effeot of power distribution and bundle 
geometry, and the effect. of a·continuously-running spray • 
Reference Documents 
Internal documents. 
·Obertelli and Owen AEEW-M935 (Unclassified). 
. . 
.. 
. . 

Bonchtszoitraum/Period Klaealfikatlon/Ciaaalflcatlon Ktnnztlchtn/ProJtct Numbtr 
1.1.78 - 31.12.78 1o.4 RS 29o 
Vorhaben/Pro1ect T1t1e Land/Country 
FRG 
Gerauschmessungn an Kernreaktoren im Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Frequenzbereich von ea. 1 kHz bis ea. 1 I-1HZ B!·1FT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Noise measuring on the primary circuit of the Allianz-Zentrum fUr Technik GmbH 
cooling system in nuclear power stations 
Arbt>,!St>I.'QIOn/lnltiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1 • .3.77 31.3.79 Raible 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1.978 
~ 1. General aim L) 
The object of this project is the development of a Leak Detection 
and Monitoring System based on acoustic emission, with the aid of 
which leakages can be detected and located on pressurized components. 
As opposed to the hitherto applied methods of leak detection the 
significant features of an acoustic emission,system are: 
very short response time 
hiqher sensitivity 
precise leak location capability. 
~. Particular objectives 
In continuation Qf the development of a Leak Detection and 
Monitoring System for the reactor coolant loop based on aco~stic 
emission, the particular object of this project is the measuring 
and analysing of noises, which are emitted during operation of the 
( 
PWR and BWR and a test circuit in the frequency range from 1 kHz 
to 1 MHz. By the installation of various types of sensors, data is 
obtained on which type of sensor is best suited for the most 
favourable frequency range. 
The so-called 11 operating noises:; depend on the operating conditions, 
e.g. on the parameters of the medium in the cooling system. 
Typical "operating noise patterns" are measured in the above-
- 2 ·-
-l\o"t-
1 .1.78- 31.12.78 RS 29o 
mentioned frequency rang!! and compared with the 11 leakage-noises" 
of simulated leaks. 
~ur~hermore, the propag~tion of sound in the actual structures of 
various components is investigated with the aid of an artificial 
noise source. 
When the noise pattern dependent on'the various locations in a 
reactor cooling system and on the working conditions is known, an 
";1 tlas of noises,; can be compiled, which then represents the basis 
for an acoustic monitoring system. 
3. Research program 
The points of main emphasis of this project work are measurements 
of ~te operating noise in a wide frequency band during the phase 
of initial start-up (zero power phase) and d~ring power output. The 
project embraces the following 5 points: 
3.1 extensive operating noise measurements using 1o measuring 
points on the reactor cooling system of a Pressure Water 
Reactor (PWR) during the non-nuclear phase of the initial 
start-up (first hot-check-operation) and at the same time, 
mea.surements of the sound propagation, too. 
3.2 comparative measurements in a PWR at 4 measuring points on 
the cooling system during power output (nuclear phase). 
3.3 comparative measurements in a BWR at 4 .measuring points on 
the reactor cooling system during power output. 
3.4 operating noise measurements at a test plant to compare the 
' 
noises in a reactor plant and a test plant using 4 measuring 
points. 
3. 5 the cev·elopraent of an artificial noise source for sound 
prof•agation and attenuation measurements (Battelle-Frankfurt). 
-~ 3 -
~· ·~· -- -..-.....-.--..,.-.--~----- -·· ·- ··-- -,..--·-·~ - -- ... ,., ..... ,_ _____ .... 
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\ ) 
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1.1.7a- 31.12.78 RS 29o 
In cooperation with the Kraftwerk Union Erlangen (KWU), the 
Battelle-Institut Frankfurt and the Gesellschaft flir Reaktorsicher-
heit Garching (GRS), the research program was elaborated'and 
will be carried out in joint partnership. 
4. Measuring facilities 
The measurements are carried out on two types of reactor power 
plants, the BWR and PWR and on a test plant of the KWU Erlangen. 
/'") Measurement facilitation depends on timing and on. the moment when 
._; 
a PWR is in the start-up phase or a PWR or a BWR is in the 
refuelling phase. 
5. Progress to date 
In 1976,· the noise of simulated leakages on'.a test loop was 
measured us·ing accelerometers for the low frequency range 
and ultra-sonic transducers for the high frequency range. 
'l'he spectrum of the leakage noises and the measurements of 
_the narrow-band RMS values show that the noise level depends on 
- . 
the leak cross-section as well as the leakage rate, in bo~h the low 
frequency and the high frequency range. From the background noise 
existing of the time, it was shown that there was good sensibility 
i 
for leak detection. 
On the other hand, ]:)efore.deciding on the optimum frequency.range 
and on the best type of sensor for a leak monitoring,system, the 
actual operating noise in the above-mentioned frequency range, under 
various working conditions and on various components, must be known. 
In 1977 and 1978, all points of the research measuring program were 
carried out except the point 3.4. The operating noise was measured 
at the reactor cooling systems in the power plants 
PWR Kernkraftwerk Gosgen (first and second hot-chec}<-operation) 
PWR Kernkraftwerk Biblis A (during nuclear phase and power 
-4-
1.1.73- 31.12.78 RS 29o 
output) 
BWR Kernkraftwerk Isar ·(during first nuclear start-up and 
power output) . 
The propagation of sound in the ~ctual structures of various 
components was investig~ted with the aid of an artificial ·noise 
source on the main steam line of the .PWR Gosgen. 
6. Essential results 
The first survey shows that the highest level of the operating 
noise was measured on the primary circuit of the PWR at the 
recirculating loop inlet. The operating noise in the BWR is 
generally lower than the one in the PWR. 
I 
The results of the propa~ation-measurements shows a decrease of the 
noise level within a short-range field (up to ·~bout 4 m). ~ithin 
a long-distance field (between 4 and 2o m), however, an attennation 
is not measurable. This is valid within the frequency range from 
15 kHz <{< 3o kHz. Additional evaluations shown an attennation 
from about o,S dB/m in the long distance-field from 1o to Zo m 
(band-pass 88 kHz - 96 kHz). 
7. Next steps 
A lot of datas have been recorded and have to be evaluated for the 
final report. These are the next steps to do. Results about 'that 
are to be discussed together with Battelle,.GRS and KWU. 
8. Relation with other projects 
RS 97 A, Allianz-Zentrum fur Technik 
"Solid-Borne Sound Measuring on Reactor Pressure Vessels and cm 
the Primary Circuit of the Cooling System. 
1st part, Pre-Experiments for a Leak Honitoring System." 
-5-
I ''-' 
- Uo"T-
1.1.78- 31.12.78' RS 29o 
RS 193, Battelle-Institut Frankfurt 
''Pre-Experiments for L~ak Monitoring by means of Acoustic 
Emission Analysis." 
RS 289-RS 292. The project RS 29o must be seen in· close connection 
with the projects RS 289 to RS 292. 
9. References 
P. Jax, Battelle-Institut Frankfurt 
~0· "Vorversuche zur Leckageuberwachung mi t Hilfe der Schallemissions-
analyse;• 
BF-R-62.944-1 
B. Raible, Allianz-Zentrum fur Technik Ismaning . 
"Korperschallmessungen am Re;aktordruckbehal ter und am Primarkreis-
lauf von Kernkraftwerken. 11 
Teil 1: Vorversuche fUr ein Leckageuberwachungssystem. 
Bericht zum Forschungsvorhaben RS 97 A. 
1o. Degree of availability 
<C· All reports specified under 9. are available at the "Gesellschaft 
·fUr Reaktorsicherheit, Glockengasse 2, Sooo Koln. 
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Aultragnehmer/Contractor 
Battelle-Institut 
:'-ioise Mo<lsurements on Nuclear Reactors in Frankfurt .. 
the Frequency Range Between 1 kHz and 1 MHz ., Abteilung Werkstoff-
~
/<r I,," I' .I,," jtlllllllllllilllld Arbeltsendo/Completed Loiter dos Vorhabens/Project Leader 
.... t.n~z?_ 31 • .3_.79 Dr p Jax 
',1.••"1 d••r 1\•ln•llr•niSt.liUS Bcm;tltsdatum/Last Updating Bowilligte Mittoi/Funds 
Continuing December 3.1' 1978 
. 
1. G<'nernl Aim 
. evelopment of a surveillance system for leaks on an acoustic basis 
for the primary system of a nuclear power plant. Compared with the 
m~thods previously used for leak detection, this surveillance system 
iA to show fast response and higher sensitivity at a substantially 
improvPd nccuracy of locating leaks. 
I 
2. Particular Objectives 
The structure-borne sound emitted by nuclear reactors and experimen-
tal plants during operation in the frequency range from about 1 kHz 
to about 1 MHz is to be recorded and analyzed. Use 'of various' sensor 
type~ - the institutions participating in this project, i.e. Allianz-
ZPntrum fUr Technik, Ismaning; Gesells~haft fUr Reaktorsicherheit, 
~nrchin~; and KWU, Erlangen, will.make measurements in the low-· 
frMJUPncy r:ln~e up to 80 kHz, while Battelle will perform measure-
mPnlA in the ultrasonic range - is to provide information about the 
optimum frequency 'range for a surveillance system for leaks and the 
most suitable sensor type. For this purpose the poise patterns typi~ 
cal of PWH und DWR systems will be examined.and compared with the 
"leakage noise" measured on' experimental plants apd artificial leaks. 
In ~ddition, the acoustic wave propagation in the real structures is 
to be investigated by using an artificial noise source • 
. .
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J. Research Program 
J.l Extensive measur~ments of the operating noise at the poolirig 
system of a PWR while putting it into operation (hot trial 
runs) at ten measuring points, and measurements of acoustic 
wave propagation 
J.2 Reference m~asurements on a ~WR during power operation, with 
four measuring points at .the reactor cooling system 
J.J Reference measurements on a BWR during power operation, with 
four measuring points at the reactor cooling system 
J.4 Measurements of operating noise on an experimental loop of 
the KWU in Erlangen, with four measuring points, for compari-() 
son with the operating noise measured on nuclear rea~tors, 
to be used as a basis for future investigations 
3.5 Development of an artificial noise source for acoustic wave 
attenuation measurements 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes, 
./. 
5. Progress to Date 
Re 3.1 
Recording of the operating noise on magnetic tape during the first 
and second hot trial runs performed in the Gosgen-Daniken nucle'ar 
power plant, measurement of the r.m.s. values and determination of 
~seful signals from a chance leak at the site of a pressure trans-
ducer. Transmitting of continuous test signals by means of the noise 
source ( Ite·m 3. 5) to simulate a leak, determination of the at ten ... 
uation of the signal along the steam line a~d of the useful ratio of 
signal to operating noise at various sites in the primary circuit. 
Develo~ment of simplified, theoretical concepts for supering back-
ground noise and calculating on the basis of this, the optimum ratio 
of useful signal to background noise for leak surveillance systems. 
-3-
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~urLhrr evaluation of the measured data stored on magnetic tape, 
with regard to frequency spectrum and r.m.s. v~lues. 
He ).J 
InRtnllation of nine sensors at five measuring points in the primary 
MyMtrm of the Isar nuciear power plant. Recording of operating noise 
d11ring operation at 55 to 98 percent capacity and during a shutdown 
phni~~e of the reactor when several operating systems were switched 
on and off in the "cold" state. Measurement of the r.m.s. values 
~nd det~rmination of frequency spectra. 
'., 
G. He!iults 
Hf> J.1 to J.J 
The operntin~ noise of highest intensity is measured on the primary 
loop of _the two pressurized-wa t~r reactors. The "cold" main coolant 
pi JH1 (connection between pump and reactor pre·ssure ves·sel) has the 
I • 
hlgl1e~t nbsolute noise level. The noise levels measured for the 
boiling-water reactor, on the other hand, are more than 20'dB lower. 
On average the frequency spectrum decreases with in'creasin.g 
:frequancy. 
Tl1e oprrntin~ noise measured was compared with the leakage noise 
~eflsured under project RS 193. An estimate.for the most unfavorable 
case shows that local surveillance of the primary systems of nuclear 
renctors for the detection of leaks is possible, and that it should 
n)fto be feasible to detect a minor leak (orifice nozzle with a leak-
n~e rate of about 50 kg/h) in the high-frequency range around 500 ! 
tOO kllz at a distance about. 2.5 m. Because of the lower operating 
noise level o1' BWRs, the range of operation and the possible· 
:frequency range of a leak surveillance system seem wider for this 
type of r<Jnctor. 
A chance leuk at the site of a pressure transducer of the Gosgen 
nuc]ear p~.,wer plant ( in the main coolant pipe; estimated leakage 
l'r"' t.P. 10 to 50 k~/h)was detected due to th'e rise in r.m.s. values at 
I 
n•! i ?. h ~ >" r i n sz; .senRors (by up. to 100 % of the background noise level). 
Jt ~l1ould be noted, however, that in this operating phase the back-
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ground noise level was lower than in the case of normal power 
operation by a factor of J, as only one main coolant pump was 
switched on. 
The result available so far,·according to which the signal/background 
noise ratio of the leakage noise improves with increasing frequency, 
was substantiated by the theoretical considerations: Thus,·for a pipe 
of infinite length, with given sensor distance a, an optimum signal/ 
background noise ratio is obtained if a ~x0/2 (formula for p~o­
pagation of a point source: ANA0 • exp(-x/x0 )). For a finite length 
of pipe (with reflection loss at both ends), where no external noise() 
is received at the ends, the optimum is x0~~and thus given at ~ow 
frequencies, since x 0 JV 1/f (see below). However, in the realistic 
case of a finite length of pipe (length a), where external signals 
are received, the optimum signal/background notse ratio again results 
to have a finite value of x 0 ; • Depending on·whether the noise level 
outside the pipe is higher or lower than inside it, the optimum is 
shifted with respect to the above value a ·.~ x 0/2 o£ th, pipe <;>f 
infinite length towards smaller or larger values o£ x0 • 
Re J.t 
The results obtained for the attenuation of the signal along the 
steam line are in agreement with a theory developed by Dr. Fischer, 
KWU, under project RS 291. According to this theory, the decrease '~ 
\._, .. 
in the r.m.s. value depends on the relation U/x0 (U = circumference). 
With respect to measuring accuracy, the following relation applies: 
x 0 N 1/f (f=center frequency of measuring cascade). Locating o£ the 
noise source is possible through measurement of the relative signal 
level at two measuring points 1 1 and 12 (am~litude in dB units). 
With the exception of a small area around the two measuring points, 
the following equation is applicable: 1 1 - X2 = ~.x (x = distance 
of the leak from measuring point 1). ~is a constant which is 
dependent on U/x0 • 
Re J.J 
In contrast to normal operating conditions, operation of the plant 
in cold state involves high noise levels when various operating 
systems are switched on. The "TO" system, which supplies the 
-s .... 
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1 ,rc~Hurlzed bearing water for the axial-flow pumps, was found to 
hP ~ dnminntin~ noise sour~e. As to measuring aeeura~y, the 
J. .... u, . ...-~~.n~ <Hl\H\tion tttill npplioin X1/X2 ""-' oc...x, with (j • ."Vt/f:, 
7 • N ('X t S t e p s 
He J.t to J.J 
Further evaluation of the .measurem~nts 
H. Helation with other Projects 
. 
Tho research is being conducted in close .cooperation wi~h the 
(.·.linnz-Zentrum fur Technik, Ismaning; with KWU, Erlangen; and 
~ 
with Gcsellschaft fiir.Reaktor.sicherheit, Garching (projects RS 290 
t.o HS 292} •. It is/based on results oC the research-projects RS 19.) • 
. /. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
./. 
/ 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciasslfication Kennzeichen/Project Number 
. , 1 78 - 31. 12. 78 10.4 RS 291 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country . Getauschmessungen an Kernreaktoren im FRG 
Frequenzbereich ea. 1 kHz bis ea. 1 MHz Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMF'l' 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
:i.<RAF'l'WERK UNION AG 
Noise Measurements on Nuclear Power Plants Reaktortechnik 
within a Frequency Range of Approx. 1 kHz 
up to Approx. 1 MHz R 214, Erlangen 
Arbeitsbeg1nn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1 • 8. 77 31. 3. 79 Dr. Fischer 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing 
1. 
2. 
31. 12. 78 . 
General Aim: 
To develop a leakage monitoring system on an acoustic 
basis for pressure boundaries of safety related reactor 
systems. 
Compared with current leakage detection methods, this 
I 
type of monitoring system is expected to achieve quick 
response, enhanced sensitivity'.and a considerably 
improved localization of leakages. 
Particular Objectives 
Subsequent to the development of an acoustic leakage 
0 0 
monitoring system for reactor cooling systems, it is 
the aim of the program to evaluate and analyse the sonic 
emission in the structure of operating reactor and 
test plants within a frequency range of approx. 1 kHz 
up to approx. 1 MHz. By the use of different types 
of transducers, the optimum frequency range for a 
leakage monitoring system, and the most suitable 
transducers ~11 be determined. 
This sound emission, here called "operating noise" depends 
- among other things - on the operating condition 
of a plant, i.e. on the parameter of the cooling 
system medium. Thus typical "operating noise" sound 
patterns will be established for both PWR and BWR plants 
within the above frequency ranges which then will be 
compared with "leakage sounds" observed in test plants 
-2-
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3. 
3. 1 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
4. 
and simulated leakages. 
Furthermore the s~und emission caused by an 
artificial noise source in real structures will be 
investigated. 
Researc~ Program 
Central point of the ~xperimental part of the program 
will be broad-band measurements of operating noises 
during start-up and during power operation. 
The test matrix is as follows: 
Comprehensive measurements of the operating noises 
observed on a PWR during start-up operation (hot 
functional test) using 10 measurement points for 
the reactor cooling system and sound propagation and 
attenuation measurements. 
Reference measurements on a PWR during power operation 
using 4 measurements points in the reactor cooling 
system. 
Reference measurements performed in· a BWR during 
power·operation using 4 measurement points in the 
reactor cooling system. 
Measurements of the operating noises observed in a . 
test plant as compared to those obtained from 
reactors giving a basis for further investigations 
with 4 measurement points. 
Development of an artificial noise source for 
attenuation measurements. 
Experimental Facilities 
Plant measurements performed both during commissioning 
phase and in operation as well as preparation for such 
measurements including necessary installation an.::. 
asse~blies, access to hard- and software require~ as 
"'1'3-
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5. 
Zu 3.1 
well as close co-operation with commissioning and/or 
operating personnel. 
Progress to Date 
In January measu!ernents were made during the first 
hot test operation in NPP Gosgen oaniken. 
The 10 measurement locations were: 
- RPV head 
- main coolant loop (hot) 
- main coolant loop (cold) 
- S.G. primar·y side 
- S.G. secondary side 
- feed water line 
- main steam line 
- volume control line 
- pressurizer 
l)m· i. \hJ t h0 S0\.'C'\fH\ hot functiottal test the operating 
1'1.u.tses we1:~ 1\~eas\.\t·eJ at the abo\Te te~'l. lo~ath)'l\$ f\)r 
various operating conditions. 
Operating conditions were: p = 150 bar, T = 290 °c 
- all main coolant pumps running . 
- all main coolant pumps off 
- only main coolant pump 2 operating 
- pump switchings 
In addition, broad-band, continuous noise was locally ex-
cited by an artifical noise source at various points 
on a main coolant line and recorded above the 
operating background noise. 
Changes in the operating noises during shutdown of 
· the reactor cooling system to· the cold, p'ressureless 
condition at the end of the 2nd hot functional test 
were determined through analog recordings of the 
RMS-value as observed at selected measuring points. 
Systematic attenuation measurements on a main steam 
line were performedin.the cold pressureless condi-
-4-
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To 3.2 
To 3.3 
tion. The main steam line was instrumented with 
sensors at the S.G. outlet nozzle as well as approx •. 
20 m distant from the outlet. Between the two·sensor 
positions, continuous noise was locally excited by 
the Battelle noise source placed at 17 different 
locations with two values of distance between the 
orifice and the surface, and this noise was then. 
measured by the two sensors. 
Also, in the cold conditions, the artificial noise 
source was used for different measure~ents on the 
main coolant line and the background signal of all 
measurement channels recorded. 
Evaluation of the Nov. 77 measurement data was 
continued. 
Measurement of the BWR KKI during nuclear test operation 
was prepared for. The sensor-locations were polished, 
I 
sensor mountings and sensors were assembled, measure• 
ment cables were laid; an instrument cabinet was 
installed outside the reactor building, equipped 
and the measurement chains were checked. 5 measuring 
points for 4 sensors each were installed in the following 
locations on the reactor coolant ci~cuit: 
1 m. p. on a main steam line in the vicinity of uhe 
RPV outlet nozzle; 
1 m. p. on the same line in the vicinity of the pipe 
penetration outside the pressure reduction system 
(DAS) ; 
1 m. p. on a feed water line in the vicinity of the 
RPV inlet nozzle; 
1 m. p. on the same feed water line in the vicinity 
of the pipe penetration outside the DAS; 
1 m. p. in the nozzle area of the RPV bottom. 
In the cold condition during different operating 
modes the following measurements were performed: 
background noise, noise caused by large purge loop, 
by make-up water supply by seal water supply and by 
axial pumps together with these auxiliary systems. 
-~-
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6. 
To 3.1 
To 3.2 
To 3.3 
During the conduct of the power tests operating noise 
was measured at different power levels and at 
corresponding operating conditions: 
55 %, 70 %, 75 %, 85 %, 96 %, 98 %, 100 % 
(thermal power) • 
Resul:ts 
In the above mentioned operating conditions, RMS 
values were measured in different frequency bands. 
Spectra were prepared by means of analog tape 
recordings.' 
The RMS values of the primary system during 2nd hot 
functional tests were higher than those obtained during 
the first hot functional test .(in the 2nd hot 
functional test the core has been loaded) • 
The attenuation measurements were evaluated for 
I 
frequency ranges between 40 - 70 MHz and 70 - 100 kHz. 
Path attenuation is low, however it increases 
with increasing frequency. 
The representative recordings obtained during shut-
down indicate that the primary system noise initially 
increases with decreasing pressure and decreasing 
temperature, and then increases to more than 20 dB. 
The periodically increased noise observed on the two 
main coolant lines in Biblis-A was further 
investigated. 
The reason seems to be a pump-induced vibration of 
the main coolant lines. 
. ' 
The RMS values in various frequency ranges were 
I 
measured in the above mentioned operating conditions. 
At full power theRMS values at a single location. 
decrease in the following order: 
main steam line near the RPV and near the pipe 
penetration 
- feed water line near the RPV - RPV bottom - feed 
water line near the pipe penetration 
(RMS values measured by 10kHz high-pass filter). 
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7. 
8. 
9. 
1 o. 
Next Steps 
Evaluation of current measurement data is supposeq 
to be completed by.end of 1978. 
Operating noises will be investigated with regard 
to their intensity_ and spectral composition. 
The data obtained will be compared with these 
noises ob'tained from actual or simulated leaks. 
With these results as basis the question of the 
basic feasibility of an acoustic leakage monitoring 
system will be resolved. 
Final conclusions pertaining to the optimum frequency 
range will be drawn from the dependence of the 
frequency on operating and leakage noises as well 
as from path attenuation. 
Relation with Other Projects 
I ' 
The RS 291 program will be performed in conjunct1on 
with the RS 289 program (Batteli~-Inst. Frankfur~), 
RS 290 (AZT, Garching) anq RS 29~ (GRS, Garching). 
References 
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Benchtszeitraum/Ponod Klasslflkation/Ciasslfication Kennzelchen/Project Number 
1.1. 
-
31.12.1978 10.4 RS 292 
Vorhaben/Project T1tle Land/Country 
Gerauschmessungen an Kernreaktoren im Fre- FRG 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor quenzbereich von ea. 1 kHz bis ea. 1 MHZ BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Gesellschaft fur 
Noise Measurements in Nuclear Reactors within Reaktorsicherheit 
the Frequency Range from ea. 1 kHz to ea. (GRS) rnbH .· 
1 MHz 
' 
Arboltsbcglnn/lnlliated Arbeitsende/.Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.8.1977 31.3.1979 Dr. D. Wach 
St.1nd dor Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing 31.12.1978 . 
1 • General Aim 
Fundamental investigations to develop a new .leakage detection 
system for pressurized components of nuclear power plants 
based on acoustic information. The advantages compared with 
commonly used systems .should be: higher sensitivity, prompt 
alarms and improved localizability of the leak. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Analysis of operational background noise in the primary 
systems of light water reactors measured with different 
sensors within the projects RS 289, 290 and 291 in order to 
answer the questions for optimal frequency ranges, qualifi-
cation of sensors and transferability of measurement results 
from a test loop to real reactor conditions. The influence 
of the structure to the sound propagation should be investi-
gated by.use of correlation techniques (2.1). Further on the 
available signals measured by the different partners should 
be evaluated by a standardized analysis system for comparative 
reviewing purposes (2.2). In this context special importance 
has to be laid on the tests where an artificial noise source 
is used. By comparison of the analysis results with and 
without the artificial noise source the form-filter influence 
of the reactor structures, the real sound propagation 
mechanisms and the transferability of corresponding test 
loop results should be investigated (2.1). 
3~·--____ R_e_s~e __ arch Program 
3.1 Cooperation within the working committee of the research 
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programs RS 289 to RS 292 with respect to measurement 
planning and performing as well as with respect to the 
discussions of the analysis results. 
3.2 Copying, digitalization and signal analysis of the different 
detectors at defined ~est phases using analyzers and com-
puter programs of the stochastic signal analysis. Preparing 
of the results for comparative reviewing. 
3.3 Evaluation of defined measurements with correlation method$ 
in order to investigate the signal source structures, 
coherences of distance-depending sound intensities, and 
4. 
5. 
Ad 3.1 
J\d 3.2 
Ad 3.3 
the reacto~-specific structures effects on the sound pro-
pagation and the filtering influence t6 the operational 
background noise. 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The digital programs OIGI, DIGCHN, TUMX92, TUMX68 are used 
i 
as well as storage- and special analyzer systems. 
Progress to Date 
At the nuclear power plant Gosgen measurements of the ope-
rational back~round noise were performed in cooperation 
with the other groups during the hot fun~tional tests at 
10 representative primary system sections. In addit;on 
artificial noise sources (blowing, brushing, etc.) were 
used to measure the sound propagation in real reactor 
structures with and \'Tith.out background noise. Corresponding 
measurements at already operating light water reactors 
were performed at representative positions in the PWR 
Biblis A and the BWR Isar I. 
The signals of the different detectors u;:;ed in the re-
search programs RS 289 to RS 291 were copied on magnetic 
tapes, digitalized and evaluated by computer codes and 
stochastic analysis systems. Using one and the same analy-
sis system the conditions were provided for objective 
comparative reviewing of the different detector results, 
The signals of.detectors of the same type wete investigated 
by use of correlation techniques. Auto- and cross-correla-
1.1. - 31.12.1978 RS 292 
6. 
Ad 2. 1 
Ad 2.2 
tral densities and coherence functions. This was done when 
applying different types of artificial sound sources 
with and without background noise. 
Results 
The correlation· r~sults .with leakage-generated sound at 
a test loop showed·that in the signals of low-freq':lency 
detectors the structure ·transfer plays a decisive role 
as a forming filter to the noise and sound signals (and 
this means that important consequences have to be derived 
for the usefulness of any simplified propagation laws) • 
Therefor special interest was directed to coherence evalu-
tions of measurements with artificial leakage sound. The 
results of the digital analysis showed that in the lower 
frequency range ( ( SO kHz) resonance structures in the 
coherence functions can be found. Since these are at the 
detector eigenfrequencies they cannot be used for sound 
propagation determinations e.g. de.rived from phase rela-
tions. In the higher frequency range no correlations 
were found in signals of relatively closely positioned 
detectors and measurements without coolant flow, i.e. wi~n­
out background noise. Proposed that the copies of the 
magnetic tapes have no effects influencing the results 
especially in the higher frequency range in a negative 
manner, this means that non-linear effects (like highly 
dispersion-infected sound propagation, mode alteration, 
multiple-path problems) have to be considered. These are 
important results with respect to model conceptions for 
sound source structures and propagation mechanisms. 
The comparative analysis of different detectors are not 
yet completed, so that no final statement can be given. 
HO\'lever, it should be mentioned that the spectral investi-
gation of the measurements with and \'li thout artificial 
(point) noise sources applied at the hot loop of the main 
coolant pipe showed the most distinctive measuring effect 
in the broad-banded high-frequency probes. 
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7. 
8. 
The still missing analyses of coherence of the low-
frequency sensor signals'and the evaluat~ons for the 
comparative reviewing will be performed. The results will 
be documented. In coope~ation with the other ~artners the 
final report about operational background noise will be 
written. 
Relation with other Pr·ojects 
The project corresponds directly with the projects RS 289 
(Battelle), RS 290 (AZT) and RS 291 (KWU). It is also based 
upon the results of the already finished projects RS 97 A 
and RS 193. 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification KennzeichenfProject Number 
'1 • 1 " ' - 31.12,1978 10 4 RS 297 
Vorh.aben/Project Title Land/Country 
Schallsignale in Kreiselpumpen FRG 
bei 2-Phasenstromung · Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BNFT Sound Signals from Centrifugal Pumps Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
working 1n different Flow-Regimes Technische Universitat 
Berlin, Institut fur 
Kerntechnik 
Arbeltsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. 1 1. 197 7 31.10.1980 Prof.Dr.-InQ.U.Wesser 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mlttei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 , 
1 . General Aim 
The purpose of this project is the development and test of a flow-
regime detection method for centrifugal pumps. To this end, sound 
signals in the andible and ultrasonic range are to be employed. The 
method is also to be used as an evaluation aid for the project RS 
109 Blow-Down experiments. 
2. Particular Objectives 
In phase A of the project, preliminary experiments are to be 
·carried out at the IKT (Insti~ute for Nuclear Engineering, Berlin). 
It is thus to be determined whether the sound spectra of centrifugal 
pumps exhibit c~aracteristics which are. depen~ent on the flow regime 
concerned, and further whether the necessary measurement time is 
appropiate for Blow-Down conditions. The successful conclusion of 
these exneriments is necessary for participation in the LOBI pump 
experiments.at WCL-Hamilton-<:anada (Phase B). In these experiments 
recordin~s will be made to enable evaluation of the later Blow-
" . 
Down tests. The sound behaviour is to be described in such a way 
that a particular sound signal may be attributed to a corresponding 
' flow regime. This prozedure will then be applied to recordings 
obtained from pumps in the Blow-Down rig of project RS 109. In phase 
C of ~he project, recordings made in Bl~w-Down experiments in Ispra 
will be evaluated oy methods developed in phase B. 
3. Research· Prog_rall! 
There are three main research ·activities 
3J1 Preliminary investigations with pump test facilities at I~T 
3.2 Data collection during LOBI pump tests at WCL-Hamilton-Canada~ 
-2-
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and mathematical description of the results. 
3.3 Participation in th~ Blow-Down experiments in Ispra (RS 109) 
and analysis of the colle~ted data~ 
4. Research Facilities 
The Blow-Down facility of project RS 109 at IKT was used after 
modification by the inclusion-of a centrifugal pump. 
5. Progress to date 
T 
Phase A of the project has been completed. 5 • 1 
5. 2 Data collection during the LOBI pump tests at WCL-Hamilton. 
Participation in Group I and Group II measurements. Suitable 
software is being developed. 
6. Results 
Detectors and measurement facilities suitable for the prel'iminary 
experiments at WCL were selected. In the s~l~ctionr consideration 
'vas given to the expected operation conditions of the WCL facilities. 
After prepatatory talks in Canada~ the measurement system was set up 
and tested in July 1977. In the following Group I LOBI pump tests, 
thermohydraulic data was recorded parallel with sound data collec~ 
tion. In total 1 about 300 test points were taken for each of the 
five detectors. The sound data was obtained under operating con-
ditions which approached stationarilyr and was stored on magnetic 
tape. Initial evaluation shows that differing flow regimes in the 
pump lead to differing signal structures. The measurements were 
continued in the Group II pump tests in October/November 1977 and 
completed oh the Nov. 18~ 1978. AfteT the ~eturn tran~port of the 
measurement facilities from Canada, a systematic analysis of the 
results was commenced. Software was developed and tested by way of 
preparation of a mathematical descriptioi of the sound b~haviour 
of the pump. 
-3-
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7. -Next Stens 
Evaluation of data fr9m the LOBI pump tests (Group I ~nd II) will 
be carried out uwing previo~sly developed computer programs. The 
software itself will be constantly revised and improved. Signal 
properties will be sought which characterise in a distinct fashion 
the sound behaviour of the pump under differing 2 phase flow-
. 
regimes. According to the project scheme, preparations· will be 
. 
made for Blow-Down experiments in Ispra. 
8 . 
1) 
2) 
3) 
Relationsto other projects 
Partial use of project RS 135 facilities. 
Cooperation with project RS 284 "cavitation signals" 
Planned inclusion of the measurement prozedure within 
the project RS 109 at the Blow~Down rig of EURATOM-Ispra 
and at the test rig of WCL-Canada 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Re2orts 
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Vorhabon/Prowct T 111<1 Land/Country 
Statistical Analysis of Cavitation Sound FRG 
from Emergency Cooling Pumps. Fordcrnde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftrngnohmor/Contractor 
Technische Universittit 
Statistische Analyse von kavitat1onsspezi- Berlin, Institut fUr· 
fischcn Schallsignalen a us NotkUhlpumpen. Kerntechnik 
., 
. 
.. 
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:.;t..,ncJ clnr Arhwt~>niStlltus . Bonchtsdatum/Last Updatmg Bewilligte Mlttei/Funds 
continuing Dec. 31 ~ 
. 
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1 General Aim 
(. The purpose of the project is to determine the variation of 
statistical signal quantities with the. onset and development of 
cavitation in emergency cooling pumps. The method is to be suit-
able for application under the conditions o£ a nuclear reactor, 
,. 
\ 
and at high unwanted noise levels. 
2 Particular Objectives_ 
Theoretically, the connection between thermofluiddynarnic occurences 
in cavitation zones and the resultant sound generation will be in-
vestigated. Soundtransduce-lready used in cavitation tests will be' 
optimiscd witl1 regard to the different measurement applications of 
the research projec~. Software for statistical analysis of signals 
will he adjusted to the characteristic features of cavitation 
signals, and extended. The experirne~1tal work aims are to find • 
mcnsuring devices suitable for detec~ion of cavi~ation sig'nals from 
emergency cooling pumps. Data from cavitation ,tests on an experi-
mental pump yjelds charact~ristic signal quantities. To test and 
develop the methods of signal detection (~nd subsequent evaluation), 
experiments with original· sized emergency cooling pumps ·are pro-
jected. 
3. Research Program 
There arc five main research activities 
3.1 "tcasuremcnt of cavitation sound signals from original-sized 
pumps (.in particular emergency cooling pumps) 
3.2 ~casuremcnt of cavitation sound signals using laboratory 
tc·st facilities 
-:-
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3.3 Further development of sound detector systems 
3.4 Further development of signal evaluation methods 
3~5 Theoretical treatment of cavitation sound phenomena 
4. Experimental Facil:f..ti~s3 Comeuter· Codes 
Experiments are ~arried out using experimental facilities at IKT 
(Institute for Nuclear Enginee;ring ,. Berlin) and also fac:!li ties 
provided by industry. In the latter case the tests co·ncern large 
pumps and or~ginal sized emergency cooling pumps. 
5 . 
5. 1 
Progress to Date 
Measurement of cavitation sound signals from larg~ pumps 
Measurements on 'original sized reactor pumps under simul~ted 
emergency conditions. 
5,2 . ~easurement of cavitation sound signals using laboratory 
facilities; measurements on a radial pump 1 on a•flow grating 
. I 
0 
and on special experimental cavit~tion facilities in industry. 
5 .. 3 Further develo!>ment of the detector systems 
Design, building and tests of detector systems with integ~al 
amplifiers and filters. 
5.4 Further development of the evaluation methods 
Development and tests of software 
5.5 Theoretical treatment of cayitations and phenom~na. 
Development and tests of software 
Comparison of theoretical and experimental values to check 
ev.al uat ion method. 
f.. Results 
The first evaluation of cav~tat~on sound ~ignal~ collected from • 
reactor emergency cooling pump under simulated emergency conditions 
showed a signal structure dependant ?n the operating conditions and 
the degree of contamination of the flow medium. In addition, in the 
~ase of cavitation tests on industrial test rigs~ it was shown that 
the onset and development of visually recognizable cavitation 
phenomena resulted in characteristic signal forms. In order to 
handle the large·amount· of data~ it was considered wise to first 
develop appropiate software. A more tnro~gh evaluation of the data 
is thus still outstanding. The new computer ~ased evaluation method 
-:$ ... 
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I 
works \vithout external data store, The program calculates and 
Jisplays the amplitude ui,strib:ution ami the statistical quantities' 
for dcscrintion of the distribution curves. The new evaluation 
1nethod can h6 ~ut into action in the first quarter of 1979, after 
further test runs. 
liigh sensitivity detectors were used for the data collection, 
dcsi~ned specially for ultrasonic cavitation signals. The d~tectors 
performed satisfactory in test~ on an original reactor pump. 
Further development of detectors led to systems with integral 
.-··. urnpl ification and filtering. These were tested successfully on the 
t 
~ lKT rig in cavitation measurements~ 
Th-:.~ evaluation method applied to the above invcstigat~ons was 
supporteJ by theoretical considerations. \Vith the aid of a mathe-
matical model theoretical values were calculatea which were com-
pared with ex~erimentally determihed values. The results of the 
calculations confirmed the dependance of this quantity on the 
cavitation condition concerned. 
7. Next Stens 
The Jata from previous cavitation test runs on test pumps, on a 
floH gratinr nnd on an original reactor pump under simulated 
accident conditions arc stored on magnetic tape. By use of 
u,,,ropiate software statistical signal quantities will be calculated 
for aa te~t runs. Characteristic statistical quantities, cavitation 
count:; and the development of cavitation phenomena during the test 
will he compared. Tl1e evaluation should show in what way ihe 
detected cavitation sound signals are influenced by flow geometry 
and flow medium quality. With this information projected cavitation 
investigations will be prepared in ac~ordance with the future course 
of the project. 
H. Rel_~_t_i_<2._n_~ __ ;o Other. t:r_ojects 
1) Cooperation with project R3 259 "NaK-Testloop" 
2) Cooperation w1tn. project RS 297 "Sound Signals from 
Centrifugal Pumps working in different flow Regimes" 
' 
'' \ 
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Serlchtaztltraum/Ptrlod 
.78- 31.12.7 
Vorhaben/Project Title 
Untersuchungen des Kavitationsverhaltens 
von Nachktihlpumpen von Leichtwasserreaktoren 
·fUr die langfristige Nachwl:inneabfuhr unter 
nor.malen und extremen Betriebsbedingungen. 
Investigations on the cavitation behavior of 
LWR Residual Heat Removal Pumps for the 
Long-Term After-Heat Discharge under normal 
and xt 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status 
Continuing 
~ ~1~·------G~e_n~e_r~a~l~a~i~m 
Berichtsdatum/Last Updating 
December 1,978 
KtnnztiOI'Itn/Projtct NumDtr 
Land/Country 
FRG. 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
GKSS-Geesthacht 
lnstitut fur Anlagentechnik 
Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Bewilligte .Mittei/Funds 
~ It is a ~upposition for the long-term after heat discharge out 
of the safety-tank of a LWR to have knowledge of the behavior 
of the residual heat removal pumps under normal and extreme 
operation conditions. It is the general aim of our researches, 
to car:cy out hydrodynamical tests on the pumps, which are installed 
2. 
I 
to today respectively in future and to evaluate the technological 
limits under working conditions and tp reduce ·conservative 
aspects. 
Particular objectives 
The maximum pump-flow with cavitation is.given by the point of 
intersection of the characteristics of NPSH available and NPSH 
required. It is the aim of this research programm to find out 
the influence of temperature, pressure quality of water and the 
inlet conditions on both mentioned characteristics. Further.more 
we have to test the influence of the pump load under cavita-
tions condition. 
3. Research program 
3.1 Investigation of the total head of the pump as a function of 
the NPSH-value until full developed cavitation {total head 
against zero). Parameters are load, temperature and gas content. 
3.2 Determination of the under 3.1 mentioned NPSH-characteristics 
as a function of the impurity of water. 
-2-
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3.3 Determ~nation of dynamical NPSH-values. 
In the first place i.t has to be determined in what manner 
momentary changes of working conditions can p~t a pump into 
cavitat~on or can put it out off cavitation. Parameters are 
mentioned under 3.1 and 3.2. 
3.4 Determination of the mode of oscillation·as a function of 
cavitation conditions for the determination of additional 
stress conditioned by cavitation. (Impeller, bearing, ect.). 
4. Experimental Facilities 
For solving the above mentioned problems we use the pump test 
rig of the GKSS. 
The rig can be operated at pressures up to 110 bar and 
temperatures up to 593 K. Due to the application of corro-
sion resis~ing steel (partly as plating) the use of fully 
desalinated water is possible. The installed flow meters can 
record flow quanti ties up to 6000 m3 /h ~· The tightness demanded 
for cavitation measurements has been achieved by caretul exe-
cution of flange connections. The proved integral tightness 
amounts to 10-2 Torr liter/sec. 
The essential component of the loop is a main circuit, 
consisting of a pressure tank with connected pipe loop. The 
pump for testing is mounted in the range of the NW 500 - loop, 
and6.~charges the medium through the main loop. Inserted fla~ 
controls the volume flow. 
An auxiliary loop serves as purification circuit (when testing 
contaminated pumps) and partly as cooling system for the pump 
to be tested. Over a level control system water is led into 
the storage tank, which apart from storing serves for deaera-
ting the water. The water level may be raised in any stage of 
service by means of a dosating pump. Furthermore it is possib~e 
to insert an additional pump into the circuit in order to 
amplify the investigationsbE¥ond the first quadrant. 
The main dates of our test rig are: 
System-pressure 
Temperature 
Flow-rate 
110 bar 
max 320 °c 
160- 6000 m3/h 
.......... 
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5. 
Power 
Inner diameter o~ 
the vessel 
Main pipe 
Material 
Thightness 
2400 kW 
1200 mm 
soo I 300 mm 
plated steel I 
corrosion - resistant steel 
10-2 Torr liter/sec 
For connection the pump to our test bed some adjustme~t work 
is to be done. 
Progress to date 
For definition of the specified research programm the dis-
cussion of a conception paper L-1_7 began. 
6. Results 
7. Next steps 
8. 
Definition and discription of the specified research prog.ram. 
Projecting the adjustment work. 
Relation with other projects 
RS 297 Sound Signals from Centrifugal Pump ~orking in 
different flow regimes. 
RS 284 Statistical analysis of cavitation sound from emer-
gency cooling pumps. 
9. References 
L-1_7 Investigations on LWR Residual Heat Removal Pumps. 
GKSS-Working paper 7Z iO AT B 15 
L-2_7 R. Doose, A. Ka~saounis, A. Saribaf, P. Wietstock. 
The pumpe test bed. 
GKSS-paper 73/I/16 
10. Degree of Availability of the report 
by GKSS. 

. ' CLASSIFICATION: 
10.4 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Clllli!i<ll'\.:11!11'111,(> villT'ar.:i.onnJ c dell a colonna di corn- Italy 
~ustibile Cirene - Fretting corrosion SPONSOR: 
.. 
CNErJ 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Dynamics of fuel strings in axial flow - Fretting CNEN 
corrosion (HWR - C:llandria tubes) PROJECT LEADER: 
G. Lelli 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1974 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress July 1979 
1. Gener9,1 aim 
Optimization of fuel bundles for HWRs in order to minimize fretting 
corrosion damages. 
2. Particular objectives 
Reduction of the vibrational amplitude of fuel strings under coolant 
flow. 
3. Ex-perimental facilities ·and progrA.mme 
The experimental facilities consist of a full scale adiabatic loop. 
The experimental programme consists in the analysis of ~he vibrational 
behaviour of fuel striHgs and of the fretting corrosion ,marks both on 
the bundles and. on- .the pressure tubes. 
4. Project status 
The dynamic behaviour of the fuel string has been analysed under 
various chermodynamic conditions (Specific flow 200 ~ 260 g/cm2s; 
steam quality 9 ~ 21%; pressure 50kg/cm2)~h~constraint~~conditio~_has 
been varied as it has an influence on the dynamic.behaviour. 
5. Next steps 
Other tests under different hydraulic and load conditions will be 
carried out in order to quantify the vibrational behaviour. Endurance 
tests will be carried out on a non instrumented test section. 
45.897 
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TITLE (l .. :;NGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Dynamics of fuel strings in axial flow 
- Fretting corrosion (HWR - Calandria 
tubes) 
6. Relation to other projects and codes 
FULFLO 
7. Reference documents . 
CLASSIFICATION : 
10.4 
- V.A. Mason, M.J. Pettigrew, G. Lelli, L. Kates, E. Reimer, 
11 Dynamics of nuclear. fuel. assemblies in vertical flow channels; 
computer modelling and associated studies'', Keswick Conference 
11 Vibration in Nuclear Plant", May 1978, ·Paper 1.4. 
- G. Pass a, P. degli Espinosa, ·a. Lelli, G. Vanoli, "Fuel string 
dynamics and pressure tube fretting-corrosion in the Cirene 
power channel"; Keswick Conf. "Vibration in Nuclear Plant", 
May 1978, Paper 1.5. 
. . 
- V. Kuzelka, "Response of cohesive fuel bundles to random ex~ 
citing forces due. to a· fluid flow-Part·l: mathematical model", 
TERM-RAP(77)6. 
Other claEsified technical docume~ts have been edited. 
8. Degree of availability · 
To a limited extent. 
/ 
Contact person: G. Lelli, TER~-RAP, CNEN - CS~ Casaccia, CP 2400, 
I-00100 Roma. 
CLASSIFICAT:;:ON: 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): STATIC AND DYNAMIC COUNTRY: 
ITALY 
TESTS ON 11 P40·D4 11 . PROTOTYPE GRID FOR STEAM 
GENERATOR SPONSOR: Breda 
Termomeccanica (MI) 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): STATIC AND DYNAMIC ORGANISATION: ISMES S.p.A. -Bergamo 
TESTS ON "P40-D4 11 PROTOTY~E GRID FOR STEAM Dvnamic Deoartment 
GENERATOR PROJECT LEADER:: 
Dr~ Al~o Castold; 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
January 1978 April 1979 . . 
STATUS: .. LAS'l' UPDATING: Dr. Carlo Colombo 
COMPLETED. June 1979. 
1. GENERAL AIM 
The tests on the grid for a steam generator were performed to in-, 
vestig~te its dynamic response and its mechanicaf resistance. 
'I 2. EXPE:i.IMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAMME 
-· 
. . 
· The tests performed were. the following: 
static tests on two straight. sections of the outer ring; 
.. I 
dynaml.c .~ests with loads perpendicular to plane on the grid; 
. . . 
dynamic ~ests with loads acting on plan~ on -the grid; 
static tests with loads perpendicular to plane on the grid; 
static tests with loads acting on plane on the grid. 
3. . ESSENTIAL RESULTS 
. . . 
The analysis of the results obtain~d dur1ng the dynamic tests shows 
that the grid behav.es with good approximation as a h~mogeneous system. 
4. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
'static and· dynamic tests on 11P40-D4" prototype grid for steam 
generator. File No. 1431. 
.• 
ISMES, V.le Giulio Cesare 29, I-24100 Berga~o. 
. ' 
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!~,V, KE~li\ 
Til LE: 
:\uis<:m:1lyse van de reactor en het 
primaire circuit 
Tl7i..c (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Reactor and primary circuit noise analysis 
INITIATED : LASTUPDATING : J978 
STATUS COMPLETED 
G~neral aim 
On load surveillance of vital .systems. 
Particular objectives 
Dynamic behaviour of a·BWR. 
Experimental facilities 
Dodewaard nuclear power plant, 
Project status 
Still in progress. 
Next steps 
Not applicable. 
R~lation to other projects. 
: J977 
CI.ASSIPICATION I 10.4' 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: 
KEMA 
ORGANIZATION: 
:KEMA 
·PROJECTLEADER: 
SCIENTISTS: 
J. Hoekstra 
J. v.d. Veer 
E. Turkcan 
Same investigation at Borssele nuclear pow~r plant by E. Turkcan. 
Reference documents 
None. 
Degree of availability 
Through the organizations KEMA and ECN. 
AS THIS PROJECT IS TER}!INATED, NO FORMAT WILL BE 
ISSUED IN THE NEXT NUCLEAR SAFETY RESEARCH INDEX 
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·'-···------
Title 1 ZIRCALOY CORROSION STUDIES U.K. 
Co'E.G.B 
Tit1~ 2 Organ i~..:~ io~ BERKELEY 
· NUCLEAR LABORATORIES 
Completed 1979 -rrojjCt}~e~~c·iR _________ _ 
I Dr.C.J. Wood -- -···----·--:<;-~-~== ··---~-~P le ~-e ____ L_a_s_t_u_r_d_n_t -~l __ :.~ _____ n_r_._T_~_s_w_an ________ _ 
1. General AitT\ 
To determine the factors which influence the incidence of nodular 
oxidation of fuel and pressure tubes in boiling water reactors. 
2. Particular ObjEctive 
3. 
To de~ermine the combined influence of damaging radiation and galvanic 
couples on rate of zircaloy oxidation (in association with AERE, Harwell). 
To investigate the nature of the kinetic transition during oxidation. 
Experimental Facilities and Programme 
Studies have been carried out using damaging radiation from the Harwell 
Variable Energy Cyclotron. These investigated the effects of galvanic 
coupling and of the dissolved gas content in high temperature water. 
4. Project Status 
--·-----
The project is complete and has been reported. No further work is 
planned. 
Measurements during irradiation coupled with post-irradiation examination 
showed that the VEC experiment:& had successfully simulated a reactor 
environment, with greater oxidation enhancement in oxygenated than in 
hydrogenated water. This was attributed to an increase in the ionic 
conductivity of the oxide film. Galvanic coupling to stainless steel 
increased the rate further but did not·initiate nodular oxidation 
possibly because the VEC runs were shorter than the necessary incubation 
period. 
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Title 1 
Fuel Element Behaviour under 
I rrad ia t ion 
Title 2 
Initiated : 1972 Completed : -
Status : in progress Last updating : May 19.79 
1. General Aim 
Classification 11.1 
Country : Belgium 
Sponsor : 
BELGONUCLEAIRE 
Organisation : 
BELGONUCLEAIRE - CEN/SCK 
Project leader : 
Mr. H. Bairiot 
Assessment of fuel element behaviour under irradiation (including mixed oxide). 
2. Particular Objectives 
(a) Fuel densification study and evaluation of the qualitative and quantitative 
effects (e.g. neutronic point-of-view~ physical mechanisms, attempt to dedu-
ce empirical correlations for predetermination calculations) ; 
(b) Fuel behaviour under accidental conditions ; 
(c) Power ramp capabilities ; 
(d) Surveillance of statistical beqaviour of Pu fuel in BWR and PWR power plants 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
-In-pile (BR-2 reactor) and out-of-pile tests for·fuels and fuel elements. 
Neutron radiography. Post-irradiation examination. Pool side inspection. 
- VENUS critical facility for study of local power peaking effects with 
simulated axial gaps. 
-Fuel assemblies irradiated in BR-3~ SENA~ DODEWAARD1 GARIGLIANO, etc ••• 
4. Project Status 
Progress to date : VENUS tests, irradiations in BR-2, BR-3 and SENA. Routine 
operation of codes COMETHE (steady state) for fuel behaviour, 
SPARTAN and THEATRE 3 for transient evaluation of fissile 
material inhomogeneity. 
Essential results 
5. Next steps 
: Power peaking effects, fuel-clad interaction, fission 
products. 
COMETHE was selected as "the best code" in a comparative 
evaluation performed by EPRI (March 1977), and used by about 
forty organizations (Utilities, Governmental, Manufacturers, 
etc.) 
- COMETHE transient under development. . 
- Experimental data base continuously expanded. 
6. Relation with other Projects 
Some actions in the frame of the "Pu recycle programme" sponsored by the ECC. 
1. Reference Documents 
8. Degree of Availability : proprietary 
- Disclosure on a bilateral basis to be agreed. 
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Water Reactor Index 
CLASSIFICATION: 
11 .1. 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Fu(:ll Rod Behaviour under Operating Transients BELGIUM 
SPONSOR: 
. 
CEN/SCK 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
CEN/SCK 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Mr. HEBEL, w. 
INITIATED:· COMPLETED: - - . - ·SCIENTISTS: 
1978 
MM. DIRVEN, P. 
')TATUS: LAST UPDATING: DETAVERNIER, w. 
l Starting May 1979 
1. General Aim 
Providing a versatile and compact inpila test rig for running dynamic transi~nts of 
fuel rod power, of coolant f.low and of cooler capac'ity. 
Testing of fresh as well as of pre-irrapiated LWR single fuel rods or small rod 
assemblies. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Verifying fuel rod operation limits and failure behaviour. 
3. Experimental Facilities 
Compact high pressure irradiation test. rig with built-in forced cooling water circu-
lation and control of flow-rate and o·f cooler capacity ( "PCM" loop). 
~ Reloadable test rig for BR2 reactor. 
4. Project Status 
Conceptual design of test rig terminated, work for construction in progress. 
5. Next Steps 
6. Relation with other Projects 
Project proposal (called WRS) to test clusters of 45 PWR fuel rods in· BR2 at LOCA 
and/or ATWS incidents. 
Irradiation testing in BR2 reactor of LMFBR fuel rod behaviour under transient operating 
conditions (project "VIC") and with local blockage of sodium coolant flow (project 
"MOL 7 C"). 
7. Reference Documents 
W. HEBEL (editor) : BR2 Reactor Review Meeting 
MO~. June 1, 1978. 
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. I. - JI.J~l.J<i78 11. I 06 01 .06 (PN~ "',~ ,, 
VorhatJen/Prorcct T1tlo Land/Country 
U1,1t£•rsuchungcn zum Einfluss des Oxidbrennstoffes und FRG 
Fordcrnde Institution/Sponsor von Spaltprodukten auf die mechanise hen Eigenschaften BMFT 
von Zry-llii 11 rohren bci StHrfalltransienten 
Aurtragnehmer/Contractor 
Kernforschungszentrum 
lnvr•HI i }~11 t inns on thL' Tnfl u(•nce o( Oxide Fuel and Fis- Karlsruhe 
BIOII l'rodur·ts on the Mechanical. Properties of Zry- ., 
c I .ul d i n ;-, T 11 iJ l' s under Transient Conditions Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
1Mi I 
ArtJ(••I·,t,r>~•nn/ln•t•atc:d Arbeit~ende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1474 1980/81 Dr p Hofrn.qnn 
--Stand dur /Hboaten/Status . Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuin<J December 1978 . 
-
I. C('n(·rod Aim 
,~· . .,
•~. EvaJ,,,,tion of th(• extent of the inner Zry-4 cladding tube corrosion. Influence 
of the• dwmicnl interactions between oxide fuel, fission products and the Zry 
cl.adding material on the mechanical properties of Zry-cladding tubes under 
inert ~ns and oxidizing conditions at high temperatures. 
2. 
.. ' 
I 
' __ .,· 
Particular Objectives 
- Investigation of the influence exerted by the o~ygen potential of the uo2 
on the deformation and rupture behavior of Zry-4 tubing under transient 
conditions and in hypothetical loss-of-coolant accidents. 
- Stress corrosion cracking behavior of Zry cladding tubes with respect to 
volatile fission products and fission product compou~ds. 
- uo2 /Zry react ion ex!'-~~j..ments under ~,ower· Cdoling ~ismatch (PCM) conditions; 
dct-ennination···of the reaction kinetics between uo2 and Zry. 
3. l<L'se:nch Progr:.~m 
3. I Isothermal, isobaric as well as temperature and pressure transient experiments 
on short uo2 or Argon containing Zry-cladding tube spec~mens under inert gas 
conditions. 
3.2 Cr~~p rtrpture ns well as temperature and pressure transient bur~t tests under 
in~rt gns conditions on sl1orl Zry tubular specimens containing small amounts 
of, iodim· or other volatile fission products. Influence of'U02', thin oxide 
1 "Y''rN un the st r4.!SS corrosion cracking behavior of as-received and prc-
d:lmug~d Zry cladding tubes. Determination of the critical iodine concentra-· 
tion. Examin;}tion of the internal tube surfaces of iodine containing burst 
sp~cimens, using a scanning electron microprobe (SEM). 
-2'... 
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3. 3 Isothermal annealing tests performed unter inert gas conditions on short. 
Zry-tube specirnew ,,d with uo2 pellets at temperatures up to 1500°C. 
and uo 2 /Zry contact pressures up to 80 bar. X-ray and ehct.ron microprobe 
investigations of the reaction products formed during the ch~mical inter-
actions between uo2 and Zry. 
4. Experimental F~cilities · 
ad 3. 1 
ad 3.2 
ad,3.3 
The burst tests are performed in the tube burst apparatus TUBA, In addi-
tion to the temperature of the cladding tube and the inner gas pressure in 
the tube specimen, the cladding tube diametral expansion is determined 
continuously using a light optical method. (~ 
Tests on stress corrosion cracking (SCC) are mainly carried out in the 
SCC apparatus, part of them also in the TUBA apparatus. 
The U02/Zry reaction experiments are performed in a high-pressure gas 
autoclave system under inert gas conditions. 
5. Progress to Date 
- Burst experiments on as-received and pre-damaged Zry-4 claddins tubes 
to evaluate the influence of fission product elemen~on the qe-
formation and rupture behavior of the cladding tubes. 
- Burst experiments on as-received and on the inside preoxidized Zry-4 
tube specimens to determine the critical iodine concentration above 
which Zry will fail as a result of stress corrosion cracking. 
- Investigation on the change of the structure of Zry-4 in depenqence of 
temperature and annealing time. 
- Annealing Experiments to study the chemical interactions be~ween U02 and 
Zry at high tempera~ures under Power Cooling Mismatch conditions. 
- Destructive post-irradiation-examinations (metallography) of burst fuel 
rods of PNS task 06.01.08 (PNS 4237) under which in-p~le experiments 
are carried out on the fuel rod behavior in a loss-of~coo~ant accident. 
- Annealing experiments with irradiated uo2 both isothermaliy irraqiated 
samples and samples from PNS-LOCA-fuel rod F6 (PNS-task 06.01.08). 
- Analytical chemical investigations to determine the oxygen concentration 
of Zry-4 tube specimens filled with uo2 and iodine after burst ex-
periments. 
'. 
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6. Results 
• The burst experiments with Csi, I, cs2o, cs2zro3, cs2Moo4, Zri4 , Tei4, 
Zr.Te2, Cs2Te, Cd, Sb, Sn, Te, Se and 1205 filled tube--specimens.~ere 
'performed unter inert gas conditions a~ about 800°C. All the above 
mentioned elements and compounds yielded a decreased burst strain of the 
Zry-4 cladding tubes in comparison to the argon filled reference 
specimens. However, only the tube specimens that contained elemental 
iodine or iodine compounds., with the exception of Csl, failed in a 
bri~le mode at 800°C due to stress corrosion cracking of the Zry /1 
s' 9/. 
_,--
. , 
As shown by first experiments on pre-damaged Zry-4 cladding tubes in the 
pressence of iodine, major defects in the cladding tube (notches in the 
cladding tube inner surface ! 150 JJm) will resillt in tube failure due to 
stress corrosion cracking already at relatively low mechanical stresses • 
Both the burst strain and the time until rupture are greatly reduced by 
~he cladding tube defects. The cladding tub~rupture at the notched 
points practically without any local necking /1 - 4, 9/ • 
. 
- The critical iodine concentration, above which the Z·ry-4 claddirtg tube 
fails due to stress corrosion cracking, depends primarily on the Zr1-
temperature and on the presence of oxfde layers on the inner cladding 
tube surface. Is the critical iodine concentration exceeded, the Zry-y 
cladding tubes fail at temperatures below 8S0°C with a pronounced reduc-
tion at the burst strain. Above 850°C iodine has a negligible influence 
on the burst.strain of the Zry-4 tubing. Thin oxide layers on the inner 
cladding tube surfac~ (7 - 15 JJm) cause a shift of the critical iodine 
•concentration to smaller values. At 780 - 800°~ the critical iodine 
concentrati~n undergoes variations ·between I mg/cm3 for cladding tubes 
used in the as-received state and 0;1 mg/~m3 for cladding tubes. sub- . 
jected to preliminary inner oxidation. 
• The structure of Zry free of stress depends on the tcmp~rature and an-
nealing time. An assessment of the cladding material temperature by 
means of structure exam~nations seams therefore possible. 
• • The time and temperature dependent growth of the phases [a-Zr(O)a, (U,Zr)-
alloy, a-Zr(O)b] formed during the chemical interactions between the uo2 
and Zry was determined experimentally between 1000 and 1500°C. The kinetic 
data of oxygen uptake from inside by the Zry cladding were corrected 
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accordingly with a view to the initial uo2/Zry-phase houndary and compared 
with the oxygen uptak~ from outside. The comparison shows that the oxida-
tion of the Zry cladding from inside by uo2 is but slightly' lower than 
the oxidation from outside by steam. Besides, the oxygen content of the 
oxygen stabilized a-Zr(O)-pl)ases was determined by means of Auger Electton 
Spectroscopy. The oxygen concentration varies between 4 and 6 wt.% 
depending on the temperature and annealing time /6,7/. 
- The first burst fuel rods exposed to a loss-of-coolant accident transient 
in the FR 2 reactor have been subjected to metallographic postirradiation 
examinations to determine among other things the exent of inner corrosion. 
It becomes evident from the test results that the cladding tube innet () 
surface does not undergo uniform axial and radial oxidation. In the 
vicinity of the burst region the inner oxidation of the cladding-tube is 
strongest; at greater distances from the burst region there exist some 
zones free from oxidation, The inner oxidation of the cladding tube is 
due mainly to the steam penetrating intothe fuel rod after bursting. This 
is also indicated by the different oxide l~yer thickness on the cladding 
tube surface (generally stronger outside as compared to inside) /8/. 
- uo2 samples irradiated at I000°C to high burnups crumbled during an-
nealing at 1200 and 1600°C. uo2 samples irradiated at ~ 1000°C to 1% 
burnup showed an additional swelling of about 2% after annealing for 
2 hrs at 1600°C. 
uo2 samples of the PNS rod F 6 (2.4% me,an burnup) were annealed at dif... 0 
ferent times at temperatures between 1200 and 1600°C. The maximum. swelling 
was found to be 4.3% after 3 hrs at 1500°C. The swelling at 1200°C was 
only 0.4%. The swelling depends on the irradiation conditions, too. 
- The influence of iodine on the oxygen uptake of Zry•4 cladding tubes have 
been studied under transient LWR-conditions. The results show that iodine 
causes a lower oxygen uptake of preoxidized and uo2+x-filled Zry-4 clad-
ding tube specimens in comparison to specimens free of i~dine. The in-
fluence of iodine is more pronounced at temperatures above 700°C where 
the zro2-layers spall off more easily. Possibly, iodine also prevents 
the oxide layer formation in the·case of the UOZ+x-filled Zry-tube. 
specimens /1, 10/. 
-s .. 
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7. Nt• x_~;~.: .. :..P_~ 
. .. 
- Corn inuation of isothermal and .transient tests on stress corrosion cracking 
of Zry cladding tqbcs due to iodine and other volatile fission proUucts. 
Determination of the critical iodine concentrations. Influ~nce of thin 
i 
oxide layers and defects on the inner cladding tube surface' on the critical 
iodine concentratio~. 
- Stress corrosion crackinx experiments on pre-cracked Zry cladding tubes 
(sharp ed~es, crack due to fatigue). Examinations of tubular specimens by 
the scanning electron microscope prioi to and after the tests relative 
to stress corrosion cracking . 
- DPstructive examination of irradiated fuel rods of PNS task 06.01.08/ 
OIA (PNS 4237). 
- Isothermal annealing experiments with irradiated .uo2 at various tem-
peratures in oder to determine the fuel swelling and fission .gas 
release behavior. 
- Zry-4 cladding tube structure examinations in• dependence of temperature 
and annealing time •. 
- Analytical chemical investigations of Zry-4, oxide fuel and ·simulated 
fission products. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
PNS 4235. I, 4235.2, 4235.4 and 4237. 
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Claddiug X.1terial B(·haviour under Accident Conditions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
. 
Investigation of the High Tempe~ature Behavior of Zircaloy 4 Cladding Tubes 
under LOCA typical conditions. 
l:.___k<':;•·.lrch Progr_~ 
Burst-t<~sts of indirectly heated Zircaloy Tubes under Nechanical and Chemical 
Lond. 
i:.___!~xpc·r i na·n t a 1 Faci 1 it ies 
Facility for Burst Testing under Fuel Interaction, Steam Oxidation, and LOCA 
Conditions ( FABIOLA ). 
'!.:_._,1'! ~I L~~~-!;!::--~~.P.:.0_<:: 
AIl llt'('('!i~.;·ry ('OIIIpont•nts of the steam genera~ion system were completely moun-
lt'd and tla' ;ls:a'mbl ing was started. The installation of the electrical control 
anJ m~asure devices and the power supply units was almost finished. 
A special 'computer program for recording the important test data, including 
the on-line measurement of creep deformation, was set up~ For the graphic 
plotting of these test data the available computer will be supplemented by a 
plotting system, which was specified and ordered. 
TilL' funct inn t('st of t!H• X-ray cinematographic device, measuring the tube ex-
pansion C'nntiniously, could he performed. An 'additional lead screen for 
shil'ldin;.·, this dl'vice w:1s dPsigned and given into fabrication. 
An on-lin~ TV-width analy7.er, with computer interface, for digital storage of 
.the cladding tub~ <'Xpansion values, was specified and its purchase was pre-
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pared. This system allowes to plot the creep curve immediately after an ex-
peri.r.ent. 
For tne production of fuel rod simulators a series of Zircaloy tubes one-sided 
closed by welding and some internal heaters were manufactured. So it is pos~ib­
le to assemble and weld the complete fuel rod simulators within a short time~ 
An experimental program was .set up and a matrix W(!.S achieved to begin after 
start-up and testing of the basic functions of the FABIOLA-test facility with 
REBEKA-single rod reference tests. 
A preliminary test section for the design of the electrically heated fuel rod 
simulator was constructed.and within the fuel rod simulators tWo typ~s of in-
ternal heaters (tube and spiral) were tested. The experiments were us~d also <:) 
for confirmation that the already existing power supply was sufficient. 
6. Results 
Using the prototyp heaters different ramp tests were peLformed during which a~ 
a rod power of 50 W/cm a heating rate of 10 K/s were reached. The effec-
tive wall temperature of the shroud was about 500-750°C, the steam tempera-
ture at the entrance was about 200°C. The numb·er of ramps performed was 60 in 
case of the spiral heater, 40 for the tube heater. 
Post-test evaluation of the used heaters show that the heaters are intact and 
could be removed from the pellets and the Zircaloy test tube without major 
problems to be used for further experiments. It could be seen that the exist-
ing power was sufficient for the supply of both types of heaters. During a 
heat-up experiment of the shroud up to 760°C it could be proved that the <:) 
mechanical stability of the whole arrangement is sufficiently high. 
? . !~ext steps 
Complete assembling of the FABIOLA-test facility. 
Start-up and testing of the X-ray cinematogr~phy including all necessary 
licensing. 
Pretests to measure the azimuthal t~mperature distribution under original 
c.~nditions. 
REBEKA-single rod reference experiments. 
Post-test analysis of the ruptured Zircaloy tubes. 
Order of the TV-width analyzer. 
Te~tin0 of the plotting system. 
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1. Genera 1 
Designing of fuel rods for LWRs is mainly influenced by the creep resistance of the 
used zircaloy-tubes and their ductility. At the beginning of 1 ife the tubes have 
to withstand the external overpressure of the cooling water. Therefore their diame-
ter will decrease by creeping during operation of the reactor. In the same measure, 
as the local burnup increases, the swelling of the uo2-pe11ets results in an inter-
nal contact pressure which will be enhanced by thermal-induced growing of the pel-
1 
lets during load-change-operation of the reactor. By this mechanical pellet-clad-
interaction and espec:ially with increased power fuel. rods may fail releasing a lot 
of fission products into the colant from where they may come to the open air by 
leakages. Moreover, above all high radioactivity of. the coolant means higher irra-
diation level for the operators during maintenance,service-inspection and refuel! ing. 
Therefore general aim is to investigate the longtime creep behaviour of zirconium 
("', alloy tubes .under reactor conditions. 
\.._., 
2. Particular objectives 
The mechanical data of the inpile behaviour of the canning material,especially the 
inpile creep strength, are not yet known. The creep data known from the 1 iterature 
have been obtained mainly by uniaxial creep experiments. Due to the texture of the 
canning tubes in connection with the remarkable anisotropy of the a·Zirconium-
structur~ .. mechanical properties which strongly depend on the direction of stress 
<.~re n~:-.ull ing. Today there are only few predictions for a hexagonal system like 
Zirconiun• concerning the ir'lfluence of irradiation on creep strength and ultimate 
elongation of tubes with a clearly distinguished texture and hoop stress conditi-
ons repre~ented by a stress rate factor of atlaa • 2 : 1. 
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For LOCA-transient calculations of·fuel rods data are needed. Especially data con-
cerning the probable geometry .of the canning at any point of operation ttme ~ve 
to be obtained as well as a better knowledge of the available ductility remaining 
after creep under irradiat~on. 
Therefore, the influence of neutron.irradiation on the creep behaviour of commer-
cial canning tubes and of those being developed (i.e. Zy4 with different neat 
treatment and the Zr-alloy ZrNb3Snl) will be investigated in close operaeion with 
KWU. The creep loci which will describe the creep behaviour of canning tubes with 
various stress conditions has to be determined by using specimens uni- and bi-
axial loaded as well. 
3. Research Program 
After a review of the test program the field of test parameters is given in the fol~ 
lowing table. 
Biaxial stress 
Set of specimen 
Test temperature 
Tangential tension 
Internal overpressure of the can 
External overpressure of the can 
Planned test duration 
Uniaxial stress 
Set of specimen 
Test temperature 
Axial tension 
Nr, 
; 
[°C J 
[ 11Pa] 
ning/ 
ning/ 
!h lt 75QJ 
Nr. 
L°CI 
{HP a] 
[h lt 7501 
Test duration 
3 5 
300 350 
! 
X X 
8 8 
I 2 
300 350 
100 
8 
6 lt I z 
375 400 
70 and 100 
X X 
X lC 
8 lt ,. 8 
4 I I 3 
375 400 
70 100 70 
or or 
120 120 
8 
" " 
Additional investigations with regard to .texture and precipitations will be carried 
out to obtain an objective valuation of the resulting creep data. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The tests will be carried out in the GKSS-developed irradiation capsules ~ Cuniaxial) 
and K3 (biaxial) and in the test reactor FRG 2. Each irradiation period will be fol-
lowed by Hot-Cell examinations. 
1. 1. 78 .. 3 t. 12. 78 GKSS•214 
5. Progress to Date 
In consequence of the shut down of the FRG 2 in spring 1978 only one irradiation 
cycle has been carried out during the year 1978. While results of the last period 
are going to be evaluated and interpretated, preparation of the next run have been 
started. 
6. Results 
lt seems to be obvious, that an internal overpressure leads to a 1 ittle higher 
creeprate than an external oyerpressure under equivalent stresses. 
, .. tQ 7. Next steps 
After restart of the test reactor FRG 2 irradiation cycles and investigation after 
each run will be continued. 
8. Relation to other projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of availability 
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I. C.cneral n1m 
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\._. nvcstigation of the contribution of defect. fuel rods to the primary circuit radio-
activity of light water reactors by means of model experiments. 
2. Particular objective& 
J·:nlargt>mcnt of knowledge on the spread out of a defect in a LWR fuel rod after 
oc;curcncc of a c lauding perforation. Producing data on fission product, release 
after the occurence of a fuel rod perforation until scheduled shutdown of the 
reactor. 
3. Research program 
3. 1 o~velopn~nt and construction of an irradiation devise for irradiation LWR 
fu•~l rods under PWR conditions. 
1. 2 Irradiation expcr i mcnts on fuel rod segments with different burnup, which 
are perforated before or during irradiation. Continuous measurement of 
fiHsion product release. 
3.3 Post irradiation examination of irradiated test· fuel rods. 
3.4 ~>dcllinp, fission product release of defect LWR fuel rods. 
4. Experimental. Facilitie~,~-omputer Codes 
4. I For the experiments an irradiation rig with designation Zl is being developed, 
which will be operated in FRG-2. 
4.2 The poHtirradiatiQn examination will be performed in the hot cells. 
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5. Progress to Date 
5.1. A test rig built in the foregoing year equipped with an electric beater 
simulating the test fuel rod has been operated. At the beginning different 
failures occured with the circulating pump for the primary water, mainly 
at the bearings. Several design modifications have lead to a pump which 
has been operated more than 3000 h without trouble. 
With the test rig·a number of experiments to demonstrate the safetY of the 
device have been carried out 
- performance at pump failure 
- heat transfer with pump out of operation 
- loss of pressure experiments 0 
A test facility for the primary pump was designed and built •. 
5.2. Design modifications have been made at the inpile-section in order to i~prove 
the reloadability in the hot cell. 
5.3. Construction and testing of components for the irradiation device have been 
continued. 
The safety report was completed. 
5.4. Details of the investigation program have bee~ discussed with KWV as regards 
water chemistry control during the irradiation tests, fission pr~duet rel~ase 
measurement (on-line and off~line), design of the test fuel rods. 
6.Results 
Not to be expected before 1980 
7. Next steps 
Further operation of test rig and pump test facility to demonstrate longtime 
reliability of components and instrumentation. 
Completion of the irradiation device including licensing procedure. 
Preparatory work for the defect fuel irradiation experiments. 
Further development of computer programs to model the operational history of the 
test fuel rods (GELS-FREX, ORIGEN) and fission product release. 
8. Relation to other projects 
CJ. Re fcrenc~s 
10. Degrreof availability 
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~~ Power ramp experiments in HFR Petten were carried out with 
PWR standard fuel rods of different production parameters, 
in order to investigate the reason for fuel rod defects, 
due to fuel-clad interaction (PCI). 
2. 
3. 
3. 1 
3.2 
44; ¥4.1 >= I • 
P<lrticular Objectives 
The mechanism causing fuel rod defects by positive power 
ramps is not yet well known. In practice, fuel rod 
defects have been discovered after local power increases 
in power reactors and in po~er ramp tests in Halden, 
Studsvik and Ris~ • 
~n order to study this problem, the irradiation and load 
change behaviour of PWR fuel rods with oxide fuel (U02 ) 
were investigated in HFR Petten. The fuel rods1 assembled 
to sQgrnentcd rods, have been preirradiated in the 
Obrigheim power station up to 7000 - 250~0 MWd/t(U) 
burn up. 
Research Program 
Unloading from reactor and sectioning of segmented PWR 
fuel rods, intermeqiate inspection of the fuel rod 
segments/test fuel rods. 
Neutronradiographic investigations on the test fuel rods. 
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3.3 Installation of the test fuel rods in~o the irradiation 
capsules and performance of power ramp experiments in HFR 
Pet ten. 
3.4 Post-irradiation examination of the test fuel rods. 
3.5 Evaluation of the power ramp experiments· and report 
of the results. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The test fuel rods have been preirradiated in the 
Obrigheim power. station for 1-2 reactor cycles. After 
preirradiation the test fuel rods were inserted into ~~ 
5. 
To 3.2 
To 3.4 
test capsules and ramped under representative LWR 
conditions in the pool-side-facility of HFR Petten, The 
fuel rods were ramped to linear heat generation rates 
of q' ~ 680 W/cm with ramp rates of ~· ~ 100 W/om min 
and heat generatio~ rate increases of ~q' ~ 350 W/cm, 
The tests were performed as a joint project of KFA JUlich 
and Kraftwerk Union. 
The following parameters were varied: 
fuel: 
cladqing tube: 
fuel rod: 
Progress to Dat·e 
uo2 of different·structures~ 
density, pellet geometry 
proquction parameters (e.g. 
graphite on inner surfaces) 
pressurization, burnup. 
() 
- Pre-irradiation anq intermeqiate examination of additional 
segments (2-cycle rods with fuel of reduced density 
and 1-cycle rods with modified pellet geometry). 
- performance of ISM ramps on 6 fuel rods 
- Gamma scanning on 5 fuel rods 
- post-irradiation examination of 6 fuel rods ~n th~ HFR 
pool 
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~ - visual inspection after irradiation on fuel rods 
·:l 
~\ from a total of 9 experiments 
3.5 
3.3 
measurement of gamma-spectra of deposits observed 
at defective louations on two fuel rods, deposits·~ 
collected to be taken to hot cell examination 
- computational verification of all transients with 
revised evaluation program 
- determination of the fission gas content of 7 ramped 
segments and 1 reference segment 
- He-leakage test on 2 ramped segments 
- preparatory work covering 5 additional cross sections 
and two claO.ding tube internal examinations. 
- continuation and completion of the test evaluation 
To d~te the failure th~esholds of standard fuel rods 
during full power reactor operation.were determined for both 
the In-situ (IS) and Start-up (SU) experiments. In all 
these experiments the rod power was initially 1 increased 
to a stable power level of approximately 300 W/cm. 
In the SU-ramps the power was then immediately increased 
to approx. 550 W/cm applying different power ramp rates 
in ~range of 0.3 to 95 W/cm•min. This high power level 
was then maintained for 72 hrs. At the IS-ramps a 400 hour 
irradiation phase at a rod power of about 300 W/cm was 
performed prior to the ramp. In order to simulate power 
r~duction caused by either partial load operation of the 
reactor or by Xenon•oscillation, rod power was then 
reduced to 150 W/cm for 1 hr; subsequently it was 
increased again to various ramp power (420 to 680 W/cm) 
at a power increase rate of 100 W/cm min and held constant 
for 48 Hrs. 
The results showed that the failure thresholds below 
which no ramp failures have to be expected significantly 
depend on the fuel rod burnup. The failure threshold of 
1-cycle fuel rods with burnups of approx. 12 GWd/t(U) is 
approx. 480 W/cm, while the failure threshold of 2-cycle 
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To 3.4 
fuel rods with burnups of approx. 23 GWd/t(U} seems to 
be approx. 420 W/cm. 
In the first quarter of 1978 the ISM-series was continued 
with two 2-cycle s~g.ments (fuel with reduced density) and 
four 1-cycle segments. 
With these modified IS~ramp experiments the 1-cycle fue~ 
rods, after being exposed to a 400 hr irradiation and 
subsequent temporary power reduction, were raised in 
power to 480 W/cm at a ramp rate of 100 W/cm•min; after 
a 2 hr hold time, it was increased to 550 W/cm at a 
reduced rate. The corresponding power values for 2-cycle 
fuel rods were 420 and 490 W/cm. 
This modified IS (ISM)-ramp basically corresponded to tne 
• 
ramp types which actually occur in· the power reactor. 
These ramp types show high powe~ ramp rates in the ~ower 
power range, but slow down with increasing rod power. Tne 
upper boundary value in advanced PWRs is set by the 
reactor power limitation system. 
current ISM ramps with a reduced power ramp rate 
0 
< 5 W/cm•min in the upper power region did not reveal any () 
activity release, i.e. cladding tube perforations have 
not been observed, either with 1-cycle or with 2-cycle 
fuel rods. Eddy current testing on the 2-cycle fuel rods, 
however, showed a relatively strong ridge formation. 
The two ISM tests with burnups of ·approx. 26 GWd/t(U) showed 
c~at ramp powers of 490 W/cm which most probably lead to 
defects using the ISM-method. The ISM tests within a bu~•uP 
range of about 12 GWd/t(U) also showed that ramp power 
exceeding the failure threshold power of 480 W/cm which 
resulted in failures with IS-experiments at times did not 
cause any 1-cycle rod failure. 
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7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
The destructive post-irradiation examination were 
continued. The effect of the discontinuous dish closure, 
parti~ulary notic~able·in the neutron radiography~of a 
fuel rod, could bo verified in the predicted location by 
a longitudinal micrograph. 
N0:xt Steps 
Project completed. 
Relation with Other Projects 
References 
M. G~rtncr, F. Sontheimer, w •. Vogl 
"KFA/KWU - Power Ramp Experiments - Irradiation of Test 
. . 
Fuel Rods 1976/77" - Final Report on the BMFT funded pro-
ject RS 203, October 1978 
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General Aim 
During the restarts of power reactors after refueling 
and by power changes during reactor operation and 
rapid control assembly movements, fuel rods can be 
damaged due to the resulting local rod power changes. 
The aim of the power ramp tests in the HFR in Petten 
. ; 
is to determine the causes of such fuel rod defects, 
particularly the pellet/claddinif.interaction (PCI), 
and to ascertain the de feet 'i:.hresholds for PWR and BWR 
fuel rods of standard design with selectively varied 
manufacturing parameters. 
Particular Objectives 
Information is still lacking on the mechanisms involved 
in the occurrence of fuel rod defects under changing 
fuel rod loads by positive power ramps.. This problem 
of fuel rod design has become particularly topical 
due to fuel damages ·during local power changes in power 
reactors and during power ramp-e~perirnents at 
Halden, Studsvik and Ris~. 
In the case of rapid load changes of fuel assemblies 
with burnups of> 5,000 MWd/t(U), fuel rod defects may 
occur particularly in the power reactor recornrnissioning 
phase after refueling, during rapid movement of control 
assemblies and reactor load changes. These damages are 
traced largely to the considerable increase of fuel rod 
power exceeding the peak power released up to that time 
and explained by the resulting mechanical/chemical 
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interaction of the uo2 pellets with the cladding tube. 
In order to so~ve this problem, the irradiation and 
load change behaviour of test fuel rods with oxide fuels 
(U02) shall be examined in the scope of power ~amp 
experiments with segmented PWR and BWR fuel rods in 
the HFR Petten after pre-irradiation in Obrigheim (KWO) 
or Wlirgassen (KWW) Nuclear Power Plants. A large ~umber 
of segmented fuel rods has already been inserted into 
the power reactors and pre-irradiated to burnups of up to 
5,ooo to 3o,ooo MWd/t(u). 
Research Pro~ram 
Removal of segmented PWR and BWR fuel rods from th~ 
power reactors and intermediate inspections 
Neutron-radiographic analyses of the test fuel rods/s~gmenta 
Installation of the test fuel rods in irradiation capsu~es 
• 
and performance of power ramp experiments in the HFR 
Pet ten 
Post-irradiation examinations of the test fuel rods 
Intermediate evaluation of power ramp exp~r~ments 
and reporting. 
Experimental Facilities 
After pre-irradiation over 1 to 3 reactor cycles in the 
Obrigheim or Wlirgassen power reactor the test fuel 
rods are being exposed to power ramps (q' ~ 620 W/cm, 
q• ~ 100 W/cm min, 6q 1 ~ 350 W/cm) in the pool-side-
facility of the HFR in Petten/Netherlands. The test 
capsules shall be instrumented for future tests with 
inductive displacement transducers to measure the chan9es 
in fuel rod length. The tests are being performed 
as a joint project of KFA Julich and KWU. 
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5. 
To 3.2 
To 3.4 
The following parameters of the test fuel rods/segments 
are varied: 
Fuel: ·uo 2 
Density, pellet geometry 
Cladding Tube: 
Fuel rod: 
Manufacturing parameters, graphitisation 
of internal surface of some segments 
Prepressurization, burnup 
Progress to Date 
Inspection of suitable, pre-irradiated segments 
prior to ramping (1-cycle and 2-cycle standard segments 
as well as segments with graphitised internal cladding 
tube surfaces .and with ovalities locally induced during 
manufacture; furthermore segments with fuel pellets of. 
"long taper" shape 
density,with varied 
pellets etc) . I 
and rods with fuel of red.uced 
pellet geometry, with unground 
• 
- Performance of 8 IS ramps 
- Performance of 15 ISM rarr.ps 
Post-irradiation examination on 23 fuel rods in the 
reactor pool 
- v-scans of 23 rods 
- Test of a computer program for analyzing the y-scan 
profiles 
- Transport of 4 PWR and 15 BWR rods from the Karlstein 
hot cells into the hot cells in Petten and of 19 rods 
in the reverse direction 
- Fission gas analyses, metallography and examination 
of the inner clad surface in Karlstein 
- Evaluation of isotope y-scans on ramped fuel rods and 
continuation of general test evaluation 
- Determination of the fission gas content of 2 rods 
- Visual inspection of 10 rods prior to irradiation 
- Assembly of one bundle of 10 segments and of the 
bundle of 14 segments 
- Preparation of tests with BWR segments (capsules, 
accessories, reconstruction of BWFC systems). 
-~-
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- Performance and evaluation of diameter measurements on 
12 segments 
- Performance of eddy current examinations on 18 ,s.egments 
Results 
The ISM ramp series on five 2-cycle segments of 
standard design with a cold gap in the range of 
the lower tolerance limit (140 ~m) did not lead 
to any defects even with ramps of 490 W/cm rod· 
power at 5 W/cm·min (~ 60 %/h related to 490 W/cm). 
- It has been showri with six 1-cycle segments of PWR 
standard design (two of them having local ovalities 
of up to 100 ~m induced artificially during manufacture) 
with cold gaps in the range of the lower tolerance 
limit (140 ~m) that 550 W/cm rod power at 5 W/cm•min 
<~ approx. 50 %/h related to 550 W/qm)can be achieved 
during ISM ramping w~thout any defect :of the fuel 
rod. 
- The post-irradiation examinations (PIE) in the pool 
(eddy current examination and neutron-radiography). 
confirmed the good results of the 1-cycle and 2•cycl~ 
rods. 
- Rapid (100 W/cm·min) IS ramps to 490 W/cm were 
performed with two 2-cycle segments with graphitised 
internal cladding tube surfaces and pellets of 18 ° 
shoulder slopes without any defects. 
- A rapid IS ramp (100 W/cm·min) to 480 W/cm with a 
2-cycle segment with fuel pellets of "lc;mg taper" 
shape resulted in a rod defect within 26 minutes. 
- Analogously to the general release of fission gases, 
I and Cs are released at a fuel rod power above 
approx. 400 W/cm proportionally to the power •. 
- Further diameter measurements on ramped segments 
confirm the statements already made after the first d~a~ 
meter measurements: no measurable change of average 
rod diameter by the ramps, but occurrence of ridges 
ridge height and defect occur~ence of a segment coul~ 
not be fol.ln.d up to now. 
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7. Next Steps 
- Continuation of the IS and ISM ramp experim~nts on 
PWR segments with varied manufacturing parameters. 
The parameters are: cold gap size, local ovality, 
"long taper" pellets, internal cladding tube 
graphit~sation,.heliurn fill gas pressure of 1 bar, 
IS ramps with 3-cycl~ segments. 
- Ramping of BWR fuel rods. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
g·. References 
10. Degree of Availability 

CLASSIFICATION: 
11.1 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
' 
Denmark 
.. Palidelighed af br~ndselselementer ) SPONSOR: 
,,, Risf,tl· National 
Laboratory 
'if 
'D!TLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Risf,tl National 
Fuel ReliabilitY. Laboratory 
' PROJECT LEADER: 
Ib. Misfeldt 
I INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1975 
STATUS: LAST UPDP,.TING: 
In progress 
.. '•. 
1. General Aim: 
To develop and verify a computer model:. for the statistical 
evaluation of LWR.fuel performance. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The computer code FRP, !uel Beliability ~redictor, calculates 
the distributions for parameters characterizing the fuel per-
formance and failure probability. The statistical methods em-
ployed are either Monte Carlo simulations or a low order Tay-
lor approximation. Included in the computer system 1~ a deter-
ministic fuel performance code, FFRS. The distributions for all 
material data utilized in the fuel simulations are estimations 
from the best available information in the literature. For the 
failure pre~iction, a stress.corrosion failure criterion has 
'· been derived. The failure criterion is based on data from out-
of-reactor stress corrosion experiments performed on unirradia-
ted and irradiated zircaloy with iodine present. 
. I 
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3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
D~nish ramp testing programme. 
;4. Project status 
l 
4.1. Progress to date: The program FRP is fully developeQ. 
4.2. Essential results: The deterministic fuel performanc~ code 
and the failure criteria have been verified by comparison with 
a large number of ramp experiments. 
Next steps 
a) Further verification of the deterministic model by compar~~on 
with ramp experiments . '· 
b) Improvements to the statistical models for the mate+ial pro• 
perties. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
Utilizes data from the Danish ramp testinq prog~amme to+ veri• 
fication. Utilize the Danish fuel model WAFER for "cali~ration" 
where no data are' avaiable. 
7. Reference Documents 
1. Misfeldt, I. The Reliability of Nuclear Fuel. In: Probabi-
listic Analysis of Nuclear Reactor Sa+ety. Topical Meeting 
May 8-10, 1978, Los Anqeles ,· California.· Vol. 2 (Americ~n 
Nuclear Society, Hinsdale, Ill., 1978), paper 3.2, 1-12. 
2. Misfeldt, Ib (1978). FFRS: A Computer Proqram for the The~al 
and Mechanical Analysis of Fuel Rods~ Ris~ Report No. 373,53 pp. 
3. Misfeldt, Ib (1978), Probabilistic Assessment of Light wa;er 
Reactor Fuel Performance. Ris~ Report NQ. 390, 63 pp. 
4 •. Misfeldt, Ib. Failure criteria for the probabilistic ~uel per-
formance code FRP. To be presented at the 5th SMtftT eon~erence, 
Title 1 
H~mp Testing of U02-Zr Fuel 
Title 2 
1
1 
H~mp Testing of U~2-Zr Fuel 
Jni.tinted: 1972 
St~tus: Progressing 
Classification: 11.1 · 
Completed: 
Last Upd~ting: 
COUNTRY: Dcnmnrk 
SPONSOR: Ris<ZS National 
Laboratory 
ORGANIZATION: Ris<ZS 
National Laboratory 
. Project te:'ld<"r: 
P. Knudscn 
Scientists: 
) l. General Aim 
To examine the performance of uo2-Zr fuel pins during overpowor rnm1~:. 
?.. Pnrticulnr Oh:jPctiven 
'l'o aubmit BWH- nnd P\'JR-type uo2-zr fuel pins of medium-to-hi[!h hl11·n111' 
to power increases mainly simulating nominally normal operating conditi6n:: 
I 
in power reactor~. 
3· Experimentnl Facilities and Programme 
DR 3 Reactor at Ris0 with associated loops. 
4. Project Status 
4.1. Progress.to date: BWR- and PWR-type fuel pins have been tested, 
with burnups up to 35,000 MWD/t U02 • 
4.2. Fuel pin failures indicate the existence of limiting comb~nations 
of design and. operating conditions. 
5. Next Steps 
Continue tests to support and extend present experience. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
Results .will be used for verification of fuel model calculations. 
?. Reference Documents 
(~) P. Knudsen, H.H.Hagen, J. Stiff, Atomwirtschaft 2 (•974) 135-~)6. 
::-' :. :<.:~'.:.1;:~·:'.., i\. tt:::-:rt:.d'.:'rl, T:-a.ns. ANS ',;inter ~teeting 1974, p. 140. 

TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): 
f'uel Modelling 
!' 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Fuel Modelling 
INITIATED: 
1972 
STATUS: 
Progressing 
·, 
1. General Aim 
COMPLETED: 
LAST UPDATING: 
CLASSIFICATION: 
11 .. i 
COUNTRY: 
Denmark 
SPONSOR: 
Ris0 National Lab. 
ORGANISATION: 
Ris0 National Labo-
ratory 
PROJF.CT LEADER: 
N. Kjmr-Pedersen 
SCIENTISTS: 
To develop and maintain an up-to-date computer model of. fuel pin perfor-
1 
mance under nominally normal operating conditions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The code considers one pellet-size segment of a fuel rod. A finite 
difference model of the pellet is coupled with a thin shell model of? 
the cladding. Pel~et cracldng is directly accounted for, based on cer-
tain assumptions relating to crack patterns. Secondary and primary creep 
of fuel and clad are represented. The model aims at an analysis of local 
stresses and atraine in the cladding~ including ridge formation, as 
well as fission gas release, to form a basis for a failure probability 
estimation. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
Danish ramp testing programme. 
4. Project Statue 
4.1. Progress to date: The third version of the model is in t'ull pro-
duction. Permits 20 axial nodes. 
4.2. Essential results: Proven capability of predicting measured ridge-
heights. within a. factor of two (ref. 2.). Generalized failure cri te-
, rion'based on contact pressure between fuel and clad. 
5. Next Steps 
Maintain present version. 
6. Relation with other Projects 
Utilizes data from Danish overpower test programme for verifica-
tion. 
7• Reference Documents 
1. N. Kj~er-Pedersen, "A New Version of the LWR Fuel Performance 
Model WAFER", 4th lnternational Conference on Structural 
Mechanics in Reac_tor Technology, San Francisco, U.S.A., 15-19 
August 1977, Paper No. D ~3· 
2. N. Kjmr-Pedersen, "WAFER-2. A Code for Thermal and Mechanical 
. '· LWR Fuel Performance Modelling", I.A.EA Specialists Meetins on 
Fuel Element Performance Computer Modelling, B1ack~ool, UX, 
13-17 March 1978. 
3· N. Kjmr-Pedersen, "WAFER-3· An Exte~ded Version tor Hig)l.,. 
Speed Ana1ysie of Rods with an Axial Power Profile," 5~h :fJ'l .. 
ternationa1 Conf. on Structural Mechanics in Reactor TecbnQ-
logy Berlin. w. Germany 13-17 August 1979, P~pe:r No. D l/5 
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TITRE Pays 
SYNTIIESE DES RESULTA~S DES IRRADIATIONS EXPERIMENTALES FRANCE 
PORTANT SUR L'INTERACTION COMBUSTIBLE·GAINE, EN VUE DE 
L'ETABLISSEMENT D'UN CRITERE DE RUPTURE. Orgaaisme Direecaur 
CEA/Dg CS et EDF 
'TITLE (Anglais) Organisme axeeuteur 
SYNTHESIS OF PCI EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR DERIVING 
A CLADDING RUPTURE CRITERIUM. 
Date de ci.ema.rt"age Etat actuel 
1/1/79 A LANCER 
CEA/DMECN/DMG 
Respoasable 
SCJ.enr::r-.fJ.ques 
'Date d'aeb.evement Deruiire ansa i jour 
! 
31/12/79 20/12/78 (nouvelle fiche) 
1. OBJECTD" GENERAL : 
Faire la synthese des r~sultats des irradig~ions exp4rimentales r~alis4es 
au CEA ou avec sa participation dans lesquelles des ruptures de gaines 
ont ete observees. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : ' 
1. Faire la synthese de l'ensemble des irradiations exp4rimentales en 
cause. 
2. Effectuer un bilan des ruptures de gaines observees. 
3. Determiner leurs causes et les circonstances dans lesquelles elles 
se sont produites, variation de puissance notamment. 
4. !valuer leurs consequences. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME : 
Sans objet : 4tude bibliographique. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
1. Avanceme~t a ce jour 
• ( 
Sans objet etude a lancer. 
2. Resultats essentiels 
Sans objet : etude a lancer. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES : 
Sans objet :'etude ponctuelle. 
6. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Cette etude ayant po~r ~bjectif final.d'evaluer le ri~que de ruptures 
de gaine a prendre en compte dans les reacteurs, est ~ireeteaent en 
support de l'analyse de surete. Elle devrait, par ailleur,, contriQuer 
a permettre d'orienter dans l'avenir les programmes 50ITH, CYPHON, c-
CRUSIFON et DEPTO·JET. ~ 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
----------------
Sans objet : ~tude a lancer. 
I 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE DES DOCUMEN1S 
Sans objet. 
0 
0 
145.2.01 
!I 'IRE 
DEMETER : DEVELOPPeMENt D'UN CODE DE CALCUL DE SURETE 
POUR LES ELEMENtS ~OMBUSTIBLES DES REACTEURS A EAU 
ORDINAIRE EN REGIME ACCIDENTEL. 
11-1 
.• 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DgCS 
1 !I!LE (Anglais) 
i· 
' I 
I 
i 
1 
CEA/DMECN/D.TECH DEMEtER : DEVElC.PMENT OF A SAFETY CODE FOR PRESStlnZED 
WATER REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS UNPER ACCIDENTAL TRANSIENT CONDITIONS. ~R-e_s_p_o_ns __ a_b_l_e ____________ ~ 
Date de demarrage 
1/1/77 
Date d'achevemenc 
31/12/80 
1. OBJ'EC!U' GENERAL : 
Etat actue1 ScJ.entJ.fiques 
EN COURS 
Deruiere mise a jour 
MISE A 'JOUR N° 2 AU 20.12.78 
Disposer d 'un code de calcul des tH~ments ,combustibles des reacteurs a eau 
ordinaire sous pression rendant compte de 'leur comportement m~canique et 
thermique ainsi que de l'oxydation de leur gaine. au cours d'un accident 
de perte du r~frig~rant _primaire. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
1. Juger de 1'importance relative des differents phenomenes mis en jeu et 
faire la liste de ceux a prendre en compte dans le code. 
2. Rechercher les modeles les plus aptes a les representer. S'ils font 
defaut, les etablir a partir de l'experience acquise par le CEA. 
3. En particulier, participer au developpement et au perfectionnement 
du modele de deformation de gaine, a partir du programme EDGAR. 
4. Fournir aux responsables du programme POSEIDON, et en accord avec eux, 
les mode1es qui leur sont necessaire. 
5. Fournir a la CISI les elements necessaires au developpement des modules 
et du code DEMETER. Coordonner cette action. 
Sans objet. 
.. 
.. 
I 
l, 
I 
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4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
1. Avancement a ce jour 
Un code relatif a l'accident de depressurisation dans le cas p$rticu· 
lier du programme PHEBUS, CUPIDON a ete ecrit. Ce code est operationnel 
dans sa version definitive. 
Un modele simplifie de deformation de gaine a ete etabli a partir de 
resultats du programme EDGAR. 
Ce code et ce modele doivent servir de point de depart au code DEMETER. 
Un modele des·tine au transfert de donnees en provenance du code RESTA 
pour definir l'etat de refere~ce du combustible a ete develop~e. 
2. Resultats essentiels : 
Le code CUPIDON permet de calculer l'evolution des principaux parame· 
tres (profil thermique du crayon, contraintes dans la gaine, defo~a­
tion, epaisseur oxydee) au cours d'un accident, dans le cas simple d'un 
crayon non irradie, en utilisant les resultats du progr~~ EDG~. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES : 
1. Etablir la liste des modules a inclure dans les codes DEMETER et 
POSEIDON 
2. Developper un nouveau modele de deformation de gaine a partir du 
modele existant dan·s CUPIDON et lancer u~ programme complementaire 
dans EDGAR pour obtenir les donnees necessaires. 
3. Developper l'ensemble des modeles necessaires a POSEIDON et DEMETER. 
Coordonner l'elaboration des modules destines a DEMETER. 
4. Qualifier le code DEMETER. 
6. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES : 
Ce programme est en relation, d'une part, avec le programme EDGAR•ZY 
qui fournit les donnees necessaires a l'etablissement d'un modele de 
deformation de la gaine, et d'autre part, avec le programme PHEBUS. 
Le code CUPIDON a ete developpe en premier lieu pour effectuer les 
calculs de projet de ce programme. Les resultats de celui·ci seront 
utilises pour qualifier le code DEMETER. 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
Code CUPIDON : 
Note SETSSR/T/77.509 du 6 mai 1977. Proposition d'elaboration d'un cod~ 
de comportement du combustible pour le calcul previsionnel des essais 
PHEBUS. 
Model of behaviour of PWR fuel element during a loss of pressure accident. 1 
IAEA Specialists meeting on fuel element performan'ce computer ti).Odelling, I 
3-',~.~\~""-.'-1.. •. ;~1, .. ~3< 7 '11~--;s. ~~7~.. I 
0 
0 
Rapport interne SPE/CIS/AS/78.011. Notice d'utiliaation du code CUPt~ON r 
code decrivant\le comportement thermique et mecanique d'un crayon combus-
tible de reacteur a eau sous pression au cours d'un ~ccident de depressu-
risation. 
Code DEMETER 
Note D.Tech. SECS/SEECRE 78.123 du 18 avril 1978. Code DEMETER note de ! presentation~ 
) 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONlBILITE DES DOCUMENTS : 
Notes internee, a l'exception de la presentation de CUPIDON a Blackpool. 
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!I 'IRE Pays 
EDGAR-ZY : CQMPORTE~NT DES GAINES EN ZIRCALOY AU COURS 
D'UN ACCIDENT DE DEP¥:SSURISATION. FRANCE 
TIIU: (Anglais) 
/:.DGAR·ZY : ZIRCALOY CLADDING BEHAVIOUR UNDER LOSS OF 
,,. COOLANT ACCIDENTAL CONDITIONS. 
' 
Date de demarrage Etat actual 
1/1/74 EN COURS 
Date d'achevement Derniere mise a Jour 
31/12/80 MISE A. JOUR N° 2 AU 19.12.78 
1. OB.TE:CTI'F GENERAL : 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DgCS, EDF et 
FRAMATOME 
Organisme execuceur 
CEA/DMECN/D. TECH 
Responsable 
Sc.l.entl.fl.ques 
Determiner 1es parametres d'eclatement, la vitesse de deformation et 
l'epaisseur de la couche oxydee des gaines•en zirca1oy des elements 
combustibles des reacteurs a eau sous press'ion, lorsqu'elles sont 
soumises a des variations transitoires de temperature et de pression 
representatives d'un accident de perte de caloporteur. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
1. Verifier que le comportement des gaines permet le respect·des criteres 
de temperature et d'epaisseur oxydee maximales imposees par les autori-
tes de surete. ' 
2. Elaborer un modele de deformation de gaine utilisable dans les codes 
CUPIDON et DEMETER. 
3. Contribuer a la qualification de ces codes. 
4. Contribuer a qualifier l'instrumentation prevue pour les essais PHEBUS 
et realiser des essais d'accompagnement hors pile de ce programme. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME : 
,, 1. Pour les essais realises jusqu'a present, des gaines neuves ont ete 
utilisees exclusivement, dans une installation du D.TECH-SRMA a Sac1ay, 
Cette installation comporte un chauffage direct du tube par effet Joule 
et une pressurisation interne programmables de maniere a reproduire 
l'evolution de la temperature et de la contrainte caracteristique 
d'un accident. Les essais peuvent etre realises sous vide, ou sous 
une atmosphere externe-inerte, ou bien de vapeur d'eau. Cette derniere 
possibilite constitue le cas nominal. 
2. Un dispositif analogue, monte dans une cellule chaude du D.Tech•SECS 
(LECI) a Saclay, permettra apres ses essais de demarrage, de realiser 
l'etude complementaire d~ comportement de gaines preirradiees. En 
particulier, la supposition de la restauration rapide du zircaloy 
sera verifiee. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE : 
1. Avancement a ce jour 
1. La premiere phase du programme ayant pour objet de verifier que les 
caracteristiques de deformation ~ pression et vitesse d~ chauffe 
constantes sont en bon accord av~c les resultats publies l l'etran" 
ger est terminee. 
2. Des essais a vitesses de pressurisation et de chauffage programmees <:) 
selon des calculs types d'accident de FESSENHEIM 1 et sous vapeur 
d'eau ont ete repris apres qualification des mesuree de temperature 
sans bouclage entre le calcul et l'experience. 
3. Un modele de deformation de gaine utilisable dans le eode CUPIDON 
a ete elabore. 
2. Resultats essentiels 
Les resultats obtenus ont ete generalises sous la forme 
1. D'abaques donnant le temps de fluage necessaire pour atteindre u~e 
deformation donnee, dans des conditions de pression initiate et d• 
vitesse de chauffage don~~es. 
2. De courbes maitresses de defo~tion en fortction de la contrainte 
pour des temperatures et vitesses de chauffage donnees. 
3. D'une relation.donnant la vitesse instantanee de deformation en 1:) 
fonction de la contrainte, de la temperature et de la vitesse de 
variation de la temperature (modele utilise dans le code CUPIDON). 
5. PROCHAINES ET APES : 
1. Reprise eventuelle, en accord avec les autres participants au pro· 
gramme, d'essais representatifs d'accidents dans une centrale si 
necessaire avec bouclage entre le calcul et l'experience. 
2. Elaboration d'un nouveau modele de deformation de gaine destine au 
code DEMETER ; utilisation du dispositif EDGAR comme l'un dee moyens 
experimentaux de qualification des codes CUPIDON et DEMETER, 
3. Realisation d'essais d'assistance au programme PHEBUS, ~ota~nt pour 
contribuer a la qualification de l'instrumentation envisagee. 
·4. Ulterieurement, transformation du dispositif pour verifier les modeles 
i 
I 
i 
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) 
de cinetique ,d 'oxydation existants. et, eventuellement pour en tHaborer 
de nouveaux ~nant compte de la deformation, de la contrainte et de la 
vitesse de vatiation de la temperature. 
5. Verification de l'influence de !'irradiation sur le comportement des 
gaines et, eventuellement, verification de l'influence de la presence 
de pastilles dans la gaina. Etude de l'influence de l'iode sur la de-
formation a rupture. En 1979, le dispositif en cellule chaude doit ~tre 
mis en route, et le programme experimental doit debuter. 
6. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES:· 
Cette etude est en relation directe, d'une part, avec l'analyse de surete 
des reacteurs a eau sous pression (verification du respect des criteres de 
surete) et d'autre part, avec l'eiaboration de modeles de deformation de 
gaine pour les codes de calcul (CUPIDON, DEMETER) et avec la qualification 
de ces derniers. Elle doit, d'autre part, apporter une contribution a !'ex-
ploitation des resultats du programme PHEBUS. 
(!) 7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE : 
0 
Les principaux resultats obtenus jusqu'a present ont ete publies a la 
reunion de specialistes·du CSNI a SPATIND (Norvege) en septembre 1976. 
Comportement du gainage en zircaloy des elements combustibles des reacteurs 
a eau sous pression pendant un accident de· refroidissement-programme EDGAR 
(note D.TECH-RMA/76.710 de septembre 1976). 
Note D.TECH-SRMA/73.533 d'avtil 1973 : comportement des gaines en zircaloy 
pendant un accident de refroidissement d'un reacteur a eau ordinaire 
analyse bibliographique - Proposition pour le~ etudes CEA. 
Note D.TECH-SRMA/GMM-76-2883 d'avril 1976 : comportement des gaines en 
zircaloy pendant un accident de refroidissement. Point des essais au 
15 fevrier 1976. 
Note technique D.TECH-RMA (78)821 - mai 1978 : etude de la deformation 
des gaines en zircaloy pendant un accident de refroidissement. 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE DES DOCUMENTS 
Notes internes, a l'exception de la premiere citee. 
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TITRE Pays 
EOLE : ETUDE DE LA PERTE DE CHARGE DANS LE JEU ENTRE FRANCE 
LE COMBUSTIBLE ET LA GAINE LORS DU TRANSFERT DE GAZ O . Direc:.t.eur 
DU VOLUME LIBRE AU BALLONNEMENT. rgac.ume 
TI'!U: (Ac.glais) 
EOLE : PRESSURE DROP EVALUATION IN THE FUEL-CLADDING 
GAP DURING GAS TRANSFER FROM PLENUM TO BALLOONED 
SECTION. 
Data de demarraga 
1/1/79 
Data d'ac:.hevemea.t 
31/12/79 
1. OBJECT!F GENEML : 
Etat ac:.tuel 
A LANCER. 
Deruiere mise a jour 
20/12/78 (nouvelle fiche) 
CEA/Dg.CS 
Orgauisme exacutaur 
CEA/DMECN/D. TECH 
B.espoDSable 
Sc:.J.ea.c.J.fiques 
Evaluer la perte de charge a prendre 'en comp,te dans un crayon pendant son 
ballonnement au cours d'un accident de perte·du refrigerant primaire, en 
fonction du jeu, de la distance entre le ballonnement et le vo.lume libre 
qui l'alimente, et de la viscosite du gaz. · 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
1. Realiser un dispositif propre a effectuerces mesures. 
2. En fonction des resultats obtenus, determiner s'il est necessaire d'intro-
duire un modele de perte de charge dans les codes DEMETER et POSEIDON. 
3. Eventuellement, modeliser les resultats obtenus. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME : 
Le dispositif experimental, a definir et a construire, pourrait comporter un 
tube contenant des pastilles d'oxyde d'uranium, un reservoir de gaz a l'une 
de ses extremites, un piston se depla~ant dans un cylindre a une vitesse pre-
determinee a l'autre extremite, et un dispositif de mesure de l'ecart des 
pressions entre les deux extremites. A cet effet, la mesure de l'effort exerce 
sur la colonne de pastilles pourrait etre utilisee. Le dispositif est a pre-
voir de telle maniere que la longueur du tube, le jeu entre les pastilles et 
le tube et la nature .du gaz puissent etre des parametres, variables, de 
l'etude. 
I 4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE : 
I 1. Avancement a ce jour : 
...... ' ~· . ' .. ,• '. ,, 
Sans objet :_a lancer. 
2. R~sultats ess~ntiels 
Sans objet. 
; 5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
; 
~ Sans objet : ~tude ponct~elle. 
6. RELATION AVEC D' AU'l'RES ETUDES. : 
Etude compl~mentai~e du prqgralllll\e DEME'l'ER, en vue de 1'4!v•lua~ion de la 
contrainte ex~rc~e sur la gaine pendant le ballonnement. 
' l------------------------------~--------------~------~~ 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
11.1 
TlTLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Italy 
Creep dello Zircaloy sotto 'irraggiamento SPONSOR: 
' 0 CNEN 
. 1 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
AMN /NUCLITAL 
Irradiation creep of Zircaloy· PROJF.CT·LEADER: 
U. V. Rocca 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1977 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: F. Raggi 
In progress June 1979 
• 
G <'ll c r n t Aim : 
Some BWR cladding specimens have been tested in Siloe reactor. Creep-down and 
creep-out in biaxial stress condition and growth are considered, several differen-
tial pressures on the cladding are applied at constant temperature and clad defor-
mations as well as cladding ovality· are examined'.versus neutron fluence. 
Particular Objectives: 
. To obtain further information on in pile creep deformation of a Zircaloy cladding 
and to perform an in pile creep law analytical development. 
ExperimentalFacilities and Programme: 
The specimens are stacl<ed in stainless steel carriers, two for creep out and growth 
tests and one for creep down tests. Each carrier is introduced into a thermostatic 
furnace and then into the pool reactor. The furnace used is the standard "Chouca" 
type 0 for structural material irradiation in pool reactor (Siloe, Grenoble). 
A Nak eutectic alloy, contained in the inner tube of the furnace under Helium atmo-
sphere, ensures uniform temperatures. Cromel-Allumel thermocouples that 
elastically contact the specimen are used (three for each specimen for creep out 
and growth device and four for each specimen for creep down device). Six and five 
fast fluence detectors are used respectively for creep out and creep down tests. 
Project Status: 
1. Progress to Date: 
Experimental data up to 5000 hours of irradiation time are available. Specimens 
irradiation and post-irradiation measurements have been completed. A prelimi-
nary experimental result evaluation has been performed. 
4.5.897 
- l 'Loo-
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION: : 
Y: 
Irradiation creep of Zircaloy · 11.1 
2 "! Essential Results: 
For the fast flux of 1013 :-- 1014 n/cm 2 sec and for the stresses of 70-t 124 MN/c:m 2 
the creep correlation could be .of the form £ = K(T) • e-n \ ( cf · t)m .with n = 1 and 
m<:: 1. Creep-out ~d creep-down behaviour seem differ each other.: .. 
Next Steps: 
Burst tests will be carried out ·on both irradiated and unirradiated specimens. 
Reference Documents: 
. . . 
1. "Zircaloy-2 in Pile Creep Predicted - Measured Values Comparis_on" by P .L. 
Ficara, U. Pazzi, F. Raggi, U. V. Rocca. Paper presentea at the 'enlarged 
Halden Group Meeting, Loen, Norway, 5th - 9th May 1978. 
2. "Comparison of Predicted-to-Measured Values of Zircaloy-2 in Pile Creep"-
by P .L. Ficara, V. Pazzi, F. Raggi, U. V. Rocca. Energia Nucleare, 10, 
ott. 197 8. 
Degree of Availability 
This work is carried. out in the· frame of an agreement between CNEN (R.omfl,) apd 
AMN (Genova) and the experimental results are :1ot open without CNEN and AMN 
permission. General information is av~ilable. (Nuclit~l. V. G. D'AMun:do 113, 
I-16121, Genova). · 
r • 
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11.1 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Creep delle guaine di Zircaloy a.d alta temperatura fuori Italy 
pila SPONSOR: 
CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
AM~ tNUCLITAL/ 
Out of pile high temperature Zircaloy cladding creep CNEN !SE 
PROJECT LEADER: 
U. V. Rocca 
INITIATED:· COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1977 S. Omarini {CNEN) 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: R. Sozzi (CISE) 
In progr~ss June 1979 
General Aim: 
Some experimental programs were performed in order to study the BV/R Zircaloy-2 
cladding behaviour in LOCA conditions. The specimens used for these programs 
have been tested in steam environment at high temperature and with an applied 
differential pressure. 
Particular Q?jectives: 
The purpose of these experimental programs is to investigate the oxidizing cladding 
deformation and ballooning under LOCA conditions and to obtain a creep correlation 
with a plastic instability cr~terion. 
Experimental Facilities and Programme: 
The tests are performed using specimens representative of BWR fuel cladding 
(CAORSO reactor first fuel load and BWR/6 retrofit). The experimental equipments 
used for these tests can subject the specimens to different temperatures and pres-
sures.• A differential pressure is applied on the cladding using an inert-ga~. Inside 
pressure can reach values from 2 to 60 atm; outside pressure is the atmospherical 
pressure. The heating is obtained by Joule effect. The temperature reach values 
from 850 octo 1200 oc. Steam is introduced at atmospheric pressure and it flows 
on the specimen outside surface. The strain values are obtained by measurement of 
cold maximum hoop strain and for some tests also by photografic technique. · 
Project Status: 
1. Progress to Date: 
~5.897 
120 tests were performed at isothermal and isobaric conditions. The experimental 
results of these tests are available and a preliminary data evaluation has been 
performed. 
Other 60 tests were performed at transient temperature conditions. The temperCJ-
ture transients for these tests are obtained by constant heating rate rPmps (2 and 
12°C/s). 
- \t.oL-
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Tl'fLE (El'-JGLISH LANGUAGE}: 
Out of pile high temperature Zircaloy 
cladding creep. 
CLASSIFICA 1'ION : . 
ll.i 
11'1": t:r.Jwrl'''':llt.:d J't·:•tdtn n1·<: ;llr<::Hly [J.VDil:tble. T'he:ir cv.:ll.tia'tion is in progress. 
l~!J samples have been tested in a steam environment at transient temperature 
and pressure conditions. Some samples have been tested without stress in 
order to study the oxidizing ·mechanism in transient conditions •. 
2. Essential Results· 
The obtained results show that the strains in steam ehvironmeri.t are lower 
than those reported in literature for vacuum tests under the same temperature 
and stress conditions. The experimental data seem confirm that the oxide lay~r 
induces a cladding strength hardening and a particular ·rupture mechan,ism. 
Moreover clad deformations hav~ been observ~d without any differ~ntial 
pressure applied. 
Ne>..'i. Steps: 
CNEN and CISE are developing a new devi.ce to obtain clad temperature' variati-on 
b;;r_ internal heating. ' 
Reference Documents: ·,. 
1. Nuclital NT 77/001, M.S. Lavitola;, G. LippoliS 1 G. MaranieUo~ R. Potl.~ 
V. Pazzi 1 U. V. Rocca, "Analisi delle correlazioni di creep dello Zircaloy 
ad elevata temperatura utilizzate in codici di progetto". 
2. Nuclit~l NT 76/007 I V. Pazzi1 "Programmi sperimentali.di interesse Nuclital 
sul comportamento meccanico dello Zircaloy ad alta temperat1,.1ra". 
3. CISE Divisione Tecnologie 1 Novembre 1977 I "Esperienze fuori pila di creep 
·ad alta temperatura ed in vapore d'acqua su tubi di guaina BWR11 (lavoro nel-
l'ambito di un contratto di ricerca NUCLITAL/CISE}. 
4.-Nuclital RT 78/004, M.S. Lavitola, V. Pazzi, U.V. Rocca, 11Prob1ematic~e 
dell'ossidazione dello Zircaloy durante 1 'incidente di LOCA". 
5. CISE-78,076, "Esperienze di creep ad alta temperatura su tubi di guaina 
BWR: qualificazione e certificazione delle proye 11 • 
Degree of Availability: 
This work is carried out in the frame of an agreement between CNEN {Roma) and 
Al\'IN (Genova} and the experimental results are not open without CNEN and AlWN 
permission- General information is available. (Nuclital, Via G. D'Annunzio 113, 
I-16121, Genova). 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUALE): 
I 
. 
Studio della conduttanze. dell'intercapedine 
combustibile/guuinn in barre di combustibll2 
. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUALE): . 
Gap conductance in BffR fuel rods 
-
INITIATED: COUPLETED: 
1968 
STATUS:. 
BWR 
J.n progress LAST UPDATING:J . une 
1. General aim 
CLASSIFICATION: 
11 .1 
. 
COUNTRY: 
· ITAI,Y 
SPONSOR: 
CNEN 
ORGANISA'.riON: 
CNEN 
PROJECT LEADER: 
NOBILI 
SCIEI~TISTS: 
'79 ~ 
The aim of the experimental program is to study the effect of the 
different parr~eters (linear heat rating, cold gap, power cycling, 
etc.) on the gap conductance, 
2. Exper:i.mental facilities 
The irradiation has been p~rformed utilizing instrumented rigs 
capable· to measure directly the power generated in the fl•.el as 
.. well as the fue:i. and cladding temperatures ( 1). 
Reactor utilized: Avogadro, Siloe, Essor • 
3. The second series of irradiation experiments to study the cold gap 
effect on gap conductru1ce have been planned in the Siloe and Essor 
Reac-'liors. 
The part of program in.Siloe Reactor has been finiohed, and irradia-
tions in Essor are still in progress. 
... .... 
4. Next step 
Extension of the experiments to the study of other significant 
parameters • 
. 5. Relation to other project 
Preliminary studies to the ASCOT program. 
6. Reference documents 
The most important documents are: 
6,1. A. Calza-Bini et al., "Esperienze di irraggianionto di capsule 
Cyranum per lo studio del comport~~ento termico della barra 
combustibile", RT/ING(10)75. 
~ITTJE (ENGLISH LANGUALE): CLASSili'ICATION: 
Gap conductance in BNR fuel rods .11 .1 
6.2. A. Calza-Bini et al., "In-pile measurement of fuel cladding 
conductance for pelleted and vipe.c Zr-2 sheathed f·J.el pins••, 
Nuclear ~echnology, Volo 25, Jan. '15• · · 
' . 
6.3. A. Calza-Bini et aJ.., "Es:Perienze Gioconda: studio aperi'lllen-
tale del comportamento termico di una barra co:nbusti bile ad 
uo2: integrale di conducibilitae conduttanza dell'intercape~ 
. dine tra com'busti bile e guaina.", CNEN. . 
6.4. G. Cannata (ENEL), G. Co'soli (CNEN, cm~B), "Gap conductance 
analysis for BYffi rods relocstion model" spe.cialists' r:~eeting 
on "l!'uel Element Performance Computer Modell;i.ng", Springfields, 
r 
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f. 
7. Bu!iget, personnel involved !· 
j• 
[, 
The budget for the second part of the program is 200 ML to irradiate [ 
· · 8 ·different fLlel pins. This cost does not include the neutrons .; 
utilized in ESSOR reactor. 
The personnel involved is 4 men !or about '2 years. 
,I 
V 
8. Additional i~~ormation .. 
The results on gap conductance are utilized to calc'l:llate the qtored 
energy in the fuel pin _a.t the beginning of the LOCA accident. 
(A. ~~obili, CNEN, CSN Casaccia, CP 24.00, 1·00100 rtoma) 
·• 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
11.1 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUN'l'RY: 
Cornportamento meccanico e .chimico di guaine di Zr ad alta ITALY 
temperatura , SPONSOR: 
CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE)·: · ORGANISATION: 
High temperature mechanical and· chemical behaviour of CNEN 
PROJECT LEADER: cladding tubes 
• 
'S. OMARINI 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: 
. SCIENTISTS: 1975 . . 
- . 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress July 1979 
1. ·General Aim 
Develo.pment of stress strain anp. oxide growth rate correlations at high tempera-.· 
ture for Zircaloy fuel ~ladding. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Stress-strain correlation ir.. function of heating-rate and temperature. 
Axial extent of ballooning. 
Cinetic of oxidation in fwiction of heating-rate and temperature. 
3. Experirnen ~:al Facilities and Programme 
a) Joule effect henting facility for testing of. Zr cladding tubes with different 
heating rate or temperature transients up to 1100°C. Inner pressure range 
2-40 ata. · 
b) Radiant heat facility for the high temperature Zr oxidation studies. 
c) Internal heater with the same performances of the facility a) and with con-
trolled heated external sheath. 
4. Project Status 
About lOOtests carried out on CIRENE and CAORSO LWR. Other tests on 
.. ' 
---:--.::::-..- ............. ... ~ .............. ,..~. ...... _.-. .. 
5. NL-xt S:·eps 
Carrying out the facility c). Analytical elaboration of' the achieved data. 
Analytic.al model' on axial balloc:-1'ing .. 
6. Relation to Other Pr0jects and Codes 
High t~mperature tests on irradiated clads (National Laboratories -Ris~ -Damnark). 
0 5 Single pin in pile tests (EOLO) - (CCR Euratom-Ispra). ,_,,. 07 
I TIT~~--~1~:~GL1SH LAN.GUAnE) =· 
I 1!iPh tL'J.::>c'raturc lllcchanico.l and chemical I bci;aviou;. of cladding tubes 
7. Rcfcr(~1l c:c Documents 
CLASSIFICA 'l"~ON : 
11.1 
"1\ Ltivi.ta inercnte la ricerca sJ,.tlla cinetica di ossidazione di guaine di 
Zirca1oy ad alta temperaturau - RTI(CECA T -3), Gennaio 1977., 
"Vnl1.1 t<J.zionc dei cocfficicnti, programmazione e '"fitting" di una rela-
zionc di deformazione guaine tratta dal metodo di calcolo CAN SWEL" 
RTI(CECAT-4), Febbraio 1977. 
"Valutazioni annlitiche c sperimcntali sul comportamento ad alta tem. 
pcratura di guai11e di geometria CIRENE" - CECA T /TERM-RAP(78)2, 
Febbraio 1978 • 
. "Procedure di Prova - Esperienze alta temperatura su guaine BWR" 
RAP(78)-02/ CECAT, Febbraio 1978. 
"Prove Preopcrazionali - Esperienze ai alta temperatura su g~aine BWR" 
RA.P(78)03-CECAT, Marzo 1978. . 
8. Degree of availability 
To a hmited extent. 
s. Omarini, CNEN, CSN Casaccia, CP 2400, I-00100 Roma. 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): ·COUNTRY: 
Analisi del canportornonto tennomeccanico delle barre di . ITALY I 
corr1bustib:i. le in condizioni di nqnnale :funzionamento e di SPONSOR:. 
incidAnte CNEN 
TI1'LE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Thcnnoucchanical analydis of ~1el rods during nonnal SOPREN 
-operations and accident co~ditions PROJECT LF.AOER: 
G.P. Pozzi 
INITIATED: COl'·1PLETED: SCIEN'riSTS: 
1978 1982 
E. Mascellani 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
in progress September 1979 M.S. Lavitola 
I • 
1. General ai.m 
Development of two computer codes, the first regarding the steady state behaviour 
of L\•JR fuel rods during irradiation, and the second' .regarding the thennomechanical 
behaviour of the same rods during accident conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
Verification (using the developed codes) of experiences performed by Italian CNEN · 
and other international organizations. The aim of this work is the validation of 
the models contained in the developed codes. 
3. Experimental facilities 
In cooperation with CNEN an experimental facility for out of pile rod bursting and 
ballooning of PWR rods has been designed; its realization will be completed in 
1979. 
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TITLE (JI:NOJ..JISH LANGUAGE) : 
'l'lv:mno;nechanical analysis of fu<:l mds 
dur:Lnz nonnal operations and ace l•lcnt 
concli tions 
CLASSIFICA'.f.'ION : 
11.1 
~----------------------------~----------------~ 
11. Projc:~atus 
Us in[~ the informaUon available l:l1u definition of the ·various mode;I.s to be 
i nsert<..:d in the two above codes I ; : in progress. 
The models cover the follo~ing n: :1 lccts: 
a) for the steady state irradia t.·l on program: fission gas release; fuel densific.~ 
tion; swelling of the Uranium dioxide and of the ·Zircalloy cladding; pellet-
cladding interacti'on; stress 1111d temperature distribution in the pellet· and in 
the·cladding. 
b) for the transient accident p1'1 ~~~r·n;n! cladding ballooning and bursting during 
a LOCA; cladding collapsing :J::::ociated with fuel densification; cladding 
bxidation and embrittlement; L•'[ll1Sient DNB, cladding temperature increase 
and degradation of the claddJnr: mechanical properties; fuel central melting. 
In 1979 so11e separated models W('l'~ verified against experimental results (in 
particular the rod failure testa performed in the frame of Studsvik OVER-RAMP 
Prpgra-n) . 
5. Next steps 
Are' the following ones: 
a) codification of the different models in various separated subroutines; 
debugging of the same 
b) fonnulation and codification '-'r the two digital programs for the steady state 
and transient fuel rod analysts .... 
· c) validation of the above· progt--;\lns against experimental results. 
6 .. bcr;ree of availability 
To a limited extent 
7-•. Budget, personnel involved 
2 engineers and 2 analyst$ for & yecu~ 
~ . 
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1. r;;;::r.RA!. A -w. 
'l(J ;;N,Ii I" '"''"'l ~ nl 1 ,. cr,ro conrli ti on:-. follo~inv, ll lo:-;n-of-pror;r;tJro nooidnlt (LWH) nnd ~C:UWH. 
To disccNcr whether internal pressure in Zircalloy-cle.d fuel rods causes deformation which could obstruct further· 
coolin1:• If thi:; is so, to define tho conditions under which it could occur, a'nd· to investigate remedial_ measures. 
::;r;:r.:R fuel bt;~. !J •)S ;;p to 2::l l Pnl:th hove been heated in ·a furnnce throutjl defined temperature and pressure sequences. 
:l1uJ !Jur.•!l <·:. w•·:· .. tt.cn ci::u.:.r.tlcd .and tl.e di::.tortions of the fuel rods were measured. 
::b<,rt ; • ,, t,.:. • :· L'.;i< fuel rod are taken through defined sequences of temperature and internal pressure, and tho~r 
'· :: .•• 1Jt.Jl ,,r:-.11l. ,,,, or L'<lT< fuel rod clndd.i.n,: .in ::;tcum atmosphere ha::; been :;tudied over a range of internal pre::;zures tllld ovor 
tr.•: ~·r,r,,.,., M \.•1 ;.;,: ... v;rn~ cr,lculntcd to occur after a loss of coolant accident. In some combinations of pressure end 
t.c:o,l''~'~•t•,r~> e:xt.t:.c.::,! Jo::for:r.ation is zc:on wit.h strains of ~and more. Investigation of the mechanisms of deformation is 
JH'OCt·c i ir.,~. Or.(· of the controlling para:ncters b the heat tran~fer at the surface of the cladding. A progr!llllll!e of tests 
ha:.. br:•·n crn·ric·J out on sine;le rods in flowing steam. This will be extended to 111ulti-rod as:.:emblios to study internotivo 
Slit keport.;, f.:ii/1/14 October '1973 
11 .. nn C A "n,rJ B<::.wi.our of ~c:rr.'R Fuel Elements Under Accident Conditions (CSNI Specialists' Meeting, Spt!.tind, Norw~ 1 
1?J.-1C !,;l!;.terr.L0r "': 1//r~) 
Hc.:.o K M, MIJ.n C A ur..J l!iNle E D Tho .\xbl Di:;tri'tJution of Deformation in the Clndding of PWR Fuel R~ in o Lor.o-of-
Ct-<,l~.~r.t Acci':' ;,t. (':;;;~;/ Ali':. To pi ccu Mcctine on Nucl(Jnr Power Ronctor Safety, Brussels, October 1976). 
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l.Auinr~ rJ lr;·.::-or-coolnnt accident or other tron::;ient the combination of a decreuse in clad strengt~ and en increase in 
<lif:• ro·r.t.J:.l r·.·: :.r<··.:.,.r.., rnny onur:o U.n cln•l•lin,•, to :~woll Wld pnrtinlly blt'JOk the coollll'lt chnnncl. Thin job iu concornod 
f•rH.:,z·i l'J wi.t.l• tlu; tt.oorct.lcul mo<iollinl': or the factors controlling the extent of 5uch a blockoge. 
,.,.,.,,. i • :ot '.,.J,.·. w: J l t•<' •h:•:elJ;.od oml comr•arcd with other existint~ codcn to e;ive improvc<l models of clad. defor:ntJtion:.. 
I' .rt:crJJ •: '•t~.':ntion will be eiven t.t the prediction of strain di::;tribution during clad ballooning, rod/rod interaction 
r.J,•I '~'•f' cc .. ,:•Jct•-'1cc "·c.·::ellin;,:;. Tf,o codes will be assessed against available irradiation experiments end laboratory 
A Ul'lt••ril~· v!,!.le:.::l. cl•!'l deformation t1odcl CAt;!:>~/BL 1 htis be~n developed and inte~rated into the MAnEL 'I rod modal. 
CJ :;::•r::L 1 c;c_.,t,,j n:. r,(J.;ds for the CT'('€:l' or Zincnloy in the alphn, beta ond mixed phase re~:~ions and includes the effect 
Cif Coxi<Jr,tio;~. C:Jrru.t dcvt!lopmcnt concor:.:.. the exten~ion to two dimensions to account for azimuthal temperature 
( ;!"i r.tiom; w .• 1 t""' ::,elusion of a c:odul of the mcchlll'lical restraint .due to rod/rod contract. The resulting CANSWEL 2 
:,u !Ju U.u c ::\:l-::.:.tion pnck!li~e in the 1-'.ABEL 2 two-dimensional node code. · , . i · 
.. 
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In pro~rr·ss Harch 1979 
Background 
Fud r;,d !1chaviour in LOCA is sensitive to the fuel temperature and rod internal 
presHure .lust prior to the event. Current code predictions suffer from the difficulty 
in cstirnnting the pellet to clad~ing conductance. 
To 'r1nd l fy the MTNIPAT/SI.lmTH code and verify by reference to ins.trumented pf.n 
('XJH·rlrnl.•ntnl irradiations carried out in the DIDO reactor at Harwell. 
The first experlment (IE 1124/1) has been completed. .Analysis of the results will 
exnrnin~ the effective gap width (the term G +· Y 1 in the conductance equation) m n for tlw case with nominal contact at full power and a range of helium - fission 
r,as mixtures. The second (lE 1124/2) will make s·imilar temperature measurements. 
with a range of fuel - cladding gaps and gas composition. 
r' a ci l i t i <' s 
Th~ rig SD 1124/2 rig in the DIDO reactor at AERE 
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In progr<~:->s March 1979 
Bn~kr~ro1tncl 
Fuel c~ntre temperatures in water reactor fuel pins may change substantially in 
tl1e P~rly stages of irradiation as a result of the balance between densification, 
P.<·1let frar,ment relocation, and fiS;sion gas bubble swelling. The magnitude of the 
dfcct d··rends on fuel rating, uo2 density and pore geometry,, pellet de.sign and 
fabric0tion route. 
1~ To dctQrmine the effect of fuel fabrication route, initial density and fuel-
clad r.ar ~ize on uo2 cent~e fuel temperatures. 
2. To use MINIPAT/SLEUTH codes to rationalise the experimental data with current 
cod~ predictions~ 
Tlir•·:· Pxp•·rlments complet('d by April 1979. Four experiment follow. 
F:1cf1 iti.::s 
Hip,h ~~ressure water ldop in niDO Harwell. 
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Thcrmohydraulic Safety Studies 
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Effects of Fuel Pin Ballooning on 
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Berlchtazeitraum/Period Kluslflkatlon/Ciaaalflcatlon Kennzelchen/Project Number 
1.1.78 - 31.12.78 11.2 AS 245 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Countrv 
GroBbehalter - Phase 1 
FRG 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Full Size Vessel - Phase 1 Staatliche Material-
. prufungsanstal t (MPA) 
Stuttgart 
Arbellsbeglnnllnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.10.1976 31.12.1979 Or. Sturm /Doll 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing 31.12.1978 16.530.922,-:.. 
1. General Aim 
Elaboration of a rough specification for the research programme "Full Size Vessel" 
as well as purchase and transport of a boi I ing water reactor pressure vessel. 
Fabrication of a part of a shell made of material in boundary condition. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The rough specification shall contain the following'!.Jrgent examinations to be perfor-
med on the full size vessel: 
- nondestructive examinations (flaw detection probability) 
detection of the zero-condition 
- removal of trepan to verify probable defects 
".--.. \ - internal pressure test 
., 
Construction and montage of 13WA.preaaure vessel: 
- inserting of defects in the site weld seams 
- construction and insertion of a weakened section 
from material in boundary condition. Welding of 
circular and length seam welds with man-made and natural defects 
- non-destructive testing 
3. A esearch programme 
4. Experimental Facilities 
To perform automatical non-destructive testings a central mast manipulator must 
be developped and constructed. 
-2-
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1 • 1 • 78 - 31. 12.78 RS 245 
5 . Progrr:>ss to Date 
Rough specification has been peformed in collaboration with the lnstitut fuer 
zerstorungsfreie Pruefungen ( lzfp), Saarbruecken. Completion of the ~~sting cell. 
Completion of the frame, transport to MPA Stuttgart and montage of the two parts 
in the testing cell. (Fig. 1) 
Completion of the vessel sections at Breda S-p.A., Milan (acc.eptanee in May 1978) 
Transport of the full size .vessel (Fig. 2,3,4) from Milan to the MPA Stuttgart 
(June - July 1978) 
The site weld seams M1 and M2 are ready except the final annealing. 
The site weld seams M3 is intended as a narrow split weld (Fig. 5). For the 
determination of the welding ~arameters a preliminary test weld has been performed .. 
Weakened section of the vessel: 
All circular and length weld seams as well as the nozzles Rand Shave been welded. 
(Fig. 6) 
In the circular weld seams RN 4/1 as well as in the length weld seam$ I..N 4/3, 4/4 
and 4/7 natural and man-made, defects have been inserted. 
6. Results 
7. Next Steps 
- C orr.p I et ion of section 4 at K I oeckner - AG , Osnabrueck and transport to MP A 
(march 79) 
- Completion of circular site weld seams M3 and M4 
- final annealing of the site weld seams 
-grinding of the cladding 
8. Relation with other Projects 
RS 304 research programme for integrity of components 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availabilit>;: 
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I. 
2.1 
The commissioning of nuclear power stations is to be 
expedited using mechanized welding processes rather than 
conventional methods. · 
Particular Objectives 
I 
This project aims to develop mechanized welding pro~esses 
in order to achieve an improvement of the technological 
quality coefficient .of w;elds, increase their resistance 
-t·o porosity and cracking and create a' process independent . 
of the human factor. 
( 
Pre-assembly 
As part of the pre-assembly of reactor containment shells, 
three segment plates are to be simultaneously welded to-
gether to form a ·triple plate unit. 
Welding of circumferential seams 
Welding of containment circumferential seams is to be 
tested using tandem submerged-arc welders. 
2.3 · Welding of vertical seams 
For welding of vertical seams, the use of electroslag 
and electrogas welders is to be tested and modified. 
Welding of upper and.lower sphere ·zones 
For welding of the upper and lower sphere zones, inert-
gas shielded arc welders with automatic ·weld·Centerline 
guidance. al"e·. to ·bei :tested and modified.-·· · , .... ·· ..... 
. ' 
-2-
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3.4 
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Sesearch Program 
Pre-assembly • 
Welding'of circumferential seams 
Welding of vertical seams 
RI 213 
Welding of.upper and lower sphere-zones. 
Experimental. Facilities 
. 
Test stand with tandem submerged-arc welder including 
' .. 
additional gas-shielded-arc welding head .for root ~elding. 
The equipment is controlled from a central control unit 
with speed regulat·;Lon and synchronization of two travel· 
ling gears. There is a tilting table with .vacuum holding.-
down appliance for receiving .the three plate segments 
and control of the inclination adjustment for site tests. 
The test stand includes a rail for. gui.dan.ce of ·the welder, 
a flux retaining strip, a tandem submerged-arc welder 
with follow-up device' and 'contro-lled travelling gear 
speed. 
. 
The test stand will be installed after completion of 
equipment survey and ordering (scheduled for July 1979). 
Progress to Date 
The laboratory welders are now availab~e and are being 
modified. Design work for the tilting table control is in 
progress. Labora'tory welding tests on boiler plates have 
been co~pleted. Laboratory wel~ing tests on 15 MnNi 63 
material. have be:en. initiated •. 
Design work for flux retainer and guide rails is in its 
final stage. The laboratory welding tests on 15 MnNi 63 
material have been initiated. 
Survey of equipment availabl'e in Japan has been completed. 
Survey of European equipment is in its final stage. 
Results 
Noteworthy. results. are-not .. yet -ava-ilable. •. 
Rep~ese~tative·results o£.the equipment survey are not yet 
available. 
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10. 
Next Steps 
Welding and testing.of· 15 MnNi 63 test plates. 
Manufacture of tilting table. Modification of welding 
and control equil.pment. 
Welding and testing of 15 MnNi 63 test plates. 
Completion. of the .... design work for flux retainer 
and rails. Modificatio~ of the welding and control 
equipment. 
Preparation and completion of equipment·aurvey in 
the 1st quarter ·of 1979• 
Relation with other Projects 
- ., ' X, 
References ; ·-
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-~-' d• · .: ·General Aim ,·. · · .. :, '-. 
\:: .. :_;~,.../ .:.· The research programme Integrity of' components (FKS~ ,ls ... concEJr~ with '"<··,. :·. '··.'· 
lt~ ·•-''< ~~ ··: .. the reactor pressure vessel of n\iclear light water reactdrs,' with the focus · -; .. ;_,: 
-~~;;_\<>· ·':!point of the long time behavlor under special consideration' of.U"lfav~able · · ·· ·.<'.' ... , 
. -.;, .. ~ ;'j' . . ' 
\-.';.:;'::.· . material flew and stress state. · · · 
. 1,-.it·.) • 't ·',,: 
~~f;::.::·, Tho programme year 1978, which follo~ed. the phase of "specification sept.. · .. I :<. 
: f;~;~c'' , ,.~ doe. 1_977 had the. aim to purchase, the specified mat~rl~ls and to prepare _ ,. · ... · 
: f::·.,_," ~-. them for the subsequent. tests. !n the frame of the. specified aim of the F~S 
: p, }; . · ~.· ... Jt was necessary to specIfy and reall ze the mater la Is In the varl ous toughness' · 
· if::::;.t;· :·: · levels Including the "low· shelf"-behavlor as well as flaw condltions·relevant, 
'I\ (.. ' •• ~ . ' ~ ~ • ',,: ~ i:~~~-~{-: . .';'_ ... ~or the safety aspects. In ·first lnve~tlgations at ·these~terlals the sttu~ture• · · · 
·~f.)·-;:~>:;', and flaw state and the ba~lc material properties were .characterized. .. · · · · 
~-f!\::-::':.: : >. · -· The al m of the theoretical tasks was the critical JUdges of the calculatIon .'\ 
'~:.e:: and teat proc8dures being ~ppiiiiCI and the creatl~ of trenaferoiblllty. Crlt";'l~ ·· · 
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The particular objectives of the progra'Time year 1978 _and th8 lnvestlgatfori·· 
under chapter 3 derived here~tom are ~r.ranged a• fo1i0w& .. :·. · · 
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Provision 'of RPV-mat~ial~ In real. Ingot sizes ~l·tli ·v~l-~a toughness Jevells 
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2.4 Description of material state and material behavior under the Influence of 
production- and in-service_ par~meters. 
2. 5 Creation of transferabi I ity criteria specimen/component. 
3. Research Programme 
Corresponding to the particular obj~ctives the following means were performed 
3.1 Melting of 200 t Ingot of material 22 NIMoCr 3 7 (A 508 8 Cl 1) and 
22 MnMoNI 55 (A 533 Cl 2) by conventional and MHKW-procedure. 
(Eiectro slag remelting). 
3.2 Reforging of the Ingots with various degrees of deformation and directions. 
Welding- and heat treatment of plates with production like and "lower-bound'' 
parameters. 
, 3.3 -Long time aging of specimens and vessel parts 
I 
- Irradiation experiments in power reactors 
- Preparation of Irradiation experiments In research reactors 
• Preparation of tests in static autoclaves for examination of environmental 
Influences 
~.~ .. NMde~\rue\h+@ @.xt\Mlmt'oo• of ~M ff'G\wltll (a,epa, p'ates, specimens) 
and weld joints. 
- Metallographic investigations of base material and weld joints. 
- Destructive testing to determine the acceptance data with small scale 
specimens. 
- Preparation of large scale specimens and intermediate size vessel tests 
3.5 - lnstrumented Charpy impact tests and drop weight tests conducted In different 
laboratories (Round-Robln-Te~t) 
- Finite element calculations for large scale specimens, nozzle corners• 
fracture mechanics specimens and determination of residual stresses of 
weldings at model test pieces. 
-Advancement of test and measuring techniques for heat affected zone 
simulation, dynamic fracture phenomenon and elastic-plastic fracture 
behavior. 
- Calculation of damf.lge functions and neutron spectra. 
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Progress to Date . · . . · . . · . . . . ·, · . , ;~ . , ' I' ' · .. '
Th_o means mentioned under chapter 3 ·for procurement and processing of the · · 
mntorlals mainly have been finished, furthermore a characterization of the 
materials by nondestructlve~ metalloglcal and "-ctian1.6al testing has been 
' ' . 
' ·. ~ : . 
,' " .~ ' 
'• •'w • 
•r '' ,-
·conducted. ,. '· r' \::' 
Finite element- and transferability calculations as well as the preparation and ' ' ! ,.' 
verification of test and measuring ·techniques to be applied have been exect:Jted. 
The first t~ Irradiation capsules have been completed ~.will be·lnae~ted ... 
' . ' 
.., . ,_ 
In the power reactor In January '1979. . .. 
,· ~ '1 
Rosults ' ' 
.·. By nondestructlve examination of the base materials of present' forgings· 
. \ 
. ' 
'. 
· {flange ring, steam-generator plate) the flaw state· necessary for the elm 
I . 
of the programme was determined as.st>eclfled. · ,, ' 
'' . 
The lociltlon of the specimens to be tested(large: scale specimens. welded ·' ·· 
i 
in pieces for Intermediate size vessels) was .chosen In accordance with the . · 
.. , .. 
~?:.~; 1.:/. ·~ . flaw state. One heat specified as "above limit" regarding toughness and crack··· · ;. : 
wa,.:" ' :::~::~:::~:~::::8t:: ~~:~=~;n:~~~~~al flaws a' ' ' ', .• : :'. 
•:·"·. ,1 new ingot with changed chemical analysis has been produced.and Is now · · . '· · 
;1;..r• being examined. By welding with Lnf,avorable parameters (P,eheet ten'lpar~tura,' :;:'' .: 
~c0}· ~:~dp':,t~::=~=~::~::k:·:~~::~~!cn:.'n;~'~~.:::n:: ·.· .. ·· 
6•LJ. ~. . be investigated In large seal~ specimens. . ~ '· :i;r1~:~·. ~..-. · Based on the first results of the FE-calculatlons nozzle geometrles for 
'':f· ·,:. ~Intermediate size vessels and notch shapes for large ~cafe specimens fk·'i-' · were established. One dimensional transpori·cal~uleti~On9 ·for dete;Mtnatlon · 
~; ~. 
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of neutron spectra will be used for design and dlmen.16nlng (ahleld arrangement 
and material) of Irradiation facilities In reseetch reactors.··' .. 
N'!!.'ltt Steps 
,_,,...., t:t\lf ~ ,, ttm programme year a considerable delay In the processing 
of aomo materials was oacortalned, so that the research programme planned 
for 1978 could not be settled completely. These tasks will be continued .1~ the 
first few months of the next•year parallel to the activities plaMed ~or 1979. 
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In the programme year 1979 the experimental work will be supplemented by 
theoretical conslderatipns furthermore extensive tests with the first large scale 
specimens will be conducted. 
The intermediate size vessels will be complet~ fer testing In 1980. The 
irradiation experiments Initiated in 1978 in research and power reactors as well 
as corrosion tests In autoclaves will be continued during the programme year 
1979. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
see annual report 1977 
9. References 
Annual reports related to the particular materials and special fields are In· 
progress. 
_ 10. Degree of Availability of th~ 1Aeports 
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General aim 
The research program Is emphasized on sounding ou~ safety margtns 
. \ . ' 
·~ .. ·~ ' ' 
' .. 
of the :primary pressure components taking Into account postulated·.:·.· 
' I 
states of material on extreme .. condltions, unfavourable-' states ·of::' ~ '. 
. . . ' 
I ,, ' ' 
flaws and stress as well· 'as Infl-uences of operation. ~' ' . 
Particular ob[cctives '·.I 
Pressure vesse1s of light water reactors w111 change their material '' 
properties by neutron ·irradiation. DuctilitY. properties required 
for safety will· be deterl~rated especial iy. Those depend ess.entially 
on ·material ·composition, s~ru~tural condition ~nd state of stres.s and 
are influenced by neutron fluenc~. neutron spectrum and temperature 
during. I rradfatlon as we I 1•. There eri two particular objectiVes: 
. '. l 
. '\' 
I rradiatlon of selected. pressure vess_el s~ee1 melts a~d. weldt·ng mater.lal . 
' . 
. t, 
In advance on operational conditions of_ll,ght water reactors ~nd subscque~t ·. ' 
, • I 
tests by various methods Jn order to determine changes of material pro:-. ·' 
' ' I > 
perties quantltlvely • 
Investigation and physical interpretation-of grating defects In l'ron·· 
. ' ' .. ' 
.alloys cause~ bf t rradlatlon aiming at a clarification· of the-' l'nfluence 
of alloy composition, heat treatment. mech~~~~al load a,nd lrradlatlot'\ 
at which an exact undel"standtng' of the ,n_lc.roscop_lc effects should be•i 
achieved. 
\• 
. 
' ; '' ~ .' -
. .. ,_ .. -.: ., 
t.' :.·v· ~· • 
',. 
.. 
. . , 
· Research program 
Development• design and construc:tlon. of lc~~g~ sized I rradl·atlon'.~apsule~,' :._ · · 
.operating and supply equipment; devices for·measu~lng·andia~cessortes.·· 
' . • '. ... . I; .. :. ~·! ~.· ' .: ,'1 ·~ ·. : ·.··- . .. ·.~-.·~ •• i~~·.<~.:-:~::· .. :> ... '1'. :~ .;' . i :, . I 
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3.2 Investigation on the following material properties: strength. 
irradiation embrittlement behaviour and ductility dependent on 
material, state of material and the parameters neutron'fluence and 
spectrum as well as irradiation temperature. 
Furthermore, corrosi~n attack by the primary demineral ized water,, 
irradiation. being present,will be investigated in order to ~lmulate 
flaws In a welding plate. 
The following types of specimen will be applied: Tensile strength 
nptched-bar lmpact.bending, impact-testing according to Pellini and 
lracture mechanics. Three states of material wll_l be used: Basic 
material, weld metal and hea~ influenced weld zones of melts 
consisting of the steels 22 Ni Mo Cr 37 and 20 Mn Ho NI 55. 
Parameters indicating influence, especially neutron fluence and 
neutron spectrum of the research reactor FRG 2 will be determined 
experimentally and the~retlcally for transferring the result~ to light 
water power reactor conditions. 
3.3 Investigation on the microstructure of steel specimens of which the 
following will be used for experlm ental analysis: 
- Pressure vessel steel specimens. 
-Alloy composed of pure iron and copper. 
-Pure alloy of Iron and other additional material. 
3.4 Material technological Investigations on calculating stress of 
fracture mechanical specimens, on yield fracture mechanics, on effects 
of the microstructure, temoerature and surface during fracturing and 
~ ~ 
0 
on the mechanism of damage by lrr~dfatfon embrfttlement in metal 
gratlngs. 
Main part of the program will be carried out in context of the r'esearch program 
11Komponentenslcherhelt11 (FKS) and the second IAEO-program. 
,;'-
~ 
4. Experimental ,Facilities,, Computer Codes 
Research reactor FRG 1 and 2 
-Hot Cells (Conctete and lead tells) 
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• Irrndiation capsules of the type AS, W3 and CK ·- · , .. · ' .. : ·::,.\· :·· ;, ., 
(large container capsule). supply equipment and measuring·,",'.':.· ··:.'. 
devices included ' . . ... 
: - Tensile strength testing-machines ~p· to 2500 ·KM , · .·. ~ : ··,'·:/-·:_: ~: .• t_:<-_., . 
, ,, ' • ' ' I "' .,,' • ' ~- , , , 
·- Instrumented impact testing-machine. accordin'a:·.to Pellini.: . '.·~~·.~.:-~ ·· .. · · 
:-Hardness. testing-machines· , · ,<,:.'·-.~~··. ,>. .· .L·_-:-._,."-
:'. 1 
'' \... ' 
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- Electron scan m~croscope.:. 
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._; - Metallographical laboratory -· 
· - neutron beam small scattering angle facility at· the ·research,' · r ·' - • 
reactor FRGJ• ' · · 
- Special evaluation met~ods 
• An accurately collimated, monochromated ·neutron beam is focussed on a 
specimen being in' a magnetic fhld directed transverse to the beam.· . 
..., • ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' f. 
There are two detectors rep~oducing minute. local details ·located· in · 
a plane some meters far·away which take 
I ' . 
up two profiles of the' scattering 
' ' ' 
intensity p~tallel'and perpendicu~at to the direction of. the magnetic 
field. ,-. I,' 
~ '. t 
' . 
,. 
·:· • S. Progress to Date 
,._ 
. ' 
' 
• f·,· Ref. to 3.1 A special large container capsule being able· to take up large ·.fracture 
,. ·~' l'' 
'' '~·, ', 
. I 
to.·- ,._ 
·, ' .. 
: ', . .: 
"' ,. 
,, (' ' . .' 
,· 
mechanic. as well as impact Pellini besides conventionat·small 'tensile 
. ' ' 
strength and notched-bar i'mpact specimens 'has .. beeri developed, ·A .prototyp 
' ' I 
capsule were being operated and 't~sted sufficie~~ly. Some of a set of 
container' capsules, and~ thelr auXiliary_ .• y~teliaa are aoing to b~ manu..;_ 
. . 
facturedi 
. .'Ref •. to 3.2 Charpy - v - notch impact specimens of the ·-.• ~eels' 22 Ni. Mo Cr 37 'and 
~' '. 
' ! ., ~ ' .. ,' 
I . ' 
20 Mn Mo Ni SS (basic material and welded' .~~ne) were neutron irradiatcq 
in the research reactor FRG 2 at tempera,tures 290 °C up .-to a fluence of 
2 • 10 19 n/cm2, E>J MeV in order to study the~iqfluence of the irradia-
tion temperature. ' I ' ; 
Tht• uAc or an iron Ahi_clding should give an answer to th~· influence· 
' 
of the neutron, spectrum' on the impact· toughnea~ properties. '·. '. 
' '. 
" ' 
'. ', 
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. ! ........_ r": '. ···. 
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Ch:1rpy - v .. notch imPact specimens wer~ ;.i~c(irradiated in. the pow:er 
reactor of Stade (PWR) '·for· comparis~n and · t~ 1,f,i~d o~t a poasible ' 1 • 
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influence of the different neutron spectrum. 
The test material was machined from a block of the HSST•Plate 03, 
A 533 fl 2 19 6 0 19 I 2 . B. The uences were ,0 • JO and J, • 1 n cm , respecttvely. 
The irradiation temper~ture was 290 °C. 
Charpy - v ~ notch specimens of the welded zone (22 Ni Mo Cr 37) 
which were irradiated to a fluence of 9 • tq18 'n/cm2 in the Power 
I 
Reactor of Stade (PWR), were tested in the Hot Cells in Geesthacht. 
These tests are a part of the Reactor Pressure Vessel surveillance 
program. 
Ref. to 3.3 Work was concentrated on evaluation of neutron beam small scattering 
angle measurements parallel and perpendicular to a strong magnetic 
field so that nuclear and magnetic scattering were yielding a more 
complete interpretation. 
I 
Ref. to 3.4 Further development of a computer code 'for experimental fracture 
mechanics as well as considerations on a theoretical determination 
of fracture and irradiation influenced occurrences in the micro-
structure will be continued. 
6. Results 
Ref. to 3.1 After development,, construction and a prototype test the first large 
container capsules including auxiliary systems have been prepared. 
0 
' ,, 
L 
I 
' 
\ 
I 
I, 
'• 
Ref. to 3.2 As expected the shift of the NDT-Temperature for both steels is smaller " 
at the higher irradiation temperature of 320 °C than the' shift at the d 
lower temperature. On the other hand results up to now show influence 
of an additional shielding on the NDT-temperature is ~egligible. 
As to the comparison between power and research reactor the impact-
temperature curves of the two irradiation tests show that there are no 
greateT differences in the NOT-temperature at fluences up to 2 • Jo 19n/cm2 
in the two reactors, although theirtadition time was 6014 hours in the 
Power Reactor and 350 hours in the research reactor FRG 2 •. 
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Tho impact•temperature·diagramm of the PWR•Te~t shows a decrease of 
~ ··~ the upper she1 f energy which has not been obaerved in the resea·rcb 1 ;· 
. . . .. 
.. reactor testa. / .. , 
.. 
'The evaluation of the Chaipy - impact specimens with' regard ·to the 
surveil~ance prpgram whic:h had been irradi'ated in ·the power reactor 
·of Stade (PWR) showed the expec.ted 'shift ·.of' the ·NOT-temperature.:' 
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::·, R.ef. to 3.3 Results of investigations on irradiation defect's in iron .all~ys. a~hieyed . : 
-~ . _!,,_..:_;~and 3.4 by·microstructure measure~nts in the neutron:beam ·&mall scattering· 
c:;.:>. angle facility are as follows: , '~' .. ,.;. ' '' . 
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· . A. Purt' nlloz of iron nnd copper 
. •, 
:·· ~' . ' 
.· ,· 
The. evaluation shows that the .sreater part of CQpper of ·the specimen 
is present in a still fine-dispersive state. There is a small amount 
of separations of copper pa'tticles larger than 20 X in specimens being 
. I . . 
. cooled down slowly from.the melt Cup to. 25 p.c. of copper ingredients).· 
.. 
Separ~tions in specimens being cooled.dowf\ f~s~ have_not been proved • 
. On the other hand, specimens being cooled down slowly and i.rradiated 
. 19 2 . . . 0 
by a fast neutron fluence of 2 •10 n/cm and temperature o£.290 c· 
4 
., 
. ' ' 
I' I 
' 
,. 
... · .
showed ·separation of abo.ut 80 p.c. ~o 100 p.c. ·of the pre&ent·, copper iq, a .. '· 
. . . :. . 
state of an agglomerated cake wlth a dlameter·,ln the order of SO A. On 
' . ' 
" •' , 
an average, 'smaller clusters' having a smaller total volume of copper 
'' I ' 
were· originated in specimens being cooled down fast~ . ' 
Furthermore. it was ptoved that the separatio~ effect activated at the 
temperature _of 290 °C is only. taking place'to,· ~ less. elttt~nt. This means 
the limit of solubil ~ty ·of ~opper in· an iron all~y .is close tb. nil at 
a temperature of 290 °C, 'since a signifi,can~ effe.ct has still been prov~d'.' ,; 
t ,' • • I 
at a copper content of 0.1 p.e •• too. ~eparation is accelerated by ·irradia• 
tion obviously. 
., ,' 
Processes of nucleus formation ·play a part .·eventually,- too. Separation 
of copper during irradiation is. the mos~. obvious effect·. Besides there ' 
are clear symptoms poi~~ing ~t · the formation .of dislocat~on' . 
loopa, artd that especiauy·in the· ape'C1imene.'being cooled dowrt fast. 
t! ·,, ·.'.'. =;·: . 
. ,-'. 
' " 
,,•: r 
~ , ,. ' 
. ' 
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7. Next steps 
Both effects can be distinguished by the different azimuthal 
dependence of the scattering, however in principle by applying 
different strong magnetic fields, too. 
B. Specimens of steel 
Pressure vessel steel is already containing many separated ingre-
dients resulting i~ a strong small scatt~ring angle, but .mostly meet-
ing an angle range below 2° at a wave length of about 5 l. Thus, 
' 0 
a clear effect in irradiation damaged spe~imens can be seen-in the 
case of greater angles, and that every time after experience up to 
now, when mechanical tests have shown an essential embrittleme~t <J:Z) 
effect. Only steel specimens with a content of copper above 0.1 p.c. .·,, 
indicate essential effects at an irradiation level of 2 • 10 19 fast 
neutron per cm2• However, scattering is stronger than indicated in 
the pure iron specimen with the same content of copper. Censequently, 
other ingredients of the steel alloy are supposed to play their part, 
I 
although copper has a triggering function. 
Irradiation runs of notched-bar impact bend~ng specimens at 
temperature between 260° and 270°C will be prepared. 
- Specimens having been irradiated in large container capsules 
(tensile strength-, notched-bar impact bending-, Pellini- and 
fracture mechanics-) will be taken from in the Hot Cells and in-
vestigated subsequently. 
- Preparations.for the Research frogram "Komponentensicherheit" will 
be continued. The Round-Robin-Test for Pellini specimens will be 
set about. 
- Further developmept of dosimetrie measuring and evaluation methods. 
I 
- Continuation of measurements by neutron optical methods for the 
investigation on the microstructure of iron specimen differently 
pretreated and those of pressure vessel steel. · 
- Continuation of theoretical work on fracture mechanical problems 
0 
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;'; .. :· ·.. the pressure vess~.l, f~ilure tests," whicJ:l are carried out by 
'the MaterialprUfungsa~stalt. · (Ml?A), Stuttgart,. wil-l. be taken. 
into consideration ~n the future. These tests ~ill be as• 
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sisted by calculations concerning with sr.>ecial pJ1oblerns. 
. ' 
' Design calculations of the pressl,lre vessel ,failure. tests 'o'f 
the MPA. .. 
'. 
' ' 
Further development of the DAISY Code for application in ··the 
' . 
pressure failure tests. .,. 
Verification· of DAISY using pressure vessel failure tests 
of the BASF. , ·, 
' ' ' 
Evaluation and· post-test caiculations of .. the MPA 'tests. 
Comparison ·with other codes tre~ting ·flui~ structure· inter-· . · 
. 
action.· \ 
. ·. 
' . 
Experimental Faci li t:ies,. Computer· Codes · · · 
Fluiddynamics: DAPSY ··Simulation :of multidimensional. 
. ' ' 
" 
pressure wave propagati:on. , · . ,. ! 
. ·. 
' /. 
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Structure dynamics: SAP VI, ASKA - Finite Codes which are 
used accordins to their special advantages. KBOS - Code for 
radial symmetric problems. 
Fluid structure Interaction: DAISY - Coupled code for calcu-
lations with fluid.structure interaction. DAISY consists of 
DAPSY, some coupling modules and a structure dynamic module, 
·which treats the mass and stiffness matrices fro~ the struc-
ture dynamic code. ~ 
Containment: COFLOW /1/ - Calculation of pressure distribu-
tion in the containment during a LOCA. 
{!);; ~ .s ..... ____ .;;;.P.:;;;r..;:o;..iig~r..;:e;.;:s;.;:s:......::t;.;:o:..-.::D;..:;a;;.;:t=e 
6. 
The DAISY subroutines for data exchange between the fluid 
and the structure dynamic calculations have been checked 
and improved, so that the core barrel wall and the annulus 
of the BASF tests ~re represented correctly. Furthermore, 
several modifications for the multidimensional simulation 
by means of a network have been ~~aken from DAPSY and imple-
mented in DAISY. 
In order to prepare the MPA pressure:vessel failure tests, 
calculations concerning some special\problems have been 
conducted. For the design of a force.measuring equipment 
for very high loadings st~ucture dynamic calculations with 
SAP IV were necessary. The required number of force cells, 
plate thickness (to avoid non-linear effect) and the ex-
pected error band were estimated by these calculations. 
Other design calculations were carried out to determine the 
maximal discharge rate and the highest containment pressure 
during the tests. The loading func~ion on the pipes of the 
test loops during the blowdown following the vessel failure 
were also calculated. 
Results 
The accompanying work for the pressure vessel failure tests 
and the calculation results are documented in several tech• 
nical notices /2, 3/, which were delivered to the MPA. 
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The technique which is used for calculations of flui'd. struc-
ture interaction, has been checked by:pos~-:test calculations 
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I I 
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of a RS.16 test and will also be used·for-HOR blowdown tests. 
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Letter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Determination and quantitative conceiving of the effects during fast failure of 
unprotected pressure vessels under service conditions (pressure up to 170 bar, 
temperature up to 350°C). 
2. Particular Objectives 
I 
30 pressure vessel burst experiments are carried out with vessels (outer diameter 
790 mm, wall thickness 45 mm, length 2500/5000 ":'lm) with artificial notches 
under service conditions, figure 1. Some of the vessels are of a material 
(20 MnMoNi 55) with a high upper shelf (> 150 J/cm2 , 300°0) and some of a 
material (similar to 22 NiMoCr 37) with a low upper shelf (<50 J/cm2 1 300°0) 
toughness. The artificial notches are milled circumferenti~l, longitudinal and 
crosswise with different depths and lengths. 
0 The main points of the investigation are: 
-burst behavior and fracture shape 
• crack velocity and arrest ' 
-pressure J 
- temperature distribution and progress 
-strain 
3. A esearch Program 
3.1. Material Investigations 
~~R5~qff~~r-~~R.EM1 mfr~~~~ im.t,.t,iQ,Uj~ 
-2-
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(Specimen thickness up to component thickness) .. 
Selection of materials with a high upper shelf (> 150 J/cm2, 300°C) respectively 
2 . 0 
I ow upper she If ( < 50 J/ cm , 300 C) tOughness. 
I 
3.2.. Stress analysis 
Precomputing to determinate the instrumentation for experimental stress analysis. 
Comput.ing of strains, displacements and stresses with finite elerr.ont programs. 
Analysis of the,results from burst tests with' support of fracture mechanics concepts. 
3.3. Failure analysis 
Performance of burst tests with pipes and cylindric vessels with artificial notohea 
(circumferential, longitudinal and crosswise) and different material toughness. 
Burst experiments under service conditions. 
Recording the transient response of pressure, tei'T'perature, strain, acceleratfOf', 
crack opening displacement, crack velocity. 
Investigation of burst behavi'cr with the aid of high speed photography. 
I . 
3.4. Analysing the measuring methods 
Performance of pretests with pipes and specimens under dynamic loading and high 
0 temperature (320 C). 
Calibration of the measuring system. 
4o Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
4. 1. Pretests 
The laboratory equipment faci I iates burst tests with pipes (outer diameter x wall 
thickness = 88,9 x 8,8 ; 101,6 x 10 ; 13917 x 12,5 mm) and spherical vessels 
( 1000 x 55 mm) up to 2000 bar. 
0 0 The temperature range is between -180 C and 400 C and the maximum heat power 
amounts 78 kW. 
4.2. Main tests 
The test circuit is been built up at the GroBkraftwerk Mannheim, where the burst 
experiments with the vessels shall be performed, figure 2• The circuit has the 
following data: 
f.~ 
v.:.v 
., 
. ' 
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-rate of temperature rise 50°0/h 
- rate of pressure rise 
-flow rate 
- maximum.pressure 
- maxi mum temperature 
4.3. Computer Codes 
Computa.tlons are performed: 
200 bar/h 
275 m3/h 
250 bar 
350°0 
- stress in the notched vessel wall 
.. strain behavior, displacement of the test vessel 
.. · 
. ' I 
.. 
- axial and radial pressure distribution In the test vessel after failure occured 
- response forces of the vessel 
- pressure in the testing builc~ing 
To compute t~ fluid dynamic process the code DAPSY from GAS is used. 
Stress, strain and stress Intensity factor In the wall of the vessel Is computed by 
FE-codes. 
4.4. Plotting methods 
Special codes for analysing the measuring results are assembled 
5. Progress to Date 
Top 3.1. The material 20 MnMoNi 55 was selected for the yessels with high upper 
shelf toughness. Special heat treatments with the same material should produce 
also a low upper shelf toughness, but should be without Influence on yield stress 
and tensile strength. Therefore the following heat treatment tests with specimens 
of 20 MnMoN I 55 were performed: 
annealing 1050°0/0,5 h 
tempering 630°0/1,5 h 
annealing 
tempering 
640°0/1,5 h 
680°0/1,5 h 
920°0/0,75 h 
620°0/1.5 h 
660°0/1,5 h 
air cooling 
air cooling 
Top 3.2. The stress intensity factor was computed for circumfe~entlal notches in 
pipes (outer diameter X wall thickness= 88,9 X 8,8; 298 X 22,2i 790 X 45 mm) 
In relationship to the ratio of crack depth and wall thickness. 
-4-
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Top 3.4. The adaption of the measuring equipment to the special request of the 
experiments is still in work. Pie~o electrical manometers with different construc-
tions, high temperature strain gauges and thermocouples were tested under service 
conditions. Therefore a water-filled spherical vessel with an outer diameter about 
1000 mm and a wall thickness about 50 mm was heated up to 300°.C and pressurized 
at 170 bar. The fast depressurizing took place through a blow nozzle, which was 
opened by ignition of ~xplosives. Thedatas were recorded by PCM and simultaneous 
some important channels by FM. So it ~s possible, to verity the scan frequency of 
the PCM recording. The method for measuring crack velocity ~as tested with burst 
experiments on pipes with outer diameters about 300 and 400 mm, length 2000 to 
. 0 
6000 mm. The medium was air and the temperature about 20 C. ~ 
Top 4.2. The conditions for the test loop and the test room were fixed and the 
planning performed. At present the construction work is being carried out. 
Top 4.3. With the computer code DA~SY from GAS the pressure progress In the 
testing room after failure of the vessel and the response forces on the piping eystem 
was computed. 
6. Results 
Top 3. 1. The result of the tests was, that under no conditions of heat treatment the 
present charge of material 20 MnMoNi 55 the toughness in the upper shelf is t:)elow 
85 J/cm2 (300°C). But a material could be found on the base of 22 NiMoCr 37 
with modified chemical analysis, of which the toughness was lower than 50 J at a 
temperature of 300°C and the ultimate stress values were between the waranty of 
the material 22 NiMoCr 37. This material is now used for the fabrication of the test 
vessels with low upper shelf toughness. 
Top 3.2. The results of the computation of the stress intensity factor (pipes 
with circumferential notches) are in hand. 
Top 3.4. The method of measuring crack velocity is shown In figure 3 and 4. 
The splitting wires are bearing a strain about 8% • This value Is sufficient for the 
provided tests. Air pressurized burst experiments with pipes about 300 Md 400 mm 
diameter have shown, that crack velocity (In this case about 200 m/a) can be 
certain measured. 
-s-
0 
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I 
Top 4.2. lt was computed that maximum average pressure In the testing room will 
rise about 0,22 bar. lt Is possible that there are oscillations with'! 0,06 bar about 
the average pressure In the severest burst tests. The response forces on the piping 
system will be up to 105 N. This dates were taken into consideration In constructing 
work. 
7. Next Steps 
Another pretests were carried out to prove·the transducers measuring system, the 
measuring codes as well as the testing loop. Material constants with test specimens 
from the original vessel material were Investigated. The dimensions of the longitudi-
nal notches were computed. Burst experiments with the testing vessels (material 
high upper shelf toughness, l~gitudlnal notches) were performed. Computations 
of the stress intensity factor of longitudinal' and crosswise notches were carried out. 
8. · Relations with other projects 
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1. · General Aim · · . 
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2. Particular Objectives 
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·, · 'large tensile specimens made of ferrltic and austenitic steels conducted under 
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high loading and deformation velocity. 
Stage I: Testing series performed with the 1,2 MN high 1&peed ten~ile testing 
machine (int~rmediate size) and construetlonal preliminary work concerning tf':le 
12 MN testing unit. 
3. A esearch Programme 
3.1 Testing of the 1,2 MN high speed tensile testing machine with regard to 
0 its working order ·. I 
3.2 Testing series on austenitic specimens 
3.3 Testing series on ferrltic specimens 
3.4 Allocation of constructional work regarding the 12 MN large testing unit. · 
. ' . 
.·· 
4. Experimental Foci I itles, Computer Progr:ammes, . · ' 
1, 2 MN high speed tensile testing machine 
. 14. Channol-l"'"elgnetlc t~pe· recorder (2 _Items). with attac~~ta 
e xtonsomotor 
High-speed camera 
·~ . . . . ~ 
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1.10.78-31.12.1978 AS 353 
5. ·Progress to Date 
Assembl lng and Installing the 1. 2 MN .high speed tensile testing machine 
Strain gauges Instrumentation 
Prel imlnary test on austenitic specimen, cross-section to be tested is 30 percent 
of the nominal size 
6. Results 
Test readings are being evaluated ' 
7. Next Steps 
Performance of further prel·iminary tests 
Checking of the machine 
Performance of necessary alterations and assembly 
Tests to be continued on specimens of 50 percent testing cross-section 
8. Relation with other Projects 
High speed tensile testing within the scope of the SNR-300 programme. 
project Kal kar I 
9. References 
.. 
10. Degree of Availability 
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validati:&~ ·of· the pre-rupture leak _criterion and for 
demonstrating the crack arrest of unstable, axial, 
. wall-penetrating cracks. in ord~r t~ prove .the. bur.sting. 
resistance of pressur,-containin~ ·nuclear po~er. plant·, 
components. 
..... 
. . 
Particular Objectives 
The experiments provided in the preser:'t research proje.ct 
I 
.. 
are designed, so that it w:i.ll be ~ossible to improve present 
and to establish a basis for fracture mechanics and . 
thermodynamic computing models. These computing models 
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3.1 
. . 
shall be used eventually to assess failu~e o~ pr~ssure• 
containing components and piping ·used in the primary and 
secondary systems • 
Hcscarch Program 
Experimental Work 
a) A test cylinder provided with arid axial part-through 
crack of defined size fails at a precalculated internal 
pressure load (pressure reservoir) because ~f the 
occurrence of a stable leak. ' 
b) A test cylinder provided with an axial part-through 
-crack.of defined ~ize fails at· a precalculated 
internal pressure load with simultaneous formation 
of an unstable, wall-penetrating axial crack,' which· 
ia arreatad in the baa·ic material. 
-2-
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1. 1. 78- 31. 12. 78 RS 320 
c) Like test above but with a pressure reservoir. 
d) Like test 3 but at a different crack initiation rate, 
if necessary, with designed crack arrester·.· Tubes 
made of 20MnMoNiSS, approx. 3 m long, internal 
diameter= aoo,.wall thickness s = 20 mm will be 
used as test cylinders. 
e) must be determined in accordance with the ~esults 
of a) - c) 
• • I 
3.2 Theoretical Work 
a) Thermodynamic analyses 
b) Fracture mechanics analyses 
c) Transferability of results obtained by the research 
project of other geometries and thermodynamic conditions. 
4. Test Facilities 
, 
·4. 1 Experimental set-up 
Test tube without succeeding res~rvoir 
The test tube which should exhibit a high degree of 
dimensional accuracy, ~n particular with respect to 
wall thickness and roundness, is provided with a 
theoretically defined part-through crack (milling of a 
longitudinal groove). 
After this, the tube is closed at both ends with covers. 
A heating rod is installed in once cover. After the tube 
has been instrumented, it will be fastened to the floor 
inside a bunker using a special support structure. 
Test tube with succeeding reservoir 
Here, after introducing the part-through crack, the test 
tube is closed only on one side with a cover, in which 
the heater rod has also been fitted. After it has been 
instrumented, the tube is welded together with tb~ 
reservoir - this is a tube procured within the scope of the 
government-sponsored project RS 104 of 800 ~ internal 
diameter and 4500 mm length. The reservoir is also fitted 
with heater rods and also instrumented to a small extent. 
The set-up is fitted in a bunker. 
-3-
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\ Instrumentation • · · 
. The instrumentation'of the test.tubes should allow state-
ments to be made· on the following processes:·· 
- pressure artd temperature Qn, ·tube fail'ure, · pressu~e~ drop 
'.,-
· in test tube after tube failure 
' . 
• flow'mornentum.of 'the fluid es~~ping.auddeniy.when· the 
tube fail~ '· · 
distortion of .the test tube· . 
I 
cracking speed . . 
leak surface· as n function of time 
crack arrest lerigth 
Measuring set-up 
'·. 
... 
The measuring set-':lP pr'ovided. for the approx. 40 measuring 
·signals, made up of si'gnal condi t:loni.ng (measuring and 
.supply voltage amplifiers) and anal'og recording and display_ 
equipment (a total of ·3 analog magnetic tape machines) 
. I , ' ' 
corresponds in principle with the set-up. used for the . 
tests for RS 104. It is installed· in a s.eparate protected 
. ' . 
room located at a distance of approx. 15 m f~om the 
test area in the bunk~r. 
~ · · . 5. Prooress to Date 
,·: ;;...;. ___ __::...;;;..~::..;;;.=....;;;.;:;.....;;..;;;~ 
' . 
: }·. .To 3.1 The .test set-up was finalized for the first "stable leak" 
To 3.2 
·experiment in a test tube with pre·ssure reservoir~ the most 
important IJ!easuring dat.a will be:· leak . surface and· pressure 
drop as functions of time and also indirect mea~urement 
of the jet force. 
A preliminary test was conceptually designed for 'testing. 
the quick-response pressure pickups required for the 
experiment. 
Discussions have been held on the details of _the '-doncepts 
of thermohydraulics and strudtural· dynamics. . . . . , . 
' 
' ' 
11·~ , ·G. Results 
----------------
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None ..... 
.. 
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7. 
To 3.1 
To 3.2 
Next Steps 
Assembly of test tube 1 
Tests of measuring pick~rs 
Start of finite-element calculations 
start of thermonydraulics calculations 
. : 
8. Relation· wi·th Othe·r Pro]·ects 
I 
RS 320 
•• f' 
9. Refe·rences 
10. Degree· of· Availability 
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TITRE 
EVALUATION DE LA PROBABILITE DE RUPTURE D'UNE 
CUVE DE REACTEUR A EAU PRESSURISEE. 
TITLE (Anglais) 
FAILURE PROBABILITY CALCULATION OF A PWR PRESSURE 
VESSEL. • 
Date de ciimarrage Etat actuel 
1975 en cours 
Date ci'achivement Oeruiire mise i jour 
6/1979 12/1978 
I • OBJECTIF GENERAL 
I 1•2 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Organis~ executeur 
· CEA + EURATOM + 
FRAMATOME 
Respoasable. 
SC11U1C1.fl.ques 
Evaluation de la probabilite de rupture d'une cuve de reacteur i eau pressu-
risee par une methode probabiliste basee sur les lois de la mecanique des 
ruptures. Cette methode devrait permettre d'aboutir i : 
- une comparaison entre la probabilite de rupture de la cuve de reacteur et 
celle des canalisation& du circuit primaire. · 
- definir l'importance relative des differents paramatres intervenant dans 
le mecanisme de la rupture. 
- une comparaison entre lea differences mithodes de construction et d'ex-
loitation. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS. 
Toutes les donnees sont introduites sous forme d'histogrammes. Le projet 
general se subdivise en 7 sous programmes. 
- Revue et discuseion des principales methodes statistiques et probabilistes 
utilisees. 
- Collecte des defauts recenses dans lea differents cuves existantes. 3 
contrats ont ete signes avec des fabriquants europeens pour recueillir les 1 d~e~a a~"'a un f~nnv.lai'(~ a.tanda~, ' 
•.•• .;;....... I; 
'I 
- \'\..C.o ·-
- Recueil des donnees relatives aux proprietes mecaniques de l'acier A 508. 
Cl 2 sous forme probabili~e. La plupart de ces donnees sont obtenues 
i partir de L'US-HSST programme. 
- Validation des form~les de calcul du coefficient d'intensite de 
te. 
- Validation des lois de propagation des fissures! pa·r verification des 
donnees experimentales obtenues sur des eprouve:ttes CT, et sur des 
ou des tubes comportant d~s defauts elliptiques artificiels. 
- Analyse du sY,&teme de controle du ~eacteur afin de definir les condi-
tions de fonctionnement programmees et accidentelles ainsi que'leur 
probabilite d'occurence. · 
-Mise au point d'un programme de calcul faisant entrer, sous forme 
d'histogramme, le defaut initial, la propagation pendant le fonction-
nement, la resistance·du materiau et les critlres de rupture. 
Cette etude comporte egalement 3 programmes experimentaux 
- Croissance en fatigue des dEfauts naturels 
Croissance des defauts sous eau de composition anormale 
- Etude de la propagation des defauts en mode mixte. 
3. INSTALLATION EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
Travaux effectues avec le concours d'EURATOM.et de FRAMAXOME ainsi que, par 
40ntrats avec d'autres industries et universites .; Universitas de Technologie 
de Compiegne - Un~versite de Metz Creusot~Loi~e· (Saint-Btienne) ; CET!M 
(Senlis), - STCAN. ~Paris). 
Les calculs et la mise en o~edes codes sont effectues au Centre Commun 
de Recherche d'ISPRA. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE. 
Avan~ement i ce jour 
1°) La pemiere partie est terminee : il en a ete deduit que le nombre de cuve 
est reellement trop insuffisant pour en tirer une valeur probabiliste de 
rupture. 
2°) Recueil des donnees sur lMdimensions des defauts observes sur des cuves 
de reacteur apres fabrication. Lea donnees de constructeurs ont ete 
fournies i ISPRA qui en effectue le traitement statistique.D'autre part 
une methode a ete mise au point pour calculer la distribution de la 
largeur des defauts (valeur qui n'est pas fournie par lea constructeurs). 
3°) Recueil des donnees sur lea proprietes de l'acier A 508 Cl3- termine. 
4°) Validation des formules de calcul des coefficients d'intensite des 
contraintes- terminee. ··~'··· 
' .. 
l 
•I 
; 
5°) Validation des criteres de rupture en situati~n fragile et ductile -
le critere de DOWLING et TOWNLEY a ete retenu; et valide sur les resul-
tats pub lies. 
6°) Situations de fonctionnement. Les 24 situations de fonctionnement · 
normal sont totalement definis. Les situations accidenteHes sont en 
cours (LOCA-ATWS- surpression) 
7°) Programme general de ca,lcul. L'organigramme du progr~ est termine 
et la transcription en FORTRAN est en cours. · 
Etat d'avancement des programmes experimentaux. 
1°) Etude de la croissance des defauts naturels en fatigue. 5 eprouvettes 
ont ete fabriquees par Creusot Loire et sont en cours d'essais au 
STCAN. 
2°) Etude de la propagai:ionn. de fissures en fatigue sous eau. L' etude 
bibliographique des incidents sur la chimie de l'eau des PWR est 
terminee. La composition de l'eau a ete determinee selon ces resultats 
et les essais sont commences. 
3°).Etude de la propagation de fissures en·mode mixte. Les eprouvettes sont 
mise au point et les moyens de calculs sont en cours de developpement. 
Resultats essentials. 
Ils sont relatifs aux viroles du coeur. La croissance des aefauts au 
cours des transitoires normaux est assez f~ible. 
La probabilite finale apparait tres sensible a la methode utilisee pour 
evaluer la dispersion de la tenacite KIC. 
La probabilite pour qu'un defaut de 6mm de large et place a' 9Mm de la 
paroi interne, entraine la rupture de la cuve_gu cours d'un'LOCA est de 
6.to-S. Cette probabilite est inferieure a 10 si le defaut est place a 
25mm de la paroi interne de la cuve. 
d) 5. PROCHAINES ET APES. 
,, 
,I 
- Mise au point du code ce calcul. 
- Etude de sensibilite des parametres. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D 'AUTRES ETUDES. 
7.·DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- Etude probabiliste de la rupture de cuve des chaudilres nucleaires 
l eau ordinaire ~ J. DUPRESNE 
Premier rapport d'avancement 
Second rapport d'avancement 
Troisilme rapport d'avancement 
Quatrilme ra~port d'avancement 
DSN 116 
DSN 145 
DSN 117 
DSN 216 
'~e CEA sponsored research 'programm on PWR reactor vessel failure 
· probability calculation" 
J. DUP'RESNI ET AUTRES. ANS Loa Angeles mai 197 
• '~valuation de la probabiliti de rupture d'une cuve de reacteur l 
eau preasurisee" 
J. DUP'USNI ET AIJTUS. NUCLEX 78 Bale octobre 7 
- "A modal for estimation of failure probability of pressurised water 
reactor vessle" 
J. DU!'IESNE ET AUl'US. ANS Bruxellas octobre 7 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE DES D9CUHE!TS. 
~ 
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TITRE Pays 
ETUDE DES PROBLEMES DE CORROSION LIES AU REVETEMENT 
DES CUVES DE REACTEURS. 
TI'ILE (Anglais) 
CORROSION ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR PRESSURE VESSEL 
STEELS. 
Date de demarrage 
1.11. 78 
Data d'aehevemaa.t 
31.12.80 
1. OB.TECTD" GENERAL : 
Etat aetuel 
EN COURS 
Deraiire mise i jour 
1.1. 79 
FRANCE 
Orgaaisme Direeteur 
CEA/DgCS 
Orgaaisme axeeuteur 
CEA/DCA/SECE/SECAE 
Respoasable 
SC!l.ea.t:i.fJ.ques 
' 
Les cuves des r~acteurs A eau de type PWR sont rev@tues d'une couche d'acier 
aust~nitique. En cas de d~faut ou de fissuration de ce rev@tement, il con-
vient d'examiner du point de vue de la corrosion'les cons~quences sur l'acier 
de cuve. 
·2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS : 
Les essais de corrosion sont effectu~s dans les conditions PWR sur des ~chan~ 
. tillons rev@tus d'acier inoxydable pr~sentant diff~rents d~fauts superficiels 
avec ou sans contrainte m~canique. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENT ALES ET PROGRAMME· : 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE : 
1. Avancement A ce jour : 
• Fabrication d'~prouvettes A &mea ferritiques enti~rement rev@tues. 
- R~alisation des d4fauts superficiels. 
2. R~sultats essentiels : 
5. PROCHAINES !TAPES : 
Exp~rimentation de longue dur~e en milieu PWR. 
I 
'i 
I 
• 
. . 2 • 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE : 
Lea r~sultats 1978 concernent esaentiellement la qualification de l'acier 
FRAMATOME (I) et de la soudure hors i~adiation avant decoupase et expedition 
aux laboratoirea ~trangera, participaat au programme. Lea premiarea irradia-
tions sont egalement en preparation. 
S. PROCHAINES ETAPES . ' 
Voir tableau 3. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Sans objet. 
7 • DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE : 
(I) SA 508 classe 3 - Programme AIEA. Description de la fabrication TE/M.DC03-
48 du 30.03.78. 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE : 
Disponible. 
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0 
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CLASSlFICA'J.'IONt 
11.2 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
~ull'inizio.di propagazione di una rottura in un ITALY 
recipiente in pressione costruito con ma teriale •. ,: . SPONSOR: - . duttilc: .. . . 
- CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Elasto-pl3stic analysis of crack-initiation in University of Pi~a 
thin-,~a lled low carbo.n steeel. pipes. '. PROJEC'll l,.EADER: i' . ··~. 
" 
.... Costantino· CARMIGNANI 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
. 
1976 . Sergio REA LE' 
' 
' STATUS:· LAST UPDATING:· 
completed . June 1979 
1.· General ai.m 
General aim of the research is to utilize EPFM parameters·in order to 
forecast the behaviour of pipes considered as simple structures. 
2. Particular objectives 
• 
• 
Particular objective is pn experimental J :and COD analysis· of crack ini 
tiation in through-thickness cracked pipes~ 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
Facilities: pressurization system for burst tests and a frame for ben-
ding testsl A data acquisition system is also available. 
Programme: tests arc run on low carbon steel p~pes at room :temp,rature 
in two basic conditions: · 
• burst,tcsts under internal pressure on longitudihally cracked pipes; 
- four .·point bending ter.ts on circumferentially cracked pipes~ 
·~....,. .. ·. ;, . ' . · .. · 
4. Project status · , . · . . • t .. · .· .; , 
4. 1 Progr~ss ·to date: it is developed a ,.$.Ui table technique ·for· proces:-
sing results •. Reliable J and COD cur~es are obtained.· · 
4.2 Essenti~l ~~stlit~t~the experimental approach gives a reliable tech 
nique to evaltlate the "critical"'value of fracture mechanics par_!, 
meters . · to detect some resistance correlated curve to forecast 
• fracture behaviour of structures. 
S. Reference da.cunUmts ·. 
1- C. CARMIGNAN I , S. REAI..E, G. TOMASSETT I 
. 
. 
. • . 
... 
"Fract1;1re Mechanics Research Activities of ~he "Istituto di Impianti 
Nucleari" of the.University of Pisa in cooperation with the CNEN" 
Presented at "Specialist's meeting on elasto-plastic\fr,acturc mecha-
, nics, Daresbury, May 1978. 
2- C. CARMIGNANI, S. REALE. .· . \ 
"Elasto-plastic Analysis of Fracture Behaviour of Cracked Ductile 'pi 
·. ~ pes" 
VI I Congress on !-laterial Testing, Budapest 1978. 
~--
• 
• 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
Blasto-plastic analysis of crack-initi~ 
tion in thin-walled low carbon steel Pi 
pes • 
3- C. CARMIGNANI, S. REA'LE, G. TOMASSETTI 
CLASSIFICATION i 
-11.2 
.-
"Experimental J' and COD Analysis of Crack Initially in ThOugh Thick-
ness Cracked Pipes" 
To.be presented to V0 Sl-fiRJ', Berlino, August 1.979. 
6. Degree of availibility 
' Open,please contact:·Sergio··REALB, Istituto di Impianti Nuc:leari, Vi:l· 
Diotis~lvi. 2, Pisa. ~ 
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11.2 
• • 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGF.): COUNTRY: 
' 
I ITALY 
Fatica ad alta temperatura di elementi strutturali SPONSOR:-
' . CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
lligh temperature fatigue on structural elements University of Pisa 
PROJF.CT LEADER: 
. Enrico MANFREDI 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
i976 1980 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
Aldo DEL PUGLIA 
Emilio VITALE 
in progress June 1979 
1. General aim 
This program is aimed at getting information: about the low cycle, high 
temperature (creep-fatigue) behaviour ~f welded structures and components 
manufactured in austenic stainless steels (type AISI 304 and 316). 
I 
2. Particular objectives 
To measure experimentally the life·to rupture of simple structural speci-
mens and to correlate these data with rcli~ble prediction approaches, 
with the aid of further experimental information. obtained either during 
these tests either on smooth small size specimens. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
20 ton dynamic test rig, with temperature and cycle control system, ~ran~ 
ducers and data logging instrumentation, Qata proc~ssing computer. 
The programmed te~ts refer to·controlled ·axial cycling of AISI 304 and 
316 wcldcd~t~bular specimens 60,3 mm outer diameter, 500 mm long. 
The tests arc performed at 650 °C temperature; t1'i;mg.ular and. up· to 30 mi 
nutes hold. times waveforms are used. . 
About 40 tests both in AISI 304 and 316, using different welding and heat 
treatment param·ete-rs are programmed. Smooth specimen testing to characte-
rize vi sco-e las to-'plas tic properties and creep- fatigue resistance of base 
and weld ma.terial' is programmed, as well as metallographic and fractogra.-
phic analysis. 
4 P . t& , ro J e c t s t a w s · 
1. Progress to date: the programmed tests on AISI 304 has been c9mpleted. 
Non linear code analysis of visco-elasto-plasti'c behaviour has been 
performed 
~~ [$~~~:1~U T~s~nt~: it h3s been ~e~ec~ed a DaTied reduc~ion of the fati 
~ 
45.897 
gue life of the weldments, which is du~ to influence of defects, to 
less favourable metallurgical structure and to strain concentration 
phenomena in the weld zone. 
• 
'· 
TITLE (ENOLISii LANOUAOE): CLASSIFICATION : 
lligh temperature fatigt;e on structural 
elements ll.Z 
~--------------------------------------_.--~-------------------· 
s. Next steps 
The series of tests on AISI 316 specimens, manufactured ·on strict quali 
ty assurance requirements will be performed n~xt~ together with charac: 
tcrization tests on ~mooth ~pecimens. 1 
6. Reference documents 
1• A. DEL PUGLIA, E. MANFREDI, R. MATERA, G. PIATTI . 
"lfigh temperature Low Cycl'e F.atigue Damage Analysis of Welded Stain~ 
less Steel Tubular Elements" 
stl~ SMiRT Conference, Berlin 1979, Paper Ll2/4
1
; 
2· C. CARMIGNANI, A. DE P.AULIS, E. VITALE 
•iinfl uen za de I le salda tu re in componenti solleci tate ciclicamen te ad 
alta temperatura" 
VII Convegno AlAS, Cagliari 1979. 
3- E. ~lANFRED I 
• 
·· "Valutazione approssimata di un fattore di concentrazione delle defoL 
mazioni in regime elasto-plastico" 
~tti Istituto di Impianti• Nucleari dell'Univ~rsitil di Pisa, RP 339(79: 
(Istituto. Impianti Nucleari, Univers~tA, V.Diotisalvi 2• I-56100 Pisa) 
•, 
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·CLASSIFICATION I 
. 11.2 ' 
• 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Ricerca sperimentale sull'accumulo delle deformazio 
.ITALY -ni e sulle rotture per fatica di tubazioni soggette 
a carichi variabili ripetuti. . SPONSOR:·~ 
CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: Istituto di Impianti Nu 
Experimental research on incremental collapse· and cleari -Uni versi til di PJS\ 
plastic fatigue of piping components .. 
' . PROJECT LEADER: 
Giovanrii NERLI 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
• 
1976 1981 Paolo CITTI 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: Sergio REALE Paolo RISSONE 
in progress June 1979 ) 
1. General aim 
Study of incremental collapse phenoJRena with progressively increasing d~ 
flcctions and plastic fatigue phenomena in stainless steel·piping compo-
nents subjected to variable repeated loads. · · 
2. Particular objectives . 
Relating to stainless stael T-branched pipes models fixed at their flan• 
ged ends and loaded in two sections, by varfable repeated loads, tests 
are carried out to determine: 
a- strain hardening behaviour 
b- shukedown load conditions 
c- plastic fatigue fracture loads. 
An "ad hoc" computer code is also develcit;ied. 
3. Experimental fac~lities 
All test~--'llre c~rried out at Labo~atories of Istituto di Ingegneria Mec-
canica of Fl~rence ~niversity, where load appar~ys, automat~c data ac-
quisition.system 'nd POP 11/40 computer are available. · • · 
4. Projccc status .. · ~·r 
~ . . 
1. Progress to ·date: Test method has'been developed and results have 
been obtained·on strain hardening behaviour of tested models. Mathem~ 
tical model has~also been developed •. 
2. Essential results: Results are related in r~ference document n. 4. 
~ . 
S. Next steps .... 
Other tests on several models aud the development of computer code will 
be performed. 
6. Reference documents ' · . 
1- P. CITTI, A. DEL PUGLIA, G. NERLI 
"Experimental study on the effect of variable repeated loads on steel 
piping components" 
3ra St-IIRT, London 1975. 
.. 
- .. ------- ·--- --· -- ·--- -
. ' 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION: 
Experimental research on incremental col 
lapse and plastic fatigue of piping com- 11.2 l 
ponents. 
~·--------------------------------------._ _____________________ ~ 
., 
t. 2- P. CITTI, A. DEL PUGLIA, G. NERLI 
"Esperienze su tubazioni· soggette a carichi ripetu·ti" 
3° AlAS, Bologna 1975 • 
. 3- P. 'CITTI, P. RISSONE 
. . 
"Calcolo. e verifica sperimentale della deformata di una travatura in 
' campo elastico incrudente" 
4° AlAS, Roma ~976. ,. 
4- P. CITTi, G. NERLI, S. REALE, P. RISSONE 
"Experimental analysis on elasto-plastic behaviour of T-branched 
stainless steeel pipe" 
5th SMIRT, Berlin 1979. 
~· Degree of Availability 
Open, please cont~ct: Sergio REALE, Istituto di Ingegneria Meccanica, 
Facoltl di Ingegneria, Via s. Marta.2. Firenze. 
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I rtottt!rdam Dockyard and <'thers -\ 'L'\-A -
Tl"tlE: 
_I!rclJk.1nalyse 2_ndcr7.oek aan _!tompen ('BROS) 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Fracture analysis research on ~ozzle intersections 
(BROS) 
CLAS~IFICATION: il · ~ 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERL.A:JOS 
SPON50fi: Ni.ntstr:.:; r..f 
EcoJlomic Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: Rotterdam 
Dockyard and others 
PROJECTLEADER ~ 
C.J. Drijver .. 
r------------,..---------....-.·--- SCIENTISTS: 
cAST UPDATING: .M~~ 19'f?· 'H.J .C. Broekhoven 
H.J.M. van Rongen 
INITIATED : Nnrch 1972 
STATUS: in progress COMPLETED: F.nd 197§· A. de Sterke/~W~.dd~:~A~.~~~tJ~II~i~u~g 
r-~G-~-n-e-rJ-1-ai-m----------------~~----------------~----~~--..... --------w.vAu~h~~~CN 
Crack extension behaviour in heavy section nuclear steel .pressure.vessels .ia area~ 
of complicated geometry. 
Particular objectives 
In particular attention will be paid to crack occuring in areas of complicated 
ge~etry and stress distribution, notably nozzle corner .regions. The progr~ 
covers the following items: . 
- early detections of defects 
- detailed surveillance of the growth of defects 
- est~blishment.of prediction for further growth o~ defects by fatigue .and 
frn~cure. · · 
Experimental facilities and program , 
The rnain activities are: 
·'· 
- theoretical research directed towards the development of efficient computation 
methods to calculate the crack ex'tension behaviour· for complicated con~igura­
tions, such as nozzle corner cracks, using advanced analytical. :and finite ele-
ment techniques; 
- experimental investigations of crack extension behaviour in uni-axial and 
bi-axial loaded cracked nozzle-on-flat-plate models, manufactured mainly from 
nuclear grade pressure vessel steel (ASTM A508 C1.2), 
- determination of fatigue and fracture (elastic and elastic-plastic) related 
material parameters for A508 material, 
- research on the applicability of Acoustic Emission techniques to detec_c:, locate 
and characterize crack extension in the material of concern, 
-the main test facility to be used·is a bi-axial loading bench, suitable for 
plate dimensions 700x700x15 mm, capacity 200 tonnes static force, 200. tonnes 
d:rna.-r.ic loading, frequency 1Hz •. · ' 
Proiect status 
~ 
- A ceries of nozzle-on-flat-plate models has been uni-axially fatigue loaded and 
after sufficient crack growth, fractured by overload, 
- Cc~puter programs have been completed, 
- Accoustic Emission testing has been completed, 
- Fatigue and fracture (J1c-) tests on standard specimens have been completed,_ 
- The bi-ru:ial loading bench has been constructed and tested, 
- The testing of flat plate test pi~ces using the biaxial loading bench . . 
. J,a4 het.41 fPt5heiJt. · . · _ · -- --
- The publishing of the final technical reports (in English language) is in 
progress. 
I \ 
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CLASS!FICATION J t. 2 " 
•. 
\ 
~ext .. steps TM 11exl step w,tJ. l;t. 
·' 
'.. . .. . ~· ' ~ ' . . . .. , .. . .' -. -... ~- . ~ - - , ·"':' ... ·.. ...... -~. ~·:.,...' ....... -., 
\.. •• -- .. : ... -: _ ~ the publishin3· of'the· tinal technical report· · 
concerning the~ mentioned" tests. . ·. ... .,_ . 
•tore . · ' ~ ~ 
T~e lat ion with other projects \ . 
Results of this project ,_,ill b~ used within the '"F.POSS" project. f"tu:~JVJH~ Q. 
R~f~''.!rt<!~ rto.:u~\'!nt:l'l foii~w-~ f'l~tJJII I !J/{05}C, IS (i;t.e/etj:cle~ 
., 
A s~rie5of about 50 technical and progress reports have been prepared. 
Nearly all these reports_ are written· in the Dutch l'anguage. •. 
Degree of availability · ,. 
The reports have been submitted t~· ~he Minist /ry·. of Economic Aff~irs,. La an v.an · · 
Nieuw-Oost Indie 123, The Hague. Requ_ests fo obtaining copies •hould.· b.a sent ... ~. 
to this address. . , · · 
Budget 
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CLASS! FICATION: 11.2 
.. 
TITLE: '; . COUNTRY: 1"1-IE NETHt:RLANDS 
Onderzoek naar het gedrag van scheuren 
in dikwandigc stalen constructies 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Fracture analysis research on nozzle intersections 
(BROS II) 
INITIATED :July 1979 , LAST UPDATING 
STATUS COMPLeTED : 1982 
GmH·r ,ol airn 
SPONSOR: Ministry of 
· Economic· Arfairs 
ORGANIZATION: P.hine •: 
Schclde Vcrolme and others -
PfWJECTLEADER : 
C.J. Drijver 
SCIENTISTS: 
A. Bakker I R.~1. van Kuijl 
W. van Maaren I J. Poort 
-·· ~· J. fil: van Rongcn · 
. ,.-· 
-· 
Crack initiation and extension br.haviour in heavy section steel structures 
undur elasto-plastic conditions. 
Particular o~j~ctives 
In particular attention will be paid to the crack initiation and ~xtension 
behaviour in steel components under contained yielding conditions. The 
progtam \'Jill be directed at establishing fracture parameters by numeri.cal 
and experimental methods for complicated structures. Beyond this an clastic 
analy:;is of a cracked nozzle corn~r under thermal loading conditions \'t'ill 
be carried out. 
fxperimcntal facilities and program -
The main activities will be: 
- theoretical research regarding crack extension under thermal loading 
conditions for nozzle corner cracks using 11near e1astic finite element 
methods · 
- thcorHical ·research concerning elastic-plastic computation procedures 
for three dimensional configurations; fi-nite element methods will be 
applied 
- C'xpedrnenta1 research on 20 configurations under biaxial load to evaluate 
Ut(! r:u~rits of various elastic-plastic fra.cture parameters under practical 
cot~di t. ions ' 
- resc·ar·ch on param€\tcrs which describe stable crackgrowth upto instability,. 
R-curve approach 
- a prel-iminary study on the merits of testing a large pressure vessel to 
vc,~·ify the applicability of the current safety analysis methods for 
nuclear reactors. 
f_roj_ect status · \ . ., -
.. -....... " 
A detailed proposal for the program has been issued and it is anticipated 
that execution will start in july 1979. . . 
• 
--... 4.-. ---------
-----------·--- -------
·--. ---- --ri 
Hhinr! Schcldc Vcrolm~ and\ others CLASSIFICATION : 11.2 -~--~--------------------------~~~~~~------~ 
Re ·1.1 ti on \·li th other projects Ui{os .. lii;~direct follow-up p~ograin of _the BROS and EPOSS p·roject. :. 
.. 
Reference documents 
Future documents will be prepared in the English language. 
. '• 
~CQrce of availability , 
Future documents will be submitted to'th~ Ministry of Economic.Affairs, 
Laan van Nieuw-Oost lndie I23, The Hague. Requests for obtaining copies 
should be sent to this address. · ·. · 1 :-· ·-.... 
Qudqet ·· 
lffl. 3.000.000,--
Personnel 
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' CLASSIFICATI.ON: ' 
11.2 
'rl'l'LE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
UNITI-:D KINGDOM'· 
' 
Pressure vessel integrity under fault conditions SPONSOR: (M 7 .4) 
' 
' . 
' l 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
. ' UKAEA (Risley) 
~ 
' 
. 
PROJF.CT . ' LEADER:.' , 
. ) 
I 
'. B Watkins· '(Risley), 
' 
HIIT T ATf:n: COMPLF.TED: SCIENTJ:STS: . 
M11rr.h 1978 '' 
I \ 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
.o In progress ' March 1979 
'Backeround 
· AvoidancP. of fast fracture under em'ergency/fault conditions is a primary considers-' 
tion in any snfety assessment of pr~ssure·vessel integrity. The thermal shock 
which Accompani~s a major fault condiiion (steam line break or loss qf coolant 
ncctclcnt) produces· through thickness thermal gradients with attendant gradi~nts in 
Rtt"~foHfl'R nnd frncture tour,hness. ' Furth~r work is ne~ded to assess the influence of. 
the thermal s tre.ss gradients on fracture initiation. Current ASME flaw evaluation·. 
procedur~s ~ely o~ the concept of crack arrest to justify pressure vessel integrity 
under fault conditions.· TI1e.validity of a .crack arrest philosophy is not fully 
subst~ntiatcd and considerable work is in progress on this topic, particulatly in 
the US. Critical experi~ents to' demonstrate· the relevance of crack arrest have 
still to be made and test methods. for measuring "crack. a-rrest toughness" are not 
standardised. The ·work proposed will rely heavily on the US research and will be 
' concerned with understanding the principles.of ·Crack. arrest using laboratory scale 
tests. 
\I 
Objectives 
To cl~velop a labotatory test method to investigate the releva,nce of the crack, 
arrest concept applied in ASME XI. 
1. Assess feasibility of experimental techniques for applying simple thermal 
shock loading to pre-stressed fracture-mechanics· test pieces and demonstrate whether 
cracks will arrest in an increasing_toughness gradient., 
2. J)cvelop more sophisticated methods of' applying ~ quantifiable thermal shock 
using information from Instruction 1 and·the evaluation of existlng work •. 
' 
' 
Facilities ' 
Reference Documents 
' . 
. ) 
, I 

.. 
J 
---------!-------------------------~------·----------------------------
Class if) c-at ion 
··-
THl c 1 Development· of fa~lure and fracture U.K. 
--
Title 2 
analysis methods. • 
Orgard r.at io~ CEGB Berkeley 
Nuclear Labs, Berkeley, Gios. 
Initi~tc-!d·-----------------.C~o-m-~-p~)-c~t-c~d----------;-~Projcct Leaders 
Status Last updating. B J L Darlaston 
----------------------·-----------------------------------J--------------------------
1. General Aim 
To develop and·validate fracture and failure analysis methods appiicable 
to ·water Reactor systems. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To develop and validate the two criteria approach known as the CEGB 
~n~~aritY A~seasment R.out~ (R.6), The associated development of the 
"EitsAF'E ht1i \:~ ~ i~Ute\\t sUit@ \}[ \WOgfi\\11§•, @V~lu~ti~m of mod~U ing 
techniques for determination of collapse toads of structurest methods 
for thermal and residual stresses. · 
.. 
3. Project Status 
. 
J 9 for thermaL s'tress has been evolved. A method for thermal and 
residual. stresses has been formulated for· introduction i~to R6. 
Validation work continues on.growth of fatigue cracks and _ligament 
failure in structures associated with leak before break. 
4. Next Steps 
Further work on thermal and residual stress analysis and experimental 
validation of all aspects. 
Reference Documents 
CEGB Reports (available from Berke~ey Nuclear Laboratorie•). 

CLASSIFICATION I 
11.2.1 • 
. COUNTRY • . TITLE : • 
Metallurgy-Dosimetry Research and Belgium SPONSOR : Development Program for Improved LWR 
Pressure Vessel Surveillanc~ and In"Vessel CEN-SCK 
• 
Neutron Embrittlement Characterization of ORGANISATION . . 
a Reference Commercial Steel. CEN-SC~S.A.COCKERILL 
PROJECT LEADER : 
Mrs. A. Fabry and 
J. Debrue/ . 
Mr. R. Salkin . 
INITIATED : COMPLETED I SCIENTISTS • . 
I 
June 1977 G. and s. De Leeuw, 
STATUS : LAST UPDATING • :E_. Gubel, G. Minsart, • B.Tourve,Ph. Van Asbroec~ 
continuing A. Scailteur, J. Widart 
1. General Aim 1 
-
The objective of the program is to improve LWR pressure vessel surveillance 
C) practices and to validate projected in-vessel neutron. embrittlement beha-
viour, more apecificallJ for a reference D&tional steel t7p1 A '08 cl. '• 
~ Particular Objectives : 
The program encompasses three interrelated main tasks : 
a) Validation of transport theory methods for prediction of surveillance 
and in-vessel neutron flux spectra and fluences 
b) Improvement, validation and calibration of surveillance dos~metry 
methods • 
c) Characterization of a reference Belgian commercial steel (type A 508 cl.J) 
in terms of the neutron flux level, flux spectrum and irradiation tem-
.. 
perature conditions of PWR pressure vessels. 
-\ t.Ca-
~Experimental Facilities and Program : 
For task a : • The one-dimensional spherical geometry Iron Shell reference 
benchmark neutron field at CEN-SCK 
• the LWR low flux pressure vessel mock up at.the Pool Critical 
. Assembly (PCA) at ORNL 
• test regions in the BR) reactor at CEN-SCK. 
For task b I • the uranium-2jS fission spectrum standard neutron fields at 
CEN-SCK and NBS 
• test regions in the BR) reactor at CEN-SCK and in the FRJ-2 
reactor at KFA, JUlich. 
For task c (Charpy-V, tensile, compression and TEM steel specimens only at 
present) : 
• the LWR high flux pressure vessel mock up at the Pool Side 
Facility (PSF) of the Oak Ridge Research Reactor (ORR) 
• test regions in,the ~RJ reactor at CEN-SCK 
• in-core and reflector rigs in~~~e FRJ-2 and FRJ~1 reactors 
at KFA, JtU.ich 
• in-core thimble facility under design at the high flux 
materials testing reactor BR2 at CEN-BCK. 
i:, Project Status a () 
1. Progress to date a dosimetry and metallurgy irradiations in progress or 
about to start in all facilities delineated und~r tasks b and c (except 
BR2, planned for fall 1980); extensive 6Li(n,a) and proton recoil neutron 
spectrometry, fission chamber, radiometric and silicon damage rate mea-
surements in·progress or completed in PeA and Iron Shell benchmarks, 
task a; extensive discrete-ordinates transport theory analysis in pro• 
gress or planned for all considered neutron fields. 
2. Essenttal results : see reports and forthcoming publications at the 
Third ASTH-EURATOM Reactor Dosimetry Symposium, Ispra, October 1979. 
' 
• 
.2!, Next Steps : 
Continue experiments and analysis. Contribute to the design, implemen-
tation and initial use of a metallurgical reference facility in the NBS 
reactor. Participate in the preparation of new ASTM reco~m.ended practices 
for LWR pressure vessel surveillance. Participate in the organization of 
a LWR surveillance "transport. theory blind test". Evaluate feasibility 
to irradiate small fracture toughness specimens in BR2. 
6. Relation to Other Projects : 
Coordinated with the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 11LWR Pressure Vessel 
Irradiation Surveillance Improvement" program at HEDL, ORNL and NBS and 
. 
with similar research at the Electric Power Research Institute, at KFA, 
JUlich, Germany and at Rolls-Royce Associate, England. 
~ Reference Documents : 
,., 
- CEN-SCK Annual Scientific Report 1977, BLG 524, and 1978, BLG 52i• 
- LWR Pressure Vessel Irradiation Surveillance Do~imetry Quarterly Progress 
Report, July-September, 1977, NURE~CR-oo,8. 
~ Degree of Availability a no restriction. 
. . 
• 

Berichtszeitraum/Perlod l<luaifikation/Ciuaifioation Kennzeichen/Project Number 
, . , . 78 - 31. 12. 78 11.2.1 RS 207 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Erweiterung des Einsatzbereiches kobaltfreier FRG 
Werkstoffe fUr Reib• und VersohleiBbean- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
spruchung im NOES von Leichtwasserreaktoren BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Extension of the Use of CObalt-Free Ma~erials Reak tortechnik 
for Resistance of Friction, Wear and Corro- ' . 
sion in the Nuclear Steam Supply System R 4 1 , Erlangen {NSSS) of LW~{ IS · 
Arbe•lsbeglnnllnltiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1 • 5. 76 30. 9. 79 L. Stieding 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilllgte Mlttei/Funds 
Continuing 31. 12. 78 . . 
C) _,_. ________ G~e~n~e~r~a~l~A~i•m 
0 
2. 
Reduction of contamination of the NSSS by products of 
corrosion and wear, which together with the coolant pass 
through the reactor core and thereby become activated. 
Particular Objectives 
a) Selection and~ventually in cooperation with the 
manufacturers)development of Co.-free plating materials, 
which can also be exposed to impact s,tress conditions 
and which can be worked more easily than Everit SS. 
Investigations of the behaviour of these materials 
and condition• of alidinq, impact and oo~roaion. 
b) Selection and evaluation of plasma-sprayed materials 
with satisfactory corrosion and wear properties under 
PWR and BWR conditions. 
c) Selection and evaluation of stainless steels which are 
expected to show better friction and wear behaviour 
than material No. 1.4550. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Selection of test materials: 
pre-selection, acquisition, fabrication of samples, 
adhesion tests, friction and wear tests at 20 °c. 
-2-
,, 1. 78- 31. 12. 78 RS 207 
3.2 Corrosion tests: 
fabrication of samples, corrosion tests at 320 °c, tests 
for resistance to integranular corrosion. 
3.3 Friction and wear tests: 
fabrication of samples, tests at 20 °c and 300 °c. 
3.4 Mechanical tests: 
fabrication o£ sample·s, adhesion tests, brittleness test 
. 
3.5 Evaluation of test results• 
4. Test Facilities 
5. 
To 3.1 
The required test f"acilities have either been used in 
previous tests or have recently been developed (hydraulic 
apparatus for RT tests; stano for high-temperature wear 
tests at DO 0 c with simultaneous influence of corrosion; 
static and refreshing autoclaves for long term corrosion 
tests) and are available for the above described tests. 
Progress to Date 
Ten friction tests were performed at 20 °c in water with the 
second series of the VEW test alloys (weld cladding). 
One friction test with Pantanax 2510 Mo-G at 280 °C in 
water. 
Friction tests at 20 °c in water with 3 test alloys 
A \l..i)J 
(2nd series) at enhanced surface· pressures (up to 112 N/mm2). () 
To 3.2 
To 3.3 
6. 
To 3.1 
Corrosion test on pressure gdn and plasma sprayed layers 
at 350 °c in primary water. 
Structural tests of Nitronic 60 construction material. 
Results 
The friction tests performed wi~h the test alloys (2nd 
series) did not reveal any indication of adhesive wear, 
even with high surface pressure (112 N/mm2). Thus it was 
proved that special austenitic steels can also be applied 
:under extreme load conditi9ns. 
The corrosion tests with Al2o3 layers led to a complete 
-3-
I 
, .• 1. 78 - 31. 12. 78 RS 207 
To 3.2 
To 3.3 
7. 
To 3.1 
To 3.2 
chipping-off of the claddings whether applied with the 
pressure gun or.in the forms of plasma sprayed layers. 
The friction test using Pantanax 25/0 Mo-G (both friction 
surfaces) which was performed at 280 °c in. primary water 
showed a good beha~iour of this combination wit~in the 
. . . 
above temperature range. 
The Mo-cladded corrosion samples showed chipping-off here 
and there even p~ior to test, presumably caused by 
contamination. 
It is anticipated that the Nitronic 60 examination, to be 
performed by irradiation tests, will not show any struc-
tural changes of this steel at primary circuit temperatu-
res. 
Next Steps 
Friction tests at 300 °C will be performed with those plate 
weldings and construction materials that had shown favour-
able results in primary water at room temperature-friction 
tests and/or corrosion tests. 
Continuation of corrosion tests with sprayed layer. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 

ercr~713''aum!l()ll~~ Klasa•f•kat•on/Cian•ficalion Kennle•chon/Project Number 
• • - 1. • 78 1 1 2 ·1 - ; - I I • 1 . Z.. AS 101A 
Vorhaben/Pror~tct Title land/Country 
'' 
I FRG 
8au einer P~ufhalle der Staatl ichen Materialprufungs- Forderndo Institution/Sponsor 
anstolt Stuttgart zur DurchfUhrung des Forschungs- BMFT 
programma Reaktorsicherheit Auftragoohmor/Contractor 
OFD-St~ttqart \ Construction of a Testing Hall by tbe MPA in order 
to conduct the Research Programme· Reactor Safety . ' 
.. 
~aterialnrtifungsanstalt 
~tnt·hr.·u·t· (MPI\\' 
Arhnll'lllfHI•nn/ln•t•alod Arboitsondo/Comptoted loiter des Vorhabens/Projoct Loader 
1 7 76 . 31.12 78 Wagner (OFD) Doll (MPA) 
Stand der Arbeeten/Status Be~lchtsdatum~Laat Updating Bewilllgte MittetiFunda 
. 
. 
Continuing December 1978. 
\, 
'I 
• > .~ 
1. Oenorel Aim 
Ouentification of Safety of .Reakbr Pressure Vessels. 
• I 
2. Particular Objectives 
Construction of the Testing hell with the Testing cell and fundament& for the full 
size vessel (AS 245) and the 10 000 Mp-Tensile Testing Machin' (RS 101) 
.. 
. 3. Research Programme 
.. 
4. Experimental Feci lities 
.~ . 
· (-.c;. Progress to date 
. • .. 'stage of construct ion: 
I· 
The testing cell Including the fundament for the full size vessel has been finished 
(Fig. 1-2) and the steel structure above the testing cell (second stage) mounted 
and roofed (Fig. 3): The 126 Mp-henger crane functions over the total length of the 
hall (Fig. 4). The works for installatiOns such ea heating, c;:ooling, plumbing end 
electrical fittings have nearly been finished. Panelling of the complete hall 
(internal shell) h~s been. finished (Fig.5). 
6. Results 
·-
7. Next Steps 
The installation and external panelling including heat insulation have still to be 
~orr iod ovt. 
-2-
, .1. '71 .. 31. 12. '71 
, 8. Relation with other Projects 
RS 245 Research Programme Full Si.ze Vessel 
RS 304 Research Programme of Integrity Qf Components 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability 
Upon request at BMFT 
AS 1.01A 
0 
l 
0 
-3-
0 
. · 
.... 
, .1. 78 - 31.12. 78 ... ~ .: ' ... ~ _t 
... ~---:·"'' 
I ' 
I, 
Fig. 1 - 2: Mounting the upper fundament plate (steel 50 .mm, two parts) 
with mobile crane 
'• I • 
.· 
-4-
1.1. 78 - 31.12. 78 RS 101A 
·.(.. 
', 
; 
0 
l,r 
,, 
i. 
__ .iiliiill .... ~.. •. H . -~··: 
·W:t;lil. I ~ 
•• ,J 
.•. 
' 
0 
.• 
Fig. 3: Erection of steel construction with 'mobile crane 
-s-
~ , ... _. 
' -\\,..~.\-
"I ,01.A 
·~~::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::; 
t\\l--. -· 4:..--~~  
0 
Fig .4: Mounting the 126 Mp-hanger crane 
' I 
-6-
·~!;. ~ .... .;,.·-. ,~, ~ ••• ~ 
I 
.: .. ~~~ ... ~":"' 
., ., 
A 
-...;,.,; 
1.1.78 • 31.12.78 AS 101A 
Fig. 5: Testing Hall: internal shell of panel I ing under construction 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
11.2 .1. 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Denmark 
Oynamisk brudmekanik 
I SPONSOR: 
.. 
Ris~ National Lab. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
. 
ORGANISATION: 
Ris~ National Lab. 
Dynamic Fracture Mechanics 
PROJECT LEADER: 
. 
' 
c. P. Debel 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1973 
c. P. Debel 
STATUS: LAST UPOATING: 
' 
In progress May 1978. · 
. ~.'· 
1. General aim: 
. 
To provide materials data and theo~etical background for the assessment of arrest of 
fast running cracks in structures. 
2. Particular objectives:~ 
To measure the (minimum) Dynamic Fracture Toughness ~~D as well as Crack Arrest Frdcture 
Toughness K1. of steels. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme: 
500 kN closed-up servo controlled tensile testing machine as well as electronic equip-
ment capable of measuring the rate of fast crack extention using the conducting grid 
method. ., . 
4. Project status: 
The K
10 
versus crack velocity relationship;of a heattreated structural steel has been 
obtained at various temperatures, and K10 has been compared to static toughness values. 1:. 
5. Next steps: 
To modify specimen geometry and loading condition in order to suppress erack,branching 
and improve load train stiffness. 
6. Relationship with other projects: Comparis~n of dynamic and static data • 
.. 
7. Reference documents: 
"Dynamic Fracture Toughness Tesl!ng of Structural Steels", present~d at the OECD-CSNI 
specialists meeting at Daresbury, UK, 22-24 May 1978J and "Experimental Evaluation of 
Brittle Crack Propagation Velocity- on Improved Technique", Eng.Frao.Meab., Vol 11, 
No 2 PP• 423-430, 1979. 
8. Degree of availabitya 
No limitation. 
45.89'7 

CLASSIFICATIONs 
11.2.1. 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Denmark 
Bestralingsskader i reaktorstal 
SPONSp~: 
Risl& National Lab. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Analysis of the Behaviour of ~dvanced Reactor Risl& National Lab• 
. 
Pressure Vessel Steels under Neutron Irradiation. PROJECT LEADER: 
c. P. Debel 
INITIATEn: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1977 
c. P. Debel STATUS: LAST UPDATING: P. E. Becher. 
In progress February 1979 J. Westermann 
l; General aim: 
To compare the fracture toughness of steel ASTM A 533 B before and after neutron 
irradiation. 
2. Particular objections: 
Specimens cut from base plates and weldments procured from Japan, West-Germany and 
France will be irradiated and tested. 
3~ Experimental facilities and programme: 
19 2 Precracked Charpy V-notch specimens will be irradiated to a doze of 2xl0 n/cm at 
290°c. During testing at vario~s temperatures the specimens will be loaded in slow 
bending and J-integral versus crack extension curves will be ob~ined, uaing the 
multispecimen method. 
4. Project status: 
Procurement of steel and machining of specimens. 
S. Next step: 
Irradiation. 
6. Relationship with other projectsa 
This project is a part of a collaborate research carried out under the auspicies of 
The International Atomic Energy Agency. 
7. Referance documental 
11\\.':F\-176, Vhmnn. 1975 
IAEA-IWG M.PC-78/1, Vienna 1978 
Progress Report on Proj. 2090/CF, Risl& National Lab. February 1979. 
B. Degree of availabilitya 
No limitation. 
45.89? 
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CLASSIP'lCATIONt 
' 11.2.1. 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Denmark 
Elastisk - Plastiske Brudmekaniske 
Material~pr~vningemetoder ' SPONSOR : EEC-European 
.. Coal and Steel 
Community 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Elasto - Plastic Fracture Mechanics Ris~ National Lab. 
Assessment Methods . 
PROJF.CT LEADER: 
c. P. Debel 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1979 
c. P. Debel 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress 
1. General aim: 
To evaluate the Fracture Toughness of a ductiie steel employing a variety of test-piece 
geometries and the various analytical assessment methods available. 
' 
2. Particular abjectives: 
To test Compact Tension specimens at three temperatu~s in the transition region 
.under various machine control modes and to evaluate the results as indicated above. 
,3. Experimental facilities and programme: 
500 kN closed-loop servocontrolled hydraulic testing machine and constant current equip-
. . • ment for· DC-mo~i toring of ini.tiation of stable crack growth • 
--
.. . 
4. Project status: 
Machining of specimens under-way. 
.., .. ~-·-· 
--5. Next step: 
Testing of specimens. 
6. Relationship with other projects: 
This project has been planned as a part of a collaborative effort in which a total of 
13 laboratories throughout the EEC will participate. 
7. Reference documents: 
Progress report issued by the Welding Institute, UK. 
8. Degree of availability: 
As decided by the sponsor, The European Coal and Steel community. 
45.897 

Class·i fication 11. 2.1 
11: .. 2 .. 2 
'ri tlc 1 COUNTRY Denmark 
Strukturel palidelighed SPONSOR Ris~ National 
T ... J.. .... ,....:ti-nr:l.' 
ORG~.NIZATION Risdl 
National Lahnratory 
Title 2 Project leader: 
Structural Reliability f P.E. Becher. 
--
Tn.iti<~tcd: 1970 Completed: Scientists: 
P.E. Becher 
Status: In progress Last u12datins: H.E. Kongs(l) 
s .. Weber . 
. '· 
1. General aim: To develop methods for evaluation of the reliability 
of structural components. . ' 
I 
, 2. Particular objectives: Development o~ computer codes, based on 
probabilistic methods, for evaluation of ~he reliability of primary 
components in ligh·t water reactors, specifically the steel pressure 
vessel. 
3. Ex12erimental facilities: 
4. Project status 
' 
'i 
I 
I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
As a supplement to the computer code PEP 706 for calculation I 
(by Monte Carlo with Importa~ce Sampling) of the failure probability I 
of a steel pressure vessel an analytical program ANPEP was 
developed.·ANPEP makes a numerical integration of the failure 
integral by means of discreetizing of all the parameters. in the 
failure criteria. ANPEP has proved to be much faster and easier to 
work with than PEP 706 and has even been able to take into account 
correlated variables without making exessive demands on computer 
·memory or time. 
The computercode PFM 690 for calculation (by Monte Carlo) of 
the statistical crack growth based on Paris's formula has proved 
the mathematical unstability of this formula when using the most 
recent experimental data on crack growth caracteristics. 
i 
! 
1 
r [ 
I 
I' 
I 
... 
-\loo,. 
s. Next steps: 
' ' Development of statistical models for timedependent phenome-
nons like 
a) Crack growth 
b) Inservice Inspection 
c) Neutron Ernbrittlement· 
d) Updating of .distribu.tion functions for appropriate 
parameters when the compo~ents in question has survived 
a major transient 
Furthermore other areas/other components (steel) and other 
failure modes/failure crit~rias should be included. 
6. Relation with other projects: 
. '· 
Closely related with system reliability and fuel reliability 
7. Reference documents:, 
Ris~-M-1650: Application Qf statistiqal linear elastic fracture 
I ' 
mechanics to pressure vessel reliability analysis, Septemper 
1973. P.E. Becher, Arne Pedersen. 
Ris~-M-1918: ANPEP/V2, A compute~ program for calculation of 
the probability of failure Qf s~ructures; March 1977, H.E. Kong-
s~, K.E. Petersen. 
8. Availability The project information is freely available 
apart from cases, where commercial interests may be violated. 
, 
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141-I-03/4111-6S 
TITRE 
COMPORTEMENT A L'IRRADIATION DES ACIERS CREUSOT-LOIRE 
POU1 CUVES PWR. 
TITLE (Anglais) 
RESEARCH PROGRAMME ON IRRADIATION EMBRITTLEMENT OF 
PRESSURE VESSEL STEELS. 
Date de cilmanage 
1/01/76 
Date d'achevement 
31/12/79 
I , OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etat actuel 
en cours 
DeJ:Uiere mise a jour 
1 I 1/79 
11.2.1 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Organisme Oirecteur 
CEA/DgCS · 
Organisme executeur 
CEA/DTECH 
Respo csable 
SCl.IUtl..U.quel 
Le programme a pour but de determiner le comportement sous irradiation 
neutronique de l'acier Creusot-Loire (type A508 CL3) utilise pour la 
fabrication des cuves PWR du programme nucleaire fran~ais. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS. 
Le programme comporte essentiellement . . 
- Les mesures de KCV et NDT 
- Les mesures de K1d sur petites eprouvettes 
- Les mesures de Jlc 
- Les mesures de K1c sur grosses eprouvettes 
- L'etude de la restauration 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME. 
Les irradiations sont effectuees dans le reacteur experimental TRITON 
(CEN - Fontenay-aux-Roses) 
... /' .. 
- liot..-
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE. 
Les resultats essentials ayant ete acquis precedemment, le programme 
comportait principalement quelques etudes specifiques sur les effets 
de !'irradiation sur les·aciers de cuve l savoir: 
-determination de K1c en fonction de !'irradiation. La maquette 
a ete mise au point et testee dans le reacteur TRITON et la 
cellule chaude correspondante est operationnelle. 
- determ~nation de·l'influence du flux neutronique sur la fragi-
lisation.te niveau de flux paratt effectivement jouer un role 
dans le prqcessus de fragilisation mais cette tendance doit etre 
confirmee. 
-mise au point d'une maquette permettant d'appr€hender les doses 
de dommages re~ues d'une part parla paroi de la cuve et d'autre 
part sur les eprouvettes de surveillance au niveau de l'ecran 
thermique. ~ 
- effet du recuit tbermique sur les effets de !'irradiation. 
Quelques resultats importants sont rassembles en (1). 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES. 
Poursuite du programme annonce en (4)". 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D' AUTRES ETUDES. 
Sans objet. 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE. 
- Irradiation effects on reactor pressure vessel steels -
influence of flux and irradiation annealing behaviour. 
Specialist Meeting AIEA VIENNE 1979 26 Fevrier au 1er mars. 
P. PETREQUIN et al. 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE. 
Disponible. 
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145-3-QI/4111-104 
TITRE 
COMPOR'IEMENT DES LIGNES DE TUYAUTERIES LORS D' UN 
ACCIDENT. 
11.2.1 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Organisme Directeur I 
TITLE (Anglais) 
BEHAVIOUR OF PIPINGS IN THE EVENT OF AN ACCIDENT 
Date de dimarrage 
1/03/77 
Date d'acbevement 
31/12/82 
1. OBJIC'!I7 GENERAL 
Etat actuel 
en cours 
Deruiere mise a jour 
I I 1/79 
CEA/DgCS 
Organisme execuceur 
CEA/DEMT 
RespotiSable 
. ScJ.enc:J. . .fJ.quas 
B.VRILLON (DEMT) 
Le programme a pour but d'etudier le comportement des tuyauteries en cas 
de rupture (eau pressurisee). Il concerne essentiellement les tuyauteries 
de petit diametre appartenant aux circuits auxilaires. Lea essais sont 
realises dans des conditions pro eh!.~ de l' eche11e delle. 
2. OBJECT IFS PARTICULIERS. 
Le programme comporte essentiellement, outre la mise au point du dispo-
·sitif experimental : 
- la determination des criteres de fouettement. 
- la mesure des efforts de reaction. 
- la prise en compte des interactio~ possibles. 
- le dimensionnement des supportages et autres limiteurs de debattement. I 
- la tenue des organes d'isolement. 
3 • INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME. 
Boucle HUREPOIX (CEN-SACLAY) 
l 
... / ... I 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE. 
Les dispositifs de declenchement de la rupture se sont reveles tres 
difficiles a mettre au point et les premiers resultats ont mis en 
evidence des dispersions importantes. 
L'ensemble de la chaine de mesure a ete calibree par des essais 
statiques a proid. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES. 
Determination des criteres (fin 79) 
Dimensionnement des supportagea et comportement des organes d'isole-
ment (fin 80). 
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141-1-06/4111-6-13 
TITRE 
COMPORTEMENT DES ACIERS POUR CUVES : TENUE A 
L'IRRADIATION - PROGRAMME COORDONNE DE L'AIEA 
TITLE (Anglais) 
RESEARCH PROGRAMME ON IRRADIATION EMBRITTLEMENT 
OF PRESSURE VESSEL STEELS. AIEA COORDINATED 
PROGRAMME. · 
' 
Data de demarra~e Etat actual 
1/01/78 En cours 
Date d'achevement Deruiere mise l jour 
31/12/80 1/01/79 
I • OBJEC'II! GENERAL 
11.2.1 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DgCS 
Organisme executeur 
CEA/DTECH 
Respo nsab le 
Sc1.entl.f1ques 
L'Agence Internationale pour l'Energie Atomique (AIEA) organise un programme 
coordonne d'irradiation d'aciers de cuves de reacteurs PWR. 
Il est prevu d'examiner dans au moins 5 pays le comportement a l'irradiation 
de 2 aciers fran~ais, 2 aciers japonais, et 2 soudures. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS. 
Il est prevu tout d'abord de fournir et caracteriser avant irraiiation un 
acier et un joint soude, d'origine fran~aise qui seront irradies dans les 
differcnts pays. 
Les aciers fran~ais, les aciers japonais et les soudures seront ensuite 
caracterises du point de vue de l'irradiation (Charpy V, Traction,J 1c, Charpy prefissure) 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES. 
Les irradiations seront effectuees dans le reacteur experimental de TRITON 
(CEN-Fontenay). 
. ... / ... 
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TNO - Metaalinatituut 
TITLE: l.iteratuurstudie: 
(I) Invloed van omgevingscondities op vermoeiings-
scheurgroei. • 
(2) Invlocd van veroudering op de mechanische mate-
rin~l~i~~nschnnpen 
. CLASSIFICATION 1 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: 
Minjstry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZA TrON ·: 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): Literaturl! study: TNO-Metaalinst.i tuut 
(I) Influence of Environment on Fatigue crackgrowth. 
(2) Influence of aging on fracture related material · PROJECTLEAOER: 
·properties. _ H.J .M. van Ron~en 
. SCIENTISTS: . 
INITIATED :June 'J 974 LAST UPDATING : May 1978 H.J.M. van Rcmgen 
G.H.G. Vaessen 
STATUS :completion COMPLETED . Oct. 1977 ' . 
General aim . 
To improve the understanding of material behaviour during lifetime·of nuclear 
vessels and other pressurized components as influenced by aquous environment 
and aging effects. A "state of the art" report will.be submitted, 
Particulare objectives 
To review the knowledge in the areas 
•. influence of reactor coolant on fatigue crackgrowth :i,n Lt-IR pressure vessels, 
with particular attention to chemical composition of the coolant, type of 
pressure vessel steel~ frequency, amplitude and threshold phenomena. 
Int·~rpretation 'will be in fracture mechanics. terminology. ' 
• phenomena which deteriorate the fatigue and fracture·related material para-
meters of nuclear grade pressure vessel steels, such as thermal aging and 
high strain aging. · · - -
Experimental facilities and prog1·arn: Not applicable 
Proiect status 
Progress to date: final report submitted on Oct. 21 ·_1977, 
Relation with other projects: -
Reference documents: 
<:) l. Ernbrittling/strengthening phenomena ~ 2. Environmental effects on fatigue crack growth in relation to nuclear reactor 
ve:;sel steels under relevant conditions by H.J.M, van Rongari and G,H,G, 
Vacssen. nr. 77H/93/09913/ROH/VAE/KAG/ROS. 
Dcg:."l'l! of availability: 
Thron;,h the Ministry of Social Affairs, C.R.V., Postbus 69, Voorb_urg, 
The Netherlands. 
Budget: HFL. 50.000,--
Personnel: 2 scientists, 
AS THIS PROJECT IS 'TERMINATED, NO FORMAT lHLL BE 
ISSUED IN THE NEXT NUCLEAR SAFETY RESEARCH INDEX 
'i; 
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NXL·MI•TNO 
TITLE: 
Literatuurstudie van materiaalparameters die nodig 
zijn bij de interpretatie van defe~t-localisatie 
met AE-apparatuur. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Literature survey of material parameters which are 
necessary for the diagnosis of defects localized 
·with AE techniques. 
INITIATED : Sept. 1974 ,LAST.UPDATING :.May 1978 
STATUS : Co~pleted COMPLETED : June 1978 
General aim 
. :.,.. 
11.2.1/ 
CLASSIFICATION: 11.2.3 
COUNTRV:THENErHERLANDS· 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
a&RGi~?zA ~I ON.: 
NIL-MI-TNO 
PROJECTLEADER : 
Kloots 
SCIENTISTS : 
Boerstoel 
v.d. Brink 
This particular survey is a preliminary study of effects to be included in an 
extensive study which will be initiated in the future and which can be 
characterized as follows; 
"Evaluation of the practical application of Acoustical Emission (AE) ·techniques 
during construction, testing and ope~ation of welded constructions, in particular 
pressurized components to be used in the energy and process'industry in order· to. 
.. improve safety, reliability and economic co.nstruction of components",-
Optimum utilization of AE-apparatus for defect localization and diagnosis is 
only possible if sufficient data on the AE behaviour of constructural·m~terial • 
are available (AE material parameters)'. This study comprises the use· of AE 
material parameters ·for~ nucl~ar·vessels and t~eir applicatio~ to. the diagno~is 
of defects localized in experiments.• · · '. · 
Particular Objectives 
Study and inventarizati'on of AE research in literature. 
Visits to industry and institutes in the Netherlands. 
Experimental fac1lities and program: none 
Project status: completed 
Next steps: -
Relation with other projects: see under General aim. 
.,. 
Reference documents: NIL-lastechniek, 40e jaargang, no. 5, mei 1974.' 
· NIL-lastechniek '~Literatuurstudie betreffende de ·toepassing van akoestische 
emissietechniek bij · materiaalonderzoek aan ·drukvatstalen"··samengesteld door 
-
Dr. B.M. Boerstoel en Dr. ir. S.H. van den Brink, rapport nr.· 77M/93/03465/BRI/KAG 
I 
Degree of availability: Through Nederlands Instituut voor X.astechni~k, Den Haag. · 
Budget: Approx. H£1. 30.000,-- I 
Additional information: 
Survey has been executed· and completed by Metaal Instituut TNO. 
AS THIS PROJECT IS IEIUiiNATED, NO FOR!-tAI 
WILL BE ISSUED IN THE NEXT NUCLEAR SAFETY 
RESEARCH INDEX •. 
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PROJECT TITLE: CSNI INDEX NUMBER: 
Fracture Behaviour of Structural Steels J ].2 .1 
• I 
.. 
SPONSORIN~ COUNTRY: . ORGANISATION: ' . 
. 
. .
United Kingdom·. RNPDL Risley 
' 
DATE INITIATED: 1978 PROJECT LEADER: 
' A Cowan DJ\ TE COf·lPL ETED: 
Description: 
1 • · Genera 1 Aim 
To apply fracture mechanics concepts for assessing structural 
integrity of pressure retaining. components. · · ,. · · 
' ' 
. 2. Particular Objectives 
i. To investigate factors influencing ductile crack initiation 
and growth in LWR materials. 
ii. To investigate ductile tearing instability criteria. 
i i i . To ex ami ne methods of 1measur·i ng crack arrest. fracture 
toughness. 
3. ~~rimental Facilities 
' . 
' I 
Equipment for failure tests on· 1.5 m dia x 36.5 m long x 75 mm thick. 
pressure vessels. Laboratory test equipment of :up to 1000 KN (static) .. ' 
•' ' 
4. 
/500 KN (dynamic) capacity. I 
Project Status 
i. Experi~ental methods are being· developed to compare single and 
nultiple specimen techniques for monitoring ductile crack initiation 
and resistance to growth. Techniques under investigation are AC 
potential drop, DC potential drop, unloading compliance and multiple 
·specimen interrupted testingi Ihitial comparisons are being made 
using mild steel specimens. 
ii. A programme to study factors ·influencing elastic-plastic fracture 
toughness has been defined and specimens are currently being manufactured 
from a 150 mm thick A533B steel plate. The programme will examine:- . 
a) Effect of system compliance:- .40 mm thick compact (CT} ~nd 20 mm 
thick edge notched bend {SENB). 
b) Effect of specimen geometry.on initiation fracture toughness and 
R curves:-. 10-100 rr~ thick CT, 20 .mm SENB, 20 mm centre cracked tension 
. (CCT), 20 ~ do~b1e edge notched tension (DENT). All tests· will be at 
t( . 1;~~r s.h~ 1 f t C'r':~:~ r .~tu res. 
111. The tearing instability programme has been detailed. Tests will be 
made on 12.5 mm thick 7075 Al alloy to study effects of specimen 
geometry (CT, CCT, D~NT) and system compliance on' instability. ·Material 
should be available by l~te ·1979. 
tcont<h 
f. 
:·' 
-\~\o-· 
. (iv) Crack arrest work, has been limited to an exam.inat1on of 
ASTM·eandidato procedures for measuring crack arrest toughness. 
' ' ' 
Reference Documents 
Internal d?cuments. 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
' 11.2.1 ' 
' 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): j COUNTRY: 
UK 
\ '' 
METAL FRACTURE (STABILITY) 
··' 
'' SPONSOR: : ' 
' 
.' 
' 
.. 
. I 
' TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): - ORGANISATION: 
NPDL ·SPRINGFIELDS 
I PROJF.CT LF.ADF.R: 
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To rN!<I!',Il i ~·() 111"1 11~-:'0il!;r. modus ot failure or nuclear reactor pressure vessels. 
2. PA!rr!CIII.AR Ofl.lECTIVtS 
To dflvf'l op 11 ..,,Y or producing a r.horp crack in a component, to enable the or~tioal crack length tCI be me.sured. ' 
~. t.:t.l•t:l• !~'!.:,TAL HC ii.IT!t!i AND PR(}(;RAMr'£ 
Jo l•lv)• l·•·•··.·.uru t•·ct.nolOti,Y exists at Springtields; 'steady pressures,ot 100,000 psi (6000 bar) may be employed and cycles 
or obOIJt t.r1lf th11t m'*"itude. 1his has been applied to locally tatigUe crack the base ot a notch and thus -produce well• 
<lerincd cr11ck :.'tartor conditions. 
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1. 'Internal documents. 
I 0 Conference on The Innuence ot Environment on Fatigue - Joint Conference. the Institution ot, Mechanical En6ineera 
und Cocioty ot F.nvironmont Engineers. London 18-19 ~ 177?,_ 8 Toml<ina. · 
~. The Role ot /'luctUillios in Corrosion Fatigue - to be published in Metals Science in 19?9, B ~c.kins~' 
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1o r~J:~n JlAL AIM 
To· r~c01r.ni:.e und as:;o:;:; modes ot re.lldre or nuclear reactor pressure. 
To rrwt,:.uro the deforrrllltion in a thick cracked plate up to the point or tracture. 
3• EXPflli:~E:ITAL FACILIT:mi AND ?ROCRAr-m:5 
A rig ha:; been cor,:;t.ructed in which a hieh pressure (circa 3000 bar) may be applied within a crack in the plate. 
Tho u::o of in le mal pressurisation mOMS' that fracture criteria in. thick section material can be studies under well, . 
. J · deflned boundary conditions. Direct surface strain measurement around the crack tip will be done and tractography • · 
! . employed to stress fracture development prior to tast fracture pr.opagation.· 
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Df!':CIHPTION I 
To r~CIJ•'!Il:,•· ,,wl ,:.!.e:;r. modes·ot tai:iure ot nuclear reactor pressure vessels and other circuit oomponents. 
'I 
2. P!Jl'l'J CIJLAR OBJJ:.:CTIVF!i 
To C!XIIIlline the po:>ci.bility of c~mponent defects graving to a critical size u a result ot reactor transients. 
~. EXPU'l.IJ'.Et:TAL fACILIT:m> AND PROG!Wf1E 
.. 
~ ~Ur.:bcr of special purpose machines have been assembled, which permit specimens ot about 1 in section to be stress 
~:~~\·. • •• 1 \.: .... :-· ,q·j ·ei~'\ .. ·111':\·\"'r· ,.~.n,~· ... Ah·.\1~\ ~'~~1.ll\."t~,h ~ 
-
'' 
a) Crt.ck l'.rowth un<1er thermnl staock lon<lin~. Crack propAgation from r.hort initial surface defects has been monitored · 
• · · · °C d250°C .d ln ~;pcc1ments wh1ch underijO repeated surface coollng shocks of between 100 ·an • The otack growth rates an 
.( .rJing <1(·~rcen of crock penetration into the material have been an!llysed using the basic elastic and elastic-plastic 
cr~ck ~rowth dntn derived under simple push-pull conditions i~ an earlier part of the programme. 7he tests are boing 
o11rri .,,1 out on tyJ•I'!:.; 30'• Nul ?<16 :;tninl er.s :.tool. The infonnntion from theso tests is bcinr, uned to as:.esn the growth 
or l..n'•J,r-olll•l crt~t:Y.-; nr. n rw;ul t of :;orvico trwl:;iontn and tho bohnviour of dofoctll in reactor oiroui.tr.. rurthor t.or.t.n 
wi 11 oxt11n!no tll(l v,rowth of crocks in comLined thennal and mechanical. loading situationS' and a nev rig will impose heating. 
r;laock~. <m to ornflklltJ r.pl'cin,,-r.~. In ntldition. to crnck grovth studies, ~nfonnation is being oollectod on the condit.iono 
tor ornck initintio~ on thorrnnlly r.hockml nurfncos. 
IJ) t'11tiv.uo Cl'nck v;rowt.il in prc!,iure ve:.~.el :;teel. This work progr81n1DO )'las now been extended .to examine· the growth ot 
fllti,•.•JII crRcl<'l nt 1 ow frnquenoy in A5~·~B steel in a simulated reactor water environment. Current tests are at ambient 
t<!mJ.<:r•,t•Jrll lll'i•l :•r<J:;·;1Jro. In pnrticulnr the effects or mean stress and varying frequency are being examined. 7he 
ro:.uJ t.:-. or u.e:.•, lc·.t:; 11ro ma•.lJlinv, conor.ion &nd fatigue mechanics effects to be correlated with crack opening modes. 
further work will 11ttempt to define bounds on the accelerations in growth rate produced • 
c) A wide ~lntc te~tine rig is being built to exami~• the approach to final fract~re by tearing instability in standard 
scetion5 nn<l effect!! ot standard constraints on Mure developnent will be studied in particular. 
Intenau.l docWIIoots 
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Project Leader 
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Doacription 
1. . Gene1·al Aim 
Gomplctccl 
. Lnct · U.Qtlnting 
......................... _ 
DR A CO\o/AN 
Scicntiotu: · 
. i . 
. \ 
To quantify critical crack length·ror use in decisions· arising in inspection. 
2. Particular Objectives 
I 
·To compare Krc and·COD correlations for failure of intermediate-size.pressure 
vesGcls above valid Krc critical temperatures. 
;. Exnerimental Faci~ies and Proaramme 
The test vessels are 51 dia and 12 1 lonp;. Thicknesses to date, 111 and ;". 
Currcntly·defects (partial and full thickness) are placed.in the membrane 
'reaions. ' ' 
4. Project Status 
.~) .Inveotication of the factors coverning cyclic crack ~owth and fracture in 
...I· pre::::::;ure vessel steds is continuing. Three tests have been co:r.nleted in a. 
.aeric3s on a 3" thick x 51 dia vessel to investigate the effect of p;J.ate 
thickness •. The tests wcro made at temperatures of 84 an~ 10°C corres~onding 
to tho w'·olo of the ductile/l?rittle transition range; Relationshi:Ps botween 
small r.cnle fracture touchness tes.t pieces .out .from tha vessels and vessel 
.failure conditiona are being inveatigated.- ·) 
Reference Documents 
Internal documents. 
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l'rt•H:HJre vessel integrity is at, p.resent founded on the established design pr~ncipfes 
of lin0nr elastic frActure mechanic$. However the high toughness to yield strength 
ratio of A~33B and A508 pressure vessel steels invalidates Lefm testing procedures 
for Rmall scAle tests and recourse is made to elastpplastic testing methods in . 
order to provide an indirect measurement of K • Sach procedures are not unilaterally 
nccPptf·d 11n<i at pr('sent s('vf'ral non consistentctechniques are employed at different. 
est<~h l1 HhmC'nts throughout the world. The use of such t~chn Lquas is critically 
d<•Jwnd<'nt on the definition of crack initiation and the first stagas of stable 
crack extension. The influence of metallurgical factors such as·micro-structure 
and ('mbrittlinp, processes on fracture toughness are poorly quantified although it 
iH nccl'ptPci thnt the fracture micro-mechanisms of void initiation growth and conlcsccnct1 
will be'controlled by these parameters. 
J The limited evidence on the micro~structurai characterisation and embrittlement 
suHceptibility of th€' pressure vessel steels-can ba summarised as follows:-
i . Qualitative studies have shown that large variations in micro-structure 
of A533B can occur as a .function of po_sition within the plate. However 
no quantitative characterisation of A533B plate or A508 fo'r~ing or welds 
'exist. 
ii A533R is susc~ptible to temper ambrittlement ~nd, although this is'known '. ·. 
to be associated with trace elemants and heat treatment in a critical 
tcmpcr';lture range, the boundary conditions for embrittlement to occur are. 
poorly defined. 
iii Dynamic strain .ageing of A533B has been noted in fracture tests conducted-
at typical PWR operating temperatures (~ 300°C). This is of importance 
to the in service toughne~s and fatigue crack growth charactetistics of 
the vessel steels and needs to be properly undarstood. 
iv Re.heat cr:tckinR hAs been experienced during fabrication of PWR pres~;ure 
VC'!Wc 1 H, wh lch is confined to the haat affected zones (UAZ' s) in tltc . 
welded re~inns. Again the factors governing such cracking are not under- ' 
stood but the major parameters are known to be.'micro-str4ctu-re, composition 
and residual stress. 
. \ 
' 1 
- \•l to-
' 
M 3.7 contd 
In vit•w of this background it is considered essential that 'a thorpugh investigation 
be cnrrl~d out to det(~rmine the·role of micro-structure and·cmbrittling procesAes 
on tlH! frncture toughness of pre~sure vesHcl ateels. 
Ohll!Ctlves '' •... 
i . To comprehensively characterise the micro-structure of commercially , 
.. produced A533B plate. Csnd A508 forging*) as a function of· position and 
' I 
orientation. . , ··' 
ii · To provide a micro-structural characterisation of any material used. in 
PWR corrosion fatigue programme. 
iii ·To investlgate susceptibility of AS33B (and A508*) to temper ~mbritt.lement 
and the effect on fracture toughness·. as. a result of slow co.oling from 
post weld heat treatment temperatures and long term ageing·at reactor · 
ambient temperature. · . <:J ·. 
iv · To investigate sensitivity of temper t:mbrittlemen~ to simulated HAZ 
micro-structures.· 
v 'To determine the susceptihilit~ of A533B (and A508*) to streRB relief 
cr~cking under simul.1tcd poHt weld heat trentment cooling condit lnns. 
' 
. ' 
Vi To investigate the susa(~ptihility of commercial A533B plate (and A508, 
forging*) to dynamlc stro11in ageing, its dependence on heat treatment 
condition and its effect on 'fracture .toughness. 
vii To intP.ract with programmes at Risley ·r..aboratories investiga·ting possible. 
geometry ~ffect on ~pper shelf toughness. · 
I 
*I.Jork on A508 forging mAterial suhject to availability of a commercially produced 
1 
f o rp, inp, • 
, 
Materials 
This programme will be conducted· using 148 mm thick A533B Class 1 steel commerctai-.J 
produced by Marrel Frere. Sufficient material for this programme is held in stock 
at Harwcll. Work on A508 Class 3 material will be subject to availability of a 
cn,nm<>rc1.11ly produced forging. 
Instructions 
1. Comprehensively characterise .the micro-structure of A533B plate .and A508 
forging as a functi~n of position and orientation using optical and electron 
microscopy supplemented by micro-analytical techniques. · 
2. Detennine susceptibility of A533B·and A508 in the as received and simulated 
HAZ condition to embrittlement associated with trace element segregation using a 
combination of impact and fracture mechanics m~chanical testing and ·surface . 
analytic~l techniques. 
·,. ~ 
I, • 
3. Investigate propensity to stress relief cracking as·a function of heat\treatment,. 
temperature, heating and cooling rates. 
4. DetP.rmine critical conditions of micro-structure, strain'rate and temperature 
for dynamic strain ageing and associated effect on. fracture toughness~ 
~· 
0 
- t! L~-
. ' 
._" "'' .. ""' ~11.~ ,. J I 
, .. i 
,.• 
M :3.7 contd .... 
j ~ ' 
5. Following discussions with interested parties at Risley Laboratories, investigate 
np<'cimc•n geometry dependence of fract'ure .toughness of A533B and t'he relationship · 
with fracture mic'ro-mechanisms. \ 
' ' ' 
F :tc 111 t 1es . \ 
.. 
., 
'The equipment required to carry .out this programme is. either available or presf!ntly 
being developed within Metallurgy and Mate~ials Development Divisions.at'Harwell • 
. I .. 
. ~ .. 
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Hatc•rinls usf'd in the fabrication of PWR pressQre vessels are selected, so that. 
for most of its life, the pressur~ ve~sel operates in the tc~perature range ~1ere · 
any postulated fracture would occur when the material is in the upper' shelf '(ductile) 
condition. F.l~stic/plastic fracture mechanics ar~ being developed to quantify · 
upper shelf toughness. Irradiation embrittlement causes a reduction in the level 
of upper shelf toughness. In addition, work on a wide variety of steels has show~ 
that frncture tour,hn£>ss decr1!ases with incrensing upper shelf t~mperature so that,· 
at ope· rat lng t••rnper:tture, fracture toughness values can be significantly ·lower 
than tho~e assumed in current fracture-mechanics evaluations of pressure vesRel 
int··~·.rfty. nw rlC'I~r£>e of (or lack of) conservatism in _current dealp,n codeR LA 
crltfcnlly ci<'J>t•nclc•nt on tht• cl(.'flnltlon of frHctnrc tonr,hn<-'llR for mlltc•rials whJ.ch 
fracture after ductile initiation and on the amount of credence which can be 
attnch•d to the apparent increase in fracture resistance resulting from ductila 
crnck extension. It is essential to resolve the significance of ductile initiation/ 
cr<1ck extE>nsion and to understand the mechanism(s) associated with degradation of. 
upper shelf toughness in both unirradiated _and irradiated materials •. 
Objective~ 
'., 
1. To dcmonstr;lte the significance of. duct'ile· c.rack extension in laboratory 
frncturc mechanics testing. 
2. To investigate degradation in.'upper shelf '.fracture toughness .. (unirradiated 
material) 
a. Examination of relationship between fracture toughness and mechanical 
properties. 
b. F.x3minat1on of strain ageing phenomena. 
c.· Examination of fac~ors highlighted on completion of eval~ation of current 
stlltic and dynamic fracture toughness crit'eria and the effect of mefallurgical 
factors on toughness. , · 
3. To investigate degradation in upper shelf fracture toughness - irradiated 
materials. 
. 't 
' M 3. 3 contd 
1. Charncterise the effects· of ,test piece geometry, test machine compliance and 
r:'ltt! of lo.1lHng' on crack stability, using small-scale elastic/plastic fracture 1 · 
mechnnlca t(~chnirJites for mnterials showing high and low resistance to c"rack ~~rowth. 
'' 
' 2. Test simple geometries to assess effec~s of crack size, type of pressurisation 
and r.1te of pressurisation on critical conditions for crack stability and examine .·' 
the ~elationshtp between. laborato~y and structural tests. 
3. Ohtain base-line upper shelf fracture toughness and convent'ional mechanical 
properties data on pressure vessel materials. Examine effects of-metallurgical 
stnbi11 ty {ageing/strain ageing)'. · 
4. F(!ntilhility study for irradiation ·and post-i,rradiation testing of f~acture 
toup,hnPF;S specimens. ,· 
Jo':t~flftfpq 
Universal testing machines and pressurising facilities are available at Risley. 
Depending on the outcome of the feasibility ·study, a more elaborate post-irradiation 
testing facility may·be.required at a_lat~r·date. 
! . 
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Background 
Corrosion fatigue has'been shown to be an important aspect of the potential 
growth 'of defects in PWR pressure.vessels and hence of the safety case for the 
V<'sHels. Whilst much dnta have already been obtained outside the UK, n lnrr.e 
' I '-
numiH'r of varl~thles need to he covered including stressing parnmeters (cg frequency, 
w:tvl~ Hhnpc, K, R ratio and the interaction of different cycles), metallurgical 
factors (eg weld structures and variations in plate wi~h d~pth in ~he plate) and 
wnt(•r chemistry1(eg pH). Additional work is required to evaluate.these factors 
adequately and t'o obtain data on typical steel$ and welds t~ be u~ed 'in a UK PWR 
progr<~mmt>. 
'' I 
A facility is almost completed at Harwell to study the. corrosion fatigue of steel . 
. in pure oxygenntcd water. It consists. of four separate units t'esting precracked- . 
1-in or 2-in thick CMS specimens. It will be assigned to test PWR pressure vessel 
stPels in pure deoxygenated water with no·sdaptation, but will require significant 
modific-ation to handle boric acid-lithium hydroxide dosed PWR 'primary water.. The 
propoRcd programme will investigate as required the relevant stressing variables , 
ancl wntP.r chamistry parameters for a range of ~aterials covering the basic p1.1t~, 
welded plate and the significance of the composition and structure of the basic 
. ' plate within the specified ranges~ 
Ohjectives 
The principal objectives will be to obtain data on: 
f, 
' 
1. typical steel and weldments to be used in a UK PWR progra~e, and 
2. parameters not adequa.tely .coverec;t by published work• 
F.xperlmcntal Programme 
The detailed programme will typically involve experiments on the basic plate over 
the first 12-18 months to produce published work and then a· major emphasis on 
welds. Initially studies will have to be confined to high.-purity deoxygenated 
water, but later, PWR water chemistries will be covered after the necessary 
· alterations to the water treatment plant have been made·. 
I I 
I ' 
I, 
M 2.SA contci 
Metnllurgical support from a specialist metallurgist team will be·available to 
chnr~ctPrise the steels and to evaluate the critical metallurgical features in 
• ,' l 
the.• fractured specimens. . : • 
•• 
Faciliti~s 
The corrosion fatigue facility at present being commissioned at Harwell will be 
used with modification, probably over the first year, of, the water treatment·.· 
plant to produce. P~ pr~mary water. 
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Background 
Structural inter,rity of LWR pressure vessels is based on fracture mechanics principles~ 
Plannr defects which exist in the ~ressure_ vessel can extend under imposed opera• 
tfnnnl cyclic stresses and it is essential to demonstrate that such defects will '· 
not p,row to n cr1t1cn1 Ri?.~ for fast fracture during the service life of the 
prc•1-1sure vessel. Fatigue crack growth laws preserrted in ASMF. XI ·Appendix A are 
. I ' 
used to estimate the growth of d~fects identified during periodic inspections. 
Current ASMF. xr'crack growth laws are based on measurements of fatigue crack growth 
rates at hi~h frequency and zero mean stress (low R 'ratio). Studies' in the US anti 
Japan have shown that PWR pressure vessel materials are susceptible to corrosion 
fatigue \Jhereby crack grow.th rates can be incre'ased significantly when tests are 
made in reactor water chemistry at low· frequency and high mean stress (high R ·ratio)._ 
The implication of this work is that the ASMF. XI Appendix A crack growth analysis 
may not provide a conservative upper bound for crack growth. Corrosion· fatigue · ' 
crack gr'owth 'data is being obtained using high p'ressure/temperaturc sys'tems. Such 
tests are, of necessity, long term, and exploratory tests using simpler, ambient 
JlTf'RRtiTC/1ower·temperature testing systems are COnsidered USeful in Obtaining both 
n bnnfc understanding of corrosion fatigue mechnnisms and an indication of trends 
in corrosion fatigue response at full temper·ature/pressure.· A test facility· 
suitable for full temperature/pressure work is available at AERE. Facilities for 
low temperature/pressure work are avai~able at Risley and Springfields Laboratories. 
Objective 
To determine corrosion fatigue crack growth rates of PWR pressure vessel. materials 
at ambient yressure/low temperature. 
Programme 
1. nealgn and construct loop for controlled PWR water chemistry. 
2. T{•!H A531B steel, A508 forging and w£>ldments at ambient temperature and 90°C 
to assess effects on crack growth rates of PwR water, cyclic frequency and R ratio. 
F:ac 11 f. t ii-'!'J 
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T; t 1 (' 1 Pressure vessel integri:t::y --- -----
Title> 2 
};. it i.:l ('(~ 1974 
Ccntinuing 
General aim 
. . .. . -- --- - ··-
ax;B· 
CERL 
Ieathel:head 
I. L. Mogford 
To assess and develop safety analyses for pressurised structures. 
Particular cbjecti ves 
To carry out and assess fracture mechanics analyses of :reactor primal:y 
circuit, including final fast fracture and sub critical crack growth 
involving fatigue and envirormental interactioos. 
Experimental facilities 
Standard lab. mechancial testing plus laborato:ey operaticnal 
envi:r:onmental cracking studies. 
Project status 
' I 
j· 
I: 
l r . 
L· 
f 
I 
~ 
I 
~· 
Fracture medl.ani.cs design analyses and defect aSsessment routes using r 
elastic-plastic teclmiques have been developed and are suitable for use 1 
with primacy and seoondal:y loaaing. Wa:on-p:restressing effects and slCM t 
crack growth analyses can be inoorporated. 'Ihe fracture toughness of r 
A533 B steel plus weldirents has been studied as a function of ~ature 1 
and specimen gecmatty. The mechanisms :respc:ns.ihle for aocelerated fatigue 1 
crack growth of pressure vessel steels in hot water are being investigated. 1 ~ 
Particular attention is being given to microstructural cracking mechanisms 
and fatigue cycle shape. A high pressure autoclave fatigue crack. growth 
facility is being cxmnissioned. 
Intemal c::EG3 :reports plus:-
"Post yield fracture mechanics theo:ey and its application to pressure 
vessels" by Olell, International Pressure Vessel and Piping, 1977, Vol.S, 
123. 
''A c:x::ni:>ined linear elastic and post yield fracture rrechanics theory and 
its engineering applications" by Olell, Fracture Mechanics in Engineering 
Practice, 1977, Applied Science Publishers Ltd., Ialdon. 
"A unified approach to failure assessment of El'lqineerinq structures" by 
Harrison and Milne, ibid. 
1: 
t 
I ; 
I 
' t
~. 
'' 
, .. 
,, 
- \ '!..lo -
"A procedure for assuring the significance of flaws in pressurised 
c:::c:np:>nents" by Milne, Loosemoore and Harrison, Can£. oo Tolerance 
of Flaws in Pressurised CCJnponents, 1978, Ialdan. 
"Inoo.qx:>ratiCil Of theJ::mal and residual loading into the failure I 
assessrrent diagram" by Chell, AS'IM STP 668;Elastic-Plastic fracture. 
"Effect of size en the J fracture critericn" by Milne and Chell, ibid. 
. . 
"Evaluaticn of the defect tolerance of pressure vessels tmder a::rrbined 
thennal and pressur_e loads", .by Milne, S.M.I.R.T. 5, Berlin, 1979. 
"Fracture nedlanics approach to predicting the effects of wann prestressing 
and its application to pressure vessels" by Chell, ibid. 
"Failure analysis in the presence of ductile crack gJ:OWth" by Milne, 
Materials Science and Engineering, 1979. 
I 
'' I'~ ; 
,, 
'i 
~ ' ' 
i 
f. 
i' 
"Charpy energy transitions for weld metal and heat affected zooe in ; 
SAS33B cl. 1 plate" by Milne and Cuny, I.C.M.3, 1979. I· 
"The effect of frequency and -t:.etq;:erature oo envimnmentally assisted fatigue . 1 
crack growth below K in steels" by Atld.nsal and Lindley, Canf. ·oo ... ! · 
''"fhe influence of en~t en fatigue", Inst. Mech. Fngineers, 1977, l · 
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Vorh.lhtm/PrOJllCI T till! Land/Country ' 
Untcrsuchungcn zur Zeitfestigkeit im FR:; 
Fordornde Institution/Sponsor 2-achsigen Spannungsfeld_mit reinem 
IW"T Zug und Druck 
Aullr agnohmor /Contractor 
- '' Fricd.'Krupp OmbH 
Study on the Finite Fatiguc·Strength in a Krupp Forsch~gs- -
Bi.:1x inl Stress System Subjected to Purely Institut ' 
'l'<.!ns i le and Compressivc Loading ., 
Arbmt•,bt>qtnn/ln•l•aled Arbetlsende/Co'!'pleted Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
-
_QJ...~77 30.4.79 Diol -Ina .... 1ir.k 
Stuntl tltlf Arbotton/Status Berichtsdalun:'I/Last Updating Bewllllgte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 . 
1. General Aim 
QThe codes for the design of pressure vessels permit the 
yield point to be exceeded considerably in the ca~e of-secondary 
, • I st.resscs. Pressure vessel components are therefore often to be de-
() 
signed for finite fatigue strength. In doing so, mul ti-axia). cyclic 
thermal deformations, partly or even fully prevented, must·be 
allowed for up to the plastic range. The design practice according 
( 
' . 
to the ASME code is based on u~i-axial, mech~nical tests and uses 
high safety margins •. Theoretical studies known .from literature give 
rinc to serious doubts as to whether it is admissible -
- to cornp<:.~re multi-axial loads in the higher temperature range with 
uni-axial loads via the reference stress, e.g. according to v., 
Mises, and 
to treat thermal cycles merely·as mechanical cycles at an equ~va­
lent temperature. 
For safety reasons it is therefore necessary to more closely-in-
vestigate the loading limits for the materials in question. 
~.!..~,J:!Jc'd.l.ar Ojectivcs 
In ordnr to obtain experimental data in support of the 'design of 
pressure vessel components subjected to thermal multi-axial cycles 
loading this research project provides for thermal biaxial-l~ad­
cycle-tcsts to be carried out on selected materials. In these tests 
the fatigue life as a function of the restrained deformations. is to 
be determined. Furthermore, the stress-strain curve is to.be plotted 
as a Bauschinger loop for each temperature cycle. 
-2-
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3. Research Program 
As set forth in the app~icat~on the research project centers on the. 
following main program points: 
I 
3.1. Evaluation of publications on recent work in the field of 
: 
low-cycle fatigue throughout the term of the project. 
3.2. Design and manufacture of suitable test facilities specially 
. . 
adapted to meet the project· objectives. 
3.3. Establishing the testing procedure 
3.4. Testing 
3.4.1. Tests on the mat~rial TTSTE 29 
Heating to 200 °C, 300 °c, 400 °C, 500 °C, holding time () 
0 min., cooling to approx. 50 .0 c. 
3.4.2. Tests on the material No. 4541 (stainless steel) like 3.4.1. 
3.4.3. Tests on the material No. 4948 (stainless steel) like 3.4.1., 
however, only for one temperature cycle 
3.4.4. For comparioon purposes specimens of the three above-
mentioned materials will be subjected to mechanical uni-
axial cycles at a maximum deforma~ion of 5 °/oo, a constant 
testing temperature of 300 °c and a holding time of 0 min. 
3.4.5. Tests as under 3.4.4. but with a holding time of 20 min. 
3.5. Evaluation of the individual test results. 
-3-
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~xperimcntal Facilities, Computer Codes 
ln the present arawing it's shown the assigned disc and its 
clamping-flange for the various .e~periments. The position.of 
thermocouples and strain-gauges are appropriate marked. 
test disc 
0 
/~" ... , 
r' ) 'I ./ 
Vi~w A 
-e::;:;r strain -gauges · 
+ - thermocouples 
-. 
-4-
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S. Progress to Date 
.. ad 3.1. 
The following publications touching on the project have'been 
evaluated: 
- Thermal fatigue testing sy~tem for structural materials, 
P.I •. Stocker, W.L. Morris jr. and W.M. Robertson 
(Science Center, Rockwell-USA) 
-Behaviour of annealed. type 316 'stainless steel under monotonic 
and cyclic biaxial loading at room-temperature 
I.R. Ellis, D.N. Robinson and C.E. Pugh 
(Oale Ridge National Laboratory) 
-Special issue of "Nuclear Engineering and Design", Volume 51 
(1978) No. 1, concerning life prediction of components and· 
interactive& among creep, cyclic plasticity and recovery 
Although the described tests aren't comparable with those intended 
with the present project, so ft's possible to compare the results 
very well, and the arrangements of computations and the testpara-
.. ters provide important info~ations. 
a4 3.4.1. 
Up to now the test discs were subjected to cycles between the 
temperature limits of SO 0 c - 300 °c, so 0 c - 400 °c and So 0 c -
500 °c until they fractured. The cyclic tests were evaluated using 
subsequent tests on material under load such as a_hardness test, 
tensile test, impact tests and structure studies. 
a4 3.4.2. 
1be cyclic tests were also carried out between the.lower temperature 
l~t of 50 °c and the upper limits of 300 °c, 400 °C and 500 °c on 
the discs made of austenitic material. In the evaluation the changes 
in the material properties were determined after cyclic loading 
with hardness, tensile and impact tests. 
ad 3.4.3. 
The specimen was made and thermocouples and strain gauges were 
attached to it. T~e test with one cycle between the temperature 
limits of 50 °c and 400 °C is being prepared. 
-s-
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ad 3.4.4. 
Specimens were made for the uniaxial tests, the results of which 
are to be compared with those of-the biaxial tests. In setting up 
the test apparatus .it was found that the cyclic loading could·~ot 
be controlled accurately enough over the measured piston path. 
. . . 
A new setup had to be deviced where deformation of the specimen is 
measured in the furnac~ itself~ . ' 
. i 
6. Rosul ts 
Soma interesting results are presented in the following: 
c.oad cycle attained 
Material Cycle Load cvcle ·up_ to 
[oc] first incipient fracture 
fracture 
T'rs·rE 29 50 306. S023 S388 
so 400 821 1127· 
. 
so soo 31S --477 
I 
X10CrNiTi 18 9 so - 300 6880 80S3 
50 400 S?S 7S3 
.. 
so - soo 231 S42 
It can be seen that from the time of the first incipient fracture 
(certainly detectable on a repeat test) until fracture, i.e. 
leakage, enough cycles can be withstood. This illustrates the 
significance of repeat testing and al~o shows that there would be 
' I 
auffioiont time left to take appropriate remedial action 
The mechanical tests on the discs following thermocyc'lic :loading 
provide the following ~esults, e.g. for the average range 
(measured, in the case of ferrite, in the direction of rolling): 
" . . ~ ..... 
···* 
-6-
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l Hardness test 
! 
l 
J 
I 
l ~ 
'l 
-~ 
• 
. ~ 
·i 
,{,"\ 
~.,) 
('"' :,;) 
Hardness value rHv 30l . ' Material 
unloaded so-3oo 0 c 50-400 °c 50-500 °c 
TTSTE 29 128 157 182 149 
X10CrNiTi 18 9 200 181 201 200 
, I 
Tensile test 
Material Cycle 0 0,2 aB As z 
CN/nun2] [N/nun2] [%] [%] 
TTSTE 29 unloaded 263 430 38 75 
11 so-3oo 0 c 338 4 71 31 75 
11 5D-400 °C I 338 411 .29 15 
n 50-500 °c 343 483 28 75 
X10CrNiTi 18 9 unloaded 250 545 55 70 
11 50-~00 °c 296 580 54 70 
11 50-400 °c 303 579 52 70 
11 5o-5oo 0 c 356 599 52 65 
Im:eact test 
Material Impact enerqv [Joule] 
unloaded 50-300 oc 50-400 oc 50-500 oc 
TTSTE 29 252 43 40 25 
X10CrNiTi 18 9 138 148 150 115 
As expected with the tensile test there was an increase in the 
tensile yield point after cyclic loading. The increase is about 
30 % with TTSTE 29. The 20 % increase with austenite is not quite 
so pronounced. Knowledge of this change in strength is of particular 
-7-
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importance in designing the liner anchorage in prestressed concrete, 
. . 
for example, as the loading of the anchors depends on the tensile 
yield point of the liner material. Fortunately the high elongation 
··~ at fracture A5, desirable for good deformation behaviour, decreases 
only slightly. Here, too, ferrite shows a somewhat greater decrease 
than austeni te. 
The different materials made themselves particularly felt in the 
'-.._ 
result of the impact tests. Practically no change in impact ene'rgy 
was established with austenite. With ferrite' the drop in impact.' 
energy is considerable although it does not fa~l below the admis~ible 
c:Jvaluos. The results of the hardness test, pa~ticulary those for 
ferrite, also indicate slight ernbrittlement. 
, .......... \ 
7. Next Steps 
ad 3. 1 • 
I Evaluation of any new publications, concerning this project 
I , 
ad 3.4.3. 
Test on a disc at a .temperature cycle between .SO 0 c and 400 °c. 
ad 3.4.4. 
Uniaxial tests. 
1· \..; • ad 3 • 5. 
Moro detailed evaluation of results. 
8. Relations to Othe·r Projects 
9. References 
10.Dcgree of Availability 
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-
31.12.78 11.2.2 RS 275 
Vorhaben/ProJOCI Title Land/Country 
' 
Untersuchungen zur Ubertragbarkeit von Kenn- ~l'r:e~nd~ Institution/Sponsor werten fUr den Bruch und RiBfortschritt von 
Proben auf Bauteile im Hinblick auf die BMFT 
Sicherheit von Kernkraftwerkskomponenten Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Bundesanstalt fUr 
Transferability of Fracture and Crack Propaqa- Materialpr.Ufung (BAM 
tion Characteristics from Specimens to Struc- Abteilung 1 
tures Considering the Safety of Components of 1000 Berlin 45 
Nn~lPAr .... ~i-ai-inn~ 
Arbottsbeginnllnltiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.08.1977 31.07.1980 Dr·. AURICH 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
December 1978 . Continuing 
General Aim 
Clarification of the influence of different states of nominal 
stresses, as usual in pressurized components of nuclear power 
stations and in conventional specimens, on the fracture behaviour 
of material with defects. In usual specimen , an uni-axial state 
of nominal stress is produced, but in pressuri·zed components ·a 
I 
multiaxial state of nominal stresses occurs. Such components are 
the cylindrical parts and the bottoms ~f pressure vessels, con-
tainments and pressurized pipes under tension and momentum load. 
The induced principal stresses in such structures should be 
simulated in test specimen , neglecting the influence of radial 
stresses. The effect of defects on the local stress distribu-
tions should be analyzed and their influence on the fracture 
behaviour in dependence of the nominal stress state should be 
evaluated. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1 Development of test specimen' 
in which states of nominal stresses can be simulated aa they 
might occur in pressurized components of nuclear power stations 
by means of a FEM-stress analysis. 
2.2 Analysis of local states of stresses 
near defects, especially analysis of the K-factors and J-values 
in dependence of the nominal stress state by means of numerical 
and experimental procedures. Elastic and elastic-plastic 
material behaviour as fas as possible should be taken into account. 
-2-
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2.3 Test performance 
2.4 
3. 
3.1 
3 .1.1 
3.1.2 
on specimens with ~efined defects in dependence of tempera-
ture and under a nominal stress state as it occurs'in compo-
nents. Comparison of these re.sul t$ with those on conventio-
nal uniaxial stressed specimens including fracture mechanics 
tests. Cleavage fract~re, ductile fracture and fatigues crack 
propagation should be considered. The results should be re-
presented in dependence qf the nominal stress state. 
Development of transferability criterias 
for characteristics of fracture, crack propagation and 
critical temperatures from one stress state to another 
stress· state. 
Research Program 
I 
Test specimen development by means of ~tress analysis 
Development of the specimen, shape and the shape of the 
joints, taking into consideration the experiences of pre-
tests which were performed on our own account. 
Evaluation of KI- and JI-values, if possible.· 
3.2 Evaluation of G"ij (r, f, z) 
for the state of small scale yielding and general yield as 
far as financial means are available. 
3.3 Investigation of Fracture Behaviour 
Specimen with cracks 
should be investigated for clarification of the influence on 
the fracture behaviour under different states of nominal 
stresses. 
-3-
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3.3.2 Conventional specimens 
should be investigated in addition to determinate the basic 
mechanical properties 'such as yield strength in dependence 
of temperature, the cleavage fracture strength and so on. 
3.4 Conception for transferability 
0 4. 
should be trled on the basis of results under 3.2 in combi-
nation with the fracture hypotheses. 
Experimental Facilities and Computer Codes 
4.1 Specimen Development 
The stress analysis should be performed by the FE-programs 
of the SAP-family, especially NONSAP and the advanced de-
velopment ADINA. The MARC-CDC-program is not regarded for 
i 
the time being owing to reasons of too high costs. 
4. 2 Evaluation of G"ij (r, 'f, z) 
4.3 
s. 
The elastic-plastic stress analysis should·be performed · 
by the NONSAP-FE-program. Additional possibilities should 
be considered. 
Investigation of Fracture Behaviour 
For cooling down the big specimens, a special cooling device 
is necessary. Experience in this field is available, however, 
the detailed development of the device cannot be started 
before a clarification of the specimen geometry is reached, 
even so the scientific instrumentat.ion plan needs clarifi-
cation of the specimen geometry. 
Progress to Date 
5.1 Development of Test Specimens 
Stress analysis on disks and plates by finite element 
-4-
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method for optimization the geometry of specimen. Develop-
ment of a plate shaped s.pecimen. 
5.2 Analysis of Local States of Stresses 
Installation of the FE-Program ADINA. Two- and three-dimen-
sional stress analysis. on bend and tension specimens with 
cracks for evaluating the influence of the specimen thlck-
ness on the stress intensity factor. First test calculations 
in the elastic-perfectly-plastic range. Development of a 
three-dimensional FE~network for the semi-elliptical surface 
crack. 
5.3 Investigation of the Fracture Behaviour 
Impact tests with instrumentation were performed on ISO-V-
notch-specimens of steel StE 47 whichwer@.taken in and trans-
verse to the rolling dir~ction. Pretests were carried out 
on model plates in the scale 1 : 2,5 for optimization the 
specimen shape and the testing device~ The plates of 400 x 
400 x 60 millimeters dimension provided with a semi-ellipti-
cal surface crack of 140 millimeters width and maximum 
depth of 23 millimeters were cracked under bending in the 
temperature range of -100 °c to 0 °c. The ratio of the 
nominal stresses in direction of crack opening and in direc- () 
tion parallel to the crack front was about 1 : 1. 
6. Results 
6.1 Specimen Development 
Decision for the plate shaped specimen. Optimization of the 
geometrical dimensions in relation to certain ratios of the 
nominal stresses in direction of qrack.opening and in direc-
tion parallel to the crack front. 
-s-
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6.2 Analysis of Local States of Stresses 
6.3 
The influence of the specimen thickness on the stress inten-
sity factor by finite'element method is quite good repro-
ducible. A precise analysis of the stress intensity factors 
should be done on thr~e-dimensional basis. The usual assump-
tion plane strain conditions will be reached in the plate 
center and plane stress condition will exist on the.plate 
surface must not be correct in any case. 
Investigation of the Fracture Behaviour 
Results of the impact tests on steel StE 47 demonstrate 
that the properties of samples taken transverse to the 
rolling direction are better than of those taken in rolling 
direction. The measured plane strain fracture toughness of 
the matetial agrees quite well with results from literature. 
7. Next Steps 
7.1 Development of Test Specimens 
0 7.2 Analysis of Local States of Stresses 
Three-dimensional finite element evaluations for elastic-
perfectly-plastic material behaviour will be continued in 
the stress analysises of plates with cracks. Tests of the 
FE-program ADINA in the three-dimensional range and for 
elastic-plastic material behaviour ~ith hardening are 
intended.· 
7.3 Investigation of the Fracture Behaviour 
The test installation for the model tests shall be improved. 
The model tests on bend plates of StE 47 will be continued. 
The universal 20-MN-Testing-Machine will be installed. 
-6-
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8. Relation with other Projects 
9. Literature 
10. 
Technical Report "Three-Dimensional Stress Analysis for 
the Determination of K-Values in Specimens and Structures 
with Cracks" 
Degree of Availability of the Reports 
.·. 
0 
Sericntaztittaum/Ptriod KiUIIfikatlon/CIIIIIfiCitlon Ktnnltichen/Project Number 
1.1.78 
-
30.11. 78 11 2 2 RS 302 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Special Stress Conditions in Pipe Bends FRG 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
SDK 
Grenzzustande im Tragverhalten·von Ingenieu~~nternehmen 
Rohrkrtimmern in Rohrleitungen 
7850 Lorrach 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.11. 77 30.11.78 Dipl.Inq. H. Hofmann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status . Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte Mittei/Funds 
Completed December .1978 . 
0 1. General Aim 
(l) ,. ,., ' ~.·Nb 
..... 
The aim of the project is to investigate the structural 
behaviour of pipe bends subjected to three-dimensional 
loading and to establish limits up to which a linear elastic 
calculation as well as superposition is permissible. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Work is carried out analytically f9r a variety of parameters. 
Three different approaches for a calculation are considered: 
a) beam-theory in combination with flexibility- and stress-
intensification factors for the pipe bends 
b) beam-theory using "special elements'.' for the pipe bends 
c) beam-theory for the strai~ht and thin-shell theory 
·for the curved elements 
By using a step by step procedure the linear elastic 
behaviour shall be investigated and limitations shall be 
evaluated with respect to: 
1) Applicability of the calculation procedures mentioned 
above with respect to real pipeline problems. 
2} Limitations for a linear elastic behaviour·due to 
- geometric non-linearities (large displacements) 
-material non-linearities (plasticity}. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Preparations for analysis, selection of suitable parameters. 
Analytical and experimentally determined results of the 
-2-
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most important publications are considered. 
3.2 Preparation of the calculation models 
3.3 Linear-elastic analysi~ (deformations, stresses) 
3.4 Evaluation of·results: 
3.5 Determination of the limitations 
- material non-linearities 
- geometric non-linearities 
3.6 Evaluation of results, documentation, report 
4. Computer Codes 
Within the scope of this project computer codes are used, 
I 
which were tested in several applications. The codes are 
based on the Finite-Element-Method. 
5. Progress to Date 
ref. 3.1 Work was started by looking through literature and 
gathering all essential information (expe!imental and 
analytical) on the behaviour of pipe bends. 
The underlying principles for flexibility-, stress-
intensification-factors and special elements for pipe 
bends (e.g. Marc) were studied. 
In addition calculation parameters, concerning geometric 
and material data, were established. 
ref. 3.2 Preparations for the calculation models were finished. 
3.3 Linear elastic calculations were carried out. 
ref. 3.4 Parallel to the change of parameters, results were evaluated 
3,5 Tho QSScntiul steps in finding limitations have been made. 
6. Results 
Results show that the applicability of beam-theory under 
consideration of flexibility- and stress-intensification-
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factors (e.g. ASME) is justified within certain limitations. 
This is true for deformations and stresses and here in· 
particular for the distribution along the circumference 
of a pipe cross-section. 
The final report will give more details •. 
7. Next Steps 
ref. 3.6 Documentation and final report will be finished. 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of, the Report 
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1.1.78 .. 31.12.78 11.2.2 AS 325 
VorhaiJHn/Pro,ocl Trtlo land/Country 
Ermudungsuntersuchungen unter simul ierten FRG -
Druckwasserreaktor-Bedingungen , Fordornde lnstitution/~ponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmor/Contractor 
Materialprufungsanstalt 
Fatigue Crack Growth Tests Undet Simulated Stuttgart (~~A) . 
LWR-Conditions 
•• 
/lr 1 ,.,,,.,, u•utrrnllrutintod Arbortsunrln/Completed Lerter dos Vorhabena/Project Loader 
1.2.78 4.3.79 Dr. Sturm 
:ililnd dur Arborton/Siatus Berichtsdatu.m/Last Updating Bewilligto Mrttoi/Funda 
Continuing December 1978 ' OM 97.377 I-- . 
1. General Aim 
C-ochnical assignment over a one year period to work in Naval Research 
Laboratory (NRL) Washington, DC and in Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) 
. Ook Ridge, TN, USA, in the field of reactor safety In particular str91'1gth~ and 
fatigue behavior of reactor vessel steels. 
·. 
2. Particular Objectives 
'· 
NRL: Crack growth rate studies of reactor pressure ve.ssel steels under service 
conditions. lnvesti.gation of the Influence of load, rise- and holdtime* . 
defect and defect size, material, water condition (temperature and pressure) 1 
water chemistry and irradiation. 
\ 
ORNL: Elastic-plastic fracture mechanics as applied to the results of the 
.... ~· 
3. 
3.1. 
3. 1.1. 
3. 1. 2. 
3. , • 3. 
3.2. 
3.2.1. 
3.2.2. 
3.3• 
4. 
(3.1.1) 
Intermediate Size Vessel Tests conducted In the HSST-Progr.am 
A esearch Program 
I , 
NRL 
Crack growth rate studies on LWR-materlal in autoclaves 
Fracturo toughness, new concepts of elastic-plastic fracture-mechanics 
Crack arrest tests 
ORNL 
Intermediate Size Vessel Tests 
Nondestructlve and destructive Investigations of the circumferential 
weld of vessel V .. g 
Pnrtlcipntlon In mooting 
Experimental Facilities· 
NAL: 
--2-
-\ 3.~-
1.1. 78 - 31.12. 78 RS 325 
5. 
(3.1.1~) 
(3.1.2.) 
(3.1.3.) 
(3.2.1.) 
(3.2.2.) 
(3.3.) 
6. 
(3.1.1.) 
(3.1.2.) 
(3.1.3.) 
- 4 autoclaves to simulate PWR conditions: 
0 
288 C, 140 b~r, volume -150 I, 
capacity: CT-and WOL-specimens up to 100 mm thickness, 
daisy-chain arrangement possible 
- 1 autoclave to simulate special service conditions: 
0 93 C, 1 bar, volume~~o~6 I, 
capacity: CT -and WOL-specimens up to 25 mm thickness 
- 1 autoclave to simulate PWR-conditions in hot cell: 
0 . . 
288 C, 140 bar, volume -1 , 5 I , 
capacity: CT -specimen up to 25 mm thickness 
Progress to Date 
- Crack growth rate studies with different rise and hold times· 
- Metallographic investigations 
- Description of the A-curve test procedure (J-Integral) 
- Round-Robin Crack ~rrest Tests 
- Compilation of available results 
- Preparations to conduct nondestructive tests 
- Symposium on Fatig~e Mechanisms, 22.-24.5. 78, Kansas City 
- ASME/CSME Pressure Vessels and Piping Conference, 25.-30.6. 78, 
Montreal/Canada 
- 9th ASTM International Symposium on Effects of Radiation on 
Structural Materials, 11.-13.7. 78, Richland. 
0 
- 6th Water Reactor Safety Research Information Meeting, 8.and 9.11. 78() 
Gai thersburg 
- International Cyclic Crack Growth Rate Group, 10.11. 78, Bethesda. 
Results 
Up to now tests with WOL-specimens of A_ 508 Cl 2 material show, 
that the rise time influences the crack growth rate more than the 
holdtime. To prove this, further tests will be done with rise times 
up to 30 min and holdtimes up to 60 min. 
Description of several testing methods 
The results of the Round-Robin Crack Arrest Tests were reported on 
the 6th WRSRI-Meeting. At room temperature the Kla -values of 
the A 533 .BCI 1 material are between 92 and 152 MParm: 117 MPaVm 
(average). 
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1.1.78-31.12.78 AS 325 ' 
(3.2.'1.) 
(3.2.2.) 
(3.3.) 
7. 
(3.2.'1.) 
(3.2.2.) 
not finished 
Ultrasonic investigations have shown several smaller Indications in· 
the weld seam. 
The essential results are compi l~d In special reports 
Next Steps 
. . . 
Final compilation of the ·Intermediate Size Vessel Test results .. 
Destructive investigation of the weld seam of vessel V-9 
8. Relation with other projects 
0esearch projects AS 245, AS 279, AS 304 
-/ 
9. References 
- Hahn, G. T., A.C. Hoagland, A.R. Rosenfield and C.R. ~ranes: 
A Cooperative Program for Evaluating Crack-Arrest Testing Methods. 
ASTM Symposium on Crack Arrest Methodology and Applications·, Philadelphia, 
j 
I'Jov. 1978 • 
• Toot of 6-inch-Thick Pressure Vessels. lntermediate.Test Vessels. ORNL-4895, 
Of\NL-5059, ORNL-NUn EG- 11 ORNL-NUREG-7 1 ORNL-NUREG-36 
'10. Degree of Availability 
' I \.. ·' 
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Classification 
ll.2.2/ll.2.3 
--------------------------..:.....:..---\ 
Title·l 
., CO~TRY Denmark 
s~ndin~sanalyse af pri~re trykbZrende stalkomponenter: 
Sanunenligning mellem b~regnede O.<] .mal te tt;6jninger og 
s~ndinger i en BWR pumpestuts. 
r 
Rist;6 ~atio-
' SPONSOR nal Lab. 
I ORGANIZATION Ri St;6 
'National· Lab. 
'l'i tle 2 
Stress analysis of primary ·steelcomponents: 
A comparison between calculated and measured stress 
and strain in a BWR main circulation pump nozzle. 
Initiated (date) 
74.04.01 
Completed: 1977 
! 
'i 
Status: concluded Last updating(date) 
Ap:ril 19'P 
Project leader 
S. I. Andersen 
scientists: 
s. I. Andersen 
l. General aim. 'l'he purpose of the project is to establish the accuracy, which 
can be obtained by stress analysis of a complicated pressure vessel component 
and to determine the degree of sophistication, required in such calculations • 
.. 
2. Particular objectives. 'l'he pump nozzle in a BWR-steel pressure vessel has been 
chosen as object for this investigation. 'l'he nozzle is located in the transition 
zone between the spherical bottom head and the cylindrical vessel part. 'l'heinoz-
zle axis is parallel to the centerline of the vessel. 
3. Exoerimental facilities a~d ~ro2ramme. During the manufacturers hydrotest 
ut Lh~ \'11:.::,1ll, :;tl.'i\1.1\ 1\\<HitHH.'(I\i\(~ntn lHHl b~un p~.n·.t\'lrm~J on th~ p\lmp no~al.ca, 
4. Project status 
4.1. Proqress to date A 3-dimensional finite element model of the nozzle has 
--------~------------been generated, and 3 load cases run: hydrotest, stresses due to stationary 
ter.:peratures, and stresses during normal operation cond:t!:ions. Besides, the 
experimental program, i.e. strain measurements_, has been performed. 
~.2. Essential results 'l'he stresses and strains·due to the internal pressure 
----------------------has been obtained, and both calculated and measured values are shown to be in 
good accordance with each other. Besides, the results from simplified ca~cula-
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tions (2 D) has been compared to the 3D- and experimental·rasults. 
··' 
5. Next steps 
None 
. ,, 
6. Relations with other projects The work is related to 
1) Ris9S investigations of th~ validation of structural computer codes 
2) Ris9S work on the safety of primary pressure' system. 
7. Reference documents 
(1] S.I. Andersen, J. Reynen, P. Engbek: 
"Stress Analysis of a Main circulation Pump Nozzle". 
Ris9S-TPM-76/l, Jan. 1976. 
[2] S.I. Andersen, T. Henriksson, J. Reynen: 
' I 
"Stress Analysis of a MCP Pressure Ves,sel. Nozzle". · 
PaperGS/4 at the 4th Int. Con£. on. . ' 
., 
.. 
I' 
Structural Mech. in Reactor Techn.,San Francisco 1~77.' 
I. 
8. Degree of availability A limited amount of the results may ~e freely avail-
able. 
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141-1-05/4111-617 
TITRE 
MESURE D'UNE CARACIERISTIQUE D'ARRET DE FISSURE 
DANS LES ACIERS POUR CUVES ·DE REACTEURS. 
TITLE (Anglais) 
CRACK ARREST METHODOLOGY FOR NUCLEAR PRESSURE 
VESSEL STEELS. 
Data cle demarrage 
01/01/78 
Date cl'achevement 
01/01/81 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etat actuel 
en cours 
Derniere mise a jour 
01/01/79 
Pays 
FRANCE 
11.2.2 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DgCS .. 
Organisme ex4cuteur 
I 
CEA/DTECH 
Respocsable 
ScJ.entifJ.ques 
Le programme propose a pour but d'etudier les conditions mecaniques et 
metallurgiques qui conduisent a l'arret d'une fissure en cours de propagatio~ 
. 
2. OBJEC'IIFS PARTICULIERS. 
Le programme concerne essentiellement les aciers pour cuves de reacteurs 
PWR. 
La premilre phase de 1'6tude conaiate en una revue bibliosrapbiqua et la 
mh~ au point \le m6t:hodetJ J 1 M sAil, 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE. 
Afin de se familiariser avec les techniques d'essai, nous avons participe 
a un programme coordonne mis au point par AStM et NRC. • •• / ••• 
l 
I 
.I 
! 
l 
[ 
1.: 
r 
... / ... 
Les r~sultats obtenus sur ~prouvettes MRL et BCL ont 6t6 transmia 
au coordonnateur pour comparaison avec les autres laboratoires. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES. 
1979 Mise au point des essais 
- 1979-80 essais. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D 'AUTRES ETUDES. 
Sans objet. 
7 • DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE • 
Neant. 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE DES DOCUMENTS. 
Disponible. 
0 
Q 
0 
145-1-14 
TITRE 
INTERPRETATION THERMOHYDRAULIQUE DES ESSAIS DE 
DEPRESSURISAriON SUR AQUITAINE II 
TITLE (Auglais) 
Pays 
F'I~ANCE 
11·2-2 
Orgauisme Direc~eu: 
CEA/DgCS 
Organisme execucaur 
C.E.A. 
Thermohydraulic interpretation of AQUITAINE II DRE/STRE 
b 1 owdown tests 1-Re-sp_o_cs_a_b_le-------..!' 
Date de deca:rag~ Ec.ac actuel ScieucJ..fiC:tues 
1977 'En Cours 
Date d'acheveQeat 'Deruiire mise a jour 
12/1980 01/1979 
. 
1. OBJECTI:C GEM:~l.L 
Utilisation de !'installation exp~rimen~al; AQUITAINE II pour qua 
lifier des codes d' accident (RELAP IV ••• ) et valider des ·modeles 
physiques du systeme POSEIDON. 
2. OBJECfiFS PARTICUL:IERS .... 
£!) 2.1 .. ·confrontation des. experiences avec les codes operationnels 
RELAP IV-modS, BERTHA, EXPRESS .•• 
2.2 - Qualification d'BEXECO dans .le cadre du systeme POSEIDON. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENrALES ET PRQGRA!\MES 
AQUITAINE II: Installation implantee a CADARACHE (ORE) . 
··- . ·-------------------------------------------------------~ 
4. F:rAT D I AVANCEMENT. 
Avancement a ce jour 
-·Des calculs preliminaires ont ete faits avec les codes WHAM, 
RELAP IV et BERTHA, dans le double bu~ de preparer ces outils 
de calcul a l'interpreta~ion des essais et ~e juge~.de leur ap-
titude a prevoir les resultats experimentaux (references 7.1, 
7.2 e.t 7.3). 
- Puis les resultats de deux essais "simple guillotine" avec tube 
droit (1' un ave·c .une ouverture to tale et 1' autre avec une ou-
. . . , . 
verture reduite) ont ete compares, a des caleuls effe~tues avec 
RELAP IV-modS et BERTHA. 
Principaux resultats 
I 
- Avec RELAP IV.~modS; un.bon accord calcul~exp~rienc~ a pu 8tre :()· 
obtenu jusqu'a 5 secondes de depressurisation pour l'essai 2 
(ouverture reduite; auree de la depress~risation • 13 secondes) 
avec !'ensemble d'options 'suivant 
- mod~le de debit critique : Moody avec un facteur Cn = 0. 
. . 
ou mod~le homog~ne (HF-HEM);, 
·- utilisation du "bubble rise mo,del", 
Cet ensemble, conserve pour l'essai 7 (ouverture ~otale), a re-
donne de bons resultats. 
"' La chute de pression statique _a· la jonction cuve.-tuyau est du~ 
essentiellement a la mise en vitesse du f~uide, la perte de 
charge singuli~re liee· a la folme du retrecissement et~nt n~-
gligeable. (} 
- Les modifications apportees a la methode de calcul de la propa-
gation de l'onde de d~pression dans BERTHA permettent de re-
trouver avec une bonne precisiort la vitesse de cette onde dans 
l'e~u C~ 800 m/s) qui a ete ~esuree sur l'installat~on HUREPOiX 
• (banc d'essai pour !'instrumentation d'Aquitaine). '-~ 
. 
- BERTHA presente des difficultes de resolution numer~que 'lorsque 
le front d'ebullition atteint !'entree de la cuve., ce qui mon-
tre qu'un mod~le monodimensionnel n'est pas.bien adapte a la 
g~ometrie cuve + tuyau. 
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- Le modale de d6s6quilibre utilisE dans BERTHA~ qui c:ontient la 
corr6lation du mod~l~ SERINGUE pour 1~ constante .de temps e, ne 
permet pas de retrouver les chutes de pression tr~s importantes 
.au-dessous de la saturation qui sont observ,es sur les exp~­
riences. 
5. PROQIAil\lfS ETAPES 
Quelques essais ~ caract~re plus thermohydraulique auront lieu 
prochainement · av.ec une instrumentation dont les .mises au poirit 
devraient permettre d'augme~t~r ia pr~c:l.sion et la fid~l'it~ d~s 
. . . . 
mesures. 
Ces essais serviront de base ~ la comparaison calcul-exp~ri.ence 
. . 
~t ~ la qual.ification d 'HEXECO lorsque 1' assemblage POSEIDON pour 
C) AQUITAINE II sera r~alis~. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUI'RES ETUDES 
• ~'objectif 2.1 r~nt~e dans le cadre de l'etude n° 145-1-01 
'"Accident de perte de calopo;rteur dans les. r6acteurs ~ eau pres 
suris6e : codes de 1 ~re gen~ration". , 
L'objectif 2.2 rentre dans le cadre de l'~tude n° 145-1-02 
"Developpement d~. mod~les et codes de calcul de 2~me_ g_en~ration 
pour l'~tude de l'accident de perte·de caloporteur dans les r6-
. . . 
acteurs ~ eau pressuris~e pJ.tJgranime g~n~ral coordonn6". 
7. OO~NTS DE REFERENCE 
7.1 - "Transitoires m9nophasiques -Code WHAM" 
P. AUJOLLET 
Note technique DRE/STRE/LET 77/054 
7.2 - "Etudes de d~pressurisation dans AQUITAINE II a}! moyen du 
code BERTHA" 
D. MENESSIER, Y. OCERAIES 
Note technique DRE/STRE/LET 77/090 
7.3 - "Etudes de d~pressurisation sur AQOITAINE II" 
R. GINIER, B. RANSON 
Communication au s~minaire franco-sovi~tique des 28.01 au 
07.02.1978. 
' 
I 
7.4 - "Essais d'interpretation des mesuz:es de pression effectu~es 
· sur AQUI~AINE I I" 
J.L. HUET 
Note technique DRE/STRE/L~.i\ 78/146 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
11 .2.3. 
.,TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Dimensionnement par ultrasons 
Belgium. 
des d6fauts de soudure. SPONSOR: 
. E.s.c.c • 
. . 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
s.A. COCKERILL. 
Size Evaluation of Welding Defects. 
PROJECT LEADER: 
R.V.SALKIN. 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1-1976. 12-1979. Paul de MARNEFFE, 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: Jacques LIMBIOUL, Robert BAR. ~~ In progress 
GENERAL AIM a To evaluate the size of artificial defects inbedded in 
heavy weldments using different procedures of UT. 
PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES : To develop new procedures, 
To keep ready for use a collection of typical de-
fects. 
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 1 Five testing blocks thickness 48 to 128 mm, each 
involving about 12 artificial defects and each 
duplicated for examination.by cutting. 
PROJECT STATUS : - Collection of blocks completed, 
- Usual UT methods investigated, 
New U~ procedure using cylindrical waves in progress. 
NEXT STEPS 1 To introduce known defects in an actual structure and to eva-
luate their size using new procedures. 
I RELATION TO OTHER PROJECTS AND CODES a -t\SME XI Code 
() PISC work 
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 1 - Semestrial reports to ESCC, not available before 
end of investigation. 
- Publication : Revue de la Soudure, n° 2/1979• 
~5.89? 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
Water reactor 11.2.3 
TITLE (ORIGINAL .LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
. 
Belgium/France 
Contr8le ultrasonore des aciers aust4nitiques SPONSOR: 
Association Vin~otte 
ili' ............. l"\ ..... 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Association Vin~otte 
Ultrasonic testing of austenitic steels • PROJECT LEADER: 
. P. CAUSSIN 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1973 
' 
1980 J. CERMAK 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: L. JACQUES-HOUS~A 
In progress May 23, 1979 
1. Genera 1 aim 
Improvement of the capability of ultrasonic testing austenitic stainless 
steel structures, including welds and castings. 
2. Particular objectives 
- Development of a technique complying with the AsME·code requirements for the 
inspection of pressure vessels and piping systems of nuclear installations.· 
- Inspectability of heavy castings according to the French requirements. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
Development of focusing longitudinal wave angle probes and of procedures for 
applying them. 
Facilities are available for manufacturing and characterizing the probes. 
The performances are tested on various kinds of welded blocks and castings. 
4, Project status 
14 probes with refracted angles between 45 and 70 degress have been developed 
and are used for inspecting, in the field, specimens from 20 up to lOO mm in 
thickness. The structures inspected include pipe welds, safe-end welds, 
castings, etc. In that thickness range forgings, plates, statically and centri-
fugally cast pieces, etc., are inspected in compliance with the ASME code requi-
rements. Procedures have been developed for the inspection of those items 
and also for testing thin (5 to 20 mm thick) specimens using standard probes. 
Cast test blocks typical of the welds and of the ligaments of the primary pumps 
are available. They include natural and artificial flaws. 
.I. 
'~'~- l i'' !I,, I . J' ,, .----.... t r I 
.................. _. ___ ---·-'"' ---....--------·---lO>o····--···-----~-----·-·......__ -----·· _.-...... --.. 
S. Next step 
Development of a technique. for inspecting heavy ca~tings up to 200 mm in 
thickness. 
L--· ~ . ' 
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6. References ' l. ,. l . I, '' 
- Ultrasonic testing of austenitic steel castings and welds 
J.P. PELSENEER, G. LOUIS . 
Br. J. of NDT, July' 1974, pp. 107-113. 
- Ultrasonic testing of austenitic stainless steel structures 
P. CAUSSIN • 
Vin~otte report to OECD-CSNI Working Group in Safety Aspects of Steel . 
Components in Nuclear Installations, Revision 2, OECD·NEA Ref.: SINDOC (78) 
190, September 14, 1978, 29 p. 
• Field efficiency of ultrasonic testing of austenitic steel components 
P. CAU~SIN, J. CERMAK 
Proceedings of Nuc1ex 78, Basle (CH), October 3·7, 1978, 10 p. 
- Performances of the ultrasonic examination of austenitic steel components 
P. CAUSSIN, J • CERMAK 
Proceedings of the Conference on Periodic Inspection for Pressurized Components,· 
tendon (UK), May 8- 10, 1979, pp. 207·217. 
7. Availability 
Details available at 
ASSOCIATION VINCOTTE 
Departement Etudes 
B • 1640 RHODE-SAINT-GENESE (BELGIUM) 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
Water reactor : 11/2/3 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
. Belgium 
Emission acoustique SPONSOR: 
IRSIA 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Association Vin~otte 
• Acoustic emission PROJECT LEADER: 
. 
P. Caussin 
INITIA'l'ED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
December 1974 1981 L . Jacques•Houssa 
STATUS: . LAST UPDATING: w. Sys 
In progress 23 May 1979 P. Lefebvre 
1. General aim 
Analysis of the diagnosis capabilities of multi-channels acoustic emission (AE) 
systems used for monitoring of proof tests of pressure vessels. 
2. Particular objectives 
Study of the correlation between the AE signal characteristics and the initiation 
and the development of cracks in welded items. 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
AE monitoring of 
- tensile tests of 5 . 1000 x 600 x 20 mm steel specimens at room and 
- 20°C temperature 
• tensile tests of 20 1000 x 800 x SO mm steel specimen• at room and 
- 20°C temperature 
(the specimens contain various kinds of stress raisers including weld 
defects) 
• 2 large pressure vessels. 
The facilities include : 
- a 8 M Newton tensile machine 
• a 60 M Newton tensile machine 
.. a computerized 24 channels ~ system fitted with 6 transient 
for waveform analysis (FFT, ••• ) 
- Equipment for C.O.D. measurements, Moir4 photographs, etc ••• 
• 
recorders 
,J. 
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4. Project status 
Specification and acquisition of the AE system. 
Check of the tensile machines for noise _pollution in the o.'f to 1 MHz 
frequency range. 
Preparation of the AE equipment and of test specimens. 
5. References 
Diagnosis abilities of acoustic ~mission multichannel systems : experimental 
set-up. 
P. CAUSSIN, L. JACQUES-HOUSSA, W. SYS. • 
Proceedings of the Institute of Acoustic, Conference on Fundamental Aspects 
and applications of A.E., London, December 20-21, 1976. 
6. co,operation 
This program is conducted in co-operation with the Laboratory for the 
Strength of Materials, Ghent·University. 
7. Availability 
Details available at 
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1. G~nersl A;~: (a short paragraph on the subject area studied) 
-- -
2. F;rt!:~lar Cb1~t~i~~s: (a paragraph on the specific goal of the 
project) 
• 
; 
.1:_ Ext>~?rim~ntal Facilities and ProE!ramme: ( p~ragraphs as needed) 
h. rro~~ct Ste~us: 
1. Pro~r~ss to Date: (a short paragraph) 
--------------------
2.:. i1e:<'t Ste-cs: { ~ short paragraph on future work proposed) 
.... ._ ... 
' 
0 h Relation t· ·Jtr.er- Pro,iecfs and Codes: ( t:~. tles of related codes or 
experirne~tal ~ork) 
I 
I 
7. ?~!eren~e Docu~e~ts~ (bibliography of availabie progress and topic~l 
re~·rts and articles) 
e. r<:>!:'l·e-~ ~: r\'!?.l~3.bil:"':v: (restrictions on distribution ofceSC!"iptiv~ 
material, na~e and address of ~ontact .person) 
9. Acd:.ti.o:-1?.~ Ir~:·~r:r"at'i.on: {other ii~formation of importance) 
tJOTE: If necess~ry; ~l~ase continue the description ~n a second a~d 
separ~te ~hee: of paper (one side only). 
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ION 6 : ETUDE DES MATERIAUX 
,TIE 6 : MATERIALENKENNIS 
1, GENERAL AIZ-1 
Research and .development of equipments and methods for multiparameter 
Eddy Current ins~ection o~ steamgenerator tubing with a ~~ltifrequency 
inside probe, 
2, PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
3. 
- Study of the influence of the manufacturing process of artit'ici'al 
defects for Eddy Current calibration 
- Definition of a 'standard arti.ficial defect for multipa.rameter Eddy 
Current equipments, 
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRANME; 
3.1. Eouinments 
- Multifreq_uency Eddy Current equipment using three differential fre-
quencies in the differential mode and one frequency in the absolute 
mode, 
- Analyser equipment using three mixing units which allows the possi-
bility to separate special parameters from the previously described 
multifrequency unit, 
HaGnetic recorders and memory scopes to record and compare the re-
sults of the analyse of the artificial aefects, 
3,2, Progrrur.me 
-Manufacturing of artificial defects (200 defects) by several methods 
(mechanic, spark etching, ,,,) and several shapes (holes feedtbrough 
and flat-bottom, groves, ,,,), 
0 
- Analysing unit including large screen memory scope and hard copy 
system, 
Internal and external probes, 0 
4, PROJECT STATUS 
4,1, Progress· to date 
Acquisition of the items described in § 3,2, 
4.~. Essential results 
None, 
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LABORELEC 
ION 6 : ETUDE DES MATERIAUX 
,TIE 6 : MATERIALENKENNIS 
5. UEXT STEPS 
See G 2. 
~· ·.-
- \ ~ ~~-
6. RELATION TO OTHER PROJECTS AND 90DES 
6.1. Research and development or equip~ents and methods of Eddy Current 
multiparameter data logging for the inspection of stearngenera~or . 
tubing (water reactors : 11.2.3). 
6.2. Research and development of equipments and methods ·for the analyse 
7. 
a. 
9. 
of the multipararneter Eddy Current signals obtained during the inspec-
tion of steam generator tubing. 
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
None. 
DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 
Irsia. 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
None. 
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~ Genersl A;~~ (a short paragraph on the subject area studied) 
2. F~rt!c~l2r Ob~~ctives: (a paragraph on the specific goal of the 
project) 
.l:_ Exu~rirr.ental Facilities and Pro,!ramme: (paragraphs as needed) 
4. Fro~ect Sta~us: 
1. Pro~ress to Date: (a short paragraph) 
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2. Essential Results: (a short paragranh) 
--------------------- . 
~ Hex-: Ste-cs: ~ t:. short paragraph on future 'IIOrk proposed) 
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6. Relation t· Jtr.er Projects and Codes: ( t:'~. tles ·of related codes or 
experimental ~o~k) 
7. Pefere~~e Docu~e~ts: (bibliography of available progress and topical 
re~~rts and articles) 
a. r~~:~e ~~ ~v~ilabil~~v: (restrictions on distribution of descripti~e 
material, n~~e and address of contact person) 
9. Acd~tional Ir.:or~ation: (other information of importance) 
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LABOAELEC 
SECTION 8: ETUDE DES MATEAIAUX 
SECTIE 6 : MATERIALENKENNIS 
1. GENERAL Ail4 
Research and development of equiprnents and methods for mu~tipara­
meter Eddy.~Current inspection of teamgenerator tubing with a multi-
frequency inside probe. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
R & D of a specialized recording system g1v1ng the possibility 
to record non treated Eddy Current signals with a sufficient signal 
to noise ratio. 
- R & D of an electronic equipment which records the co-ordinates of 
the measured tube and several inspection parameters. 
- Improvement of the signal to noise ratio of the Eddy Current multi- .Q 
frequency unit. 
- Improvement of the limit of the detection of an outside and inside 
defect. 
These research are conduct to offer the possibility to analyse the 
Eddy Current data in an off line system which allows the modifica-
tion of the analysing parameters without disturbing the acquisition 
unit, 
3. EXPERTI-1EUTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRA1-111E 
3.1. Eoui n.nents 
- l.fultifrequency Eddy Current equipment using three different frequen-
cies in the differential mode and one frequency in the absolute mode. 
- Analyser equipment using three mixing units which allows the possi-
bility to separate special parameters from the previously described 
multifrequency unit, · 
- Magnetic recorders and memory scopes to analyse the results of the <:) 
experiments. 
3.2. Programme 
See ·G 2. 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
. 
. . 
4.1. Progress to date 
- Acq~isition of a modified digital recording system which has been 
adapted to the analogic recorder. It records the three differential 
requencies and the absolute frequency with tw~ axis for each para-
meter. 
• 
0 
LAUOnl!LEC 
iiON 6: ETUDE DES MATERIAUX 
.JTIE 6 : MATERIALENKENNIS 
~.Improvement of the signal to noise ratio of the Eddf Current s~1tem 
which allows the detection of ve~ weak defect• (~uantitication 
of these defects in progress). 
Essential results 
Signal to noise ratio obtained for the total recording system more than 
70 db. It allows the possibility, to separate the acquisition ot the 
EC data and the analyse and printing on the ship chart recorder ot the 
mixed parameters. · · 
5. NEXT STEPS 
6. 
6.1. 
a. 
: 
'I 
See G 2. 
.. 
RELATION TO OTHER PROJECTS AND CODES 
Study of standard and calibration articial detects tor the multipara-
meter Eddy Current inspection ot steam generator tubing (water reactor : 
11.2.3). ' ·-
- - L , 
•' 
Research and develepment ot equipment& and metho4a tor the analyse ot 
the multiparameter Eddy Curren~ signals obtained during the inspection 
of steamgenerator_tubing (Water reactor: 11.2.3). 
REFERENCE DOCtlMENTS 
Bone. 
DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 
Laborelec. 
ADDITIONAL IBFORMATIOlf 
None. 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Kennzelchtn/Project Number 
01.01. - 30.06.1978 RS 132 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
DurchfUhrung von Untersuchungen zur RiBerkennung an 
druckfUhrenden Reaktorbauteilen mit Hilfe der opti-
schen Holographie 
FR<i 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Crack detection in pressurized vessels and reactor 
components by optical holography 
Institut fUr Verfahrens• 
technik der T.U. Hannover 
Ca 11 i nstraBe 36 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende~Completed 
Jul 1974 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status 
Completed 
Berichtsdatum/Last Updating 
December 1978 
1 • General aim 
The aim of the activities is to develop a quick and reliable optical 
method in order to detect cracks in reactor components during fabrica-
tion and later in repeating tests. 
2. Particular objectives 
3. 
i 
In the last few years a new nondestructive technique - holographic inter-
ferometry - was developed by which materiaJ defects are detectable. 
Up to now it was, however, only used for nonmetallic components. 
Our aim is to apply this technique also for the testing of steel. The 
special objective of this investigation is to d~tect cracks in or near 
the surface of pressure vessels using surface waves which are recorded 
double-pulse holography. 
Research program 
At first, basic experiments with test pieces of simple geometric shape 
were made. The aim of these preliminary experiments--was to find out the 
smallest crack that can be measured with hplographic interferometry in 
connection with the impact excitation of the test pieces. The indication 
of cracks is influenced by various parameters: 
1. crack-parameters (shape, size, orientation and position of the crack} 
2. test piece-parameters (geometric shape, thickness and material} 
3. test-method-parameters (impact-parameters sensitivity of the method} 
4. influence of a small liquid layer on the surface of the test piece. 
Further experiments shall be carried out with test pieces o~ anv qeome-
' tric shape. After these preliminary investigations experiments will be 
-2-
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made with real reactor components like pipelines, elbows, T-pieces, etc. 
to proof the reliabi1ity of this new nondestructive test-method. For 
these measurements in a nuclear power plant during a repeati'ng test the 
holographic set-up must be recon~tructed to a compact and versatile 
device. 
4. Experimental facilities 
The principle of this holograph~c technique is to visualize the deforma-
tion of surface and bending waves due to small irregularities ;~·the ma-
terial. These waves cause surface deformations which can be measured with 
holographic interferometry. c=J 
To produce the waves it is usually necessary to strike the test section 
in a suitable manner. This impact excitation may be generated e.g. by a 
free falling steel ball, by.the bullet of an air-gun, an ultrasonic trans-
ducer, or any other stress ,wave generator. The local impact is only a 
short time excitation after which the waves will travel in all directions. 
In order to record this very fast event holographically a Q-switched ruby 
laser is used which produces two short light pulses. The first giant 
pulse illuminates the test piece shortly before the impact and thus the 
test piece in its unstrained condition is recorded. The second laser 
pulse appears at a certain time after the impact. to make visible the·pro-
pagation of the wave. The whole experimental set-up was already discussed 
in the annual reports A 74, A 75. ~~) 
5. Progress to date 
The theoretical and experimental investigations due to the project RS 132 
were completed in June 1978. 
In this last report we like to discuss some results, which were mad~ by 
a somewhat modified holographic interference technique. This modified 
method is a holographic difference technique. In a normal holographic 
interference procedure the first hologram will be made from the undeformed 
object. The second hologram will be made after the deformation of the 
object, in this special project after the steel ball impact. 
In the reconstruction of these both holograms, which were stored in the 
same hologram plate, the deformation will be visible by an interference 
-3-
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pattern which shows the deformation of the test-piece surface in rela-
tion to the undeformed object. 
With the aid of the new difference technique it is possible to compare 
two surface configuratio~s after the impact. It is therefore possible 
to suppress the difficult to survey shape of the interference pattern 
which will occur at geometric complicated test pieces. 
With the aid of a wave-detector, fixed to the surface of.the t~st-piece 
and a variable delay unit it is possible to switch on both laser pulses 
at any reasonable time after the steel ball impact. 
Another advantage of this technique is the possibility to make visible 
material flaws which are located beneath the surface of the object. 
6. Results 
To proof the advantage of this new holographic difference technique some 
experiments were carried out with a gask~t clamp made from cast iron. 
A result of these experiments can be seen in Fig. 1. 
In Fig. 1 the small hairline crack is clearly visible due to a sharp 
break of some interference fringes (arrow in Fig. 1). Another section 
of this cast iron gasket shows a very complicated interference pattern 
(dotted arrow in Fig. 1). This section shows a lot of small cracks, 
which could be later also detected with a destructive test method. 
To proof this new technique for the detection of material flaws beneath 
the surface a 80 mm thick steelplate would be prepared as shown in Fig. 2. 
Due to this flaw configuration there is a $mall plate above the flaw, 
located in the somewhat big test-piece. 
A short steel ball impact will produce waves with different frequency 
(could be calculated by the Fourier-transform). 
If there is any frequency produced by the impact which can generate the 
small plate·in an eigenfrequency, a special vibration pattern must be 
seen in the double exposure hologram. 
-4-
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7. 
Fig. 3 shows the result of these investigations. This interferogram was 
made with the aid of a small liquid layer on the surface of the test-
piece to amplify the small amplitude of such thick steel plat·e·. 
The flaw is clearly visible que to the vibration pattern of the small 
area above the flaw. This spe~ial vibration pattern belonq to the second 
eigenvibration of'this small plate. 
Next steps 
8. ~elations with other projects 
9. Reference documents 
Annual report A 74, A 75, A 76, A 77 
Quarterly reports in the series GRS-Forschungsberichte 
I 
Report-period Jan. 1978.- March 1978 IRS-F. 
11 11 Apr. 1978- June 1978 IRS-F. 1• 
10. Degree of availability 
~ 
The quarterly reports are available by Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit 
(GRS), Cologne. 
-5-
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Fig. 1: Interference pattern of a gasket clamp, made by the difference technique, 
I 
t = 2 IJS 
·. Fig. 2: 1·1aterial flaw in a 80 mm thick test-piece, located parallel beneath 
the surface 
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Fig. 3: Detection of a internal flaw (area 1 cm2 ), located 1 mm beneath the 
surface of a 80 mm thick test-piece 
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Berichtszeitrau m/Period Kiaasifikation/Ciaasiflcation Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1 • 1 • 78 - 31. 12. 78 11.2.3 RS 298 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Universalsteuerpult FRG 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Universal Control Panel Reaktortechnik 
R 512, Erlangen 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1 • 10. 77 31. 12. 78 K. Ruthrof 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing 31. 12. 78 . 
~ 1 General Aim ~ --·----~~~~~ 
C\ \;,) 
Under the scope of developing devices for automated testing 
of reactor pressure vessels, a universally applicable pro-
totype control panel is to be developed and constructed which 
would perform by computer control US-testing for complicated 
geometries, by simultaneous multidirectional motion. 
2. Particular Objectives 
3. 
A panel for manipulator control is to be developed which 
a) will be relatively independent of both the manipulator 
drive method and power, and b) allows for complicated 
geometries to be followed reproducibly with a high degree 
of accuracy. Furthermore control of up.to six different, 
independent and - in some applications - dependent motions 
of the manipulator will be required. Various modes of 
control operation including manual and automated operation 
have to be provided to ensure the highest possible 
serviceability. 
The control panel is presently being developed as a proto-
type panel. If during the testing period the experiences 
with various manipulators are found to be favourable, 
follow-on models of lower cost will be constructed. 
Research Program 
Based on the experiences to date, various independent modes 
of operation will be used as a base for the panel concept: 
-2-
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3.1 Possible operating modes of the control panel 
- operating modes without process computer 
- operating modes with process computer 
3.2 Hardware 
Control panel 
Computer portion 
3.3 Software package 
Support programs 
Operation programs 
4. Test Facilities 
No special equipment and computer programs are existing 
for this program. 
5. Progress to Date 
To 3.1 Because of a several 100 m distance ~hich may exist between 
control desk and manipulator, it was agreed to instal the 
power drive units not in the control desk but to arrange 
them as a separate unit in the vicinity of the manipulator. 
Since the power unit design must be spec~~ic to the drive, 
it is convenient to include the power units in the scope 
To 3.2 
of the manipulator supply. The exact determination of the 
interconnections between control desk and power units as 
well as of the position indicators and manipulator limit 
switches will be carried out at a later date. 
The control structure of the manipulator drives as well as 
the concept for the interconnections between the measurement 
device and drive control were prepared and discussed with 
INTERATOM and MAN. The control circuits to be provided wer~ 
analyzed and operating instructions for the control para-
meters prepared accordingly. 
The hardware arrangement including the interconnections were 
discussed and determined. A detailled specification will be 
prepared. 
-3-
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To 3.3 
6. 
To 3.1 
To 3.2 
7. 
To 3. 2 
and 
to 3. 3 
In parallel, the software structure was· roughly determined, 
in so far as a direct relationship with the hardware 
exists. 
Results 
A digital positioning control circuit is to be provided 
with a micro-computer as P-control. Theoretical and, 
actual value will be checked at regular time intervals. 
Both stepping motors as well as direct current motors 
can be used as drive motors. With d. c. motors a 
supporting analog speed control circuit has to be provided. 
The binary .(.output of the possi tion control) is recommended 
as an interconnection between control desk and motor . 
drive unit. 
A process computer (main computer) which communicates with 
I 
the external devices, assumes the loading of selected 
programs and the theoretical compu~ation of the position 
values. Two microcomputers, each of them serving three axes 
of motion, perform the. position control. Every 5 ms the 
actual position values will be monitored. 
The main computer also provides the theoretical position 
values for complicated motions of manipulator. 
The transmission of the position data, control orders and 
signals between control desk and electronics is performed 
in a bit-serial-asynchronous manner. In the electronics 
cabinet the measuring equipment and the control drive units 
will be matched to the transmission link. 
Next Steps 
Hardware specification will be completed, order for hard-
ware be placed, detailed listing of the operating mQdes, 
preparation of the software specification .. 
-4-
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8. Relation with Other Proj·ects 
9. References 
10. Degree of Avai:tability··. 
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Btrlchtaz~iaum/P;rlod Kluolflkatlon/Oiaaalflcatlon Ktnnzelchtn/Projeot Number 1.1. - 1.12.78 11.2.3 RS 267 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
~rmittlung der optimalen Ankoppelungsspalt- FRG 
dicke fUr mechanisierte Kont akttechnik- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
UltraschallprUfung von Reaktordruckbehaltern BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Krautkramer 
Investigating the optimal thickness of the 
' ' 
coupling layer for mechanized Ultrasonic 
Inspections of reactor pressure vessels using 
the contact technique 
Arbeitsbeginn/lniliated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.9.77 28.2.79 Sei_g_er 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December J978 
. 
O 1 • General aim 
Decrease of the sensitivity variations when ultrasonically 
testing reactor pressure vessels. 
2. Particular objectives 
Determination of the optimal thickness of the coupling layer 
I 
for the mechanized ultrasonic inspection of reactor pressure 
vessels using the contact technique. 
3. Research programme 
For the determination of the optimal thickness of the coupling 
layer the following two contradictory effects are to be taken 
into consideration: 
a) Decrease in the oscillations of the transmission factor with 
increasing thickness of the coupling layer. 
b) Increase in the interferences of the frequency spectrum with 
increasing of the thickness of the coupling layer. 
Thereby the following values are to be measur~d as a function 
of the probe location using the thickn~ss of the layer as a 
parameter: reflector echo amplitudes, acoustic noise as 
interference level, echo frequency spectra. The thickness of 
the layer is increased in steps of 0.1 mm starting with 0 mm 
until the oscillations of the transmission factor fade away. 
The measurements are to be carried out on the pressure vessel 
specimen for 1 and 2 MHz using differently sized ultrasonic 
transducers and different beaming angles using the tandem and 
single probe techniques. 
-2-
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4. Experimental facilities, computer codes 
Pressure vessel specim~n, ultrasonic testing device, manipu-
lator device, recorder, probes, path pick-up for recording 
the variations in the thickness of the coupling layer, holders. 
5. Progress to date 
The measurements described und~r 3 have been carried out; The 
evaluation of the measurements and the formulation of the 
result report have been started. 
6. Results 
7. Next steps 
1. Continuation of the evaluation of the measurements. 
2. Documentation of the results. 
8. Relation with other projects 
RS 27 
9. References 
10. Degree of availability of the reports 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
11.2. 3. 
TITLE'(ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Denmark 
Akustisk Emission fra·stalkonstruktioner 
I SPONSOR: EEC 
- t::uro-
pean Coal and Steel 
- dtv 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
. . . 
Ris~ National Lab. 
Acoustic Emission fx;om Steel Structures PROJ:ECT. LEADER: 
' c .. P. Debel 
INITIATED: COMPLETED; SCIENTISTS: 
1977 1979 
c. P. Debel 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: W. E. swindlehurst 
Completed . 1979 
, 
. 
. . 
. '· 
1. General aim: 
To provide a basis for the evaluation of AE signals obtained during surveillance of 
steel structures. 
2. Particular objectives: 
.. 
A.E. generated during plastic deformation and crack ~xtension in weld metals and heat 
affected zones have been given particular attention.· 
3. Experimental facilities and programme: 
Testing of small specimens in the laborato~ on a modified creep testing machine as 
well as field-testing of medium-sized pressure vessels pressurized with water • 
. , . 
4. Project statu~ , 
The testing is finished and the final report de~ivered to the sponsor. 
S. Next steps: 
6. Relation with other projects: 
Industrial projects on app·. of AE technique. 
7. Reference documents: 
Final report on project 7210-GA/9/901 (E46/l/76) "Applicability of·Acoustic Emissiot 
to Steel structures" delivered to the EEC: 
8. Degree of avai.lability: 
As decided by the sponsor. 
4.5.897 
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Initiated (date) 
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11~2-3 
TITRE Pays 
Etude des filtrages optiques de films radiographique FRANCE 
TITLE (Ang lais) 
Study of optical filtering of radiographic films 
Date de demarrage 
19/5/76 
Date d'achevemeut 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etat actuel 
en cours 
Demiere mise a jour 
Orgauisme Direct~ur 
CEA/DgCS/DSN 
Orgauisme ~x,cuteur 
CETIM 
Respousa~le 
Scieutifia\1&8 
I1 s'agit de rechercher un procada, notamment par filtrage optique·, permet-
tant d'augmenter le contenu d'informations d!livr!es par les .films radio-
graph; ques, notamment en pr!sehce d' un rayonn.ernent y {cas des inspections 
periodiques de circuits primaires) ' 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
1/ Etude bibliographique 
·- Cette etude est maintenant quasiment termin!e et a permis de faire une 
revue exhaustive Qes precedes envisageables. 
2/ Etude et realisation d'etalons de fissures 
- Elle a pour but la realisation de fissures de _profondeur et d'epaisseur 
etalonnees, permettant une approche du probleme liber!e des incertitudes 
relatives a la dimension des defauts. Elle a comporte notamment la reali-
sation d'eprouvettes comportant des fissures calibrees, de profondeur et 
d'epaisseur croissantes, situees a des profondeurs differentes, mais 
egalement des fissures de profondeur variable.Le procede utilis! est 
celui mis au point au CETIM, qui fait appe·l a un usinage precis du defaut 
etalon lequel est ensuite inclus dans l'eprouvette par soudage par diffu-
sion. 
3/ Radiographie des eprouvettes. 
Elles ont ete effectuees en utilisant les procedures courantes suivies en 
fabrication, et en respectant au mieux les consignes permettant une benne 
reproductibilite. 
4/ Depouillement densitometrique 
Une etude systematique du depouillement densitometrique est entreprise 
pour tenter de rechercher les parametres caracteristiques de la detec-
tion des fissures. 
. ... 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
Les installations sont celles des laboratoires de contrOle non destructif 
(M. FLAMBARD) et d'optique (M. PARASKEVAS) du CETIM. 
Le programme prevoit l'etude systematique des etalons definis en 2, puis 
celle de defauts reels radiographies dans diverses conditions. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
L'examen systematique de fissures etalons rectilignes a montre que l'examen au 
micro densitometre etait suffisant pour permettre sur des fissures fines 
l'obtention d'un .signal caracteristique. L'examen de divers parametres mis 
en jeu a montre que l'integration du signal par une pupille optim~see per-
mettrait peut etre d'atteindre le resultat recherche. Les resultats acquis 
avec un densitometre modifie ne sont pas concluants car conduiraient a un 
dispositif d'analyse extremement complexe. Divers contacts ant ete pris 
a l'exterieur du CETIM pour voir si d'autres approches ne seraient pas 
possibles. L'une consisterait a etudier la perturbation apportee au spectre 
d'un reseau par le defaut. Un des obstacles reste la tres grande densite 
des films en radiographie industrielle. ( 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
L'approche par etude du spectre du reseau sera poursu1v1e et des contacts. 
seront pris, notamment avec les universites parisiennes pour apprecier 
l'aptitude des traitements d'image sur ordinateur a resoudre ce probleme. 
Un rapport sera redige a mi-annee qui permettra de faire le point, d'une 
part des possibilites de l'analyse sp~ctrale du reseau, d'autre part des 
chances offertes par 1 • ana lyse fnformati que qu s ign·a 1. · :: 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Neant 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
Contrat N° SA - 5460 avec le CETIM 
comptes rendus d'essais a paraitre. 
Rapport partiel "Ar!lelioration de la lisibilite des films radiographiques" 
par D. PARASKEVAS et D. HAUX CETIM 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Documents disponibles sous reserve des accords existants. 
9. BUDGET 
150 KF en 1979. 
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11-2-3 
TITRE Pays 
Emission acoustique. FRANCE 
Developpement des equipements et des methodes 
TITLE (Anglais) 
Acoustic emission. 
Development of equipment and methods. ~ 
·Date de demarrage Etat actuel 
1977 . en cours. 
Date d'achevement Derniere mise a jour 
1980 12/78 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DgCS 
Organisme Executeur 
DTECH/STA/SCND M SACLAY 
Responsable 
Scientifiques 
Mise au point d'equipements 1et methodes propres a rendre possible ·1•ecoute 
de l'emission acoustique·des materia~x soumis a contrainte en tant que 
moyen de detection des evolutions dangereuses des defauts, (en particulier, 
suivi en continu des circuits primaires de r~acteurs). 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Amelioration du traitement des donnees recueillies lors des essais pour en 
faciliter l'exploitation et ameliorer leur contenu en informations. 
3 •. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENT ALES EJ PROGRA~1ME 
Les installations sont essentiellement celles developpees au CEA depuis 
plusieurs annees . 
- capteurs piezoelectriques avec et sans guides d'ondes. 
- preamplificateurs 
- amplificateurs 
- dispositif de mesures des differences de temps de parcours. 
Les programmes en cours sont essentiellement diriges vers la surveillance 
des installations en fonctionnement, notamment sur Fessenneim 1, le pres-
surisear. 
-\ l~~-
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
L'ecoute sur le pressuriseur de Fessenheim 1 s'est poursuivie au cours de 
l'annee 1978. Elle s'est traduite par le rel~vement de l'activite acoustique 
en fonction du temps. Bien qu•aucune correlation n'ai pu ~tre faite avec 
le programme de fonctionnement du reacteur cette experience de longue duree 
a permis d'apprecier l'excellente fiabilite du materiel insta'lle qu'il 
s'agisse de capteurs ou de l'electronique associee. Aucune panne n'a en 
effet ete relevee. 
Simultanement l'etude du traitement informatique s'est poursuivie, essen-
tiellement en ce qui concerne la partie relative a l'aspect traitement des 
donnees recueillies, c'est a dire par mise au point d'un fichier de donnees 
permettant l'interface entre la bande perforee (resultat des mesures) et 
l'ordinateur. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Il s'agira essentiellement de completer l'etablissement de ce fichier de 
donnees permettant en definitive la visualisation des resultats. 1• 
Le programme d'ecoute sur le pressuriseur de FH 1 sera egalement poursuivi. 
Un compte rendu intermediaire en milieu d'annee fera le ·p~int de l'avan- . 
cement des travaux au niveau du fichier des donnees. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
L'ecoute de bruit pendant la phase de soudage·a ete repartee sur une etude 
qui n'est plus financee par des credits SOrete. 
7. Documents de reference 
Rapport d'activite 1978 a paraitre. 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Disponible avec les autorisations et les limitations habituelles. 
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TITRE 
Detection et dimensionnement par courants 
de Foucault des fissures sous rev!tements 
(PWR) 
TITLE (Anglais) 
Under cladding cracks detection and sizing 
by eddy currents method. 
Date de demarrage 
1978 
. Date d'achevement 
1979 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etat ac:tuel 
A lancer 
Derniere mise a jour 
12/78 
11-2-3 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DgCS · · 
Organisme Ex'cuteur 
CEA/DTECH/STA/SCND· -SACLAY 
Responsable 
Scientifiques 
Mise au point d'une methode de' detection d'eventuelles fissures se 
developpant sous le rev!tement ·en acfer inoxydable des cuves. 
I 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Les methodes de detection actuellement envisagees par ultrasons ne sont pas 
entierement satisfaisantes. L'utilisation des co~rants de Foucault peut 
constituer une solution plus satisfaisante a condition de travailler a basse 
frequence. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET. PROGRAMME 
L • etude compo rte : 
- la realisation de maquettes representatives 
- 1•etude et la realisation de sondes speciales 
- le choix du mode d•excitation. 
- la recherche des conditions d'essais optimales en particulier le choix 
d•un dispositif mono ou multifrequence 
- 1 'adaptation du dispositif et de la methode aux cuves de reacteurs PWR. 
4. ETAT D'AVANCEMENT 
Des essais preliminaires ont ete effectues sur des plaques d'inox reposant 
sur un support en acier ferritique, lui m~me comportant des dafauts artificiels 
L'appareillage etait un dispositif a courants de Foucault basse fraquence (BF) 
pour assurer une bonne penetration. En outre cet appareil etait associe a 
trois sondes de differentes dimensions. 
_\'too ... -------------~--· 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Au cours de l'annee 1979, on se propose: 
- de realiser des eprouvettes representatives d'elements de cuve et de 
revetements. 
- de rechercher a l'aide d'essais complementaires le meilleur mode d'.ali-
mentation de la sonde : soit en basse frequence, soit en impulsion. 
-de mieux definir les cara·cteristiques des sondes a utiliser. 
- d'adapter cet.ensemble sonde-appareillage aux contrOles sur cuves PWR. 
Un rapport i ntermedi a ire en cour·s d • an nee permettra de fa ire 1 e point notam-
ment sur le choix du mode d'alimentation de la sonde,decisif pour la suite 
du programme. 
() 
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I TIT~ Pays 
I 
I 
I 
I . 
I 
I 
ContrOle par ultrasons {et radiographie) des FRANCE 
soudures mixtes. 
(Collaboration avec RFA~ Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DgCS/DSN 
Tr!!..E (Aoglais) Orgaoisme executeur ' 
Ultrasonic (and radiographic) testing of dissi- CEA/DTECH/STA/SCND 
milar metal welds .. 
(cooperation with FRG) Raspo nsable . 
Date de ciecar':'age Etat actuel Sc:eor:ifiques I 
1978 en cours i 
I 
:at a d 1 achevei:ent Derni are :ni se a. jour : 
I 1980 12/78 
I. OBJECTIF GE~RAL 
Dans le cadre de l'accord qui doit ~tre passe avec la R.F.A., mise en commun 
des experiences dans le domaine du contrOle par ultrasons (et eventuellement 
par radiographie) des soudures d'acier inoxydable austenitique. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Recueillir le maximum d'informations sur les parametres intervenant dans 
ce type de contrOle afin de mieux les maitriser et d'optimiser les proc~d~s. 
3. I~STALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
Il s'agit essentiellement sur le plan fran~ais d'utiliser les traducteurs 
focalises developpes au CEA, notamment en ondes obliques longitudinales. I 
Deux etalons seront utilises : I 
-Bloc etalon n° 1 representatif d'une soudure mixte de tubulure de generateur 1 I 
de vapeur. . . j 
-Bloc etalon no 2 representatif d'une soudure de safe-end (embout de securite)l 
d • une tubul ure de cuve. - . · 
I 
On utilisera essentiellement des ondes L et Ten incidence normale et oblique! 
avec des traducteurs focalises, en emetteur recepteur ou a fonctions separees~ 
ainsi que des traducteurs du type VINCOTTE. j 
I 
I 
I 
i ---------------~ 
Les presentations type A et C seront normalement retenues. 
La presentation type B sera 11m1tee aux zones 1nteressant~s. 
Pour chaque type de d~faut rencontre on etudiera l'influence 
- du type d'ondes 
- de 1' incidence 
- de la forme du faisceau ultrasonore 
- de la frequence 
- du type de methode 
en relation avec les caracteristiques des soudures. 
Des essais du meme type seront effectues par nos equipes sur des blocs 
en provenance de RFA. 
De meme les equipes RFA effectueront sur les blocs fran~ais des essa1s dont 
le type reste encore a preciser. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
Une seule reunion a pu avoir lieu au cours de l'annee 1978. De ce fait 
1 'etude n'a pas encore commencee. La prochaine reunion ne pourra avoir 
lieu d'ici la fin de l'annee, par suite de l'impossibilite de reunir 
tous les participants. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Definition des capteurs a utiliser et reai~sation 
realisation du programme 
Exploitation 
- Eventuellement etude et redaction de nouvelles specifications. 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Neant 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
Accord CEA-BMFT du 28/09/78 
8. DISPONIBILITE 
Suivant l'article 9 du dit accord. 
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TITU 
ContrOle des rebords internes des piquages 
TITLE (Anglais) 
Control of the nozzle inner radius 
Date de demarrage 
1979 
Date d'achevement 
1980 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Etat actuel 
a lancer 
Derniere mise a jour 
f2/78 
11-2-3 
Pay a 
FRANCE 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DgCS/DSN . 
Organisme Executeur 
CEA/DTECH/STA/SCND 
Responsable 
Scientifiques 
Recherche d'une methode de contrOle npn destructif adaptee a la geometrie 
· des rebords internes des piquages sur les cuves de reacteur. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Il s'agit de rechercher la meilleure methode permettant de contrOler les 
rebords internes des piquages des cuves de reacteurs PWR (qui constituent 
une zone oQ le champ de contraintes est particuli~rement intense) et d'adap-
ter cette methode aux coritraintes particulieres des inspections periodiques. 
La methode peut faire appel soit aux ultrasons, soit aux courants de 
Foucault ou a tout autre technique adaptee. Une premiere phase consistera 
A travailler sur une maquette pourvue de defauts etalons artificiels. 
Cette phase permettra le choix de la methode ainsi que celui des parametres 
essentiels du contrOle. 
Une seconde phase consistera en la realisation d'un appareillage prototype 
susceptible d'~tre utilise en vraie grandeur (par exemple en atelier). 
Enfin la troisi~me phase consistera en l'etude et la mi~e au point de 
l'appareillage d'inspection. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
Le CEA-STA/SCND poss~de une portion de piquage de cuve ayant servi a la mise 
au point de la methode de contrOle des soudures de piquage. 
Ce dispositif pourrait etre reutilise dans la nouvelle optique. Les phases 
seront les suivantes : 
- adaptation de la maquette de piquage et realisation de defauts !talons 
- experimentation des diyerses methodes ce qui necessite la realisation 
de divers capteurs 
- realisation d'un prototype de faisabilite 
- etude et realisation d'un appareillage d'inspection 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
A lancer en 1979. Un rapport d'avancement sera diffuse a la fin de.l'adap-
tation de la maquette (soit vers 1~ milieu de 1979). 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
11.2.3 
TITLE (OHIGINAL LANGUAGE): Utilizzazione dell'emi!>sione COUNTRY: Italy 
acusticu del recipiente a pn:!ssionc a fini di controllo non 
distruttivo e di sorvegliun~a 
SPONSOR: ENEL 
. 
. . 
-
. 
1'ITLE (Ei'JGLISH LANGUAGE): Pressure vessel acoustic ORGANISA'l'ION: CISE 
emission rroni to ring as an aid to in-service inspection and 
operution surveillance 
PROJECT LEADERS 
G. Possa - F. Tonolini 
INITIATED: October 1971 COFIPLETED: 1979 SCIENTISTS: 
S'fATUS: In prCXJress LAST UPDATING: July 1979 
1 • General Aim 
To develop non destructive techniques based.on the acoustic emission monitoring of 
a nuclear pressure vessel for in service inspection and operation surveillance. 
I 
2. Particular Objeci;ivcs 
. 
To develop and test acoustic ernission monitoring systerilS and rrethods to be utilize-'i: 
1 ) during pressure vessel hydrotests 
2) during PJWer operation 
. 
3. E?q?eriment.al facilities and Pro.::rrmrme 
3. 2. ~~£~12.~ 
3. 2.1 • Develo~t and test of an acoustic emission instnlrrentation system capable ot 
detecting and locating acoustically active defects during pressure vessel hydro-
tests. 
3. 2. 2. Develop-rent of an acoustic emission instrumentation system for the autorratic 
. . . 
continuous monitoring of a nuclear pressure vessel during power,Q9eration 
3 · 2 • 3. Installat1on of a prototype of the instrunentation system develpped in 3. 2. 2. on 
a }?C'Ner reactor pressure vessel, with the main obj·ective of determining the 
actual sensitivity at the presence of operational plant noises. 
•, 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): Pressure vessel 
acoustic emission monitoring ~s an aid to in-ser-
vice inspection and ovcration surveillance 
-2-
I . 
4. Pr~~jcc'c Status 
4.1. ~~~~~~~-!~-~~~~ 
CLASSIFICATION : 
11.2.3. 
(3. 2.1 • ) : 24 ch:mncl syste.'ll for on-line acoustic emission sourc;::e location designed, 
manuf~ctured and tested 
(3.2.2.): A preliminary system (2 'channels) designed, built and :i.nstalle;l on the 
caorso B~vR pressure vessel 
(3. 2. 3.) : ME>.asurm.cnts of operational plant noises on the Caorso DVJ:R pressure ves-
sel now under way 
4.2. Essential results 
Design, construction and test of a multi-channel on-line acoustic e~ssion 
rncasursnent system capable of precise source location on the pressure vessel 
Wdll surface. 
t·Jide exp3r:i.e;·1ce in the application of the above system to pressure vessel 
hydro tests. 
Experi~1ce li1 the acoustic emission ~nitoring of a nuclear pressure vessel 
during po~ver operation. 
5. Next steps 
Developrcnt and tes·ting of a reliable inst.rl.m'entation system for the autanatic 
continuous measurement and recording of acoustic emission. 
6. Relation to other projects and codes 
None. 
7. Reference Docurrents 
1) E. Fontana, G. Grugni, B. :rirovano, G. Possa, F. Tonolini "Controllo non di-
struttivo di rec:i.pient:i. a pressione mediante analisi dell'emissione acustica 
nel corso della prova a pressione idrostatica11 , Energia Nucleare, Vol. 21 n. 1 1 
ottobre 1974 
2) E. Fontana, G. Grugni, c. Panzani, B. Pirovano, G. Possa, F. TonolW "Acoustic 
Emission .M.Jni toring During Hydrotcsts of a thin Wall Pressure Vessel" 1 Energia 
Nucieare, Vol. 22, n. 5, rnaggio 1975 
3) E. Fontana, et alii "Acoustic Ein.ission Measurements during the First Pressure 
Vessel Hydrotest at ENEirCAORSO Bl'ffi", Paper presented to the Conference "Perio-
dic Inspection of Pressure Vessels" - London, Sept. 20-22, 1976 
4) C. Panzani et alii "Acoustic Eni.ssion M:>ni toring of Pressure Vessels During 
l\'brk.shop Hydro tests" , Paper presented at the Conference on New Developuents 
and Special !-1ethods on NDT ,. Mainz {RFG) , April 1978 
5) G. Fossa, F. Tonolini "Apparecchiature per rilievi diagnostici acustici negli 
.impianti nucleari: ricerca, sviluppo e produzione :i.ndustriale", Paper pre-
sented at the XXIV Congresso Nucleare, Rl::m3., March 1979, published on Energia 
Nucleare, vol. 26 n. 5, p. 254~266, 1979 
l 
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I TITLE (L~G~ISH L.AN~UAGE): P::essur.~ vesse~ 
pcoustJ.c e..'11.1SSJ.on nonJ.torJ_ng as an a1d to J.n-se.rvl. 
ce insp2cLion and operation surveillance 
I . 
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CLASSIFICATION : 
11.2.3. 
6) C. Panzani et al:i.i "CISE E~ .. :p3rierice on the Acoustic :Einission r-t>nitoring in 
Pressure Vessel Hydro·tests 11 I Papo....r presented at the Symp::>sium "Die SChallemi.s-
sion", Bad Nauheim (RFG) 1 April 1979. · 
8. Degree of availability 
Various ITIC."..ans of coop2ration may be envisaged: for ·ex.·,·:•:lle, Italian particip,;.-
tion in research prcx;ra!r.s carried out. by part..-J1er countries, cost sharing, 
etc. 
(CISE, C.P.3986, I-20100 Milano) 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
LWR 11.2.3. and 
T T.7'0 11 I') A 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Failure Detection in Reactor Structure CEC 
SPONSOR: 
CEC .. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
JRC-ISPRA 
Failure Detection in Reactor Structure PROJECT LEADER: 
CRUTZEN S·erge 
INITIATED: . COMPLETED:. SCIENTISTS: 1977 
--
LUCIA A. 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
JEHENSON P. . 
BREDAEL I. 
in progress January 197~ . iffi¥ffif -c; • 
1. General aim 
Characterization o£ ultrasonic techniques, equipment and analysis 
o£ codes (specifications) could lead to better performances o£ 
NDT used £or quality control, pre-service and in-service inspection, 
mainly £or what concerns sizing o£ defects. 
Use o£ the JRC know-how acoustic emission in particular cases. 
2. Particular objectives 
2.1. Study o£ the transfer £unction o£ the complete ultrasonic 
equipment with particular importance put on transducer and matching o£ 
this transducer with the other parts o£ the equipment. 
2.2. Definition and fabrication o£ arti£icial de£ects £or calibra-
tion o£ equipment. 
2.3. Particular applications ·: 
a. FISC programme (HSST) Destructive examination o£ plates 
Evaluation o£ results 
Recommandations. 
b. Ultrasonic test on irradiated fuel bundles . 
c. crack detection £or material damage evaluation .in association 
with mechanical tests. 
2.4. Use o£ ultrasonic equipment in particular cases. o£ applica-
tion, in collaboration with national centres. 
2.5. Small scale vessels testing with acoustic emission when 
put under pressure cycling. 
3. EC?erimental facilities 
Two characterization laboratories 
.50? -use o£ DPO/PDP 11-34 £or characterization 
~- ----- ·-···-
Schlieren bench (high definition) 
electronic equipment 
characterization equipment:for transducers 
correction equipment for transducers 
- NDT equipment for I.S.I. 
4. code developped 
computer code for NDT results evaluation. 
5. Project status 
5.1. Characterization of. transducers is made on routine 
base for external customers. 
5.2. PISC programme evaluation has been completed by Ispra 
(destructive examination of blocks, evaluation of results). 
5.3. Reference defects.for calibration of equipment are fabricated 
using electro-erosion or punch technique with high shape 
reproducibility. 
5.4. Tests were performed using acoustic emission on small 
scale vessels and demonstrated the capability o£ acoustic 
emission for early detection of cracks. 
These tests are conducted together with ultrasonic and 
radiographic tests. 
6. Next Step 
Characterization of equipment and large· contribution to the 
PISC programme is the aim of the activity until the end 
of 1979 : particular importance will be given to the evaluation 
of the European test procedures (ISI) compared with the~SME , 
XI procedure, on the bases of the FISC material and available 
DATA. 
Continuation of A.E. tests on small scale vessels together with 
ultrasonic inspection and destructive examination £or the 
evaluation of the results. 
7. Deg£ee of availability 
6 PISC Reports to be published £or the SMIRT Conference in 
Berlin, August 1979. · 
R. Denis "Characterization o£ Ultrasonic transducers using 
cholesteric liquid crystals" EUR 5710.e, 1976 
E. Borloo "Pourquoi et comment faut-il caracteriser les 
equipements ultrasonores" Papier presente A la reunion de 
L'Association Pro£. pour les Essais Non Destructifs"(APEND) 
Marseille 27.11.1978 
Contact people : Serge CRUTZEN 
N.D.T. Laboratories 
Materials Science Division 
Joint Research Centre 
21020- ISPRA (Varese)Italy 
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N.V. Km-!A CLASSIFICATION: ll.2.3 
TITLE: COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
Automatisch ultrasoon onderzoek van lassen 
en componenten 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Au::o.;~.J::ic ultrasonic examination 
of we. '.d .j and components 
INITIATED : 1975 
STATUS 
General aim 
.. to b~ 
contlnued 
' LAST UPDAtiNG : 
COMPLETED 
1978 
SPONSOR: 
l?.Z.E.M • 
. ORG.ANIZA"J:ION _: 
I<EMA 
PROJECTLEADER: 
'K. Boer · 
SCIENTISTS : 
. De Jong 
Tempelman . 
The performance of inservice inspectio·n (ISI.) by ultrasonic examination 
in accord~nce with the ASME-code and the Dutch-code. -
Particular objectives 
Develdpment of an automatic system for the volumetric inspection 
by ultrasonic to remote areas where manual access is 'retricted 
for manual inspection operations. 
Parts of the inspection system are special developed ultrasonic 
probes, manupulators, electronics and computer. The sp~cial 
purpose computer is used for control and acquiring all inspection 
data in accordance with the codes. On-line and off-line evaluation 
is possible. , 
Progratm'l 
The programm consists of: 
- ultrasonic inspection of longitudinal, meriodinal and circumferential 
welds and nozzles of stearngenerators, pressurizer, pumps, main loops 
and reactor vessel. · 
- ultrasonic inspection of studs, threaded holes and ligaments of pump·s 
and r~actor vessel. 
Project status 
Tests are pe~formed during the shutdown at February .l976, 
, . 
•, February 1977 and November l977 for a l?WR • 
..-' 
Next steps 
The work 1s continued during the coming shutdown in 1978 and 1979 to 
complete the first interval of a PWR. Simular steps are taken fo1.th~. 
second interval of a B~VR. 
Relation tci other projects 
Not applicable. 
Reference documents 
General descrlptlon. 
De~ree of availabilit~ 
Through the organizatlon KEMA. 
AS THIS PROJECT IS TERHINATED, NO FORHAT lULL BE 
ISSUED IN THE NEXT NUCLEAR SAFETY RESEARCH I~~EX 
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TITLE: 
Litcrntuurstudic van materiaalparameters die nodig 
zijn bij de intcrpretatie van defect-localisatie 
met AE-npparatuur. 
' 
' ·;r.·t::: (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
' 
J ; 
I 
i :.i~cr.Jturc survey of material parameters which are 
i r~c·C·.!)J:J.ry for the diagnosis of defects localized . 
i 
'.:: t.L ',. techniques. Id,:. 
l 
i !Nl'llATED : S0J1t. 1974- LAST UPDATING :.M;,),y 1978 
! s·r t;ius Cor.1p le tcd COMPLETED ; : June 1978 : 
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CLI\SSIFICI\TION 1 11 • 2., 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS -
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
a8~G2~?£AtiON: 
NIL-.MI -TNO· ~ 
I, PROJECTLEADER : 
-
'Kloots · I 
' 
.. 
'SCIENTISTS: 
Bocrstoel . 
v.d. Brinl< 
. ... ·--·~- . 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
' 
11.2.} 
TITLE (O~IGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
UK 
DEVELOP!'lENT OF ACOu::iTIC EMISSION MEASUREMENT : 
SPONSOR: 
'' 
.. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ' ORGANISATION:. 
RNL UKAEA 
PROJF.CT LF.ADER: 
P BENTLEY 
'HITTIATF:D: COMPLETED: SCIENT,ISTS: 
1r,(",<J 
STNrus: LAST UPDATING: 
c·: MAY 1979 
I '' 
To <lo·l.,nuiM from measurements madu during a non-destructive pressure test;. whether a vessel has a significllllt ornok·. 
2. P:.rticulru· Ob.i ecti v·e 
(" 
Tt) ct.,,r,,ctui:;o •F...i~.:;ions from cracks in many pre.ctiool tes~ conditions., 
'l'l•o r.ol,ilo hhr,rntory ir. bf'in;~ u:;ed to locnte signnl source:::;ruring tests on vessels lllld small test piocos. Further 
a.,.,..,, Ofl!llcnt ir. nccc:;:;nry to por:nit identification of the type:. of acoustic siJT.nols due to the differing typea or 
I)(Jfllct, ·~· cr11cl<:., inclusions - slag or porosity, crack growth, locolised yielding, brittle cracking and ductile 
tcnrinv;. 
l'o permit the signals produced in different tests to. be compared in a more quantitative manner, calibration devices 
arc under development. 
'-,.,.;n;m:llCt~ IY"CllXt:~l'r. 
Iutomrll documents 
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Classification: 11.2:4.· ~-·. 
l'ritl~: Coun.tr:y! 
> Trykpr~vningsfacilitet DENMJ\RY. \ 
l 
: Sponsor: Ris~. ; I 
I 
i National Laboratory t 
' • ' 1 Title: 
' 
,• Organization: Ris~ 
I Pressure Testing Facility . National Laboratory I I. l Initiated Scientists: date: 1977 Completed date: 1978 
r l l Status: In progress c. De bel 
' 
I . 
! 
' 
I 
·I 
). General aim: To provide a facility for 
mediate size vessels under controlled qonditions. 
~ 
' 
' 
tes~i,ng to failure of inter-
2. Particular objectives: Testing. of experimental. yes_sels particularly 
under gas pressure in order to facilitate the testing Qt different ·temperatures. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme: The aim is to provide a 
facility for fracture mechanics and .acoustic emission experiments on vessels. 
4. Project status: Designing is in progress. 
5. Next steps: Construction. 
6. Relation to other projects: The facility should be available for the 
projects Dynamic Fracture Mechanics and Acoustic Emission. 
7. Reference documents: None so far. 
8. Degree of availability: In principle.no limitations. 
.. 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
11.3.1 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Programma di ricerca sul comportamento del calcestruzzo ITALY 
per contenitori di reattori nucleari. SPONSOR: 
ENEL 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Research· Program on C?ncrete f~r Nuclear Reactor ENEL 
Vessels PROJECT LEADE.R: 
P. BERTACC~:.:;r 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1970 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress June 1979 
., 
1. General Aim I 
·Determination of concrete 1properties to provide data for prediction of \ css<:·l 
! behaviour. i 
2. Particular Objectives 
1 
i 
Systematic investigation on the behaviour of concrete subjected to multi-
. I . 
axial stresses. · · 
Determinati:n of concrete strength after we~ and dry thermal treatments 
Study of concrete creep. 
3. Experimental Facilities ad Proeramme 
All the .tests are carried out both at ENEL - Niguarda Laboratory (Milan) 
and at ISMES L9-boratory (Berg~mo). 
These investigations are carried out in the framework of a joint research 
program with CEGB- CERL. 
4. Project Status 
Systematic tests have been carried out on concrete specimens (cubical 
and cylindrical) subjected to bi-and triaxial stresses with an aim at detenni 
ning the "rupture surface". -
Investigations have been carried out on the mechanics of onset and prop:;g~ 
ion of micro-cracks to gather information on the possibility of defining 
the limit of concrete elasti~ behaviour under multiaxial stress conditior.s 
---------------~--------------------------~----------------------~ 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE) : 
Resear.ch Program on Concrete for Nuclear 
Reactor Vessels 
: . 
CLASSIFICATION : 
11.3.1 
Sonic methods have mainly been used with equipment for meaauring 
propagation velocity of costant-frequency signals. 
A large number of specimens have been subjected to thermal freatment 
.at temperatures of 90° anq 120° C, both in dry and in moist ambients; · 
moreover, they_h.ave been subjected to thermal cycling and to _continuous 
treatr..-,emt. · 
'rhe effects of thermal treatment on the- bending and compression strength 
and on Young's modulus (static and dynamic) have been determined.' 
5. Next steps. '-
a.. Study of concrete creep. 
The installation of automatic load control equipment at the Ni.guarda 
Laboratory, with the possibil~ty of subjecting concrete prismatic and 
cylindrical specimens up tp a max load of 100 :tons, makes it possible to 
I • 
start system,_ tic·~ research in order to determine the specific surface ~f 
creep and to study the influence .exerted dp concrete creep by various 
factors, such as the shape and size of the specimens subjected to loads 
which are kept constant with time. 
b~ Development of novel techniques (optical holography) for determining 
the state of strain and early stage of fissuring in concrete. 
6.l_-<elation to other Projects 
Development of advance solutions for pre-stressed concrete pressure vessels 
(thin-wall solutions). 
7. Reference Documents 
. 
R. Bellotti, "Joint Research Programme of ENEL-DSR/CEGD-CERL on 
concrete for Nuclear Reactor Vessels- Enel Contribution. State of the 
research as at December 1973. 11 CRIS n. 2425. · 
H. llC'llotti, P. Rossi, "Ne•v Prospects for Evaluating the Degree ot 
Safety in Concrete Structures Subjected to Multiaxial Stresses". 
HI - 5; Seminar on: Concrete Structures Subjected to Triaxial Stresses -
17 th - 19 th May, 1974 - ISIVIES - Bergamo. 
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Classification 
11.3.2/11.3.4 
I .. 
Title 1 
Brudunders~gelse af Betontank-lagmodeller 
COUNTRY ~nmark- - -
SPONSOR Ris~ National 
Laboratory 
Title 2 
Overload behaviour and ultimate load capacity of 
PCRV-closures for BWR-plants. 
Initiated (date) 
Status: concluded 
Completed: 1976 
Last updating (date) 
April 1977 
ORGANIZATION 
Ris~ National 
Laboratory 
Project leader 
S.I. Andersen 
Scientists: 
N.S. Ottosen 
s. I. Andersen 
1. C~neral aim. To study the overload behaviour, failure model and ultimate 
load capacity of PCRV-closures for a Nordic BWR-PCRV reference design. 
2. Particular objectives. To investigate the influence £rom different de-
sign parameters, such as depth-to-span ratio, reinforcement and supporting 
flange geometry, etc., and to propose an optimized closure design. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme. The test facility, situated at 
Ris~, includes a steel pressure vessel, in which model specimens in scale 
1:11 of the reference vessel closure can be pressurized to a max. hydraulic 
pressure of 450 bars. 
The programme included tests on 9 different closure models and a series of 
comparative calculations by means of a finite elem~nt computer programme 
P-479, which has been developed by Ris~ for the analysis for PCRV-struc-
tures, taking into account the effects of concrete creep, plasticity and 
cracking together with steel plasticity. A high degree of experimental veri-
fication of the programme has been achieved from these tests. 
4. Project status. 9 closure models have been tested, and good agreement 
between calculations and experimental d~ta has been obtained, provided the 
plasticity and cracking of the concrete ~d plasticity of the steel parts 
'' 
are taken into account. A new failure criteria and a proposal for a consti-
tutive model for concrete.are used ,by the finite element program • 
. S. !\'cxt steps. None. 
6. aclations with other projects. The programme is part of a joint Nordic 
development work on a PCRV for BWR application. 
7. Reference documents. 
Ultimate load behaviour of PCRV top closures. 
S.I. Andersen, N.S. Ottosen. 
Paper H 4/3, 2. Int. Conf. on Struct. Mech. in Reactor Technology 
Berlin (1973). 
Theoretical and Experimental Studies for Optimization of PCRV Top Clo-
sures. 
N. S. Ot tosen, S. I. Andersen;. 
Paper H 3/6, 3. •Int. Conf. on Struct. Mech., in Reactor Technology 
London (1975). 
A Failure Criterion for Concrete 
N.S. Ottosen 
Journal of the Engineering Mechanics Division, Proceedings of the 
American Society of Civil Engineers. Vol. 103, No. Eh4, Aug.· 1977. 
' .. 
Structural F~ilure of Thick-Walled Concrete Elements. 
N.S. Ottosen, S.I. Andersen. 
Paper H 4/3 4. Int. Conf. on Structural Mech. in Reactor Technology. 
San Francisco (1977). 
8. Degree of availability 
A limited amount of the results may be available on an exchange basis. 
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'!I'Iltt Pays 
COMPORTEMENT DES ENCEINTES DE CONFINEMENT DES PWR 
AU-DELA DE LA PRESSION DE DIMENSIONNEMENT. 
FRANCE 
Orgaa.isme Directeur 
CEA/DSN 
EDF/SEP~E;N 
'II'IU (Aa.glais) Organisme executeur 
• 
OVERALL BEHAVIOUR OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE CONTAIN-
MENT SUBJECTED TO INTERNAL PRESSURE GREATER THAN 
THE DESIGN VALUE. 
BUREAUX D'ETUDES 
Respocsable 
Data de deoarrage Etat actual ScJ.ea. tJ..fl.ques 
1978 EN COURS 
Daee d'achevemea.t Derniere mise a jour 
FIN DECEMBRE 1978 1980 
1. OBJEC'!IF GE~!W. 
2 
- Le rapport RASMUSSEN (WASH 1400) ayant mis.en evidence que des sequences 
accidentelles (avec fusion du coeur) pouvaient donner lieu A des eleva-
tions de pression superieures a celles. actuellement prises en compte dans 
le dimensionnement des enceintes de confinement des reacteurs PWR, il a 
ete juge utile, du point de vue de la surete, de connattre le comportement 
de ces ouvrages au-dela de la pression de calcul. 
- Un groupe de travail EDF (SEPTEN) - CEA (DSN) a·ete cree en Juil1et 77 et 
a re~u pour mission de proposer et de realiser un programme d'actions per-
mettant d'evaluer le comportement mecanique des enceintes au-dela de la 
pression de calcul. 
OBJECTIF~ PARTICULIERS 
Le programme doit permettre de determiner les points suivants : 
1/ Les parties ou composants les moins resistants en pression : 
coque en beton ou points singuliers (sas, vannes) 
2/ Pour les parties en beton : 
• la pression de fissuration traversante, 
• la pression de rupture et les modes de ruine. 
3/ L'evolution de la fissuration en fonction du chargement. 
4/ Le taux de fuite associe aux differentes pressions. 
- \.Lt. t.(o -
3. INSTALLATION EXPERIMENTALE ET PROGRAMME 
31. Pas d'installation experimentale, car il s'agit pour le moment essen-
tiellement de calculs, la phase essais n'etant prevue que pour 1980. 
32. Programme : 
les conditions accidentelles a prendre en compte sont les suivantes 
accident de reference (LOCA) associe a la perte d'injection de 
secours et au refroidissement de l'eau d'aspersion soit traduit 
en termeS d I eVOlUt.ion de press ion et de temperature 
. montee lente en pression 0,3 bar/heure 
• montee en temperature 2° C/heure. 
- Les types d'enceinte a etudier sont les suivantes 
PWR 900 avec peau d 1 etancheite, 
PWR 1300 enceinte double sans p~au, 
• PWR 900 type Cruas. 
- Le programme proprement dit comprend cinq etapes 
le etape 
2e etape 
• 4e etape 
• Se etape 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
comportement des enceintes jusqu'a fissuration, 
comportement dans le domaine elasto-plastique 
- etude d'un cas test, 
- etude de l'enceinte hors traversees 
comportement des points singuliers (sas materiel, 
traversees vapeur) 
deux orientations possihles en fonction des resultats 
des etapes precedentes : 
- soit developper calcul des parties metalliques 
(si ce sont effectivement les points faibles) 
-·soit etudier l'influence des defauts de realisation 
( 6beton, precontrainte) . 
maquette pour validation experimentale • 
41. Avancement a ce jour 
- La premiere etape relative a la fissuration en phase elastique a ete 
lancee avec le Bureau d'Etudes Coyne et Bellier. 
Les resultats seront disponibles pour Janvier 79. 
La premiere partie de la deuxieme etape, le cas test, est au niveau 
des consultations. Cette etape est consideree comme fondamentale car 
elle doit permettre de faire le point sur les possibilites actuelles 
des Bureaux d'Etudes et Services specialises d'EdF et du CEA, dans 
le domaine du calcul elastoplastique. 
Les resultats sont attendus pour·la mi-79. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
- Presentation des resultats des travaux engages en 1978 (l~ etape et cas 
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3. 
- Lancement des travaux de la 2~me partie de la 2~me etape, c'est•A·dire 
l'etude du comportemen~ des parties beton (hors traversees). 
6. RELATION AVEC D 1 AUTRES ETUDES 
Aucune relation. 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
Les documents etablis en 1978 sont les suivants 
DSN/SETSSR-T-78·1786 du 10 avril 1978 : Programme general 
SEPTEN GC 78-04 
- DSN/SASR/SETS 78-2100 d~ 11/10/78 
. 
Definition du cas test. 
8. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Les documents ci-dessus sont disponib1es apr~s accord prealable du CEA 
et de l'EDF. 
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TITRE 
ETUDE DU COMPORTEMENT DU PUITS DE CUVE DES 
REACTEURS PWR 900 MWe EN CAS DE RUPTURE LIMITEE 
DE CUVE. 
11-4 
Pays 
FRANCE 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DgCS 
'II'l:LE (.Anglais) Organisme exeeuteur 
CEA/DEMT PRIMARY SHIELD WALL BEHAVIOUR OF PWR'S IN CASE 
OF RESTRICTED PRESSURE VESS~L RUPTURE. 
Etat aetuel 
1/75 EN COURS 
Date d'achevement Deruiere mise a jour 
12/80 12/78 
1. OBJECTU' GENEML 
Respo csable 
.) 
L'etude concerne le comportement de structures en b~ton soumises a l'eclate-
ment de circuit d'eau pressurisee : problema des structures soumises a des 
impulsions de pression. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
- L'etude vise essentiellement ~ d~terminer le comportement du puits de cuve 
(ecran biologique) des reacteurs PWR 900 MWe da~s le cas d'une rupture de 
la cuve du circuit primaire principal. 
Du point de vue de la surete, il est necessaire de verifier les points 
suivants : 
- le puits de cuve doit continuer a assurer le supportage de la cuve. 
- le puits de cuve ne doit pas engendrer de projectiles pouvant mettre en 
cause 1'integrite de l'enceinte de confinement. 
Cette etude devrait permettre de definir des regles et des guides pour 
juger de la conception du puits de cuve. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMME 
L'etude et la mise au point de l'installation experimentale ont ~te confiees 
au DEMT. 
Le programme experimental comprend les etapes suivantes 
- Essais preliminaires a petite echelle (1/75) pour determiner les ordres 
de grandeur correspondant a une rupture brutale de cuve (rupture longitu-
-\\tlo' 
2. 
dinale qui correspond au chargement maximum sur le puits de cuve). 
- Essais plus representatifs a une echelle plus importante (1/20) et en· 
prenant en compte des ruptures limitees de cuve. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
41. Avancement a ce jour 
Les travaux effectues en 78 sont les suivants : 
consultations pour conna'itre les devis de realisation des maquettes 
acier du circuit primaire, 
lancement des commandes au GEF de Saclay (novembre 1978) 
etudes d'avant-projet pour la maquette beton de puits de cuve contacts 
avec le Bureau d'etude Sechaud et Metz (retenu par EdF pour les struc-
tures internes du batiment reacteu~. 
devis de realisation. de Sechaud et Metz des maquettes en beton apres 
critique de l'avant-projet du DEMT. Commande lancee fin novembre 78. 
42. Resultats 
Pas de resultat car on est dans la phase de definition et de realisation 
des structures acier et beton. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
51. Preparation du planning de realisation de la partie mecanique 
Modification de la "station" d'essais (b':l,ockhauss) 
- Circuits d'essais et de pressurisation 
- Essais preliminaires de determination des epaisseurs d'affaiblissement 
pour rupture guillotine et boutonniere. Ces essais seront realises sur 
la boucle PRIMEAU du DEMT. 
52. Realisation des maqucttes en b~ton du puits de cuve 
53. Premiers essais prevus fin 79 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Neant. 
7. DOCUMENT DE REFERENCE 
Les principaux documents emis en 78 sont les suivants : 
- Note DSN/SETSSR-T-78 du 3/3/78 : definition des maquettes beton 
au 1/20. 
Note DEMT/SMTS/RDMS 78-263 du 11/8/78 commentaires sur la 
similitude dynamique. 
-Dossier d'avant-projet du puits de cuve en beton 
principe de maquettage (DEMT). 
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Berichtszeitraum/Perlod Klasslflkatlon/Ciasslflcatlon Kennzelchen/Project Number 
1. 1 . 
-
31.12.1978 , 1 . 5 06.01 • 1 0 {PNS 4239) 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Auswirkung von Ktihlkanalblockaden auf die _FRG 
Kernnotktihlung (FEBA-Progranun) Fordernde Institution/Sponsor BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Influence of Coolant Channel Blockages upon Kernforschungszentrum 
Core Cooling in the Reflo6d Phase of a LOCA Karlsruhe (KfK) 
(FEBA-Program) Projekt Nukleare 
Sicherheit (PNS) 
Arbettsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1. 1973 31.12.1981 p Ihle 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilllgte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 . 
. 
1. General Aim 
The influence of coolant channel blockages upon the cooling effect 
during the reflood phase of a loss of coolant accident is investigated. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The objective of the program i~ to investigate the influence of size 
and shape of coolant channel blockages on the flow and the heat 
transfer conditions in the vicinity of bloc~ages. Not considered is 
the influence of the cooling conditions on the propagation of.the 
cladding deformation. 
3. Research Program 
.{) The program consists of three major steps to investigate separate 
effects of the reflood cooling conditions in a PWR-geometry: 
(FEBA, Flooding Experiments with Blocked Arrays) 
- - - -
3.1 Experiments with a 5-rod row, all subchannels blocked by the same 
blockage ratio, variation of size and shape of the blockages. 
These tests serve mainly for optical observation of the two-phase 
flow and for qualitative studies of the cooling effects. 
3.2 Experiments with a 25-rod bundle. 
-Similar objectives as in 3.1, but quanitative results. 
- First tests to study the two-phase flow bypassing blockages. 
3.3 Experiments in larger bundles up to 50 rods, with some. coolant 
·channels partly blocked to study the effect of flow redistribution • 
. , 
-2-
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4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The test rig is designed fo·r the. separate effect test program simulat-
ing the reflood phase of a LOCA in a PWR, excluding system effects. 
The heat transfer analys~s code calculates the instantaneous values 
of the stored heat, surface temperature, heat flux and heat transfer 
coefficients. In a fur~her option the simulation quality of the heater 
rods and sleeve-type blockages used can be calculated. 
5. Progress to Date 
The ~looding ~xperiments with ~locked Arrays {FEBA) have been continue~~~ 
to determine the influence of the shape of coolant channel blockages. '~ 
To simulate ballooned fuel rods solid as well as hollow sleeves have 
been attached to the heater rods at the mid plane of the heated zone 
of the 5-rod row. The effect of these blockages upon the cooling 
conditions during reflood was investigated. The simulation quality of 
the sleeve blockages used was c~lculated and tested. 
A final series of experiments was performed w,ith the five-rod-row and 
plate-type blockages in the mid plane of the array. This additional 
series was necessary for a direct comparison of different blockage 
shapes without superimposed influences from different test section 
characteristics and initial temperature distributions. Single phase 
pressure drop coefficients were measured in water·for the sleeve-
type and the plate-type 62% blockage. In order to measure steam super- () 
heat temperatures in the transient two-phase flow, probes of different 
design were used and their signals compared and analysed to define 
the best design. To detect the local water content high frequency 
probes were tested. The evaluation of experimental results was conti-
continued. 
6. Results 
The five-rod tests with sleeves attached to simulate ballooned fuel 
rods, produced results qualitatively similar to those obtained from 
the earlier referenced tests and the final test series using plate 
blockages. This was true for both the massive and hollow sleeves; i. 
e. without and with a radial gap between the sleeve and rod surface, 
respectively. However, the sleeves, which have tapered ends, influ-
enced the transient two phase flow considerably less than the plates 
-3-
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which createsudden reductions and expansions of the flow path. 
Under forced feed conditions an obstacle in the coolant channel 
may cause improved cooling effectiveness in a region of axially limited 
length behind the obstacle. The degree of the improvement and the 
length of the region depend on. the water content in the two-phase 
flow and on the geometrical shape of the obstacle. The water content 
increases with increasing flooding rate; obstacles with shar~ edges 
cause a significantly stronger influence than slim rounde~. blockages. 
Starting from a spot of emphasized cooling an additional quench front 
may spread. 
() The results show that at low flooding rates {2 cm/s) the influence 
of a sleeve-type 62% blockage with tapered ends is hardly detectable 
and does not produce an additional quench front.: However, at the same 
flo·oding rate a plate-type 62% blockage causes somewhat lower tur~­
around temperatures in a region of at.least 300 mm downstream from 
the blockage and the initiation of a new quench front. At higher 
I 
flooding rates {6.7 cm/s) also the sleeve-type blockage leads to 
somewhat reduced turnaround-temperatures, b~t in a region of less 
than 100 mm only behind the upper end of the sleeve. At this flooding 
rate the plate-type blockage causes a strong cooling improvement over 
more than 300 mm with decreasing rod temperatures from the start of 
reflooding and with very early quenching. 
~ Since the single phase pressure drop coefficients of the sleeve- and 
~~ plate-type blockages were in the same order of magnitude the results 
can be applied to partly blocked bundles also where the flow redistri-
bution is taken into account. 
These results confirm PWR-FLECHT blocked bundle data as far as improved 
cooling behind plate-type blockages is concerned but they further show 
that it is important to perform blockage experiments with slim rounded 
blockage sleeves similar to ballooned fuel rods, in order to avoid 
taking unjustified high credit for the cooling effect of a_blockage. 
The simulation quality of the sleeve blockages used was calculated and 
• 
tested. Taking into consideration the total length of the,bundle, both 
types were in good agreement with the predicted behavior of a blocked 
fuel rod array. The hollow sleeves however gave information about the 
surface temperature at the blocked part itself with surprisingly good 
agreement with the calculated values. The influence of spacer grids 
-4-
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compared with the influence of a 62% sleeve blockage was demonstrated·. 
The heat transfer coefficient downstream of a spacer grid was up to 
50% higher than the upstream value. 
FEBA tests conducted under conditions similar to REBEKA-tests resulted 
in good agreement inspite of different simulators and bundle sizes. 
The local steam superheat temperature, difficult to investigat~ in 
transient two phase flow, can be measured within the first part of the 
rcflood phase at flooding velocities less than 5 cm/s with· an_ accuracy 
of about 10%. The steam probe was developed within the FEBA-program. 
During the first seconds of the reflood phase, near the mid plane of ~~ 
the bundle at all arrays investigated, the steam temperature was in 
the range of 100°C less than the correspondent cladding temperature. 
Later in the transient, as expected,the steam temperature-clad tempe-
rature-difference was dependent on the axial level and the blockage 
used. At flooding velocities less than 3 cm/s the superheated steam 
I leaving the mid plane region of the bundle was heating up part 
of the upper end of the bundle. This effect w~s observed within the 
first half of the reflood phase inspite of the presence of water 
droplets. The local water content was measured with high frequency 
probes installed in subchannels at various levels. 
7. Next Steps 
The results for a 5-rod row described in the preceding paragraph will 
be checked quantitatively with a small number of tests in a 25-rod 
bundle with reduced wall effects. In addition the influence of spacer 
grids on the axial distribution of the two-phase heat transfer 
coefficients will be measured. As a bridge to blockage experiments in 
a 50-rod·bundle some tests in a nonuniformly blocked 25-rod bundle will 
also be performed. 
Tests with a long blockage in a 16-rod bundle for blockage bypass, 
mounted in the 25-rod bundle housing, serve as screening tests to 
investigate long term cooling problems. 
8. Relations to Other Projects 
Low pressure tests performed by Kt.VU; FLECHT/SEASET-Program ,(USNRC, 
Westinghouse, EPRI); 2D-Experiment in Japan. 
0 
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9. References 
PNS Semi-Annual Reports· (germ~n, english abstract) 
1977/2, KfK 2600 
1978/1, KfK 2700 
06.01 .1 0 (.PNS 4239) 
A. Fiege et.al: Stand und Ergebnisse des theoretischen und experimen-
tellen Forschungsvo~habens zum LWR-Brennstabverhalten bei ReaktorstBr-
fallen; KfK-Ext. 28/78-1, se~t. 1978. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Unrestricted Distribution. 
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Vorhnbon/PrOJOCI Tttle Land/Country 
Blockierte Klihlkanale FRG 
Forderndo Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnohmor/Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Blocked Cooling Chanl')els Reaktortechnik 
' ' 
., 
R ~13 ,· Er·langen · 
--Arto•••t·.t,••<jonn/lntttated Arbottsondo/Completod Loiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. 7. 76 30. 6. 78 D. He in 
5tand der Arbetten/Status flerichtsdatum/Last Upda~ing Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Completed 31. 12. 78 . 
r'·~----~G•c~n~c~·r~a~l~A~i~m 
~ Investigation on the effect of ballooned fuel claddings 
2. 
during a LOCA on the emergency cooling of a BWR. 
Particular Objectives 
Based on the measured heat transfer rates in the blocked 
region, the influence of the flow distribution on the 
heat transfer will be evaluated upstream and downstream 
of the blocked region for two degrees of blockages.· 
3. Research Program 
- Planning and preparation of blockage tests 
Modification of the test facility for BWR geometry 
blockage tests 
- Assembly of the bundle in the rod bundle container 
- P~rformance of tests with 37 % and 70 % blockage 
- Evaluation of tests. 
4. Test Facility 
The BWR tests will be performed in a double-bundle test 
facility which was installed within the scope of Task RS 36. 
During test performance, the cooling channels of the bundle 
will partly be blocked by sheets. Tho sacond, pnrallol 
bunqlc remains unblocked. 
The following parameters will be investigated: initial 
temperature, pressure, power, coolant mass-flow and degree 
of. blockage. 
-\~la-
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5. Progress to Date 
Two tests with two different degrees of blockage were per-
formed. During the initial test phase, the blockag.e. of 
the free flow cross-section of the fuel bundle was approx. 
37 %, during the secon~ test phase it was approx. 70 %. 
Although in the first case the blockage was symmetrical, it 
was not uniformly arranged across the fuel bundle cross-
section. In the second case· the blockage was· uniformly 
arranged. The peripheral zones were only slightly·blocked 
because of construction limitations. 
For evaluation of the measuring devices, a small test 
arrangement was prepared in which, in one of the 9 heated 
rods comprision the test section, in-core measurement 
devices for low pressure emergency cooling tests could 
be tested under operating conditions. 
6. Results 
In comparison to results without flow blo.ckage (RS 36/C) 
the results can be summarized as fellows: 
- the influence of blockage in the experimental range 
of 37 to 70 % is small. 
- During spraying of the fuel bundle from the top, no 
effect was observed on the quench-period and heat-up 
intervals (these_are turnarround temperatures minus initial 
temperatures) outside the blocked region. 
- Within the blocked area an improved cooling performance 
(shorter heat-up interval) was observed with spraying. 
A reduction of the quench periods was only detected 
with pressures of 10 bar. During the 10 bar tests a 
new wetting front was observed on the blockage plates-
similar to what was observed on several spacer grids. 
- During flooding tests no increase of the heat-up inter-
vals were measured, but increased quench-periods were ob-
served above the blocked area. 
- The measuring point at 25 mm above the blockage shows 
improved cooling performance during flooding (shorter 
-3-
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heat-up intervals); in a few tests, however, the quench-·· 
times arc smaller than with the unblocked tests. · 
- Below the blockage no changes were absorved ·in the coo-
ling conditions·. •• 
In summary it can be said that the changes cau·sed by a 
blockage simula~ed by plates in a BWR fuel bundle have 
hardly any effect on the coo~ing performance of the total 
bundle. Within the blockage the results compare approxi-
mately to those observed in the spacer .grid areas. Possible 
flow redistributions within the coolant, which could be 
f'"'• 
1 caused by varying degrees of blockage, cannot be discerned 
~ .. 
because of the fuel bundle container, which limits the 
free flow field. 
The test facility for evaluation of the measuring devices 
is ready for operation.· 
The testing of the measurement pick-up device has begun. 
The evaluation of fur:ther measurement:methods of interest 
will be continued under RS 287 scope. ·These results can 
also be applied to PWR emergency cooling tests with 
partly blocked cooling channels. 
7. Next Steps 
Project completed. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
9. Pc fc rcnccs 
B. Brand,. H.-P. Gaul, J. Sarkar 
11 Emergency Cooling Program - Low Pressure Tests_, Blocked 
Cooling Channels with BWR Geometry, BKKS". 
1 o. Dcgre.e.. of A.vailabili t.Y 
sa oma _ '- < 41• • '• ~~.-.--------------~ 
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-L't4.A 
TJ:'.f'LE (OHIGINAL LAJiiGUAGE): Effett.i dello scoppio di tubi 
CLASSITICA rr·i·OT-r:-J 
11.5 
--
COUNTRY: Italy 
1----------·! 
SPONSOR: CNEN 
( ) CIRENE Power Channel Pressure ORGANISATION·. CISE TITLE ENGLISH LANGUAGE : 
'lur..c Burst Tests 
PROJ-ECT LE.ADEH: 
G. Possa 
~------------------------~-------------------------~--------------------INITIATED: October 1970 COiV)PLF.TED: SCIENTISTS: 
M. Famigl:i.et.ti 
sTATUS : Alrrost cuLplcted LAST UPDATING: July 1979 
~------------------------~------------------------~--------~---------
1 • C-cncral ailn : to investigate the consequences of the hypothetical eA'Plosiah of a 
power channel pressure 'b..ll:'e fo:c the CIRE!:'l"E reactor. 
I 
2. Particular objecti~: to measure the pressure peaks produced by the e>.'Plosion :in 
the n2o tc-u1.1< and to determine the associated stresses on major rnechal'lj,cal structu-
ral cauponents. · 
3. E>.JX.:r.i~rental facil:LtJ .. ;and progr~ 
3.1. Expcrime~tul facilities 
------------------------
- BEI"LJLLi\: facility located in CCR Euratom at Ispra incl,uding a pressure vessel 
(with nearly CIRE..."'ffi dimensions) for explosion containment 
- !-1ARC; a 1 :5 scaled down rrodel of the CIRENE reactor structures surrounding the 
core 
3. 2. ~E~~~_; 
3. 2.1 . Preliminary burst tests to individuate rrost relevant plant parameters 
3.2.2. Burst tests in full height scale with a dl.ll'lll¥ explosion tube (full length rupture) 
3.2.3. ~rrst tests as in 3.2.2. with explosion tube and adj,.:a<"ent ta.rget channel silru.la• 
ting a!' full scale (dimensions and structural materials) the c~ p::Mer channel. 
3. 2. 4. Burst tests in the NARC assembly, mainly to dete:anine the structural effects of 
an explosion in lateral position. 
4-5.89? 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
CIRE:m Power Channel Pressure Tube 
Burst •rests 
CLASSIFICATION : 
11.5 
l--··----------------~----------1 
4. 1 . P.l~o--rrcss to date 
_ ...~------------
(3. 2.1 . ) : Ccmplet.ecl . 
( 3 • 2 . 2. ) : '.1'05 ts and r1.11<' 1 ~7sis canplet.ed. 
(3, 2. 3.) : Tests a.nu .::mo lysis . completed 
(3.2.tl.): 'I'csts and ru1alysis completed 
4.2. Ess011t.:.l.l results 
- J?..J.r.ic l.ll1de:cstandi.ng of the dynamics of undenm.ter explosion m a confined 
volun-e 
- UIK1crstand.ing of the rupture process of a pressurized Zircaloy tube arti-
ficially defected, ~er typical conditions c:fi a pressure tube reactor 
... InfornEttion on the ~plosion stresses m reactor structural ccmponents 
5. Nc.'-:t st(:ns 
PrograUT.c oampleted 
6. Reference docu..YJBnts 
1) !-1. Famiglietti, A. Parmeggiani, G. Possa, L. Galbiati "Pressure Burst Due 
to Power Channel Explosion in a Pressure Tube Reactor", presented at the 
3rd SHIRI' Confere:nce, IDndon 1-5 Sept. 1975 
2) F'. Dallavalle, .t-1. Famiglietti, W. Hotz, G. Possa "Explosive Rupture of a 
PcMe.r Channel Pressure Tube m a 020 Reactor" I presented at the 4th SMIRI' 
Confe.rence, San Francisco, August 15-19, 1977 
3) G. Chevallard, M. Famiglietti, A. ParrneggimAi, G. Possa "Sll'nulation of the 
Dynt:tmic Loads and Stresses Due to Eh-plosive Rupture of a Pressure TL1be in · 
a Scaled-Do·.,m M:del of the CIRBNE Reactor Struot'\Jre", Paper presented at 
th8 5th SMIRl' Conference, Berlm, August 13-17, 1979 
7. Dcsr:c:- of availability 
To a limitE-d extent. 
(ClSE, C.P.3986, 1-20100 Milano) 
12. QUALITY ASSURANCE 
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f~··rP ''l'd'''h.hJm'P''''">·l Kla•,-,,t,O.,I!I0niCI.I'>"Iol~t ,Jt•on Kt!nnti'•Cil~n l'rorecl Number 
_..: 'J. I :t A "111. J1 J :; 3 1 , 2 78 1 2 HS 34 s 
VoriMbt:niPIOti!LI T oiiH Lo~ndtCountry 
'l••r(Jl" i ell un<l Anwcndung internationaler tech- FRG 
nisdwr Rcgclwerke - durgcstellt am ASME Boi- F ordcrnde lnst•tu!lon/Sponsor 
1(• r und Pressure Vessel Code und den einschl~- BMFT 
qlqcn deutschcn Regeln Aultragnehmer/Contractor 
Compurison and Application of International TUV Rheinland e.v. 
'l'echnicul Codes - Represented by the ASUE Boi- Koln 
Jer and Pressure Vessel Code and Corresponding 
Hulcs in the Federal Republic of Germany ., 
I 
f 
/lrlu•ol',lll'fjlnn/lnth.IIOd Arbmlsondc/Complctcd Loiter dos Vorhabons/Pro,oct Loader 
/.0.09.1978 19.09.1979 Dr. Rinaelstein 
Stand dor Arbc•ton/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
_.1. General Aim 
Comparison between the nuclear technical rules of the ASME Boi-
ler and Pressure Vessel Code and those ·of the corres~ending Co-
des in the Federal Republic of Germany with special regard to 
the parts concerning'the primary coolant system and.the con-
tainment. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Detailed comparison of legal basis,· content~ and fundamental 
requirements concerning material, design, fabrication, instal-
lation, examination, testing, protection against overpress~re, 
nameplates, stamps and reports. 
3. Research Programm 
3.1 Collecting suitable literature references 
3.2 Procuring literature references 
' . 
' 3. 3 Detailed comparis.on of the fundpmental requiremen~s 
I 
3.4 Reports each quarter of a year 
3.5 Quantitative compa~ison illustrated by a vessel working in a 
primary coolant system 
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20.9.78- 31.12.78 RS 345 
3.6 Research report 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
5. Progress to Date 
5.1 Collecting suitable literature references 
5.2 Procuring literature references 
r- 5.3 Detailed comparison of fundamental requirements 
'4.._.: 
5.4 
6. 
6. 1 
0 6.2 
6.3 
7. 
7. 1 
7.2 
The comparison concerning legal basis and contents of the Co-
des has been finished to a great extent. The comparison of the 
fundamental requirements concerning design is being prepared. 
First report 
Results 
Main subjects were formulated and·· detailed on the basis of the 
procured literature references 
The suitable procedure for preparing the comparison was ascer-
tained 
The situation of ~he National Codes was examined with regard 
to their legal basis and their contents 
Next Steps 
Procuring of literature references will be continued 
Comparison of fundamental requirements according to the Natio-
nal Codes will be continued 
8. Relation with other projects 
-3-
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9. References 
10. Degree of Availibility of the'Reports 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Projec\ Number 
1.1.78 
-
31 .12. 78 12.1 RS 317 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
FRG 
Statusanalyse der Qualitatssicherungssysteme Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
bei den Betreibern fUr Herstellung und Be- BMFT 
trieb von Kernkraftwerken AuftragnEihmer/Contractor 
VGB Essen 
Status analysis of quality assurance systems 
of the operators for construction and HA "Warmekraftwerke" 
operation of nuclear power plants AK "Statusbericht QS" 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.10.77 30.9.79 Dipl.-Ing. Plate 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing 31 .12. 78 
1. General Aim 
2. 
Determination of the quality assurance (QA) over all 
phases of the nuclear power production (design, construction, 
operation). Deficiencies between individual QA-systems and/ 
or insufficient single systems influence the entire system. 
Therefore also a description of the QA-systems of the 
power plant operators and following preparation of a 
general status report is necessary. 
Particular Ob.ie.cti ves 
f 
Survey on measures of the power plant operators. Petailed 
description of the existing condition, on activities of 
the operators in the scope of the QA. 
3. Research Program 
Elaboration to the following technical fields: 
3.1 General viewpoints on the QA of nuclear power plant-
primary circuit components at layout, manufacturing and 
construction, start-up and oper.ation, including maintenance. 
Performance of the QA measures 
3.2.1 System of the QA of the operator at manufacturing, con-
struction, start-up and operation of nuclear power plant 
facilities. 
-2-
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3.2.2 
3.2.3 
3.2.4 
3.2.5 
3.2.6 
3.2.7 
3.2.8 
3.2.9 
3. 2.10 
3.2.11 
3.2.12 
3.2.13 
3.2.14 
3.2.15 
3.2.16 
3.2.17 
3.3 
Quality organization 
Ordering 
Design principles 
Construction and calculation 
Fabrication and testing. 
Transportation, ~acking, preservation 
Construction 
Start-up 
Operation 
Measures in the cases of quality miss match 
Maintenance 
Alteration and extrusion of plant parts 
Fuel elements 
Repeating tests 
Documentation 
Control of the QA-~ystems of the operator and his 
d~liverers 
Valuation of the QA-measures, presently performed by 
the operator and within the scope of the licensing 
procedure 
4. Experimental Facilities and Computer Codes 
5. Progress to Date · 
to 3.- All chapters were written in a first version. As 
sponsor asked for more details writing a new version 
was started. Until now the chapters 1 - 2.13 were 
formulated in the new version. 
6. Results 
to 3.- The chapter~ 1 - 2.13 are written. Moreover 
appendixes were procured for illustration of the 
report 
-3-
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7. Next steps 
to 3.- Elaboration of chapters 2.14 and following. 
Insertion of appendixes existing and to be 
procured. Consideration of the cross-linkings 
between the engaged power plant operators • 
. 
Diskus·sion for the final version 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 124 KWU 
as well as analogue orders of BM! 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
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Uurtch t '•IPttraum/ Pertod Kla!>siltkation/Ciasstltcation Konnzotchon/PrOJ9Ct Number 
1.1. 
-
31.12.1978 12. 1 RS 263/10 
Vorhabon/PrOJOCI Tttle Land/Country 
Analytische Ttltigkeiten der GRS im Rahmen des FRG 
Rcaktorsicherheitsforschungsprogramms des BMFT Fordorndo lnstituhon/Sponsor 
RcchnergestUtztes StBrungsanalysesystem tV1FT 
Aultragnotunor/Contractor 
Analytical Activities of the GRS in the Frame Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit of the I3MFT Research Program on Reactor Safety (GRS) mbH .. 
Computer Supported Disturbance Analysis System 
• 
Arbmto;bcqtnn/lruttated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter dos Vorhabens/P,roject Leader 
1.1.1977 31.12.1980 Dr. R. Grumbach 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Burichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing 31.12.1978 
1~·---------G~e~n~e~r~a~l~A~1~·m~ 
2. 
3. 
Parallel und supplementary analytical investigation to 
experimental research projects sponsored by the BMFT as 
well as further development of computer codes concerning 
reactor safety. 
Particular Objectives 
The prime subject of this project is the development of 
procedures and computer-based systems for a fast· analysis 
of disturbances in a nuclear power station. The on-line 
analysis·should yield primary causes, the present situation 
and the expected propagation of disturbance. The analysis 
of disturbance can be autonomous, i.e. exclusively by a 
process computer· and without interference by the operating 
staff, or interactive, which implies the possibility of 
. 
'additional information display upon a request from the ope-
rating staff. 
~ Research Program 
During 1978, the following subtasks were pursued (the de'cimal 
numbers following the chapter number re_fer to the original 
numbering of tasks in the overall working. plan): 
3.4 Intermediate installation of the hardware configuration for 
the disturbance analysis system at the GRS laboratories at 
Garching. This.configuration is to be shipped to the nuclear 
power station at a later date. 
3.5 Adaptation of the program syste~ for disturbance analysis, 
ALSAN, to the frame specifications of the disturbance 
- 2 -
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analysis system. 
3.6 Development of a structure for the program for the communi-
cation module ALKOM. 
3.7 Development and adaptation of the program system for the 
data preparation, MOGEN, to the codes ALSAN and ALKOM. 
3.8 Development and implementation of control routines for the 
coordination of the different modules of the disturbance 
analysis system. 
3.9 
3.10 
3.11 
3.12 
3.13 
3.14 
4. 
Ad 3.5 
Ad 3.10 
Development of strategies for a specific training of.the 
operators in the usage of a disturbance analysis system. 
System ana.lysis of those parts of the nuclear power statio(""\ 
t 
which shall be covered by the disturbance analysis system • 
Evaluation of cause consequence models on the basic·of the 
system analysis of task 3.10. 
Real time tests of the on-line codes ALSAN and ALKOM, and 
the related control routines. 
Functional tests of ALSAN and ALKOM. 
Installation of the hardware/software configuration at the 
Grafenrheinfeld nuclear power station. 
Experimental Facill ties, Compu·ter Codes 
The ASLAN version to be used in this project is based upon 
a software package developed within the PDV-project P6.1/24~ 
5 subsystems of the Graf~nrheinfeld nuclear power station 
3.11 have been analyzed by the plant vendor, employing the cause-
consequence analysis method. The results of this analysis, 
Ad 3.12 
3.13 
5. 
Ad 3.5 
3.8 
4 
which was carried out in close cooperation with GRS staff, 
have been made available for the setting up of the input 
to the model generator program MO~EN. 
The experimental process computer facility at the ·Halden 
project, comprising a model control room and a real-time 
simulator, have been made available 'for the execution of 
functional and real-time tests of the programs ALSAN and 
ALKOM. 
Progre·ss: to Date 
The on-line analysis routine ALSAN and the related control 
routines have been implemented and are available in an 
- 3-
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6. 
7. 
8. 
Results 
Basic operational versions are available of the functional 
I 
routines MOGEN, ALSAN and ALKOM, together with the corres-
ponding control routines. Cause-consequence diagrams have 
been established for 5 subsystems of the Grafenrheinfeld 
plant; the diagrams are in a form which is compatible with 
the input requirements of the disturbance analysis system. 
The hardware configuration of the disturbance analysis 
system, including the communication system, is in an opera-
tional status. 
Next Steps 
During 1979, main efforts will be concentrated on the 
integration of the available functional software modules, 
their testing in realistic simulations using event chains 
evaluated in the system analysis of the Grafenrheinfeld 
plant, and th~ installation of the hardware and software 
I 
configuration at the plant site. During the commissioning 
of the plant, in the second half of 1979, selected test 
schemes may be executed at the power station in connection 
with the experimental, non-nuclear operation of plant sub-
systems. Otherwise, validation tests and real-time testing 
employing the operators' dialog procedures will be carried 
out with the help of simulation facilities available at the 
GRS laboratories at Garching and at the experimental compu-
ter control facility of the Halden project. 
It is expected that, during 1979, the tests at the plant 
and at the simulation facilities will yield some prelimi-
nary practical experience permitting a first critical 
! 
review of the prototype system by end 1979. 
Relation with other Projects 
The development of the disturbance analysis system by GRS 
has been carried out in close coordination with the research 
and development activities on operator-process communication 
pursed at the Halden project. The dialog part, ·comprising 
the communication module ALKOM, was developed as a sub-
project of the international working program of the Halden 
- 5 -
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Ad 3.6 
' Ad 3. 7 
/ '.: 
'-rld 3. 8 
Ad 3.8 
Ad 3.10 
Ad 3.11 
Ad 3.12 
Ad 3.13 
Acl 3.14 
operational version. Further adaptations are being carried 
out in the course of the integration with the model genera-
tor program MOGEN and the dialog routine ALKOM. 
Th~ development and implementation of the communicatlon 
routine ALKOM ha~ been completed. ALK0r1 has been interfaced 
to the analysis program ALSAN and functional te·sts of the 
two routines have been started. 
The model generator MOGEN, a program system for the 
preparation of the data base for the on-line disturbance 
/ 
. analysis, has been completed and is available as an opera-
tional module. 
Sec above 
Investigations a~ to the education and training of plant 
operators in the usage of advanced on-line analysis systems 
have been conducted throughout the year. Part of this work 
has been carried out, in the frame of a subcontract, by 
Institutt for Atomenergi, Halden, Norway, and is documented 
in an intermediate report~ 
In cooperation with Kraftwerk Union, system analyses were 
carried out on the feedwater system and the main condensate 
system of the Grafenrheinfeld power plant. These activities 
are continuing. 
The caus.e-consequence model for the feedwater system has 
'been further developed and a first version of the cause--
consequence mod~l- for the mairt condensate system has been 
produced. The models are being adapted to the results of 
the continued system analysis work at Kraftwerk Union. 
Preliminary tests, which ha~e so far been limited to the 
communication module ALKOM, have been taken up in connection 
with'the real-time simulator available at Halden. 
Functional tests of the ALSAN and ALKOM routines have been 
started, using simplified logic test inputs. 
The hardware configuration, consisting of a process computer 
(Siemcns-330) for the current analysis and a color-display 
communication system· (with a NORD-12 mini compute~) has 
been established and interfaced, and works according to 
specifications. 
- 4 -
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project and has been integrated with the software developed 
by GRS• In addition to its installation and plant operation 
at the Grafenrheinfeld nuclear power plant, the GRS 
.. 
disturbance analysis system will be implemented at the 
Halden project for further studies and development,in the 
field of compu~er-based operator communication. In parti-
cular, test with that system will support the futher evalua-
tion of user ·procedures for computerized surveillance 
and status analysis of_ nuclear plants. 
References 
L. Felkcl, R. Grun~ach, E. S~dtler, D. Wach: Treatment, 
Analysis and Presentation of Information about Components 
Faults and Plant Disturbances. IAEA Symposium on NPPCI, 
Cannes, 1978 
F. Oewre, L. Felkel: Functional Description of the Distur-
bance Analysis System for the Grafenrheinfeld Nuclear Power 
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Available as proceedings of the mentioned meetings. 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
-
Bouchonnaae par explosifs des tubes Belaium. 
de Gen6rateurs de Vapeur. SPONSOR: :Hinistry 
-
~f Economic Af£airs 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
S.A. COCKER ILL. 
Explosive Plugging·of Steam 
PROJECT LEADER: Generators Tubes. 
R.V.SALKIN. 
INITIATED: 1976. COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
12-1979 Claude HICTI!;R. 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
.~ In progress 
I-.. 
) GENERAL AIM : To develop a riew type of explosive plug with high relia-
bility and extended welded zone. 
:) PARTICULAR OBJECTIVE 1 To investigate different cases of steam generators 
on use on the European continent. 
1) EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY : - Facilities of Centre de Technologies Nouvelles, 
Liege (Belgium). 
- Mock up at Tihange Power Station • 
. ) PROJECT STATUS : - Procedure agreed for one type of S.G. 
- Invest~gations in progress for other types. 
,) NEXT STEPS : Acceptance tests by the official authorities in Belgium 
for SENA and Doel Power Stations. 
) ,!V"T"'ATION TO OTHER PROJECTS AND c.ODES : Nil. 
) REFERENCE DOCUMENTS : British Nuclear Energy Society Conference, 
London, 5 April 1979. 
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Water reactor 12.3 
TITLE (ORI~INAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Caract~risation des·~quipements ultrasonores Belgium . 
SPONSOR: 
-
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: Association Vin~otte 
Characterization of ultrasonic equipment PROJF.CT LEADER: 
• P. CAUSSIN 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1975 1980 
D. VERSPEELT 
STATUS: • LAST UPDATING: . 
In progress May 23, 1979 
1. General aim 
Develcpment of the measurement techniques of ultrasonic equipment eharacteris-
tics for assessing the performances and the reproductibility of inspections. 
2. Particular objectives 
Development of accurate procedures in compliance with the US-NRC 10 CFR 50 and 
ASME Codes. Analysis of the actual influence of the equipment characteristics 
on the performances achieved. 
3. Experimental facilit.ies and program 
Facilities : 
• Acquisition of electronic measuring equipmen~ (spectrum analyser, vector 
impedance meter, ••• ) 
• 
• Development of equipmen~for measuring the ultrasonic beam spread in steel 
for metal paths ranging between O·and 350 mm, and refracted angles between 
· 0 and 80° 
·Development of electronic equipmen~for recording the beam spread measure• 
ment results and for gating the echoes. 
Program : 
• Development of procedures for accurately checking the characteristics of 
ultrasonic equipment : apparatus, cables, probes. 
• Establishment of a scheme for the periodic inspection of the equipment. 
• Analysis of the influence of the equipment characteristics on the perfor• 
mances of the inspections. 
• Establishment of a specification for good and reliable equipment • 
. . 
• 
-~a-...................................... ,....- ... -. : .::.:f'-\r'L:. .. --~-·-- .... --- ..... 
4. Project status 
The ~asuring equipment is available and the characterization scheme has been 
defined. • 
Ultrasonic equipment with independently variable characteristics was developed. 
It was established that : 
- the characteristics st~ongly affect the performances of the inspections 
- coumercially available ultrasonic equipments ,which are nominally identical ,can 
have very various characteristics and performances. 
S. Next steps 
Quantitative analysis of the influence of various characteristics on the per-
formances and the reproductibility of ultrasonic inspec~ions. 
6. References 
Characteri:ation scheme of an ultra~onic equipment for industrial application 
. . 
P. CAUSSIN 
Proceedings of the Ispra Courses on Characterization of Ultrasonic Equipment, 
CEC•JRC-Ispra, June 1·3, 1977, 37 p. · 
7. Availability 
Details available at 
ASSOCIATION VINCOTl'E 
D6partement Etudes 
B • 1640 RHODE•SAINT-GENESE (Belgium) 
• 
• 
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Water reactor 12.3 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
. Belgium/CEC 
Participation au programme du Plate Inspection Steering 
SPONSOR: Committee (PISC) 
Association Vin~otte 
CEC 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
. 
Association Vin~otte 
Participation in the program of the Plate Inspection Steering PROJF.CT LEADER: 
Committee (PISC) 
• P. CAUSSIN 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: . SCIENTISTS: 
1974 1980 A. VINCKIER 
J. CERMAK STATUS: 
• 
LAST UPDA'l'ING: H • SWEERTS 
. 
·In progress May 23, 1979 
1. General aim 
The PISC program aims at assessing the reliability of the ultrasonic examination 
of reactor pressure vessel welds. 
2. Particular objectives 
- Statistical evaluation of ultrasonic testing results obtained with a procedure 
complying with the ASME code, Section XI requirements (PISC procedure) 
• Comparison of the r~sults obtained with the PISC procedure and with alternative 
European procedures. 
3. Experimantal facilities and program 
The US-Pressure Vessel Committee (PVRC) made available 3 test blocks 
50 - 52 
51 - 53 
204 
electroslag weld 
: submerged arc weld 
set-in nozzle weld 
with intended natural defects. 
The PISC organized round robin tests involving more than 30 inspection teams 
from about 10 European countries. The blocks were destructively examined to 
" provide a basis for the evaluation of non-destructive testing results. A 
detailed metallurgical analysis was performed in a few cases. 
.! • 
. 
• 
' 
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The Association Vin~otte participated in that program in the following 
way : · 
• Inspection of the blocks according to the PISC procedure 
• Inspection of the blocks according to house procedures . 
• Destructive e~amination· of part of the block 51·53 under the sponsor-
ship of the Commission of European Communities and in co-operation with 
the Laboratory for the Strength of Material of the Ghent University 
- Analysis of the influence of the plate segregation on the ultrasonic 
shear wave propagation • 
• Organization of the Belgian participation 
- Participation in the organizing committee and sub-committees 
4. Project status 
• The rou~ robin tests are completed 
- The blocks were destructively analyzed 
• The PISC procedure results were analyzed 
S. Next steps 
f 
• Analysis of alternative NDT methoda 
- Analysis of the significance of some peculiar flaws 
6. Degree of availability 
The reports will be published by the CEC and the OECD by mid-1979. 
Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number -
1.1.1978 - 31.12.1978 12. 3 RS 222 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Analysis of possible improvements of F:R.G 
objectivity and documentation of non- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
destructive-testing methods for reactor BMFT 
components of the primary circuit Auftragnehmer /Contractor 
Dornier System GmbH 
Analyse bestehender MaterialprUfverfahren Friedrichshafen 
auf Objektivierbarkeit und Dokumentierfahig-
keit fUr Reaktorbauteile des Primarkreis-
laufes 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
10.1.1977 31.3.1979 Dr. Sahm 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. General Aims 
Feasable methods of non-destructive-testing {NOT) during the work 
inspection of reactor components of the primary circuit are to be 
analysed either with respect to objectivity and automatic control of 
the measuring process either with respect to objective and automatic 
documentation of the test results. General aim of this analysis is 
to eliminate individual influences in the test process and to reduce 
time and cost consumption in NOT. 
2. Particular Objectives 
An extensive documentation of the actual NDT status is basically 
used to define the problems concerning objectivity and automation in 
NDT. A careful inventory of the applied inspection techniques will 
be especially important in this· context. Solutions to the above 
problems will be given by a critical review of all feasable NDT 
methods. The usability of future inspection techniques not yet 
specified iri NOT of reactor components, will be analysed with regard 
to physical limits of flaw detection and flaw diagnostic and to 
technical realization. 
3. Research Program 
Actual test situations are fundamental to the research program. 
Hence the first part deals witn the definition of typical represen-
tative test problems. The analysis will then proceed in two steps. 
Firstthe actual situation of NOT will be reviewed and secondary the 
future development will pe analysed. The research program includes 
the following points: 
-2-
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Esttmating the degree of objectivity of NOT methods the following 
useful procedures have been carried out: 
' 
analysis of the test operating sequence 
a list of queries 
visits of practical NOT tests 
interviews with NOT-engineers 
statistical analysis-of US-multiple test results. 
6. Results 
The evaluation of a large number of individual test situations lead 
so far to 18 different typical test problems. Each of them iS 
described by a prescribed form containing dimension, geometry, 
materials, possible flaws (with regard to the flaw catalogue), test 
sequence, test methods, test specifications, degree of objectiv~ty, 
degree of automation and special problems. 
The flaw catalogue is arr~nged according to natural flaws such as 
I 
cracks, pores and so on analogous to DIN 8524. A well defined flaw 
is characterized by a number of 6 digits. The first three describe 
the flaw typ, the fourth describes the flaw shape (6 classes), the 
fifth describes orientation (7 classes) and the sixth describes the 
flaw position (6 classes). 
Additionally the catalogue contains sizes and frequency of flaws. 
The analysis of NOT methods results in a preliminary list of the 
weakest points of manual Ultrasonic testing and surface crack 
testing. These are for example: personal qualification, recording 
and documentation of results, handling of test equipment and poor 
reproducibility of instrumentation properties. 
l . 
In most cases the design of test equipment and the testing 
performance do strongly neglect ergonomical aspects. 
7. Next steps 
completation of the typical test problems by evaluating single 
test problems pf further components 
continuation of the analysis of NOT methods with respect to 
objectivity and automation. Listing of the most important 
problems together with possible solutions. -3-
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2. 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
3. 
3.2 
3.2.1 
3.2.2 
3.2.3 
3.3 
3.4 
4. 
5. 
Review of significant NDT procedures and their background 
during the work inspection of reactor components for 
different types of reactors 
LWR 
LMFBR 
HTR 
List of representative test problems 
Definitions 
Analysis of NDT methods 
Objectivity of applied methods 
Fundamentals and physical limits of NDT methods 
Actual standard of NOT methods 
Analysis of future development 
Analysis of problems 
Experimental F.acili ties, Computer Codes 
i 
Progress to date 
In cooperation with KWU, Erlangen, HRB, Mannheim and Interatom, 
Bensberg all nondestructive test problems existing in components 
of the primary circuit are collected and listed in a prescribed 
form (2.1- 2.3). 
In a following step these "single test problems" are summarized to 
typical, representative test problems n9 more related .to specific 
components (2.4). 
Also in cooperation with KWU an extensive flaw catalogue has been 
made up, which correlates to the si~gle test problems as well as to 
the typical test problems (2.4). 
( 
The analysis of applied NOT methods has been carried out under 
uniform aspects in cooperation with BAM, Berlin ·and IzfP, 
Saarbrlicken (3.2, 3.3). Especially the fundamental and physical 
limits as well as the status and future potential of development 
have been investigated •. 
-4-
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8. Relation with other Projects 
9. 
10. 
Qualit~tssicherung - Darstellung des Istzustandes 
Studie Uber Personalqualifikation fUr zerstorungs-
freie PrUfungen im Bereich Reaktorsicherheit (RS 216) 
References 
Degree of Availabi}ity of the Reports 
Kennzeichen/Project Number 
RS 16 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Entwicklung und Bau einer Ultraschall-PrUf- FRG 
und Auswerteeinheit einschlieBlich Vor- ~Fo~.r~de~rn~d·e~ln~st~itu~ti-on~/S~p-o-ns-or ______ _ 
verstarkerkasten. BMFT ~~~~~--~-------­Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Development and construction of an ultra-
sonic test- and evaluation electronic inclu 
ding preamplifier bo~. 
Krautkramer GmbH 
Koln 
Arbeatsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed 
1 1 
Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
In • rad. G. Gutmann 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status 
Continuing 
1. General Aim 
Berichtsdatum/Last Updating 
December 1978 
Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Developing an ultrasound electronic evaluation system to meet 
current safety requirements and being universally employable 
with all types of reactors. 
On the basis of experiences gathered up to date and of the 
technical development foreseeable for the future this electronic 
evaluation system is to meet the following requirements; 
2. Particular Objectives 
Maximum number of channels: 60 
Maximum travel rate of the manipulator mechanism: 100 mm/sec. 
Scanning rate: one (1) shot per millimeter. 
Also the system shall continuously be monitored for performance 
and stability. 
Diminution of preamplifier unit should avoid interference. 
3. Research Program 
-Development of the detailed performance scheme with network map. 
-Development of a number of new analysing modules. 
a) Min./max. value store 
· b) Interference analyses 
-Development of mini-transmission equipment and preamplifiers. 
-Development and design of the electronic evaluation system 
in accordance with t~e stipulated requirements. 
-Testing interaction of the developed modules. 
-Planning work ~or prototype building. 
-2-
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4. Progress to Date 
The works of the research program as specified under 3. as well· 
as the design of the testing and evaluation electronic system 
have been concluded. 
The works concerning these two points have been delayed due to 
re-checking of research program RS 102/17. 
5. Results 
All electronic modules espec~ally required for this electronic 
system have been developed and tested as functional samples. 
The requirements relating to performance, accuracy and stability 
of the modules were met. 
Designing and development work for the complete task was con-
tinued, the following major requirements have been met: 
a) maximum number of channels: 60 
b) maximum travel rate of the manipulator meohanism: 100 mm/sec. 
c) scanning rate of the testing system of one (1) shot per 
millimeter 
d) fully-automatic and continously effevtive performance and 
stability monitoring 
e) maximum acceptable stability tolerance of± 1.5 dB. 
f) wiring schemes in hybride have been made and transformed 
to original size. 
Designing work for the building of the prototype evaluation 
electronic was termina~ed. 
Planning for pre-amplifier unit miniturizing was terminated 
and comprised into a fUnds raise application. 
6. Next steps 
a) Pre-amplifier box 
testing of pre-amplifier unit miniaturized in a probe 
under prototype con~itions. 
b) Electronic 
commencing prototype building 
testing the electronic system 
c) Testing the ~omplete system. 
- tliil'"l-"'-
Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.78 - 31.12.78 12 3 RS 266_ 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Entwicklung und Bau einer FRG 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor US-Prlifeinrichtung auf Laser-Basis zur BMFT Prlifung von Reaktorkomponenten 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Krautkr§mer 
Development and Construction of Ultrasonic 
Test Equipment Based on Lasers for Testing 
Reactor Components 
Arbeitsbeginn!lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.7.77 31.127!1 Kaule 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
Continuing December 1978 DM 2. 413. 106 
1. General aim 
With conventional ultrasonic reactor tests the probes used 
for transmitting and receiving sound have to be coupled to 
the material to be tested by means of a coupling agent. La-
sers used as sound generator and receiver allow a non-con-
tact coupling. Due to non-occurring variations in the coup-
ling the reflectors are reliably detected with this method 
which can be used especially with high temperatures and eo~ 
plicated geometries as well as narrow gaps. The reflectors 
can be directly analyzed on account of the provided control 
of the lasers. The aim of the.project is to construct the 
prototype of ultrasonic testing equipment, based on lasers 
for testing reactor components, which is plam:..<;;,: .. ~. .,v be tes-
ted on-site. 
2. Particular objectives 
For generating sound by means of laser pulses lasers are re-
quired with a high pulse power and a high pulse repetition 
rate. Such lasers are technically realizable but expensive. 
In order to optimize the available lasers for this applica-
tion the relations between the individual parameters with 
the generation of sound shall be examined throughly so as 
to be able to produce the sound pulses required for a spe-
cial test assignment with the least possibl~ expenditure in 
view of the lasers. 
-2-
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3. 
3.2.1 
3.2.4 
Research programme 
Transmittance or, resp. losses in the light conducting com-
ponents 
Determining the laser output capacity required for the me-
thod 
Examining the relationship between the optical power densi-
_ty on the surface of the material and the generated sound 
amplitude 
Examining for surface damage and changes in the grain struc-
ture depending on the power density on the surface of the 
material 
Examining the dependency of the time constant of the plasma 
from the power density on the surface of the m~terial 
3.3 Determining the shape of the laser pulse best suited for 
the method 
Examining the influence of the width o! the light pulse on 
the shape of the generated sound pulse . 
Examining the influence of the falling flank of the light 
pulse on the shape of the generated sound pulse 
Examining the suitability of the generated ultrasonic spec-
trum for the current test assignment 
Selection of a suitable laser based on para. 3.3.1 to 3.3.4 
Selection of a suitable Q-switch arrangement based on para. 
3.3.1 to 3.3.4 
Determining the large·st possible pulse repetition frequency 
which can be obtidned using this method 
-3-
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3.4.1 Examining the time characteristic of the plasma in front of 
the surface of the material - especially the decaying time 
3.4.2 Testing for possible ultrasonic side effects caused by low 
· frequencies wh~n the plasma is forming and decaying 
3.4.3 Examining the results of thermal effects on the laser de-
pending on the pulse repetition frequency 
3.5 Determining a suitable method of generating the ·directio-
nal characteristic of the sound beam as required by the 
test assignment 
3.5.2 
3.5.6 
Examining the guiding characteristic with the Gauss distri-
bution of the intensity above the cross section of the la-
ser beam 
Examining the guiding characteristic with the multi-mode 
output of the laser 
Examining the guiding characteristic with the simultaneous 
excitation of partial areas 
Selection of suitable methods for illuminating partial 
areas 
Examining the effect of a time delay when exciting partial 
areas. 
4. Experimental facilities - computer codes 
To 3.2 The laser system for 100 MW output capacity has been com-
pleted. The sy$tem now consists of the following stages: 
One oscillator and two subsequent amplifiers both of which 
are equipped with glass rods marked Nd as the laser medium. 
The oscillator is equipped with a Pockels cell Q-switch de-
vice for generating giant pulses in the duration range of 
some 10 ns. The resulting output energy is between 380 and 
-~ 
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650 mJ - corresponding light powers of from 9 to 21 MW. 
After double stage amplification the system delivers pulse 
energy of a maximum of 2.3 J, corresponding to a power of 
100 MW. The pulse sequence is 0.1 HZ. 
In order to measure the cross section of the sound beam a 
diffusing screen is placed in the beam and is scanned by 
means of an infrared sensitive TV camera. An electronic at-
tachment is provided by means of which the brilliance curve 
.along a previously selected line on the TV display is shown 
on an oscilloscope. The half value width of the beam in the 
scanning direction can be obtained from this screen display. 
To 3.3.2 By converting the laser oscillator to Nd-YAG as a laser me-
dium pulse durations can be obtained down to a ns half va-
lue width (HVW) • 
• 
To 3.4 After previous clarification of the technical realization 
of high pulse sequences with power pulse lasers and the re-
liability of such systems an Nd YAG laser system for a pul-
se repetition frequency of 50 HZ·was obtained. It consists 
of an oscillator and an amplifier with YAG rods as the la-
ser media. The pump light lamps for both rods are fired 
simultaneously. ·After an adjustable delay time, which has 
been optimized at 200;us, the Po~kels cell Q-switch opens 
the laser resonator within a few ns. With a pulse width of 
approx. 15 ns the energy delivered per pulse is 400 mJ. The 
pulse repetition frequency is adjustable up to 50 HZ. 
To 3.5 A device was provided for measuring the directional charac-
teristic of the ~enerated sound beam. 
To 3.5.1 A gauss distribution of the intensity above the cross sec-
tion of the sound beam can only be given in the TEMOO-mode. 
By using a mode diaphragm attempts were made to prevent the 
oscillator from·oscillating out of this mode. 
-5-
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To 3.5.3 A suitably illuminated grid-shaped screening was provided 
for local intensity modulation. 
To 3.5.6 After clarification of the feasibility radiation-resistive 
optical components were ordered in order to be able to 
build a devic_e for local intensity modulation by subjecting 
the laser light to interference. 
To 3.5.7 An amplifier head of the 100 MW system was converted into 
an oscillator. A triggering device was made for releasing 
two Q-switch Pockels cells in a timed sequence. 
5. Progress to date 
To 3.1.3 The losses for laser pulses using glass fibre conductors 
sere measured. 
To 3.2 Regarding experiments for 3.2 and 3.3 the laser power and 
pulse width have to be varied over as wide a range as pos-
sible in order to guarantee coverage of the interval impor-
tant for the measurement. For these trials tentatively a 
suitable laser system was built from commercially available 
modules. Thereby the large variation width in the capacity. 
could only be obtained at the expense of the pulse sequence. 
This did not, however, prevent the experiments from being 
carried out. 
It was seen though that in the system individual parts were 
heavily stressed. At the highest output capacity the load 
is higher than with normal operation, for which a long com-
ponent service life is guaranteed. This limits the service 
life of the individual components. For this reason, con-
trary to the original plan with several measuring rows, the 
execution of the trials has to be such that all the rele-
vant data is recorded with one laser pulse. 
To 3.2.3 Different sample plates have already been subjected to the 
effects of laser pulses. 
-6-
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To 3.3 In the operating data the system has been so optimized that 
for each trigger pulse only one single pulse, free from 
prior and after pulsing, is generated. 
To 3. 3. 3 The light pulse and sound pressure curves were me·asured and 
compared. 
To 3.4 In 50 HZ operation and with 400 mJ energy/pulse examinat-
ions were carried out of the service life of the components 
.and the stability of the beam parameters. 
To 3.4.3 The power and the divergence were measured with different 
pulse sequences. 
To 3.5 The device for measuring the directional characteristic was 
tested for correct operation. 
To 3.5.1, 
3.5.4The planned measurements were carried out. 
3.5.3 
To 3.5.7 The delay between the laser pulses and the pulse jitter was 
measured with the operation of tWo oscillators from a com-
mon triggering device. 
6. Results 
3.1.3 The established attenuation was within the limits given in 
the data sheets. Suitable types of glass fibre are available 
for future application of infrared light ( 'l. = 1 060 mn). 
To 3.2 The relationship between the laser energy beamed onto t 
specific area and the sound pressure generated is given in 
Fig. 1. Three sections can be seen: 
1. between approx. 0.01 J and approx. 0.1 J the range of 
linear relationship between laser energy and sound 
amplitude, 
2. Between approx. 0.1 J and approx. 1 J the range of 
overproportional increase of the sound energy com-
bined with the formation of plasma, 
-7-
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3. Over approx. 1 J the range of decreasing effect for 
the sound conversion. 
Apart from the formation of plasma the sound genera-
tion is influenced by the application of layers of 
foreign material such as water. The transition bet-
ween th~ ranges 2 and 3 is joined to the beginning of 
material denudation to a varying degree depending on 
the material and surface property. 
To 3.2."4 The life of the plasma, measured as a half value width of 
the visible plasma light, varies between 50 ns with approx. 
0.7 J laser energy (35 MW capacity) and 80 ns with approx. 
1.9 J (95 MW capacity) for a sound beam cross section of 
approx. 14 mm2 • Half value widths resulted of 70 ns with 
approx. 0.1 J (5 MW) to 350 ns with approx. 1.8 J (90 MW). 
To 3.3 In order to suppress prior pulses the damping in the Q-
switch device must be at least 1:100. After pulses are ef-
fectively suppressed if, when opening the Q-switch, the 
pump light is already dying away. The highest power of the 
after pulses can be 100 W, otherwise the resulting sound 
pulse can be mistaken for a flaw echo. By optimizing the 
operating data of the laser they have been completely sup-
pressed. 
To 3.3.2 In the range between 8 ns and 20 ns pulse duration (HVW) 
the generated sound amplitude depends only on the highest 
power and not on the duration of the laser pulse. However, 
the frequency content of the generated shock wave depends 
on the pulse width. 
To 3.3.3 Contrary to the drop in the light pulse the drop in the 
sound pressure is delayed by the formation of plasma, e.g. 
if a 23 ns HVW laser pulse with an energy density of 1.8 J 
on 15 mm2 generates a 30 ns HVW whereas the same laser pulse 
with an energy density of 0.1 J on 15 mm2 generates a sound 
pulse of 15 ns HVW. 
-8-
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To 3.3.4 It has been shown that the ultrasonic spectrum generated 
with YAG 15 ns HVW laser pulses has a higher frequency por-
tion than is used with normal ultrasonic testing - however 
it is most favourable for high reeolution flaw detection. 
To 3.3.5 A YAG laser with a Pockels cell equipped Q-switch was found 
and . 
3•3•6 to be suitable. 
To 3.4 With the system in 50HZ operation the output power-and 
beam parameter are constant for over 50 hours. After 100 
hours operation there was a slight power drop - however 
damages to the optical components were not noticed. 
To 3.4.1 Experiments have shown that the effect of duration of the 
plasma of approx. 50 ns has no effect on a high pulse repe-
tition frequenc~. 
To 3.4.2 Low frequencies which are dependent on plasma were not· 
established at any amplitude worth mentioning. 
To 3.4.3 At a high pulse sequence the thermally reduced changes of 
the refraction index in the laser material cause changes in 
the optical properties of the laser rod. For a previously 
given pulse repetition frequency in the range of up to 50HZ 
this change however is constant .and can thus be compensated 
for. 
To 3.5 The measuring device for the directional characteristic 
meets with the requirements. 
To.3.5.1 As the power produced in the TEMOO-mode is too low and let 
thermal effects on the laser rod result in the instability 
t 
of the beam this mode of operation cannot be used for the 
intended application. 
To 3.5.2 The distribution of the intensity over the cross section of 
the beam shows a wide, clipped maximum with a steeper drop 
at the edge. As the speed of light is very large when compa-
red to the sound velocity the sound radiation, independent 
-9-
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from the refraction angle of the light, always enters the 
material perpendicularly to the surface. This is one advan-
tage of the method. The directional characteristic is iden~ 
tical with that of a shock wave probe with the same area of 
excitation and the same frequency spectrum. 
To 3.5.3 There was a sound distribution of several diffraction ordem 
which is symmetrical to the perpendicular sound .beam. Cer-
tain diffraction orders can be suppressed by a suitable 
choice of the gap width. 
To 3.5.7 The triggering .device met with the requirements. The uncer-
tainty in the delay between both laser pulses is· a maximum 
of 2 ns and therefore small when compared to the pulse wid1h. 
1. Next steps 
To 3.2.3 Examinations of the grain structure are to be carried out 
on austenite samples which had been subjected to the ef-
fects of laser pulses. 
To 3.4 The life tests, power measurements, and measurements of 
the sound beam parameter are to be extended over times of 
more than 100 hours. 
To 3.5.3 The examinations are to be continued. 
To 3.5.6 Other methods are to be examined. 
To 3.5.7 The effect of a delay when exciting the partial areas is 
to be examined. 
8. Relation to other projects 
9. References 
10. Degree of the availability of the reports 
-10-
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Fig. 1: 
Laser energy 
Voltage at the receiver as a function of the beamed 
laser energy pulse. 
Half value width of the pulse: approx. 20 ns 
Excited area: Ellipse appr. 5.3 x 2. 7 mm2 a 14 mm2 
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1. General Aim 
Basing on the work carried out under the Federal Research Pro-
gramme RS 27, RS 2701 and RS 2702 the target of the present 
project is to achieve further progress in the development of 
inspection techniques and equipment for in-service inspection 
of pressure vessels and, on completion of the work described 
herein, to establish a means of remote-operated volumetric 
inspection of the entire reactor pressure vessel according to 
present-day technological standards. This development project 
relates to ultrasonic inspection techniques only. Volumetric 
inspection of the entire pressure ·vessel is a target which 
calls for all participant firms to make further progress in 
the development of inspection systems and inspection techni-
ques, manipulators and electronic equipment. Participants in 
this programme are the Federal Institute for Materials Testing 
and the firms of Kraftwerk Union AG, Krautkramer GmbH and 
Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg AG (M.A.N.). 
2. Particular Objectives 
The programme is sub-divided into the following areas: 
1. Basic studies of ultrasonic inspection methods and 
optimization of detection and analysing techniques. 
2. Conceptual design of inspection systems to improve 
the prob~ility of fault detection in different 
inspection areas. 
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3. Development, fabrication and trials of internal 
and external inspection manipulators with a view 
to achieving the goal of complete volumetric in-
spection of the.reactor pressure vessel by auto-
mated equipment. 
4. Onward development of components and methods to 
improve data logging, data processing and display/ 
printout systems. 
3. Research Programme 
The research programme embraces the following work: 
3.1 General 
The general aim of the research programme is to make further· 
progress in the development of ultrasonic inspection techni-
ques with a view to increasing the probability of fault 
detection and improving the interpretation of the inspection 
results. This includes research into techniques for the 
analysis of indications, e.g., focus technology or line 
holography, and preparations for practical application. 
tasks call for extensive theoretical and experimental 
research. 
3.2 Inspection Systems 
The 
Special inspection systems must be developed for t~e in-
spection of close-to-surface zones and of lugs and supports 
welded to the inside and outside of the reactor pressure 
vessel. The task involves testing a method of monitoring 
the stability of the probes during the course o·f inspection 
work. The task also includes the development of a probe with 
adjustable sound beam parameters for special inspection 
applications, e.g., for inspecting the ligaments in areas 
of penetration hole~ for control rods. 
3.3 Manipulators 
New manipulators are being developed and current manipulators 
are being improved for remote-controlled inspection of the 
3 -
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following areas o£ reactor pressure vessels: 
- Ligaments in areas of control rod penetration holes in 
the bottom closure and closure head 
- External inspec~ion of transition weld between cylindrical 
area of vessel and spherical bottom (BWR) 
- Inspection of ·inner radii of small nozzles 
- External inspection of flange at bottom of vessel and 
·at closure head 
~ Extended external inspection of cylindrical area of 
vessel with automatic transfer of inspection car from 
one longitudinal rail to another. Motions under computer 
control. 
3.4 Data Logging 
For processing the data of automatic ultrasonic inspection 
the capacity of data logging equipment must be increased to 
accommodate the increased flow of data. Existing progranun~s 
are being increased to improve software and the interpretation 
quality of display and printouts. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The research programme envisages laboratory t 0 srs to establish 
the capability of inspection equipment for .al in-
spection techniques as well as the provision of working models 
of manipulator componen·ts. Various computer codes are used to 
establish the best parameters of inspection systems. The task 
includes the provision of further computer codes for 
evaluation and display/printouts of the data obtained during 
inspection. 
5. Progress to Date 
Basic work carried out on ultrasonic inspection,which is 
being given preference in recurrent inspection of ~eactor 
pressure vessels,included experimental studies of flaw 
detectability and interpretation of indications on specially 
made test blocks. •The test flaws were partly circular and 
p·artly elliptical. The results obtained were compared with 
..,. 4 -
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those predicted on the basis of theory. 
With a view to the further development of probe modules, noise 
and V-pattern tests were made on an original component 
representing present. standards. In this connection, measurements 
were also made to inspect the areas under the lugs on the 
reactor pressure vessel when the crystals of the probes were 
systematically changed. · 
Special efforts were made to examine the inspectability of 
near-surface zones including, in particular, the zone near the 
cladding. 
A special test programme was drawn up for a probe developed 
under the project with variable sound parameters. 
Experiments were made to establish to what extent flaw size 
can be determined by means of focussing probes. 
New boundary conditions have been found in the development of 
manipulators, especially the universal manipulator for OD 
inspection of the cylindrical parts of the reactor pressure 
vessel and nozzles, which partly considerably affect the 
concept so that a partial revision of the concept has become 
necessary. 
An improved desiqn has been developed of a pipe-to-nozzle weld 
manipulator for use in restricted space. 
Work on adapting the data acquisition system to suit the 
extended ultrasonic electronics system has been continued. 
6. Results 
The graph prepared for elliptical flat reflectors showed g~od 
agreement with experimental results. 
The results of flaw detection in the region close to the 
·cladding were compiled in a technical report. 
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Flaw size determination with focussing probes showed that, when 
using relative thresholds of 12 and 20 dB in line with 
practical inspection, flaw sizes measured were on the high side 
with considerable relative variations. 
Measurements made in examining the zones under the lugs have 
shown that it.is indispensable for a systematic investigation 
into flaw detectability and to determine the causes of 
indications that a test block is prepared which reproduces 
.the original material and geometric conditions and contains 
defined artificial reflectors. 
While work on the manipulator for the inspection of top head 
closure, the top head closure flange and the pressure vessel 
flange has been completed, it is necessary, because of the 
changed boundary conditions, to continue the development work 
for the universal manipulator with automatic transfer 
facility from one longitudinal track to another, the manipulator 
for extended ligament inspection and the manipulator for the 
inspection of the bottom closure weld. 
Work to adapt the data acquisition system to the extended 
ultrasonic electronics system has been completed. 
7. Next Steps 
The project RS 2703 was completed in 1978. However, since some 
items of the work could not be completed, this part of the 
work is being continued under a follow-up project RS 2704. 
This will be covered by a separate report. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 169, RS 273, RS 298, RS 349 
9. References 
During the period under review, the following summarizing 
reports were prepared in the German language: 
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Author 
------
BAM 
KK· 
Title 
-----
Vergleich von Testreflektoren und 
Pruftechniken fUr den plattierungs-
nahen Bereich 
(Compari~on of test reflectors and 
inspection techniques for zone near 
cladding) 
Stabilit!t der PrUfkOpfe.Entwicklung 
eines Systems zur Oberwachung. der 
elektrischen und akustischen PrUf-
kopfeigenschaften 
(Stability of probes. Development of 
a system to monitor electrical and 
acoustic probe properties) 
versuche zur Fehlergr86enbestimmung 
aus mit fokussierenden WinkelprUf-
kOpfen fur Direktkontakt g~messenen 
Amplituden-Echodynamiken 
(Tests to determine flaw size from 
amplitude echodynamdcs measured with 
focussing direct contact angle probes) 
verbesserung der US-PrUfung der 
prUfkopfseitigen oberfl!chennahen 
Zone dickwandiger Reaktorkomponenten 
durch verwendung von PrUfkO~fen mit 
schw!cherem seitlichem ~mpfindlichkeits­
abfall 
(Improvement of ultrasonic inspection 
of probe-side near-surface zone of 
thick-walled reactor components using 
probes with weaker lateral sensitivity 
attenuation) 
Date 
Jan.1978 
March 1978 
June 1978 
June 1978 
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10. 
KWU 
M. A. N. 
Untersuchungen zur Fehlererkenn-
barkeit bei der Prufung im ober-
fl~ohennahen Bereich der AnschweiB-
stellen zum unteren Boden von 
Reaktordruckbehaltern (DWR) 
(Inv~stigations relating to flaw 
detectability when inspecting zones 
near the surface of lugs on bottom 
. 
closure of reactor pressure vessels 
("R) 
Weiterentwicklung zerstorungsfreier 
Prufverfahren fUr wiederkehrende 
Prufungen in Reaktoranlagen (AbschluB-
bericht RS 2703) 
Further development of non-destructive 
inspection methods for in-service 
inspection of reactor plant (final 
report RS 2703) 
Degree of Availability of the Reports 
August 1978 
October 1978 
A relatively small number of reports have been issued. 
A limited number qre still obtainable from the author or 
from GRS. 
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1. General Aim 
Basing on the work carried out under the Federal Research 
ProgrammeRS 27, RS 2701 and RS 2702 the target of the present 
project is to achieve further progress in the development of 
inspection techniques and equipment for in-service inspection 
of pressure vessels· and, on completion of the work described 
herein, to establish a means of remo.te-operated volumetric 
inspection of the entire reactor pressure vessel according to 
present-day technological standards. This development project 
relates to ultrasonic inspection techniques only. Volumetric 
inspection of the entire pressur~ vessel is a target ·which 
calls for all oarticipant firms to make further-progress in 
the development of inspection syste~ -and inspection techni-
' ques, manipulators and electronic equipment. Participants in 
this programme are the Federal Institute for Materials Testing 
·and the firms of Kraftwerk Union AG, Krautkr::irner GrnbH·and 
Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-NUrnberg AG (M.A.N.) • 
. 2. Particular Objectives 
The programme is sub-div~ded into the following areas: 
1. Basic studies of ultrasonic insoection methods and 
optimization of detection and analysing techniques. 
2. Conceptual design of inspection systems to improve 
the probability of fault detection in different 
inspection areas 
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3. 
3. Development, fabrication and trials of internal 
and external inspection manipulators with a view 
to achievina the goal of com~lete volumetric in-
S?ection of the reactor pressure vessel by auto-
mated equipment 
4. Onward development of components and methods to 
improve data logging, data processing and display/ 
printout systems. 
Research Programme 
The complete research programme is divided into the following 
areas in line with the specified objectives: 
3.1 Basic Information 
Objectives included the study of ultrasonic techniques with a 
view to improving the probability of depicting flaws in thick-
walled pressure vessels and to refine interpretation of results. 
This also involved the review of methods of analysing 
indications and preparina these for practical application. 
3.2 Inspection Modules 
For specific inspection applications, e.g. inspecting the 
ligaments in areas of penetrations or the analysis of 
indications, the probe with variable sound beam parameters is 
being further developed. Taking into account the experience 
gained in ins~ecting spherical closures, efforts are being 
made to optimize the inspection method. In addition, inspection 
methods are being developed for the inspection of studs, the 
inspection of nozzle radii from the outside, and the inspection 
of near-surface zones. 
3.3 Manipulators 
Manipulators are being developed (partly new and partly 
improved from existing designs) for outside diameter inspection. 
The development of.individual manipulators is being completed 
by the construction of a prototype. 
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4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codas 
In addition to laboratory tests to determine the _capapilities 
of ind.i vidual testing methods, orototypes are being con-
structed of manipulators. The methods developed are proposed 
to be tested on a full-size mockup of a BWR bottom closure 
section. 
Various computer programmes are being used in designing the 
probe modules. 
5. Progress to Date 
Using a special probe and basing on the 6 dB attenuation for 
surface inspection, work has been started on preparing a 
comparison of predicted and experimental results reqarding 
the distance between scanning traces to be 1maintained. 
Measurements made to detect flaws in through-thickness or 
nearly through-thickness orientation by means of single probe 
techniques (indications from crack edges) were evaluated with· 
the aim of improving the eyaluation algorism for flaw size 
of the indications obtained in recurrent ultrasonic tests. 
i 
Studies relating to the classification of indications have 
bee~ started, the aim of classification being to decide 
whether_the range·of indications has to be investigated by 
means of further methods of analysis. 
Work has been continued to develop the inspection of deeper. 
levels of the wall zone near the surface by means of single 
probe techniques. In particular, a test block has been 
designed with elliptical flaws havinq different axial ratios 
and ernbrittlement surfaces. The flaws were introduced at 
various depths. Th~s test block is intended to be used in 
testing the first probe prototypes using closely realistic 
flaws. 
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The mathematical relationships have been derived to d~velop 
a control programme for the probe with variable sound field 
parameters. 
i Investigations were made to optimize inspection of ligaments 
on the basis of. experience gained in inspecting spherical 
closures. 
Additional experiments to inspect near-surface zones were 
intended to provide further information on inspection 
possibilities in these areas. 
For the purpose of inspecting the ligaments of reactor 
pressure vessels for boiling water reactors, it is proposed 
to develop a manipulator to permit the lateral extension of 
a suitable probe module into the adjacent lane between nozzles. 
During the period under review, work was carried ou~ on this 
manipulator in respect of boom design and probe guidance. 
Work has been started on basic studies on the use of digitally-
controlled drives for computer-controlled manipulators. 
6. Results 
The comparison of predicted and experimentally observed values 
during the inspection of the near-surface zone failed to show 
sufficient agreement so that the computer models used hitherto 
will have to be modified. 
The evaluation of indications from crack edges calls for 
additional experimental studies on the pressure vessel wall 
mockup. 
The investigations in connection with the ligament manipulator 
have shown that a suitable boom desiqn will permit the probe 
to be used for the inspection to be guided so that its axis 
will be substantially perpendicular to the spherical closure 
in all inspection areas. This will greatly facilitate 
inspection procedure. 
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7. Next Steos 
Forthcoming ~ork will concentrate on the following areas: 
- Methods of classifying indications ... 
' 
- Investigations with the probe having variable sound 
parameters 
- Optimization of ligament inspection 
- Inspection of near-surface zones 
- Desiqn work on universal manipulator 
- Design work on ligament manipulator for extended li~arnent 
inspection 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 169, RS 273, RS 298, RS 349 
9. References 
No reports were completed.during the period under review. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reoorts 
Not applicable. 
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(-~ 1. General Aim 
It shall be demonstrated (on 3 test plates of the American HSST-
program) on international level how agreeing resp. different re-
sults of NDT corresponding to pretended specifications can be if 
every country makes the best of equipments and personnel available. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2~1. NDT analysis of the defect regions detected by standard 
procedures. ~-~~ 
2.2. Defect description (shape, orientation, kind and structure). 
2.3. Detectability, possibilities of defect description, limits 
of testing procedure. 
3. Research Program 
All standard procedures which are available at present and which 
are used in production and in base- and inservice inspection were 
used for the 3 HSST-plates (Fig. 1, 2, 3). As far as thes~ are 
automated such a testing also was executed comparing to manual 
testing. Thereafter analysis procedures for ~nterpreting of defect 
regions were used after detection of defect regions. 
I 
For inside defects: 
3.1. us-impulse-echo,· focus 
3.2 •. graphical documentation (A-fig.) 
3.3. us-tandem 
IzfP, BAM, KWU, RWTUV 
IABG 
IzfP, BAM, :KWU 
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3.4. evaluation, interpretation, 
reconstruction, ref. to RS 27 
KWU-BAM, ref. to RS 102-17, Izfp 
3.5. US-holography 
optical reconstruction, numerical 
reconstruction 
RS 247 
IzfP, BAM, KWU 
IzfP, BAM 
3.6. US-HF-scattering and absorption Izfp 
3.7. R~diography (MPA/Segt.) MPA 
For surface defects: 
3.8. magnetic particle test 
2.9. multi-frequency-eddy-current 
3. 1 o pctential and magnetic leakage 
3.11 US-surface waves 
4. Experimental Facilities 
RWTUV, Izfp 
Izfp 
Izfp 
Manipulator resp. data recording and data handling system from 
RS programs 102-16, 102-17, 102-18, 102-20, RS 27 {see corres-
pond. reports), NOT-standard equipments of RWTUV, radiographic 
instruments of MPA/St~t. 
5. Progress to Date 
For the NOT recording of the 3 HSST test pieces (nozzle test 
piece TK 204, electro-slag weld seam piece TK 50-52, submerged 
arc weld seam piece TK 51-53) a total program was set ·.up to-
gether with all participating institutes. The work had to be done 
in time because other European industrial nations had to record 
these test pieces till end of 1978. At first in the IzfP an im-. 
pulse echo examination was made by RWTUV and IABG according to 
the prescribed test procedure and German guide lines. 
For some areas the impulse echo testing results were recorded 
by the IABG,automatically. A magnetic particle test was made by 
RWTUV to record surface defects. IzfP made US-impulse-echo, tandem 
' and transmission measurements and also investigations with focus 
probes •. All 3 test specimens were investigated with acoustic holo-
-3-
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graphy and US-high-frequency scattering in order to determine 
grain size and inhomogenities of structure. For surface ins-
pection there were used eddy-current, potential leakage flux 
and surface wave techniques. 
Also radiographic me.asurements were made by the MPA/Stgt. The 
BAM/Berlin performed also US-impulse-echo, tandem and focus 
techniques, in defect areas there was used the line-holography. 
KWU/Erlangen used volumetric automatic inservice inspec-
tion methods for all plates - especially in the area of weld-
seam a~d handled the results with the TIM-procedure. In addi-
tion hand tests were made. After closing of all tests Izfp made 
evaluation and comparison of the results after receipt of the 
corresponding reports (see final report RS 247, Nr. 780738-TW , 
IzfP Saarbrticken, Dr. Deuster, E. Jakobs>· 
6. Results 
The participating institutes used procedures which were search 
methods for determination of defect orientation and analysis 
methods for defect interpretation. Because of the many results 
it should be shown here with the example of TK S0-52 (Fig. 2,4) 
how good the results agree if every institute uses all possibi-
lities. 
We distinguish 3 regions of the test pieces: 
- weld seam 
- heat affected zone 
- base material 
Evaluation of TK 50-52 showed many single defects and one con-
tinous defect region in the weld seam and the heat affected zone 
when in the area of y = 0 to 350 mm (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 1·, 8, 9). This 
shows good agreement of the institutes participating referring 
to continuous defect region. Most times there is no possibility 
for exact location of single defects because of the great number 
of single defects. But defects which show quite the.same coordi-
nates can be appointed to one another. Combining of single defects 
means tolerances of ::!: 15 mm referring, to testing procedure and 
depth of defect. 
-4-
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The surface procedures: 
- magneticparticle 
- multi-frequency-eddy-current 
surface-wave 
RS 247 
show good agreement of results as it is shown ·for TK 51-53 
(Figs. 10, 11, 12). For the cracks found by RWTUV the IzfP made 
crack depth-measurements with the potential and magnetic lea-
kage flux-technique and found a max. depth of 3,4 mm. 
• • 
The US-scattering technique serves for the detection o~ mate-
rial anomalies and for grain-size-determination in the regions 
of weld seam, heat affected zone and base material. The most 
specimen structures were of very different qualities and inhorno-
genities were found mainly in the base material in the centre 
of wall thickness. Details about kind of including and the size 
of defects are not possible. By grained-size-determination of 
a two-frequency-procedure there were values of ASTM 6 and 7. 
7. Next Steps 
The project RS 247 has been concluded on 30.4.78. It is continued 
by RS 342. 
8. Relations to Other Prqjects 
For detection and interpretation of defect regions see RS reports: 
RS 102-16, 102-17, 102-18, 102-20, RS 27, follow-up project RS 342. 
9. References 
See final report RS 247 (No. 780738-TW) and reports mentioned in 
point 4 and 8. 
10. Availability of Reports 
Through GRS or contractors of the RS-projects. 
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Vorhabon/PrOJOCt Title Land/Country 
ZerstBrungsfreie Prfifungen an 3 HSST-Platten, PRG 
Teil II Fordernde lnslltutton/Sponsor BMFT 
Aultragnohrnor/Contractor 
' Fraunhofer-Gesellsch. 
Nondestructive testing of 3 HSST-plates zur Forderung der an-
part II gewandten Forqchung 
IzfP-SaarbrUcken 
Arbo•tsbog•nnlln1t1ated 
01.05.78 
Arboitsonde/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Pro1ect Leader 
31.12.79 Dr. Deuster 
Stand dor Arbe1ton/Status £crichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte M•ttei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. General Aim 
There were executed nondestructive testings with the 3 HSST-plates 
on international level. In connection with that there is planned 
a destructive testing of the found defect regions which renders 
possible an evaluation of the used procedures. 
2. Particular Objectives 
2.1. Building of drawing for destructive testing •. 
2.2. Fixing of regions•which shall be tested destructively by the 
responsible comrni ttee PISC and ETF 
(PISC - Production Inspection Steering Committee) 
(ETF - Evaluation Task Force) 
2.3. Comparison of destructive testing with results of nondestruc-
ti ve testiz:g and evaluation of the testing procedures • 
. 3. Research Program 
3.1. Dissolving of welding seams together with heat influence sur-
face and base material from the 3 plates (widthabout 200 mm). 
3.2. Additional radiographical and ultrasonic examination of the 
dissolved welding seam region for control of nondestructive-
testing-results. 
3.3. Building of transversal and longitudinal grinds within the 
' welding seam region. 
3.4. comparison of destructive and nondestructive-testing results. 
3.5. Evaluation of procedures. 
-2-
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4. Experimental Facilities 
4.1. Mechanical workshops at Euratom in ISPRA 
4.2. Radiography laboratory of ENEL, Laboratorio Centrale oco 
Piacenza 
4.3. Metallography in the laboratories of MPA/Stgt. 
5. Progress to Date 
At present Euratom in ISPRA/Italy is responsible for coordination 
and execution of destructive testing. Also the first cuts were 
executed here. There was dissolved a mgion of 100 mm each on both 
sides of the mid of the two test pieces 50-52 and 51-53 and region 
of R = 180 to 355 mm of nozzle test piece (204}. 
Subsequently there were executed radiographical and ultrasonic 
testings. Thereafter a cross-section (y = 765 mm) with grind was 
made at a selected region. 
Next step was detaching of the both welding seams by transversal 
cuts (distance: about 50 mm) and of the nozzle welding seam 
into sections of ~ ~ 15°· 
These cuts are executed for about 50 %. 
Parallel there will be made destructive testing by MPA on ? pieces 
of the welding seams of the pieces 51-53 and 50-52, which shall 
be finished until March 79. 
6. Results 
The radiographic examination and ultrasonic-testing 
with focusing probes up to max. 10 MHz which had 
been done after dissolving of three welding seams confirmed the 
detected single defects and defect regions of nondestructi ve-testing, 
showed an essential higher defect quantity where defects were 
found which proved as structure notices. 
Before further separating of welding seams a transversal grind 
(Fig. 1 ) has been maQe to a selected point of piece 51-53 which 
shows the following defects: 
1. crack in welding seam up to the surface (depth about 60 mm) 
2. voluminuous defect (slag inclusion) of about 5 mm diameter in 
-3-
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grind level of the right weld seam. 
3. Defect in the left weld seam (max. extension 1 mm in z-direction) 
which was not to be registered. 
Comparison of the nondestructive-testing results (see final~report 
RS 247) shows good agreement with US-testing. Results of metallo-
.graphic examinations at MPA/Stgt. are not available at present. 
7. Next St~~ 
It is scheduled to examine all pieces again with focusing probes 
(f = 10 MHz) and radiographically after closing of cutting in 
ISPRA. We hope to be able to localize clearly the existing material 
defects, which render possible thereafter comparison and evaluation 
of the nondestructive-testing procedure used in the beginning. 
Parallel there are metallographic testing at MPA/Stgt. on the 3 
test pieces from weld seams of test pieces 50-52 and 51-53. The 
results and comparing evaluation are important for continuing des-
tructive testing on further weld seams which are interesting for 
the nondestructive-testing. 
At the same time there aresome supplement testings in France and 
Belgium. 
8. Relation to Other. Projects 
Nondestructive-testing of the 3 HSST-plates was made under RS 247 
9. References 
See report of the project mentioned in point 8. 
1o. Availability of Reports 
Through GRS resp. realizing institutes of the RS-projects. 
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Ent.wicklung eines clektronisch fokussier- und FRG 
schwenkbarcn Rcal-~im~-Abbildungssystems fUr Fordornde lnslilulion/Sponsor 
die Ultraschall-WerkstoffprUfung BMFT 
Auftragnehmor/Contractor 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft 
Development of an electronically focus sed MUnchen ., 
and steered real time imaging system for 
non-destructive testing IzfP, SaarbrUcken 
\ 
ArtuJtl·.hn'ltnnllntlralod Arboiisondo/Complotod loiter dos Vorhabons/P.ro)oct Loadu 
01.01.1978 31 • 1 2.~19'2 9 Jlr. Ji ...Gebhard1-
Stand dor Arborton/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewtlligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. GENERAL. AIM 
The -aim of project RS 249 is to explore the applicability of 
phased-array techniques in non-destructive testing. Based upon 
these investigations a real-time imaging system for basic and 
repetitive inspections of reactor pressure vessels is to'be 
realized • 
. 2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
While the field characteristics .of "conventional" ultrasonic 
transducers are determined by the geometry of a single trans-
ducer, in the.case of a phased array a more or less number 
of transducer elements contribute to the field structure. By 
variation of the amplitude and phase steering ·of the. transducer 
elements the ultrasonic field can be influenced definitely: 
normal and angle probes as well as focussed probes can be sub-
stituted by a single array probe. 
From the application of array techniques in non-destructive 
testing one expects the construction of an inspection system 
that is applicable both for flaw detection and for flaw ana-
lysis. The fast flaw detection could be done with wide opened 
beam in real-time B-scan, whereas the flaw analysis can be done 
with fixed and focused beam by A-scan. 
-2-
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3. RESEARCH PROGRAM 
3.1 Physical basics 
RS 249/A 
3.2 Measurement and computation of field charakteristics of 
phased arrays 
3.3 Construction of tan electronically steered and focussed pulse-
echo system 
3.4 Form echo elimination by sidelobe suppression 
3.5 Array probe optimization 
3.6 3-dimensional beamsteering and focussing by use of matrix 
arrays 
3.7 Conception and construction of a smaller, bearable system ,., 
for hand inspection 
3.8 Applications of array systems 
4. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES, COMPUTER CODES 
A first pulse-echo system capable of beam steering, focussing 
and sidlobe suppression is partly assembled. The time delays 
of the transmitter signals as well as the receiver signals are 
realized by CCD-modules. The time delay is determined by a clock 
generated by a synthesizer module. The system is operating now 
with eight channels but will be expanted to 24 channels in near 
future. 
The measurements of the sound pressure distribution in the far 
field and the near field were performed at stepped and at cylin-
drical steel specimens with electro-magneto-acoustic and piezo-
eletric transducers. 
A medical phased array system which is modified for non-destruc-
tive testing applications can perform electronic beam steering 
and focussing (real ~ime imaging, sector scanning). 
There are computer codes available for 
- near field and far field distribution of on array probe 
- focussing and beamsteering 
- sidelobe suppression 
- nonequidstant element configurations 
- bulk and shear wave excitation. 
-3-
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5. PROGRESS TO DATE 
- further development of the electronically steered and focussed 
pulse-echo-system, 
- theoretical and experimental investigations of the sound field 
. ., 
distribution of variops array probes (focussing, beam steering, 
sidelobe suppression). 
- bulk and shear wave excitation 
suppression of form echos by amplitude shading 
- comparison of electronically steered and amplitude shaded 
array probes with conventional angle probes 
-conception of a smaller, bearable electronically·steered pulse-
echo system with minor flexibility for hand inspection and for, 
application as stationary probe. 
6. RESULTS 
Form echos can restric.t the inspectability of comp~nents. Form 
echos are produced among others by the sidelobes of normal and 
angle prObCS 1 resp. S UpprCSSiOn Of Side.lObCS artd therfOrC eli-
minatiOn of form echos can be achieved by amplitude shading of 
an array probe. 
To this end theoretical and experimental investigations were 
made with amplitude shaded probes consisting of 6, 8, 16 ele-
ments (aperture 12 mm, 16 mm, 32 mm) and comparisons were m~de 
, I 
with conventional probe·s. 
6 The measurement that agree excellent with theory, show that a 
Dolph-Tchebycheff-weighting brought a mainlobe to sidelobe ratio 
of· up to 60 dB (pulse-echo). 
Investigations at a nozzle test piece oonfirrred, that the amplitude 
shaded probe is an powerful instrument for formecho suppression. 
Thurfueton the possibility of sidelobe suppression at oblique 
incidence (15°-insonification with bulk waves) was investigated. 
An oblique incidence of the sound beam can be relized by 
the use of an perspex wedge 
- electronic beam steering of an array probe. 
First, an array probe (2 mm length) was placed upon a perspex 
wedge and was excited without amplitude shading (this setup is 
comparable with an conventional angle probe). The far field 
-4-
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characteristic shows a pronounced sidelobe at 10°, which is ea. 
11 dB (22 dB pulse-echo) below the main lobe. 
To reduce the sidelobe level the pn±E was shaded by Hamming-weigh-
ting. The sidelobe at 10° was reduced, but apart from this the 
effect of amplitude.shading was small. 
The reasons for this are the disadvantages of the wedge: unsym-
. ~ 
metry because of the variable thickness, multiple reflections. 
These disadvantages of oblique incidence can be eliminated, if 
instead of the perspex wedge the electronic beam steering is used. 
Thereby the elements of the array probe are.excited with an appro-
priated time delay. Application of the Dolph-Tchebycheff-weighting~. 
now again reduces the sidelobes down to 30 dB (60 dB pulse-echo). 
7. NEXT STEPS 
- Completion of the pulse-echo system, 
- development of various arrays for shear- and bulk waves which 
are specialized for different inspection modes, array-optimiza-
tion 
- construction of a smaller, bearable electronically steered 
pulse-echo system with minor flexibilty for hand inspection 
and for application as stationary probe. 
- matrix array. 
8. REALATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
none 
9. REFERENCES 
A survay of about 126 references is given in a technical report 
(IzfP, No. 770117). Most of the experiments cited above are 
discussed in the technical report IzfP, No. 780454. 
10. AVAILIABILITY OF THE REPORTS 
By GRS, Glockengasse 2, 5000 KBln 1 
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. 1 • General Aim 
~rn the non-destructive testing they have not yet succeeded in reaching 
an identical, three-dimensional picture of flaws, respectively of 
greater areas with defects by conventional ultrasonic· methods. An 
/' 
cxac~ knowledge of these flaws is necessary to deter~ine the influence 
of such areas on the stability or safety of reactor pressure vessels. 
•rhe acoustical holography links the conventional method of pulse-echo 
with the attitudes of optical holography and allows a non-destructive 
testing and a geometrically identical projection of flaws concerning 
either the basical testing or the repetitional testing. In the near 
future, testing procedures with the aid qf acoustical ~olography 
should belong to the technical standard. 
2. Particular Objectives / 
£he acoustical holography can help to determine the exact size and 
-locus of flaws in thick-walled vessels. We are working at two kinds 
of application: 
- testing of the basic material, the cladding and the interface bet-
ween austenitic and ferritic. junctions of reactor pressure vessels; 
t 
-testing of thick-walled'components both in laboratory tests and in 
situ. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Installation of an acoustical holographic equipment with numeri-
cal reconstruction 
3.2 SoDtware development for two dimensional numerical reconstruction 
with c- or 30-image,representation on a graphic display 
3.3 Experiments on specimens with artificial or natural flaws and 
comparison between optical and numerical reconstruction _2_ 
-\ S"IL• 
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4. Experimental facilities, Computer codes 
A system with simultaneous scanning of source and receiver is 
applied. That means, a single probe radiates an ultrasonic longi-
tudinal or shear wave into the material and receives the flaw 
signal. The probe scanning over the surface measures the phase 
and amplitude in each·position. After mixing the object signal 
with a reference signal the complex amplitude and phase are 
stored. A thorough description of the system consisting of hol-
scan 200 and PDP11/34 was given earlier. 
5. Progress to date 
We habe built up a system with optical and numerical two-dimen-
sional reconstruction which is able to work in the field. Fla~ 
lateral magnification, flaw longitudinal magnification, dependen-
cy of frequency, flaw depth, fl~w inclination and system parame-
ters have been investigated systematically. The axial resolution 
is not satisfactory. Th~refore we determine the depth by time-of 
flight measurements with the pulse-echo overlap method. This can 
be done within one or two minutes. The choice of the probe and 
the homogeneous beam pattern of such a probe is one of the keys 
to good imaging. We used focused probes with lenses, focused 
probes with curved piezoelectric plates in the immersion techr. 
nique and small probes in the contact technique. For flaws of 
small depth we prefer probes with planar membranes because of the 
open directivity pattern and the homogenity beyond the near field 
length. New probe holding devices have been constructed. They are 
moved with two cardan shafts along the surface and pressed against 
it by spring loading. 
One of the problems in ~ltrasonic testing is the deflecti~g be-
haviour of large extended flaws. The numerical reconstruction is 
a well suited tool for quantitative investigation of this pheno-
mena. Experiments in laboratory have been done on horizontal and 
vertical situated flaws with pulse echo 0°, pulse echo 45° and 
tandem technique, test specimen with slag inclusions, austenitic 
weld containing a fatique crack, cladded specimen pipelines, 
pressure vessel with a nozzle and EPRI-test piece. Experiments 
in situ: pressure holder Biblis A, acidulous gas vessel. 
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6. Results 
Ultrasonic holography equipment with optical and numerical re-
construction is ready for use in the field. The reconstruction 
., 
time for one line is done within 10 sec, for a field of 64 x 64 
data within 2 minutes and for 256 x 256 within ninety minutes. 
7. Next steps 
All the experimental work was performed with a slow scanning 
mechanical· system. The use of faster recording devices such as 
transducer arrays is needed for a more widespread in-service 
I 
·-application of ultrasonic holography. This can be done with 
· some tradeoff between multiplexing and parallel processing. In 
addition the reconstruction time can be diminuished with faster 
and more parallel working memories. 
8. Relations with other projects 
None 
9. References 
v. Schmitz, M. Wosnitza: "Experiences in using ultrasonic holo-
graphy in laboratory and in the field with optical and numerical 
reconstruction" 
8. int. symp. USA, Miami, '29. May - 2. June 78 
10. Degree of availability of the reports 
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,....._ 
~ 1. General Aim 
The investigations conducted under the above project are aimed at 
determining the maximum possible signal-to-noise ratio by means of 
the signal averaging technique during the ultrasonic testing of 
' 
reactor pressure vessels for flaws in the vicinity of cladding and 
of austenitic welds. The test speed is to be increased. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The relatively coarse structure of the austenitic cladding of reactor 
pressure vessels of light-water reactors and of the austenitic welds 
in the sodium tank of fast breeders cause strong ultrasonic back-
scatter and thus impair the detection of flaws. The signal-to-noise 
ratio during the search for flaws is to be improved by means of the 
exponential signal averaging technique. 
The signal processing speed of the signal averager is to be i~creased 
such that the speed of probe advance can be raised to about So rnrn/s. 
This must, however, also permi.t real-time processing of the echo 
signals at sufficiently narrow pulse spacing, which requires a high 
I , 
repetition frequency. 
The maximum possible signal-to-noise ratio is to be determined by 
variation of the following parameters: 
- Probe type (angle, focusing, wide-band and transmitter-receiver 
probes) 
- Test technique (single-probe and tandem technique, inside and 
outside testing) 
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- Speed of probe advance 
- Signal preprocessing (rectifying, taking the logarithm) 
- Weighting factor of the signal averager 
3. Research Program 
3.1. Purchase and modification of the signal averager 
3.2. Extension of the ultrasonic flaw tester 
3.3. Laboratory experiments on a clad test specimen with 
artificial flaws 
3.4. Experiments on a test specimen taken from the wall of a 
pressure vessel at KWU, Erlangen 
3.5. Purchase of special probes for testing a specimen with 
austenitic weld 
3.6. Laboratory experiments on specimen with austenitic weld 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Re 3.1. Increase in the signal processing speed of the signal 
averager from So to 35o signals per second 
Re 3.4. Purchase of probes for testing reactor pressure vessels 
in the vicinity of claddings. 
I 
Flaws in the vicinity of the cladding of a test specimen 
taken from the wall of a pressure vessel: 
(a) At the 6° side wall of the circumferential weld 
- No. 2, width 33 mm, depth 3.5 mm 
-No. 1o, width 29.1 mm, depth 7.2 mm 
(b) At the 1o0 side wall of the longitudinal weld 
- No. 1o5, width 15.6 mm, depth 7.8 mm 
-No. 1o9, width 29.2 mm, depth 14.7 mm 
Re 3.5. Fixing the specifications for the probes for testing 
austenitic welds 
5. Progress to Date 
Re 3.4. Performance of automatic ultrasonic tests on the test 
specimen taken from the pressure vessel wall (2 test runs). 
Recording of the echo ampliutde. of the artificial flaws in 
the vicinity of the cladding and of the scattered reflections 
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from the coarse-grained structure of the austenitic 
cladding, as a function of the probe path, with variation 
of the following parameters: 
- Test techniques: outside testing by means of the single-
probe technique, inside testing by means of the transmitter-
receiver ~ech~ique, inside testing by means of the tandem 
technique 
- Speed of probe advance 
- Direction of probe advance relative to the plane of 
incidence 
- Signal repetition frequency and. pulse spacing 
- Signal preprocessing: HF signal, rectified signal, 
rectified signal on a logarithmic scale 
- Weighting factor 
Determination of the signal-to-noise ratio and the half 
widths from the measured data. 
6. Results 
Re 3.4. The signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the weighting 
factor in general has a maximum (Fig. 1). With increasing 
I 
pulse spacing a , this maximum is shifted towards smaller 
weighting factors. The following maximum improvement of the 
signal-to-noise ratio results for the three test techniques: 
- Outside testing by means of the single-probe 
technique: 
- Inside testing by means of the transmitter-
receiver technique: 
- Inside testing by means of the tandem 
technique: 
2.9 dB 
8.6 dB 
9.1 dB 
With decreasing pu~se spacing, the maximum improvement in 
the signal-to-poise ratio in general increases (in the case 
of all three testing techniques) • If the direcbion of probe 
advance is normal to the plane of incidence a larger improve-
ment in the signal-to-noise ratio is achieved than if the 
direction of probe advance is· in the plane of incidence (in 
the case of all three testing techniques) •. 
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Averaging over the rectified signal results in a larger 
improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio (outside testing 
be means of the single-probe technique) or in approximately 
the same improvement (inside testing by means of the transmit-
ter - receiver technique) as averaging over the HF signal. In 
the case of aver~ging over the rectified signal on a logarith-
mic scale, the maximum improvement in the signal-to-noise 
ratio is found to be much smaller (inside testing by means 
of the transmitter-receiver technique). With increasing trans-
ducer dimensions, i. e. decreasing spread angle, the maximum 
improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio increases substantial-
ly (inside testing by means of the transmitter-receiver 
technique). 
The signal-to-noise ratio was evaluated as a function of the 
weighting factor G for flaws of different dimensions. Flaw 
No. 1o5 is about h~lf as wide and half as deep as flaw No. 1o9. 
Without the signal averaging technique, the smaller flaw is 
indicated with a signal-to-noise ratio which is about 2 dB 
lower than in the case of the larger flaw (cf. Figs 2a and 
2b for G = 2°) • The signal averaging technique increases 
the signal-to-noise ratio in the case of the larger flaw 
by a maximum of 6 dB (Fig. 2a) and in the case of the smaller 
flaw by a maximum of 11 dB (Fig. 2b). 
Since the 6-dB half width of the echo dynamic curves (echo 
amplitude as a function of the probe path) is necessary to 
describe and evaluate flaws, it was investigated whether 
and to what exten~ the half width is affected by the exponential 
signal averaging technique. The 6-dB half width is constant 
for small weighting factors G and increases steeply at large 
values of G (Fig. 3). For the optimum weighting factor where 
the signal-to-noise ratio has a maximum (cf. Fig. 1) the 
6-dB half width has already increased by the following factors: 
1.3 for outside testing by means of the single-probe 
technique (Fig. 3a) 
- 1.4. for inside testing by means of the transmitter-receiver 
technique (Fig. 3b) 
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- 1.7 for inside testing by means of the tandem technique 
(Fig. 3c) 
If the tests are made with an optimum weighting factor, these 
factors have t9 be taken into account when evaluating the 
half widths. 
7. Next Steps 
Re 3.4. Performance of automatic ultrasonic tests on test specimen 
from the pressure vessel wall (3rd test run); outside testing 
with focusing probes. 
Re 3.6. Performance or automatic ultrasonic tests on a specimen with 
austenitic weld using the following probes: 
- Wide-band angle probes for longitudinal and transverse 
waves 
- Focusing probes for longitudinal waves 
Wide-band transmitter-receiver probes for longitudinal 
waves 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
r-. RS 19o Enhancing the Detection Probability of Flaws by Improving 
' the Signal-To-Noise Ratio During Ultrasonic Testing 
Battelle-Institut e. V., Frankfurt; January 1976 to August 1976 
RS 27o3 Onward Development of Nondestructive Testing l1ethods for 
In-Service Inspection of Reactor Power Plants 
BAM/Berlin, Krautkr~er/Koln, K\W/Erlangen; M.A.N./NUrnberg; 
February 1976 to December 1978 
RS 244 Ultrasonic Testing Techniques for Pre- and In-Service In-
spections for Fast Breeder Reactors 
BM1/Berlin; January 1977 to December 1979 
RS1o2- Non-Destructive Structure Evaluation by Means of Scattered 
16/1 Ultrasound 
IzfP/SaarbrUcken, May 1973 to December 1977 
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Berichtszeitrau m/P~riod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1 7 7~ - ~1 1? 7~ 12.3 RS 330 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Methoden zur Messung von Gerateparametern an FRG 
-UltrasctallprUfsystemen· fUr Kernkraftwerks- Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
komponenten BMFT 
·---Auftragnehrner/Contractor 
Bundesanstalt fUr 
Methods for the measurement of characteristic MaterialprUfung (BAM) 
datas from ultrasonic inspection systems for 
nuclear components Labor 6 • 21 1 Berlin 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1 7 1Q7R J1 12 1 QRO Dr. WUstenberq 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing 31.12.1978 602.25p,-- DM 
1. General Aim 
Improvement of the reliability and reproduciability of the 
ultrasonic inspection. 
2. Particular Objectives 
3. 
3.1 
3.2 
Construction of a movable laboratory for the examination of 
equipment- and sound field-parameters. The aim is the automatic 
and objective recording of all received measurement datas. 
Research Program 
Procurement and Accommodation of Equipment 
Selection of marketed equipments for the registration of 
important characteristic datas, interfaces for the accommo-
dation of the datas; specially to be regarded: simple operation, 
serviceability, temperature drift, influences of supply 
voltages. 
Construction and. first experiments of equipment units and 
I 
testblocks 
Determination of kind and number of testblocks needed for the 
measurements of sound field-parameters and the echodynamic 
behaviour. 
3.3 combination of the movable laboratory 
Choice of a lorry·or a container regarding especially. the 
.kind of wheel suspension. 
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4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
5. Progress to Date 
to 3.1 Construction of the.· directivity pattern measurement unit, 
decision of mani~ulating possibilities for probes and contact-
less electrodynamic microphones. Characterization and improve-
ment of the electrodynamic point like microphone. 
Choice and procurement of a frequency analyzer and a quick 
stepless HP-gate for the frequency analysing measurement units. 
to 3.2 Conception of a quick and exact peak detector. 
to 3.3 Negotiation for the procurement of a lorry with pneumatic 
suspension of the rear wheels and a small container conception 
of the space division. 
6. Results 
to 3.1 Works to the construction of the directivity measurement unit 
are not yet finished. Only to the characterization of the 
contactless microphones some concluding results are available. 
to 3.2.works are not yet finished. 
to 3.3 Offers and orders concerning the procurement of a lorry are on 
the way. 
7. Next Steps 
to 3.1- Construction of the directivity pattern measurement unit, of 
3.3 echodynamic measurement and recording device of sound field 
mapping system (scanning cross section of the sound field 
with an electrodynamic microphone). Test of the frequ~ncy 
analysing device,·amplifier characteristics, longitudinal 
resolution. 
use of a microprocessor for data acquisition and a mini-
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processor for present the datas. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
RS 27; RS 169 
i. References 
H. Wustenberg 
RS 330 
Bestimmung der Richtcharakteristik von Winkelprufkopfen fur 
die Ultraschallp~ufung am Kontrollkorper DIN 54120 
Materialprlifung 11 (1969) Nr. 9 s. 311 - 315 
H. Wustenberg 
Untersuchungen zum Schallfeld von Winkelprufkopfen fur die 
Materialprufung mit Ultraschall 
Dissertation D83 TU-Berlin 1972 
M. J. Whittle; H. Smallman 
The Assessment and Specification of Ultrasonic Probes 
Report; ISPRA, Italy, June 1 - 3, 1977 
H. Wlistenberg 
Characteristical sound field data of angle probes · 
VII International conference on NDT; 4. - 8. Juni 1973, 
Warschau 
E. Mundry; H. Wustenberg 
Untersuchungen zur Richtcharakteristik von Winkelprufkopfen 
vortrag; DGZfP-Tagung in Mainz,11. - 12. Mai 1977 
J. A. Baily 
Ultrasonic Pulse-Echo Instrument Linearity Measurement 
Materials Evaluation; May 1977, Vol. 35 Nr. 5 s. 64/68 
DGZfP-Richtlinie 
Eigenschaften von Prlifeinrichtungen mit Ultraschall-Impuls-
Echo-Ger~ten und ·ihre Kontrolle 
September 1971 
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H. Wtistenberg; E. Schulz; w. Mohrle; J. Kutzner 
Zur Auswahl der Membranformen bei WinkelprUfkopfen fUr die 
Ultraschallprtifung 
MaterialprUfung 18 (1976) Nr. 7, s. 223 - 230 
Bericht der Fachgruppe 6.2 "Zerstorungsfreie MaterialprUfung" 
Laboratoriurn 6.21 "Mechanische und therrnische PrUfverfahren" 
Untersuchungen zum EinfluB der Plattierung und der Geometrie 
auf die Prtifbarkeit von dickwandigen Reaktorkomponenten mit 
Ultraschall bei der Tandem- und der Einkopftechnik 
Oktober 1972; BAM-Berlin 
10. Degree of Availabflity of the Reports 
GRS, Koln 
r 
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Berichtszeigaum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.7 - 31.12.78 12.3 RS 299 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
UntersuchungeL ,., Anwendung des Impuls-Wir- FRG 
belstromverfahrenb 1'Ur dtie zerstorungsfreie Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
PrUfung.von kerntechnischen Komponenten BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Bundesanstalt fUr 
Investigations on the application of the MaterialprUfung, 
pulsed eddy current method to nondestructive Berlin (BAM) 
testing of nuclear power components 
Arbeitsbefinn/Sitiated A'rbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 1.1. 97 31.12.1979 Dr.-Ing. o. Wittig 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing . December 1978 
1. 
2. 
General Aim 
Starting from the present problems in nondestructive testing 
of austenitic surfaces and components within nuclear power 
plants fundamental investigations are to fulfil with the gene-
ral aim, to make ·the pulsed eddy current method available for 
these applications. The inspection of thin-walled irradiated 
and non irradiated cladding tubes for fuel elements practised 
in USA by this method is to extend to thick-walled components 
or thicker layers. 
Particular Objectives 
Development of an equipment for investigations on calibration 
standards and specific test specimens. This is an independent 
instrument which contains all the required electronic circuits 
and signal outputs for signal evaluation and recording. 
Developmentof coil systems adapted to present test problems. 
The particular consideration is directed to a high local defect 
resolution with a sufficient penetration depths. 
Determination of the conditions for an optimal signal evalu~ 
ation. Connected with these problems the influence of noise 
parameters is to hold of and provisions for their suppression 
are to develop. Statements about the efficiency of the pulsed 
eddy current method are to deduce. 
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3. ~esearch Program~ 
3.1 Design and construction of experimental apparates 
- pulsed eddy current equipment 
- measuring and control assemblies 
- mechanized scanning system 
- connection of the test equipment to a system for digital 
signal processing. 
3.2 Development of coil systems. 
3.3 Investigations about the signal evaluation for applications 
to calibration stan~ards with defects and specific test 
specimens. 
3.4 Constructing of a pilot model. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
I 
3.1 The pulsed eddy current test equipment contains the following 
assemblies: Function control generator, power stage to deliver 
a current pulse into the field coil, signal pre- and main-
amplifier, four parallel channels for sampling the signal at 
adjustable delay times. 
Measuring amplifier with probes to survey the pulsed magnetic 
field of coils. 
Interface assembly for the connection or the test equipment to 
a digital signal processing system. 
3.2 Design of software for signal evaluation. 
5. Progress to Data 
3.1 Design, construction and trial or the pulsed eddy current test 
equipment. 
Development or the ·assembly to survey the pulsed magnetic 
field of coil systems. 
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Design of interface circuits for con~ection of the test 
equipment to a data processing system. 
t 
I. 
3.2 Design and manufacturing of probe coil systems with screenings 
to shape the generating fields. Measurement of the pulsed-field 
distribution. 
6. Results 
3.1 Specifications of the pulsed eddy current test equipment: 
- half-sinusoidal pulse current through the field coil with 
,?. \}, "'· adjustable amplitude up to 6 A and pulse width 5 to 50 us 
··--~' 
- signal gain 30 dB 
- four adjustable sampling points, delay times 1 to 200 ~s 
- four analog signal outputs corresponding to the sampled· 
amplitude of the measuring coil voltage. 
7. Next steps 
8. 
Further work on the development of interface circuits and of 
( 
coil systems. · 
Investigations about the signal evaluation for applications to 
calibration standards with defects and specific test specimen. 
Constructing of a pilot model. 
Relation with other projects 
RS 89 and RS 229 
Cooperation within the working group LA RS 255ff for the 
projects RS 255, RS 256, RS 257, RS 25?· 
9. References 
Final Report RS 229: Study on the application of pulsed eddy 
current methods to quality control of nuclear power plant 
components. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
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Multi-Frequency Eddy Current Testing Reaktortechnik 
I 
.. 
R 214, Erlangen 
Arbott~.bogtnnllnthated Arbeltsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1. 3. 77 31. 3. 80 H Jacob 
Stand dor Arbetten/Status , Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing 
2. 
31. 12. 78 
~ 
General Aim 
' 
To design, construct and test a multi-frequency eddy 
current test unit (prototype) based on the currently 
available test results. This. test unit is to meet the 
requirements of the automatic in-service' inspection test of 
the pressure-containing reactor component walls (plated, 
unplated). For this reason it mu'st produce an on-line 
record while being used in· the pertinent control area. 
It is the aim of the 'venture for the unit to be as 
broadly applicable as possible; it is to ~e universally 
used for both LWR types, i.e~ BWR and PWR as well as 
for LMFBR. 
Particular v~jcctiv~s 
To extend the test findings for S.G. tube testing, in 
addition to the ~ree tube area, especially for the rolled-
in sections of the tubessheet, spacers and flow distributionf 
sheet as well as the necking down on both sides of the 
tube ·bend. 
Test of ferritic tubes used in the intermediate heat ex-
changers of Na-cooled reactors. 
'comparison of results obtained from external tests of 
straight tubes and internal tests of u-tubes in order to 
find a relationship between manufacturing test and 
in-service test. 
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3. 
3.1 
3.2 
Test of the multi-frequency method as applied to surface 
testing in order to improve failure detection by better 
sub-surface resolution. 
To design, construct and test a data acquisition system 
for eddy current testing for master data storage, on-line 
evaluation and test data recording • 
• Research Program 
Coordination of developmental work 
Tube test 
- to erect a S.G. model 
- To apply multi-frequency eddy current method to the model 
- to improve current r.1antpulator system 
- to apply method to PWR S.G. 
- System analysis 
3.3 Surface testing 
- prepare basic test data 
- optimization of characteristic data for test scans 
- applicability of current manipulating systems 
- multi-frequency eddy current test method applied for 
HDR 
3.4 Data acquisition 
4. 
i 
Acquisition, combining and recording of test results. 
Test Facilities 
Measurement equipment, provided by KWU, will be used. 
This operates on 4 frequencies from 1 kHz to 1 MHz, which 
will be simultaneously applied to the test coil. 
The preparation of the pertinent algorithms as well as the 
required soft ware package (master data storag~, on-line 
evaluation, recording) as well as specification, concept 
and technical arrangements of the data processing plant 
will be performed under the scope of this task. 
-3-
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5. 
To 3.1 
To 3.2 
To 3.3 
To 3.4 
Progress to Date 
- Bilateral discussions with partners 
- Conduct of 5th Steering Committee Meeting 
.. 
- Coordination talks to extend the scope of project RS 256 
(Interatom) with partners 
- Conduct of the 6th Steering Committee Meeting 
- Assembly of eddy current test blocks. 
- Examination o~ the influence of the coil diameter re-
garding the "filling level" in the U-tube s.G. ·test 
Comparision measurements with commercial multi-frequency 
unit (procedure qu-alification tests under laboratory con-
ditions) and with eddy current test techniques employed 
by KWU and of the single frequency method with automatic 
evaluation. 
- Manufacture of test blocks for covered cracks 
- Fabrication of test probes for basic tests on ferro-
magnetic materials 
- Preparation of test blocks for basic investigations 
on ferromagnetic materials 
- Basic investigations on ferromagnetic materials 
- Trial run of testing equipment on 2 threaded holes of 
a PWR pressure vessel (original conditions). 
- Provision and discussion of a test flaw catalog for 
the eddy current examination set-up 
Preparation of detail drawings for locating test flaws 
- The specification for the multi-frequency eddy current 
examination system has been supplemented regarding 
revision "a", specification of the interface between 
the eddy current uni.t and the data processing system. 
- Participation in a demonstration of the single-frequency 
eddy current examination unit of Messrs. F~rster at 
l<WU Erlangen 
- A program description has been completed. A start was 
made with the evaluation of signals recorded on 
magnetic tape 
- Analysis of computing program for pro.cessing eddy current 
signals in laboratory tests. Draft of a concept for 
modifying and~xtendi~g the program with a view to 
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6. 
To 3.1 
To 3.2 
To 3.3 
applicability for in plant eddy current examinations. 
Preparation and encoding of a multi-task FORTRAN 
program 
- The possibility of using averaging units and Fourier-
type analyzers was examined at the same time to reduce 
the time .needed for processing and classifying signals. 
An FFT processor was available on loan for a short 
period of time. Original data were analyzed_ 
- One original SG tube with an overall length of approx. 
7300 mm was provided with a total of 20 different test 
defects both in its straight and bend sections. It is 
thus available for computing program verification and 
the development and testing of the planned interface. 
- Work was continued for improving the signal noise ratio 
in the evaluation of magnetic tapes. At present, tapes 
with test signals are being evaluated. 
Results 
The Steering Committee agreed in principle to Interatom•s 
extension of the project scope. The work should also 
encompass the applicability of alternative methods for 
Na-wetted tubes e.g., the magnetic leakage flux 
examination. 
The S.G. U-tube examination should be carried out as 
close to a water level of n > 0.80 as possible, as otherwise 
the detection threshold of materials separation with 
flaw depths ~·20% can be met only to a limited extent. 
When the multi-frequency units made available by 
IFR ("Institute for Nuclear Engineering") and Izfp 
("Institute for Non-destructive Materials Examination") 
were compared with the single-frequency test method used 
by KWU, no improvement was found as regards the resolution 
and detection of flaws. 
Flaws originating on the contact surface can be tested 
with an interpretability comparable to that with nonferro-
magnetic materials. 
The fundamental investigations of ferromc::.g-netic materials 
showed that the threads on the RPV can be examined/for 
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To 3.4 
7. 
To 3.1 
To 3.2 
material separation using the eddy current method and 
/ 
that a statement on the depth of such flaws is possible. 
In principle, the thread bottoms of blind holes in 
the RPV can be examined.· The changes in 'noise level •• 
compared with thE7 test block are negligible. A 
continuous test rate must be ensured. 
The following correlation independent of material constants 
and test frequency of the eddy current examination unit 
was confirmed for the time response of the complex 
.signal between the amplitude maximum values: 
N 
a-
V B 
tpp = duration of sigpal (peak to peak) 
lF = length of flaw in axial direction 
ls = distance between coils of probe 
v = rate of probe travel 
B = scanning rate (constant) 
N = number of scans between peaks 
(mm) 
(mm) 
(mm) 
(mm s _.,) 
(s-1) 
The requirement of the eddy current units to be compatible 
with present evaluating units (US data acquisition systems) 
is deemed to be fulfilled by supplementing the specification 
for the multi-frequency eddy current examination unit by 
the interface between the eddy current unit and the data 
processing system. 
Next Steps 
Preparation and conduct of the next Steering Committee 
Meeting with a critical assessment of the stage reached 
in the completion of the overall project. 
- commissioning of the new KWU multi-frequency eddy-
current unit 
- comparison measurements. 
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To 3.3 
To 3.4 
8. 
9. 
10. 
- Completion of the test blocks and first trial measurements 
/ 
Program parts shall be rewritten and tested in assembler 
language to increase the processing sp~ed in the selection 
and filing of eddy current data on magnetic disks. 
The evaluation!-algorithm shall be modified to the effect 
that influen9es from disturbances on original eddy current 
data no longer affect classification and interpretation. 
Furthermore it is planned to design the interface to be 
prepared so that the noise mentioned of programmable elec-
tronic modules is already suppressed. 
Relation with Other Projects 
References 
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1. General Aim 
The aim of the project is the application of the results obtained 
from the proceeding projects (RS 231, ~S 102-18) for the develop-
ment and improvement of a multifrequency eddy current test equip-
ment (prototype). This test device has to meet the requirements 
of the automatic recurrent testing of the installed components of 
reactors and their walls.·For this purpose an on-line documenta-
tion as well as the employment in a control range is necessary. 
The application field of the test device is aspired to be as large 
as possible. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Rc~lization of the test-method, development of the needed software, 
adaptation of the t~§t devi~e to the~ifferent.test sLtuations~. 
improvement of the testi method at models and real reactor compo-
nents. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Optimization of the multifrequency prototype for the testing of 
steam generator tubes with 3 frequencies. 
3.2 Improvement of the prototype hardware concerning an automatic 
calibration proccs.s. 
3.3 Interpretation of the defect signals obtained after the sup-
pression of the disturbing signals, 
a) in the case of pick up coils 
b) in the case of coaxial inner coils 
4. Experimental ~acilities, Computer Codes 
01.01.78- 31.12.78 RS 257 
4.1 A multifrequency test ~quipment built up in the scope of 
RS 231. 
4.2 A program computing the coil impedance as a function of the 
frequency, the material characteristics~ the coil dimensions. 
5. Progre~s to Date 
Relation to 3. 1: 
The following disturbing 'situation was considered: tuhe sreet tube 
support plates, variktions of the electrical conduc~i,~~ty, of the 
inner and the outer diameter of the tubes. Three testfreouencies 
must be applied to suppress the corresponding di~turbing signals. 
) First these frequencies can be choosen arbitrarily out of a given 
series of 9 frequencies. Eighty-four combinations are possible at 
all. 
By means of a computer program a freouency combination was selected 
which gives the optimal defect sensitiVity after the suppression 
of the disturbing signals. 
Relation to 3.2: 
A~-processor takes the organisation of the calibration step and 
computes and tunes constants. During the testing process the actual 
measuring values are multiplied with these constants, so that the 
signals caused by the disturbing parameters are suppressed and 
only the defect signals are indicated. The corresponding software 
concept was developped, as well• as the hardware interface between 
the processor and the eddy current prototype was realized. 
Relation to 3.3: 
After the multifrequency algorithm is applied the defect signals 
usually are obtained in a scalar form. This proceeding is not able 
to identify uniquely the type and the size of an indicated defect. 
A method which solves this task was developped. 
By means of adding at least one measuring value (this can be the 
real part or the imag~nary part of the coil impedance at a new fre-
t 
quency) it is possible to apply the multifrequency .alqorithm two 
times with the condition that in the two cases the same disturbing 
parameters are suppressed. The t\~O read· out values are given on 
the horizontal and the vertical deflection of an oszillosocipe. By 
this procedure one obtains a two~dimensional description of the 
defect signals, so that one.has a higher information content to in-
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tcrprct the defect signal. 
.. 
Hclution to 3.1: 
After the simultaneous suppression of the above named disturbing 
signals, the signals of saw cuts at the outside of the tubes, axi-
ally orientated and with a depth of 30 % of the wall thickness 
could still be detected. 
Relation to 3.2: 
The ~utomatic calibration procedure yields an improvement in re-
dl~ing the remaining disturbing underground because of a more 
· ~act measuring and handling of the disturbing parameters esp~cial-
. t 
ly in the case of small signals. 
Relati6n to 3.3: 
Th_e two-dimensional description of the defect signals after the 
suppression of the disturbing signals gives a phase splitting 
corresponding to the defect types, the indication peak is corre-
lated to the defect depth. The following defect types can be dis-
cerned; 
a) pick up coil for testing plates, welded joints and plated sur-
faces: different depths 'of surface- ~nd subsurface defects. 
b) coaxial inner coils for testing heat exchanger tubes: slits, 
reduction of wall thickness and holes at the inner and outer 
side of the tubes. 
7. Next Stcos 
7.1 continuation of the _interpretation model for the defect signals, 
\ 
consideration of other defect types. 
7.2 construction of a heat exchanger model, proving and comparison 
of several multifrequency system9. 
· 8. Relation With Other Projects 
RS 231 I 255, 256, 258. 

Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassiftcation Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.01.78- 31.12.78 12. 3 RS 258 
Vorhaben/Project Title land/Country 
Experiments regarding automatic inspection rF~R-~=-~~~~~------------
of the built- in parts of reactor components Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
and their walls by means of multi-frequency ~B~M~F~T~~--~~-----------­
eddy-current method with on-line documentation Auttragnehmer/Contractor 
for repetitive inspection Institut Or. Forster 
Anwendungstechnische Versuche zur automatischeJ 
Prufung der Einbauten von Reaktorkomponenten 
und deren Wandung mit Mehrfrequenz-Wirbelstrom 
verfahren mit ON-I~INE-Dokumentation fur die 
Arbe'Ft5b(fg"'in~n'~tttafiltf .... c • ......... '-'U':1 Arbeitsende/Completed leiter des Vorhabens/Project leader 
Dr. w. Stumm 01.03.77 28.02.80 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status 
Continuing 
Berichtsdatum/Last Updating 
December 1978 
Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
1 • 
2. 
General Aim 
It is ai~ed at the application of the knowledge gained in 
previous projects for design, construction·and testing 
of an eddy-current test installation using the multi-
frequency method, considering available test experience. 
This test installation shall meet the requirements of 
the repetitive inspection of the built-in parts of reac-
tor components and their walls (plated and unplated). 
For this purpose is necessary an on-line documentation 
as well as an in-situ operation of the test installation. 
A maximum range of application of the test installation 
is aimed at; it ought to be universally applicable for 
light water reactors of the boiling water and pressurized 
water design as well as for sodium-cooled fast breeders. 
Particular Objectives 
Inspection 'of austenitic plated surfaces on cracks origi" 
nating from the surface as well as from the joint face 
to the basic material. Application of the multi-fre-
quency method for improvement of the signal-to-noise 
ratio by a - compared to the single-frequency method -
better suppression of characteristic disturbing influen-
ces as distance variations of the probe and variations 
in ferrite content. Possibility to class~fy depths of 
defects by means of eddy-current signal. 
Application of multi-frequency method for inspection 
of steam generator tubes over the whole tube range, 
especially at the rollings at the bottom of the~team 
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3. 
3. 1 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
3.6 
3.7 
3.8 
3.9 
3.10 
4. 
5. 
re 3.1 
generator tube, the support grids, the flow distributor 
plate as well as the whole tube bend. 
Research Program 
Conclusion of.the study about the applicability of 
measuring t~e probe spacing by anelectrostatic method. 
Design, building up and testing of the transmission line 
between probe and test instrument. 
Theoretical s~udy about the influence of the tr~ris­
mission line on the signal character. 
Beginning of the development of a monitor facility for 
the whole test unit, including the probe and the trans-
mission line. 
Design and testing of different coil arrangements for the 
inner diameter of S.G. tubes. Study of the possibility 
to suppress the signals of the spacers. 
Testing of a rotating coil configuration, especially 
for the rolled-in sections of the tube sheet. 
Experimental study of the signal amplitude and phase 
as a function of frequency and defect shape. 
Design of several probes for the plated walls of reactor 
vessels and their testing on a test wall and on plated 
test specimens. 
Theoretical and experimental study of the possibility 
to determine the depth of defects in plated walls by 
means of calibration curves, obtained on test specimens. 
Design and fabrication of an electronic device for the 
fast measurement of the angles of signals in the complex 
plane. 
Experimental Facilities 
See annual report 1977. 
Progress to Date 
Analysis of the influence of different parameters 
(temperaturer surface conditions, composition of water) 
on the distance signal. 
-3-
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re 3.2 
re 3.3 
re 3.4· 
re 3.5 
re 3.6 
re 3.7 
re 3.8 
re 3.9 
re 3.10 
Procurement of a suitable cable for the transmission 
line. Production of pre-amplifier, fit to be used inside 
the tubes. Modification of the test unit to adapt the 
transmission line. Testing test unit to adapt the trans-
mission line. Testing the line. 
Design of. a simple computer program to calculate the 
distortion of test signals by the transmission line. 
Parameters are signal amplitude and phase, test fre-
quency, length of the cable. 
Development of an electronic unit to feed a sythetically 
produced defect signal into the test coil and to control 
its correctt processing by the whole test unit. Finishing 
of the signal generation unit. Matching the unit t~ the 
test coil. Design and fabrication of the evaluation unit. 
Fabrication of segmented coils and their testing on S.G. 
tubes with spacers. Attempt to minimize lift-off sig-
nals by variation of field coil geometry. 
Modification of a rotating jig. Adaption of special 
rotation probe. Study of the possibility to suppress 
signals of spacers and rolled-in sections. 
Manufacture of a test tube with different artificial 
defects. Use of a well guided coil. Measurements and 
records of defect and spacer signals with variation of 
parameter. Excitation with two frequencies simultaneously.· 
Development and production of 5 different probes with 
variing field and measuring coil geometry. Comparison 
between. the~probes by means of records, obtained on a 
test wall and on plated test specimens with both arti-
fical and natural defects. 
Production of austenitic test specimens with saw cuts 
of different depth and width. Records of defect sig-
nals with variation of frequency and probe geometry. 
Evaluation of the test results. 
Design of the different components (detection of signal 
maximum etc.) Providing the necessary signals from the 
test u·nit. Manufacture of a suitable kit for the elec-
tronic unit with an indication panel. 
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6. 
re 3.1 
re 3.2 
re 3.3 
re 3.4 
re 3.5 
re 3.6 
re 3.7 
re 3.8 
re 3.9 
Results 
The tested method is not applicable because of the 
strong influence of the water composition on the measu-
ring signal. 
The employed cable for the transmission line shows a 
good noise rej.ection. Because of the signal damping 
there exists the necessitiy of a pre-amplifier. 
At given conditions (cable lenght, frequency) the cable 
• produces resonances which can distort the defect sig-
nal both in amplitude and phase. If the changes of im~ 
pedance of the coils, produced by a defect are, however, 
small in relation to the absolute value of the coil 
impedance, these effects can be neglected. 
As far as now no resulty available. 
With segmented coil there can be reduced the signals 
from the spacers, on the other hand the defect signals 
are thereby reduced with an inprease in lift-off effect. 
The test results are worsethan those from normal ·cylin-
drical coils. 
The test results with a rotation probe are, with spacers 
as interference factor, in.some degree better than those 
obtained with conventional coils. There exists,however, 
no conception pf suitable mechanics for the in-situ 
inspection of long tubes. As for the testing of the 
rolled-in parts, there the mechanics are less complicated 
and the results much better than with normal coils. 
There exists a frequency range where the combination of 
two frequencies yields the best defect resolution. Un-
der these test conditions a 30 % of wall thickness deep 
longitudinal saw cut can be automatically detected in 
the region of a spacer. 
The smaller the measuring coil of the probe the better 
the defect resolution. With a 10·mm diameter coil a 
1,5 mm deep saw cut can be detected on the test wall 
and on the test samples. 
Defect width affects very little both signal amplitude 
and phase. In the region of small defect depths exists 
linear relation between depth and amplitude~ 
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re 3.10 
7. 
re 3.1 
re 3.2 
re 3.4 
re 3.8 
re 3.9 
re 3.10 
re 3.11 
8. 
9. 
10. 
No results yet. 
Next Steps 
Use of the two-frequency test set to obtain a measuring 
signal of the distance probe to surface. 
Providing·a cover for this part of the cable, which 
passes the cable driving mechanics. 
Development of the evaluation electronics of the monitor 
facility. Putting into operation of the unit. 
Finishing the experimental studies on the test specimens. 
Development of a test method to find sub-surface defects. 
Use of the specially manufactured test samples. 
Checking of the predicted defect depth in the test 
/ 
specimens by mechanical destruction. 
Putting into opera~ion of the unit! especially during 
two-frequency testing. Attempt to predict defect 
dangerousn~ss by simultaneous automatic evaluation of 
defect amplitude and phase. 
Test unit preparation for the comparison test on a 
steam generator model. 
Relation with other projects 
RS 255, RS 256, RS 257 
References 
Degree of Availability of the Reports 
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1. Gcnr>ral l\im 
Development of simplified methods of 
- acoustical holography ·with numerical reconstruction 
- flaw sizing by scanning with focused beams. 
Application of the developed methods to the analysis of 
ultrasonic indicat~ons under ·practical circumstances. 
2. Particular Objectives 
3. Re::earch Program 
3.1 Construction of probe systems 
Determination of the decisive criterions (aperture length, 
resolution etc.) to construct optimal probe systems. 
Application of the developed probe-systems on test-blocks. 
3.2 Software-Development 
Elaboration of theoretical foundations (normal indicence, 
oblique incidence, tandem-technique, distance of scanning 
points), development of the reconstr~ction- and interface-
software (AD-converter,. plotter) for scanning in one~ and 
two-dimensions. 
3.3 Holography in tandem-technique 
Investigations of the efficiency of this method, 
experiments on test-blocks. 
3.4 Construction and testing of focusing probes 
Checking of the available construction method, manipulator 
for focusing probes, adaption of the focusing probes on the 
curvature of the surface. 
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3.5 Experiments with the probe-systems developed for holography-
and focusing systems. 
Testing of the developed systems on the test-blocks, which 
were produced in other research programs of reactor security, 
estimation of the efficiency of the developed techniques. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
To 3.1 Manipulator system, electronic equipment for acoustical 
holography 
To 3.2 Reconstruction software (FORTRAN), driver-software for 
AD-converter, CRT-terminal and plotter (Assembler) 
To 3.3 Tandem-manipulator, electronic-equipment 
To 3.4 Device to the production of acoustical lenses, digital 
equipment for positionning. 
To 3.5 Whole equipment 
5. Progress to Date 
To 3.1 Some new probes <? MHz and 4 MHz types) for perpendicular and 
inclined incidence are available as well as design specifi-
cations and criteria for probe dimensioning. Experiments on a 
focusing probe with a parabolic mirror were done. 
To 3.2 Theoretical investigations and practical experiments on the 
choice of parameters and probes for the numerical acoustical 
holography. 
For the two-dimensional holography (perpendicular incidence, 
inclined incidence, tandem-technique) a software package has 
been developed and tested. A driver module for producing a 
raster-type scan of the probe manipu~ator system is available. 
_. 
In 1978 there are added several program parts, e.g. gate 
positioning by a microprocessor in order to obtain a more 
comfortable system handling. 
I 
To 3.3 Investigations under laboratory and practical conditions on 
natural defects on several test objects (see 3.5). 
To 3.4 Preparing of work ·sheets for the application of focusing 
probes. 
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To 3.5 Test of the numerical acoustical holography (perpendicular 
incidence, inclined incidence, tandem-technique) under labora-
tory and practical conditions on several test objects (nozzle 
., 
weld of a pressurizer, circumferential welds of thin walled 
tubes (14 mm - 24 mm), EPRI specimen, thick walled (360 mm) 
procedure quality control specimen, vessel wall). 
Examination of the possibility of the acoustical holography to 
d~scriminate between defect indications and indications caused 
by the geometry of the specimen. 
u. Results 
To 3.1 The experiments with the 4 MHz probe on thin walled components 
were satisfactory. Defects in a depth of 15 mm could be ana-
lyzed. Furthermore, a crack in a depth of 110 mm and an 
extension of 2.5 mm x 6 mm (shown by a metallographic 
examination) has been measured with an accuracy of ± 0.5 mm. 
~I 
' 
-
For measurements on objects with bad surface conditions, e.g. 
claddcd components, the applicability of probes with a higher 
frequency (e.g. 4 MHz) is restricted. In such cases the 
application of TR-probes may be an alternative solution. 
The concept of the focusing probe withaparabolic mirrof has 
not been proved to be reliable due to too many reflections 
from the wedge shape. 
To 3.2 The work on the choice of parameters and probes for the 
• numerical acoustical holography has been completed. In the 
second technical report a detailed discussion of the results 
is given. · 
The software package for the two-dimensionaL holography has 
been proved to be correct from logical point of view. Due to 
memory limits of the computer system it was not possible to 
test the package on real reflectors. 
To 3.3 Acoustical holography in tandem-technique requires no special 
probes. Tandem-technique means here: stationary transmitter 
and movable receiver. In case of moving both probes the 
resolution decreases. 
-4-
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In order to obtain satisfactory results with tandem-technique 
f 
an accurate movement of the time gate is necessary. Another 
problem is the distortion of the illuminating sound field by 
cladded surfaces. For a better solution further investigations 
are necessary. 
To 3.4 Theoretical and experimental determination of DGS-diagrams for 
the sensitivity setting. Adaption of focusing probes on curved 
surfaces. 
To 3.5 The practical experiments in 1978 have shown that all important 
defect parameters, especially extensions in depth and length 
can be determined with an accuracy of ± 1 mm. 
The wall thickness of specimen to be examined can vary between 
15 mm and 360 mm. / 
An important advantage 9f the acoustical holography in compari-
son with conventional techniques is the better ability to 
i 
discriminate between defect indications and indications caused 
by the object geometry. 
The examination of near surface ·cracks is a further problem. 
In order to analyze defect agglomerations in detail it seems 
to us that the surface holography may in some cases be more 
efficient than the line holography. 
7. Next Steps 
To 3.1 Third technical report 
To 3.2 Surface holography on artificial defects (after memory 
expansion) 
To 3.3 -
To 3.4 Elaboration of a comparison of numerical acoustical holography 
versus focusing probe technique. 
To 3.5 Further practical experiments on cladded components 
To 3.1 - Final report 
3.5 
8. Relation with other Projects 
Real-time ultrasonic holography (IzfP-Saarbrucken) (RS 102) 
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reactor security research program FB 2703 
., 
1. technical report; 2. ·technical report 
H. Wlistenberg, E. Mundry, J. Kutzner: Experience with Flaw 
Size Estimation by Ultrasonic Holography with Numerical Re-
construction;.Vortrag auf der Konferenz "Nondcstructive ~va­
luation in the Nuclear Industry; Salt Lake City, Febr. 1978 
V. Schmitz, J. Kutzner: Holographische Rekonstruktion von 
Werkstoff-Fehlern; VO;I"trag beim Seminar "ZfP in der Kern-
reaktortechnik", Saarbrlicken, MKrz 1978. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
GRS, Koln 
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Investigations on the Defect Evaluation of FRG 
Reactor Structures by Means of Holographic Ftirdernde Institution/Sponsor 
Interferometry BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Untersuchungen zur Fehlerbewertung an Reaktor- Inst.f.MiM, Hannover 
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0. General Remarks 
The projects RS 327 and RS 329 were approved as work package 
with common work plan. For the execution of the investigations 
the following institutions cooperate: 
- Dornier System (DS), Friedrichshafen 
Dr. K. Grunewald, Dipl.-Phys. Wachutka 
RS 329 
- Institut fur MeBtechnik im Maschinenbau (MiM), Hannover 
Dr. H. Kreniow, Dipl.-Ing. Geldmacher 
RS 327 
- Bremer Institut fur Angewandte Strahltechnik (BIAS), Bremen 
Qr. W. Juptner, Dipl.-Phys. B. Fischer 
RS 327, subcontract RS 327-2 
The measurements carried out with Messrs. Krupp were looked 
after by Dipl.-Ing. A. N5lker and R. von Lanken. Messrs.Krupp 
places the tank, the personnel, and the material free of charge 
at their disposal. 
For the theoretical investigations, a subcontract has been 
submitted to the 
-Institut fur Festk5rpermechanik (IFKM), Freiburg 
Dr. E. Sommer, Dipl.-Ing. H. Kordisch 
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1. General Aim 
The preceding activities in the scope of the research orders 
RS 102-22 and RS 148 indicate that, additionally to fault 
detection and localization, the holographic interferometry is 
also suitable for fault qualification. An essential reason for 
this is to be fou~d in the nature of this testing method, since 
with it deformations covering an area can be determined, 
The objective of this research project resides in the deter-
mination of the possibilities and limits of a fault qualifi-
cation at reactor component parts by continous laboratory and 
field studies. Moreover, it aims at a further development of 
the holographic-interferometric measuring technique to enable 
measurements at reactor component parts that cannot be in-
sulated from vibrations in the holographic-interferometric sens. 
The result of the complete investigations shall thus prove, if 
a fault assessment' can be achieved with sufficient security by 
holographic-interferometric measurements. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The research activities consist of the following main fields: 
- The holographic test assemblies and methods are to be further 
developed with respect to their application at installed 
reactor component parts that are not insulated from vibra-
tions. It is planned to test the results at the HDR after a 
successful conclusion of theseactivities. Additionally, the 
conditions for a simplified tran~fer of the interferometric 
data to EDP systems are to be elaborated. 
-3-
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- The studies for the qualification of material faults by 
means of the holographic interferometry include not only 
a theoretical elaboration of surface deformation in func-
tion of defects and stress intensities but also experiments 
to determine the stress intensity prior to cracks from the 
measured surface deformation. 
In this connection, the crack lengths and the ·applied stresses 
shall be varied. 
- The above investigations are to be extended to the detection 
and qualification of structural anomalies within the range of 
welded joints. 
- An application of the knowledge gained from the preceding 
activities at the HDR is intended. 
- The holographic test assemblies and methods w~re to be further 
developed with respect to their application at installed 
reactor component parts that are not insulated from vibrations. 
For this purpose, also measurements were carried out at a 
pressure tank of Messrs. Krupp, Forschungsinstitut, Essen. 
The studies for the qualification of material faults by means 
of the holographic interferometry should include in the period 
under review above all the theoretical elaboration of sur-
face deformatidn in function of defects and stress intensity. 
Experiments to determine the stress intensities from the 
measured surface deformation follow in 1979. 
3. Research Program 
In the scope of the research project the institutes partici-
pating prepared or started to prepare the following points 
in 1978: 
3.1 Further development of holographic test assemblies and methods 
for the measurement at reactor pressure vessels 
3.1.1 Further development of holography with test assemblies that are 
not insulated frdm vibrations 
3.1.2 Design and construction of a working platform for the measure-
ment at the·pressure tank of Messrs. Krupp and at the HDR 
·- 4 -
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3.1.3 Testing of the developments according to 3.1.1. and 3.i.2 
at the large-sized tank of Messrs.Krupp and at the HDR 
3.1.4 Testing and assessment of recording and evaluation techniques 
with increased measuring accuracy 
For this purpose, tne differential pressure interferograms 
recorded for RS 148 are evaluated by means of the contour 
projector to determine the amount of sensitivity with which 
the existing graded local inhomogenities can be proved. 
Moreover, it shall be decided if the Dandliker method·is to 
be included in the experimental program. 
Handled with priority by: OS 
3.2 Further development and practical test of evaluation methods 
with respect to a comparative stress analysis of pressure 
vessels 
3.2.1 Adaptation of the programs to the special measuring task for 
the determination of deformations and strains 
3.2.2 Considerations about the graphic representation of three-
' dimensional deformation zones 
3.3 Stress analytical investigations with local inhomogenities 
3.3.1 Calculation of surface deformation for defects of different 
position and size by the finite element method for tensile 
test and component part defect 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
ad 3.1 A tank with the dimensions 0.9 m~ x 1.25 m was procured for 
pretesting. With this tank the designed working platform for 
. the pressure vessel of Messrs. Krupp was tested (MiM). A 
working platform, constructed for these measurements, ; 
essentially consistes of a very rigid mount base to which the 
optical components are fla,nged (BIAS, MiM) ·• 
The evaluation techniques with increased measuring accuracy 
i 
require the expansion of existing test systems and evaluation 
programs. 
The present evaluation program "displacements" must be ex-
panded for the calculation of strains and stresses as well as 
adapted to the application to curved object surfaces (reactor 
-5-
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pressure vessel). Moreover, a plot program was prepared for 
the three-dimensional representation of holographically 
measured deformati~~ zones (DS) • 
The programs for the evaluation of fracture analysis are to 
be modified. 
ad 3.2 KWU and KFA Jlilich, respectively, were approached in order to 
get program parts for the three--dimensional representation and 
stress-analytical calculations (DS) • 
ad 3.3 IFKM obtained a subcontract for the calculation of surface 
deformation with a program prepared by them. Personal contacts 
with IFKM ensure that the existing FEM program is adapted in 
the best possible way to the problems to be anlaysed. 
5.· Progress to Date 
a) Dornier System 
ad 3.1 Further development of holographic test assemblies and methods 
for the measuremerit at reactor pressure vessels. 
In cooperation with MiM and BIAS, a work platform was de-
signed and tested for measurements at the Krupp pressure vessel. 
This platform is described in detail under b). With it, the 
measurements with Krupp were successful. Moreover, laboratory 
experiments served to clear up detailed problems with the 
quantitative evaluation of interferograms of objects that 
are not insulated from vibrations (panicularly the phase 
reference mirror method). The evaluation of the measurements 
performed with Kurpp was started and the problems which 
appeared in this connection were anlaysed theoretically and 
experimentally. Since 'phase reference mirrors rigidly connec-
ted with the object were used in the ·measurements for the 
compensation of object vibrations, the usual evaluat~on 
equations are to be corrected. ' 
In simple laboratory experiments the corresponding interfere-
grams were simulated and the evaluation was compared in case 
of a stationary reference light source and using a phase 
reference mirror. Moreover, additional experiments to explain 
the difference between these two methods were performed with 
identical object displacements. Basing on this, an equation 
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system corrected against the original evaluation formula 
was set up with which. it should be possible to calculate the 
true displacements for all object points also in the general 
case. 
ad 3.2 Further development ·Of the evaluation methods with respect to 
a comparative str~ss analysis of pressure vessels. 
An improved program for the calculation of circumferential 
strains and changes of diameter was prepared from holographic-
interferometrically measured displacements at cylindrical 
tubes. The accuracy to be achieved was tested experimentally. 
The evaluation programs have been adjusted to the special test 
methods with the holography of objects that are not insulated 
, 
from vibrations. Moreover, a program was developd and tested 
for the perspective graphic representation of three-dimensional 
deformation zones . 
. ad 3.3 Stress-analytical investigations with local inhomogenities 
A tensile testing device was conversed and improved according 
to the requirements of the holographic-interferometric stress 
analysis. The procurement of test objects of reactor steel 
was initiated. The experiments will be started after receipt 
of the reactor steel test specimen. The experiments to be 
performed will be arranged according to the theorectical re-
sults from the calculations according to the finite element 
method. 
b) Institut fUr MeBtechnik im Maschinenbau 
ad 3.1 In cooperation with os and BIAS, a mobile test facility was 
designed for the preparation of holographic interferograms of 
pressure vessels. This facility was constructed at the Insitut 
fUr MeBtechnik im Maschinenbau together with BIAS and· the 
three institutions (MiM, BIAS, OS) used it for the simulation 
of deformation measurements at a pressure vessel having the 
dimensions: length 1,250 mm and~ 900 mm. 
Since the test facility should directly be connected with the 
object for the planned tests at the pressure vessel with 
Messrs. Krupp, a rigid basic mount was constructed of x-95 
profiles which could easily be fixed to the pressure vessel 
and accommodate the optical components of the test facility. 
-7-
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. 
The facility allows the application of two different re-
cording methods: 
J ~~lyle-beam holography for the determination of defor-
mations along a surface line near the object cover (BIAS) 
- holography with phase reference mirror for the determin-
ation of deformations along a cover line (diamter) (MiM) . 
Perturing motions of the object are compensated when using 
a phase reference mirror at the object. Pretests cleared up 
the point on the measuring surface at which the phase re-
ference mirrors were to be placed as well as the influence 
of the perturbed phase relationship of the reference beam 
cuased by ambient vibrations on the reference beam reflector 
surface. 
The investigations at the pressure vessel with Krupp were 
performed together with DS and BIAS. 
To fix the test facility (frame and optical components), 
mounting elements had to be welded to the object. Basing on 
the experience gained in the pretests, the mobile test 
facility connected with the object was constructed, fig. 1. 
The object was deformed by increasing the water pressure by 
means of a hand pump. In this connection, the deformations 
resulting at the pressure vessel were measured by the holo-
graphic method, by means of strain gauges and by an inductive 
displacement pick-up. 
t 
c) Bremer Institut fur Angewandte Strahltechnik 
ad 3.1 The activities mentioned under a) and b) were coordinated with 
Dipl.-Ing. A. Nolker of Messrs. Krupp. 
The design, set-up, and testing of the mobile test facility 
were carried out in cooperation with. MiM and DS. Details are 
mentioned under b). 
The method of the single-beam holography in which the object 
is illuminated·through the hologram plate rigidly connected 
with the specimen was developed .in pretests in their own 
laboratory. 
Using this method, the object is illuminated through the 
hologram plate rigidly connected with it. The advantages of 
this method are the simple d~sign and the insensitivity against 
perturbed object motions. It is above all disadvantageous 
- 8-
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that only a small surface can be illuminated and the coherence 
length of the laser restricts the distance between object and 
hologram. 
The laboratory experiments were subsequently tested at a tank 
accomodated in the test facility commonly developed. 
The theoretical c~nditions were revised for the evaluation 
of the holographic-interferometric measurement using a phase 
reference mirror. Corresponding laboratory tests will be 
carried out by Dornier System. 
The conditions for the evaluation of the interferograms re-
corded by the single-beam holography will also be revised. 
ad 3.3 The order to the IFKM for the theoretical determination of 
surface deformations above defects was specified in its details. 
IFKM has meanwhile set up the dot screen for the FEM calculations 
and submitted the first results • 
. 6. Results 
a) Dornier System 
ad 3.1 The quantitative evaluation of the tests with Krupp have 
been initiated, fig. 2. Final results are not yet known, 
since the evaluation equations are to be corrected for the use 
of phase reference mirrors. For this purpose, laboratory 
experiments have been carried out by means of which the 
corrections terms should be determined. 
The laboratory experiments established with identical object 
displacements distinct differences in the interferograrns re-
corded with pha~e reference mirrors or stationary reference 
illumination, respectively. Using a phase reference mirror 
the strip density is for instance lower and the fringe 
Position depends with fixed point of observation on the 
hologram range used for reconstruction. The total phase 
position in the point of observation results from phase 
displacement due to a change of the object and from phase 
displacement due to a change of position of the phase re-
ference mirror. This means the introduction of a correction 
term depending on position and displacement against the 
original evaluation equations. The influence of the phase 
change of the reference beam can be eliminated o.n the 
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assumption of a linear course of the displacement in the 
a~biency of the apparent zeroth order. 
ad 3.2 The evaluation with increased measuring accuracy of the 
interferograms established a considerably improved recog-
nition of lacal defects against a purely visual evaluation. 
A complete aut9matic control or the method seems to be possible. 
As an example, fig. 3 shows the interferogram of an internal 
pressure loaded steel tube with a crack of 0,28 mm depth in 
t 
the inside wall (11.5% of the wall thickness). Wi~h un-
prejudiced visual judgment of the interferogram, the defect 
can practically not be located. The·computer printout for the 
variation in slope of the data N (x), i.e. interference order 
against the coordinates already shows a distinct fault in-· 
dication. Considerable improvements of the fault recognition 
will result by the approximation.of the data by polynomials. 
of different degrees; for instance fig. 4: difference between 
the data and the approximated straight line. More serious 
faults will be indicated with adequate clearness. 
With the application of the program for the determination of 
circumferential strains at cylindric bodies from holographically 
measured displacements, calculation and experiment established 
a mean inaccuracy of the radius change of ! 0.2 ~m, i.e. a 
fault of 4 % for dr = 5 ~m, due to the holographic uncertainty 
in measurement of ! 0.05 ~m with respect to the displacement 
measurement of a single point. 
For the perspective representation of three-dimensional defor-
mation zones a grid is put on the object surfache which will 
turn into a deformed grid due to the object deformation. In 
this connection, the orientation of the point of observation 
can be freely selected relatively to the object. The program 
then projects all points of a grid on a level square with the 
connection line between center point of the object surface 
• and point of observation and supplies a format-filling drawing. 
The display is made on a graphic screen with bard-copy output. 
The program was as yet tested in idealize deformation zones. 
In fig. 5, a plane·surface is deformed according to the function 
sin~r b 1 h d d f of dz = a • r • Fig. 6 represents the arre -s ape e or-
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mation of a quarter of a tube with fixed ends. 
b) Institut fur MeBtechnik im Maschinenbau 
ad 3.1 Measurements were performed for an optimum setup of the work 
platform. The following result was achieved: 
With given size of the measuring surface on the face of the 
test object the p~sition to attach the reference mirror 
essentially depends on the mutual phase relationship as well 
as on the amplitude of the object vibration. With a measuring 
surface of abt. 400 mm ~ the testes established a distance of 
abt. 200 mm between reference mirror and measuring line. This 
leads to a simplified test assembly, as the reference beam 
could be deffected from the object illimination; i.e. a common 
source point can be used for object and reference wave. The 
use of· a separated object and reference beam source point 
established no improvement. No improvement was achieved either 
in focusing the reference beam on the phase reference mirror 
to eliminate the influence of natural vibrations of this 
mirror. Considering all optimization results, the mobile test 
assembly was established for deformation measurements at 
pressure vessels. 
The investigations at the pressure vessel of Krupp were per-
formed in cooperation with Krupp, DS and BIAS in the third 
quarter of 1978. The measurements were carried out with a 
change of pressure of 0.5 bar and base pressures of 10, 20 
and 30 bar. Fig. 7 shows the interferograms achieved. 
The object section along the given and marked measuring line 
has a diameter of abt. 500 mm. The interferograms can be 
interpreted that the deformation increases relatively 
symmetrical against the radius of the· cover in direction to 
the cover center: to be recognized by the concentric and nearly 
equidistant interference fringes of about the same distance. 
Due to the theoretical fundamentals of this method all achieved 
deformations of the cover refer to the position of the re-
ference mirror or of the common line through the position of 
the reference mirror. 
The measurements showed that by means of the developed and 
_,,_ 
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optimized mobile test facility using the reference mirror 
established also at test assemblies and objects that are not 
insulated from vibrations. 
c) Bremer Institut fur Angewandte Strahltechnik 
ad 3.1 Since the tests described under b) were performed in co-
operation with MiM and DS, the results are also to be found 
under b). 
The evaluation equations are to be corrected for the·evaluation 
of the interferograms achieved by the phase reference mirror 
method, since the reference mirror carries out a rotation of 
. 
the surface on the position of attachment and thus simulates 
a rotation of this quantity for all points of the surface. 
The new evaluation equations which are, however, 
revised experimentally, are: 
ni . = V . t + V (t + a I ( Z-Zp)) zi z yi y 
nii" = V zii" t + V (t + aii(Z-Zp)) z yii y 
n: interference fringe order 
wave length 
v: geometric function, sensititivity vector 
t: translation 
a: rotation of phase reference mirror 
z: coordinate in the surface 
y: coordinate perpendicular to the surf&ce 
Zp:coordinate of the phase reference mirror 
I 
not· yet 
In the ambiency of the mirror, the following equations can be 
applied: 
ni. = vzi tz + vyi 
nrr· = vzii" tz + vyii 
(t + t y y 
(t + t y y 
( Zp)) 
(Zp)) 
These equations must still be checked. They enable however 
the evaluation in two steps, the first step defining the 
angle a. 
ad 3.3 IFKM meanwhile established the structure for the FEM 
calculations, fig. 8, and performed first calculations. 
In this respect, ·it ~as assumed that the specimen consisted 
of the material 22 NiMoCr 37 and had the dimensions 
t 
500 x 100 x 30 {length x width x thickness in mm) •. Moreover 
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it was defined that the specimen is clamped at the bottom 
and pulled upward. For the first computer runs a central 
fault with different diameters was assumed. 
Structure Fault 0 a/W 
L 10 .14 0.07 
L 1 1 20 0.1 , 
L 12 40 0.2 
W: specimen width 
a: fault radius 
The fault itself was assumed as being round. (Exentricity 
eL/W = eR/W= 0.5). 
The surface displacements were calculated according to the 
finite element method with the program system SOLID-SAP [1] 
on the UNIVAC 1100/80 of the computing center of the Frei-
burg University. The structures were partly automatically 
divided into isoparametric triangular elements with three 
·corner nodes by the mains generator TOPONET [2]. The 
preparation of the structure and the subsequent evaluati6n 
of the results were made by the .computer Up 2100 S with 
IFKM by means of paricularly processed evaluation programs. 
I 
With respect to expenditure, calculation cost, and the 
required accuracy, the initial structure was at first 
optimized using the example L 11. Additionally to the 
control of the marginal conditions, the comparison of the 
calculated stress superelevation at the edge of the hole 
with analytical results ace. to PETERSON [31 presents an 
accuracy test(with ~ = omax/60 ) : 
structure ~ analyt. ~ FEM 
L 10 3.07 3.07 
L 11 
L 12 
3 014 
3.74 
3.12 
3.72 
F % 
o. 
-o.6 
-o.s 
Experimental value~ for the surface displacements are not yet 
known. But, since the program system SOLID-SAP works.accor-
ding to the displacement variable method, it can be assumed 
that the error in the calculation of the surface displace-
ment will be smaller or, at maximum, equal to that of the 
stresses. 
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The result shows that for a centered round defect the maxi-
mum of the stress intensity always remains in the same 
position, while the amplitude increases according to the 
diamter, fig. 9. With.this, it seems to be possible to 
point to the size of the defect. The experiments in 1979 
must establish the proof for this fact. Theoretically it is 
to be tested how the amplitude of the stress intensity and 
the position of the maximum change with varied defect 
position. The first calculations in this respect are being 
carried out at the moment. Since however the nodal network 
for the calculations is, at the same time, put into a clearer 
and optically more informative shape, the results are not 
yet complete. 
7. Next steps 
ad 3.1 The investigations at test facilities not protected against 
vibrations are finally treated so that a complete flow chart 
will bi available for later measurements at large-size objects, 
e.g. the HDR. For this purpose, it might be possible to carry 
out additional tests with Krupp. 
The evaluations will be checked and corresponding programs be 
prepared that will be interlaced with other evaluation programs. 
ad 3.2 The works for this program point will be continued with con-
centrated efforts and tested and completed in experiments 
in the laboratory and in measurements at large-size object. 
ad 3.3 The FEM calculations will be performed by IFKM. The possibili-
ties of a support by the program "FEABLE" existing with BIAS 
are to be discussed. In this connection it must be pointed out 
that this progra~has not yet been a~plied to the present 
problem. 
The preparations for the experimental investigations with 
respect to stress intensity measurement are taken. The per-
formance of these activities is however concentrated on 1979. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
RS 102-22, RS 148, RS 327, RS 329 
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Fig.1: Mobile Test Setup ·in Operation at Pressure Vessel of Krupp 
z = O:Deckelmittelpunkt 
y 
Fig.2: Displacements of Single Cover Points after Evaluation of 
of Measurements with Krupp 
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Fig. 3: Differential Pressure Interferogram of a Tube with Local 
Defect, arrow 
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Fig. 4: Difference between Data and best fitted straight line 
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Fig. 5: Deformation of a Plane Surface acording to the Function 
dz = a sinpr 
r 
Fig. 6: Barrel-shaped Buckling of a Quarter of a Tube 
with Fixed Tube Ends -18 ... 
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Fig. 7: Holographic Interferogram Recorded by Phase Reference Mirror 
Method at Large-size Tank of Krupp 
Fig. 8: Nodal Structure to Calculate Stress Intensity according to 
Finite Element Method 
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Benchtszeitraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciasslflcatlon 
Jan.1 -Dec. 31, 1978 
Vorhaben/Project Title 
Schallemissionsmessungen an bruchmechanischen 
Proben, Phase 2: Messungen an Fertigungs~ 
fehlern 
Acoustic Emission Measurements on Fracture 
Toughness Specimens, Phase 2: Measurements 
on Natural Def cts 
Arbellsbeginn/lnillated 
1. 10. 1 
Staod der Arbeiten/Status 
Continuing 
1. General Aim 
Arbeitsende/Completed 
1. • 
Bprichtsdatum/Last Updating 
31.12.1978 
Kennze1chen/Project Number 
Land/Country 
FRG 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Battelle-Institut e.V. 
Frankfurt 
Materials Behaviour 
Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
These investigations are aimed at establishing correlations between 
the measured values of acoustic emission (AE) and the stress at na-
tural defects, on the basis of results obtained in Phase 1 of the 
project. The reulsts of the investigations performed under Phase 2 
are to make AE suitable for testing the pressure vessels of nuclear 
reactors. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The investigations will be conducted mainly on large fracture tough-
ness specimens and plates made from the materials used for light-
water reactors, i.e. the steels 22 NiMoCr 37 and 20 MnMoNi 55. Seve-
ral types of defects occurring in practice will be investigated, 
which - unless available in large parts - will be generated by 
simulation and welded i'nto the large specimens. The defects to be 
investigated will include both defects in the base material, such 
as segregations. non-metallic inclusions and shrinkholes, and defects 
in weld joints, e.g. reheat cracks (cracks in the area adjacent to 
welds or undercladding cracks), hot cracks,. cold cracks, slag in-
clusions, fusion defects and pores. To obtain the desired correlations 
between the measured acoustic emission and the defect sizes, 
comprehensive non-destructive and destructive tests will be carried 
out. In addition, measurements of the progagation of structure-borne 
sound will be carried out on a reactor pressure vessel by trans-
mitting test signals from the two surfaces (inner and outer surface). 
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3. Research Program 
3.1 Creating the conditions for carrying out the experimental 
phase. Supply o£ flawless and defective materials as well as 
preparation o£ specimens and construction o£ devices 
3.2 "Performance o£ experi~ents with large fracture toughness 
specimens and plates, i~cluding acoustic emission measurements 
3.3 Evaluation o£ experimental results, establishing correlations 
between measured AE values and the quantities characterizing 
the defects 
3.4 Measurement o£ acoustic wave propagation on a reactor pressure 
vessel 
3.5 Elaboration o£ a final report and detailed planning o£ the 
possible continuation of the investigations 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Design and construction o£ a pit with covering, which is to be 
used for the experiments with the large specimens, taking into 
account functional and safety aspects 
Selection and installation o£ a hoist (portal crane): for hand-
ling the specimens and other experimental facilities 
Design of a loading mechanism £or the.large-area fracture 
toughness specimens (LFTS) with a maximum force o£ 6 MN and 
placing a subcontract £or the production o£ "this mechanism 
Installation of the pipings and fittings to which the loading 
mechanism, which has meanwhile been completed, is to be connec-
ted, and construction o£ the specimen holders for the LFTSs. 
Additional installation o£ hydraulic fittings for the space 
formed between pairs o£ large plates (LP) and generating in-
ternal pressure between the two LPs 
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Design of an improved data aquisition and evaluation system 
(DA system) for on-line evaluation of the measurements by 
means of a computer, including the establishment of correla-
tions between measured quantities of acoustic emission and 
the quantities cha~acterizing the defect (e.g. size and 
location, local stress, stress intensity factor). Collection 
and comparison of offers, discussions with offerers and final 
specification and placing of orders for the DA system. 
5. Progress to Date 
Re 3.1 
Establishing contacts and carrying discussions with producers 
of materials, with manufacturers of components for nuclear 
power plants, and with representiatives of the Materialpru£ungs• 
anstalt (Materials Testing Office) in Stuttgart in order to be 
supplied with the necessary materials with and without defects 
Calculation and preliminary dimensioning of the large-area 
fracture toughness specimens (LFTS) and the large plates (LP) 
as well as production of scale-model specimens of the two 
specimen shapes for stress analysis. Application 9f strain 
gauges and performance of strain measurements at different 
static loads, and rough evaluation of the results. 
Final dimensioning of the two specimen types and design a£ an 
appropriate sealing element for sealing the space formed 
between the pairs of LPs, as well as drawing up the working 
drawings (Figs. 1 and 2). Placing ord~rs for the first three 
flawless large specimens (1 LFTS and 2 LPs) for testing the 
experimental facility and for measuring the noise of the 
facilitiy. After competion of test measurements, defective 
parts will be welded into these specimens. 
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Re ).4 
Measurements of acoustic wave propagation on an empty reactor 
pressure vessel of a power pressurized-water reactor at the 
plant of the manufacturer. Acoustic pulses were introduced from 
inside and outside tC?. simulate signals from defects, and the 
AE signals received were recorded. 
Preliminary evaluation of part of the measured signal shapes. 
6. Results 
Re ).4 (a) 
~~~~~~~!~~-~~~-~~~~~~!~~-2!-~-!~~~-~!~~~!-~~-~~!-~~~!~ 
Surface (Simulation of an External Defect) 
------------------------------------------
It is known that in addition to the dominating wave mode, the 
surface wave, other wave modes (probably volume waves propagating 
in a zigzag pattern) are excited. The percentage of these modes 
depends on the type of excitation (breakage of a pencil lead, trans-
mission of an acoustic signal by means of different transducers 
connected either direkt or via a cone) or, more generally speaking, 
on the radiation characteristic o£ the source concerned. 
~ th sur~ace wave generated by the breakage of a pencil The signal OL e L 
lead, as detected by the measuring cascade, reaches its maximum 
f .. 1 ( A f = £il ter l;>andwi th 
after a rise time o£ t ~ 10 /us = Zi f 
of the measuring cascade) and then decreases by an average value of 
A =Ao • exp (-
Re ).4(b) 
The 
in a 
previous finding was·confirmed that volume waves propagating 
zigzag pattern are recorded in the near field, while a wave 
and propagating at a packet appearing more and more homogeneous 
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velocity of v ~ 3 mm/ 1us is recorded in the far field. The 
dominating volume waves in the near field were identified for the 
investigated case of spontaneous (relief) of a normal point force 
(caused by breakage of a pencil lead or by the test signal of a 
US transmitter). It is primarily the transverse wave T with its 
reflections T3 ,T5 •••• , Tn (n =odd= number of refelctions) and 
to a smaller extent the longitudinal wave L with the reflections 
2 3 n+1 n LT, LT, •••• , L T , where the longitudinal wave L coming from the 
interior was converted into a transverse wave T at the outer surface 
and back into a longitudinal wave at the inner surface. 
7. Next Steps 
Re 3.1 Completion of the experimental facility, supply of materials 
and preparation specimens 
Re 3.3 Continuation of the evaluation 
B. Relation to Ohter Projects 
The project ist based on Phase 1 (measurements of fatigue J 
cracks, RS 191). The investigations are being conducted id' 
close cooperation with the IzfP, Saarbrticken, the IFAM,Bremen, 
and the IFKM, Freiburg (RS 196). 
9. References 
(1) .ll. von Klot, Ausbreitung von simulierten Schallemissions-
Impulsen in dickwandigen Bauteilen Report BF-R-62.945-1 
(Dec. 1977) 
(2) H. Jost, J. Eisenblatter, Schallemissionsmessungen bei bruch-
mechanischen Versuchen an Werkstoffen leichtwassergektihlter 
Reaktoren. Report BF-R-62.945-2 (April 1978) 
(J) T. Fischer, Schallemissionsmessungen bei bruchmechanischen 
Versuchen an Werkstoffen des schnellen Natrium-gektihlten 
Reaktors. Report BF-R-62.945-3 (April 1978) 
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10. Degree o£ Availability o£ the Reports 
The reports are available through GRS-Forschungsbetreuung. 
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Verbesserte phanomenologische Beschreibung vo1 ,._LRG 
Schallemissionssignalen und ihre Analyse auf Fcirdernde Institution/Sponsor 
eine bessere Fehlerbewertung BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
FraunhofePGesellsch. 
Improved phenomenological ·description of 
Miinchen acoustic emission signals and their analysis 
with respect to a better evaluation of defect1 Izfp Saarbriicken 
Tr.::~M Tl<''J(M 
Arbe1tsbeginn/lnitiated Ar.beitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.02.1976 30.04.1979 Dr. J. Lottermoser 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing 31.12.78 
1. General Aim 
Development of an acoustic emission testing method for the 
application on pressure vessel tests on nuclear reactor power 
plants. 
- Detection and evaluation of acoustic emission signals. 
2. Particular Objectives 
- Development of models for the evaluation of acoustic emission 
signals, firstly for laboratory experiments on CT specimens 
with fatigue crack and/or natural defects on ferritic and aus-
tenitic steels. 
- Determination of the laws for progagation of acoustic emission 
signals in thick-walled work pi~ces (plates). 
3.. Research Program 
- Measurements of acoustic emission sign.als on modified CT speci-
mens. 
- Signal analysis and determination of the correlation between 
signal parameters and the physical phenomena. 
- Development and experimental verifications of models. 
- Theoretical and experimental investigations on the propagation 
of acoustic emission signals in thick plates. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
-2-
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5. Progress to Date 
5.1. Derivation of correlations between acoustic emission para~ 
meters with stress intensity factor K and crack growth (IzfP). 
5.2. Measerernents of direct-ivity patterns of acoustic emission 
sources and comparison with models (IzfP). 
5.3. Development of a new concept for acoustic emission testing 
with a local application (IzfP). 
5.4. Welding tests for reproducably applying definit faults into 
welqed seams (IfaM). 
5.5. Experimental derivation of laws for the propaqation of AB-
signals in thick plates as well as theoretical investigations 
( IzfP) • 
6. Results 
6.1. For tension-tests on SO mm eT-specimens of the steel 22NiMo 
er 37 with different heat-treatments a roughly linear corre-
lation 
-m 
nG ,...., ( 6 a) , m • 1 
was found; nG is the number of high-energetic events 
(). 10-12 Joule) and Aa is the corresponding crack propaga-
tion (Fig. 1). The value of ~a was measured on the crack-
surface after the test, marking the crackfr6nt by applying a 
fatigue load after stopping the tension-test. 
For the same tension-tests the following correlation with 
the stress-intensi~y-factor K was found: 
n = n1 • <52 SE K) 4 , n1 = (6,!7 ± 1 ,3) 1o-33mm22N- 12 
n = number of events from the beginning of the test (without 
friction noise). 
o5E = acoustic-emission-yield point = stress-level, with the 
maximum of the event-rate in a tension-test on a specimen 
without notch. 
This result is shown in Fig. 2 on the basis of 20 specimens 
~ . 2 
with different heat-treatments (400 =QsE = 750 N/mm ) (IzfP) 
6.2. On modified eT-specimens the directivity patterns of real 
acoustic emission sources are meas;ured (only longitudinal 
component). Fig. 3 shows the result for the first load cycles 
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0 
of fatigue (0 correspnds to the crack-propagation-direction). 
The dotted line shows the results of calculations for a two 
fold force pair - corresponding to a dislocation loop. Fig. 4 
shows the results for micro-crack-formation and macroscopic 
crack-growth. Th.e dotted line shows the results of calcula-
tions for a simple force pair (cleavage). (IzfP) 
6.3. Using the above mentioned correlation between the number of 
events and the stress intensity factor an AE-testing-method 
is proposed: If~the locus of a defect is known from other 
ndt-methods or AE-triangulation an AB-transducer may be 
placed very near to this defect. In. this case the low-ampli-
tude events can be measured and there should be less prob-
lems with transfer-corrections. A mathematical discription 
of the problem is derived. 
6.4. The task has been to produce definite welding faults within 
the welded seam. To do this ~eproducable, extensive prelimi-
nary tests had to be performed. 
To produce slag-inclusions which were reproducable with re-
gard to their size and their local situation, it proved to 
be necessary to cut a slot of definite dimensions into the 
weld metal and to fill it up with a suitable prepared piece 
of slag. Then the next layer has been applied into the wel-
ding joint giving a slag inclusion of definite size. This 
has been proved by nondestructive testing methods as ultra 
sonic and X-ray inspection as well as by cutting off the 
test pieces. The slag inclusion contains a volume of about 
250 mm3 , as may be seen from a cross section, Fig. Sa, as 
well as from a section made into welding direction, Fig. Sb. 
To produce faults of cold cracking type, the following tech-
nique has been chosen: 
during welding process powder with different moisture content 
• has been used to give hydrogen cracking within ~ selected 
layer. Durtng the cooling phase a tension stress transvers 
to the welding direction has been applied for more than 72 
hours The metallographic examinations following revealed the 
existence of cold cracks within the layer considered, Fig. 6. 
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To produce faults of the type hot crack the wire for the 
submerged arc welding has been coated by Cu of the whole 
wire weigth. The amount of Cu which is not solved within 
the crystals will migrate predominantly to the grain boun-
deries and cause the initiation of ho·t cracks along these 
sites. In Fig. 7 a· micro section through the submerged arc 
weldment taken in the welding direction and containing a 
hot crack may be seen. Using this technique discribed above 
during preliminary tests, hot crack could be found sporadic. 
Therefore, additional tests are planned to use s-containing 
filler material to produce a hihger amount of hot cracks 
within the weld material. 
In additional tests we succeeded in producing faults of the 
type pores (IfaM). 
6.5. The propagation of simulated AB-signals was measered on a 
250 mm thick plate; Fig. 8 shows the measured energy of an 
event after travelling a path of X mm. The zick-zack-pro-
pagation of the acoustic pulse is clearly seen and the mea-
sured energies are following a law between the law for a 
free ware (E -12 ) and a cylindric wave (E~). The length of 
the near-fieldx(in the far-field we are observing guided 
waves with the law EN .l) is depending on the frequency-spec-
x 
tra of the acoustic pulse: for an acoustic pulse of 0, 5 f s 
duration it is approximately 15-times the plate thickness, 
for an acoustic pulse of 10fs duration this value is approx. 
6 times the plate thickness (IzfP). 
7. Next Steps 
7.1. Continuing the preliminary tests to produce other types of 
welding faults like lack of adhesion at the fusion line, stress 
relieve cracking within the heat affected zone and under 
plate cracking. 
7.2. Continuing the welding and specimen machining. 
7.3. Starting of AE measurement on specimens with natural defects. 
7. 4. Further investiga.tions of the propagation of AE-signals in 
thick-walled components. 
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8. Relations with Other Projects 
RS 191 A 
9. References 
1. J. Lottermoser, E. Waschkies, P. Zenner, B. Voss, J. Gotz 
Laboruntersuchungen zur Erarbeitung von Interpretationsrnodel-
len fUr die Bewertung von Fe~lstellen bei der Schallernissionspru-
fung am Kernreaktor, Bericht Nr. 780236-TW, der Fraunhoferge-
sellschaft IzfP, Saarbrlicken (1978). 
2. T. Fischer 
RiBausbreitung und Schallernission in SchweiBnahten des Stahls 
22NiMoCr37, Bericht T 1 der Fraunhofergesellschaft, IFAM Brernen 
(1977). 
3. K. Wolitz 
RiBausbrei tung und Schallernission in SchweiBnahten des Stah'ls 
x6CrNi1811, Bericht T 2 der Frauhofergesellschaft, IFAM Brernen 
(1978). 
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b) Longitudional section 
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Slag inclusions within the submerged arc welded seam 
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Cold crack within the submerged 
arc welded seam 
2 % HN0 3-etching 50 1 
( IFAM) 
Fig. 7 
Hot crack within the submerged 
arc welded seam 
2 % HN0 3-etching 200 
(IFAM) 
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Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Development and application of signal a vera- F'RG 
ging techniques for the ultrasonic testing ~-Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
of coarse grained austenitic materials and BMFT 
welded joints Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Fraunhofer-Gesell-
Signalmittelungsverfahren fur die Ultraschall- schaft, Mi.inchen 
pri.ifung von grobkornigen austenitischen Werk-
sto~fen und SchweiBnahten IzfP-Saarbri.icken 
Arbettsbegtnn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.01.1978 31.12.1980 Dipl.-Ing. s. Kraus 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berithtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
~- 1. General Aim 
/ 
The general aim is the improvement of the testability of coarse 
grained materials with high coherent noise level as ~or example 
austenitic steel and welds, ferritic and austenitic castings and 
claddings. 
2. Particular objective 
Techniques used for the improvement of the ul.trasonic testability, 
are the signal averaging technique in· form of the spatial-, 
i frequency- and directional averaging, combined with conventional 
methods like focusing or testing with broad-band-pulses. 
3. Research program 
The research program consists of two essential parts, to be done 
in two phases. In the first one, within a short time, a device 
for the application of the spatial averaging is to be built up. 
This apparatus will be combined with a conventional UT-device. 
Whether the signal processing occurs in analog or digital manner 
was decided in preliminary tests. The essential aim of this first 
phase is the increase of the data processing rate to allow on-
r line testing with about 50 mm/sec testing velocity with~ut loss 
in information content. 
In the second stage of the project, an apparatus should be de-
velopped and tested for spatial-, frequency- and directional avera-
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ging by means of phased arrays. Here, especially the develop-
ments, done in RS 249, ar<e used. 
4. Experimental facilities, computer codes 
The experimental facility consists of an Ultrasonic-Flaw-Detec-
, 
tor USIP 11 (Krautkramer) and the digital averaging system, 
built in our electronic laboratory. Compared to the faster com-
mercial averaging unit, this one will be 50 times faster; the 
performance time for adding 1024 A-Scans in the 8K by 18 bit 
memory at a sample rate of less than o,os_/!' s per adress is 0,4 
sec. 'rhe apparatus is microcomputer controlled and suitable for 
practical application. 
5. Progress to date 
After preliminary tests concerning the kind of data processing· 
(analog or digital) and a market research about averager, we/ 
could see that no fast enough apparatus is available. Therefore 
the signal averaging unit was. outlined, built·up and tested in 
our electronic laborat.ory. 
I 
6. Results 
Our digital averaging system consists of a commercial UT-device, 
an ADC and the averaging unit. The ADC has a sample rate of 30 
megacycles per second and 8 bit resolution. The on-line-averaging 
unit has a 8K by 18 bit memory andworks with 20 megacycles per 
second and adress. The number of sweeps is selectable from 1 to 
1024. All functions are microcomputer controlled. 
7. Next steps 
Complete testing of the signal averaging device. 
8. Relations with other projects 
Exchange of experience and specimen with RS 244, RS 249 an~ RS 273. 
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9. References 
10. Degree of availability of reports 
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Rekonstruktion a us Signalortskurven FRG 
F ordNndo ln5111UIIon/Spon~or 
BMFT 
Aultr iHJnl!t•mnr /Contrac.tor 
Fraunhofer Gesellsch., 
Reconstruction by signal locus curves MUnch en 
... 
' 
• IzfP, SaarbrUcken 
Ar IH •il'.tli'CjillO/ lrllll.liOd Arbf!tlsende/Compleled Le1ter des Vorhabcns/Pro,ect Leader 
01.07.1978 30. 11 • 19 80 O.A. Barbian 
-Stand dcr Arbc1ten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilhgte M1ttei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. General aim 
The aim of this project is the development, the demonstrations, 
and the test of an automatic system for ultrasonic testing and re-
construction of the defects, which 
- appends to the former development and to the present technique 
of the testing methods and extensivly the probe systems, too;-
- consider the present requirements· of the fully automatic in-ser-
vico inspection, but as not limited by these requirements; 
~ consider in addition 1the problem for the automation of the in-
spection during manufacturing 
- uses for the' reconstruction of defects the amplitudes and transit 
times respectively the corresponding locus curves and tha mathe-
matical models of diffraction; 
2. Particul~r O~jectives/3. Research Program 
2. 1 Completion of some ·aspects of the RS 102 -17 project such as 
- extension of the two-dimensional to the three-dimensional 
2.2 
evalu.:ltion 
- expansion of the mathematical models for reconstruction 
- improvement of the suppression of noise as during the data 
acquisition as during the data processing. 
Examination of the possibilities for the application of new 
testing techniques, the development of which will be termina-
ted in other RS-programs in the duration of this project. 
2. 3 Rccogni tion of defer:~·s near the surface by considering the 
structure of both surfaces, for the outer and inner testing. 
2.4 On line coloured monitoring of the results of each test me-
thod for the whole wall in the length of.the probe system. 
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Off-line monitoring with suppression of perturbations. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
For the development of the software-program the PDP 11 Computer 
system with peripheral devices is used. For the testing of the 
prqgrams in situations simular the reality an automatic ultra-
sonic testing system with data acquisition is available, con-
sisting of two manipulators, an ultrasonic-hard-ware and a data 
acquisition system. 
5. Progress to Date/6. Results 
Theoretical investigations concerning the requirements for the 
accuracy of the transit-time measurements as for the two-dimensio- ---, 
nal as for the three-dimensional cause were conducted. 
We have found that the accuracy of the recontruction depends on 
tl1e following parameters 
- accuracy of the transit-time mearurement of the ultrasonic 
hard-ware 
- depth position of the defect 
- distance of the ODrrelated probe positions. 
The last mentioned parameter can be adjusted that with maximal 
inaccuracy of the transit-time rrearsurerrent of ± J./2 sufficient 
reconstruction can be reached for each depth position. Software 
components like data sorting, fault-clearing and monitoring of 
partial results were accomplished and tested by data of the auto-
matic inspection of the pressure vessel test specimen. 
7. Next Steps 
Improvement of the fault-clearing- and reconstruction-programs. 
Other tests of the existing programs with the data of the inspec-
tion of the pressure vessel test specimen. Specification for the 
improvement of the ultrasonic hardware. 
Development of a software program for the calculation of transit-
time-locus-curves of known reflectors, such as geometrical vari-
ations. 
8. Relations with Other Projects 
This program is partly based on the results of the reactor safety 
research projects RS 102-17, RS 27-1, 2, 3 and will ·be carried 
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through in coordination with the still running projects RS 27-4, 
RS 169, RS 249, RS 231 and RS 257. 
q. Re fcrences 
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Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaf 
MagnetpulverscheinriBanzeigen MlinchP.n 
Quantisierung der magnetischen StreufluB-
prlifung IzfP 1 Saarbrilcken MPA, Stuttoart 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.01.78 31.12.80 nnhm"''nn 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing 31.12.78 
~, 1. General Aim 
Basic investigations about the reasons of pseudo-crack indications, 
their interpretationtand discretization from real surface-cracks. 
2. Particular Objective 
Investigations to: 
- metalurgical and physical reasons 
- description of the leakage flux topography 
- criticality of pseudo-crack areas 
- possibilities for acting in practice for recognization and 
interpretation. 
3. Research Program 
3.1·Mechanical-technological Investigations 
-Materials selection: TSB 370, StE 36, StE 51, 20 MnMoNi 55, 
22 NiMoCr 37, Welmonil 
-Welding-Simulation: between 700°- 1.300° C 
- Welding-Joints: UP-Welding, electr.-hand-welding, electr.-
beam-welding, with and without preheating, heat input 
energy between 15 KJ/cm - 35 KJ/cm 
Annealing: stress relieve, normalization 
- Metalurgical Investigations: polishments, hardness, chemi-
cal analysis, micro hardness, REM, STEM, 
- Fracture- and Fatigue Measurements: 
- Stress-Measurements 
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3.2 Physical Investiga~ions 
- Variation of the Influence-Parameters: field-amplitude, 
static-alternating fields, premagnetization, powder 
concentration. 
- Leakage-flux-Measurements in Vector-Components: magneto-
probing, magnetography. 
- Physical Mater~als Properties: Conductivity, permeabilty, 
koercive-force, austenit-content. 
- US-Tests, Liquid Penetrant Tests 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
to 3.1 construction of a joke magnetization and magnetography-
unit 
to 3.2 Use of a computer program for computing the leakage-flux-
topography 
5. Progress to Date 
to 3. 1 Mechanical 'l'echnogical Investigations 
Welding and Simulation of the TSB-370 specimen is finished 
to 3.2 Physical Investigations 
6. Results 
to 3. 1 
until 
to 3. 2 
- the construction of the magnetization-unit with probe-
scanning instrumentation is ready 
the magnetography-unit is realized in hardware electronic, 
for data handling a 1u-processor is used, 
- first numerical investigations for construction and 
t 
calibration of the eddy-current-micro-probe for conduc-
tivity and permeability measurements are made. 
- the leakage flux theory with alternating field-excita-
tion is formulated. 
A prexamination of a simulated specimen shows pseudo 
cracks with a structure gradient. 
7. Next Steps 
to 3.1 First all investigations with TSB 370 specimens. 
until 
to 3. 2 
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8. Relation with Other 
finished: RS 102 -
continued: RS 334 
9. References 
none 
10. Availabilit;y of the 
none 
RS 323 
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Uurll~tll'>lo•lrllum/fienod Klasstltkatton/Ciasstlicatton Kcnnzotchon/ProjeCI Number 
01 .04. 78 
- 31.12.78 12 3 . RS _3_14_ 
Vorhabcn/ProJOCI Tttle Land/Country 
Bestimmung der ~ikrogeflige von DruckbehiH ter- FRI. 
stahlen m it magnetisch induzierten MeBgrBBen 
Fordmnde lnst•tullon/Sponsor 
..B.MET_ 
Aultragnehmer/Conlractor 
Praunhofer-Gesellsch. 
Determination of the microstructure from pres- Miinchen, Izfp Saarbr. 
., 
sure vessel steels with magnetic induced ~1PA-Stut tgnrt 
_rn~<'!~ur_i nq quanti tics 
Ar 1 H••t·.lwtjlnnlln•t•atod AroOitsonde/Completed Letter des Vorhabens/ProjGcl Lci)dor 
01.04.78 31.03.82 _nr_ ...T.h~in~r {_I7fP\ 
--!>tanrl dnr Arbwh•n/Siatus Bonchtsdaturn/Lasl Updahng Bew•lhgto M•ttoi/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
• 
1. General Aim 
- Production of different micro-structures by heat ~reatments,tin­
n 1 lr- tc·~; t, time fracture test. Mu ter ial: Different reactor pres-
nurc vessel steels. 
- Description Cf the micro structure by mechanic-technological-, 
metallographical- and electron microscopical investigations and 
by nd methods as Barkhausen noise measurements and rr~croscopic 
magnectic quantities to be measured. 
- Separation of the different micro structures (grain size, preci-
pitations, discocations) by nd quantities to be measured. 
2. P~a_E_!:_i_c~_l_ar_ <?_l?j_e9.!.~Y~-~ 
2.1 Supply of materials (22Ni~oCr37, 20~nMo~iSS, STES1, TSB370) 
2.2 Fabrication of the whole sample set. 
2.3 ~echanic-technological, metallographical and electron micros-
::·.,;.· >:1 .1 ~.;,11• ::~-~ .·.,:~.J >>ti~~· •){ tlr1c states ..: as· d~l'i.vered·, cycle 13, 
cycle 13 + tempering (22NiMoCr37, 20~nMoNi55) 
2.4 Choose of model materials with non-ferromagnetic precipitations 
and production of sample set. 
2.5 Preliminary experiments and supply of experimental set ups for 
reversible and irreversible magnetization processes. 
3. ~.e_s_c_nr_ch Prpg_Ea~ 
3.1 Exnminntion of material homogeneity. 
3.2 Production of the sample sets. (removel, heat treatments) 
3.3 Investigation of the steel states (22Ni•1oCr37) as delivered + 
cycle 13•tempcrinq, 
- fracture mechanic quantities~ ak-T curves: hardness HV 10; 
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light microscopic determination of structure; electron-micros-
copic investigation (extraction, thin films) only 22NiMoCr37. 
3.4 Theoretical investigation of the actual knowledge of micromag-
netisme and of metallographical discription of steel properi-
ties. 
3.5 Experiments to the generation of acoustical Barkhausen events, 
development of nd quantities to be measured. Variable: Micro-
structure, stress state. 
4 .. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
ad. Experimental set up for homogeneity 
3.1 Thyssen AG) 
examination (Klockner-Werke, 
ad. MPA Stuttgart: Facility for sampling, sample machining, heat 
3.2 treatment; mechanical-technological-, metallographic and elec-
3.3 tron microscopic examinations. MPI Dtisseldorf: Facilities for 
TTT diagrams and isothermal continual cooling. University 
Saarbrticken/IzfP: facilities for decarbonization, heat treat-
ment, metallographic + electron microscopy (~model material). 
ad. IzfP: Experimental set up for magnetic and acoustic Barkhausen 
3.5 noise measurements; hystrometer for rod shaped samples (~ 5, 
3.6 ~ 8 mm); coercimeter; magnetostriction; e.m.a. exitation; US 
scattering; thermopower; electrical conductivity on rods. 
5. Process to date 
ad. Supply of material (22NiMoCr37, 20MnMoNi55). Examination of 
3.1 homogeneity (22NiMoCr37, 20MnMoNi55) and texture with X-Ray + 
Barkhausen quantities (22NiMoCr37). 
ad. Sampling of the forged piece 22NiMoCr37 - as delivered; as de-
3.2 livered + tensile test; cycle 13 + tempering 610°C; cycle 13 + 
time fracture test. Production of model material Fe-Cu (0,5-; 
0,8-; 1,3-; 1,8- vol. % Cu; C <10 ppm +tempering). 
ad. Investigation sample set 22NiMoCr37 - as delivered; cycle 13 + 
3.3 tempering 610°C; cycle 13 + time fracture test 610°C. 
~, 
ad. Choose of Fe-Cu, Fe-Au as precipitation hardening model material 
3.4 
ad. Proof of the or1g1n of acoustical Barkhausen events. 
3.5 Preliminary experiments on three different states of 22NiMoCr37 
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+ 3.6 and supply of experimental set ups. 
G. Results 
-~--- ----- --· 
ad. Little scattering of chemical composition; of fracture mccha-
3.1 nic quantities and .of grain size over the cross section. Tex-
ture negligible small. 
ad. As delivered: Fine grain micro structure (ASTM 8) with veined 
\ 
3.2 micro segregations parallel to the main deformation direction. 
+ 3.3 Hardness HV 10 = 205. Globulare cementite precipitations 
(~250 nm); needle shaped Mo 2c precipitations (100-200 nm long, 
10 nm thick). 
Cycl0. 13: Coarse gfain s~ructure (ASTM 3-2) 1 martensile-bainitc 
hardness HV 10 = 400 - 420. Fine rod shaped Fe 2_ 3c prccipita-
tions ( 1 oo- 200 nm long 1 15-30 nm thick) • Widmimnstatten s'turc-
ture. Grain boundary without precipitations. 
Cycle 13 + tempering 610°C: Hardness decrease with termpering 
time (150h - HV 10 = 250). After one hour there exists a pla-
teau in hardneRs (secondary-precipitations). Transformation 
Fe 2_ 3c~Fe 3c. Simultanus moulding and production of globulare · 
Fe 3C and needle shaped Mo 2c precipitations inside the grains. 
Globulare Fe3c precipitations on the grain bounderies. During 
tempering time the size and number of Mo2c needles increase. 
ad. The three states - as delivered; cycle 13; cycle 13 .+ 610°C 
3. 5 could be distinquished in the Barkhausen noise as well as in 
+ 3.6 the ffiacroscopic mag. quantities. The electrical conductinity 
and the thermopower showed different values for cycle 13 and 
the two other states. 
The amount of the magnetostriction is great enough (22NiMoCr37) 
for developping quantities to be measured. 
Patent: Verfahren zur zerstorungsfreien Feststellung von Werk-
stoffzustanden unter ~usnutzung des Barkhausen-Effektes. 
30.08.1978 I P 2837 733.5 
7. ~<"_X_t_ ,S,t_cp_s 
ad. Supply of material STE51, TSB370 
3 0 1 
ad. Fabrication of the re~t sample set 22NiMoCr37 
3.2 
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ad Electron microscopic investigations (22NiMoCr37 + 20MnMo 
3.3 Ni55) 
ad Supply of image. evaluation equipement; ouput units; el. mag. 
3. 3 receivers; power supply + frequency analyser. 
+ 3.6 Examination of the new material state ndt quantities. 
8. Relations to other project~ 
RS 323; RS 102-16; RS 102-18 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
.~· 
/ 
-
Bm IC hiS/tJtlr iiU m/ PertorJ l<lasstltkattontelassiltcat•on Kennzetchen/fllroject Number 
01.07.78 - 31.12.78 12.3 RS 332 
Vorhabcn/PrOJOCI Tttlo land/Country 
Echtzeit-Schallemissions~PrUfsystem I 'FRG 
For<h•rndn lnstrlulton/Spon<;or 
13MF'I' 
_______.... 
Auftr oHji\IJIIfrtf!f /Contr .l<.tnr 
Fraunhofer-Gcsellsch., 
Heal-'!' ime Acoustic Emissiori Triangulation Milnchcn 
System IzfP, Saarbrilckcn 
Arb•••t'>b<?gtnnllntl•ated ArbP.tlsendo/Complotcd loiter des Vorhabens/ProJeCt Loader 
01.07.1978 30.06.1980 Dr. J. Lottermoser 
Stand der Arbotlen/Sialus ·Bcnchlsd.llum/Last Updating Bewtlhgte Mtttei/Funds 
continuing 31.12.78 
1. General aim 
Development of a triangulation system for locating acoustic emission 
sources (ESEP-system) which can handle the events parallel com-
pared with conventional systems which can process data only ~e­
quential. An ESEP-system should be more suitable than sequential 
processing systems for locating crack growth during hydrostatic 
test of a reactor vessel~ Conclusions from RS 191 and RS 196 have 
to be considered while1 working out an ESEP-system. 
2. Particular objectives 
In phase I the ESEP-system will be simulated on a computer and the. 
results (from simulated and available real data) will be compared 
with those from sequential working locating systems. 
It is the aim of this project to demonstrate the capabilities and 
limits of the ESEP-system. During the second phase of the project 
a hardware ESEP-system will be realized for one transducer array 
so that the system can be tested under realistic conditions. 
3. Research program 
f 
3.1 Working up a concept for the ESEP-system 
3.2 Working up the mathematics for the triangulation on any sphe-
rical or plane surface 
3.3 Development of a computer program for the software simulation 
of an ESEP-systcm 
3.4 Test of the system with simulated and real AE-data 
3.5 Outlining the capabilities and-limits of the sytem 
3.6 In phase II the system will be realized in hardware. A complete 
list of the works to perform will be given after the successful 
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termination of the first phase. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
5. Progress to date 
5.1 Working up the.mathematics for the allocation of a location 
from two time differences on any spherical-or plane surface. 
5.2 We have started the programming 
6. Results 
6.1 The shape of the location areas for different shift register 
lengths was compared. The optimum shape was found to result 
from an even number of storage locations in each shift re-
/ 
gister. 
'_/,..-.. 6. 2 A concept for the storage of the location coordinates which 
permits to reduce the necessary size of the storage area for 
the locating as far as possible was developed. The programming 
work has not finished yet. 
7. Next steps 
Continuation and termination of phase I 
8. Relations with other projects 
The KWU (RS 339) makes analog tapes from hydrostatic test of re-
actor vessels available. These data do not. include any critical 
action like crack growth. 
In RS 344 (Battelle) test measurements were performed. The data 
shall be evaluated with a sequential working system. 
The experiences from RS 31 with a serial working system and the 
results concerning signalanalysis and estimation of AE. signals 
from RS 191/RS 196 will be taken into account. 
9. References 
10. Degree of availability of reports 
,.. ... 
-\"l\-
Ut:r t<.h 1 ',/f!tlr ,J u m I PN IQ(j KIMslllkattOnlelass'l'catton KennzmchoR/Ii'teJeet Number 
1. 1. 78 - 31. 12. 78 1 2. 3 'RC: 339 
Vorhat,i·n/PHlJf!Ct Tttle Land/Country 
Untersuchungen zur Aussagefahigkeit eines F'RG 
ne ur~n Schallemiss ions-P rilf system-Konzeptes FordPrndo lnsttlullon/Sponsor 
{I':Sl:P) fUr die Ortung von Fehlern in BMF'l' 
l<e.:~ktorkomponenten Aultr ii\Jnohmor /Contractor 
KRAFTWERK UNION AG 
Investigations concerning the information Reaktortechnik 
value of a new concept of acoustic emission 
test sy~tem (ESEP) for the location of flaws R 214, Erlangen 
in reactor components . 
Art ,,.tl · ·'""~tnn/ lnttt.Jlod Arbcltsondo/Complotod L01tor dos Vorhabon~/Project Loader 
1. 5. 78 
Stand dor Arbetten/Status 
continuing 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
3.1 
3.2 
30. 6. 79 Dr. Votava 
·Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mtttei/Funds 
31. 12. 78 
General Aim 
A new acoustic emission test system (ESEP) for location of 
flaws in reactor components snall be developed. This 
system is meant to provide a possibility to cover a 
larger number of acoustic emission (AE) signals. For. 
this purpose a detailed work proposal was submitted 
by Izfp (Saarbrilcken) • 
Particular Objectives 
The advantages and disadvantages of the ESEP system, as 
compared with the location system used previously, will 
be determined partly by means of computer simulation 9f AE 
signals which both have been obtained in the course 
of AE measurements on reactor pressure vessels (carried 
out by order of KWU), pa.rtly by simulation of signals on 
a reactor pressur~ vessel. The results of this project 
shall serve as a basis for making a decision on the 
construction·of a prototype· system. 
t 
Research Program 
Providing analog tapes of AE measurements carried out on 
reactor pressure vessels. Part of the· AE signals stored 
are due to flaws, the location and nature of which are 
known in part (surface cracks~ brittle surface layers, 
fretting). These tapes are copied, as required. 
Providing a reactor press·ure vessel for, simulation tests 
of signals :in a plant hydrostatic test. . 
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3.3 
3.4 
• 
4. 
5. 
To 3 .'2 
In 1978/7~ KWU carries out a hydrostatic test. The 
following extreme cases are scheduled: 
- a discrete sequence of high amplitude signals, as they 
occur in connection with macroscopic crack propagation; 
a high rate of low amplitude signals, as they occur in 
the case of plastic deformation; 
- a sequence of partly overlapping signals of varying 
amplitudes from one or two AE-sources; 
- eignal injection from inside with and without 
water in the reactor pressure vessel. 
Including simulation tests in the time schedule of a 
reactor pressure vessel and plant-specific planning, 
arranging for installation work and its execution, 
preparing the measuring points. 
Reporting on project as a whole and final conclusions 
in cooperation with the participating partners . 
Experimental Facilities 
• Progress ~o Date 
After consultation with the Dartners, the Battelle 
Institute (Frankfurt/Main) and Izfp (SaarbrUcken), a 
measuring program was prepared with the aim to carry 
out this program on the Grohnde reactor pressure 
vessel. The plans were to fix four receiving probes 
(type S 140 B) on the outside surface of the cylindrical 
part in ~he corners and in the centre of gravity of 
a triangle (1 locating area) and to generate test 
signals in various places. Variations are to be made as 
to the number of transmitters, the height and type of 
pulse sequence, the location of the transmitter, 
the transmitter power, and inside and outside 
sound injection. Two questions were given particular 
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6. 
To 3.2 
emphasis in connection with this program: 
a) Which transmitter is best in simulating·an AE source? 
b) Does water in reactor pressure vessels affect·~the 
• 
signal transfer on account of radiation int.o the 
water 
On a) 
"' Battelle (Frankfurt) conducted extensive prelimina~ 
tests concerning this question. They·used: 
- the breaking of pencil lead 
transmitt~ng with S 140 B 
- transmitting with S 750 B 
transmitting with S 750 B and cone 
- transmitting with angle beam search unit 
- transmitting with lithium sulphate probe 
the breaking of glass 
- mechanjcal twinning in indium. 
It has been found that signal injection with a cone badly 
reproduces an AE source. ~y other procedure is better 
suited for this.purpose. 
On b) 
It has been decided to conduct a test series with a 
reactor pressure vessel filled with water. Further 
planning will have to be done in this respect as the 
Grohnde reactor pressur~ vessel is at present on 
roller bracket. 
Results 
Between September 4 and 13, 1978, the scheduled tc!lt.s 
were performed without any water filling on the Grohn<.lc 
I 
reactor pressure vessel at Gutehof'fnungshi.itte Oberhauscn. 
·The first result is that a signal from inside is clearly 
much longer and more structured than one generated on 
the outside ~urface. 
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7. 
TO 3. 2 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Next Steps 
Analysis of test measurements on the Grohnde reactor 
pressure vessel and planning for the purpose of measure-
• ments on a reactor pressure vessel filled with water. 
Relation with Other Projects 
Literature 
Degree of Availability 
~~~ 
I.! ut 1!, 111'>/llil I, llllll/ f 11'fl0d Klass•flkal•on/Ciass•f•cat•on Kennzc,chen/ProJeCt Number 
1.6. 78-31.12.78 1 2 • 3 RS 344 
Vort1.ti>Pnll'roji'CI T1tlc Land/Country 
Jnvl!sti<]utions into the Informative Value FRG 
or u Novel A~-Based ~lethod (ESEP) for Locating F ordurnde lnslltut•on/Sponsor 
D<! f ects in Re ne tor Components m1FT 
Auflragnohmor/Contractor 
Battelle-Institut c.V. 
Untersuchungen zur Aussagefilhigkcit eincs 
,,, •tH~n (ESEP) fUr ~chnllemissions-PrUfsystcms 
die Ortung von Fchlern in Rcaktorkomponenten Abt. Nerkstof~erhaltcn 
llrl>eot•,bcgonn/ln•t•ated Arbc!tsandc/Complcted Leiter des Vorhabens/PrOJeCt Leader 
1.6.78 31.3.79 or. P. Jax 
Stand der Arbe•ten!Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bew1lhgte M•ttei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. Gl"nernl Aim 
fhl" ~eneral aim of the project is to develop a new acoustic emission 
measurement system (ESEP) for the location of faults in reactor 
components. lvith this system it should be possible to record high-rate 
acoustic signals as they occur, e.g., during the burst experiments 
performed within the superheat<:d steam reactor and component safety 
prograM. 
2. Particular c·~jectives 
Th~" pnrticul;·,r objf'ctive is to dt,termine, by computer simulation, 
the advnn t."l~eR and drnwbllcl:s of the I<;SEP system compared with 
~onventional locntion systems. ~;ignnls emitted during burst 
xperiments and simulated signals will be recorded for this. 
) • H(• ~ enrch l'ro~ram 
).1 Generation of simulated signals in a reactor pressure vessel 
under variation of the place of signal generation, the signal 
rate, and the amplitude statistics. Determination of the 
reception times of t.he simulated signals and .the signals, recorded 
during the burst experiments and subsequent di~itization of these 
time vnlucs. rransfcr ot the digital data carriers to the IzfP, 
SaarbrUcken (see below). 
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3.2 Location of the signals described in 3.1 with the 
existing method. 
3.3 Comparison of the results obtained according to 3.2 and 
with the ESEP method, and determination of the merits 
and limits of the ESEP system compared with the conventional 
1ault locating system. 
Step 3.3 will be carried out in cooperation with the agencies 
listed in 8. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Re 3.1 
The simulated signals will be produced with an emitter or with 
reproducible signals sources (e.~. breaking pencil lead) and stored 
on analog tape. To be able to determine the reception times and to 
digitize these values a measurin~ unit is required which will record 
the be~inning of the individual acoustic ~roups within a signal and 
transmit these values to a computer. The end of a signal group is 
chara'cterized by a delay time (20 - too1us) during which no, 
exceeding of amplitudes is observed on a preset discriminator. A 
computer code will be develop with which the time values o! 4 
measuring channels will be clas~ified and transferred to digital 
tape. 
5. Progress to Date 
He 3.1 
Signals have been simulated in an empty reactnr nrP~sure vessel and 
recorded on analo~ tape. Signals were generateu inside and outside, 
using single si~nals and sequences of signals (periodic and random 
rates, constant amplitudes,preselection of an amplitude distribution) 
A measuring unit for recording and digitizing the signal receptior. 
times has been designed and is largely completed. 
Comparison with the resaarch program: the various steps 'rill all 
be continued accordin~ to schedule. 
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lh~i tiz_ntion of' the rPception timns of the simulated signals and 
' tlw signnls emitted from faults. 
L•>cntiou of fnul ts with thf' C'Xi.Rtinp; system 
J. H<~:ntion \dth Other l'J·ojects 
The project is carried out in close cooper.ation with the IzfP, 
SnnrhrUckrn (RS 332) or NukPm· (subcontract from Izfl'), and the 
KWU, Er l nn.a;P.n ( HS J 39). Ap ··t from coopora tinp; in step 3 • .3, the 
KWU and thP IzfP are respon ible for the f'ollowinp; work: 
- l'rovis1on nnd preparation of suitnble pressure vessels 
in which the simulated signals can b~ produced (KWU); 
- Provi~on of mnp;netic tapes on which si-gnals f'rom defects 
hnvc been recorded during A~ mcsurements on pressure vessels (KWU) 
Location of' sip;nals with the new ESEP method, using computer 
simulation ( IzfP und Nul<em) 
If thP. ~SEI' system is assessed favor,bly a prototype will be 
con~tructNi ( IzfP and NuJ<t~m) • 
. ? . H,. ff!r,.nc c- s 
./. 
10. Dcgr<H'! oi' Avllilabilitv of the HeportR 
./. 
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13. SYSTEMS OPTIMASION, STANDARDISATION, 
NEW CONCEPTS 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
' \ lJ 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Doveloppement des Cuves Int~grales pour Belgium 
Reacteurs Nucleaires PWR. SPONSOR: 
-
Hinistry of' " 
Economic Af'f'airs 
. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Integral Vessel Development f'or s.A. COCKERILL. 
P\vR Nuclear Reactors. ! PROJECT LEADER: 
J. WIDART 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1974. 198J Alain SCAILTEUR 
STATUSr LAST UPDATING: Philippe LAURENT Haymond IIENIN In pJ;"ogress l>1ay 1979 J .Paul COLLE'l'TE 
......... 
GENERAL AIM To supply, mainly to PWR (Pressurized Water Reactors), rea~­
tor vessel having numerous advantages at the manufacturing, 
inspection (during f'abrication and mainly in service inspe~­
tion) and mechanical behaviour points of' view. This is obtai1 
by conceiving the geometry of' a large :forging (500 'f ingot.l 
that includes the. vessel f'lange, the nozzle shell course, thE 
major part of' the nozzles and of' the support pads • 
. 
PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES : Development of' the design by : 
2.1 Conceiving a new geometry of' the PWH vessel, 
2.2 Optimizing this new geometry by JD (three dimensional FEM (f'inite 
element method) calculations f'or pressure, thermal and external 
loads conditions. 
2.J Discussing the new design with other Manu:facturers and Sa:fety 
Authorities to maximize the Integral lJesic-n advantages. 
2.4 Studying adequate mea~s und schedule f'or manufacturing. 
2.5 Checking calculational results by instrurnented hydrotest. 
1~.:XPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGHAMt-1E : As the vest:iel is a static equipmHnt 
\ ...... · and as tl1o intee·ral Uesig11 ind\lcett lower stress lovola in t-lle 
vet:it:iel than those existing in a conventional vessel, antJ n:; 
Cockerill has to supply two Integral Vessels in 1980 and 1981 
respectively, no exprimontal f'aaility has been foreseen. 
The programme includes : 
.).1 Design development of' Integral HPV (Reactor Pressure VestSol) 
:for Doel 4 and 'l'ihange J three loop nuclear power station.:. 
( 1000 M\vE) 
.).2 Design development of' an Inteeral three loop RI>V with sup·-
port pads obtained without any weld ( 900 and 1000 H\vE). 
J.J Desit.rn development o.f' an Integral ±'our loop HPV with ::;up-
port pads obtained without any weld (1200-1.)00 HivE) • 
.).4 Development of' Integral designs f'or HPV of' small dimensio~~ 
( 1 00-:1 50 M\vE) • · 
PROJECT S'l'ATUS : 4. 1 Integral RPV has been extensively developped at the 
metallurgical, stress analysis, manu:f'acturing and iu 
service inspection points o.f' view. 
.89? 
4.2 
Nain materials for Doel ll and Tihang·e 5 RPV have Le en 
supplied without any problem, those vessels are in ma-
nuf'acturing sequences. 
An Integral Vessel is currently examined f'or a 12' 1-1\v.C 
project. 
./. 
-lC:a'L~-
.) NT~XT STEP : Check of' the computionnl results by instrumented hydrotest of' 
the tl}ree loop HPV i'or Doel 4 and Tiliange J. 
, ) RELATION TO OTIIEH PHOJECTS AND CODES : HPV are designed according to the 
Code ASME Sections 2, J, .5, 9 and 11 • 
. ) RBFERENCE DOCilllENTS : 
(1) Cambien H.B; Now Desit~n of PWH Reactor Ves::;el U::;ine Lar~e 
l•'orc-ine, · ASHE Con.ference, ~lexico City, September 1976. 
(2) Heynen J, De lvinut P, Widart J, et al; A Novel Desil:,'"rl :for 
UJH Pres::;ure Ve:;,::;el No:..::::..:::les and Corresponding Stress Ana-
lysis, Jrd J:ntcrnatioual Con:ference on Pressure Ve::;sel 
Technology at Tokyo, Aprll 1977. 
(J) Widart J; Desi{~ of Heactor Pressure Vessel Considerin~ 
!!:osier I.S.I, I.A.E.A Technical Couunittee, Kobe (Japan) 
April 1977• 
(4) Onodera s; Na~ata M, Tsukada H; Lar~e Size, Integrated TrJ 
Steel Forgings As Intended for Ea::;ier I.s.r, !AEA Techni~; 
Cowmittee, Kobe (Japan), April 1977. 
(5) AS~lli Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Sect.XI, 1977 Editi• 
( 
14. PROBABILISTIC METHODS OF SAFETY ANALYSIS 

Berichtszeitraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
o 1 . o 1 • 78-31 • 12. 7' B 14 RS-189 
Vortlaben/Project Title ~ Land/Country 
Rechenprograrnm fUr Zuverl~ssigkeit und Ver- FRG 
filgbarkeit von Gesamtkernkraftanlagen mit Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Hilfe der zustandsanalyse BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
INTERATOM 
Computer Program for Reliability and 5060 Berg. Gladbach 1 
Availability of Nuclear Power Plants using the 
Method of State Analysis Abt. Zuverlassigkeit 
und Strukturdvnamik 
Arbeltsbeginn/lnitiated Af'beitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.01.76 31.12.79 Dr. Zeibia 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
,r- 1 General Aim 
, ........ 
2 
3 
3. 1 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
3.6 
Development of quantitative methods for the assessment of 
safety, availability and risk of nuclear power plants. 
Particular Objectives 
It is planned to use the method of state analysis as an aid 
in estimating 'the risk of nuclear power plants. For this 
purpose the relevant states of the plant have to be found. 
Possible transitions between these states have to be identi-
fied. The mathematical methods for calculating the state 
probabilities have to be developed. The chief objects of 
the project are: 
a computer program for this purpose 
the performance of an exemplary state analysis for a 
specific plant 
documentation in order to permit general use of the 
method 
Research Program 
The project cons,ists of the following tasks: 
Definition of states 
First calculations 
Extension of methods 
Revision of computer programs 
Improvement of details 
Test runs, variation of parameters 
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3.7 
4 
5 
( 3 • 1 ) 
( 3. 3) 
Documentation 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Progress to Date 
A basic state model of a reactor plant was developed 
which is defin~d by binary characteristics in such a 
way that the plant is at any time in exactly one of the 
states. By means of the characteristics the exclusi-
veness and the completeness of the states can be proved. 
State transitions'are caused by alteration of characte-
ristics and described by a logic. The characteristics 
of the state model are not necessarily independent, 
but to some extent caused by common primary events. 
Hence it is necessary to define the maximal indepen-
dent units ("degree of freedom", generally subsystems) 
and to assign them logically to the characteristics. 
The analysis of a state model by the previously 
developed computer code ZUSTA requires the preceding 
evaluation of the transition-logics (analytical or 
simulative). Using transition-rates for describing 
the changes of the states the necessary correlation of 
the characteristics and the memory of the process 
- i. e. the process not being Markovian - is lost. There-
fore a computer ;code MISIM (microsimulation) is being 
developed which can handle the degrees of freedom in 
their time-dependence, thus avoiding the described 
deficiency. Taking into account the redundant structure 
of the systems the transition-probabilities are reproduced 
correctly. 
For specific application different operational strate-
gies with revealed failures of safety systems were de-
fined. They were checked with regard to the possibility 
of optimisation and prepared for the realistic determina-
tion of parameters by the computer code MISIM. 
-3-
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(3.4) 
( 3 0 5) 
(3.7) 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
The flow charts for the rough structure of the code 
MISIM were carried out. 
To demonstrate the feasibility of the developed method 
of state analys-is a model of a specific plant was con-
structed. With respect to the knowledge of the systBms 
KKW-Kalkar was chosen as a reference plant. The state 
model does not claim to reproduce the plant in all 
details correctly and completely. But it demonstrates 
the treatment of a complex plant with a practicable 
number of states and degrees of freedom. 
According to the contract the state of development of 
the project was reported to the BMFT-Adhoc-Gruppe 
RISIKO UNO ZUVERLASSIGKEIT and the BMI-Adhoc-Arbeits-
kreis RISIKO o~ 6. July 1978. On request of the BMFT 
a written version of this interim report was compiled. 
Results 
Next Steps 
- Development of the computer code MISIM 
- Treatment of system history in the computer code ZUSTA 
- Further elaboration and quantification of the state 
model of a specific plant. 
Relation with other Projects 
References 
ITB 78.88 Zwischenbericht Uber das Forschungsvorhaben 
RS-189. 
Degree of Availability of the Reports 
The interim report ITB 78.88 was distributed to the 
members of the BMFT-Adhoc-Gruppe RISIKO UNO ZUVERLASSIG-
keit. 
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Br:rtcntszcttraum/Penod Klass•f•kallon/Ciass•f•cahon Kt!nn/otchon/Protect Number 
1 . 1 . - 31.12.1973 14 HS-201 
Vorhaben/Pro,ect T1tle Land/Country 
~uvcrllissigkeitsbeurteilung "flir den Sicher- FR(; 
h0itscin::;chlu13 (SE) am Bcispiel Fordorndo Institution/Sponsor des Druck- I3MF'l' 
\·Ja~;r;errc!.:!l< tors At~ftraunuhmnr/Contractor 
Techn. Univ. Mlinchcn 
Hcliability Assessment of the Secondary Inst.Bauingw.~~I,GRS, 
Containment of a PWR Abt.f.Wcrkstoffphysik 
Artw:r•.IJt!'Jttlntln•l•·•led 
1.6.1<J76 
Arbotlscnde/Completed 
30.9.1980 
P Loiter des Vorhabens/Prolcr.t Leader 
rofJl. Kupf er, Dr .G. I. Schu lH ler 
Sl<tnd dur ArbottunJStatt~s Bt:ncbtsdatum/ Last Updating Bowilligte Mlttei/Funds 
Continuing DeceMber 1978 
1. General Aim 
The general aim of the project is the assessment of the structural 
reliability of a PWR which may be subj~cted to internal and exter-
nal load conditions, i.e. hazards. The structural reliability, as 
defined here, is the probability of survival of the structure within 
its design life. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Bas~d on the probability of occurrence of various 'load conditions 
and the utilization of stochastic processes the reliability for 
each particular external load case i.e. earthquake, airplane crash, 
external pressure wave will be determined on the one hand and on the 
other hand the reliability, given an internal load condition, is 
to be sought. 
r.1rticular emphasis will be given the determination of the joint 
probability of occurrence of the earthquake together with other 
failure events. Stochastic models for the prediction of these 
joint probabilities will be developed. The scale parameter for the 
crnnLinations of the particular load intensities is the reliability 
which needs not to be higher than that for each separate load case. 
Furtt1ermore the problem of the stochastic treatment of the fracture 
of shell structures, with reference to the probabilities of failure 
of· those structures, is investigated. Load effects are determined 
by static and dynamic structural analysis. The concept to be devel-
oped during the course of this research project will be applied to 
the containment of the powerplant BIBLIS B. 
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3. Research Program 
Essentially the investigation consists of seven problem areas: 
3.1 Determination of the various failure events or failure paths of 
the system which are to be taken into account, considering the 
originating events inside and outside of the plant. This, of course, 
with reference to the containment. 
3.2Determination of the types of loads to be expected acting on the 
containment and their characteristic values based on the statisti-
cally distributed failure events as a result of 3.1. 
3.3 Calculation of the relevant load spectra which result from the 
various types of loads with reference to the reliability assess-
ment. 
3.4Evalutation of the material properties under load effects which 
are generated by loads as described above. Consideration of 
fracture mechanical methods for impact loads. 
3.5Evaluation of the load effects using stochastic theory of plasti-
city. 
3.6Calculation of the structural failure probabilities under single 
and combined loading. 
3.7Global reliability assessment of the containment. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
(With reference to item 3.: Research Program) 
3.1Given a LOCA the ZOCO-Program is used to evaluate the load 
conditions due to the resulting pressure- and temperature increase. 
32The mass- and energy-flow of water and steam out of the primary 
circuit into the containment during a loss of coolant accident 
is calculated with the code BRUCH at blow-down phase and with 
the code WAK at refill phase. The built-up of pressure and tem-
perature in the steel hull is calculated with the code ZOCO. 
3.4An experimental set-up· to simulate impact load conditions has been 
developed. Circular mortar discs can be tested. The force spectrum 
as well as the resulting strains can be recorded simultaneously. 
Parallel runs under quasi-static loading conditions can be carried 
out in a controlled way. 
-3-
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3. S }"(Jr the calculation oft the load effects under static and dynamic 
lodt.l action in the linear and non-linear range, the SAP and 
NC)N~;AP-Program systems are used respectively. 
Cl. ~r:~J<j r c· ~> !~- to Di:l t c ., 
(\Vith rc•fere>nce to item 3.: Research Program) 
J. 1 Acconlinq to the working schedule the evaluation of the in tc.•rnal 
loads resulting from· the LOCA "Large Leak" was analyzed as the 
first case. For this purpose it was assumed that a leak with a 
cross-sectional area of ~1000 cm2 occuring between the main pump 
of tho coolant and the pressure vessel is the worst case. 
According to WASII 1400 this failure event has an estimated pro-
bability of occJrrence of 10- 4 /a. 
Following this major failure event at the end of blow-down and 
during refill and low pressure recirculation phase maximums of 
pressure and temperature are possible. The different accident 
s0quencies during refill phase result from function or failure 
of th0 :::ystems reactor protection, high pressure injection and 
low pressure injection. Four accident sequencies of refill phase 
have been computed to get a first glance at the different possi-
bilities of the entire spectrum of accident sequencies. During 
blow-down and low-pressure recirculation phase only one accident 
sequence had to be analyzed. 
For calculating the pressure values with the Program ·'zoco the 
following input data have been evaluated: 
-the simplified one-rdom model of the reactor building 'with 
internal walls 
-the mass and energy flow from the primary system into the 
containment during blow-down phase resulting from the code 
BHUCll 
-the mass and energy flow from the primary system into the 
containment during refill phase resulting from the code WAK 
-material properties , 
The influence of 18 parameters on the maximum overpressure at the 
end of blow-down was checked by a sensitivity study. By means of 
this study the first terms of the taylor series could be calculated. 
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After evaluating the statistical values of the parameters, the 
standard deviation of the resulting overpressure at the end of 
blow-down was determined. Assuming normal distribution for the 
parameters and taking into account only the first terms of the 
taylor series, the maximum overpressure at blow-down is also nor-
mally distributed. 
3.4 An experimental set-up to test dynamic loading of circular mortar 
discs has been designed. In this way we can measure simultaneously 
the force function generated in the·missile and the strains at 
different places on the disc. The time dependence of the implied 
force and the resulting strains can be observed with a sampling 
rate to up to 106 points/sec. The transient-recorder is connected.,, 
with a table computer for further processing of the data. With the 
help of the computer a Fourier analysis of the strain spectrum 
is calculated. The damping coefficient is also obtained. Parame-
ters of dynamic fracture mechanics are calculated. All calculated 
data as well as the recorded force and strain functions are final-
ly plotted or printed. 
One part of this investigation deals with the dynamic .excitation 
of a mortar disc under impact load. In this way we simulated the 
conditions in a concrete containment. The aim of the second part 
is primarily to evaluate material properties. 
3.5 The containment structure under the internal load case large LOCA 
and earthquake loading, loads due to aircraft impact and loads 
caused by external pressure waves were analyzed. The structure and 
the soil were modeled by shell and continuum elements. The random 
characteristics of the material properties, i.e. the statistical 
scatter of the steel and concrete strengths was also recognized 
in the analysis. Various failure modes,such as the yield and 
fracture condition,were utilized. 
3.6 Structural failure probabilities of the steel hull have been cal-
culated for the following load conditions: earthquake, internal 
pressure and temperature build-up due to LOCA as well as the com-
bination of these two loading types. The failure probabilities of 
the reinforced concrete dome under aircraft impact and external 
pressure wave have been determined as well. The intensity distrib-
utions of the load and the structural resistance have been modeled 
by Extreme Value Distribution. 
-5-
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Finally, the sensitivity of the reliability due to the statistical 
uncertainties of some significant parameters was analyzed. For 
this purpose the influence of a change of mean value and coeffici-
ent of variation on the probability of failure was examinea. 
L i The numC>r ical analysis of the large LOCA was finished. The mc.Jn 
valut! oi the lll<J:<imum overpressure in the steel hull has been Jo-
termincd to 3.6 bar and the standard deviation to 0.3 bar (Fig.1). 
As outlir;ed before some significant parameters for the analysis 
of the internal load case have been varied in the sensitivity 
analysis. For this purpose the influence of different mean values 
and standard deviations was analyzed and is shown e.g. in Fig.2. 
The inv~stigation of changing the different distribution types 
for sonsible parameters has been started by coupling a generating 
pro•J r ~un for random variables ( STHEUSL, /7 I) and the deterministic 
pr·r;'jr.m for pr0s~mre calculation (COFLOH,/8/). 
3. 4 'l'hc_. Four it-'r ana 1 ys is of the dynamically excited strains indicates 
that several different vibrational modes arc present·. FJexural 
vjbrations with the natural and higher modes are generally excited. 
In addition ~ulsation of the mortar disc is recorded. Under high 
impact rate a considerable amount of the energy is transferred to 
hiqhcr mode vibrations.• 
The dyn~tlc excitation of a mortar disc has been studied in detail. 
Diff~rent transfer processes such as travelling hinge and flexural 
st rau1s can be clearly separated. 
Il has been shown that the force function of a given missile is 
severely influenced by the vibrating structure. It could be shown 
experimentally that the duration of the implied impact is approx-
imately doubled (in comparison to an impact on a rigid wall) if 
the duration of the vibration of an essential mdde i~ comparable 
to the duration of the impact. The peak load, however, is reduced 
by a factor of two. 
An extensive literature survey of material properties under ~high 
·rate of loading has been carried out. Results have been presented 
at the SMIRT'77 /2/. From our experimental re~ults we can conclude 
that failure strain can be increased up to 6 times the quasi-static 
-1 
value at strain rates bf £=50s • The ultimate load, however, is 
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only doubled under the same loading conditions. With increasing 
rate of loading the failure mode changes from normal flexural 
to local shear failure. The maximum crack propagation in the mor-
tar disc has been estimated to be 250 m/s. 
All the final resui~s of the investigations are outlined in 
more detail in /3/. 
3.6 Assuming linear elastic structural behaviour the combined stresses 
(v.Mises) resulting from the large LOCA have been determined for 
the boundary regions of the penetrations and the restraint of the 
steel hull. Failure probabilities Pf for the fracture mode have 
been compared in Table 1 to the yiel~ failure condition. Utilizing 
the Griffith equation the total failure probabilities of the hull 
have been obtained for an undetected crack of 2 cm length. 
., 
For El Centro and Golden Gate earthquake loading as well as for the 
aircraft Lffipact and external pressure wave, failure probabilities 
Pf· for the steel hull and the reinforced concrete dome are compar-
~ 
ed in Table 2. Since the'internal and external loads may be con-
sidered as rare events their probability of occurrence is statistic-
ally modeled by a Poisson process with the mean occurrence rate v. 
The reliability of the steel hull for combined loading, i.e. large 
LOCA following the El Centro earthquake is outlined in /3/. 
To show the sensitivity of the reliability due to statistical un-
certainties the probability of failure is plotted in Fig. 2 as a 
function of the coefficient of variation of the yielding stress. 
Four different mean values have been used as parameters. If.the 
coefficient of variation Vay is small, e.g. below 6 %, a small in-
crease of the mean ~alue ay has a relatively large influence on the 
failure probability pf. In Fig. 3 the failure probability pf is 
plotted as a function of the coefficient of variation of the ma-
terial resistance. From this figure a large decrease of Pf for 
small coefficients of variation of load V and resistance Vcr 
PLOCA y 
can be concluded. For a large Vp , e.g. about 10 %, the in-
between 3 %LOCA and 15 % is about two orders crease of Pf for Vcr 
y 
of magnitude. On the ·other hand, for a large Vcr 
y 
of about 10 % 
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the increase of the failure probability for va between 3 % and 
15 % is less than one order·of magnitude. · Y 
7. Next Steps 
(Hith reference to item 3.: Research Program) 
The future work of this research program is subjected to the prob-
lem ul·cas as outlined in the RS 201 C project. The main field of 
investigation in thip project is a more detailed reliaLility asscss-
mont.'for the internal load case sm~ll LOCA as well as for the ex-· 
ternal hazards such as earthquake loading, aircraft impact and 
special types of load combinations. 
e. Relation with Other Projects 
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PLO CA 
Failure LClad ltesistance Shell 
u [kp;siun2J -1 u[kp/mm.2J - Pf Condition 11 [kp/mm. 2] a[kp/mm.~ 1 
Yield no holes 0,0430 890,3 0,091 41,7 <lo-8 
Yield holes 0,0430 890,3 0,053 43,0 8,7•10-4 
Fracture• no holes 0,0430 890,3 0,103 20,0 4,1•10-8 
Fracture* holes 0,0430 890,3 0,061 20,0 1,6•10-J 
*) crack length 2c • 2cm **) design life L • 30 years 
Table 1: Failure Probabilities of the Steel Hull j 
Following a Large LOCA 
•• 
V FL(t) 
10-4 <lo-8 
10-4 2,6·10-6 
10-4 <lo-8 
10-4 4 8'10-6 
,.• 
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LOAD TYPE STRUCTURE FAILURE Pf. 
corm1 TION l 
~-
AIRCRAFT REINFORCED GLOBAL -, 8.2·10-) YIELD 
IMPACT CONCRElE 
DONE LOCAL 2·10-2 YIELD 
EXTERNAL REINFORCED 
PRESSURE CONCRETE GLOBAL 
< 10-8 YIELD WAVE DOM'E 
-
-
REINFORCED Ec*/ROCK YIELD 3·10-6 
I--
. < 10-~ CONCRETE GG*'*/ROCK YIELD 
EC/SOIL YIELD < 10-~ 
EARTH- DOME GG/SOIL < 10-H YIELD 
QUAKE EC/ROCK - YIELD < 10-~ 
LOAD STEEL GG/ROCK YIELD < 10'""~ 
EC/SOIL YIELD ~ 10-H 
HULL 
GG/SOIL < 10-H 
-· YIELD 
Table 2: Failure Probabilities of the Containment 
Structure due to External Hazards ' 
* .. El Centre" Record;**"Golden Gate" Record 
V' 
-
10-6 
10-6 
10-6 
1·10-5 
5·10-If 
1·10---s-
5·10-4 
·1·10-~ 
5·10-4 
1·10-~ 
5·10-4 
FL ( t) 
2.5·1o-7 
6·10-7 
< 10-8 
< 10-8 
< 10-8 
< 10..:-g 
< 10-~ 
< 10-~ 
< 10-~ 
< 10-~ 
< 10-~ 
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technik BrJIFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
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Investigations to improve the reliability of 
measurement and control devices for nuclear 
power station technology 
Arbeitsbeginnllnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.07.1977 31 • 1 2. 1981 H. Banasch (Koord.) 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. Genernl Aim 
The aim is to improve the reliability of measuring and control 
devices by applying aging procedures still to be defined. 
The suitability of applying effective aging methods shall be 
proved by means of a comparative analysis between preaged and 
nonaged devices. 
2. Particular Objectives 
~laborating optima aging methods by testing different aging 
procedures. 
Investigating the failures of the devices and verifying the 
chanfe of their technical data. 
CompilinF the reliability data of the electronic construction 
elements, of the construction groups and of complete measuring 
and control devices used for the investigations in order to 
calculate the reliability and comparing them with the data 
determined experimentally. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 ~laboration of a~ing specifications taking into account the 
parametArs: time, temperature, acceleration as well as over-
volta~e and undervolta~e. 
3.2 Aryplication. of selected aF,in~ methods, optimization of these 
anplied procedures and d~finition of agin~ specifications. 
Testinr the aging ~rocedures in a life test: running for 
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auuroximately 3 years under normal conditions. 
3.3 Calculating the reliability of the devices used for the 
investigations. 
Compiling the reliability data of each individual construe-
. 
tion element provided in the devices being investiGated, 
taking into acco~nt the manufacturer's data. Calculating the 
failure probability of the devices included in the test, 
using the preceding data. Comparison of the failure data 
determined experimentally with the failure probabilities 
determined theoretically. 
4. Test Facilities, Computer Codes 
/~-rrplying a "'Jrocess-computer-controlled test system and 
various problem-oriented test programmes as well as tempera-
ture chambers and a serve-hydraulic vibration table. 
5. Progress to Date 
To 3.1 IJ'he aginP" methods have been cefined. 
To 3.2 The manufactoring of the necessary additional specimens has 
been finished. 
Ilanning, installing and puttinr, into operation of the setup 
for testing and a~;ing could be finished. The software for the 
process computer could nearly be completed.. 
~he process of aging has been started. 
6. J.esul ts 
To 3.2 The first measurement showed 45 per cent. of the burst disks' 
monitorin~ electronics being defective. As a reason for the 
• failure wrong component uarts were l~cated. 
7. Next Steps 
To 3.2 ~ontinuation of the agin~ procedures. 
Outimization of the a~ing methods applied. 
Attendin~ of the long-time test. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
9. ~eferences 
Berlchtszeitraum/Penod Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.78 
-
31.12.78 14 RS 264 
Vorhaben/ProJect Title Land/Country 
Collection and Evaluation of Reliability FR~ 
Data at the Nuclear Power Plant Biblis B Fordernde Institution/Sponsor BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Gesellschaft flir 
Zuverlassigkeitskenngr5Benermittlung Reaktorsicherheit mbH 
am Kernkraftwerk Biblis B 
Glockengasse 2 
Arbelt'ibegmnllnltlated . Arbeitsende/Completed ~999 ~e.:La ~ Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.7.1977 31 . 12. 19 So Hnmll't:::. 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
coutinuing December 1978 
General Aim 
The failure behavior of components is influenced by various 
parameters, as construction data, operational data and opera-
tional stress. By analysing the data collected in the above 
mentioned data collection it is intended to estimate relia-
bility data which are specified with respect to the most im-
portant determining parameters. Where possible it is inten-
ded to calculate distributions of reliability data and con-
fidence intervalls. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The project has four different objectives. 
2.1 Development of the Basic Structure and Methods for the Data 
Collection 
A pilot data collection was carried out in a lignite power 
plant with this experience a new data base structure and 
'new data sheets have to be developed. 
2.2 Collection of Raw Data 
Before starting any evaluation of reliability data it is 
necessary to collect all engineering, operation and event 
data of interest. 
2.3 Setting up of a Data Bank 
For the handling, the updating of data and the evaluation of 
results is was found necessary to set up a data bank. It is 
intended to use a data bank managementsystem. 
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2.4 Evaluation of Reliability Data 
It is intended to make three subsequent evaluations of the 
data base to get the first results of the data collection as 
soon as possible. 
3. Research Program. 
3.1 Preparation of the Data Collection 
• 
The collection is based on a data collection hand book, which 
describes the sheets and the method of collection. All the 
coding and the structure of the data base has to be developed. 
3.2 Collection of Raw Data 
The engineering data, as system and component data, will be 
collected for up to 15ooo components. The failure data are 
based on the maintenance sheets, which are collected 
and completed. The operation time is provided by the process 
computer of the station. 
3.3 Installation of a Data Bank System 
The data base is managed and updated with a data bank 
management system. A data bank has to be structured and set 
. up. 
3.4 Storage of Data into the Data Banks 
The collected data will be punched and formal checks are app-
lied. After storing in the data banks there is a logical 
check of the data. 
3.5 Evaluation of Reliability Data and Documentation of the 
Results 
4. 
5. 
to 3.1 
Evaluation of reliability data will be performed after the 
collection of the basic data when enough failure reports are 
available. 
Experimental Facilities Computer Codes 
The data bank management system "System 2000" from MRI is 
used for storage of the data. 
Progress to Date 
Preparation of the Data Collection 
The data collection handbook is nearly completed, the nesces-
sary sheets are available. Momentary an update is carried on. 
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to 3.2 
to 3.3 
to 3.4 
6. 
7. 
to 3.1 
to 3. 2 
to 3. 3 
Collection of Raw Data 
The collection of engineering data is still running. Some 
difficulties in the updating and availability of technical 
data habe lead to a delay in the collection. The event data 
and the operation data have been collection since April 78. 
By the end of .August a computer program has been provided 
to punch the operation data. 
Installation of a Data Bank System 
The data bank management system "System 2000" has been fully 
implemented. Neccessary instruction courses are finished. 
Untill now the folowing two data ba'nks have been developed 
-"DB Counter" for the storage of Operation times and cycles 
and 
-"DB Anlagen" for the list of systems and components, the 
system data, and component key data. 
The computer codes· for the preload formal check and the load 
modules for DB Counter and DB Anlagen are developed and 
nearly completed. Due to a change of our computer, this part 
of the program has got a delay. 
Storage of Data into the Data Banks 
The available operation data are stored in "DB Counter". For 
test purposes the' "DB Anlagen" was loaded with data from one 
system. 
Results 
Next steps 
Preparation of the Data Collection 
It is planned to update and to publish the handbook. 
Collection of Raw Data 
The work of data collection is continued 
Installation of a Data System 
The computer codes for the formal check and the load modules 
i 
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to 3.4 
8. 
for the component typ data and event data will be provided 
next, afterwords the data bank for both will be structured. 
Storaoe of Data into the Data Banks 
The data will be fed in the data bank as they are available 
from the collection people. 
Relation with other Projects 
The project is a successor of the project "Modellfall IRS -
RWE - zur Errnittlung von Zuverl~ssigkeitskenngroBen. 
9. · Ref'erences 
F. Homke, H. Krause 
Der Modellfall IRS - RWE - Zur Ermittlung von Zuverl~ssig­
keitskenngroBen irn praktischen Betrieb -
IRS-W-16 (November 1975} 
B. Wohak, G. Meinlschrnidt 
Ein Inforrnationssystem zur Gewinnung von Zuverl~ssigkeits­
daten flir Kraftwerkskomponenten 
MRR 159 (Juni 1976} 
1o. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
The reports are distributed by Gesellschaft flir Reaktor-
sicherheit mbH, Glockengasse 2, Sooo Koln 1 
Berlehtszeltraum/Period 
Jan.1-Dec.31 1978 I Klasslflkatlon/Ciasslllcation 1f Kennzelehen/Proje~t Numbor RS 252 / 
Vorhaben/Project Title 
Schadensumfangsanalyse flir HTR 
Land/Country 
FRG 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
HRB GmbH 
Accident Consequence Analysis for HTGR 6800 Mannheim p 5 
Arbeltsbeglnnllnitiated 
Jan. 1 , 1977 
Arbeitsende/Completed 
Oec. 31 , 1 9 7 8 
Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Gabriel/Redondo 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status 
Completed 
Berichtsdatum/Last Updating 
Dec. 15, 1 9 7 8 
Bewilligte Mittei!Funds 
- 1. General Aim 
The objective of th1 project is to analyse ultimate accident 
sequences of the HTGR 1160 system /1/. Given the start accident 
conditions of the simultanious failure of the active systems 
(no trip, no core-cooling, worst position of valves), the time-
dependent consequence~ for passive components of the plant 
(fuel claddings, primary boundary, containment) .as well as for 
the environment should be determined. The goal is the quanti-
fication of the shortest time scale available 
to stop the accident sequence in the plant 
for the reduction of public doses by means of ad-
ministrative measures. 
Based on the results of the analysis, a new HTGR-design should 
be optimized against ultimate accident consequences. 
All accident sequences in this project are defined without 
probabilistic assumption - only the inherent physical character 
of the reactor system should be analysed. 
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2. Particular Ubjectivest 
2.1 Models 
The first ~art of the.analysis elaborates physical-technical 
descriptions (conditions, effects and failures) in order to 
deepen the knowledge of the main "event steeps" and to render 
possible a correct definition of the Ultimate Accident Sequences 
(UAS) with the largest consequences (highest environmental doses) 
considering the passive-systems response under UAS-start con-
ditions and their time-dependent effectiveness as barriers, anJ 
taking into account their physical and structural properti ~~~•. 
These descriptions are called "models". 
The models for the UAS are the following: 
Model 1 
Model 2 
Model 3 
Model 4 
Model 5 
Model 6/7 
Primary system temperatures 
Steam Generator I Heat Exchanger Failure 
Reactivity effects 
Pressurized PCRV response 
Depressurized PCRV response 
Fu~J failure and particle release, diffusion in 
graphite 
2. 2 ~ctions ._!:_~stop_ the accident sequence 
t -
The shorLcst time available to take action against the accident 
as well as the actions itself have been analysed for the postu-
lated hypothetical accident sequences. 
2.3 Ultimate accident sequences 
The second part of the analysis deals with three UAS branches, 
each of them with a certain of Release Models (RM): 
UAS 1.1 
UAS 1.2 
Steam/Water Ingress (16 RM) 
Air Ingress (10 RM) 
UAS 1.2 Reactivity Excursion (3 RM) 
The RM have to quantify path of emission, environmental doses 
and contamination as a function of time. 
-3-
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3. Research Program 
Tasks and time-schedule of the program specified in the appendix 
of HRB letter from Dec. 8, 1976 have been up-dated in May 1978 
/1/. The institutio~s GAC (San Diego, USA), Fichtner (Stuttgart), 
IKE (Stuttgart) are involved in the program. The ISF of KFA/Jlilich 
is involved as an· adviser. Program and results are discussed in 
the framework of the LARi (LenkungsausschuB Risikostrategie), 
a group made up of representativ~s from all these institutions. 
The program has been specified (see Ref.2,3,4,5,6,7 of /2/) mainly 
in 1977, the main calculations to the UAS 1.1, UAS 1.2 and UAS 1.3 
have been performed /3; 4; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14/ in 1977 and 
finally reported /17/ in 1978. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The specified scope of the program includes only analytical 
tasks ( s. point 8). 
5. Progress to Date 
HRB, GAC, Fichtner and IKE completed the task described in /1/ 
after some increase in the costs of the project. 
6. Results 
The summary of results has been stated and referenced in /17/. 
6.1 Models 
The mechanistic analysis of the HTGR 1160 on the time schedule 
for failures of the passive radioactivity barriers under 
UAS 1-Conditions shows - as expected - that the coated particles 
and the fuel elements are a very resistant barrier: after 
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aproximately 4 h, through 8 h there is the beginning of sig-
nificant acitivity release. 
The corresponding schedule for the metalic components shows fail-
ure times of > 1, 5 h ~or Steam Generators, > 2 h for the closures 
of the PCRV and the failure time for the containment is >4, 5h 
after initiation of.the core heat-up, 
A recriticality event as a potential course to shorten the fail-
ure time for passive components does n·ot need to be considered 
before 18 h. 
6.2 Actions to stop the accident sequences 
On the basis of the developed Models (system behaviour) the 
· possiblity to take acuion to stop the event and/or to avoid 
irreparable damage to components important to safety using o~er­
ational means (i.E. using the hardware of the power plant in the 
foreseen of in a original manner) has been analysed. Dominant is 
the reactivation of a cooling chain and this must be achieved in 
a time between 1,5 and 3 h after initiation of the core heat-up. 
6.3 Radiological consequences 
Considering that these actions against the event do not happen, 
29 release models have been investigated and the environmental 
dose has been calculated as a function of exposition time and 
distance from the source. Additionaly to the mechanistic of possi-
ble release paths, other investigations have been performed 
varying the mechanistic parameters (water ingress-mass and -rate; 
failure time of the passive barriers and the plate-out factors), 
to clarify the sensibility of the results w.r.t changes in the 
mentioned parameters. 
The highest consequences for the environmental are given ~y the 
~ater ingress event, but even in this case, a presence time up tJ 
5 h at a distance of 5 km is possible without surpassing the ~e­
missible limits for the v1hole body dose of 5 rem. 
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For the further development of the HTGR, some ideas on 90ssible 
Design-Optimization to get an additional safety improvement, es~ 
' pecially with regard-to consequence reduction have been elabor-
ated out of the analysis. 
7. Next steps 
On the basis of the described results, a program on Design 09ti-
mazation and Ultimate Consequence Analysis for the new HTGR sys-
tems (with pebble bed core) has to be written in detail. This is 
out of the scope of this project-phase. 
The research task RS 252 has been completed. 
8. Relations to other projects 
Most related projects with the Ulitmate Consequence Analysis for 
HTGR i_n the field of HTGR-safety research are 
AIPA-Study of GAC sponsored by DOE. 
Probability Safety Study HTGR (PSH) by ISF-KFA/GRS supported 
by BMI , Germany·. 
Both studies use the probabilistic approach to analyse event 
sequences. It was possible to observe a complementary character 
of PSH-Phase Ia with the task of the Ultimate Consequence Analysis. 
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9. References 
/1/ HRB-Loseblattsammlung zum Sicherheitsprojekt 
"Schadensumfangsanalyse ftir Hochtemperatur-
reaktoren" 
19.8.76/5.5.77/last up-dating 22.5.78 
/2/ "Schadensumfangsanalyse flir HTR" 
"Ultimate Consequence Anal¥sis for HTGR" 
RS 252 , Jahresbericht 1977 
/3/ HRB-Risk-Study, Phase II Final Report (Draft) 
Nov. 1977, GAC-San Diego 
/4/ Action Items 1 though 20, Feb. 21, 1978, 
Responses resulting from Nov./Dec. 1977 
GAC/HRB meeting in San Diego 
/5/ Kritische Durchsicht des HRB/GAC-Berichtes 
zur Phase II der Schadensumfangsanalyse 
Fichtner Bericht, Stuttgart, Juni· 1978 
/6/ HRB BB 2419 vom 22.5.78, Besprechungsbericht 
Zusammenfassung der Diskussion liber HTR-
Schadensumfangsanalyse Phase 2 -(GAC-Beitrag). 
/7/ P.-G. Ceyrowsky 
Kritische Durchsicht des HRB-GAC-Berichtes 
zur Phase II der Schadensumfangsanalyse, 
Fichtner-Bericht, Juni 1978 
/8/ Arbeitsbericht der Fa. Fichtner (Stuttgart) 
vom 17. Juli 78 
"Konsequenzenanalyse der StBrfallsequenzen 
der HSK 1.1 und HSK 1.2" 
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/9/ Arbeitsbericht der Fa. Fichtner (Stuttgart) 
vom 24. Juli 78 
"Fortran Programm CONT mit Beispielen" 
/10/ Arbeitsbericht der Fa. Fichtner (Stuttgart) 
vom 19. Juli 78 (848 S06, Pflieger) 
"Konsequenzen~nalyse der St5rfallsequenzen 
der HSK 1.1 und HSK 1.2- Programmdokumentation" 
/11/ Arbeitsbericht der Fa. Fichtner (Stuttgart) 
vom August 78 
"Beschreibung technisch m5glicher BetriebsmaB-
nahmen zur Unterbindung der St5rfallablaufe 
der HSK 1.1 und 1.2" P.-G. Ceyrowsky 
/12/ HRB-Arbeitsbericht BA 2590 vom 18.8.78 
"Spaltproduktfreisetzung aus dem Kern des HTR 
1160 flir die HSK 1.3" 
/13/ Schadensumfangsanalyse Phase II 
Reaktivitatstransient in HSK 1.3 
HRB-Bericht BF 0272 vom 17.11.78 
/14/ Untersuchungen zum Reaktivitatsverhalten von 
HTR bei der St5rfallsequenz HSK 1.4, IKE RS 252 
/15/ Untersuchungen zu den Auswirkungen hypothetischer 
St5rfalle bei Hochtemperaturen 
Teil 1: Schadensumfang beim Ausfall der ge-
samten warmeabfuhr mit zusatzlicher 
versagen aktiver Sicherheitseinrich-
tungen (HSK 1) 
HRB-BA 1854/77, Sept. 77 
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/16/ Untersuchungen zu den Auswirkungen hypotheti-
scher Storfalle bei Hochtemperaturreaktoren 
Teil 2: Schadensumfang beim Bruch des Primar-
kreislaufes mit zusatzlichem Versagen 
aktiver Sicherheitseinrichtungen 
KFA/ISF-Jlil-1466, Nov. 77 
/17/ HRB-Arbeitsbericht BA 2702 RS 252, Dez. 1978 
Schadensumfangsanalyse fUr Hochtemperaturreaktoren 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
All references from cha'pter 9 are available from 
BMFT, GRS and LARi. A distribution of these Refer-
ences to third persons, 'groups or organizations 
needs the previous permission of HRB. 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassificat•on Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1 • 1 • 1 9 7 8- 31 • 1 2 • 1 9 7 8 14 RS 338 
Vorhaben/Pro1ect Title Land/Country 
Wechselwirkung zwischen technischen und recht- FRG 
lichen Aspekten bei Risikobeurteilungen Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Universitat ~Unster 
Legal problems of risk valuation considering 
particulary the nuclear energy law 
Arbeitsbeg•nn/lnltlated Arbe1tsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Proje_s:t Leader 
1.4.1978 31.12.1979 Lukes 
Stand der Arbe•ten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bew1lligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. General Aim 
Study and report of the legal problems in connection with risk 
assessment and the use of risk analysis in the legal systems of 
Germany, the United Kingdom, France and the United States of Amer-ica. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Study of how the 4 legal systems mentioned before consider risk 
situations - in particular in the field of nuclear energy law - in 
acts, administrative decisions and court decisions. 
3. Research Program t 
Survey of acts, administrative decisions, court decisions·and 
literature as to Germany, the USA, France and the UK. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Comouter Codes 
5. Progress to Date 
France: Draft report is written and is being revised. 
England: Draft report is written and is being revised. 
USA: Draft report is written and is being revised. 
Germany: Survey is started on, but not yet finished. 
6. Results 
It is not possible to state a short result in only a few sentences, 
for the draft reports as to France, England and the USA comprise 
each some 160 typewritten pages. Summaries of the results (about 1 
typewritten page) can only be given in the annual re~ort. 
-2-
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7. Next Steps 
France: Completion of the report after revision. Realisation of the 
proposed stay in France to complete the report. 
England: Completion of the report after revision. Realisation of the 
proposed stay in EnJland to .. complete the report. 
USA: Completion of the report after revision. Realisation of the 
proposed stay in USA to complete the report. 
Germany: Continuing collection of material and making the reryort. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
9. References 
No final report made yet; ~eferences are too voluminous to be used 
in this quarterly report. 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
-3-
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Summary (Great Britain) 
The law relating to industrial installations consists of a number 
of acts and regulations within the framework of the Health and Safety 
at Vork Act 1974. 
In the conventional technological HSW field risk assessments 
mostly apply but a qualitative general and flexible approach. The 
regulations as to fire piecaution and major hazardous installations 
contain a combined qualitative-quantitative approach based upon 
engineering experience. The operator of a major hazardous installation 
may use hazar4 analysis in the "hazard survey" he is to make. 
The administrative implementations of the lapidary legal 
requirements. for nuclear installations and aircraft are mainly based 
upon deterministic assessments. Probabilistic approach has achieved 
increasing importance. 
In the field of administrative planning decisions the Canvey Island 
investigation provides a first example for use of risk analysis to 
determine the risk poten~ial of an industrial complex of conventional 
chemical and petrochemical installations. 
-4-
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Summary (France) 
The French law of nuclear power plants is very little elaborated. 
Particularly questions of nuclear safety are understood as an 
exclusive "domaine de l'in4~nieur". The same impression is given by 
the reserve of the "Conseil d'Etat" controlling licensing desicions. 
So it's not surprising that one won't find any article regarding 
our special theme written by a lawyer. On the contrary engineers 
are contributing to the discussion at a high extend. Interesting 
to be noted by a lawyer was a kind of "touching anxiety" technicians 
showed treating with probabilistic methods, meeting the limits of 
the "countable 11 and feeling the necessity to enter the area of 
normativity, of values, i.e. "le domaine du juriste". An example 
is the discussion about the "niveau de l'acceptabilit~". A view cast 
an other fields of legal science gave the impression that in French 
law the term of "risk" is hot completely unknown (for ex. the 
"th~orie des risques anormaux de voisinage"). 
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Summary (USA) 
In the licensing process of nuclear power plants adequate 
protection of,public health and safety is determined by a finding 
that the facility will operate in conformity with the provisions 
of the AEA and the ru~es and regulations of the US NRC. Generally 
. ' 
there is no risk assessment on a quantitativ basis except for 
potential accidents involving hazardous materials or activities 
in the vicinity of the plant. 
Under the regulatory scheme of the NEPA there is a broad cost-
benefit analysis in order to determine if the construction and 
operation of a nuclear power plant can be favoured. One factor 
considered in the cost-benefit analysis is the environmental risk 
of the facility. Concerning the licensing of floating nuclear power 
plants the environmental risk was quantified for the first time in 
monetary terms using a quantitative numerical probability analyis 
of postulated accidents and an analysis of their consequences. 
The application of a cost-benefit analysis and a risk-benefit 
approach is found in many areas of the american law, especially 
in the environmental law. 

CLASSIFICATION: 14 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Vurdering af systemers palidelighed Denmark 
SPONSOR: Ris{6 
National Laboratory 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION:Ris{6 
National Laboratory 
Evaluation of the.Reliability of Systems 
PROJECT LEADER: 
Hans Erik Kongs{6 
!INITIATED: 1970 COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
Hans Erik Kongs{6 
STATUS: In progress LAST UPDA'I'ING: 
Currently 
1. General aim 
To develop methods for evaluation of the reliability of systems as an 
aid in design and safety analysis. 
2. Particular objectives 
Oevelopment of computer codes, primarily based upon the simulation 
method. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
i For the purpose of analysing the reliability of systems with a high 
degree of complexity in design or operation various Monte Carlo. 
programs were developed. The most recent of these programs is MOCARE 
(ref.2), The modelling in this program is particularly flexible since 
all conditions for the occurrence of failures can be specified by means 
of subsystems. Extensive control of system and model performance can 
be obtained by graphical displays on a plotter, lineprinter or screen. 
45.897 
I 
4.2 Essential results 
The MOCARE program has been tested extensively for instance on a 
power supply system of a nuclear power station, with very complex 
operational requirements. 
5. Next steps 
The MOCARE program will' be further developed to include options 
for application of variance reduction techniques as part of a 
Ph.D. thesis project (see b~low). 
f 
6. Relation with other projects 
The project has close relations to the Ris~ projects concerning 
the FAUNET program, the Ph.d. thesis on Optimization of Reliability 
Techniques and on Structural Reliability. 
7. Reference documents 
1. REDIS, A Computer Program for System Reliability Analysis 
by Direct Simulation. H.E. Kongs~. IAEA-SM-195/17. 
2. MOCARE, A Computer Program for System Reliability Analysis by 
Monte Carlo Simulation. Program Description and Manual. 
Hans Erik Kongs~, Hans Larsen, Kjell Nilsson and Kurt Erling 
Petersen. October 1978. RIS~-M-2109. 
8. Availability 
The project information is freely available apart from cases 
where commercial interests may be violated. 
Classification: 14 
Title: Country: 
Title: Faunet - a program package for fault tree and 
network calculations. 
DENMARK 
Sponsor: Ris~ 
National Labora-
tory 
Organization:Ris~ 
National Labora-
tory 
~------------------------------------------------------------~scientists: 
Initiated date: 1976 Completed date: o. Platz 
1 .. y-anuar~ 1979 
Last updated 
J.V. Olsen Status: 
1. General aim 
To develop a versatile program package for calculation of 
reliability and availability for systems represented by fault 
trees or networks. 
2. Particular objective 
To develo~ a modularization technique in order to make it 
possible to perform fault tree analysis on a minicomputer. 
3. Expertmental facilities and programmes 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date Two versions of the package working, one on 
a 16 K POPS and another on a Burroughs B 6700. 
2. Essent~al Results The package has been extensively tested on 
fault trees and networks taken from the literature. 
5. Next Steps 
6. Relation with other projects 
'! 
•' 
7. Reference Documents 
1. 0. Platz and J.V. Olsen, FAUNET: A Program Package for 
Evaluation of Fault Trees and Networks. Ris~ Report 
no. 348, September 1976. 
2. o. Platz and J.V. Olsen, PAutH:;'l': A Program Package for 
Fault Tree arid Network Calculations. In Proceedings of 
ANS Topical Meeting on Probabilistic Analysis of Nuclear 
Reactor Safety, May 8-10 1978, Los Angeles, California. 
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! or a to ry ---~·-···· 
• 
t Title: 
1 
;organization: r<i .. _., 
(National Lat· Optimization of Reliability Techniques I oratory 
I . 
i Initiated date: 1977 Completed date: 
jscientists: 
I 
:Status: In progress 
' 
ll Kurt Erling 
Petersen 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' l 
I 
. , 
I 
1 
1. General i\im 
To optimize l-1onte ·Carlo methods as well as numerical methods 
in analysis of reliability of structures and systems. 
2. Particular objectives 
Development of computer codes based on numerical integration 
in several variables and Monte Carlo method• with varia~ce-re­
duction techniques. 
3. ExPerimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
,. 
4. Project status 
The project is a part of a Ph.D. thesis and was started in 
October 1977. 
Until now work has concentrated on generators of random 
numbers and numbers from specified distribution functions. 
5. Next steps 
Work concerning Monte Carlo methods 
different variance-reduction techniques. 
the methods, i.e. to minimize the number 
when a specified accuracy is given • 
will concentrate on 
The aim is to optimize 
of simulation trials 
-\.6~lS-
Work concerning numerical methods will concentrate on 
integration of functions in several variables. The aim is to 
minimize the number of evaluations of the function when a 
specified accuracy is given. 
6. Relation with other projects 
The project has close relations to the Ris0-project con-
cerning evaluation of the reliability of systems (classification 
14) and the Ris0-project concerning reliability of structures 
(classification 14). 
7. Reference documents 
8. Availability 
. 
The project information is freely available. 
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Classification: 14 
I Title: 
l 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
. ; 
: f Title: RIKKE - a program system for. automatic fault 
Sponsor: Ris~ Na-
tional Laboratory 
Organization: Ri S(·) 
National Labora-j trE::e construction tory 
1 ~----------------------------------------------------------~scientists: l initiated date: 1977 
I 
Completed date: J.R. Taylor 
I !Status: continuing Last uodated 
May 1978 I 
1. General aim 
Autom9tic or· semi automatic construction of fault trees, 
cause consequence diagrams, and process plant simulations. 
2. Particular objective '·· 
'To be able to perform routine failure analyses of process 
plants, and construct simulation models interactively, directly 
from a flow sheet of the plant, the transformation to mathematical 
models being carried out by computer. 
3. Experimental facilities and programmes 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date First version of program now working on DEC. 
PDP 11 anrl Burroughs B 6700 computers. 
2. Future work Practical use of the program • 
5. Next Steps 
6. Relation with other ~rejects 
'i 
.. 
.. . 
. 
. 
'l 
7. Reference Documents 
1. Experience with Algorithms for Automatic Failure 
Analysis. J.R. Taylor, E. Hollo. 
2. Nuclear sydtems Reli~bility Engineering and Risk 
Assessment.. SIAM 1977. 
8. Degree of availability 
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.. 
CLASSIFICATION: 
14 
TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGf.): 
'. 
COUNTRY: 
Derunark 
SPONSOR: 
Ris0 National 
Laboratory 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Ris0 National 
Stafan - a program pa~kage for statistical Laboratorv 
analysis of reliability and life data PROJF.CT LEADER: 
o. Platz 
I I INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1978 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
Continuing April 1979 
1. General aim 
To develop a versatile program package for interactive statistical 
analysis of reliability and life data on a minicomputer. 
2. Particular aim 
To provide facilities for graphical displays of empirical distri-
bution functions - and to provide programs for parameter estimation 
·and testing of censored failure data. 
3. Experimental facilities and programmes 
I 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date. ?rograms for p~obability plotting of complete, 
grouped or censored data from the exponential, normal, log-
normal, Weibull and extreme value distributions are developed 
as well as a program for total time on test plotting. 
2. Essential results. 
5. Next steps 
6. Relation with other proiects 
45.897 
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I TITRE Pays PROBABILITES D'ACCIDENTS SUR LES PWR - RECHERCt~ 
DES INITIATEURS D'ACCIDENT ET DETERMINATION . 
DES SEQUENGES ACCIDENTELLES 
! • 
· FRANCE I 
Organisme Directeur 
'CEA/DSN /Edf /N/FRA 
TITLE (Anglais) · Org~nisme executeur 
i PWR ACCIDENT PROBABILITIES - INITIATIHG 
EVENTS ~~D ACCIDE~T A SEQUENCE STUDIES CEA/DSN/SETS/BEPS. 
RespoDSable 
Date de demarrage Etat actuel Sel.eutJ.iiques 
9/76 en cours 
Date d'achevement Derniere mise i jour. 
12/81 
I • OBJECTIF GENERAL 
Evaluation du risque presente par une installation nucleai~e PWR par 
l'utilisation de methodes probabilistes. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
-Mise au point d'une methode pour effectuer la recherche· des ev~nements 
initiateurs d'accident. 
() - Mise au point d'une methode de representation des sequences accidentelles. 
-Mise au point d'une methode de quantification probabiliste. 
- Application aux centrales PWR 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES : Neant 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
- La methode de recensement des initiateurs e~t pratiquement au point. 
-Pour les autres objectifs, on s'efforce a l'heure actuelle, de mettre en 
evi.derice.les probl~mes presentes par les methodes habituelles (par exemple 
celles du WASH 1400) de maniere a voir dans quel sens il est necessaire 
'L------------------·------------------------~------------------------~ 
~r2~b2iu~~-~~2e~1 
- Les prochaines etapes sont pratiquement decrites en (2) par les objectifs 
particuliers., 
- Comme il semble bien que seuls les processus-stochastiques puissent 
permettre une quantification convenable des sequences, une etape 
importante parait-etre celle consistant a essayer d'introduire ces 
processus dans cette etude. . 
5. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Au niveau de la quantification, cette etude est en relation·avec cElle 
portant sur les processus stochastiques (fiche n°144-1-03) 
6. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
Rapport DSN no 62 : Sequences accidentelles importantes pour la sOrete 
.. 
d'une centrale a eau- A. CARNINO, B. GACHOT, J.P.SIGNORET 
Avril 1975 · 
International Conference on Nuclear System - TENNESSEfJuin 1977 
"Determination of initiating events and sequences of reactor accident 
by a barrier analysis" - A. CARNINO, J. DUBAU (DSN no 163) 
7. DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE 
Libre 
.. 
144-3-03./4105-20 
!I 'IRE 
Accident de perte des pompes primaires P~~R : 
APPLICATION DE L.A 1,1ETHODE DES SURFACES DE REPONSE 
'II'ILE (Anglais) 
Accident of loss of pr.imary pump on a PWR : 
ASSESSRiiENT" BY RESPONSE- SURFACE METHODOLOGY 
Date de demar~age 
1.10.1978 
Date d'ac.hevement 
30.3.1979 
1 • OBJEC'IIF GENE'RAL 
Etat actuel 
en cours 
Deruiere mise a jour 
'1-2-79 
-
14 
Pays 
' FRANCE 
/ 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DSN . 
. 
Orga?isme executeur 
' 
CEA/DRE -SERi4A 
RespoDSable 
Sc.l.entl.fJ.ques 
I I 
Realiser une etude donnant la distribution statistiquedes effets de p~rte de~ 
pompes primaires a partir des distributions des parametres et donnees d'entree 
en appliquant la methode de la surface reponse . 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
i 
I 
I 
r"ettta en ceuvre lt>. meth'Jda des surfactls de rer<'nse coui>lee a ure ~imulation 
MONTE-CARLO pour calculer l'accident de perte des pompes primaires. I 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERU1ENTALES ET PROGRAMt4ES 
ne ant 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
Avancement a ce jour : 
La methodologie des surfaces de reponses et MONTE-CARLO a ete etablie et un 
programme permet de realiser cette etape. La detennination de la surface de 
reponse en est 1 'element essentiel. 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
-Determination des parametres influents sur le calcul dynamique de l'arret 
des pompes primaires et de leur distribution statistique. · 
- Determination de la surface de reponse adaptee et simulation MONTE-CARLO. 
I 
I 
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TITRE DISPONIBILITE DE SYSTEMES EN ATTENTE PERIODI-QUEMENT TESTES 
APPROCHE ANAlYTIQUE 
• I 
TITLE (Anglais) 
. 
14 
Pays 
' FRANCE' -
Organisme Dir~cteur 
."CEA/DSN · 
Orga?isme executeur 
PERIODICALLY TESTED STN!DBY SYSTEMS AVAILABILITY CEA/DSN - SETS-BEPS 
ANALYTICAL APPROACH· . . 
Date de demarrage 
1.12. 75 
Date d'achevement 
1978 
1. OBJEC'!rF GENERAL 
Et:at: act:uel 
• en suspens 
Derniere mise a jour 
. 12.77 
~----~--------~ ReslloDSable 
Scl.entl..hques 
- Calcul de la disponibilite instantanee ~t moyenne des syst~mes en attente 
testes a intervalles reguliers. 
- Optimisation de la disponibilite moyenne. 
2. uBJECliFS i>ARTICULIERS 
1) Elaboration d'une formule d'indisponibilite utilisable par le code PATREC. 
2) Calcul de la disponibilite d'un systeme a 1 composant 
3) Calcul de la disponibilite d'un systeme complexe 
• I 4) Prise en compte de param~tres divers 
3. INSTALLATIONS. EXPERtMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES 
Ne ant 
- -
. . 
,, -
4--'Eta.c de 1' etude 
I) ~~ent a ce jour 
Les objectifs N• I et 2 sont realises, une methode a ete proposee pour aborder 
l'objectif ~· 3, quand i l'objectif N• 4 il vise a !'amelioration du codele 
mis au point dans les 3 pr~iers objeccifs. C'est i dire qu'il n'a pas de licite 
defi:ia a priori :ai~ des risultats partiels one itl obtenus. 
·. 2) !!sulcats essentials : 
-
-~se au point d'un modele condui~ant par un fo~lisme rigoureux a·t'elabora-
cion de forcules analytiques pour : 
le calcul ~e la disponibilite instantanee privisionnelle d'un syst~e 
considere cam:e faisant un seul bloc. 
le calcul de la disponibilite moyeane d'un tel syst~e. 
- l'optimisation de l'intervalle entre test d'un tal systeme. 
- ~!ise a.u point d' une m.echodologie per:nett:ant grace l un raisonnement "physique" 
base sur des hypotheses d'approxicacion generalement verifiees en pratique de 
faira les mimes calculs que ci-dessus. 
Regroupemenc des 2 m.ethodes les formulas a~proc:hees trouvees directament par 
le raisonnement "physique" se recrouvent bien c:omme developpemenc:s limicas des 
!or.:ules rigoureuses. 
-Mise au poi~e de la theorie per.:ettant de.calculer par ?ATREC la disponibilite 
de sysceme c:om.pl~~e en utilisant les formules ei-dessus comm.e des lois a e~trer 
dans les feuilles des arbres de defaillance. 
Resolution analyeique rigoureuse d'un systeme a Z composants identiques en r~ 
dondance· paralle~e et d'un systime done la dur~e du test na'peut plus iere con-
sideree comma negligeabla. . 
Resolution analytique rigoureuae d'un systeme dont l'efficacita du tast n'est pas 
de lOO %. 
- Mise au point de version provisoire des codes INDt-f et INDIGO bases su~ le mo-
iele ci-dess~s. Ces 2 codes·ne son~ qua des i~udes d~ faisabilite 4escines a 1& 
verification des formulas mais uon destines 1 un usage ~tlriaur dans leur itat 
ac:tuel. 
- Prochai~es etaoes 
Cette etude est a l'heure ac:tuelle en suspens. Neanmoins les prochaines &tapes de-
vraient etre : 
- Mise au point de versions definitives des codes !NDI-f et ~IGO. 
Affinement du m.od~le pour la prise en compte du ~~im.um de parametres per.Dettant 
decaracteriser ·plus fine=ent le sysceme en attente de fonc:tionnement periodique-
ment testes. 
Il fauc considerer qu'une etude comma celle-ci est ouverte c'est i dire u'a pas de 
point d'a.cheve=enc bien dece~ina. 
5. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
-Relation avec l'etude du code PATREC 
- Relaticn avec l'etude menee en collaboration avec l'IRIA et ARMINES 
fiche n° 144-1-05 .(154-1'-05) 
0 
-
, 
!I!~ 
UTILISATION DES TECHNIQUES DE MONTE CARLO POUR 
LES CALCULS DE FIABILITE 
'!I'!LE (Auglais) : 
THE USE OF MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES FOR RELIABILITY 
CALCULATIONS 
Date de demarrage 
1.1. 77 
Date d'achevement 
31.12.79 
t. O:BJEC'!I"F GENERAL 
Et:at actuel 
en cours 
Derniere mise a jour 
12.77 
14 
'Pays 
' CEA/DSN · • 
Orgauisme Dir~cteur 
Orga?isme executeur 
CEA!DRE - SERMA 
Respo as able 
ScJ.en tJ..fJ.ques 
Amelioration du code PATREC en particulier par les techniques de MONTE CARLO. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Les objectifs prevus sont la determination· des bornes de l'intervalle de con-
fiance d'un resultat de calcul par arbre de defaillance compte tenu des inter-
·. vall£'s de confiance ce::; cor1posantc eleme':l~aires. D1ver::-es applir:ations seront 
realisees. -
() 3. INSTALLATION EXPERIMENTAL£ ET PROGRAMMES : Neant 
' 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
1) ~Y~n~~~~Q~-~-£~_JQ~r : . 
Une version de PATREC a ete ecrite pour le calcul de l'intervalle de 
confiance du resultat final d'un arbre a partir des intervalles affectes 
aux donnees. Un biaisage a ete realise pour certains cas. Par ailleurs 
on a inclus·une possibilite de traitement des modes communs dans un arbre 
·de defai 11 ance. 
2) B~~~l~~~~-~~~~n~i~l~ 
Code de calcul PATREC-MC actuellement operationnel. · 
O'autre part, certaines parties de PATREC ont ete reagencees et reprogrnm-
mees dans 1 e byt : . . · 
-.de simplifier automatiquement l'arbre de defaillances entre en donnees. 
-. - . 
- ~'inclure daris le code une nouvelle m~thode numerique pour le traite-
ment des modes communs. · . . 
frQ~~2in~~-~~~e~~ : 
- Version unique de PATREC regroupant la version ''determini.ste" et la 
version "r-ionte-Carl o" · 
5. RELATION AVEC D'AUTP.ES ETUDES 
- Con~tructiory automatique d'arbres de defaillances a partir de diagrammes 
log1ques (F1ct}e ~o 1~4-1-09 et 154-l-;09). .· · 
6. OOCUMENTS'DE REFER£NCE 
- PATREC-MC- Programme de calcul de l'incertitude de la probabilite de 
defaillance d'un systeme complexe par la methode de MONTE CARLO, ~. KALLI, 
JM. LANORE, .rapport SERMA no 263. 
- FEUIDEP - Module du programme· PATREC pour la simplification des arbres de 
defaillances - H. KALLI - rapport SEru1A n° 352 - annee 1978. 
. . . 
- Nouvelle methode numerique pour le traitement des modes comrnuns -
B. OUCHEMIN, H. KALLI, JM. LANORE,.MJ. de VllLENEUVE -.Rapport SERMA 
n° 353 - Annee 1978. . 
- PATREC a computer code for fault tree. ea 1 cul ati on - A. BUN; B. DU CHEMIN, 
e'tc. -:· ~apport DSN .n° 235 annee 1978. 
[ 144-1-05 I 4105-20 154-1-05 
TII'RE 
DISPONIBILITE DES SYSTEMES EN ATTENTE 
PERIODIQUEMENT TESTES 
RECHERCHE o•uN MODEL£ GENERAL 
TITLE (Anglais) 
AVAIBILITY OF PERIO'DICALLY TESTED STAND-BY 
SYSTEMS . 
GENERAL APPROACH 
~ Date de demarrage ,Etat actuel 
1.1. 78 en cours 
Date d 1 achevement Derniere mise a jour 
31.12.79 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
14 
Pays 
FRANCE 
jOrganisme Directeur 
CEA/DSN 
Organisme executeur 
IRIA 
ARMINES 
Responsable 
I 
-I ScJ.ent~~J.ques 
- Evaluation de la disponibilite des systemes en attente periodiquement 
testes . 
- Optimisation de la politique de test afin d1 obtenir la meilleure 
disponibilite moyenne • 
- -
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
1) Mise au point d•un modele permettant 
- 1 •evaluation de la disponibilite instantannee previsionnelle 
- 1 •evaluation de la dtsponibilite moyenne 
- 1 •optimisation de la politique de test . 
2) Generalisation du modele en prenant compte des hypotheses les plus 
proches possibles de la realite (duree aleatoire des tests, lois des 
temps de bon fonctionnement et de reparation non exponentielles •.• ) 
3) Mise au point d•un code de calcul souple d•emploi . 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENT.l\LES ET PROGRA1·111ES 
Neant 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
- Le cas d'un systeme en attente simple a ete traite . Des recouvrements 
avec d'autres methodes ont ete effectues afin de verifier ces resultats . 
- Le cas d'un systeme redondant d'ordre 2 est en cours . 
- Un code de calcul preliminaire fonctionne . 
- Ces premiers resultats sont tres encourageants et mettent bien en 
evidence la puissance et la souplesse de la methode utilisee . 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Les prochaines etapes concernent essentiellement le developpement du 
modele en vue de traiter des systemes de plus en plus complexes et d'in-
troduire de plus en plus de parametres afin de se rapprocher le plus pos-
sible des problemes reellement rencontres • 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Cette etude se fait en relation avec la fiche 144-1-01 (154-1-01} qui 
traite du meme sujet par une methode analytique . 
- Cette etude est destinee aux evaluations de la surete des systemes . 
.. - .. 
' 
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TITRE: Pays 
PROBLEME DES EVENEMENTS RARES DANS L'ANALYSE DE FRANCE . 
FIABILITE DES CENTRALES NUCLEAIRES DE: P'UISSANCE 
PWR 
, 
TITLE (Anglais) 
. 
Problem of rare events in the reliability 
analysis of nuclear power plants (PWR) 
Date de demarrage 
1/77 
Date d'achevement 
11/78 
Prolonae en 1979 
1. OBJECTIF GENE'RPL 
Etat actuel 
, en cours 
(pro 1 on gee) 
Derniere mise a jour 
' 
1.2. 79 
Organisme Directeur 
CEA/DSN 
EdF, FRAMATOME 
Org~nisme executeur 
CEA/DSN - SETS 
EdF, ,FRAMATOME 
Raspot!Sable 
Scienti.fiques 
Etude generale OCDE/CSIN sur le probleme des evenements rares dans 1 'analyse 
de fiabilite des centrales nucleaires de puissance. Elle a pour but de faire 
progresser la connaissan~ des problemes souleves par les evenements rares dans 
l'analyse de fiabilite des Centrales Nucleaires. 
Dans ce but, six groupes de travail ont ete constitues : 
- Anal.yse et quantification des erreurs humaines, 
- Analyse des defaillances de mode commun, 
- Collecte et analyse ~es donnees, 
- Theorie de la decision et etudes statistiques, 
- Techniques de communication interdisciplinaires, 
-Evaluation de la fiabilite d'un systeme reel. 
La France (CEA, EdF, Universite, FRAMATOME) qui participe aux travaux 
des differents groupes internationaux, a la responsabilite d'animer le dernier 
de ces groupes "Evaluation de la fiabilite d'un systeme reel", groupe cons-
tit~e uniquement d'experts fran~ais. 
. -2 .. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
Le systeme choi.si est le systeme d' arr~t d' urgence de FESSENHEIM ; ce 
systeme etant so1licite a la suite d'un retrait incontr61e des grappes de 
contra le. 
. 
' 
·. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES 
Ne ant 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
4.1 - B~~n£~~~n!_~-f~_Jg~r 
L'etude initiale est terminee. Une prolongation a ete decidee-sur 
certains points particuliers (voir "Prochaines etapes"). Un rapport 
OCDE a ete redige : SIN DOC (78) 82. 
4.2 Resultats essentiels 
--------------------(a probabilite de-trouver le systeme de protection indisponible a 
l'occasion d'un test sachant qu'il etait en bon etat de fonctionnement 
lors du test precedent (1 mois) est de : 
1.10-8 (si 1 'on ne considere que les defaillances ~leatoires 
et independantes) 
Par centre, si 1 'on prend en compte les defaillances de mode comrnun 
par la methode dite "duB" et pour B = 0,1 on trouve les resultats 
suivants 
Valeur ponctuelle 
Valeur mediane ajustee 
Limite inferieure a 5 % 
Limite superieure a 95 % 
Facteur d'incertitude 
4.3 - Er2sb~in~~-~~~e~~ 
2.10-s 
3 .10-s 
7.10-6 
i.l0-4 
4 
Par decision du CSIN, l'etude se poursuivra en 1979 dans les damaines 
suivants : 
- Fiabilite des mecanismes et barres de securite 
- Defaillance humaine 
5- RELATIONS.AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
6 - DOCUMENT DE REFERENCE : 
Ne ant 
"Groupe d'experts CSIN sur l'estimation de la fiabilite du systeme de 
protection du reacteur FESSENHEIM I - Rapport final" 
7 - DEGRE DE DISPONIBILITE Lib re 
I 144-1-07 14 
TITRE Pays 
MODELISATION DU TAUX DE DEFAILLANCE DE VANNES FRANCE 
EN FONCTION DE DIFFERENT$ PARAMETRES 
Organisme Direcceur 
CEA/DSN 
TITLE (Anglais) Organisme execucaur 
MODELISATION OF THE FAILURE RATE OF VALVES CEAiDSN ... SETS 
ACCORDING TO DIFFERENT PARAMETERS 
Rasponsable 
! I Data de demarrage Etat actuel ScJ.enti.fiques 
Termine I 1.12. n 
I 
Date d'achevement Derniere mise a jour 
31.12. 78 4/78 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL. 
11 s'agit de trouver un modele de fiabilite pour les vannes permettant de 
prendre en compte 1 'influence de differents parametres . 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
1 - A partir des donnees tirees du fichier de defaillances d'EdF a St-LAU-
RENT-des-EAUX, on s'efforcera d'etablir des correlations entre les ca-
racteristiques des vannes (type, taille, pression, fluide, etc ... ) et 
les taux de defaillance observes . Les methodes de 1 'analyse statis-
tique (analyse de la variance, etc ... ) seront utilisee~. 
2 - Une analyse supplementaire et approfondie d'une partie du fichier de 
St-LAURENT-des-EAUX sera necessaire ? 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES 
Neant 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
A partir d'une analyse tres fine du fichier et de l 'aide de differentes 
methodes d'analyses mathematiques et statistiques, nous avons pu mettre a 
jour des parametres explicatifs des defaillances, de trouver des categories 
les plus influentes pour les defaillances . A titre d'exemple pour la 
tranche 1 de St-LAURENT-des-EAUX sur 2.057 vannes, du mode pneumatique, 
temperature< 100°C,·toutes pressions : 69 ont ete defaillantes et on peut 
affirmer que le taux de defaillance decroit exponentiellement dans le temps 
pour cette categorie . 
5. RELATION AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Neant 
6. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
-Valves faile rate modelling from the main parameters 
F. BOUSCATIE, P. FOURCADE, J-P. GEORGIN, C. ROY 
presente au Congras de l 'International Topical Meeting on 
Nuclear Reactor BRUXELLES Octobre 1978 
- Modelisation des taux de defaillance des vannes de St-LAURENT-des-EAUX 
selon les parametres influents 
Rapport DSN N° 246(f) -F. BOUSCATIE, J-P. GEORGIN, C. ROY, P. FOURCADE . 
r, 
' 
.r 
l 
\../ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
144-1-09 /4105-20 
154-1-09 
TITRE 
CONSTRUCTION AUTOMATIQUE D'ARBRES DE DEFAILLANCES 
A PARTIR DE DIAGRAMMES LOGIQUES 
TITLE (Angla.is) 
AUTOMATIC CONSTRUCTION OF FAULT TREES DROM LOGIC 
DIAGRAMS . 
Date de demarrage Etat actuel 
1.6. 77 j en cours 
Date d'achevement Derniare mise a jour 
31.12. 79 4/78 
1. OBJECTIF GENERAL 
14 
Pays 
FRANCE 
jOrganisme Oirecteur 
CEA/OSN 
Organisme executaur 
CISI 
Respoosable 
Scientiiiques 
L'objectif global de ce projet est la construction automatique des arbres 
de defaillances pour les analyses de fiabilite de systemes A partir : 
- d'arbres elementaires stockes en bibliotheques 
- de diagrammes logiques 
- si possible de diagrammes de fonctionnement 
Trois points justifient ce projet : 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
! 
1) la construction d'un arbre de fautes est complexe, fastidieuse et sujettel 
a erreurs • La construction automatique libere l'ingenieur de cette tache! 
ingrate . 
2) Le stockage en bibliotheque d'arbres elementaires 
ment les temps de calculs globaux var les calculs 
fectu~s une fois pour toutes • 
I 
I 
diminue considerable- I 
partiels ont ete ef- ; 
3) Le probleme du passage du diagramme de fonctionnement a 1 'arbre de 
fautes admet generalement plusieurs solutions • Le temps de ca1cul 
- \ ~~&-
varie enormement avec la solution choisie; 1 'etude entreprise permettra 
d'optimiser le choix de la solution . 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICULIERS 
1) - Construction d'une bibliotheque 
- Les arbres elementafres representes en notation polonaise (endorder 
traverse) . 
- Les listes des structures 
- Les lois de probabilites 
Cette bibliotheque devra son efficacite (identification, temps d'acces) a 
l'utilisation du 11 traitement de liste" ("list processing") . 
2) Developpement de petits programmes auxiliaires pour augmenter, diminuer, 
modifier ... etc, le contenu de la bibliotheque 
' 
3) Mise au point du stockage de la bibliotheque sur supports externes (bande, 
disque ... etc) . 
4) Compatibilite du code PATREC avec la partie de la bibliotheque relative 
aux arbres elementaires . 
5) Compatibilite du code PATREC avec l'entree 11 diagrammes logiques 11 de la 
bibliotheques . 
6) Si possible, compat·ibilite du code PATREC avec l'entree 11diagramme de 
fonctionnement" de la bibliotheque 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERWENTALES ET PROGRAt~f4ES 
Neant .. 
4. ETAT DE L'ETUDE 
Avancement et resultats obtenus 
-------------------------------
Ce projet se deroule en deux etapes pour chaque objectif partiel 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- \ '- "8~ -
Developpement d'une theorie informatique d'une part, ecriture du programme 
d'autre part . 
La pre~iere de ces deux etapes "developpement d'une theorie informatique" est 
franchie par les objectifs partiels 1 a 5; la seconde "ecriture d'un programme" 
est franchie pour 3 et en voie de 1 'etre pour 1 et 2 (rapports a paraitre) • 
5. PROCHAINES ETAPES 
Pour la partie theorique la prochaine etape est l'objectif 6 . 
Pour la partie programmation, on travaillera principalement sur les objectifs 
2 a 5 . 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES 
Les resultats de cette etude pourront etre utilises ulterieurement dans le 
programme PATREC (fiche 144-1-04 et 154-1-04) • 
7. DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
I 
- Traitement de liste en PL/1: possibilites de traitement et de conservation 
sur support permanent des arbres de defaillances • 
M. LORIGEON - CISI - 1977 - R 19 . 
- Creation de bibliotheques de composants en vue de 1 'evaluation de la 
fiabilite . 
M. LORIGEON - B.V. KOEN rapport SETSSR N°69 
-Programme de gestion de bibliotheques de composants en vue de l'evaluation 
de la fiabilite d'un systeme complexe - Notice d'utilisation -
M. LORIGEON (a paraitre) • 
' 
., 
[ 144-1-11 154-1-10 I !In! 
Etudes de fiabilite dans le domaine de l'instrumenta- l
?ays 
FRANCE 
I 
' 
I 
I 
tion nucleaire : essais de fiabilite de composants et 
I 
de circuits ; developpement d'un ensemble de simula- Organis:e Dirac:eur I 
tion et de calcul de la fiabilite des systemes CEA/DSN 
complexes. 
!!!U (.Anglais) Organisme exacutaur I Raliability studies in 'the field of nuclear instru- CEA/DSN/SEE;~C/VALDUC~ mentation : reliability testing of components and 
circuits ; development of a device for reliability 
simulation and calculation. Res-ponsabla 
j 
Data de de:arrage 'Etat ac t".le l. ; Scie.nci:iq~.:.es 
01/0l/73 EN COURS 
Data d'ac~evement Derniera Clisa a. jour 
31/12/79 12/78 
1. OB.J'"ZC'l'::: GnfE:~l..L 
Ameliorer les procedes et les moyens disponibles pour las etudes 
de fiabilite des centrales nucleaires, et fournir experimentalement des 
donnees utilisables dans ce type d'etudes 
! 
2. OBJECT!FS PART!CULIERS 
' I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l) Etude, realisation et exploitation d'un ensemble de simulation et de ( 
calcul de la fiabilite (ESCAF) dont le but est d'apporter des possibi~ 
I 
lites nouvelles pour l'aide a la conception et l'etude de la fiabilit~ 
des systemes ; ce programme est susceptible de debaucher sur une t 
commercialisation par cession de licence. 
2) Etude de ccmposan:s 
a) fin du programme d'essais d'endurance de relais de prise d'infor-
mation du type de ceux qui sont utilises dans le traitement des 
b) essais de composancs microprocesseurs en environnement nucleaire 
afin d'etudier les consequences d'irradiations accidentelles sur 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
leurs performances. 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERL~NTALES ET PRO~~ 
Un premier prototype d'ensemble de simulation et de calcul de la 
fiabilite (ESCAF) a ete realise. Le programme consistera a exploiter les 
performances du systeme et a ameliorer ses possibilites, tout en mettant 
ces resultats a profit pour developper et realiser un prototype industria· 
lisable. 
4. ETAT DE L 'ETUDE 
l) Ensemble ESCAF 
Le premier prototype de ce systeme a ete acheve et presence en demons· 
tration a l'exposition NUCLZX 78 ou il a rencontre un vi! inter@t. 
Uncertain nombre de circuits ont d'ores et deja ete simules ce qui 
a permis d'obtenir des resultats significatifs en ce qui concerne les 
etudes de fonctionnement 
2) Etude de composants 
La campagne d'essais sur des relais bas niveau a contacts mouilles au 
mercure a ete completee par l'essai d'une plaque de multiplexage a 
plusieurs relais qui n'a pas revele de defaillance. 
5. PRC:CHAINES ETAPES 
1) Amelioration des possibilites de simulation par le developpement d'un I ·-
ensemble repondant aux criteres suivants 
- mise en oeuvre plus simple ; 
• puissance de simulation plus importance 
- possibilite de simuler des automatismes sequentiels 
- possibilite de couplage a de gros moyens de calculs par 
l'intermediaire d'une bande magnetique. 
2) Poursuite des essais de fiabilite sur les composants microprocesseurs 
hors et en fonctionnement. 
~ 
6. RELATIONS AVEC D 1 AUTRES ETUDES 
NEAL'IT 
7 • DOCUMENTS DE REFERENCE 
- Compte rendu d'essais sur des relais ITT type F 65-2 
R. AGAISSE • C. BERARD - A. CARNINO - R. LELAI'I - A. PAVRE'I • R. QUENEE 
Rapport SETS n~ 25/SEESNC R0 120 - Novembre 1973 
- Contr81e de 1'etat de relais bas niveau utilises dans le traitement des 
temperatures du coeur Phenix 
C. BERARD - A. CARNINO - G . .nJIF • A. LAVIRON - A. PAVR.ET • R. QUENEE 
Rapport DSN n~ 95 - FEVRIER 1976 
·A la demande du C.E.A. -Fiche Technique FT/CPM·FMI/74-78 ·CNE'I 
J.Y. BOULAIRE, IG/ACO Analyse de relais ILS 
- Rapport DSN 181 • MARS 1978 
Essais d'endurance de relais d'acquisition bas niveau (contact Mercure) 
susceptib1es d'equiper le 'I.R.T.C. des reacteurs rapides 
A. CAR.NINO - G • .nJIF - A. LAVIRON 
C. PAVR.E'I • R. QUENEE • M. SAZERA'I 
- Rapport SEESNC n° 146 • SETS n~ 79 
Suite des essais d'endurance de relais d'acquisition bas niveau (Contact 
Mercure) susceptibles d'equiper le 'I.R.T.C. des reacteurs rapides • 
Essais a 50 Hz 
M. BURGGRAEVE - A. CARNINO - A. LAVIRON • R. QUENEE - M. SAZERAT 
- Ensemble de simulation et de Ca1cul de Fiabilite ESCAF 
Plaquette de presentation en fran~ais ou en anglais - Octobre 1978 
• Note SEESNC. 78. 528/IF • OCTOBRE 1978 
Compte rendu de mission effectuee a l'exposition NUCLEX 78 
par MM. BERARD • LAVIRON • SIGNORET 
8. DEGR.E DE DISPONIBILITE 
Diffusion interne seulement sauf plaquette publicitaire ESCAF 
Une communication sur £SCAF est prevue au Congres de Fiabilite 
(B~~NGRAM • MARS 1979) 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
ITALY 
• 
SPONSOH: 
. 
TI'l'LE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
MULTIVALUED LOGIC IN RELIABILITY-ORIENTED REPRESENTATION CESNEF 
OF NUCLEAR SAFETY SYSTEMS PROJECT Lf.ADER: 
S. GARRIBBA 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: 
1976 1980 SCIENTISTS: P. t·1USSIO 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: F. NALOI 
IN PROGRESS JUNE 1979 
-
1. General Ai~. Purpose of the research is to improve the representation of (nucl~ar 
safety) systems. In general
1
assessment of nuclear risk is based upon the constru~- · 
t.ion and analysis of a representation of the systen. ·made of - binary lof!ical trees 
{fault trees). It is realized that a crucial question'is how 0ood a representation 
I 
I 
i 
of the system is the fault tree used. The adopti?n of multivalued lo~ic_ seems td offer 
means to consider into the representation more than the traditional "~ood-bad" 
states since components and system show one of several "behaviors" each of which 
may be of importance. Behaviors are defined in terms of couples consisting of 
internal state and state transition function. In this respect the notion of 
behavior appears to be more general than the notion of state which results · · to be 
a particularization. 
2. Particular objectives. Two types of problems must be afforded in the analysis 
of MultiValued Logical Trees (MVLTs)r First, is the problem of finding the path 
. . . 
sets or combinations of'primary events (behaviors and terminal variables) by which 
a specified behavior of the entire sy'stem may occur. Second, is the problem of esti-
mating the probability associated with the behavior of the entire system. 
'· 
4. Project status. Given a system,a formal method has been developed which allows 
to construct its representation in terms of MVLT. Different values are made to 
correspond with different behaviors of the system and its components. The subsequent 
•analysis allows to transform the MVLT into an equivalent forest of binary trees. 
TIT'LE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
TULTIVALUED LOGIC IN RELIABILITY-ORIENTED 
QEPRESENTATION OF NUCLEAR SAFETY SYSTE~S 
CLASSIFICATION : 
l----··---------J.----1 
5. Next steps. Developments are envisaged for the theory. The possibility will 
be explored of introducing representations based upon a logic endowed by a 
continuity of values. On the other hand.~ applications wi11 be pursued by the 
consideration of a full .scale practical case. 
7, _Reference document~. S. Garribba, E. Gua0nini, P. Mussio, F. Naldi, G. Volta, 
11 Use of Multiple-Valued Logical Tree to Extend Reliability Analysis of Nuclear 
~l~nts••, pp. t64~578 in Proceedings of ENS/ANS Int. Topica1 Meeting on Nuc1ear 
Power Reactor Safety, Brussels, October 16-19, 1978·. 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: . 
ItaLy 
DIAGNOSTIC.1 E SICVREZZA TRAMITE ANALISI DI RCJMORE 
• SPONSOR: 
CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE}: ORGANISATION: 
CNEN 
DIAGNOSTICS AND SAFETY VIA NOISE ANALYSIS PROJECT LEADER: 
CPS 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1976 1983 A. Colombino 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: N. Pacilio 
in pPogPeSB July 197 9 G. Scna 
1 GENERAL AIM : Development of physical modeLs~ mathematical and statisticaL 
m~thods~ experimental techniques foP monitoring signaLs fPom 
sensors placed in reacto1•s and power pLants in ordeP to ide?!:_ 
tifp procedures for diagnostics and safety · 
2 PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES: (1) Identification of models for interpreting meas~ 
rements of multizone reactor neutPon noise 
'(2) Set-up of a stochastic heat-transfer' model. with 
on~- and two-phase cooLant flow. 
(~) Production of computatio~Z codes for anaZyzing 
data coming from various types of sensors 
3 EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES: research reactor RANA at CSN CasacciaJ CNENJ Rome 
research reactor RITMO at CSN CasacciaJ CNENJRome 
4 PROJECT STATUS: Ppogress to date 
A theory for the interpretation of experimentaL data from 
neutron noise anaZ.ysis techniques 
EssentiaL results 
AnaLyticaL solutions in terms of factorial cumulants~ auto• 
and cross-coPreLation functions of the numbeP of neutron 
counts from several. detectors 
5 .NEXT STEPS: - Advanced Pesearch in stochastic heat transfer for muZtizone 
nucLear systems 
- Investigation over the existence of eigenvatuea in stochastic 
modeLs of power reactors 
~. h 
-t4~&-
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
DIAGNOSTICS AND SAFETY VIA NOISE ANALYSIS 
6 RELATION TO OT!J'8R P9.0Jl!.·'CTS: 3. 8 LMFBR 
7 REFERENCE DOC~~ENTS: 
CLASSIFICATIOl'T : 
14 
I 
(1) N. PACILIO~ V.M.JORIO~ F.NORE'LLI~ R.MOSIELLOJ A. COLOMBINO~ E. ZINGONI -
T01uard a unified theory of reactor neutron noise analysis techniques -
Annals of Nuclear Energy~ ~ 239 (1976) 
(2) A. COLOMBINO~ N.PACILIO, G.SENA - Further developments toWaY'd a unified 
theory of reactor neutron noise ana7,ysis techniques - Anrw·ls of Nuclear 
Energy (1978) in pY'int · 
(3) N.PACILIO~ A.COLOMBINO~ V.M.JORIO~ R.MOSIELLO~ F.NORELLI- The analysis 
of reactor noise: measuring statistical fluctations in nuclear systems -
Advances in Nuclear Science and Tech~, vol. 12, 67-134 (1978) 
Plenum Publishing Co. 
( 4) A. COLOMBINO,. N. PACILIO~ G. SENA - 'l'he role of factorial cwmilants in 
reactor neut1•on noise theory - Annals of Nuclear Energy (19?9) in print 
(5) A. COLGVBINO, D.FIORE~ N.PACILIO- An introduction to one-phase heat 
transfer : ·deterministic and probabiZistic formulae - CNEN Report RT/FI 
(79) 
' . (6) N. PACILIO, A.COLOMBINO, D.FIORE- Temperature noise in one-phase heat 
transfer: stochastic models - submitted to Annals of Nuclear Energy, 
Pergamon Press 
. 8, DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY: free 
pZease contact A.· Colombino, N. PaaiUo or G. Sena 
RIT-FIS CNE'N 
CSN Casaccia C.P. 2400 
00100 ROME (ITALY) 
. ' ' 
r- CLASSIFICATION: 
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-· l 'l'ITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
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I Sviluppo'di una procedura avanzata per l'analisi di sicurezzn. 
- ] di un r·~~'R seguendo l' approccio probabi.listico SPONSOR: CNEN 
(ENGLISH LANGUAG~): ORGANISATION: TITLE 
SOPHEN 
Development of an advanc~d procedure for the PWR safety 
analysis following +:he probabilist approach PROJECT LF.ADER: 
G.P. Pozz:i 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1976 1981 P. Sal a 
E. r~ascellani 
STATUS: ~AST UPDATING: u; Monasterolo 
in progress 
! 
September 1979 
1. General a] m 
Development of a procedure for the design of the engineered safety features of a 
Pvm plant using the reliability·techniques. 
Preparation and linking of digital programs to perfonn the safety analysis of a 
PWR plant througn ~ synthesis of the accident analysis methods with the reliability 
probabilistic methods. 
2. Particular objectives 
Application of the above procedure and digital programs to the design of the 
experimental loop CLEOPATRA to be inserted in the ESSOR reactor. 
Application of the same techniques to the analysis and "interiorization" of the 
engineered safety features of a PWR Westingnouse nuclear plant. 
3. Experimental facilities 
None 
45.897 
: .... 
' . ' 
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TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Deve.lop;nent of cm <1dvanccd procedtJre for the 
Pvm safety ana1ysis following the~ probabJJJst 
approach 
4. Project status 
CLASSIFICATION : 
14 
For each accident to bP qnalyzed, a detailed ''event tree" has been developed 
in order to establish: a) the different paths the accident can follow; b) the 
features of the digitai programs necessary to analyze the consequences of the 
accidents. 
An analysis of the various reliability programs avail8ble has been performed. 
With the C\vc>.ilable programs a probabilistic analysis of the UXA in the 
CLEOPATRA loop was made. 
A reliability ana1ysis of the Safety Injection System of. an advnn8cd Westinghouse 
P\VR plant was perfonned. 
5. Next steps 
a) The digital progJ~ams necessary for the analysis of each accident path wlJ l 
be set up (detenninistic programs) 
b) The l"(!SUl ts of the deterministic programs will be coupled with the results 
• 
of the probabilistic progra~s 
c) The complete procedure will be used for the design of the PWR engineered &afe-
ty features. 
6) Relation to other projects 
The digital progra~s for the LOCA analysis described in the oth~r project 
("Develo!Jment of a chain of digital programs for the LOCA analysis of a PWR"! 
will be utiHzed. (see NSRI 1977) 
7) Reference documents 
1) Preliminary Safety Analysis Rcoort of CLEOPATRA Loop to be inserted in the 
ESSOR Reactor, Report prepared by FIAT-TTG, October 1977 
2) Relia~ility Analysis of 3000-XL Reactor Safety Injection System and comparjson 
wiyh the Reliability of Westinghouse 3 loop standard Safety Injection 
System, SOPREN Report AEFP 012, March 1979 
8) De;ree of availability 
To a limited extent 
9) Budget, personnel involved 
8 engineers for 5 years 
CLASSIFICA'riON: 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Italy 
Studi di affidabilita SPONSOR: 
CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE):.· ORGANISATION: 
CNEN 
Reliability studies . PROJECT LEADER: 
G. Tomassetti 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
1974 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: S. Pia 
In progress July 1979 
General aim: Experimental reliability studies with particular attention to problems 
of transferability of data (organisational and geographical context effect). 
Particular objectives: 
1) Analysis of structure and workability of data banks in relation to the results 
obtained from direct data collection work. 
2) Reliability of emergency diesel generator systems in Italy; in particular ar.alysi.s 
of the influence of organisational context on reliability. 
Project status; next steps: 
Data from a sodium loop at Casaccia Nuclear Center were elaborated. 
Data from the ·operating experi'ence of the four emergency diesel generators system 
of Casaccia Nuclear Center.,were elaborated. 
A study for the collection and analysis of operating experience data from 100 
emergency diesel generator systems in the industrial and miscellaneous field in 
Italy is now under progress. 
Data collected refer to five main arguments: technical parameters of main plant 
and its auxiliaries; installation and building arrangement; maintenance organisation; 
specifications and procedure of periodic surveillance testing; operating experience 
(with particular emphasis to cause and mode of failure). 
The study is carried out by visits to the plants and direct enquiri~s (final compilation 
of a questionnaire) with people cnarged with different managerial and executive 
functions. · 
Particular attention ia given to problems connected with common mode phenomena 
and their causes. · 
45.897 
. ' 
-l"''L-. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): CLASSIFICATION : 
Reliability studies 14 
Reference documents: 
1) CNEN RT/ING(79)5 - Alcuni problemi relativi al sistema di alimentazione elet-
trica del CSN-Casaccia. 
Parte I Storia e dati di esercizio dei diesel elettrogeni d'emergenza (S. Pia, 
A. Taglioni, G. Tom assetti) 
Parte II - Organizzazione ed esperienza di manutenzione (F. Dolci, S. Pia, 
A. Taglioni) 
2) CNEN RT/ING(78)19 - Ricerca sull'esperienza operativa dei diesel elettrogeni 
d'emergenza in Italia. Prima fase: problemi di ~omposizione del campione e me-
todo (S. Pia, G. Tomassetti) 
Degree of availability: 
Open. 
Contact persons: G. Tomassetti, S. Pia, CNEN, CSN Casaccia, C.P. 2400, 
I-00100 Roma. 
.1 ' 
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SPONSOH: 
C.N.E.N. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE):.· . .ORGANISATION: . ·( 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF.SIGNALS C.N.E.N. 
. 
., PROJF.CT LEADER: 
" 
A.FEDERICO 
INITIATED: 1966 COMPLETED: SCIEN'J;ISTS: 
. 
STATUS: In progress LAST UPDATING:' 
' June 1979 I 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Reliability Data System (ERDS) C.E.C. European 
SPONSOR: Commission 
I 
of the European 
Communities 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
J.R.C. ISPRA 
PROJECT LEADER: 
G. MANCINI 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS:Al, 
1976 December 1979 Balestreri, Capo-bianchi, A.G. Co1or 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: bo, Luisi -
In progress March 1979. ' 
. 
1. General aim: Feasibility Study for an European Reliability Data Bank: 
data pooling on LWR at an European level. 
2. Particular Objectives 
- Feasibility study for centralized event data system aimed at the 
collection, storing and processing of raw data on LWR component 
operation coming from national data systems. 
- Updating of the Reliability Parameter Data Bank, with data from 
litterature and fro~ campaigns on operating reactors. 
- Feasibility study £or a centralized Abnormal Occurrences Reporting 
System where information on safety related occurrences of operating 
reactors in Europe could be stored. 
4. Project Status 
4.1. f!~~!~~~-!~-~~!~ 
The pilot experiment for the component event data bank has been con-
solidated in its informatic structure; reference coding system are 
being developed. 
The Reliability Parameter Data Bank has been fed with litterature 
data. 
An analysis of the information contained in existing abnormal oc~~r­
rences reports shemes has been achieved; the LER tape has been ob-
tained through agreement with NRC. 
' 
.; .. 
4.2. Essential Results 
-----------------
The compatibility between event data on components derived from 
various national systems (EdF, SRS, GRS-~NE, ENEL, ~WRDS) has been 
in principle ascertained by the help of the above mentioned pilot 
experiment and by the development of reference classifications for 
systems, component characteristics, environment, duty, and failures. 
A detailed study of ~he information contained in the LER system is 
under way in order to extract information on failure dependency, 
on human error, on the incident initiating events and on the inci-
dent sequences. 
5. Next steps 
- Final implementation of the pilot experiment with insertion of 
transcoding from national data to the reference european data. 
- Insertion in the pilot experiment of large sample of data from 
national systems. 
- Implementation of various possible enquiries for family of compo-
·nents. 
- Issue of a final report on the feasibility study for a component 
Event Data Ba~k. 
- Implementation of a pilot informatic system for retrieval of in-
formation contained in the LER system and in other Abnormal Oc-
currences Reporting schemes. 
-Detailed comparative analysis of reliability parameters data from 
various sources for some major components (valves, pumps etc •• ) 
-Collection of productivity data of the European Nuclear Power Plant. 
7. Reference Documents 
- J.R.C. Ispra Safety Programme Semiannual Progress Reports (II semester 
1978, I semester 1979~ 
- G. MANCINI, G. VOLTA " The European Reliability Data System for LvlR. 
Aspects concerning structural and mechanical components" contribution 
to "In service data reporting and analysis" Symposium, ASME vlinter 
annual meeting, December 78, s. Francisco 
.. . 
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Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN) 
TITLE: 
Faalweg en faalkansvoorspellingen van reaktorsyste-
men. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Failure mode and failure rate prediction of reactor 
systems 
INITIATED :June 1974 LAST UPDATING : June 1979 
STATUS : terminated COMPLETED :Summer 1978 
t 
General aim 
CLASSIFICATION; 14 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
ECN 
PROJECTLEADER : 
K. Terpstra 
SCIENTISTS: 
To predict the probability of failure of systems on basis of possible failure 
modes and component reliability, taking into account accidental as well as sys-
tematic failures due to external causes or inherent faults of components. 
Particular objectives 
The first stage of the program consists of: 
- making an inventory of the general available methods of reliab~lity analysis 
and "data banks" on failure rates 
- establishing a standard procedure to collect data on failures in nuclear power 
stations in The Netherlands 
·- developing procedures to evaluate the reliability of reactor systems for 
specific cases applicable to Dutch power reactors. 
Experimental facilities: None 
Project status 
a. An assembly of computercodes 'called "REGAL" has been made operational. 
Main calculations (including repair) are: 
* Determination of MGS 
* System, MGS and component characteristics 
* Ranking of MGS and components according to their importance (several criteria 
available) 
* Confidence intervals for the system unavailability 
b. A draft report, titled "System Reliability Analysis", has been written, 
containing: 
* The theoretical backzround of "REGAL" 
* How to use "REGAL" 
* An introduction into the state of the art of Data Bank Systems for LWR 
Next steps 
The commission of the Ministry of Social Affairs will be terminated. A new 
commission is foreseen which will deal with the addition in the REGAL codes of: 
* Phased missions 
* Dependency between basic events 
Relations with other projects: -
Reference documents 
Reliability analysis of systems; 
Part I : Theory, EGN-78-142 
Part II : Annexes, EGN-78-143 
Terpstra K, April 1978 
Netherlands Energy Researqh Foundation (ECN) I CLASSIFICATION 14 
Degree of availability 
The reports are written in the Dutch language. They are submitted to the Ministry 
of Social Affairs, Postbus 69, Voorburg. 
Budget: -
Personnel: 0.2 manyear 
' 
AS THIS PROJECT IS TERMINATED, NO FORMAT 
WILL BE ISSUED IN THE NEXT NUCLEAR SAFETY 
RESEARCH INDEX. 
- \ ),:,~-
------------~---------,------------~i 
N. V. K£.l.fA 
TITLE: 
Faalkans-analyse met behulp van gebeurte-
nissen- en foutenbomen 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Failure analysis by application of event-
and fault trees 
INITIATED : LAST UPDATING : 1978 
STATUS COMPLETED : 1977 
General aim 
CLASSIFICATION:' 14 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLMWS 
SPONSOR: 
KEMA 
ORGANIZATION: 
KEMA 
PROJECTLEAOER : 
'R.W. van Otterloo 
SCIENTISTS: 
R.W. van Otterloo 
To analyse ne\; systems or changes in existing systems. And by 
application of this technique to make decisions concerning these 
new systems or changes in existing systems in the right way. 
Particular objectives 
- Analysis of the unavailability of reactor safety systems and 
of the unreliability of reactor systems. 
- Analysis of the probability of different groups of radioactive 
releases of a nuclear power reactor •. 
Experimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
Project status 
. 
Methods and computer codes have been compared. 
Next steps 
Not applicable 
Relation to other projects 
This project was started to do the "Risk analysis of the fuel 
cycle in the Netherlands" (RASIN-study) which was finished in 
June 1975. ~ 
Reference documents 
See 6. 
Several applications of this method are written in the Dutch 
and English language. 
Degre~ of availability 
Through the organization KE}~ 
AS THIS PROJECT IS TERMINATED, NO FO&~T WILL BE . 
ISSUED IN THE NEXT NUCLEAR SAFETY RESEARCN INDEX 
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· Fc·r rr.r:ny ;:,et1rs SRD has advocated the use of probebilistic methoos for quantifying reactor rir.ks. These methods hnve been 
•:f'vf:lo;,e<! r,:,rl t•r.plioo in a comprehensive mnnner to PWRs byRnsmussen (Ref 1). A recent evaluation by Lewis of the Ro:.mussen 
r·o,.ot·t, 111 Lhn,wh cri ti c;,l of :.om<> n•.pf"c:ts includlnt', somo of the r.toti!;tionl techniques nntl tlnta, novort.huluss concluded 
t.hnt. t.IH• ruul t-tret>/ event tree methodology is sound and should be developed and used more widely (Ref 2). 
lt. i ~. thu~ anticipated that a sienificant proportion of PWR safety justification/ assessment will be bar.cd upon sucn meU.od:.. 
liowever, thP.re are a number of important aspects which ,require further research and development. Significant nmorw.st tho:.e 
j :; tt.•~ ioL•nt.i rication and treatment of Common M<><!e Failure (CMF) mechanisms since such meohanir.ms can invnli rlntc predictions 
c-f r•·l i ,,1,j 1 i ty whi eh nre bot-e<! upon the rt::>::.;umption or random unrelated events. Whilst it is clear thnt finrd quunti tllt.~vr: 
, r,r,l:J:.w; rr.11:..t ;,w,U t the acquisition of a defined design, there is at present sufficient knowle~e of Generic p,;;. ar.pectr. to 
Ttllo·• r..•:r.:•ir.r:ful re::a:r1rch ~Jr.d development of potentially ur.oful technique:;. A closely rclaterl aspect is ATWS. whicl. hnr. 
r•·c•·~·,wJ C0',:,i·;eruble ~ttention. Here event r.eqHencP.m'l;hodolw,y coupled with examination of operntinr. r.tlltir.tics is volunble 
in <t.· ·: ~j !.;: e cu~l,rd•en:.oi ve identification of anticipnt.ed trnnsients. 
A cv:·~~on ::ource of critici:.:;m of the method is the use of inadequate or questionable fault date in the generation of failure 
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4. ·:.:, cxttnd the existing data bank for PWR conditions.,' To validate and recOIIIIlend adoption of existing data (eg Rasmusscn) 
1'vr Gunoric PWR safety justification/assessment. 
s. To review and, if appropriate, develop subjective probability evaluation methods in areas relevant to Pw'Rs • 
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·;., •'•·'J··lop IW!I.hod;; illicrt::l•;; l:.r!;'•, rJctcrL,jniotic moflol, cornpntcr cor1.-::; c:~n be 
·~r: .• II'J! .. ic:··ll.J' n::cc: l.tJ .·.·:fl( r:.tr; .l l'L'oiJ:l.b.·~liLy uiotribulion for tl.fl OUtlllll.. ;~ivon the 
J•ro1~··lJi.ll~y ui:.;t.rihu: . .i.oll::;. of Uw inputl3. 
'j'() c rx:.Jl'll'C t!:-:; c f ficionc ic:-;, under vn:·' ·w conci i tion~;;, of 3 nurncricn 1 ~~~''ll{ll in:.; 
:.t.h'·r;.-::s: !-:on tc C·lrlo; f:-,cilon:1.l :.rtrntificd; ·;md lntin hypcrcubc. 'ro "·rl to a 
r;o::IJ ·1 t.~r eo.:c cn:,l:Jlinr; <}ll.)' of ·the:;e scheme:; to be uood \Ji th a larec 0omputer code 
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i.:1l11:t:.: !1~--~ bo::r:l! r.,:•r:-;. Go;.ll·:·rilJ0n for c. linear combination of normally 
rJi:~t.r~Lv\.':'l iiljJI.iL:.: i.; w;.,rin[; completion • 
.I•';.n tc>ri .. :: str;~Lificd ond lnl..i.n b.ypercube oalllplinc; Drc f:_,r more efficient thnn 
Lontr; G.:~rlo tcchniqucG; lntin hypcrcube sa.mplinc may have a si{.,'Tlific2.nt 
acJ.v;:m t:::,:_-'J over both other methods. 
t. ~;c,r~ln:;: nr1 v:.,lic~ntcrl n:impljll[: co()c iu to be \lriticn up ::rnrl i::;~uc~. It \·:ill bo 
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i ~ i.:..; lnlunr](':d i.hat the \·Jork ohould llc extended to cover the fHtinc of rc~;por1::o 
::111'!. ':r;;; l1;:/ :·;:.r"r'lillt: tcc•mi.f[llOr:, . w) the dcrivtdion of Gcnoitivity cocfficicr\L;.;. 
r;,,:_,J,l'~r,i1nl:Jr.i' computer (;or1cc for doin[" thin nrc to bo developed. 
:Jor.,. at prc:::cr1t buL the v10rk ~Jhould be ur.:co.bla in any project uoinc l:lrj_;C coclc::. to 
::; t u1Jy c·toch<l et ic-v<> rin.bla probl<:rna. 
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Classification 15 
Title 1 COCNTRY Denmark 
Ris~ Naticnal 
SPONSOR Laborator'J 
Operat(l}r studier ORG/I.NIZ/a.TION Ris" 
. 
-
National Laboratory 
Title 2 Project leader: 
. Operator I L.P. Goodstein Study of the Process 
!:1iti:1tcd: . ComEleted: 1 Scientists: 
1\pprox 1966 
-
in its pres-
cnt form 197; L.P. Goodstein Stutus: f Last und·!ting: J. Rasmussen 
pr'?gressing 197 9 M. Lind'· 
. 
1. General aim 
' 
.. _ 
. 
2. Particular -~)bjecti ves 
-
To study th! process operator - his work situation and procedures 
- together witl methods for supporting him, especially in abnormal 
situations. 
3. Experiment31 facilities and programme 
- Hybrid C)mputer 
Interactive CRT graphics terminai 
.----
in process ,plants as well as on various trouble-shooting tasks -
in order to eutablish ways and means of providing support - es-
pecially in c:·itical situations - but also 'in order to ultimately 
be in a position to include the effect~ of human actions/~rrors 
in systematic reliability and safety analyses. 
In this work, we utilize tape recordings from power stations and 
other work situations as an aid in formulating ideas regarding the 
data, procedures and models utilized by the human in the various 
. 
• • 
.. 
- l ~l.· ... 
tasks. These can then be used in the design of the man-machine 
interface to provide improved aid to the operator. In addition, 
we expect to continue our studies of human error - either from 
published case stories or from simulator experiments. 
5. Next steps 
A program to continue with the testing and validation of 
these models of the operator is being planne~. Improved methods 
for the evaluation of risks which include h~~an error will be 
evaluated. 
6. Relation with other projects 
A cooperative Scandinavian program on control room design 
is currently underway. For information on available re-
ports, contact L.P.Goodstein. 
7. Reference Documents 
J. Rasmussen 1969 
Man-Machine C~mmunication in the Light of Accident Records 
July, 1969, S-1-69 
Reprinted from IEEE-GMS, ERS International Symposium on Man-
Machine Systems, Cambridge, 1969. 
J. Rasmussen 1973 
The Role of the Man-Machine Interface.in Systems Reliability 
November 1973., Ris~ Report R-10-73 
~eprinted from NATO Conference on Generic Techniques in Systems 
Reliability Assessment. Liverpool, July 1973 
J. Rasmusst!f. 1974 
The Human Data Processor as a System Component 
Bits and .Pieces of a !-lodel, Juue 1974, Ris~ Report R-8-74 
J. Rasmussen 1976 
Outlines of a Hybrid Model of the Process Plant Operator 
Ris~ Note N-7-76 
Reprinted from NATO Conference on Monitoring Behaviour & 
Supervis'ory Control, Berchtesgaden, March 1976. 
• 
"' . 
-\'\-1~-
J. Rasmussen & J.R. Taylor 
Notes on Human Factors Problems in Process Plant Reliability 
& Safety Prediction - Ris~-M-1894 1976. 
Rasmussen, Jens: Notes on Diagnostic Strategies in Pro-
cess Plant Environment. Riso-M-1983, 1978, 36 pp. 
Rasmussen, Jens: Man as a System Component - to be p~c­
lished in "Man-Computer Research" H.Smith and T.Green {eci.-;1 
Academic Press 
Rasmussen, Jens: Notes on Human Error·Analysis and Pre-
diction. Ris0-M-2139, 1978, 53 pp. 
... .... 
8. Available from the library at Ris~. 
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Responsable 
Date de demarrage 'Etat actuel 
.. 
1.1. 78 en cours 
lseienti.fiques 
----------------------~--~----~--~--------+ Date cl' acheveme.a.t .Derniere mise i jour 
. 
31.12.81 1. 79 
1. OBJECTU' GENERAL 
Lorsqu•on etudie la causalite elementaire des accidents ou incidents 
nucleaires, on constate que les composantes d'origine humaine sont majori-
taires. Il est do~c capital de s'efforcer d'etudier scientifiquement l'orga-
nisation humaine, 3eme composante d'une installation nucleaire. 
2. OBJECTIFS PARTICUL!ERS 
----- -
a) A partir du fichier d'incidents des reacteurs fran~ais {72 a 76) recherche 
approfondie des causes d'erreurs humaines avec evolution des facteurs de 
risques des erreurs humaines en fonction de l'age de la Centrale. 
cf. rapport de Melle. BOUTIN - DSN/SETSSR/CONF/CEA/78-02 "Essais de 
recherche des causes d'erreurs humaines a partir des comptes rendus des 
incidents survenus sur PHENIX" (CONFIDENTIEL CEA)' 
b) Analyse dans le cadre de l'O.C.D.E. groupe Evenements Rares, de l'execution 
d'un test du systeme d'arr!t d'urgence de la Centrale de BUGEY 2 par les 
methodes SWAIN et LEPLAT. 
cf. Rapport SETS n° 85 (AoOt 78) "Utilisation de la methode THERP pour 
l'etude d'une chaine de contr01e de Bugey" T. ROBERT. 
cf. Task force on Problems of Rare Events in the Reliability analysis of 
Nuclear. Power Plants ~June 78 t CSNI report no 51. 
~)Analyse de poste de maintenance d'un reacteur graphite-gaz de. 
SAINT-LAURENT-DES EAUX • 
cf. CNAivt - Laboratoire de Physiologie du Travail et d'Ergonomie 
rapport n° 58 "L"e contrOle du systeme d·'arr@t d'urgence dans une Centrale 
Nucleaire - Nov. 78" . 
d.) Contrat CEA-DSN n° SA 7293 . . 
- "Recherche bibliographique" qu1 traite des facteurs humains de la 
surete (exploitation d'incidents avec identification des facteurs 
humain.s) et des etudes· ergonomiques pouvant i nteresser la sO rete. 
-·"Rapport preliminaire" esquisse d'une methodologie pour.l'identification 
des causes des erreurs humaines - -
- "Selection des incidents avec erreurs humaines" analyse critique de b 
constitution du fichier DSN (SAINT-LAURENT 1 et 2). 
- Methode d'analyse des incidents avec dysfonctionnemenunumains operatoire 
.. 
e) Contrat C.E.A. n° BC-1481 . 
Etude des laboratoires du Departement de Genie Radioactif! FONTENAY-AUX~ 
RosEs (Bat.lS) , 
"Etude sur 1 'installation de la Centrale des Monts d'Arree {EL.4) 
Il s'agit de degager, a partir de ces 2 etudes, les relations existant 
entre certaines caracteristiques d'une installation nucleaire et la 
maniere dont la surete~securite est geree dans l'installation. 
Les .trois axes principaux sont : 
- y a t-il adaptation equipement/matie~e 7 
-Comment la sQrete dans l'installation nucleaire est-elle analysee et 
ressentie par le personnel 7 . 
- Que1s sont les roles des regles de securite ? 
cf. Rapport a paraTtre. 
Taus ces documents sont disponibles exceptes ceux qui sont notes 
"! paraltre" et "confidentiels". 
t 
3. INSTALLATIONS EXPERIMENTALES ET PROGRAMMES Ne ant 
4. ETAr DE l'ETUDE 
a) A partir de la 'fnethode d'analyse des incidents avec erreur humaine" -
('!. paraitre) pour rechercher les causes des dysfonctionnements humains, 
va etre entreprise l'etude de 2 incidents survenus a MARCOULE ces 
dernieres annees. 
b) Demarr-age d'une etude sur le simulateur du BUGEY pour effectuer la 
saisie d'informations du comportement des operateurs en situations 
· dites notmale et accidentelle. 
c) Etude des incidents americains d'origine humaine et'etablir un parallele 
avec ce qui pourrait se'passer chez nous et analyser les consequences 
au niveau systeme. 
-l1-~S'-
. 
d) Etude de post~ et d'incidents sur 1 •usine de s~paration isqtopique ae 
PIERRELATIE. t - . - · · 
5. RELATIONS AVEC D'AUTRES ETUDES - . 
-Fiche n° 144-1-06/4105-20: Probl~me des ~v~nements rares dans l'analyse 
de fiabilit~ des Centrales Nucl~aires de puissance PWR. : 
- simulateur 
- incidents am~ricain 
- ~tude de 2 incidents PHENIX 
· .. 
- ~tude de postes et d'incidents sur l'usine 
de siparation isotopique de PIERRELATTE. 

------- "------ --- ·- . 
16. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

• 
'J it ) c· 1 
'fi 1 l p '-
I 
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... ~ -. -· .... --- .. ·--·-·-~~ ---~--
Prediction of Reactor Releases 
Building Entrainment Effects 
• I 
1974 
Continuing 
• 1 
Cbtr.s if i c;,ti on 5/14/16/18 
_ ... ·-- ------
UK 
CEGB 
Orj',ani!.;tt :ion Rcsean:h D.ivn. 
-B~rk·e-ley-Nucicar l.:lbor<ttori 
1'1 c~.i~-~-t 1.•- •• ;, r~ 
Dr. H. F. Macdonild 
Dr. B. N. \o.'lw at 1 ey 
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17. NUCLEAR ACCIDENT RECOVERY AND DECOMMISSIONING 

·. 
~-------·------~----------------­
----·-
CJasr;iricntion 17.1 
-·------
--~----------·----------------------------~------------------------
Title 1 
-----
Development of Improved Reagent~ 
for Chemical Decontamination J---------------- -~-----~ 
Title 2 Orcnnisation Berkeley 
Nuclear Laboratories 
Initiated 1976 -Fri.i~<2_t:_Leaders 
Dr. C.J. Wood 
Dr. T. ·Swan Status J.ast updatinn. ----------Continuing 
1. General Aim 
2. 
To develop improved methods and reagents for in service and 4 
decommissioning decontamination of reactor primary·circuits so that 
Man Rem requirements may be kept to A minimum. 
Particular Objective 
To find new reagents to clean contaminated metal surfaces prior to 
man access for maintenance or repair. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme . 
The majority of the work is co.nducted on a laboratory scale, but 
successful developments will be continued. in a small recirculatiun 
loop in a Cobalt-60 irradiation facility. Experiments are bPing 
conducted to determine the chemical parameters which infl ut·nc:e the 
operation of cleaning solutions, e.g. pH redox potent\al, chel~ting 
strength, etc •. 
4. Project Status 
Recent experiments indicate that singte-electron reducing agents .are 
effective for the dissolution of Heamatite and Nickel Ferrite. This 
work is a collaborative project with EPRI. 

--·-··-·--~·-----.....--:.;=~~=~---,~~~~~~---­ICennzercheniPIOj8CI Number 
1.1~1~~~~~~~-L-L~~----------------~R~S~3~L---------------
Vortt<~hcn/Pr<Jrccl T1lle Land/Counlry 
Spr·c if i ea tion of Conditions of a Nuclear Power FRG 
Plant with a PWR Following a LOCA for Purposes~F~o.~d~n,~n~do--ln-~t-,t-ut-,o-n-/S_p_u-ns-o-,-------
of !;Ludyin<J the Ensuing Decontamination and BMFT 
'l'r .:l Tl Sport P rob} C!nlS AultraQIMJt"amnr/Contractor 
NIS Frankfurt 
:;p,·z·i f i z i enmg des 1\nlaqcztwtandcs eincs DWR 
tr.wll l'!n«·m Kllhlmitlclverluststorfall fUr die 
tint t·r::llcllunq der daruus fnl<wnden Dekonta- Abt. Rcnktoraniagcn 
.. l!lllht.l..i. Vn:.i::. J?.~""'·~~----:-:-:-------+---------------
'''1""1'•t"''l""'11r111"110d Arl>flll<;ende/Completed Loiter des Vorhabcns/Protet.l Loader 
_1~Q~~27~~~------~~~~~~8~~~------~~A~G~s~~-----------
St.Jiltl dcr ArtJcrtcl"l/~:;tatus Ben~htsdatum/Last Updating Bewilllgte Mittei/Funds 
Completed 31.12.1978 
1. General Aim 
Based on the NIS-study RS 155 "Result analysis of LOCA's for 
the dismantling of nuclear power plants" 'the post LOCA system 
condition of a 1~nn MW PWR should be researched at which new 
Loundary conditions are defined. The research results should 
supply input data for the RS 156 project. 
2. Particular Ob~ectives 
------- ·---- _:;__;:_..;:_:;...:...::.~ 
In this ~tudy the conditions of nuclear components and Qquipmcnts 
in some neuralgie regions of the reactor building are specified, 
which are important for the post 'LOCA decontamination and 
shipping problems. 
3. ~~~.:=;!?_~_;-cL_ Programme 
"'. 1 D• •:;er i pl ion of the course of LOCA 
1.2 Inv.estiqat.ion of radioactivity 
'3. ·J Lol..!a l d i spcrs ion of the radioactive nuclides 
1.4 r~cal dose rates at component surfaces 
3. S Chmnical conditions in the' plant 
-
5.G Mechanical conditions of components and equipments 
4. Experim~ntal Facilities, Computer Codes 
The radioactivity of the core was calculated by the computer 
code ORIGEN. The calculations of readioactivity produced by 
/ 
activation in the core components was done by NIS code AKAT 2. 
Further calculations of ~he local dispersion.of radioactive 
nuclides were done by the well known computer code CORRAL. 
-2-
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5. Progress to Date 
The study was finished in June 1978. 
6. Results 
Assuming a double~ehded rupture of the hot line in the p1p1ng 
chamber and a fuel assembly cladding tube damage of 10% 
corresponding to the licensing guidelines currently vaJid for 
the release of iodine, the nuclide-specific distribution of the 
radioactivity in reference chambers in the containment is 
determined with the CORRAL computer programme. The dose rates 
resulting from the nuclide-specific distribution of the radio-
activity are calculated for 1 year, 10 years, and 30 years 
after the accident. The dominant radionuclides here are 
Cs 137/Ba 137 m and Cs 134. 
In all, about 7 . 108 Ci of fission and corrosion products are 
released into the containment during the accident. 
As a result of the radioactivity released, a maximum dose rate 
of about 3 150 rem/h must be expected in the chamber where the 
rupture occured one year after the accident. 
After 30 years, the maximum dose rate is still 350 rem/h. In 
the chambers located further from the chamber where the rupture 
occured, dose rates in the order of magnitude of 24 rem/h are 
expected 1 year after the accident. A possible reduction in the 
radiation as a result of decontamination measures was not 
considered here. 
In addition, the corrosion of the fuel assemblies still located 
in the reactor pressure vessel, of building structures, and on 
the surface of system components was studied, and the possible 
pentration of radioactivity into damaged concrete surfaces was 
determined. 
-3-
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The adhesion of the radionuclides to the contaminated surfaces 
due to their element-specific behaviour is also shown hero so 
that suitable decontamination processes and materials ea~ be 
developed and applied • 
. -
7. Next Steps 
8. Relations with Other Projects 
9. References 
10. D~groe of Availability 

-l ~~-
Berichtszeitraum/Period Klasslfikation/Ciassiflcation Kennzeichen/Project Number 
01.01.1978- 31.12.1978 17 .. 3 RS 236 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Sprengtechnische Zerstorung von radioaktiven GroBkom- FRG 
ponenten bei der Stillegung von Kernkraftwerken Fordernde Institution/Sponsor BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm 
Controlled-Blasting Demolition of Radioactive Primary- GmbH, 
Loop Components of Decommissioned Nuclear Power Plants 0-8898 Schrobenhausen 
Arbeitsbeg1nn/lmllated ·Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
01.10.1977 31.08.1978 P. GroBler 
Stand der Arbeiten/Stalus . Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Completed December, 1978 OM 363,222.--
,.--., 1 • General Aim 
,.--. 
Removal of nuclear power plants after an estimated useful service time of 
40 years. 
2. Particular Objective 
3. 
3. 1 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
3.6 
4. 
Applicability of blasting means and explosive devices in dismantling large 
radioactive components. 
Research Program 
Analysis tnto the radioactive reference components 
. ' Examination of explosive dismantling means 
Placement of the explosive devices 
Auxiliary tools and equipment· 
Component decontamination 
Comparison of different dismantling techniques 
Experimental Facilities 
All explosive charge manufacturing facilities and a well-equipped blasting 
range for charges of:up tor·25 lb. of TNT were available. 
5. Progress to Date 
5.1 Analysis Into the Radioactive Reference Components 
The size, weight, material properties and specific location features of the 
reference components, i. e., primary loop and biological shield of a Biblis-
' B-type pressurized-water· reactor, have been compiled in tabular form. 
Expected component contact dose levels and the resulting· permissible occup-
ational exposure times - based on the present German Radiation Safety 
- 2-
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Regulations - have been estimated. 
5.2 Examination of Explosive Dismantling Means 
A large number of experiments have been conducted to determine the cutting 
performance of specific l~near, circular, and conical shaped charges in steel 
and concrete targets. Moreover, tests were made to blast air- and water-
filled steel pipes (representing 1:50 and 1:10 scale reactor vessel models) 
by detonating explosive charges inside. These pipes had been previously 
notched on their inside to ensure regular fragmentation. 
Tests with explosive sheets detonated in contact with both sides of concrete 
blocks were made to strip the concrete off the reinforcement, either locally 
for severing into smaller blocks, or entirely with the aim of a separate 
disposal of steel and concrete. 
5.3 Placement of the Explosive Devices 
A removal sequence of th~ primary loops of a Biblis-8-type PWR has been 
worked out. The proposed procedures of dismantling the individual components 
and the type, size, and placement of the required explosive devices have.been 
described. Moreover, the expected blast effects inside the reactor building 
as well as the occupational exposures to radiation have been estimated. 
5.4 ~uxiliary Tools and Equipment 
The machines, equipment, and staff required for dismantling the primary loop 
components have been listed in context with the description of the proposed 
dismantling procedures. 
5.5 Component Decontamination 
Tests have been made to remove an inner surface layer of steel pipes by ex-
ternally applied explosive sheets that were hoped to produce large scabs. 
5.6 . Comparison of Different Djsmantling Techniques 
The explosive techniques have been juxtaposed to the more commonly used 
cutting techniques by various criteria. 
6. Results 
6.1 Analysis Into the Radioactive Reference Components 
The tables with the component data were used in devising dismantling proced-
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ures and auxiliary tools needed for applying the explosive devices. 
Estimates of the radiation levels and of the permitted exposure times indi-
cate that 1 year after reactor shutdown, the decontaminated primary loop 
components, except for the reactor vessel, permit reasonable working times; 
~ 
the reactor vessel would require remote handling. 
6.2 Examination of the Explosive Dismantling Means 
Linear and circular shaped charges appear suitable for severing primary 
piping and other steel components. The largest pipe tested was a 20-inch 
outer diameter steel #52 (approx. SAE 1020) pipe, 1.18 in. thick, which can 
be neatly severed in one shot by a 4.4-lb. circular shaped charge applied 
from the inside. Real ·primary piping (35 in. outer diameter, 2 in. wall 
thickness) is expected to require some 30 lb. of explosive for one complete 
circumferential cut. 
The tests have shown that linear shaped charges will also prove useful in 
severing primary piping and other steel structures from the outside. Even 
in cutting the reactor vessel (from inside), the use of linear shaped 
charges has not been ruled out, although it is suggested that in this case 
the vessel be cut only into two or three pieces that can be handled by the 
~ 
polar crane. Cutting into more sections on-site may be un-economical if the 
vessel head were to be closed for every shot; a perforating cut 1 ft. long 
would require 50 to 60 lb. of high explosive, and not more than 3 ft. should 
be· done in one shot. However, one possibility that would have to be tested 
is to place a large number of charges at one time and to detonate them 
sequentially and at spacings such that one detonation does not destroy 
other charges; naturally, exhaust and filter operations would have to be 
performed between ever so many shots. 
Dismantling the reactor vessel from inside by detonating blast charges 
appears not feasible since a very large amount of explosive would be needed 
and fr~gmentation is neither regular nor safe. 
The tests with explosive sheets applied to reinforced concrete blocks showed 
that concrete and rebar can be separated quite well in this way, giving 
small-size debris. The amount of explosive, however, is much larger than in 
ordinary drill-pattern delay blasting. The explosive-sheet technique may be 
useful· in removing the biological shield since occupational radiation ex-
posures can be kept low. 
-4-
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6.3 Placement of the Explosive Devices 
Several mechanical fixtures for putting linear and circular shaped charges 
into the required position, mainly at the steam generators, primary piping, 
and (remotely) inside the reactor vessel have been designed. 
6.4 Auxiliary Tools and Equipment 
The staff and tools lists can be used is estimating the dismantling costs as 
well as the number of teams that have to be exchanged owing to radiation ex-
posure. 
6.5 Component Decontamination 
Tests with explosive sheets wrapped around ordinary steel pipes showed that 
detonation does not produc~ any significant scabbing; the result was merely 
a reduction in pipe diameter. Separation of the plating from the backing in 
plated piping is perhaps possible; however, no tests have been made with 
plated pipes. 
6.6 Comparison of Different Dismantling Techniques 
In view of the short radiation exposure times, cutting by linear and circular 
shaped charges appears ta be the most advantageous technique for dismantling 
primary and other piping as well as for cutti~g up certain other heavy 
structures (coolant pumps etc.) into shipable sizes. However~ the spread of 
contamination by the blasting operations is unknown, hence, either this must 
be examined beforehand or an amount of costs must be allowed for to consider 
increased safety and decontamination activities after blasting, which may or 
may not become necessary. 
Cutting the reactor vessel of a PWR by means of linear shaped charges may turn 
~ 
out to be prdspective if other techniques fail because of large material 
thicknes~. 
Dismantling the biological shield by means of explosive sheets has one 
essential advantage over conventional blasting: nd drilling is required, 
which means less radiation exposure to the personnell. 
7. Next Steps 
None (work has been completed). 
8. Relation to Other Projects 
None. 
- 5-
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/1/ ·J. Herzog et al., Dekontaminations- und Transportprobleme bei der altersbe-
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1 • C i P n e r· al A 1. Ill 
,, 
-· 
J. 
J • 1 
IJnder the Fc•dernl Government research program for reactor safe-
ty, ~t i.H necessnry to investigate dismantling methods for 
ilCtivHtcd und contaminated components in connection wit.h the 
deconun is si on ing nnd disassembly of nuclear power stations. 
l';,a·til:ular OLjoctivcs 
.ThiH project. nim~ to check the applicability of flame cutting 
I 
lJy powdf.•r· nnd pl nsma for cutting up nuclear reactor components. 
If a Hpccific di:-;rnantling case arises, then a decision can be 
taken as to which·method may be used for taking a component to 
piPCPs and what conditions must exist for this. 
'I'll". grn.d. n11rnll<>r of component.s in u nuclear power station 
111.11~(~H 11 awc<'oHary to collect nnd catalogue the avnililble tech-
uicaJ infonnation on the individual components. This collec-
tion serves ns a basis for a typification in order.to reduce 
the number of differ~nt dismantling tasks. Accompanying dust 
and aerosol measurements are used to obtain reference values 
for the design of efficient removal b~ suction. 
Hc:-;c•arch Program 
Drawing 
J>Oil<!Jl t M 
' 
up u catHlogue of the activated and'contaminated corn-
within the containment shell of a nuclear power station• 
i 
J.~ Experiments for demonstrating the efficiency of the powder. 
and plasma cutting processes. 
'l 
...... -
- ''\-n.-
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).2.1 Powder cutting of reinforced concrete. 
).2.2 Powder cutting of steel. 
).1.) Plasma cutting in the atmosphere. 
).2.4 Plasma cutting under overpressure in air and water. 
).2.5 Plasma cutting in water. 
J.J Assessment .of the powder and plasma cutting processes in 
relation to the dismantling of reactor components. 
4. Experimental Facilities 
re ).2.1 The experimental station for powder cutting is equipped 
& ).2.2 with two cutting outfits of different capacities. Propane 
is used as fuel gas. The cutting process is controlled 
from a control cabin and observed via television cameras 
installed in this cabin. An existing ventilation system 
can remove up to 60,000 m3/h of combustion air from the 
cutting cubicle. The dust particles are conveyed via a 
bypass to a dust collector. 
re ).2.) The experimental station for plasma cutting in atmosphere 
consists of a chamber in which the burner manipulator is 
installed; the speed of this.manipulator can be adjusted 
and reproduced. The manipulation of the burner can be 
observed via a television camera. By means of an induced 
draught fan th'e cutting waste gases (about 2,000 m3 /h) 
can be extracted and analyzed in the bypass. With the 
sources of electric power available a loading of the 
burner up to 1,000 A. can be attained by parallel 
connection (modification as against the 1977 Annual 
Report). 
re ).2.4 For plasma cutting under overpressure conditions in air 
and water, a . pressure chamber has'been provided per-
mitting cutting tests up to pressures of 2.5 Bars. Burner 
manipulation will be external. Sources of electricity: 
see ).2.). 
re 3.2.5 The plasma cutting tests in water depths up to 1 m/will 
be carried out in a water basin which permits burner and 
television camera to be manipulated: 
Sources of e~ectricity: see ).2.). 
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Pr·ogrc ss to Date 
Work on drawing up the catalogue of activated and conta-
minated components bus not yet been completed. 
.. Construction of the experimental test floor has been 
completed. Cutt.in_g experiments have been carried out. 
Con~truction of the test stand has been completed. 
Cutting tests ~ave been initiated. 
Construction of the pressure chamber is almost complete. 
Testing o( the parallel connection of the sources of 
electricity up to a burner loading of about 650 A. has 
been concluded. 
Test results are available but are not yet representative •. 
Next Steps 
Continuation of work. 
Systematic t:utting tests. 
Systematic cutting tests. 
Testing of pressure chamber for overpressure tests in air 
and Wiltcr. 
Continuation of underwater cutting tests using ono or 
two burners. 
I 
Relation with other Projects 
H<· fcrt~nces 
H •. l. Smith, G.J. Konzek, W.E. Kennedy, 
T" clwol ogy, Safety and Costs of Decommissioning a 
. 
R(! f'(!rence Pressurized Water Reactor Power Station. 
U.S. Nucle~r Regulatory Commission (1978) 
NUREGICR 0130, Vol. 1 
International Symposium on the Decommissioning of 
"Nuclear Facilities. 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
Wien 1978, JAEA - SM - 234. 
t 
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10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
re 9.1 ZAED Leopoldshafen 
.-
-\. ~~'-
Uor•ct.ts/otlraum/Portod Klassiltkat•on/Ciassllication Konnzoichen/ProJect Number 
01.06.78 -31.12.78 17.3 '1~ 141 
Vorhai.Hon/PrOJ&Ct T1tle L:~nd/Country 
scaling of ,Radioactive Contaminated FRG 
Components of Nuclear Power Reactors Fordornde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auflrngnohmor/Contructor 
NUKEM GmbH 
Vf'r!'licgclung readioaktiv kontaminierter 
Kornpon0ntcn a us Kcrnkraftwcrken .. 
Arll"' t .,, >NJ' nn I I not1a led Arbo•tsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabcns/PrOJOCI Leader 
01.06.78 31.12.80 Dl'" c. tor~anPr 
Stand dor Arbe•len/Siatus Bonchtsdatum/Last Updattng Bew1lligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing December 1978 
'1. 
2. 
General Aim 
Improvement of safety, minimizing of secondary waste volume, 
and saving of time and labour obtained by application of a 
sealing technique which is an alternative to decontamination~ 
Particular Objec~ives 
Experimental examination of a sealing concept for radioactive 
contaminated components in nuclear power stations in order 
to reduce contnrnination and incorporation during repairs, 
maintenance, replacement, transport, and storage. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Selection of components 
- compilation of the relevant components in nuclear power 
stations 
-description accordin~ to materials,dimensions, and 
activities 
- estimation of the frequency for repairs and maintenance 
- definition of the representative components. 
I • 
3.2 Coating of inactive samples 
- definition of the materials and dimensions of the samples 
,, - selection of resins corresponding to the properties 
desirable, 
- coating of the samples by variation of coating material, 
thickness of the laye~ and coating technique. 
-2-
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01.10.78- 31.12.78 RS 341 
3.3 Test methods 
- selection of the test methods, 
- classification of the radiation resistance according to 
the literature, 
- experimentai testing of the samples and classification 
of sealinq quality. 
3.4 Sealing of inactive components 
- Construction of a sealing facility for small components, 
- sealing of small components, 
- concept for large components, 
- model tests with the sealing of large components. 
3.5 Sealing of active cow~onents. 
4. Experimental ~acilities/Computer Codes 
ref. 3.4:construction of a sealing facility for small components 
will be projected in 1980 
5. Progress to Date 
ref. 3.1:- compilation of the relevant components of a PWR and BWR 
has been performed, 
- descriptio~ according to materials and dimensions has 
been completed accordin~ to the literature available, 
- informations about activities and frequencies of repairing 
and maintenance interventions are insufficient and will 
be completed as far as possible in 1979, 
- definition of the representative components thus could 
not yet be done. 
ref. 3.2:- preliminary~ definition of basic materials for the inactive 
coating is done, 
- comparison of the resjns corresponding to their properties 
has been started. 
ref. 3.3: Literature research With reference to test methods has 
been started. Modifying the original program this point 
has been started earlier because the dimensions of the 
-3-
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samples· (ref. 3.2) depend on test methods. 
ref. 3.4)Refering to the programm no activities were started in 1978 • 
•• 
ref. 3.5) · 
6. 
7. 
ref. 
Results 
The data selected for a PWR (1300 MW-type) and for a 
m·m (860 MW-type) were scheduled. The materials 1.4308, 
1.4408, 1.4439 and 1.4550 were elected for the inactive 
tests. 
Neither any evaluation or adaption pf computer codes nor any 
application for an invention took place. We did not receive, 
knowledge of results obtained by other people that could 
have an effect on the general aim of the programm. 
Next Steps 
3.1:This part of the programm shall be completed during the first 
quarter of 1979 having further discussions with power 
reactor operators. 
ref. 3.2:Work will be continued definin~ the dimensions of the samples 
and defining the coating·resins. 
(ref. 3.3:Test methods will be defined and applied. 
ref. 3.4)Referring to the program these parts shall be started in 
ref. 3. 5) 1 9 8 0·. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
- RS 156: Decontamination and Transportation Problems re-
lated to the Decommissioning of Nuclear Power Plants and 
the Elimination of Failure consequences - NUKE~i - 312 
- Untersuchung der radioaktiven Festabfalle bei Reparaturen 
und Stillegung von kerntechnischen Anlagen - NIS - 176. 
9. References 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reoorts. 
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CLASSIFICATION: 
18 
TITL~ (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Inglobamento in cemento di: a) rifiuti radioattivi a media e Italy " 
b'assa attivita; b) zeoliti argentate. SPONSOR: 
CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: 
Evaluation of Concrete as a Matrix for Incorporation of: CNEN 
a) Low and Medi urn Level Radioactive Wastes; b) Spent 
PROJECT LEADER: Silver-coated Zeolites from Nuclear Plants 
a) G. De Angelis 
b) G. Beone 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
a) 1979 (present phase) 
h) 1 ~7A 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
. 
In progress July 1979 
·-
General Aim 
The experimental control of the main chemical and phykical properties of solid~fied 
radioactive wastes, for obtaining-basic technical data ~o evaluate possible long-term 
environmental impacts. Concentrates from evaporation processes and spent ion-
exchange resins are incorporated into cement. The following characteristics are 
taken into account: leachability, thermal stability, radiation damage, compressive 
strenght and weathering resistance. 
·Particular Objectives 
~ Achievement of concrete specimens which can be carried and stored safely. 
Evaluation of the effects of spent silver-coated zeolites on the quality of cement 
incorporation products. 
Project Status 
a) Thermal stability and compressive strenght have been evaluated. 
b) Water absorption, compressive strenght, flame and heat resistance have been 
evaluated. 
Next Steps 
Investigations concerning the other characteristics previously indicated. 
Reference Documents 
G. Beone, I. ,Di Stefano, "Inglobamento in cemento di zeoliti argentate. Parte I-
Studio delle variabili e primi risultati", CNEN Technical report (in press). 
Contact Person 
G. Beone, CNEN, CSN Casaccia, CP 2400, I-00100 Roma. 
45.897 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: 
Ricerca e sviluppo su contenitori di trasporto per mate- Italy 
riale fissile . SPONSOR: 
CNEN 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAG~): ORGANISATION: 
~ (o) 
Research and development on shipping casks for fissile 
material PROJECT LEADER: 
G. Tomassetti 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
197 4 (present phase) 
. 
·-
... 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
In progress July 1979 
( 0 ) CNEN, AGIP Nucleare, Nuovo Pignone, Pisa University, in cooperation with 
ENEL and FIAT Nucleare. 
General Aim: 
Research and developrrent on radioactive material shipping casks. 
Particular Objectives: 
. The project is supporting actions to allow design, testing and licensing in Italy of 
a spent fuel shipping cask. 
Project Status: 
A first set of research contracts (CNEN-AGIP Nucleare, CNEN .. FIAT Nucleare, 
CNEN -Pi sa University) is completed. A testing facility for drop tests and fire 
tests is in operation (Pi sa University). Some components have been developed and 
tested. 
Next Steps: 
Tests for evaluating particular constructive solutions of acask designed for Italian 
· needs and large rmdel tests for licensing and approval of such a cask. 
Relation to Other Projects: 
18 (Pi sa University). 
I 
Availability: 
Information available to a certain extent. Contact person: G. Tomassetti, CNEN, 
CSN Casaccia, CP 2400, I-0~100 Roma. 
. . 
45.897 
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CLASSIFICATION I 
18 
TITLE {ORIGINAL LANGUAGE): COUNTRY: I' ; , .. 
Tecniche non distruttivc per 1 'analisi quanti tati va di Italy 
miscele di ~sotopi fissili SPONSOR: . 
ENEL 
TI'l'LE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): OHGANISATION: 
Politecnico di Milano 
Nondestructive methods for ql!Bnti tati ve analysis of fissile 
'* l isotopes mi~tures PROJF.CT LEADEH: 
. G. Sundrelli - ENEL 
V. San~iy~t- PQiit~~oi; 
INITIATED: COMPLl~TED: SCIENTISTS: 
1975 December 1979 A. Cesana - Politecnico 
G. Sandrelli - ENEL 
STATuS: LAST UPDATING: v. Sangi ust - Poli tccni c 
In progress July 1979 M. Terrani - Politecnic 
( *) Isti tuto di Ingegneria Nucle.are - CESNEF. 
1. General aim 
The nondestructive methbds for the assay·of nuclear materials have up today pro-
vided worse results than those expected on the ground of the quoted errors on the related 
nuclear date.. 
So, our research has been concentrated on the careful analysis of the parameters 
conditioning those techniques, with the aim of selecting the most promising methods 
for an accurate quantitative evaluation of some fissile isotopes. 
2. Particular objectives 
The methods investigated in this research are the gamma-passive analysis, the ana-
lysis by delayed neutron emission following fission by fast neutrons and in some cases 
the activation analysis by thermal neutrons. 
These methods are widely employed as relative ones, i.e. making use of standards. 
We thought it worthwhile studying their applicability as absolute ones, with the ad-
ditional purpose of performing a selection and an evaluation of some important nu-
clear data relating to tne fissile isotopes, such as gamma-ray branchings, neutron 
cross sections and delayed neutron yields. 
3. Experimental facilities 
All the tests have been carried out at the Nuclear Engineering Institute of the 
Polytechnique of Milan. 
The analyzed samples consistetlof few milligrams of 232Th, 233/235/238u, 237Np, 
238/239/240/241 Pu and 241Am, encapsulated as oxide powder in small vials of stainless 
steel or zircaloy. 
Gamma-ray countings were performed by a 60 cm3 coaxial Ge-Li detector ~d by. a 
) 
) 
0 
0 .• 5 cm3 Ge (:[) detector, both coupled to a 4096 channels analyzer. Jr 
. . T 
Thermal neutron irradiations were performed in a well thermalized flux (r- ~ 0.001), 
in the thermal column of the L54 wate~ boiler (50 kW) reactor operating at CE~~EF 
{nv0 = 1.35 • 109 n/cm2sec). 
Fast irradiations were penformed at the surface of the reactor core in a flux 
·5.897 
·.,. 
. • 
TITLE (ENGLISH LAl"\JGUAGE): 
Nondestructive m~thods for quantitative 
analysis of fissile isotopes mixtures 
CLASSIFICATION: 
18 
/ 
, .. 
; . 
filtered by a 5 cm thick B4C shield, the spectrum of wh~ch had been carefully deter-
mined by activation technique using fifteen suitable selected reactions. The total 
fast flux intensity was 1.2 1 • loll n/cm2sec. 
The neutron counter was a BF3 detector embedded ln paraffin and a pneumatic sy-
stem was used to transfer. the samples from the irradiatfon to the counting f..OGition • 
4. Project status 
All the experiment~! tests have been completed. The measurements have pointed out 
the need of employing two different techniques at least to perform ·accurate .fissile 
material assays. The results can be resumed as it follows: 
-the r -ray analysis can give very good results,.particularly in the assay of small 
fissile masses. This tecnique can be at present ~onsidered as the best one for as-
saying fissile isotopes mixtures, when the activities of the different isotopes 
are c~mparable. However the considerable complexity of the Y -ray spectra makes 
sophisticated unfolding procedures indispensable; 
the analysis by delayed neutron emission following fission is easi~r and quicker 
than the O -ray analysis. However in general· a high degree of accuracy in absolute 
rnea&urements is not achie,vable because of incertainties in the fast spectrum eva-
luation of• the flux used 'for irradiating, and in some cases becaus.e of the low re-
l~abili ty of the values of the delayed neutron yields reported in 1i terature .. 
(e.g. for 233u, 237Np, 240/241pu, 241Am). 
Therefore for these isotopes the absolute yields of the first five groups of delayed 
neutrons were reevaluated. Moreover the.absolute yields of the same five groups were 
estimated for 238Pu, for which as far as we know no value is reported in literature. 
5. Next steps 
The final part of the data unfolding is running and it is planned it will be compl£ 
ted during 1979 •. 
6. Relation with other projects 
These nuclear assay ~ethods have been investigated in the framework of a program 
sponsored by ENEL, whose main object.is the setting-up of a quick experimental techn! 
que for neutron spectra evaluation by neutron emission following fission measurements 
in fissile monitors • 
. 7. Reference documents 
7.1 A. Foglio Para, G. Sandrelli, M. Terrani - "Una procedura semplificata per il best 
fit di picchi gaussiani di rivelatori nuclear!" -En. Nucleare, vol. 25 (1978) 
pp. 24-30 
7.2 A. Cesana, G. Sandrelli, V. Sangiust, M. Terrani - "Nondestructive quantitative 
analysis of actinide sampl~stt ~.1st Annual Symposium on Safeguards and Nuclear 
Material Management, Bruxelles 25-27 April 1979 (sponsored by ESARDA). 
8. Degree of availability 
References are full available. 
(G. Sandrelli, ENEL-DSR, Centro di Ricerca Termica e Nucleare, 
Bastion! di Porta Volta, 10- 20121 Milano (Italy). 
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TITLE (ORIGINAL LANGlJAGF.) : COUNTRY: . \ 
ITALY Sicurez:a del trasporto dfe 1 materia le radioattivo I 
·j 
SPONSOH: 
CNEN 
I 
'riTLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): ORGANISATION: I University of Pisn Sa f c t y problems in design.·of packaging for trnns-
portation of raJioactivc materi~1ls --Pl10JF.CT LEADER: 
. 
Giuseppc FO.RASA~Sl 
ItHTTA'.i'FD: (present phase) CO~tPLF.TED: SCIENTISTS: 
1977 1980 Donnto AQUA lW 
ST :\fl'US: LAST UPDATING: 
in progress June 1979 
-
1 • G c n c r ~~ 1 a i m 
------StuJy of safety problems in design, construction and use of transport 
cask for radioactive materials. 
2. Particular objectives 
-
Prcs('nt research activity covers the follo\dng items: 
a) determination of energy adsorption characteristics of several types 
of ~teel structures; 
b) testing of the capabilitie~ of available computer codes pertaining 
to transport casks thermal behaviour .in normal as well as accident 
concli t ions. 
c) testing of several 'transport packngings models and components. in or 
Jer to support the design. 
3. ~)erJ.]nental faci·lities and programme 
Facilitie~ in Scalbatntid Ccnter of University of Pisa can be utilize<t 
for exp.erimcntal studies as \"ell as to carry out~ IAEA standard test se 
ries on packagings for radioactive materials. 
The following equipments are operable: 
a) llrop test ·towet· for casks and models up to 2000 kg of wei~Zht; 
b) Guided impact nammer (weight:lng up to 2300 kg) for dynamic tests; 
c) Thermal test station (open fire); 
d) Vessel for hydraulic and tightness tests; 
c) Instrumentation for measures of acceleration, displacc~ents, forces 
and tempc.ratures dur_ing tests. 
4. Project status 
Tests were performed on: 
~ steel honeycomb 
- straight and circular fins 
- tube clusters. 
5. ~cxt steps 
. Up to Jatc study and test programs include: 
•·897 
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Safety problems in design of packaging 
for transport.ation of raujoactiVC' mate 
rials 
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- Study of containment problems as well as performances of gaskets; 
-Studies and dynamic tests on bolt and tie-dO\.,.ns; 
- C o m p a r1 s on o f c 0 rn put e r c a 1 c u 1 a t i on s ,.,rj t h r C' s u 1 t s o f the r m a 1 t e s t s 
on cask models and co.mponcnts. 
6 . !~_:a j on to o t h e r _J!.!~()j e c t s . 
A lnrge part of the auove mentioned research activity is related tn thv 
development of the preliminary design of a spent fuel shipping cask. 
This ~ctivity is connected to a set of R & lJ programs (partially al!·ea-
dr completed) carried out by Agip ~ucleare, f-iat Nuclcarc and Pi~ll lJnj-
v e r s i t )' u n de r t he s up e r vi <; i on , coo r d i n a t i on and f i n an c i a 1 s l: 11 p o i· t o r 
C:\E:--i. 
7. He ference documen:.s 1 
1- G. I:LETTI, G. FORASASSI 
"It~llian Testing Station Fol10\dng IAEA Regulation; CF6,a Fissile 
Class 11 Type B Packaging" 
4th International S)•mposium on Packaging and Transportation of Hndio 
active Materials, 22-27 Sept. 1974 . 
.,_ P. CITTI, G. f-ORASASSI, S. REAL!: 
''Problemi di similitudine connessi con due prove standard per conte-
nitore per trasporto di materiale radioattivo" 
Istituto di Impiant,i Nucleari, Univcrsitii di Pisa, RL 171(74). 
3- G. f-ORASASSI, B. GlJERRl~J 
"Comportamento di una struttura metallica a cellc esagonali in prove 
di simulazione di 1 fuel cask drop 111 
Istituto di Impianti Nuclcari, UniversitD di Pisa, RL 204(75). 
4- G. f-ORASASSI ~ 
"Assorbtnrcnt·o di energia meccanica mediante superfici alettate" 
Istituto di Impianti Nuclcari, UniversitD di ~isa, RL 209(75). 
S-· G. FORASASSI I 
"Prove d'urto s-u supcrfici alcttate in acciaio inoss\dabilc" 
IV Convegno AikS, Ott. 1976, Roma. 
6- C. FA LOCI et a 1 i i 
"The Transport of Irradiated Fuel Elements within the Italian Nuclear 
PO\\'er Program" 
sth Int. Symposium on Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Ma-
terials, May 7-12-1978, Las Vcgas. 
7- G. FORASASSI 
"Evaluation and Design Oriented Experiences on Steel Shock Absorbing 
Structures" 
EXS/A~S, Topical Meeting on Nuclear l'owcr Reactor Safety, October 16-
-19/1978, Brussels, Belgium. 
8. Degree of availability: All the reports arc available but the numbers 2, 
3, 4 \dlich arc subjected to authorization of the sponsoring organization 
(Ist.Imniant.i Nu~1P.A1"~ n .... .;,..,. ....... .; ... ::; 'IT r..:- .... .:o!:l1u-i ? P-ia!:~' 
-· 
J 
N. V. KE!1A 
TITLE: 
Ontwikkeling van een computercode voor 
het schrijven van een eenduidige en opti-
male herladingsprocedure 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Development of a computercode which writes 
an unambiguous and opt~ reload , 
procedure 
INITIATED : Jan. 1976 LAST UPDATING : June l 97 8 
STATUS : see below COMPLETED : J 978 
General aim 
CLASSIFICATION: 18 
COUNTRY: THE NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: 
KEMA 
ORGANIZATION: 
KEMA 
PROJECTLEADER : 
K.P. Termaat 
SCIENTISTS: 
K.P. Ter.maat 
The programme "RELOAD"' will provide the operator of a ·nuclear 
power plant with a stepwise written optimum reload procedure. 
The programme is based on octant sY,nunetric reload patt'erns, 
however non symmetric fuel assembly movement~ can be included. 
Particular objectives 
The programme is developed to be applied in the Dodewaard nuclear 
power plant. The objective is to minimize the number oi.refuelling 
steps and the quantity of time ·to reload the core. Tqe programme 
will prevent errors which. can possibly qe made by handwr~ting the 
elaborous procedure, especially when a large number of.~~load · 
elements, shuffle elements, dummy element~ and inspectipn elements 
are involved in one reload scheme. 
Experimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
Project status 
The programme "RELOAD" has succesfully been applied in 'the Dodewaard 
nuclear power plant during the 8th refuelling outage. Minor 
modifications will be introduced. "RELOAD" will also be used for 
the next refuelling out.age. in 1979. 
Next steps 
Complete development and test vith previous handwritten' reload 
procedures. 
Relation to other projects ,., 
Physics reload scheme, fuel inspection programme, fuel test 
programme. 
Reference documents 
Three reports (in Dutch) are available through the organization 
N. V. KEXA. 
Degree of availability 
Through the organization KEMA. I ,, I 
,, 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassification Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.1978 - 31.12.1978 20 RS 0121 A 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
HDR-Sicherheitsprogramm FRG 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer /Contractor 
HDR Safety Program Kernforschungszentrum (KFK) 
Karlsruhe 
Arbeatsbegann/lnitaated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.4.1974 . 1981 Miill~r-DiP-t-.s.~hP-
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Benchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte Mittellfunds 
Continuing December 1978 
?.,...... 
\ ..... / On the project RS 0123 A it is reported with1n the framework of 
RS 0123 B, see there. 
i 
\ 
t1o.," rl! 'll!tlr ,Ji.,m.' Pm1od Ktas!>tftllat•ot~/Cia"'''eallotl KflfiPIIIItetloniPreteCI Nulftfte' 
1.1.1978 
-
31.12.1978 20 RS 0123 B 
Vf,rhabt!n/ProJOCI T •IIO Land/Country 
FRG 
DurchfUhr~ng de~ HDR-Sicherheitsprogramms F ordornde Institution/Sponsor 
~MF'T' 
Investigations on safety technology at the Auftragnohmer/Conlractor 
IIDR-plant to improve the state of knowledge Kernforschungszentr~n concerning the properties and structurel be-
havior of LWR systems and components. 
., 
Karlsruhe (KFK) 
ArtJt•ol!.l>•l911ln/lrltlto11Cd ArbtHtsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabans/Protect Leader 
January 1 , 1976 197~ MiillAr-n~oQf-c::,...,.,,. 
Stand dcr Arbe•ten/Status Berlchfsdatum/Last Updating Bewilhgte Mittei/Funds 
continuing December 1978 
1. General Aim 
,.,rw safety program which will be performed on' the decommissioned HDR-
P 1 on t near Frankfurt/Germany, serves for clarificatio,n of important 
problems within the framework of the light water reactor.safety re-
search program of the Federal Minister of Research and Technology 
(BMFT) • 
The unrestricted availabilitt of this rea~tor for inv~stigations con-
cerning safety technology offers the rare possibility-to check on a 
compiete plant, the validity of engineering theories, ~pplied design 
methods and the results achieved in current research projects up to 
the actual limfts of stress bearing capaci·ty of specific reactor com-
ponents. 
~- Particulars Objectives 
£he HDR safety program is divided into five Specif~c Projects (SP): 
HDR Safety Program 
I 
' 
I I I 
Spec.Proj. Spec. Proj. Spec. Proj. Spec.Proj. Spec.Proj. 
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
I 
' -
Jon-de- Pressure Blowdown Earthquake Leak 
f 
r:tructive vessel and Studies Studies rate 
Tests Pipiny Studies 
Studies 
-2-
,, 
-\1-€~-
1.1.1978- 31.12.1978 RS 0 123 B 
'l'hese five Specific Projects were determined due to the main objec-
tives presently pursued under the Reactor Safety Research Program of 
Lhe Ministry after harmonization with the involved authorities. 
3. ~periment~~ Facilities and Prosram 
3.1 Exeerimental Fac~lities 
The HDR with 100 MWth power was built to demonstrate the possibility 
of nuclear_superheating. Typewise, it largely corresponds to the 
German water boiling reactor designed around 1967/1968. The main data 
can be seen from Table 1. Particular importance is attached to a full 
pressure containment and the reactor pressure vessel. No nuclear ope-
ration is envisaged fo,r the experiments. The experimental conditions 
will be obtained with an electrically heated boiler. 
3.2 Program 
3.2.1 §E~~~fi£_~fQj~~t-1QQQl_NQ~=g~2tE~£~iY~-!~~i!ng 
Non-destructive testing serve for controlling the reactor pressure 
vessel and the piping under pressure tests and blowdown-tests and 
for testing in-service inspection systems under development. The 
following objectives will be investigated: 
- Assessment of record of the initial conditions 
- Detection of failure initiation and failure propagation 
- Testing of inspection methods; proof of the suitability of new 
test methods 
- Comparative evaluation of non-destructive testing systems, such as 
ultrasoni~ impulse testing, magnetic particle testing, penetration 
testing, eddy current method, ultrasonic scattering, acoustic 
emission, acoustic holography, radiography. 
3.2 §E~£ifi~-~EQi~S~-~QQQl-~E~~~~E~-~ng_~!E!~g_§i~9!~2 
Studies of pressure vessel and piping schould be a further step of 
intensifying and securing the basic knowledge of their safe design. 
The most important aspect is a study of the effective safety margin 
above the design ratings of components. The following objectives are 
pursued: 
- Material properties pt the beginning of the experiments. 
- Component behavior under special loading conditions. 
e.g., operating conditions, blowdown, thex·malshock, earthquake. 
-3-
' 
\ 
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i • 1 ~, 97 8 31 • 12. 1 97 8 RS 0123 B 
.. Component behavior under specific weakening - fabricaticinal and 
operational defects and·crack formations- to determine boundary 
strengths or critical defects. 
- reliability of the employed methods of calculation • 
. ·
. 
In the blowdown studies it is possible 'tO measure radial stresses of 
reactor prossure vessel internals, containment structures and full 
scale valves .by means of reactor typical impulse and mass-flow 
cxcitations in their realistic dimensioris.The studies comprise the 
following objectives: 
- Stress behavior of the reactor pressure vessel internals and 
containment structures 
- Behavior of full scale valves under mass-flow excitation • 
. 
- Testing and further development of .the various fluid and structural 
dynamic computer codes. 
3.2.4 §E£S~f~S-~~2i£S~_1QQQ_i_§!~~hg~~~~-~~~2!~~ 
Vibrati-on-studies serve to improve and correct the basic knowledge 
about,the safe design of building structures and pipe-systems with 
respect to the effects of earthquake. This implies the following ob-
jectives: 
- Verfication and optimization of available analytic methods 
Influence of material and soil characteristics and design conditions 
- Testing of experiment~l techniques 
- Advancement of analytical procedures for the non-linear range. 
3.2.5 §E~S!f!S-~~2i~£S_~QQQ_i_~~~~-B~~~-~~Y~!~!. 
These studies serve to determine the previously unsettled parameters 
. I . 
with the aina to standardize the leak rate procedure and the in-ser-
vice studies of nuclear power stations. 
This involves the following objectives: 
- Leak behavior of a cold plant. 
- Leak behavior of a plant at operatin.g temperature. 
- Verification and optimization of existing analytical procedures. 
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1. Project Status 
4.1 ~fQgf~~~-EQ_Q~t~ 
~~~EE~!-~E~E~f~E~Q~_Qf_Eh~-~Q~:~~E~f~~~~~§ 
RS 0123 B 
The experimental test loop incorporating electric heating which is 
used, to simulate approximate operating conditions prior to loss of 
coolant experiments W?S sucessfully tested and then modified to in-
corporate a two loop heating-cooling circuit. 
The central data acquisition system for the approximately 450 quick 
and 150 slow response measuring stations and the computer supported 
documentation system fol:J..owing the experience gained in the first 
tests, was extended to include fast on and off line data processing. 
Important components within the containment-crane, electronic instal-
lations -were made blowdown proof. 
§E~£~fi£_~f2i~£E_lQQQl_~Q~:9~~E£~£EiY~-T~2E§ 
The full volume ultra sonic baseline testing of the reactor pressure 
vessel was supplemented by manual testing of the nozzles and there-
by completed. A program was started for theoretical and experimental 
analyses of crack growth in conjuction with the thermal fatigue ex-
periments (SP 2000) on RPV-nozzles. 
~E§£~f~S-~£Qi~£E_~QQQ_l_B~Y-~ng_~~Eiug_~~~9!~2 / 
The loading of the material in the pipe-system was experimentally 
analysed under the blowdown tests with feed water check valve (SRV 
200) and steam isolation valve (DIV) (S.SP 3000). Laboratory ex-, 
periments on an HDR-Piping system section were prepared and the first 
static loading test with strain mesurements performed. In preparation 
of the main thermal fatigue tests, pretests on plates under large 
thermal strains were completed and pretest.ing on a nozzle in a model 
vessel was initiated. 
§E~£ifi£_E£2i~st_~QQQ_l_~12~9Q~ll-§E~9!~2 
So that the exact initial conditions for later blowdown tests with 
the corebarrel installed could be determined, temperature stratifi-
cation experiments were conducted in the HDR plant. Moreover, the 
prototype development of exact differential and absolute pressure 
transducers for such te.sting was completed. Two blowdown test series 
were prepared and completed: 
-5-
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5 experiments on a feed 1water che"' ·. valve: 
Nominal data : 70 bar, 220/280° c PWR conditions 
rupture nozzle NW 450 
Variable dataz valve damping 
~cakly damped to undamped 
4 additional experim~nts on a steam isolation valve: 
•• 
Nominal data i 70 bar,·' 280° C rupture nozzle NW 450 
valve closure delay of 4 seconds,2 phase flow 
Variable data: water level in RPV 4,6,8 m 
through put 200 and 400 %. 
Accompanying the experiments were both fluid and valve dynamics cal-
culations. The final evaluation and analysis of the results is not 
yet completed. The installation of equipment for the next two sets 
of blowdown experiments 
- containment steam blowdown 
- feed water check valve test NW 350 
has been initiated. 
§E£~tft~-E~2i~~S-iQQQ_l-~~~~hg~~~~-2~~g!~~ 
The comparison of the calculation describing the vibrational behavior 
of the building, piping· systems and pressure vessel with the experi-
mental results from low level excitation tests was completed and' 
published. In addition two experimental groups: 
- shaker and snapback testing to high excitation levels, and 
- explosive testing to mid excitation levels 
were outlined and preparatory work ini~iated. The tests should be 
conducted in 1979. 
~~~SifiS-~£2l~~~-~QQQ_i-~~2~-B~~~-2~Y9!~§ 
The investigation on the plant in a cold state and its evaluation 
were completed. 
4.2 Essential results 
The results of the baseline NOT investigation have shown that no no-
ticiblo flaws exist in any of the RPV basemetal or its welds (SP 1000). 
The loading in the piping system during blowdown testing produced 
maximum 'stresses which only slightly exceeded.the materials' yield 
strength (SP 2000) • 
-6-
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'T'he temperature stratification pretesting on the HDR with corebarrel 
(SP 3000) indicated that sufficiently stabile and reproducible con-
ditions can be achieved for later blowdown testing. 
It was shown quite clearly in the blowdown testing on a feed water 
check valve that closure of the valve can produce pressure peaks 
(water hammer) of up.to 330 bar for a nominal system pressure of 
70 bar. However, both valve damping and temperature of the fluid af-
fect the pressure peak form.ation strongly; with optimal valve dam-
. 
ping the water hammer can be greatly reduced. 
The second blowdown test series on a steam isolation vlave indicated 
that increasing water level within the RPV does indeed lead to in-
creasing water fraction in the blowdown flow, but that still no no-
ticible pressure shock is observed at the valve. 
Within the final evaluation process for the low level earthquake 
testing (SP 4000), criteria were formulated to ~ank the calculatio-
nal methods, particularly model type, as to their areas of optimum 
applicability. For exampl~,a simple beam model performed equally 
well as a time consuming and costly FE model for building calcula-
tions. 
5. Next Steps 
Several points which will be included in further investigations 
- Blowdown experiments with BWR conditions 
to investigate containment processes (Cont Dampf) 
- blowdown experiments with a feed water check valve of NW 350 
(SRV 350) 
are: 
- snapback testing to determine the natural frequencies and vibratio-
nal modes of the corebarrel 
- mid and high level earthquake testing using shaker, snapback and 
explosive excitation. 
Moreover, thermal fatigue testing on a RPV nozzle corner as well as 
jet load studies are planned to supplement the upcoming blowdown 
t testing. 
For all experiments both calculations and comparisons of these cal-
culations with experimental measurements will be performed. 
-7-
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6. Relation with other Projects 
1. Invest.igation of .. the Phenomena Involved in the De-
pressurization of Water Cooled Reactors 
2. Investigation of the Phenomena Occurring within a 
Multicompartmcnt Containment after Rupture of the 
Primary Cooling Circuit in Water Cooled Reactors. 
3. R0action and Imp-ingement Forces on Components 
and Structures Caused by a Two Phase 'Jet Dis-
charged at Primary Pipe Breaks. 
4. Joint Reactor Safety Experiments in the Power 
Station of Marviken, Sweden. 
RS 16/2 
RS SO 
RS 93 
RS 33 
5. Ultrasonic Pulse-Echo Spectroscopy in Ultrasonic NOT. RS 54 
6. Investigations on a Continuously Operating System RS 31/3 
for Crack Growth Surveillance in Pressure Vessels, 
Part IV: Further Development of Acoustic Emis~ion 
with Regard to the Application at the Reactor. 
Nondestruct!ve Inservice Inspection for Reactor 
Pressure Vessel with Eddy Current Methods. 
7. Development of Non-Destructive Testing Methods for 
In-Service Inspeqtions of Reactor Pressure Vessels. 
RS 89 
RS 27/2 
/ 
-a-
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7. Reference Documents 
-· Paper for IEA - SLT - ERD - Expert Group on Reactor Safety 
"Safety Investigations in the Deconunissioned HDR-Plant." 
April 1975 (in English) 
- Paper: HDR Safety Program - General Program - Status as of De-
cember 1975 Gesellschaft flir Kernforschung (in English) 
- Quarterly reports: in the IRS-Research Report series (in German) 
Reports IRS- F- 21, 23, 25- 27 
- Annual report: IRS - F - 24, 25, 26 (in English) 
- Technical reports: PHDR 1 - 78 
Investigation of a Steam-Isolation-Valve following Rupture of 
the Primary-Cooling-Piping, Quicklook-Report DIV I 
- Technical reports: PHDR 2 - 78 
Non-Destructive Testing and Materials' Investigations to Establish 
the Initial Condition of the HDR Pressure Vessel. 
- Technical reports: PHDR 4 - 78 
Comparison of rnesured and calculated results of earthquake in-
vestigations during the low level excitation phase - A overview 
8. Degree of Availability 
Unrestricted destribution, except for "technical reports" which 
have temporarily restricted distribution. 
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Vorhaben/PrOJCCI T•tle Land/Country 
FRG Anillytischc Ttitigkeiten dcr GRS im Rahmen des 
Hcdktorsichcrheitsforschungsprogranuns des DMFT Fordmndo Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT Storfallanalyse bei Schnellen Brutreaktoren 
Aultragnehmer/Contractor 
Analytical Activities of the GRS in the Frame 
of the BMFT Research Program on Reactor Safety 
Gesellschaft fUr 
Reaktorsicherheit 
(GRS) mbH •• 
Accldcnt Analysis of Fast Breeder Reactors 
L!'ttor d~s V9.rh<jhtlfl'il f'roJtlCI L.eador 
or. A. ::>cnarte 
Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
continuing 
Benchtsdatumflast Updating 
31.12.1978 
1. General Aim 
Parallel and supplementary analytical investigation to exper-
imental research projects sponsored by the Br1FT as well as 
further development of,computer codes concerning reactor 
safety. 
~2~·--______ P_._1_rticular Objective~ 
The design of liquid metal fast breeder reactors is strongly 
influenced by the consequence of both, the hypothetical core 
disruptive accidents and the operating failures. To allow a 
deterministic calculation of such transients the computer 
codes SAS3D /1/, VENUS-II. /2/ and SSC /3/ shall be procured 
and implemented. 
SAS3J) and VENUS-II compute the phases of the accident initi-
ation and of the mechanical disassembly during hypothetical 
accidents respectively. The code SSC describes the plant. 
These codes shall be used to compute selected accidents of 
the SNR-300 and of the future commercial fast breeder reac-
tor (about 1000 MW). 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Procurement of the codes and implemantation. 
3.2 Analysis of the foss-of-flow and the transient overpower 
accident without scram for the SNR-300. 
3.3 Analysis of the loss-of-flow and the transient overpower 
accident withour scram for the SNR-2. 
3.4 
3.5 
Analysis of main circuit accidents. 
Further development of computing methods. 
- 2 -
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4. 
Ad 3.1 
Ad 3. 2 
Ad 3.4 
6. 
Ad 3.2 
Progress to Dat~ 
The SAS3D Release Version 1.0 has been implemented. 
For the evaluation of SAS3D results an auxiliary code has 
been developed and implemented. For the graphical display of 
SAS3D calculated results some mudules of the SAS3D Plotting 
Package (PL03D} have been implemented. 
The computer 9ode VENUS-II has been implemented. 
For initial calculations with SAS3D a reference -dataset for 
the loss-of-flow accident at the end of the SNR-300 was 
compiled. On the basis of the reference dataset different 
parameters have been varied to analyse the sensitivity of 
single assumptions during the initial phase of the accident. 
For initial calculations with VENUS-II a dataset for a tran-
sient overpower accident was taken from a KFK-report /4/. 
The results have' been com~ared with calculations of the code 
KADIS /4/ and show marked differences, probably caused by 
considering a fuel-coolant interaction in KADIS. The present 
VENUS-I! version does not contain a fuel-coolant interaction 
model. 
The computer code SSC (CDC-version) has been taken over from 
BNL. The conversion to the !EH-compatible computer AMDAHL 
470 V/5 has been started but not concluded up to now. 
Results 
The first results of the parameter variation of the SAS3D 
reference dataset are as follows: The tem~erature criterion 
(fuel melting temperature instead of the failure melt frac-
tion) for the fuel pin failure leads to a more mitigant ex-
cursion during the initiation phase. 
By reducing the fuel particle heat transfer coefficient for 
the fuel cool~nt interaction in the order of some decades 
the maximum power is smaller by the factor 2. 
Separate clad motion is only possible under consideration of 
axial expansion reactivity feedback. For an effective frac-
tion of o.s for the feedback separate clad motion occurs in 
two channels. The reactivity feedback of clad motion is 
small compared with the feedback caused by fuel slumping. 
- 3 - I 
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During the evaluation of some other cases a code failurc·was 
detected. One special par~neter for plotting purposes influ-
ences the instationary part of the code, too. The reason is 
.not known up to npw. Nevertheless it is possible to avoid 
this by not using _this option. 
Certain parameter variations influence the accident only in 
a later phase. Therefore the RESTART-option has been tested 
to save computer time and costs. 
For the disassembly phase of a transient overpower accident 
with an initial ramp of 15 t /sec in the SNR 300 Mark 1 A 
core, VENUS-I! shows considerably later neutronic shutdown, 
higher maximum power, higher energy release and higher final 
pressures and temperatures than the KADIS calculations. 
These differences are attributed to the fact that KADIS ap-
plies an option to describe the heat transfer from fuel to 
sodium, which is not available in VENUS-I!. Due to this heat 
transfer the liquid sodium expands and produces, together · 
with the hot fuel, high single phase pressure peaks. These 
pressure peaks ca~se an early fuel movement which leads to 
early neutronic shutdown. In VENUS-I!, pressure is only pro-
duced by fuel expansion and, henc·e, high pressure and fuel 
movement occur later. Some other differences between the two 
codes, e.g. different mesh sizes, are believed to have only 
minor effects on the different results. 
7. Next Steps 
'l'he analysis of the loss-of-flow accident and the imple-
mentation and testing of remaining plot modules will be 
continued according to the research program. 
9. References 
/1/ W.R. Bohl et al.: An Analysis of the Unprotected Loss-
of-Flow Accident in the Clinch River Breeder Reactor 
with an End-of-Equlibrium-Cycle Core. ANL/RAS 77-15, 
1977 
/2/ J.F. Jackson, R.B. Nicholsen: VENUS-I!- An LMFBR Dis-
assembly Program; Argonne Nationa~ Laboratory. 
ANL-7951 I 1972 
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/3/ A.K. Agrawal: SSC - An Advanced Thermohydraulic Tran-
sient Code for LMFBRs, Brookhaven National Laboratory. 
BNL 50467 I 197 5 
I 4/ P. Schmuc~ et al.: KADIS - Ein Computerprogramm zur Ana-
lyse der ~ernzerlegungsphase bei hypothetischen star-
fallen in schnellen, natriumgekUhlten Brutreaktoren • 
. 
KFK 2497, November 1977 
10. Degree of Availability of Reports 
Reports are available through the specified companies. 
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1. 1. 7B - 31.12.78 ?0 RS 139 
Vorll.lhon/Projflcl T 1llfl I Lond/Country 
FflG 
Programmentwicklung zur meh~dimensionalen Fbrdorndo lnslltuhon/Spon&or 
Kontinuumsmcchanik BMr'T 
Auftragnehmor/Contructor 
Code Development in '1ul tid imensional INTERATOM GmbH 
Continuummechanics 
.. 
Arbc•t•,beg•nn/lnotoated Arbeot~endo/Completod Loiter des Vorhabens/Pro,oct Leader 
1.9.74 31.12.79 H. Banasch 
Stand dcr Arbeoten/Status B(mchlsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte M•ttei/Funds 
Continuing December 1973 DM 2.251.877 
• 
1. General Aim 
Developments of methods and computer codes for calculations 
in multi-dimensional hydrodynamics coupled with multi-dimcnsio-
nai structural d~namics. 
2. ~artl_c':llar .objekti~ 
Development of a computer code treating "KOntinuumsmechanik mit 
§uler-f!angrange-Koordinaten und SCHalentheorie (KOELSCH)". 
Validation of developed methods and codes v~a available experi-
ments. Participation in the COde VAlidation-Programme at Euratom, 
Ispra (COVA) • 
3. Research Programme 
3.1 !::~!$ 
Computational methods for multi-dimensional hydrodynamics with 
"~uler-~agrange-!5,oordinaten" (for the three-dimensipnal case 
only Eulerian coordinates). 
3.2 !1!!~§§ 
Methods for the desctiption of expansion of bubbles (vapour 
bubbies or bubbles of explosive.charges) in two dimensions. 
3.3 §~U~!!L~!t~T 
Uethods for the two ... dimensional structural dynamics of shells 
and plates. 
- 2-
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3.4 ~Q§_j~g~~!!2~-2f_§!~!~t 
Treatment of material properties. 
I 
3.5 KOELSCH 
-------
RS 139 
r1ain programme fo:r: coupling the various routines. 
3.6 !~~Q~~LQQ!~Q~~ 
Routines for input, output and plotting. 
3.7 Y~!!9~!!2QL_gQY~:~f2gf~~~-~t-~~~~!2~L!2EE~ 
.calculation of appropriate experiments and participation in the 
COVA-Programme at Euratom/Ispra. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
In section 3 there are given the names of the various routines 
which will be developed and used. 
For participation in the COVA-Programme at Euratom/Ispra the 
code ARES is used. 
5. Progress to Date 
ad 3.1 
The coupling between hydrodynamics and structural dynamics has 
been completed so far as it is necessary to treat single Lagran-
gion lines. In order to dispose of sure debugging facilities 
the largely geometrical coupling work is performed in two diffe-
rent algorithms implemented as KOSH/G respectively KOSH/S. 
Based on the uniqueness of the geometrical situation the two 
ways must lead to equivalent results or indicate mistakes, if 
they do not do so. 
In scope of code validation (KOEVA) some analytical test exam-
ples were calculated in view of the following check points 
- energy conservation 
- mass conservation 
- influence of numerical damping on the deviation from analy-
tical solution 
-3-
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ad 3.3 
The shell theory was extended to any boundary conditions (free 
en~, fixed ends, any branching points). An analytical example 
testnd the programmed theory • •• 
. -
ad 3.5 
The coupling of the various routines was optimized by a modular 
setup. 
ad 3.6 
I 
A Standardization of data input was developed. and realized in 
the rnodul INKOEL. 
ad 3.7 
A concePtion for validation of· the KOELSCH code (KOEVA) was 
under discussion. 
' . 
Report3 of the V on· .Karman Institute/Brussels dealing with hydro-
dynaQic flow through perforated structures have be~n analysed 
during the participation in the COVA-Programme at Ispra. The 
results of the Von Karman Institute have been evaluated with 
rcsp0Ct to the problem of treatment Of perforated structures in 
containment codes. 
ad 3.8 
The second part of Zwischenbericht des Forschungs- und Ent-
; 
wicklungsauftrages RS 139 was edited in May. 
6. Results 
dd 3.1 
An ana,lytical test example for coupling between hydrodynamics 
and structural dynamics demonstrated the coupling technique. 
A compansonof the numerical and analytical results showed 
excellent agreement. 
With reg.ard to code validation some first steps were made rela-
tive to demonstration of energy and'masa conservation. 
- 4-
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7. 
ad 3.3 
The extended shell theory was validated by agr~AmPnt within 5 % 
with an analytical solution. 
ad 3.5 
The modular setup showedits practicability and effectivity as 
well in some representative test examples as in all other 
following applications. 
ad 3.7 
With respect to the work for perforated structures in the frame ----·' 
of COVA/Ispra a report has been completed and is available. 
ad 3.8 
The second part of Zwischenbericht des Forschungs- und Ent-
wicklungsauftrags RS 139 has been completed and is available 
since May. The documentation of representative applications of 
/ 
the KOELSCH-Code is envisaged for the third part of this report, 
which is being prepared at present. 
The progresses and result's obtained in the evaluation of modul 
ELK are documented in an INTF.RATOM-note. 
Next Steps 
ad 3.1 
The coupling modules KOSH/G and KOSH/S are to be generalized 
to treat more than one Lagrangian line and to connect various 
lines. 
The observations in energy and mass conservation will be conti-
nued. 
ad 3.3 
Initial work for the evaluation of the plate theory will be 
taken up. 
ad 3.6 
The use and .availability of plotter software is to be discussed 
to get a scheme for development of the planned modul PLOKOEL. 
-s-
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s. 
ad 3.7 
The KOEVA-conception will be elaborated. 
R~lation with other projects 
!· 
., -
9. References 
L. Lange et al. 
Zwischcnbericht des Forschungs- und Entwicklungsauftrages 
RS 139 - Programmentwicklung zur mehrdimensionalen Kontinuums-
mechanik. KOELSCH (KOntinuumsmechanik in Euler-Lagrange-Oar-
- - -
stellung und SCHalentheorie) 
Teil 2: Strukturmechanik und ihre Koppelung mit der Fluiddy-
namik. 
D. Persson, G. Liebecq 
Appraisal of the possi~ilities to include the treatment of 
instationary fluid flow through perforated plates in contain-
ment codes. 
K. Gerling 
KOELSCH-Validation, Teil 1 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klassifikation/Ciassiflcation Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.78 
- 31.12.78 ?n RS 272 
Vorhaben/Project Title L.and/Countrv 
FRG 
APRICOT, Phase B Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
INTERATOM GrnbH 
APRICOT-program, phase B 
f 
Arbeitsbeg•nn/lnitiated Arheitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.7.77 31.12.78 H.Banasch 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte Mittei/Funds 
Comoleted December 1978 116.983.--
1. General Aim 
2. 
Within the APRICOT-Program (~nalysis· of PRimary ~ontainment !ran-
sients) a series of benchmark problems are to be calculated un-
der international participation with continuum mechanics codes 
designed for the desc~iption of the dynamic behaviour of the 
primary containment of sodium cooled fast reactors. Their results 
will be compared with each other and with experiments specially 
chosen for this pur~ose. 
The knowledge gained here can be used to solve engineering prob-
lems more economically and to increase confidence in usage of 
internationally validated codes for safety cases. 
The APRICOT-Program was initiated and organized by USERDA. 
Particular Objectives 
The participation in the APRICOT-Program takes place by treating 
the proposed benchmark problems with the INTERATOM code ARES. 
Results and comparisons with experiment will be evaluate~ by 
a group of independent experts from which an increased confi-
dence in the codes will result. 
Moreover the participation in the APRICOT-Program will give 
acce$to foreign experimental results and will permit to be-
come acquainted with the capabilities of the other codes. 
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3. Research Program 
3.1 Ten organisations from five countries participate in the 
APRICOT-Program withteleven computer programs. For comparison 
with experiments res~lts from explosion tests of the Code-Vali-
dation-Program in England and Ispra (EURATOM) and from explosion 
tests of the Stanford Research Institute/USA (SRI) are available. 
3.2 The APRICOT-Program consists of two phases. Phase A contained 
three tasks.This phase, where INTERATOM participated in coope-
ration with GRS (K6ln) is terminated. For phase B (considered 
here) tasks four through seven were defined. With ARES the 
tasks six and seven will be treated and the results will be 
compared with the corresponding SRI-experiments. 
Task six consists in the calculation of an explosion test in a 
water filled thin walled cylinder. It contained a thick walled 
inner tank made of steel. Pressure and strain gauges which were 
fixed to the cylinde~ walls produced experimental curves which 
can be compared to the calculations. 
Task seven treats a similar SRI-experiment which differs only 
in the inner container, which consists of lead with a thin 
surrounding shell of aluminium. 
3.3 The geometric layout of these experiments is modelled with ARES 
which calculates the loading and deformation history of the 
tanks. 
3.4 The calculated results are compared with the experimental ones 
and with those of the other codes. 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
The INTERATOM-code ARES is a two-dimensional (cylinder symme-
trical) compressible Lagrange program which works by the finite 
difference methode •. If pertinent initial and boQndary. conditions 
-3-
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are given, the code calculates pressure wave propagation, hydro-
dynamic flow and the structural deformation by means of the pro-
grammed differential equations, equations-of-state and stress-
strain behaviour of the materials. As results coordinates, velo-
cities, pressures, ~tresses, strains, energies and other variab-
les can be plotted as functions of space and time. 
5. Progress to Date 
The APRICOT-Problems No. 5,6 and 7 were modelled and calculated 
with ARES. The computed pressure, impulse and strain curves were 
compared with the corresponding experimental ones and were docu-
mented in L-9 d_7. This documentation was handed over to the 
coordinators of the APRICOT-Program at the Brussel's Meeting in 
October 1978. 
6. Results 
7. 
For the APRICOT-Prob'lems 5 - 7 the desired local pressure, im-
pulse and strain curves were computed by the ARES-Code. These 
calculational results compared reasonably well with the corre-
sponding experimental curves produced by the SRI-experiments. 
Next Steps 
None 
(Note: The comparison of ARES-results with results of other 
codes will be done by the reviewers of the APRICOT-Programm.) 
8. Relation with other Projects 
The work described here is considered as an important support 
and extension of the international code validation work, where 
INTERATOM participates in 'the code validation program in England 
(RS 272) and in Eutatom/Ispra (RS 139, RS 162). 
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1 • __ Gen~ral Aim 
Safety Design of Sodium Cooled Breeder Reactors against 
Transient Thermal Stresses. 
~----- Particular Objectives 
3. 
---
3.1 
3. 1 • 1 
3 .1. 2 
3 .1. 3 
3. 1 • 4 
3. 1 • 5 
3.2 
3.2.1 
3.2.2 
3.2.3 
3.2.4 
3.2.5 
Development of .an Experimentally Proved Computer Program 
Concerning Time Dependent Temperature Fields within a 
Reactor Outlet Plenum. 
Research Program 
Theoretical Investigations 
Computation of a Representative Transient Behavior of 
Fast Breeder Reactors by the Use already Existing 
Computer Codes 
Discussion of Fundamental Flow nodel Desgin by the Use 
of an Elementary Code 
Literature 
Development of a New Computer Program 
coordination of Model Parameters and Experimental Results 
Experimental Investigations 
Discussion of the Experimental Program and the Specified 
Parameters 
Reconstruction of the Existing Outlet Region Feature 
Model 
Determination and Providing Measuring and Control 
Technique 
Instrumentation 
'Time of Beginning of Operation 
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3.2.6 
3.2.7 
4. 
Test Procedure 
Data Processing 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Tests on transi~nt behavior of the upper plenum of sodium 
cooled fast reactors will be run using a 1:4 scaled water 
model of SNR 300 reactor upper plenum. The velocity 
profil of the eptering sodium as w~ll as the geometric 
proportions of this reactor are simulated. With this model 
and the constructed special loop system experimental in-
vestigations can be run changing a mean Arichimedes number 
by± 80%. 
To make the program TIRE compatible with the geometry of 
the special test facility some parts of the TIRE Code 
werP. changed. Prilimary TIRE calculations could 
ev aluate informations about the characteristic transient 
SNR 2 outlet plenum behavior. 
A new computer code INK~2T concerning the two dimensional 
streaming behavior of an incompressible fluid is going to 
be developed. 
5. Progress to Date 
ref,3.1.4 The theory of the new computer code INK~2T has been de-
veloped. This code respects the inner heat conduction and 
the buoyancy forces of a two-dimensional incompressible 
fluid. In the case of a given entering velocity profil 
this digital program needs only a short execution time. 
Cosiderations concerning the improvement of convergence 
are carried out. 
re£.3.2.5 The time of beginning of operation showed the specific 
behavior of the loop system. To guarantee reproducible 
test results parts of the loop system had to be changed 
into automatically controled systems. The coupling of the 
60 thermoelements to the Pen-recording station has been 
tested. 
In the following.stationary therroohydraulic mixing 
behavior has been tested for a temperature range of 
3o0 c and a range of mean velocity of 0,003 <V Lm/set;}<0,08 
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ref.l.2.6 First experiments relating to the transient mixing be-
havior of the upper plenum of sodium cooled reactors 
are done. Some of the ve"L·y first experiments showed the 
damping influence of the model inlet volume. This 
damping cha~acteristic could be figured out by addi-
tional tests. By this, now it is possible to get the 
. 
exact specific temperature gradients which are necessa-
ry to analyse different reactor transient conditions 
within the experimental program. 
~ ~6~·----------~R~e~s~u~l~t~s 
() 
re£.3.2.4 The converg,nce of the matrix of iteration has been 
improved considerably. 
re£.3.2.5 .All tests of the time of beginning of operation led to 
best results so that we could start With the special 
ref.3.2.6 
7. 
·ef. 3. 1 • 4 
. , 
gf.3..2.6 
test procedur~. 
First results concerning the stratification problems 
within tha large upper plenum volume have been found out 
by a very qualitative discussion of characteristic 
temperature-time histories. Within the range of a normal 
reactor scram condition there is a definite formation 
of stratification in the lower part of the outlet reactor 
plenum. This stratification d~inishes the mixing 
behavior of the fluid volume. so that even some hundred 
seconds after inition of shut down large temperature 
: gradients exist especially in the near of the outlet 
pipes. In some cases even 800 seconds after the be 
ginning of scram conditions there are still relativ 
large temperature differences t~ be found at some 
measuring points in the upper plenum. 
Next Steps 
The computer code INK(?J2T wil·l be made available and 
tested • 
.. 
Going on with the experimental procedure 
-
Relations with Other,.Projeclts 
1 
Till this time there are no relations with other projects. 
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Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
FRG 
Untersuchung zur tankinternen NotkUhlung Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
unter BerUcksichtigung von Sieden BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Examination of the in-tank emergency cooling INTERATOM GmbH 
with regard to boiling 
Arbeltsbeglnn/ln~tiated Arbeitsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.6. 77 3o.4.79 Banasch· (Koord.) 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte Miltei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1 • General Aim 
Higher power densities are·aimed at in larger breeder plants. 
This can lead to so9ium boiling in the case of emergency cooling. 
Short-term boiling may be permitted in the fuel elements, if it 
can be proved that the capability of the boiling elements is 
guaranteed for the boundary conditions of the in-tank natural 
circulation. 
The operational capability of the emergency cooling has till 
now been proved by the INTERATOM-computer code NOTUNG I 1 /. 
As this program is restricted to the simulation of single phase 
flow processes an extension of the code is. necessary to take 
account of boiling phenomena in single fuel elements under na-
-, tural circulation conditions. 
The aim of this project.is to develop a simplified boiling m~­
dule which toqethe~ wi~ NOTUNG will enable predictions regar-
ding flow and temperature fields that may arise in emergency 
cooling phases if the local boiling temperature of the coolant 
is exceeded in the bundle area. 
A feasibility study has to be carried out in parallel with the 
above to produce an experimental model ·which can be used in 
boiling experiments at a later date. 
2. Particular Objectives 
- Evaluating of literature concerning previous boiling experi-
ments 
- Development of a theoretical model to calcu1ate natural cir-
culation boilinq phenomena 
- veri:fyinq·of the theor~tical modeli by means of present boi-
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ling experiments 
- Insertion of the boiling model into the code NOTUNG 
- Production of a feasibility study for boilinq experiments under 
natural circulation conditions 
.· 
3. Research Program 
3.6 Ef2S!em_9~Y~!2E~~~~ 
Production of the computer code 
3.7 £~!£~!~~!2!!§ 
Checking of existing ~oiling experiments 
4. Experimentnl Facilities,Computer Codes 
5. Progress to Date 
~2-2:..§ 
A computer Code has been developed, which enables the user to cal-
culate flow and temperature fields of single and two-phase flows • 
.. 
to 3.7 
------
The input datas of the boiling experiments I 2 I were gathered. 
~hereafter ·the test results have been checked by means of the' 
computer code. 
6. Results 
~2-2:..§ 
A computer :program has been developed and been checked success-
fully with·regard to its numerical functioning •. It is suitable 
for an arbitrary number of parallel channels. rAt both e11ds they 
are connected by a collective -point. At each mesh point one can 
vary for example: the heat source, heat capacity, coefficient of 
heat transmission of ~he channel walls, coefficient of pressure 
loss. The program caculates the temperature, pressure and mass 
flo\ot rate distribution of single and two-phase flows. 
t 
Usinq the known input datas calculations have been carried out. 
-3-
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"" They represent experiment no. 37-2ol53 in I ? I rwer the whole 
duration of the test of about 1o min. Thereby, no satisfying 
agreement was achieved with the test results. 
Therefore, the input datas of the experiment, used for the cal-
culations, as well as.the interpretation of the experimental runs 
were discussed in d~tail by KfK and IA. 
Especially the pressure l~sses in the cold part beneath the real 
f 
test device are critical. They are mainly noticable at ~he sieve 
in the inlet of the test element and at the throttle valve, which 
is used to reduce the mass flow rate stepwise during the run of 
the experiment. 
Concerning the friction losses up to now only inaccurate values 
have been available for the calculations. 
KfK will try to solve the problem by measurements of the pressure 
drop which were carried.out previously in the specific part of 
the loop. In addition to experiment no. 37-2ol53 it is being con-
sidered to use other KfK experiments with natural convection. 
With the aid of the above mentioned tests for example the in-
fluence of the bypass, which is parallel to the test bundle, will 
be determined. 
7. Next Steps 
to 3.5 
------
Preparation of the constructional and measuring draft 
!:5L~:.~ 
Re-working of the program 
Program modification resulting from the information gained from 
* the checking 
to 3.9 
--------Module insertion 
Insertio~ of the boiling module into NOTUNG 
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Final report 
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Description of the program. Evaluation of the results obtained 
and analysis to see if more tests are necessary with the aim of 
further modifying the program. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
9. References 
I 1 I F. Rosgen, F. Timmermann, H. Vossebrecker 
Warmetechnische Berechnungen zur NotkUhlung des SNR-3oo 
KTG-Fachtagung der Fachgruppen Reaktorsicherheit und Thermo-
Fluiddynamik in Stuttgart, Januar 1975 
I 2 I A. Kaiser, w. Pepp~er, M. Straka., 
Decay Heat Removal from a Pin Bundle 
I~ternational Meeting on Fa~Reactor Safety and Related 
Phy~ics 
October 6 - 8, 1976, Chicago 
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Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Verifizierung von 4~:::00nprogrcmoon fUr Tank urrl Tank- FRu 
einbauten in Verbirrlung mi t dem englischen CCNA- F6rdernde Institution/Sponsor 
Prograrnn ( explo8lon cootairrnent oode validation' tests BMFT 
, ~ I I 
Verification on Canputer Cedes for Tank and Tank- Auftragnehmer /Contractor 
CXJ'IlX)nents with the UK Contairment Code Vali- Karlsruhe (KFK) 
dation Tests 
t 
Arbeitsbe2inn/lnitiated Atbeitsende/Completed Lelter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1 .1976 31.12.79 H. Knuth 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte MltteiiFunds 
oontinuing 31.12.78 
1 • General Aim 
Within the frame of safety· considerations for sodium cooled fast reactors hypo-
thetical p:Mer excursions have to be treata:l. 1To study the mechanical inpacts of 
these excursions on the primary oontainment cc::lrp.Jter codes are used. A verifi-
cation of the canputer codes used is· necessary for the safety evaluation of the 
reactor vessel. There has not been a fully validated CCitplter code until now in 
the Fa:leral Replblic of Geimany. An agreement has been concluded between KFK in 
·Karlsruhe and the United Kingdan Atanic Energy Authority (UKAEA) providing for 
the exchange of R+Irresul ts' The agree:nent stip.1lates that all the experimental 
results fran the English ccx:le validation program are transferra:l to Karlsruhe. 
The exper:iments are perforned with water filled vessels with·am without internals. 
The power excursion is s:imulated by an explosive charge. A selection is made anong 
the roughly 4o main experiments. A oatparison is perfonned between the experi-
mental am calculated results. so statements can be made on the reliability and 
accuracy of the theoretical catplter m::xiels u~. Necessary m::xiificaticms have to 
be ir:rlicata:l. Results of these activities are 8lso integrated in the licensing 
proca:lure for the SNR-3oo fast breeder reaotx>r. 
2. Particular objectives . 
The British COVA prog:ram includes experiments with. short tanks (pool type design) 
ar:rl with long tanks (loop type design) • Since the SNR line is based on the loop 
type, the advance calculatialS and recalculatials will CXIlCelltrate en experiments 
with long tanks. 
·'' 
' . ,, 
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3. Research Program 
In 1977 and 1978 canputations and evaluations ~..re rrade for the follow.in;J 
experiments fran test pro:Jrims under way in Great Britain: 
wr 5: long rigid tank 
wr 7: long thin tank 
wr 8: long thin tank with different charge weight 
wr 9: short rigid tank, rigid inner 
wr 12: short rigid tank, tank inner, rigid diagrid 
wr 15: short thin tank' thin irmer, perforated diagrid 
FT 4: short rigid tank . 
PI' 6: short thin tank 
FT 7: short thin hanisperical bottaned tank 
FT 1o: short rigid tank, rigid inner, perforated diagrid. 
4. Test Faci!ities, Computer Oodes 
A german wurking groop was establisherl. which is made up of representatives of 
KFK, GRS and Interatan. Advance calculations and recalculations were perfoiine:rl 
on select.OO experiments on a work sharing basis, using the ARES code 
developerl. by Interatan (2-djJn. Lagrange-code). 
W:.:>rk perfonned, Results Obtained, Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe (KFK) 
5. WOrk perfonned 
Eight parameter calculations for OJVA-experim:mt FT 4 (short rigid tank witlnlt 
internal structures) were made and documente:'i in three calculation reports. 
The following parameters were varierl.: 
- smallest allowable pressure (respectively highest possible hydrostatic tension) 
- mesh size of rectangular finite dj fference net 
-mesh size of defonned fin:i.te difference net around charge 
The velocity of srund, the travel t:irnes of characteristic waves and the tinv:f 
of water impact against the roof plug were determinerl. for interpretation of 
measured pressure signalsat the bottan and at the wall of the tank. These evalu-
ations were done by using the t.heory of linear WdVe propagation considering the 
qualities of d'Alembert's solution for the wave equation. 
Conparison were done between calculated results obtained by the cc::l'tplter code ARES 
arxi experimental results.Dxurrentation of this work is underway. Developre.nt of a 
canputer program was canp~eterl. for interpretation of dynamic tensile tests. The 
m:!thod of correctiilg strain measurements obtaine:l in dynamic tensile test at Ispra 
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was checked. Material data test program for thin tank proposed by UKAFA was examined 
in cooperation, with GRS, IA arrl GFS-Ispra • .Activities were initiatei to fabricate 
4o specimens for dynamic tensile tests at Ispra. 
6. Results obtained 
It was possible to interprete sane characteristic pressure signals at the bottan 
arrl at the wall of the tank by application of linear wave propagation theory. This 
allCMed a oorrelation ~ measured signals am physical events. canparison of 
experimental am ARES results shc::7.Ned: the inpllse of direct pressure wave up to 
the tilre of arrival of the wave reflected fran the tank wall is urrlerestirnated by 
calculation (fig. 1). The impulse-tine curve for the plug after impact is over-
estimated. Whereas measured inpulse data represent a plateau calculated results 
-, are gn::wing discontinuously. Canparison of impulses during intennediate tines show 
discrepancies. One explanation is that the t.a:rik1 wall is asSUlllErl rigid for calcu-
lation. A larger wall thickness of the tank. wo.1ld have been nore suitable for 
assessment of hydrodynamic aspects in ARES. catparison of parameter calculations 
with experl.mental results shows that smaller mesh size gives smaller differences. 
Regardin:J tine-averaged pressures it can be shown that calculated results are 
sensible against choice ofi mesh size. Interpolation of dynamic tensile test re-
sults of Ispra proved that a visoo plastic material law with hyperbolic sirrus 
dependency for strain rate in the range of 3.7 • 1o-3sec-1 to 19o sec-1 is suitable 
if a strain rate dependency for strain hardening is asSUlllErl. Evaluation and inter-
pretation of test results gainErl by dynamic tensile tests s~ the need of diffe-
rent hypothesis for evaluation which nust be checked irdeperdently of test. It 
should be stressed that rreasurErl strains need better corrections for acccmlting 
0 effects not yet oonsidered. 
~rk Performed, Results CbtainErl, ~ for Reactor safety, Cologne (GRS) 
5. ~rk Perfornai 
FollCMing calculations with the catplter oode :ARES were performed: 
Ft 1o soort rigid tank, rigid inner, perforated diagrid 
wr 12 short rigid tank, thin inner, rigid diagrid 
wr 15 short thin tank, thin inner, perforated diagrid 
These experiments were choseh fran english C!NA. program by setting priorities. 
The input parameters for these calculations are. based on results of former para-
meter calculatioos with the code ARF.S. calculations of experiments with internals 
eroErl up to aboot 2.5 msec because the~ bubble tolched the diagrid. 
Consequence of this fact is straYJ mesh OCII!pt~ion of the diagrid causing a rapidly 
decreasing time step. 
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Further oonsequence of perforated diagrids is that p;lSSing of the 1:ubble through 
the diagrid into the downward area of the vessel cannot be simulatai am this 
yields a lirni tation by phsical arguments. 
Exper.il"rent FI' 1o was calculated up to a problem t:iloo of 2.1 msec while the calcu-
lations of wr 12 and wr 15 reached times of 2.2 msec and 2. 7 msec. 
Parameter calculations were made for COVA-exper.iment wr 15 to m::xlel the perforate::l 
diagrid. The influence of resistance ooefficient arrl of material data ( '- ' OliVe) 
on results were studied. For interpretation of calculations arrl cx:rnparisons with 
experiirental results a statistical method was established which allows a state-
ment about the quality of calculation. 
6. Results Obtained 
At problan t.il"re of 2. 2 msec in experiment wr 12 the strain process is finished 
and the impulse valves have reached a stationary value. Therefore at this point 
of time a canparison between experiment and calculation is possible. calculated 
irnp.llses are deviating fran experiment within 1o% to 2o%. Differences at the 
bottan, at diagrid and at irmer shield tank are smaller than at tank wall ard roof 
plug. Calculated irnp.llses for experiment FI' 1o reach at 2.1 rn...qec a stationry phase 
with exception of outward plug area. Canparing dilculated with the test results 
differences of the same magnitude occur as in experi.mc?.nt1'wr 12. calculations for 
experiment~, ·15 were done up to 2.7 msec. It ccili'be s'hcilnl: that after arout 1.5 msec 
strain history of ·inner t.ank was finishErl whereas final ~trains of outer tank were 
reached at times 3 msec. For parameter calculations folloNing irq:ut were variEd: 
- resistance coefficient of 'diagrid l = So; 177; 35o; 86.25 
- perforation range of diagrid, first a pe.rforatioo was asSl.m:rl for the canplete 
area and afterwards for the real hole area 
- boundary condition of the diagrid, clamped fast at f~st assumptions, 
pinpointed as second assumption, 
- assumption of materi.al data with 15% higher values as in documented reports. 
Parameter calculations were done up to a problem time of 1.5 msec. Two calcu-
lations which can be accepted as best s:inulation 'of exper:I.IOOntal results reached 
problem times up to 2. 7 msec. Following statements can };)e made by parameter c:alcu-
lations: 
- changing perforation range fran the real hole· area to the canplete plate area 
does not influence the results significantly·. e Hoop strains of the imer tank 
as well as irnp.llse curves at selecte:l positiOns are remaining nearly the sane, 
- changing resistance coefficients [ has the prerlictErl influen:::e. Increasing 
resistance produce an increasing hoc:p strain between charge and diagrid. 
I:mp.Ils curves show no si.gnificant increase,. 
- simllation of boun:lary corrlitions of the diagrid is of great influence. In the 
case of a clampe:i plate beneath the charge there are higher hoop strains at the 
shield tank and higher irrp.llses as in the case of a pinpoint.ed diagrid. 
.,..-.., 
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WOrk Perform:!d,, Results Obtained, INI'ERA'!Gi G'nbH, Bensberg 
D.lring the calculations made by the German aNA working groop there were doubts 
if the material data by Albertini are relevant for used tank material. It was tried 
I I 
to estimate the material data of the cylindrical part of IT 9 tank with measured 
imp.llse data • .Additionally to the tank experiments there were calculated with 
ARES n.u simple prd::>lems ooupling fluid with structure. These two cases were 
calculated too with canp.tter cxrles ASTARrE arrl: SEURBNUK developerl by UI<AEA. 
Calculaticns of exper:imept wr 9 (short rigid tank, rigid inner) were started. 
6. Results Obtained 
Withoot considering the nulti axial behavioor' (£)-values for experiment IT 9 
are consistent with Albertini' s. Corrections for nul ti axial behavioor llCNe the 
-...., curves in such a way that they are between the curve of Albertini am the curve 
gainerl fran experiment IT 7. The inaccuracy o~' :extraction methcxi results in no 
final statanent for material data. 
canparison of calculatEd results by canp.lter caies ARES, J\STARI'E am SEXJRBNUK 
shows good agreanent of t:irne depen:lent curves for :inp.llse, velocity arrl strain. 
Whereas pressure curves got by Lagrangian codes (ARFS, A9l'ARI'E) are spiky the 
Eulerian code SEXJRBNUK presents a em::x>th curve. The difference can ·be explainerl 
by using different solution methods within the codes (explicit am implicit inte-
gration of time) • 
7. P lanmrl W:lrk · 
calculations were made with canp.lter cxxle AREs for exper:iments wr 5, wr 7, 
wr 8, wr 9, wr 12, wr 15, FT 4, FT 7 (~ IT 8) ·a:m FT 1o of the English roTA-
program. 
Delays for working prcx::edure came ffCJtl insufficient material data up till I'lOW'. 
Therefore organisations involverl in the aNA-program at Ispra am Great Britain 
I 
started special activities to close this gap. Jaruary 1979 a first set of 
material data will exist. 
There exist calculation reports of mentioned experiments rut nof final report 
canpa:ring calculated am experimental results. On~ of the reasons is the material 
problem. To change this situation the German aNA working groop (cooperation 
between KFK, GRS am Interatan) decided to write final reports for experiments 
where calculations exist and where Jaolledge of material data is not inp:>rtant. 
,, 
This is the case for experiments wr S, wr 9, P'l' 4, P'1' 1o with sl'mt rigid tanks 
(thick wall). Within the next 4 Dalths the gr:cUp will ca10entrate to these acti-
vities. Because of licensing l«>rk for SNR-3oo which' has top priority Interatan 
.. 
was not able to work with pl.annEd Jnal'liX)Wer for 1978. 
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Activities for assessrrent of ARES co:ie will be finished on 31.12. 79. Up to this 
date CI:NA working groop has to present final reports too for experiments far 
which material data are needed an:1 not yet available r011 and has to niake 
statanents on the assessment with respect to the catp.lter cxxle ARES and far the 
analysis of the mechanical consequences of hYJ:X)thetical accidents in I.MFBR's. 
Following activities are planned for first half year 1979: 
Repeata::l calculaticn for ~iment Fl' 4 with asstmlption of defonnable tank 
walls. Final rep:>rt for experiments FT 4 arrl wr 5, FT 1o. 
End of calculations with preliminary material data and documentation of calcu-
lated results for FT 6. Applicaticn of circular theoretical IOOdel for paraneter 
calculations with experiment Fl' 6. End of calculations and final report for 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period KIU81fikatlon/01818lfloatlon Kennzeichen/Projeot Number 
1.1. 78 - 31.12.78 20 RS 276 
Vorhaben/Project Title land/Country 
Untersuchungen reaktivitatswirksamer axialer "FRG 
Brennstoffverlagerung in der flUssigen UJ:l:d . FOrdernde Institution/Sponsor 
festen Phas·e !t 11 BMFT 
Auftragnehme.r/Contractor 
.Investigations on slumping of the fuel in the INTERATOM GmbH 
liquid and solid phase 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeltsende/Completed leiter des Vorhabens/Projeet leader 
1 • 8. 77 31.3.79 Banasch (Koord.) 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/l.ast Updating Bewilligte Mlttei/Funds 
Continuing Decembe~ 1978 .225.545,-- DM 
1 • 
2. 
General Aim 
The radial and local fuel relocation within a fuel pin is well 
understood and described by continuously improved models for the 
conditions under normal reactor operating conditions. However, 
the basic understanding of the axial forces and possible reloca-
tion mechanisms is still on a rather low level, although it has a 
non-negligible impact on the reactor safety features if the fuel 
relocation is significant for reactivity changes. It is the goal 
of this task to help to understand the mechanisms of axial fuel 
relocation. 
Particular Obiectiyes 
- preparatory work for the treatment of axial relocation with the 
fuel pin modelling code IAMBUS; 
- evaluation of irradiation experiments and collection of well de• 
fined data for calculations with IAMBUS; 
- additions to and refinements of IAMBUS models with respect to 
axial -fuel relocation (movement) effects 1 
- final evaluation and documentation; 
- recommendation of an experimental test program, if necessary. 
3 • Research praqram 
3.1 Specific analysis of SNR fuel irradiations 
3.2 Specific analysis of foreign fuel irradiations 
3.3 Evaluation of available published information 
3. 4 Preparation and collection of data :for IAMBUS 
3.5 Analysis of experimental findings Wjith IAMBUS, preferably with an 
improved ve~sion 
-2-
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3.6 Final Report 
4. Egper1mental Fac11 ities, Computet: Codes 
This task is based on the evaluation of experimental findings by 
theoretical means. The_key tool is the code IAMBUS (INTERATOM Mo-
~ - - "" .... 
del for Burn-up Studies on fuel rods) which describes the beha-
. - - -
vior of cylindrical fuel rods for power reactors. The target of 
this code is to interprete fuel pin experimental irradiations and 
their application to t~e engineering design of fuel pins of 
LMFBR's as well as the prediction of the operational behavior of 
those pins. 
5. Progres§ to Date 
The activities concentrated on the investigations of possible fuel 
relocation in the solid phase by applying and where necessary ex-
tension of the models in IAMBUS, and by evaluating the measure-
ments available from the irradiation af.two bundles with 37 pins 
each, irradiated in Rapsodie Fortissimo. 
A qualitative comparison was possible by using data from LWR pins. 
Furtheron, the kind of changes in IAMBUS had .to be defined which 
will be necessary to d~scribe the fuel.behavior under fast opera-
tional power transients and the expected effects at the transition 
from the solid to the liquid state. 
A certain literature survey had been started, which unfortunately 
suffered from the huge amount of detailed reports especially in 
the field of the TREAT experiments. 
Higher priority than to the literature was given to the follow-up 
of experimental irradiations in the SILOE reactor, which cover 
some side areas of this task. 
6. Results 
Slow fuel densifications originate via shrinkage and post-sinte-
ring of the fuel especially during early burn-up periods. 
A reactivity increase can be easily compensated by adequate chan-
ges of control rod positions during normal operation. 
A spontaneous densification in the solid state will have a posi-
tive effect on reactivity, and may be a consequence of an in-
stationary operational step leading to a differential elongation 
-3-
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between clad and fuel column. ConseqU~ntly, a spontaneous contrac-
tion of the fuel column to its axially most.dense state is possi-
ble. This effect becomes relevanL ~ur power'changes to lower levels 
and depends on the power level differences. It reaches its maximum 
t 
value for the power Changes from full power to levels between zero 
to 30 % power. Nec~ssary condition for the maximum contraction is 
the unfavorable assumption that the fuel was originally sticking 
to the clad over the total length of the pin and that the con-
traction occurs spontaneously after reaching the respective power 
level. 
Although these results are promising and· already applicable for 
certain project cases, principal changes in some IAMBUS subrou-
tines have to be made in order to tre,at correctly the fast (tran-
sient) operational power changes, as the method of using a se-
quence of very short time steps is not· applicable anymore. Conse-
quently a redistribution of technical subtasks will be necessary 
within the working group. 
The pin experiments performed in SILOE. lead to rather interesting 
results in a connected area: the penetration of sodium in purpose-
ly defected fuel pins leads only to cpemical reactions with fuel, 
which do not have fuel relocations a~ a consequence although the 
remarkable but moderate (with respect to reaction speed) chemical 
,~ reaction leads to the development of further breaks of the clad. 
'· / 
7. Next Stens 
Higher priority has to be given to running e~periments although 
they are only losely connected with this task. Consequently, the 
work for this task witl be interrupted until March 31, 1979. 
Starting in the second quarter of 1979, ~he subtasks to be per-
formed will be: 
- changes in IAMBUS to be able to treat transient power changes' 
- development of a simple model for the behaviour of a molten 
central fuel zone; 
- further literature evaluation. 
8. Relation with Other Projects 
not applicable 
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9 . References 
not applicable 
10. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
". 
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Berichtszeitraum/Period Klasaiflkation/Ciasaiflcatlon Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1.1.1978 
-
31.12.1978 20 RS 254 
Vorhaben/Project Title 
Entwicklung fernbediente1 Ultraschall-PrQf- Land/Country BRD FRG 
technik fUr Schnellbrutteaktoren FOrdernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
M. A. N. NUrnberg 
Development of Remote-Controlled 
Ultrasonic Inspection Technology for 
Fast-Breeder Reactors 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated Arbeitsende/Completed Letter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1.1977 31.12.1979 Otte 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllllgte Mittei/Funds . 
Continuing 29.12.1978 
. ' 
.~ 
.r .' _1..;;.. __ __;Ge;;.;;..;;n.;.;e;;..r;;..a;;.;.l=....;A=i~m 
The objective of the work carried out under this project is 
to further develop equipment for remote-controlled ultrasonic 
inspection of the reactor tank of liquid-metal-cooled fast 
breeder reactors ~o as to permit remote-controlled volumetric 
inspection of the austenitic reactor inner tank according to 
the present status of the art on completion of this work. 
2. Particular Objectives 
-Development and preparation of complete engineering for 
inspection equipment with the associated probe module 
carriers for the reactor inner tank 
-D~y~opment and pre~aration of complete engineering for a 
--linked truck train with drive sprocket and chain storage 
-Development and pre~aration of complete engineering for the 
coolinq system of a TV-camera 
-De~elopment of a control system for adapting a universal 
control system to the specific requirements of the inspection 
facility 
-Development and construction of a test rig for testing high-
temperature-resistant electric motors under conditions similar 
to those in·a reactor and conductance of the tests 
- 2 -
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3. Research Program 
3.1 Investigations to determine the necessary clearances in 
negotiating the S-shaped bend of the guide tracks. 
3. 2 Development of inspection equipme,n·t for the area close to 
the flange of the reactor inner tank, the tank bottom and 
the nozzle-to-pipe transition welds. 
3.3 Development and construction of a motor test bench for 
_testing high-temperature motors under conditions similar to 
those in a reacto~. 
3.4 Development of a linked truck train with drive sprocket and 
chain storage. - ~ f t 
·• I 
4. Experimental Facilities, Comeuter Codes 
Not applicable 
5. Progress to Date 
Ad 3·.1 The investigations aimed at improving clearances in 
negotiatinq the s-shaped bend of the ~ide tracks showed 
that a reduction of curvature of ,.the s-shaped bend and 
stiffening of the track system by additional sleepers are 
inevitable. INTERATOM will make allowance for this require-
ment in desi~in~ the track system. 
lli 
Ad 3. 2 Pri'ority was given to the development of· three manipulator 
systems for the tank area close to the flange, tank bottom 
.. 
and transition welds over the other manipulator systems. 
Some revised desic;ms are already available. 
Ad 3.3 In view of the uncertainties existing regarding the 
suitability of the proposed drive .concept, the work program 
was modified in that other points .on the program were 
deleted and priority given to the construction of a motor 
test bench_permit~ing testing of the drive under realistic 
conditions. The development of the test bench has been 
substantially completed and fabr~~ation has been started • 
. , 
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Ad 3.4 The development of the linked truck train with drive sprocket 
and chain storage has also been included as a new item in 
the work program. A linked truck train has been designed 
which is separable and substantially free from thermal 
.. 
expansion. Work is in hand on the drive sprocket and drive 
unit. 
6. Results 
It has not yet been possible to complete the work in hand. 
Part results are described under Item S. 
7. Next Steps 
The work under 3.1 to 3.4 will be continued. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
The problem definition has resulted in interfaces with the 
work done by INTERATOM, Bergisch-Gladbach, • ~ 250 and 
the Bundesanstalt fOr Materialpr6fung·(BAM) - RS 244. 
9. References 
10. 
No technical reports have been completed during the period 
under review. 
Degree of Availability of the Reports 
Not applicable •1 
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1.1.1978 - 31.12.1978 20 RS 244 
Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Ultrasonic Testing Techniques for Pre- and FRG 
Inservice Inspections of Fapt Breeder ~eactors Fordornde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFI' 
'' Aultr ngnnhmnr /Contractor 
Bundesanstalt fUr 
MaterialprUfung 
UltraschallprUftechnik zur Null- und Wieder-
Fachgruppe 6. 2:· Zer-holungsprUfung von Schnellbrutreaktoren 
stBrun~sfreie PrUfun~ 
Arbe•tsbeg•nn/ln•tiated Arbeltsende/Completed Le•ter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.1.1977 . 31.12.1979 Dr.-Ing. E. Neumann 
Stand der Arbe1ten/Status Ber~chtsdatum/Laet Updating Bewllllgte Mtttei/Funds 
Continuing Oec;:ember. 1978 1.32,.20,,-- DM 
General Aim 
The objective of the project is to carry on development of the 
ultrasonic testing technique for the·nondestructive basic and in-
service inspection of austenitic welded components of Fast Breeder 
1'\eactors; Besides the dffficulties in testing austenitic welds 
with ultrasound because of the grain scattering arising from the 
special grain structure in austenitic weld metal there is the dif· 
ficulty that the inservice inspections are performed at approxi-
mately 200°C. The developed ultrasonic testing techniques for 
coarse grain materials have to be qualified for automatic testing 
at this temperature. 
2. Particular Objectives 
(. - Continuation of ultrasonic probes development for flaw detection 
and flaw evaluation in coar~e grain materials. 
- Continuation of ultrasonic probes development for complex shaped 
welded specimens of the primary loop· ~f Fast Breeder Reactors. 
- Development of ultrasonic probes for inservice inspection of 
Fast Breeder :Reactors at a temperature.of approximately 200°C. 
- Development of signal processing methods to increase the signal 
to noise ratio at ultrasonic testing ot coarse grain materials. 
Research Program 
' Cont.inuation of development of ultrasonic transmitter-receiver 
\ probes ror flaw detection and· of focuaa1ng probes tor flaw evalu• 
ation both in.coarse. grain materials. 
•I 
'' 
• I• 
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'I' 
Development of ultrasonic transmitter-receiver probes for thin-
walled (6 to 15 mm) specimens. 
Schlieren-optioal representation of ultrasonic fields. 
Elaboration or statistical methods for quantitative evaluation 
I I• 
or the perrorma~e or ultrasonic testing techniques. 
fl 11 
3.5 Investigation or the ultrasonic prqbes materials and measure-
ments or their ultrasonic and mechanical properties as a function 
or temperature. 
3. 6 Calculation, design, and manufaotu·ring or ultrasonic probes a.p- :'1 
plicable at temperatures ot approximately 230°C. ·-· 
3. 7 Investiga.tion or the scattering or ~1 traso~nd in polycristalline 
materials. 
3.8 Fundamental investigations on deconvolution or altrasonio sig-
' I ~ . 
nals as a means or signal processi~g methods to get a better 
signal to noise ratio. 
., 
, I 
', :: 
,,,, 
' 1 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer·Codes 1 
- Computer controlled x-y-manipulator for .automatic ultrasonic 
testing and corresponding computer programs. 
-Manual· controlled x-y-manipulatQ~ for defect size estimation 
based on shape determination using e.g. rocussing probes. The () 
manipulator is provided with a motion pickup and a plotter. 
~ecording of the echodynamic cu~es in different sections will 
be possible. 
1 ·' 
• Sohlieren-optical bench and dev~oe for optical indication or 
, .. 
ultrasonic fields. 
1 I' 
- Computer programs for calculation of data for design or ultra-
, ,. 
sonic probes for complex shaped welded specimens. 
5. Progress to Date 
To }.1 Specification and standard~zation Gf ultrasonic probes 
tor th!! insp~ction ot the OJlindrical and bott.om part and 
ot .-the nozsle welds or the ·veasel ot the Fast Breeder 
-3-
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~eactor SN~ 300 have been commenced. 
(Tab. 1) 
Examples of applications of the transmitter-receiver 
probes in the workshop are given in Tab. 2. 
Defect size estimation is based on comparison with refer-
. 
rence reflectors via distance/amplitude curves· (reference 
block system). 
Tne correlation between the echo height and the diameter 
of flat bottom holes as reference reflectors has been 
evaluated experimentally for transmitter-receiver-probes. 
The signal amplitude increases by 12 dB, if the diameter 
of the re·ference reflecto.r is doubled, thus confi rm1ng 
the ·same ·interrelationship for transmitter-receiver-probes 
as it is valid for usual ultrasonic single transducer 
probes. 
:1 
Furthermore, it has been experimentally conftrmed that 
the calculated equivalent flaw sizes of cylindrical holes 
are consistent with the size of actual flat bottom holes, 
the maximal deviation being le'ss than ± 4 dB. 
To 3.2 The development of ultrasonic probes for thin walled spe-
cimens resulted in a prototype of a 4 MHz broadband trans-
mitter-receiver ultrasonic prabe with an angle of inci-
dence of 70° for plane couplins surfaces. Artificial 
flaws as a 2 mm.diameter cylindrical hole and a notch with 
1 mm. depth and 1 mm width in th'e austenitic weld material 
' could be detected with a signal to noise ratio more than 
16 dB. 
\ 
To '··' A Schlieren-optical bench has been set. up. The focal length 
or the imaging mirr.ors is 2m, the maximal object size to 
be illuminated is 90·mm in diameter. The bench is embedded. 
. . 
on non-oscillating bearings. Till now u~trasonic standing 
wave fields/have been opt~callJ indicated 1n a water 
cuvette. 
-4-
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To ,.4 To estimate the performance of an ultrasonic testing tech-
nique quantitatively statistical methods of evaluation of 
testing results have been u$,ed. By a statistical evalu-
ation of the echo amplitudes!, and of the signal to noise 
ratios of a ··certain quantity 
1 
of flaws in a test weld, the 
flaw detection probability and the false rejection proba-
,. 1 n ~ ~ 
bility were determined. The flaw detection probability is 
the cumulative echo height distribution of the flaw in-
dications as a function of the sensitivity setting. The 
' false rejection probability is the cumulative echo height 
distribution of the grain scattering indications. It is i) 
the probability that a noise signal is registered as a 
I 
flaw signal. Three quality Cfiteri• can be taken from 
this statistical evaluation •. ~The first criterion is the 
total fraction of detected ~~laws with a certain signal to 
' 
noise ratio. The second cri~~rion is the fraction of de-
tected flaws at a certain s~nsitiv~ .. setting. The third 
important quality criterion is the area in the diagram 
between flaw detection probability and false rejection 
prQbabili ty giving a direct -~easure ·-for the signal to 
noise ratio. I,, 
·1 ., 
Another criterion by which t~e performance ol" a testing 
technique can be Judged are:. t;he ma.Ximal sound paths which;-:) 
can be penetrated in the au~tenitio weld metal. This is -
important for the testing o:t. · trans~ersal flaws and in 
other cases where long sound ·paths: 'in the weld metal are 
occurring. 
The maximal sound path is o~~ained by the crossing point 
of the DAC curve from a certain.reference reflector with 
the noise lim1t curve due to 'grain scattering defined by I , , 
th~ level which is exceeded.~ 1~ of the noise indications. 
, I 
To '·5 The following components ofr,ultrasonic probes tor appli- · 
cation at 200°C have been investigated: 
' 
''I 
- Ultrasonic ·probe housing: ,111tee1 or aluminum 
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- Jacks: commercially availabl• Jacks with poly1mide 
insulations 
- Wedge: polyimide, ceramics and glass-ceramics •• 
-Ultrasonic p~obe·crystals: lead circonatetitanate, 
. . 
leadmetaniobate, l1th1umniobate 
• • 
- Ultrasonic cable: coaxial cables with fiberglass-mica 
insulation 
- Coils: polyimide enamelled taping wire 
·- Adhesives: ceramic-, silicoqe:- .and epoxide-adhesives 
- Mechanical damping of the probe crystals~ mixture of 
heavy metals with diverse cements 
- Sealing and insulating compound: silicon caoutchouc 
,., . 
To 3.6 Transmitter-receiver Angle beam prob~s with glass-ceramic 
wedge· ~ave been calculated, d~~igned and manufactured. 
They are applicable for testing· zones from 20 to 80 mm 
depth using angles of,incidenbe between 45° and 60°. For 
the testing zones from the surface up to 20 mm depth 
t-ransmitter-receiver probes with poly$-mid wedges having 
. angles of incidence more than 60° are used~ The ultrasonic 
' :. . 0 probes were tested out at approximately 230 C. ·compared 
with transmitter-receiver probes for room temperature 
they have higher cross talk and decreased sensitivity and 
bandwidth. 
To 3.7 Investigations on ~yleigh sc~~tering of ultrasound and 
multiple scattering in ~he ftayleigh region have been per-
''· formed and analysis of the ul,trasoni~. backscattered signal 
concerning surface wave and volume w~ve positions has been 
achieved. The wellkown dependence or,. packscattered ultra-
sonic amplitude trom grain size bas :b~en contirmed ror 
austenitic materials. 
I 
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6. 
lt H ,, , 
To 3.8 For ultrasonic single crystal probes working in the pulse-
l\esults 
echo mode computer programs have been set up to calculate 
the impulse response of a reflector from the amplitude 
and phase information or: the ultrasonic echo. These com-
• I 
puter programs can be used 'for decoavolution or ultrasonic 
echoes framtflaws in austenitic scattering materials. 
achieving an improved signa~ to noise ratio due to in-
creasing the bandwidth after receiving them. 
() The results already achieved have been described above. 
11 IJ 
I 
,, 
'' 
7. Next Steps 
0 ~. 
- Manufacturing, testing out and i~provement of ultrasonic trans-
mi tter~·recei ver probes for the ihservic~ inspection of Fast 
Breeder l\eactors. I I, 
j ·I .; ,, 
- Contin¥ation of development of transmitter-receiver probes tor 
·austenitic thinwalled tubes (6 to 15 ~). 
- Application or signal processing methods to increase the signal 
to nois.e ratio at ultrasonic testing or coarse grain materials. 
l\elation to Other.· Projects 
,,,, " 
This project is linked with the prOjects Rs 250 and RB 254 b1 a 
cooperation treaty. 
I :I 
l\eferences ,, ' 
E. Nabel, E. Mundry 
Evaluation or Echoes in Ultrasonic Teat1ns by 
Deconvolut1on; 
Mat. Eval. 36 (1978) 1, .Januar, s. 59 • 61 und 17 
~ I I ' 
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E. Ni'!um:mn, M. RHmer, T. ,Just, K. Matthies, 
·E. Nabel, E. Mundry 
Dev~lopment and Improvement of Ultrasonic Testing 
Technlques for Austenitic Nuclear Components; 
2nd Int. Conference on Non-Destructive Evaluation 
., 
.. 
in the Nuclear Industry, American Society for Metals · 
(ASM)/American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)/ 
American Society ror Non-Destructive·Testirtg (ASNT)/ 
American Nuclear Society (ASN), Salt Lake City, Utah, 
USA, 13.·15. Feb. 1978; 
Erschelnt im Tagungsband 
:r .. Junt, M. Romcr, F.. Ncumnnn, F.. M\mdr;y 
,..... Vorp;leich der Leistungsfahip;keit verschiedener 
• tJlLrnnchnllprUftcchnikcn fUr grobkristalline 
Workntoffe mittels statistischer Methoden; 
I. Europlllsche Tagung fUr zerstorungsfreie 
MaterialprUfung, Mainz, 24.-26. April 1978, 
Deutsche Gesellschaft. fUr zerstorungsfreie 
PrUfung, Vortrage Band 2, s. 323-33q 
,-
( 
M. Romer, T. Just, K. Matthies, E. Neumann, B. Kuhlow 
Erfahrun~en bei der UltraschallprUfung ebener und 
gekrlimmter austenitischer Bauteile; · 
I. EuropUlsche Tap;ung fUr zerstorungsfreie 
MaLcrialprUfung, Malnz, 24.-26. April .1978, 
ncutnchc Gescllschat't fUr zerstorungsfreie 
PrUfunp;, Vortrap;e Band 2, s. 361-370 
,, 
A. Hecht, E. Mundry, E. Nabel, E. Neumann 
Korngrol3enbestimmung in austenitischen Feinbl'echen 
mit Ultraschall. 
I. Europaische Tagung fUr zerstorungs'rreie 
MaterialprUfung, Mainz, 24.-26. April 1978, 
Deutsche Gesellschaft fUr zerstorungsrreie 
PrUfung, Vortrap;e Band 2, s. 395-402 
E. t!.:'!bcl 1 E. Mundry 
vcrsuche zur Deutung' von Ul tr.aschallechos durch 
Entfal tungj . 
Bcr1chtsband der DGZfP zur Europ~ischen Vortrasstagun~ zcr3t~rungsfrc1e MaterialprUfung. 24. - 26.4.1978, Mainz, 
erschienen November 1978, Band l, S. 12' - 129 
''. 
I 
, I 
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10. 
H. WUstenberg, E. Neumann 
Improved Probe Techniques at the Ultrasonic Inspection 
of Coarse Grain Materials. 
u.s. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC), 6th Water 
Reactor Safety Re~earch Informatio.n Meeting (WRSRIM), 
Nov. 6-9, 1978, Gaithersburg, Mar,Yland, USA, 
Bilateral Review Group Meeting between the USNRC and 
the Bundesminister fUr Forschung ~hd Technologie (BttFT), 
Nov. 10, 1978, Bundesanstalt fUr MaterialprUfung, 
Berlin, Fachgruppe 6.2 · 
.E. Mundry, H. WUstenberg, E. Neumann, E. Nabel 
UltraschallprUfung'- Stand der Technik und Entwicklungs• 
tendenzen · 
I. Chinesisches Symposium Uber zerstBrungsfreie 
MaterialprUfung, Shanghai 14.-16.11.1978 
T. Just, B. Kuhlow, K. Matthies, E~ Neumann, M. R6mer 
Uber den Stand der Entwicklung einer Ultraschall-
prUftechnik fUr austenitische SchweiSverbindungen 
3. Int. Coll. SchweiSen in der Kerntechnik, 
28.-29.11.1978, Hamburg. Deutscher1Verband fUr 
SchweiBtechnik e.v. (DVS); DVS·Be~icht 52, Deutsoher 
Verlag fUr SchweiStechnik (DVS), OmbH, DUaseldort' 
1978, s. 237-242 
Degree of Availability of the fteports 
0 
Bundesanstalt rur Materi~lprUfu~l Fachgruppe 6.2 "zerst6rungs~~ 
I 
treie PrUtung", Unter den E1chen:87, D-1000 Berlin 45 
I : , 
11 ,, 
,. 
I' 
I: 
<,! 
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Tab. 1, part I 
.· 
'1'$~ .... ~ "'-~ ·.:; 
~~· :.. .. "'fl( ... .n .. .. ,...,~~ 
SS:L-probes with plane coupling surface (Atq 
(A: austenitic~ E:.plane) 
Frequency: t • 2 MHa 
'M 244 
Dlatance between aound exit ·point and probe houalng edge: x • 20 ~ 5 mm 
' 
Type of probe BEL 70 SEL 65 
AE1.7 A~2.20 
dlmcnnion 
H.xLxH (mm) .. . 
te::~tlng zone 1 2 
angle or incidence Gto 70 65 
depth of maximal ' 
sensitivity b 0 (mm) 7±2 20±,5 
projection distance at 
20±5 40±5 maximal aens1tlvity a0 
appllcaW e in the depth 
0-12 10·)0 range ' 
Tllb. 1, p~trt II 
C~L-probes with plane coupling surface {AE) 
(Ac auuten1tica Ea plane) 
Frequencyc t • 2 MHz 
SEt 60 SEL 45 3EL 45 
AE}.}O AE}.}O AJ:;4.40 
\ 
40x40x}O 
I } 
' 
4 
60 45 45 
}0±8 }0±,8 40±,10 
50±,10 ~8 40±,10 
20-50 20•50 J0-70 
, 
Distance between aound exit point and probe housing ede;ea x •· 20 : 5 mm 
Type of probe 
' 
SEL 60 :SEt 45 SEL 45 
AE}.}OB AE4.40B AE 2.20•) 
dimension 
I3x.LxH (mm) 60x40X}O 40x40x}O 
testing zone 
' " 
' 2, 
angle or incidence u 0 60 IJS -45 
depth of maximal 
}0±,8 40~10 sensitivity b0 (mm) 20±.5 
projection distance at 
40±,10 maximal sensitivity a0 50;t10 ,, 20,±5 
applicable ln the depth 
range 20·50 )0·70 10·}0 
•) Pol' teatlns ot the· aeoo~ 1one with a~ther &nllt or 1no1denae 
-10-
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I. 
Tab. 1, part III' 
BEL-probes with curved coupl1ns surfaCe 
., M n n 
Typea ARI. ARAa . AKI. AKA 
(AI austenitea RI tube; Kt sphere (double cnarnld), 
I1 testing trom the inner side 
AI testins trom the outer side) 
dimension BxLxHt )5x,}5~ 11111 
frequency: t • 2 MHa 
distance XI x • 17.5 ± 5 11111 
1 • No curved coupUns surface ln the direction or sound beam 
Type: ARI. ARA 
testing z:one ., 2 
' 
}(4) 
ansle ot incidence « 0 70 65 6o 45 
depth ot max1mai 
sensitivity b0 7±2 20;t5 JO;t8 }0±8. 
projection distance a0 at maximal sensitivity 20+_5 ], ~0±5 I • .50;t10 ;».t8 
applicable in the depth 
range o-12 ,· .~o-JO ; 20-50 J0-70 
. 
2. With curved couR11nl surface in the Q1rect1on or sOUJ!9 beam 
Typea ARI. ARAJ AKI. AKA 
testing z:one 1 2 
' 
}(If) 
ansle or incidence a0 •) 6o-70 6o-65 45-6o ~ lt5 ••) 
depth or maximal 
JO;t8 '«>±,10 sensitivity b0 7+2 20±,5 
proJection distance a0 at 
~ : 
maximal sensitivity **) 20-}0 .)0·55 }0-50 .)0-45 
applicable in the depth 
" 
ranse 0-12 10-}0 20-50 J0-70 
. *) dependent on radius or ounature 
•• ) The ansle or sound lllpact at tmt oppoai'te surface or 
specimen should be between 55°~_,o. The Ullle ot lnoldenoe oc 
· · la ohooaen adequattlJ'. · 
I'. 
' ,. 
I· 
,. 
' 
() . 
() 
-11-
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Tab. 2: £xamplea of Applications of Transm1tter-Re:ei~e~-Ar.gle-Probca (SEL-Probes) en Austenitic Components 
-
CorrJ...:l.~nt Materials Weld, 
Weld method 
SNR }00-Vessel 1.4948 Double-V welds. 
and Test-i~ields X6 crra 181 t V-welds. 
Manual electrode 
welded,Submerged 
arc welded 
Pump housing 1.4948 v-elds 
X6 CrN1 1811 
.... 
I 
Steamgenerator, Ferritic base Hand welded 
Flange of tube material, cladding 
plate CrN1-cladd1ng 
(Inconel) 
Control rod stud Ferrite(St52.4 V-weld, 
(Com~OI.lnd tube) cl added, Manual electrode 
Austenit welded 
1.4550 
!feat exc-ba.riger 1.5662 Vo.weldo 
. xa Hi 6 Submerged arc 
and inert gas 
welded 
Valve hOusing X20 CrMoV 121 V-welds1 _ 
-
and GS-12Cr Manual electrode-
Mo 910 welded 
or 10CrMo910 
Preheater for X10 N1 Cr Al u- and v-~elds, 
chemical T1 -'220 Submerged arc 
industry and TIG-elded 
Gec~etry of Type of 
the cc~ponents inspection 
r:la1n Weld. 
-0 •a•60111111 Longitudinal 
flaws, trans-
verse ~laws 
cylir.dr1..:.:1l: Weld, 
600 "' ~ • 1 400. 111111 Longitudinal 
spherical: tlaws 
tJ t6cC mm, 
20 .. d • J5·111111 
cyl1r.dr1cal: Subcladding 
186 :Ill 'I • 288111111 cracks 
6•dc9mm 
cylindrical: Weld. 
'I • 112 mm Longitudinal-d - 24 lr'.nl tlaws 
-
cyl1ndr1c4l(pla1n) Weld• 
I • 2500 mm _ Longitudinal-
d ··28 mm flaws 
cyl1r.dr1cal Weld, 
tJ • 250 mm Longi tud 1na1-
d•,Smm flaws 
cyl1r-.dr1cal and Weld, 
spherical LOfl6itudinal 
.}80 ~ 'J ~ 1200 11111 flaws,Trans-
28 c d • 40 mm verse flaws 
-
Cs11brat1on of 
sensi t1v1 ty, 
S/!o:-rat1o 
' 
= d1a. FSH in weld 
r:::etal, 
SIN • 20 dB 
-' :-.o dia. PBH in base 
l'!letal, 
S/N • 21l dB 
' 
~~ dia. FBH below 
cladding, transv. 
~laws:S/N • 16 dB, ~ 
longlt.flaws:S/N=12-14d:S 
2 c= dia. PBH 1nsoni-
tied through weld 
se~. S/N •16-18 dB 
Testing a~ord1ng to -
AS~-code: 4 mm dia. 
cylindrical hole, 
S/S ~ }0 dB 
' eo dta. cylindrical 
hole throUgh weld met~ 
S/N • 14 dB ; 
-
-'cm dia.rlat bottoo 
hole through weld 
cetal, 
S/N lll 12 dB 
• .. 
• 
tJ 
• 
• 
.... 
~ 
0: 
--
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Berlcntazeltraum/Period l<laaelflkatlen/Ciaeeltleatlen l<ennzeiehen/l!'rejeet Number 
o1 .o1. - 31.12.1978 2o RS 28o 
Vorhaben!Project Title Land!Country 
Development and testing of a gas bubble FRG 
detection system monitoring the reactor inlet Fordemde lnstitutlon!SponSM 
pipes by means of ultrasonic sensors for BMFT 
sodium-cooled fast breeder reactors. Auftragnehmer!Contractor 
Entwicklung und .Ernrobung eines Glasblasen- INTERATOf! GmbH 
detektors zur Uberwachung der Reak.toreintri tts 
leitung mit Ultraschallsensoren bei natriumge-
klihlten Brutreaktoren 
Arbeitsbeginnllnitiated A'rbeitsende!Completed Lelter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
o1.o9.1977 31.12.1980 H. Banasch (Koord) 
Stand der Arbeiten!Status Berlchtsdatum/last Updating Bewllllgte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
(' ''\ 1 • r;eneral .e.im 
\.,.) 
Development of a bubble detection sy$tem in order to monitor 
i 
critical gas contents in the SNR coo.lant by detecting bubbles 
I 
in the reactor inlet lines. 
2. P~rticular Objectives 
Performance of a study on the conceptual design of a bubble 
detection system taking into account: safety criteria, plant 
layout criteria, bubble theory, selection of the transducer 
types, elaboration of proposals for the transducer.design. 
Investigation of alternative measuring methods such as inductive 
or ultrasonic methods. Estimate on the detection limits, on the 
measuring range, on the reparability,: on the development state, 
on the development keypoints and on ~he test expend! ture. , 
Elaborating constructive desiqn for.~he water tests. 
3. Research.Proqram 
3.1 Performing preliminary tests at the NW-6oo pipe section submerged 
in water, using the ultrasonic (US) method 
3.2 Investigating the measuring method by sound through-transmission 
of a NW-9oo-mm pipe .section using several transmitter and 
receiver heads (meas~ement from.the .outside of the pipe) 
-2-
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3.3 Investigating the measuring method by sound through-
' transmission of a NW-9oo-mm pipe section using 
(measurement from the inside of the pipe) 
3. 4 Investigating the .measuring metho~.; using low-frequency 
crystals (measurement from the outside of the pipe) 
',, 
4. Test Facilitie§,Computer Codes 
·The preliminary examinations as well as the investigations 
I 
of the different measuring methods h~ve been performed 
under water at stationary medium. For that purpose such 
test equipment has been provided, which is adapted 
to the geometries of the SNR pipework. 
For each of the above-mentioned tests adequate pipe sections 
have been made. The,test rings equipped with measuring 
sensors have been submerged in a:water pool. The 
necessary gas bubbles distributed according to volume 
and size are generated by means of a bubble generator 
provided with 2o nozzles of each, of the following 
diameters: o.1, o.2; o.4 and o,S mm. According to the 
used measuring method respective sensors have been 
provided, each equipped with ultrasonic sensors and 
magnetostrictive crystal. exciters and acceleration pickups. 
5 • Progress to Date 
To 3.1: At a NW-6oo pipe section,submerged in water the 
basic data required for detecting the gas bubbles have been 
measured. Besides the boundary i~fluences, three evaluation 
methods have been investigated: 
Influence of the gas bubbles on the ultrasonic 
attenuation 
Influence of the gas bubbles.on the ultrasonic 
scattering 
- Influence of.the gas bubbles on the ultrasonic transit 
time. 
-3-
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To 3.2: When investigation the sound 
trough-transmission of the NW-9oo-mrn 
test ring, the basic data from item 3.1 
have been taken as basis. Due to the 
e~largement of the piping, some test runs 
had to be repeated. The use of ultrasonic 
discs having a diameter of 3o mm has also 
necessitated a new calibration of the 
heads. 
To 3.31 The investigation of.the cone-shaped 
reflectors resulted in other keypoints for the 
test programme. The sound parameters are 
evaluated like in. the items above. In the 
main, the refraction and reflection 
behaviours have been investigated. 
To 3.4: At a NW-1oo pice section filled with water 
6. Results 
two magnetostrictive sensors have been 
installed at an axial distance of approx. 
Soo mm. One of the sensors has been 
operated as crystal exciter and the other 
as receiver. The test equipment has also 
been used for optimizing the frequency range 
and for determining the measuring data being 
most appropriate for detecting the gas bubbles. 
After having confirmed the basic function, 
this measuring method has also been 
investigated at a NW-9oo-mm pipe section. 
At the performed analyses.and investigations it has 
been proven that a bubble detection is meaningful 
in the range form 0 to 1o vol%. The critical gas 
contents thereby are in the range from o.1 to 1o vol%t 
they are l'rqely detected by means of the ultrasonic 
methods using the sound trough-transmission of the · 
-4-
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P.ipe · section with several pairs of measuring heads. 
At these measuring methods the transmitters are 
installed outside the piping. ·The measuring method 
according to 1 is not applicable for the SNR-
requirements •. · 
By means of tests it has been proven that gas contents 
.. ' ,, 
belon o.1 vol% are prevailing as finely distributed 
bubbles and will thus only degas over very long time 
periods. It i$ thereby not to be excluded that this 
might lead at some spots to accumulations of bubbles. 
Under these conditions the measu~ing method using 
low-frequency crystals might be rather promising for 
a bubble detection 2 • At this detection only the 
integral gas volume is of dec!sive importance. 
At the measuring methods the S$nsors are also attached 
outside the pip~ng. ' , 
7. Next Steps 
The prototyp electronics shall be proven in the 
available test facilities and the required 
compensation circuits shall be developed. 
The low-frequenzy crystal m~thod shall be further 
developed and proven by basic investigations. 
Appropriate methods shall be developed to suppress 
multiple reflections and i~terferences. 
As for the coupling of the sensors from the outside 
of the piping, respective coupling media shall be 
investigated. 
- As for the testing of the measuring methods under.sodium, 
a NW-2oo test section shall be designed. Besides 
the. measu~inq methods described in item 6, the 
fuel-element flowmeter shall additionally be 
applied as bubble detector. In order to teat the 
,. 
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handling at the sodium test stand, all sensors 
shall be designed in such a way that they are 
replaceable without having to open the system • 
. ·
8. Relations.with Other Projects 
9. References 
1o. Degree of Ayailahility of the Beports 
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VorhabentProJcct Ttlle Land/Country 
Vcrsuche zur Prilfung von Reaktorkomponenten FRG 
mit Wirbelstromprilfverfahren FordNnde lnstltution/Sponaor 
DMFT 
Investigations for inspection o1: reactor Auftrognohmor/Contractor 
components by eddy-current meth()ds , INTERATOM GmbH 
.. 
Arbc•tsbegtnn/lniliated Arboitsende/Cclmpleted Leiter des Vorhabens/PrOJeCt Leader 
1.3.77 31.12.7U Banasch (Koord.) 
Stand dor Arbetten/Sratus BerlehtsCiatumllaat UP$fatlng Bewllligte Miltei/Funda 
Comr>leted 
-
I 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
3.1 
Decembez~ 1978 
'Genera 1 Aim 
In cooperation with KNU, IFR, .IzfP and Interatom investi-
gations are conduct'ed for automatic examinations of reactor 
components by mul ti-f:C"equency eddy current testing for 
production control and inservice inspection. Tests carried 
out by Interatom have to determine the suitability of eddy 
' 
current ·methods in coJnponents of LMFBR. ,, 
Particular Objectives 
The first part of the investigations has the subject to 
- require the access for inservice inspections., 
- give the proof that eddy current testing is a successful 
method for the examination of sodium contaminated 
ferritic and austenitic heat exchanger; internals. 
Research Program 
Investigation of accessibility 
In this part hoJndary conditions are made up for inservice 
inspections.by eddy current testing. Problems of accessi-
bility are regarded from the aspect of construction, geo-
metrical character .of the heat exchangers and their in-
ternals, radioloqical and temperature conditions as well as 
the influence of sodium deposits. 
-2-
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3. 2 Theoretical and experimental' 1 :tests ~ 
.of eddX current application 
4. 
By eddy current tests of SNR-300 heat exchanger tubes 
statements are made about the suitability of this method. 
The investigations are particularly concentrated on the 
influence of austenitic and ferritic materials and of 
p () ,, ' 
sodium deposits on the tube surface. 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
() TO 3.2 In basic tests non destructive examinations are conducted 
in steam generator- and IHX-tubes, which are provided with 
well-defined artificial discontinuit~es and wetted with 
sodium in a test container. 
s. 
To 3.1 
'1'0 3.2 
0 . 
6. 
To 3.2 
Progress to Date 
The investigation of accessibility has been concluded. 
A summary of the result is given in a status report con-
taining the description of works until Oct. 1978. 
: I 
Austenitic and ferritic test tubes were provided with 
artificial flaws. After testing the tubes without sodium 
influence, they were'set into;a sodium container and , 
wetted on thelouter surface with sodium of 5400 c. Final 
eddy current teats were conducted after draining the 
sodium. 
Results 
The examinations of the test tubes without as well as with 
sodium influence were conducted at the IzfP Saarbrtlcken 
with single frequency eddy current methods. For ferritic 
tubes a frequency of 5 kHz was used. With an additional 
magnetisation of the tubes circumferential notches down 
to 30 ' of wall-th·ickness and longitudinal notches up 
from 60 ' were detected in te•t• without sodium. 
-'t-
r 
' 
0 
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Test frequency'fQr testing the austenitic tubes was 
/ 
150 knz. Circumferential and longitudinal notches from 
30 \ to 90 \ were defined with amplitude and phase. 
•• 
Dril~ed holes of 0,3 mm diameter coul.d generally not be 
detected -exactly; After'exposing the tubes to sodium the 
eddy current t~sts were repeated. The first results of 
these tests showed, that there is no significant inter-
ference of sodium on the flaw•signala, but the resolution 
limit of flaws was reduced, 
r 1 •• ._ _______ N_e_x~t--_st_e _ p_s 
a. 
9. 
A plan for continuing the inve.stiqations to show the 
possibilities for applications of ed~y current methods 
was prepared. 
Relation to other Projects 
RS 255, RS 257, RS 258, RS 299 
References 
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In order to fulfill the safety requirements for the core 
design of large, sodium cooled fast breeder reactors, a pro-
gram is needed to calculate the three dimensional subassembly 
bowing in a reactor core. 
2. particular Objectives 
3. 
3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
3.'6 
3.7 
3.8 
4. 
This project has the aim to develop a method step by step. So 
it will be possible to calculate the three dimensional geome-
trical, mechanical and reactivit~ behaviour of subassemblies 
in a reactor core with the consideration of thermal gradients, 
differential swelling, irradiation enhanced creep and friction 
between the subassemblies. 
Research Prosram 
Three dimensional force equilibrium in a reactor core 
Consideration of swelling and irradiation enhanced creep 
Testing and description 
Consideration of friction 
Calculation of torsion of subassemblies 
Consideration of 1friction and torsion 
Other mechanical models 
Verification and qualification of'the program 
Experimental Facilities, Computer Oodes 
-2-
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s. Progress to Date 
To 3.1 The modul DOT was completed. Two plotting routines were 
written to show cross sections through the load planes with 
contact forces and deflections and to show a longitudinal 
section through chosen elements with contact forces and 
deflections. 
To 3.2 After the first successful tests of DOT, the programing of 
the next modul DOTAB was started. This modul calculates the 
free deflections due to neutron induced swelling and creep. 
These deflections together with the free deflections of DOT 
are used to calculate the mechanical equilibrium of the ele-
ments in the core. 
The modul KEPHIR war programed and is being tested to transfer 
i~tot from the modul KASYS to DOTAB, 
To 3.3 The modules DOT and DOTAB were tested and the descriptions 
were started. 
To 3. 4 The test program was supplemented and can ,,now calculate a 30° 
sector·of a core with an arbitrary numbers of elements wi·th· 
friction forces. Some tests were done. 
To 3.5 
TO 3.8 
Some r·eflections wttre done about t~rsion o~ subassemblies 
The comparisons between NUB~W-30 a~4 the testprogram were 
repeated with the modul DOT. 
A meeting was held with people of c~. 
The schedule is fulfilled except fo~ point 3.5 and the con-
sideration of friction 3.4 is done in the testprogram and not 
yet in' the moduls DOT and DDTAB. Th~ foreseen budgets were 
found to be too small for the programing of the data transfer 
programs TEMTRA and KEPHIR and the P.lottil\g routines. 
6. Results 
To 3.1 The modul DOT is completed and can.manage to calculate any 
configuration of elements using·available symmetry properties. 
The temperature of the subassembly walls are transferred from 
the thermohydraulio code IAC~B by the modul TEMTRA.The results 
are shown by cros• or longitudinal sections and transferred 
to DDTAB which calculates the burnup situations. 
' ., 
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To 3.2 The modul DDTAB receives data ftom the moduls DOT an~KEPHIR. 
KEPHIR calculates the E~tot or dpa-rates of the subassembly 
walls using the result~ of the 3D neutronic modul KASYS. These 
data are used to calculate the free deflections due to 
swelling and n~utron induced creep. 
To 3.3 The tests of.the modul DOT are completed successfully and the 
description has been started. The modul DOT was tested. 
To 3.4 An example is chosen, which can be calculated by hand to test 
the program. The elements are free to move at the upper load 
plane only and the dimensions are chosen in such a way, that 
contact occurs at few points only '(Fig. 3). Fig. 2 shows a 
cross section with numbered elements (10,20,30,31,40,41) and 
the qualitative free bowing due·to temperature gradients. In 
the next figures starting points are marked with • and even-
tual positions of elements are marked·with XJ the contact 
and friction forces are written as shown in figure 1. 
f 
positive direction 
...... ~ . 
, • ::....~'/ of friction forces 
~ 11: :::; ~. 11: 
"~ ...... ' K - contact force , ., ,... 
R - friction force 
Fig. 1 Legende 
0 "'I 0 "'I 0 ... ,, 0 "'I (0 yo yo yo 
' 
-00 00 •• •• •• 
'-1 )..I )..I ).I ) ·o 0 ~\ 0 
.... yo yo yO 
00 •• \ ~-
'-1 0 ).I 0 
..... ..... 
Fig. 3 Start condition 
... l 0 "'l' 0 "'l' 0 "'l 0 
' 
(0 yO yO yO 
oo 
~D 
D 
o:-- oo oo oo 
-·· '-~1 y~~ .. , y •• ) 
j:;~D ... ·r, ~ "J. 
(J .,"o -"•\ 
Fig. 4 Test without friction 
•• .., 
Fig. 2 cross section with 
direction of bowing 
due to temperature 
'\' 
gradients 
scale: ~ 2mm 
' 
rig. 5 Test with friction 
' ! 
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The equilibrium positions are obtained by adding free bowing 
and mechanical bowing due to forces. If a friction force is 
less than the product of contact force and friction coefficient 
(here JW=.6), the elements stick together (as in Fig. 4 element 
f ' 20 and 31), otherwise they slip (as ·in fig. 5 element 3~ and 41). 
In fig. 4 the results are shown wit~out friction. The results 
agree well with hand calculations. 
To 3.5 A. subassembly has a stiffness of torsion, which is as large 
as the stiffness of the load plane.Therefore torsion has to be 
considered only if friction forces are very high. 
. ~ 
To 3.8 The three comparison calculations with.NUBfW-3D show perfect 
agreement. The information exchange with France started with 
success. A comparison is arranged between the two 3D-codes 
HARM~NIE and DOT. 
7. Next Steps 
To 3.2 A subroutine will be written to calculate the bulging of ele-
ments due to inner pressure and ne~tron enhanced creep. A 
routine will be written showing a cross section of the core 
with deformed and moved elements at chosen axial nodes. 
To 3.3 The description and testing of DOT and DDTAB will be completed. 
To 3.4 The consideration of friction will be handled in a modul DDTR 
To 3. 5 After several examples calculated with fri,C?tion forces, one ( 
will decide, if torsion has to be considered or not. 
To 3.6 see point 3.5 
To 3.7 Considerations of the kind of mechanical ducts moduls.Espec~al­
ly the variation of duct stiffness with loading conditions will 
be looked into. 
I To 3.8 Comparisons will be done with HARM~NIE and NUBOW-30. We shall 
trY to obtain results of experiments:done by CEA and of the 
reactor PHENIX. A principal agreement was already given by 
CEA representatives. 
8. Relation with other Projects 
9. References 
R. Menssen 
3D Mechanics Analysis of LMFBR cores with irradiation effects 
-.s-
0 
..... 
-ucrs ... 
1.1.78- 31.12.78 RS 248 
and friction 
European Nuclear Conference 6.-11.5.1979 Hamburg 
10. Degree of Availab~lity of the ·Reports 
The report will be published in :·the compacts of the ENC' 79 
of ANS and ENS •. 
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Vorhaben/PrOJCCI T1tle 
Untersuchungen zur langzeitigen thermischen 
GefUgestabilitat des Stables 10 CrMoNiNb 9 
Investigation on 
steel 10 CrMoNiNb 
Arhoelshngenn/lntllated 
1. 7. 77 
Stand dor Arboeten/Siatus 
Continuing 
,...3.,. 
I , 
General Aim 
long-term stability of 
9 10 
Arbeii'Sendo/Compteted 
31.12.80 
Bbrichtsdatum/Last Updating 
Decemper 1978 
' 
IConnlelehonlfllroteet N~Mbtt 
RS 260 
Land/Country 
FRG 
10 Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnohmor/Contractor 
INTERATOM GmbH 
I 
., 
Loiter des Vorhabons/ProJOCI Leader 
Mr. Banasch (Coord.) 
Bewilllgte Mittei/Funds 
\ Determination of parameters influencing the mechanical prop-
erties in the long time high temperature range of the ferritic 
steel 10 CrMoNiNb 9 ·,o which has been chosen as, a structural 
material for sodium cooled reactor systems. 
2. Particular Objectives 
: .. ~ .. f .• 
- Investigation of the recrystallization behaviour. 
- Influence of recrystailization on mechanical properties. 
Evaluation of the results from RS.261 by Mannesmann concerning 
the importance for the project RS 271 "low cycle fatigue 
behaviour of steel 10 CrMoNiMb 9 10". 
Research Program 
3.1 Specification, procurement and characterization of test mate• 
rials for the projects RS 261 and 271. 
3.2 Coordination of the projects "thermal' stability" and "low cycle 
fatigue behaviour". 
3.3 Evaluation of the results of the progr~ ,"thermal stability" 
with regard to the low cycle fatigue strengt~. / 
3.4 Evaluation of the results con~erning the definition of design 
values. 
I 
4. Experimental Facilities, Computer Codes 
Tests are performed by Mannesmann. The present objective 
includes the activities according to point 3. 
I -
-2-
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S. Progress to Date 
To 3.1: The procurement and the characterization of the test 
materials for the Mannesmann project RS 261 (materials no. 1 - 7) 
and for the INTERATOM project RS 271 (material no. 6 and an 
additional melt of steel 10 CrMoNiNb 9 10) have been terminated. 
As the steels no •. 2, 3a and 3b did not· reach the necessary 
strength by the initial heat trea~~~t (1o2o0 c/air cooled + 72o0 c/ 
air) this procedure had to be repeated using oil quenching 
after 1020°c annealing. With respect to the two steels for low 
cycle fatigue tests suitable heat treatment conditions have been 
() defined by the help of an aging programme. ~ 
0 
To 3.2: First results from the investigations·on thermal 
/ 
stability have been exchanged and compared. 
To 3.3 and 3.4: No activities. 
6. Results 
To 3~1: Presentation of the results see quarterly and annual 
reports to the projects RS 261 und .271. 
To 3.2a A comparison of the hardness measurement data on aged 
steel 10 CrMo 9 10 (mat. no. 6) showed same inconsistencies 
the cause of which is not yet known. 
To 3.3 and 3.4: No results available. 
7. Next Steps 
To 3.1: No furthe~ work 
To 3.2: Continuation of Mannesmann long time exposures with 
subsequent mechanical short time teatingJ start of low cycle 
fatigue tests at INTERATOMJ mutual information on the test 
progress. 
To 3.3: Begin of evaluation of long ttme,exposure test results. 
To 3.4: No activities 
-3-
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8. Relation with other Projects 
" This projec~ is closely connected with the projects RS 261 and 
271. 
9. References !· 
10. Degree of ,·Availability. of the Reports 
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Vorhaben/Project Title 
Untersuchungen zur langzeitigen thermischen 
Stabilitat des GefUges des Stahles 
8 CrMoNiNb 9 10 
Study on the long-term stability of the micro 
structure of the steel 8 CrMoNiNb 9 10 at 
elevated temperatures 
Arbeilsbeglnn/lnitlated .Arbeitsende/Completed 
1.4.1977 
Stand der Arbelten/Status 
1 • General Aim 
l<ennzeiehen/fllroject Number 
RS 261 
Land/Country 
G 
Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
BMFT 
Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
Mannesmann-Forschungs-
institut, Duisburg 
Abt. Metallkunde 
Lelter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
Determination of the parameters that influence the strength 
of the steel 8 CrMoNiNb 9 10 during long term exposure at 
elevated temperatures. This steel is used for components in 
sodium cooled fast breeding reactors. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The effect of the degree of stabilization (Nb/C) on recovery 
and recristallization shall be studied as well as the influ-
ence of coldworking • 
• 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Materials: see Table 1 
0 3.2 Rolling of the materials: 
The casts 1 - 6 are hot rolled to plats 22 mm in thickness 
3.3 Heat treatment: 
Cast 1: 1020 °c 30 min/oil and 
720 °c 1 h/air cooling 
Cast 2 - 5: 1020 °c 30 min/air cooling and 
720 °c 1 h/air cooling 
Cast 6: 950 °c 30 min/oil cooling and 
720 °c 1 h/air cooling 
Material 7: 700 °c 5 h/air cooling 
3.4 Pre-treatment of the materials: 
20 % cold rolling of one half of the materials 1 - 6 (ve·r-
~ 0 
sion A) •. Pre-annealing 20 hat 700 c of parts of the mate-
rials 5 and 7 (material 5 in both conditions, heat treated 
and heat treated and cold worked) (version V). 
-2-
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3.5 Cutting o~. squares for annealing according to 3.6 of the 
materials according to 3.3 and 3.4. 
3.6 Annealing of the squares according to the schedule in table2. 
3.7 Tensile tests are carried out at 20.°C and 550 °c on every 
specimen, annealed ~ccording to 3.6. The initial conditions 
according to 3.3 and 3.4·are tested with double specimens. 
3.8 The impact toughness (Charpy-V-notch, transverse): 
The A -T-curve and the toughness at 550 °c is determined v. 
with 18 specimens for every annealing condition. The .condi-
tions tested are: initial conditions according to 3.3 and 
3.4 and two selected annealing times at every temperature. 
3.9 Metallographic examination of the microstructure and hard-
ness-measurement at all annealing conditions. 
3.10 Electron microscopy and residual analysis (chemical and x-
ray) of selected specimens. 
4. 
to 3. 1 
to 3.2 
to 3.3 
to 3.4 
to 3.5 
to 3.6 
to 3.7 
to 3.8 
to 3.9 
.to 3.10 
5. 
to 3 .• 1 
to 3.2 
to 3.3 
to 3.4 
to 3.5 
f . 
Experimental Facilities 
Existing laboratory and industrial, $QUipment. 
" " " " " 
" " " " " 
Existing laboratory equipment. 
" " " 
Partly existing electrically heated furnaces, partly fur• 
naces to be provided. 
Existing laboratory 
" " 
" " 
" " 
Progress to Date 
Finished. 
" 
equipment. 
" 
" 
" 
Finished. The casts 2, 3 and the base material for the weld, 
No. 7 did not have the specified properties in the ·air cooled 
and tempered condition. They were heat treated again therefo-
re by oil-quenching and tempering. 
Finished 
.. 
I'' 
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to 3.6 The annealing is finished up to 3000 h. 
to 3.7 Tensile test on all materials after annealing up to 1000 h 
are finished. 
to 3.8 Impact tests are finished on all materials after annealing 
up to 1000 h. . 
to 3.9 Finished for all annealing times up to 1000 h. 
to 3.10 Residual analysis is made for all materials in the initial 
condition. It must be repeated for the newly heat treated 
materials. 
to 3.1 
to 3.2 
to 3.3 
to 3.4 
to 3.5 
to 3.6 
to 3.7 
to 3.8 
to 3.9 
By reason of the newt-~- treatment the work is not in time. 
Results 
Finished. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Finished up to 3000 h. 
The 
all 
The 
for 
mechanical properties at RT and 550,°C are present for 
materials after annealing up to 1000 h. 
. 0 Av-T-curves and the impact-values at 550 C are present 
all materials annealed up to· 1000 h. 
The hardness-values and the examination of the micro-struc-
() ture are present. 
to 3.10 The chemical composition of the residues of all materials in 
the initial condition except No. 2 and 3 is present. 
7. 
to 3.1 
to 3.2 
to 3.3 
to 3.4 
to 3.5 
to 3.6 
to 3.7 
to 3.8 
to 3.9 
to 3.10 
Next Steps 
None 
" 
" 
" 
" 
The annealing treatment is continued. 
Testing of the materials after the annealing treatments. 
Testing in.the same extend as with 3.7. 
Testing in the same extend as with 3.7. 
" 
n n 
" " " 
.. 
" 
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8. Relation with other· Pro·jects 
Relation with the Project RS 02 605 (Interatom) 
9. References 
None 
.-
10. Degree of Availability of the Rep()rts 
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Table 1: characterization of the materials 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
material denomination 
according to DIN .-
similar 8 CrMoNi 9 
8 CrMoNiNb 9 
8 CrMoNiNb 9 
8 CrMoNiNb 9 
8 CrMoNiNb 9 
. 
10 CrMo 9 10** 
10* 
10* 
10* 
10* 
10** 
similar 8 CrMoNiNb 9 10*** 
* 1000-kg-laboratory casts 
() •• commercial material 
••• weld material deposit 
RS 261 
remarcs 
0,1 - 0,2 % c, 
Nb : C = 0 
about 0,6 % Nb, 
Nb : C P:l 10 
o,7 - o,8 % Nb, 
Nb : C P:l 1 2 , 5 
0,9- 1,0% Nb, 
Nb : C P:l 16 
' 
high degree of stabili-
zation 
c < o, 10 %, 
-Nb : C = 0 
usual analysis 
-6-
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Table 2: annealtng schedule to 3.6 
20 0 
750 1 3 10 30 100 300 1000 
725* 3 10 30 100 300 1000 
... '700 3 10 30 100 300 1000 3000 10000 30000 
' 650 30 100 300 1000 3000 10000 30000 50000 
600 100 300 1000 3000 10000 30000 50000 
550** 100 300 1000 3000 10000 30000 50000 
* 
Except w~th material 5 and 5 A 
** The pre-annealed specimens of the materials 5, 5 A and 7 (3.4) 
are annealed only at 550 °c. 
After the first results the annealing schedule was.modified for;the 
materials 1 A, 2 A, 3 A, 4 A, 5 A and 6 A. The long annealing 
.......... 
;' l ! 
times were canceled and replaced by shorter tim~s for a better r"' ·, 
cover of the ranqe of recristallization. 
It'! 
·() 
- l ... .,.._ 
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Vorhaben/Project Title Land/Country 
Ermudungsverhalten des Stables FRG 
10 CrMoNiNb 9 10 unter Berucksichtigung von Fordernde Institution/Sponsor 
Haltezeiten I BMFT Auftragnehmer/Contractor 
INTERATOM GmbH 
Low cycle fatigue behaviour of steel 
10 CrMoNiNb 9 10 in consideration of hold 
time 
Arbeitsbeginn/lnitiated • ·Arbeltsende/Completed Leiter des Vorhabens/Project Leader 
1.7.77 31.12.80 Mr. Banasch (Coord.) 
Stand der Arbeiten/Status . Berlchtsdatum/Last Updating Bewllligte Mlttei/Funds 
Continuing December 1978 
1. General Aim 
Determination of the low cycle fatigue behaviour of steel 
10 CrMoNiNb 9 10 a~ of the influence of hold times for the deri-
vation of design values in the strength analysis for ·sodium 
cooled reactor plants. 
2. Particular Objectives 
- Determination of the low cycle fatigue behaviour at SS0°C in 
different aging conditions. 
- Investigation of the hold time effect on the life time in low 
cycle fatigue test. 
- Use and evaluation of damage accumulation rules. 
- Determination of the influence of microstructure on the low 
() cycle fatigue behaviour. 
3. Research Program 
3.1 Pretests to the low cycle fatigue behaviour 
3.2 Preconditioning of the specimens 
3.3 LCF-tests without hold time 
3.4 LCF-tests with hold time 
3.5 Creep tests for evaluation of the hold time effect 
3.6 Relaxation tests to define the effective stress during hold 
time 
3.7 Use of damage accumulation laws to evaluate the test results. 
3.8 Evaluation of structural changes at high temperatures· on the 
low cycle fatigue behaviour 
3.9 Definition of design values. 
-2-
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4. ExPerimental Facilities, Computer Codes_ 
The low cycle fatigue teats are performed with a serve-hydraulic 
universal testing machine with axial strain measurement and 
strain-control in the ~closed loop system•. · 
For the relaxation t~ts one testing machine is available. 
s. Progress to Date · ·· 
To 3.1: It was decided to perfo~ low cycle fatigue tests on 
one melt of steel 10 CrMo 9 10 (material no. 6) and of steel 
10 CrMoNiNb 9 10 (round bars, SNR steam generator material). 
Both materials should be fatigue tested in the as-received 
condition as well as in two different aging conditions, i.e. 
heat ·treatments that cause a partia~:and complete recrystalli-
zation of structure, respectively. 
In order to find out suitable heat treatments an experimental 
programme was carried out includinq·aqing of both steels in the 
' 0 temperaturerrange 600- 800 C with aginq times between 0,5 and 
1000 hours. The aged specimens were investigated by means of 
hardness.me~surements, tensile tests at room temperature and 
structural examinations. 
< 
: . 
To 3.2: :After evaluation of the test results mentioned above, 
referenc~ heat treatments for the two steels were defined. 
Furthe~re, the specified aging heat treatments were started 
on test materials. The parameters ~or the LCF-tests were 
defined. 
To 3. 3 ~ 3.'7: No activities. ,. 
t• '1 
Results · 
To 3.1: From the hardness measurements no'concrete statements 
could be made with respect to the structural changes caused by 
aging. The results of the tensile tests, however, showed that 
complete recrystallization occurs after a 1000 bra heat treat-
ment at~ 740°C (10 CrMoRiNb 9 10) *nd ~ 760°C (10 CrMo 9 10). 
-3-
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To 3.2: Based on the results of the tensile tests the aging 
conditions for both steels were defined as follows: 
100 hrs/760°C (partial recrystallization) 
0 . 
- 1000 hrs/760 C (complete recrystallization) 
.· 
To 3.3- 3.7: No results available. 
7. Next Steps 
a. 
To 3.1 - 3.2: Termination of metallographic investigations on 
~ged materials, performance of impact tests on 10 CrMoNiNb 9 10. 
To 3.3 - 3.4: Performance of low cycle fatigue testing on test 
materials in 3 different heat treatment conditions. 
To 3.5- 3.7: Start of work. 
Relation with Other Projects 
This project is closely connected with the projects RS 260 
and RS 261. 
9. References 
10. Degree of AvailabilitX of the Reports 
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8er~chtszettraum/Perlod Klasslftkalion/Ciasalfteatlo" Kennzeichen/Project Number 
1. 1, 
- 31.12.1978 20 RS 259 
Vorhaben/Project Tttle . Land/Country 
FRG 
Untersuchung von Na-MeBverfahren auf ihre For~ernde Institution/Sponsor 
Anwcnubarkcit in 1'laK-i<re is lt.luf en ~1FT 
Aullragnohmor/Contractor 
I Tcchnische Universitat 
Test of Sodium Instrumentation and Measure• Uerlin, Institut fUr 
mcnt Het hods for Application i·n NaK•Loops i\erntcchnik 
•• ' # 
ArbY'tstrg'f'?{~~ated A'g~f:t"~el~o7"f'eted _ Leiter des Vorhabens/Protect Leader Prof.Dr.-Ing.U.Wcsser 
Stand dor Arberten/Stalul Berlchtadatum/Laat Updating • , r- Bewllllgte MiUei/Funda 
continuing :::>ec. 31 ,. 1978 
1. ~encral Aim 
f Measurement methods and 'liquid metal Cleaning. techniques Will be 
tested concerning their applicability in ·riaK-loops. The measurement 
methods were developed for water and partially employed success-
fully. Experienc~s with 1 iquid metal cleaning techniques has al.ready 
been gained for applicatic:ms in Na• and I\• loops'.' the measure1aent anu 
~ cleaning methods will ,be te'sted in conditions in a core-melting-pre-
vention system. 
(, 
2. Particular Objectives 
The tests of measurement methods and liq~jd metal cleaning are 
planned especially in NaK-loops. In the starting phase the operaio• 
J).a-Ys'·ccurity of the test-rig is to be tested, parameters are to be 
,-measured in stationary states. Nonstationary operating conditions 
· rc-quC'st fa5t ·variations of temperature in the range up to 500° c. 
rht~ ~ttuation is expected in a coremelting-prevention system. 
Detennination of attainable temperature-transients is the aim of 
.. , ' 
the plafincd work. Tests with fluidlevel detecting systems and flow 
meters may show temperature influence concerning measurement 
accuracy of these instruments. Information 'about onset and formation 
of cavitation may. be provided by measuring instruments, mounted out-
side. Operational security of liquid-metal-loops is dependent on the 
purity of the liquid metal. For this aim:~urchasable instruments for 
determination of oxide ionce~tratiori and cleaning methods gre tested. 
I 
3 ~escarch Program 
The Research program is·devided into six interconnected activities-
3.1 Operational tests NaK•loop 
·2-
0 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
3.6 
-\ft-l.-
RS 259 
• I Operat~onal tests NaK-K-loop 
Investigation of methods for oxide concentration 
measuring and NaK-cleaning 
Test of flow meters 
Test of fluid l~vel monitoring systems 
Test of detec~ion methods for cavitation 
t, li 
4. Experimental Facilities 
The test rig has two closed loops, one of them consisting of a 
NaK-loop, the other of a K-loop. Both loops may be operated. 
independently. Secondary rigs include systems for cover-gas and 
cool-air-providing, vacuum stand,' cleaning system for argon and () ,. 
f 
filling systems. The test rig is remote-controlled with projected 
connections to the data processing system. 
S. Progress to Date · 
5.1 .QE~£!~!2n!! .. ~~~~~-2n .. ~!~ .. !22E 
The NaK loop was completed and, ,put into operation. A number 
of trial runs were performed to check the function and hand-
ling of componentssuch as EM pump, heating, and emergen~y 
cut-out. In order to carry out the experiments, the following 
were installed: a level indicator, a test section to stimulate 
cavitationr and a test ce11 for speed measurements by means 
of temperature noise-analysis. (:J 
5.2 
5.3 
5.4 
. 5.5 
Test of flow meters 
-------------------
The test cell was put into ope~~tion and tested under various 
operating conditions. 
I~~~-2! .. !~Y~! .. E!2~~~ 
There are two independent systems of level measurement. 
Electrodes are used for discontinous and an ultrasonic probe 
for continous measurement. The investigation proceeded .at a 
constant temperature but with various ~eed rates. 
f 
·3-
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. 
5.6 i~!~~!!S!~!2~-2!_£~~!!!!!2~-~~~2£!!2~-~2!Q22~ 
Cavitation was stimulated at a sharp ~dged diaphragm at 
various mass .flow rates. Suitable ultrasonic recording 
devices were made available by project RS 284 (cavitation • 
signals from emergency-cooling pumps). 
6 ltesults 
with ref. to 3.4 Test of flow meters 
The fir'st experiments have shown that an evaluation of the · 
temperature -noise-signals· is possible. Geometry, power and 
r~~ thermocouples must be optimised. 
,-... 
with ref. to 3.5 Test of level probes 
Tests with the first ultrasonic probe showed that the 
prozeuure is applicable for· NaK as 'well.as for water. 
Problems with the passage of the sonic conductor through 
the container wall. w~thout signal !attenuation or a acoustic 
short .circuit were solved. Experiments carried out so far at 
constant temperature with various feed rates hav~ shown satis-
factory results. 
with ref. to 3.6· Investigation of cavitation detection methods 
7 • 
Cavitation signals recorded at the diaphragm were evaluated 
hy methods developed in project RS 284. A comparison with 
analysis· of cavitation signals in water shows a great simi· 
larity in the curve ,attern. 
I : 
Next Steps 
The priority in the cas~ of speed measu~e~ent is the optimisation 
of the me~suring arrangement. In the ca~e of level measurement, the 
behaviour of the nrobes under very strong temperature fluctuations 
is to be exammined. The cavitation investigations will be continued 
with'test stretches of d~fferent geometries (pressure change · 
.. 
patterns· in the fluid) .. 
-4· 
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10. 
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If RS 259 
Relations with otne~-proje~t! 
1. Project RS 284 
·•ea vi tat ion signals from emergency-cooling pumps" 
2. Project RS 225 
nnensity measurements by means of ultrasonic probestt 
n ,, r -~ 
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fjortel'll!iletlraum/Pertod Klasslfikation/Ciassificatlon Kennzeichen/Project Numbir 
01 .01. 78-31.12.78 20 RS 305 
Vorhabcn/ProJeCt Title . Land/Country 
Untersuchung der Wechselwirkung zwischen Druck· 
·'FRG 
wellen und Bauteilen in flUssigkeitsqefUllten Fordcrnde lnstilutton/Sponsor 
Systemen. BMFT 
I 
.. Auftragnehmer /Contractor 
INTERATOM GmbH 
Investigations on the interactions of pressure 
waves and components in liquid filled systems. 
•• 
' 
Arbetl!.begtnnllnthated Arbeitscndo/Completed Lelter des Vorhabens/Pro,oct L_eader 
01.11.77 28.02.81 or. Walter (Koord.) 
Stand der Arbetten/Statua Berichtsdatum/Last Updating Bewilligte Mittei/Funds 
Continuing Deeember 1978 
:\' 
.. ' 
1. General aim 
('.' LMFnR safety analysi.s shows a number ~f plant failures by which 
strong ovcrpressure t~ansients in the system occur. In the design 
of components· the ·hydraulic loads due to th~ resulting pressure 
,...., 
, I 
waves have to be take·n into considerations • 
. 
As an "improved status of the art" the description of pressure-
time histories inside of an apparatus in which the acc1den~ takes 
· place 'is already possible and proofed. But there is still a great 
lack of knowledge ·in the mathematical-physical description of the 
transmission'of pressure waves through a system. This-knowledge 
is necessary in order to describe the behaviour of a component 
which is exposed to a pressure wave transmitted from another on·e. 
( ~. Particular objectives 
The particular aim is, the de-velopment of experimentally proofen 
computer codes which a~low a satisfactorily descri_ption of the 
interactions between pressure waves and components. s~ecial 
·attention will be payed'to the elastic•plastiO·behaviour of 
• • j 
components during highly_ hypothetical· events.· 
3. Research program 
At INTERATOM two different computer codes for the description.of 
pressure waves have been developpeda 
HEINKO/C and ROPL~ST/2•. 
The ranges of validit~ of th~se cod'es have to be ver.ified and 
qualified as well by experiments. 
-2-
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4. Experimental facilities, computer codes 
I 
The experimental set up consists of a pipe system of 100 mm 
nominal diameter. Pressure pulses of different amplitudes and 
~ise times are generated by gas explosions. Transients up to 35 
~ , 
bar/ms and maximum amplitudes up to 60 bar are obtained. The 
system operates at room temperature)nwith water as the pressure 
transmitting liquid. The resulting load functions are picked up 
by quartz pressure transducers and strain gages. The experimental 
I 
re·sul ts are compared with the results of calculations performed 
with the computer codes. 
Two different computer codes are available at INTERATOM: 
- HEINKO/C; a one dimensional progr~ for the description of 
press~re1waves. The feed back fro~ the tube wall material to the 
press~re is approximated by a cha~ge of ~he velocity of sound 
in the liquid. 
- ROPLAST/4,, in addition, describes,1the el-.~tic-plastic behaviour 
of the tube wall and t~e interact~on between tube wall material 
and pressure wave~ Similar to HEINKO, the .hydrodynamics are 
one dimensional. ;: · . 
5. Progress to date 
In detail the following activities have been performed: 
- Final design and fabrication of a spherical pressure wave 
generator. 
- Construction of a platform for supporting the pressure wave 
generator and the test components. 
- Numerous test measurements for ge~erating reproducible pressure/ 
time functions of well-defined height and rise times. 
- Mounting of the test arrangements for studying the elastic 
interactions between pressure waves and straight tubes, elbows 
and T-junctions. 
- First experiments and detailed analysis of the experimental 
data with respect to the effect of tube vibrations on shape 
and possible deformation of the pressure waves in the system. 
r 
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6, Results 
- A wide ra~ge of different· pressure/time funktions for genera-
ting pressure waves in the water-fill~d system can be produced 
by gas explosions within a shperical vessel of 0.3 m diameter. 
Shape and height of the pressure pulses are well reproducible. 
Transients up to 35 .-Kbar/s and amplitudes up to 60 bar can be. 
chosen. 
The effect 
vibration) 
stood and 
measures. 
of 
on 
can 
large accellerations of the test components (e.g. 
the pressure waves under study has been under-
almost completely be eltminated.by experimental 
r' 
~ 7. Next steEs 
- Experiments on stage "a": Elastic interaction 
between pressure wav~s and single components 
such as tubes, elbows, T-junctions, changes 
of flow area etc •• Comparison with calculated· 
pressure curves and verification or revision 
of the computer~codes. 
Construction and fabrication of the test 
components for expei:-imental stage "b" s 1: 
several elbows in series· with tubes and vessels. 
(' 
~ Rxperiments and calculations on 
stage "b". 
.\ - Construction and fabrication of thin-walled 
tubes for studying·the elastic-plastic 
interaction of pressure waves and tube 
walls (stage "c" o~ the experiments). 
8. Relations to other projects 
r.one. 
9. References 
none. 
10. Degree of avialabilitY of. repgrts 
none. 
• 
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1 • General Aim 
The development of a computer code which simulates nonstatio-
nary fluid mechanics in a network with arbitrary junctions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
3. 
3. 1 
The description of nonstationary, incompressible fluid flow 
in a piping network, where the topological data may be given 
arbitrarily by input data. 
The calculation of the propagation of large gas filled areas 
in a fluid filled piping system, as for draining and filling-
in processes. 
The computation of bubble transport, slug flow and gas entrain-
ment in low pessure regions. 
Research Program· 
The theoretical description of networks with arbitrary given 
junctions. The development of a general formalism to include 
special physical models (incompressible fluid flow, gas flow, 
perhaps two-phase flow). 
3.2 The formulation of the program organisation and the program-
ming of routines, which describe the topology of the network 
and the first physical model (incompressible fluid flow). 
3.3 The theoretical description of the movement of the interfaces 
of fluid and gas ~nd the time-variability of the network cau-
sed by draining and filling-in processes. 
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3.4 The programming and testing to point 3.3 
3.5 The theoretical formulation and programming of bubble trans-
port and accumulation of gas at special points in the net-
work. 
.-
. 
3.6 Improvement of the program, optimisation of the running time 
4. 
. 
and memory occupation. 
Computer Codes 
The integration of the time dependant_ equations of motion 
will be done by a INTERATOM-code called IAoiS, which makes 
use of the differept Runge-Kutta-methods. The different 
physical models shall be written in single moduls to get an 
optimal storage occupation. 
The equations of the stationary states will be solved by the 
Newton-Raphson-method as is done in the CDC-routine NONLIN. 
s. Progress to Date 
to 3.1 A study of the literatur showed that no comparable program 
formulation would be accessible. An estimate of the expected 
computation time schowed that there should be an appreciable 
advantage to compressible fluid flow caculations (as e.g. in 
the INTERATOM-code H~INKO, which describes interfaces of gas 
and fluid in a ~elatively great variability). A first ver-
sion of the mathematical (graph theoretical) basic for the 
code HYDRON was formulated. As far as possible there were 
made use of the theory of electrical networks. In a further 
step the physical equations of the incompressible fluid flow 
were written in a systematic manner and the graph theoreti-
cal formulation of the solution procedure were performed. 
to 3.2 A sketch of the program organisation was given and the first 
routines to calculate the network topology were proqramed 
and successfully tested. 
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6. Results 
The formulation of the physical model showed that it is pos-
sible to write down the equations of motion and the pressure 
loss relationships for a single section of the piping system 
·in a compact form which is independant of the way choosen 
.. ·, through the ne~work. That gives a basic for the construction 
of the system of equations of motion by the program itself, 
using the topological input data only. Thereby the program 
will be able to describe any network with arbitrary given 
junctions and other constructive elements. 
to 3.2 
7. 
to 3.1 
0. 
to 3.2 
An extension of the definition of the incidence matrix allows 
a formulation of the essential parts of the solution procedure 
(e.g. the computation .of the incidence matrix, optimal ordering 
in the sparse matrices, the construction of the matrix of the 
basic loops) in a form which probably will lead to a fast run-
ning program. 
see point S. 
Next Stepps 
It should be tried to get a similar generalizebal formula-
tion of the equations of motion for the gas flow. The theory 
of the solution procedures should be brought to a point 
where the first routines may be written. 
Final tests of the routines to describe the network topology 
will be done. A comparison-of the solution procedures given 
in the literature and dealing with sparse matrices will be 
performed. 
8. Relation with qther Projects 
There exist some hydrodynamic programs with special models of 
networks (e.g. KRELEC,DRUWA, HEINKO) which can be used for a 
comparison of the calculated results. That will be possible 
fo~ a restricted motion of the interfaces of gas and fluid too. 
,. 
,. 
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1o. Degree of Availability of the Reports 
The reports are internal notes of INTERATOM and not generally 
available. , 
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